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In the Senate or the United States,

March 10, 1858.

Resolved, That there be printed, in addition to the usual number, ten thousand copies of

the Annual Report of the Commissioner of Patents on Arts and Manufactures, for the year

1857, eight thousand of which for the use of the Senate, and two thousand for the Interior

Department for the purposes of official distribution : and that the Secretary of the Interior

be, and he is hereby, directed to cause the Annual Report of the Commissioner of Patents

on Mechanics, hereafter to be made to the Senate, to be prepared and submitted in such

manner as that the plates and drawings necessary to illustrate each subject shall be inserted

so as to comprise the entire report in one volume, not to exceed eight hundred pages.

Attest:

ASBURY DICKINS, Secretary.

By ^.m.CKm, Chief Glerk.





United States Patent Office,

January 20, 1858.

Sir: As required by the 14tli section of the act approved March 3,

1837, 1 have the honor to transmit herewith the Annual Eeport of this

office for the year 1857, which I have to request may he laid before

the Congress of the United States.

I have the honor to he, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

J. HOLT,
Commissioner of Patents,

Hon. John C. Breckinridge,

Vice President United States,
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United States Patent Office,

January 20, 1858.

Sir : In compliance with tlie fourteenth, section of the act entitled

*'An act in addition to the act to promote the progress of science and

useful arts,'^ approved March 3, 183T, I have the honor to submit the

following report of the operations of this office during the year ter-

minating the 31st of December, 1857.

No. 1.

Number of applications for patents 4,771

Number of patents granted (including designs, reissues, and

additional improvements) 2,910

Number of caveats filed 1,010

Number of applications for extension of patents 21

Number of patents extended 11

Number of patents expired 572

Of the patents granted, there were :

To citizens of the United States 2,868

To subjects of Great Britain 24

To subjects of France 13

To subjects of other foreign nations 5

Total 2,910

1 ==
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The patents granted to citizens of the United States ivere . distrihuted

among the several States, Territories, dc., asfollows :

New York 855
Massachusetts 421
Pennsylvania 314
Ohio - 235
Connecticut 161

Illinois 119

New Jersey 91

Indiana - - 6U

Virginia 58
Maryland -- - 57

Vermont 48
Missouri 44
New Hampshire 41

Kentucky 37

Ehode Island 36

Michigan 35
District of Columbia 33
Maine 32

Wisconsin — 31
Alabama - . 27
Georgia - 20
Louisiana. 20
North Carolina 14
Tennessee -- 14
South Carolina 12
Mississippi...... 11
Iowa _ 11
Delaware . .- 10
California 7
Texas 5
Arkansas 3
Minnesota 3
Kansas 1

United States army.. 2

Total 2,8^

ISTotwithstanding the rapid decline in the business of the office

during the months of October^ November, and December, the aggre-
gate number of patents for the year exceeded those of 1856 by four

hundred and eight. This regularly progressive augmentation, which
from year to year has been so long announced, is due alike to the
inherent and irrepressible energy of the national mind, and to the
admirable system by which it is excited and fostered. That system
wisely avoids the laxity of European laws, which grant patents, as of

course, on all applications, upon payment of the fees, and leave their

value to be subsequently tested by the impoverishing process of pro-

tracted litigation. As decidedly, on the other hand, does it eschew
that stern, unsympathizing, distrusting temper, which would receive

the inventor as a stranger beneath the roof of this magnificent edifice,

which has been reared at once as a monument to his genius, and as a
depository of the trophies of his labors. That better policy, which
adopts the happy medium between these two equally periiicious ex-

tremes, and which, while welcoming the inventor as a friend and
patron, in that frank and free conference with him enjoined by law,

kindly and anxiously sifts from his invention its minutest patentable

features, is a policy essentially American in its origin and aims, and
must be inflexibly maintained in the administration of this office so

long as it remains faithful to the high mission with which it is

charged. The restless activity which has distinguished the inventive

genius of the country during the past year has been confined to no
class or pursuit. Alike from the walks of science, the workshops of

the mechanic, and the broad lands of the husbandman^ inventions

have come thronging to this office, demonstrating how completely the

national intellect is emancipated from the shackles of the past, and
with what intense zeal it is pursuing that career of glory which is

open before it. While every part of the field of invention has been
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assiduously occupied, that relating to agriculture has proved most
fruitful. Of the twenty-nine hundred and ten patents issued, four

hundred and thirty-eight—cotton-gins, rice-cleaners, and fertilizers

included—were for agricultural processes and implements. This is a
most grateful feature in the year's operations ; for, as the virtues of

Cincinnatus have ever heen found, like that illustrious patriot, at the
plough, 80 every improvement in the arts and sciences, tending to de-

velop the strength and advance the general prosperity of the tillers of

the soil, is hroadening and deepening those foundations on which,
alike in calm and in storm, the republic must rely for its security.

The characteristics of the inventions of the past year have been
decidedly utilitarian. But little attention seems to have been bestowed
upon articles of mere luxury. The unceasing inquiry has been for

agencies capable of yielding the largest amount of the elements of

human comfort with the least possible expenditure of human labor.

This is certainly a movement in the direction of the highest type of

civilization ; for until the masses of mankind shall have been relieved

from the pressure of that ceaseless toil which renders life, in its weari-

ness, but a reflection of the fabled tortures of Sisyphus, it will be in

vain to expect, for the mental and moral nature of our race, more than
the morning twilight of that development whose noonday splendors

have been so long the dream and the hope of the philanthropist.

No. 2.

Statement of moneys received at the Patent Office during the year 1857.

Received on applications for patents, reissues, additional

improvements, extensions, caveats, disclaimers, and
appeals $182,250 00

Keceived for copies, and for recording assignments 13,882 01

Total 196,132 01

No. 3.

Statement of expenditures from the patent fund during the year 1857.

For salaries |82,711 23

For temporary clerks 43,236 80
For contingent expenses 47,107. 58
For payment to judges in appeal cases 300 00
For refunding money paid into the treasury by mistake.. 206 50
For refunding money on withdrawals 38,019 98

Total 211,582 09
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The above aggregates of receipts and expenditures accrued as

follows

:

In the 1st

quarter.

In the 2d
quarter.

In the 3d
quarter.

In the 4th
quarter.

Total.

Receipts - $55,290 22

59,721 85
$60,783 08

50,786 53
$45, 172 75
53,433 54

$34,886 04
47,640 17

$196,132 01

Expenditures.-._.._.- 211,582 09

Excess of expenditures

over receipts 15,450 08

The excess of the expenditures over the receipts of the past year

admits of a satisfactory explanation. A large part of this excess is

made up of |9,234 58, paid in the month of January, 1857, for

stationery, parchment, and hooks purchased in 1856, and which—as

the parchment and stationery had been consumed in the current

business of the office—were properly chargeable to that year. During
the first three quarters the receipts exhibit an average per quarter of

$53,748 ; in the last quarter they suddenly declined to $34,886, show-
ing a deficit for that brief period, as compared with the average, of

$18,862. There is in this no evidence either of improvidence or of in-

ability on the part of the office to maintain that self-sustaining character

which it has always supported in legal estimation, and in fact. Had
not the year 1857 been burdened with heavy pecuniary responsibilities

belonging to 1856, and had the revenues continued for the last as

during the previous quarters, instead of there being an excess of

expenditure over the receipts, there would have been a surplus on
hand of at least $12,646. It is scarcely necessary to add that the

abrupt falling off in the business, and consequently in the revenues of

the office, commencing in September and continuing throughout the

last quarter, was a consequence of that financial revulsion whose
baleful influences have been felt in all the business relations of life.

Happily, this calamity^ so disastrous for the moment, is rapidly pass-

ing away, and the return tide of prosperity, so confidently anticipated,

will, no doubt, be fully shared by this office.

No. 4.

Statement of the condition of the patent fund.

Amount to the credit of the patent fund, January 1, 1857.. $55,169 54
Amount paid in during the year 196,132 01

Total 251,301 55

Deduct amount of expenditures during the year 211,582 09

Leaving in the treasury, 1st of January, 1858 39,719 46
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No. 5,

Table exhibiting the business of the office for seventeen years, ending

December 31, 185T.

Years. Applications

filed.

Caveats,

filed.

Patents issued. Cash received. Cash expended.

1841 847 312 495 $40,413 01 $23,065 87

1842 761 291 617 36,505 68 31,241 48

1843 819 315 631 35,315 81 30,776 96

1844 1,045 380 602 42,509 26 36, 344 73

1845 1,246 452 602 51,076 14 39,395 65

1846 1,272 448 619 60,264 16 46,158 71

1847 1,531 533 672 63,111 19 41,878 35

1848 1,628 607 660 67,576 69 58,905 84
1849 1,955 595 1,070 80,752 78 77,716 44
1850 2,193 602 995 86,927 05 80, 100 95

1851 2,258 760 869 95,738 61 86,916 93

1852 2,639 996 1,020 112,056 34 95,916 91

1853 2,673 901 958 121,527 45 132,869 83

1854 3,324 868 1,902 163,789 84 167,146 32

1855 4,435 906 2,024 216,459 35 179,540 33

1856 4,960 1,024 2,602 192,588 02 199,931 02

1857 4,771 1,010 2,910 196,132 01 211,682 09

It will be seen from this condensed exhibit that, with the exception

of the very slight and momentary check experienced in the last

quarter, the increase in the business of the office has been steady

and uninterrupted. The inventive genius of the country, great as

have been its efforts and attainments, has manifested none of the

languor of exhaustion, nor testified any inclination for repose. Each
discovery made, like a fire kindled in a dark place, while enlarging

the horizon of science, has laid bare yet other and wider fields, to be
traversed by its ever brightening pathway. In reviewing the triumphs
of invention and discovery in every department of the arts and sciences

for the last three quarters of a century, and in marking their benefi-

cent influences in softening the asperities and exalting the dignity

of human labor, there is abundant cause for heartfelt exultation. The
blessings thus diffused are as universal as the air we breathe, and
amid all the changes, social and political, to which we may be ex-

posed, they will still endure, or will pass away only to give place

to some higher and nobler fruit of the same indomitable genius which
produced them. But while there is thus in the past so much to ex-

cite our pride, there is in the future yet more to excite our hopes. If

that future is to be measured by the strides of that past, rapid as has

been our advancement, it is but reasonable to infer that we have
scarcely crossed the threshold of the temple of huijian knowledge

;

and magnificent as may seem the trophies we have treasured up, it

would hardly be an exaggeration to say—to borrow the thought of

the great Newton—that we have gathered as yet but a few pebbles
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and shells on the shore of that ocean of truth whose depths still

lie unexplored hefore us.

With as much care and with as near an approach to strict accu-

racy as was possible, the table which follows has been prepared for

the purpose of presenting a comparative view of the progress of inven-

tions for a single year in the United States and in the other nations

therein designated.

Country. Patents granted

in 12 months.
Population.

France - .____ - _..__.. 6,187
2,910
2,115
1,413
724
185
116
100
49
48
45
43
32
25
24
4

35,781,628
United States 23, 191,918
Great Britain .... __._.__..___..--_-_._..---..-.- 27.511,447
Belffium ... ... _.__-..._--.._--. 4.426,202
Austria ......... ...... 36,614,466
Sardinia . .... .- .- 4,368,972
Saxony _ ___.. _.__._.__-._.-.-.._---- 1,828,732
Canada ... __._ __-_---.-._ __-. 1,842,265
Hanover. -...- 349,958
Prussia «. ..... 16,923,721

4,519,546
3,203,232

Sweden ...... __ . _.-- 3,482,541
W^urtemburg .. . ..._..-_-_-. 1,733,263
Russia -. - 69,660, 146

Brazil 4,750,000

As the strict examination of all inventions sought to be patented,

which forms so prominent a feature in our system, does not prevail in

the transatlantic governments referred to, a more correct estimate

would be arrived at by comparing, not the patents issued, amounting
to twenty-nine hundred and ten, but the number of applications, four

thousand seven hundred and seventy-one, with the patents granted
by the foreign governments during the same period of time. It is known
that at least eight hundred and fifty-three, probably more, of the
Belgian patents, were those of France and other foreign countries re-

issued. Notwithstanding the fetters flung by imperial hands athwart
the tides of French genius, they still obey the heroic impulses imparted
to them by the revolution of 1790, and continue with equal daring and
ease to change the forms of government and the fashion of the minutest
articles of trade. It is in the light ofthe evening crepuscule of that revo-

lution that French science still pursues its sublime career. In Russia,

whose government is verging upon the thousandth year of its ex-"

istence, in 1852, 1853, and 1854, but ninety-seven patents were issued_,

of which fifty-six only were granted to natives of the empire, being
an average of about nineteen per annum, in a population of sixty-nine
millions. For twelve months, ending November, 1857, the patents
granted amounted to twenty-four, of which but thirteen were to na-
tives of the country. Whilst that empire and the United States are
the antipodes of each other in their political organizations^ so do they
present, developed in striking contrast, the results to which their re-
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spective political systems tend. That tlie intrepid and quenchless

spirit of inquiry which seems inseparable from every throb of Ameri-
ican life, and which, from year to year, is filling this office with the

memorials of its achievements, is one of the boons of our republican

institutions, may be affirmed without the hazard of contradiction. As
the soil, when exposed to the sunshine and the shower_, starts into life

the germ of every flower and shrub and tree lurking beneath its sur-

face, so acts the human soul when stimulated and kindled by the in-

fluences of well regulated political freedom. The above table, in its

every line and lineament, palpitates with the demonstration of this

great, and for us, most gratifying truth. In examining it, passing

from our own favored land, we can but note that, as the light of lib-

erty waxes dimmer and dimmer, so does the inventive genius flag and
dull apace, until finally, amid the darkness of the political night

which broods over Eastern lands, it is utterly extinguished. Upon the

mountain slopes of the far East may be seen narrow winding paths, in

which, for uncounted centuries, the burden-bearing camel has been
treading on precisely the same spot, until now his foot-print, distinct

and deep, is worn far into the solid rock—a fitting symbol of the ori-

ental mind, beneath the crushing incubus of oriental despotism.

Subjoined to this report will be found the usual catalogue of patents

which expired during the past year ; also, a classified summary of

those issued during the same period^ together with an alphabetical list

of the patentees, followed by the drawings and by abridgments of the

specifications, which under our laws not only illustrate the patent,

but are part and parcel of it.

While the statutes organizing and regulating the action of this

office constitute, perhaps, the best system of patent laws ever devised,

still the experience of the last twenty years has disclosed various im-
perfections in their provisions, the more prominent of which, with the

remedies proposed, I deem it proper, at this time, briefly to urge
upon the attention of Congress.

In applications for the extension of patents and in interference

cases a wide range of inquiry into matters of fact is often essential to

the ends of justice. The existing laws furnish no means for compel-
ling the attendance of witnesses, nor for obliging them to testify upon
such issues. The interests bound up with these investigations are

frequently of the greatest magnitude ; and, as a consequence, refrac-

tory or mercenary men, availing themselves of this omission in the
law, have refused to appear or give their depositions, except upon the
payment of the most exorbitant sums by the parties claiming their

testimony. Cases of this character, while working the most cruel

hardship to individuals, have tended to bring the administration of

the government into discredit, if not into contempt. No reason is

perceived why the process of subpoena, freely allowed to all litigating

their interests in the courts of the country, shall be withheld from the
parties to these important and complicated controversies.

Whatever might be the capabilities of the Commissioner for physi-
cal and mental labor, it would be impossible for him to discharge the

administrative duties of his office, and hear, in person, all the appeals
brought before him from the decisions of examiners. The usage has
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hence grown up of referring the investigation of most of these appeals

to a board, constituted for the occasion, consisting of two or more
examiners, who make their report to the Commissioner. As these

boards lack permanence, and from necessity, indeed, have been con-

stantly changing, without a critical examination of each report by the

Commissioner,—which is not practicable,—uniformity in action and in

the assertion of principle cannot be maintained. To prevent in future

that conflict, which has been so often deplored in the past, it has been
recommended that there shall be appointed a permanent board of

three examiners-in-chief, who shall be charged with the duty of hear-

ing and determining upon all appeals from the judgment of the pri-

mary examiners. Such a tribunal would, no doubt, attain the end
sought, and the members of it—should their appellate duties not fully

occupy their time—could, by the Commissioner, be assigned labor in

the classes requiring such assistance with much advantage to the pub-
lic service.

In consequence of requiring models in applications for designs—

a

class of cases in which, for purposes of illustration, they are rarely

needed—and in consequence of the retention by the office of the

models in all rejected applications, the accumulation has been rapid,

and threatens to prove a serious public inconvenience. A large num-
ber of these models, which occupy so much space in the building, are

admitted to be valueless, and were they removed, and the drawings
and specifications alone retained, no prejudice to any interest, public

or private, could ensue. Should Congress think proper to invest the

Commissioner with a discretionary authority over them, its judicious

exercise would accomplish results much to be desired.

It will be observed, that of the $211,582 09 set forth as the aggre-

gate expenditures of this office for the year 1857, $38,019 98 consisted

of fees returned on applications withdrawn after examination and re-

jection. The necessity of a change in this feature of the existing law
has been heretofore expressed, and is still felt with increasing force.

Did the patent constitute the consideration for which the fee of thirty

dollars is paid, it would be but reasonable that this sum, or a part of

it, should be returned upon the abandonment of the claim. Such,
however, is not the case. The consideration of the patent is the sur-

render of the invention to the public at the expiration of the fourteen

years for which the monopoly is granted. The thirty dollars forms
the compensation—and it is no more than a just one—for the labor be-

stowed by the office in the preparation and examination of the appli-

cation. When, then, this has been performed, it is neither just nor
expedient that the well-earned compensation for it should, in whole
or in part, be withheld. A tariff of fees, which, while dividing the

services required, provides that they shall be paid for, step by step, as

they progress, has been proposed, and, it is hoped, will be favorably

considered by Congress. This would be alike agreeable to the in-

ventor and to the office, protecting, as it would, the former from the

oppression of paying for any services not in fact rendered, and the

latter from the injustice of performing any labor for which it is not
remunerated.

It should be mentioned that, within the year just closed, applica-
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tions have been filed for letters patent for several inventions alleged

to be valuable, and to have been made by slaves of the southern

States. As these persons could not take the oath required by the

statute^ and were legally incompetent alike to receive a patent and to

transfer their interest to others, the applications were necessarily re-

jected. The matter is now presented to the consideration of Congress,

that, in its wisdom, it may decide whether some modification of the

existing law should not be made in order to meet this emergency,
which has arisen, I believe, for the first time in the history of inven-

tions in our country.

The defects developed by the practical operation ofthe laws intended
to secure the rights of inventors suggest the propriety of their careful

revision. At the expiration of his patent the inventor is bound to

surrender to the public his invention, the fruit, it may be, of many
years of anxious toil ; and from this undertaking there is no possibility

of escape. As an equivalent for this surrender, the government stands

pledged to insure to him the full and peaceful fruition of his monopoly
during its continuance ; and this pledge constitutes one of the most
solemn obligations of law and of honor. The compact thus entered into,

distinct in its import, and reciprocally binding in its stipulations, is

based upon the highest considerations recognized by law, and ought
to be executed by the government with that scrupulous fidelity which
should ever distinguish the strong when dealing with the weak.
While, however, this species of property yields to none other in its

national importance, and surpasses all others in the amount which it

pays for the legal safeguards thrown around it, it is notorious that it

enjoys but a precarious and incomplete protection. The more promi-
nent of the causes conducing to this result are the helplessness of

inventors as a class; the peculiarly exposed character of their interests

to be defended ; the universal impatience of legal restraints, as mani-
fested in that lawlessness which so sadly mars the body of the times
in which we live ; and, lastly, the unskilful adjustment of subsisting

instrumentalities to the performance of those duties of guardianship
which the government has assumed upon itself. If the law relaxes

the vigilance of its watch over the homestead of the citizen, he can
take his stand at his own threshold, and with his own right arm beat
back those who would invade it ; but the rights of the inventor are

coextensive with the limits of the republic, and may be assailed and
despoiled at a thousand points in the same moment of time. The
eyes of Argus would not suffice to discover, nor the arms of Briareus
suffice to resist, the assaults of so omnipresent a foe as it is his lot to

encounter. If, then, the faith which the government has plighted with
him fails, he is utterly without shelter. This is no sketch of the
imagination. Again and again have inventors, impoverished in

fortune and broken in spirit, come to this office seeking the exten-
sion of their patents, and demonstrating by testimony that the four-

teen years which should have been devoted to reaping the harvest of
their labors were worse than wasted in harassing and ruinously expen-
sive litigation in defence of their patented privileges. The insolence

and unscrupulousness of capital, subsidizing and leading on its merce-
nary minions in the work of pirating some valuable invention held by
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powerless hands, can scarcely be conceived of by tbose not familiar

witb the records of such cases as I have referred to. Inventors, how-
ever gifted in other respects, are known to be confiding and thriftless;

and being generally without wealth, and always without knowledge
of the chicaneries of the law, they too often prove but children in

those rude conflicts which they are called on to endure with the stalwart

fraud and cunning of the world. It would certainly be practicable to

affix a limit to this oppressive litigation, at least to that feature of it

which calls in question the validity of the patent, while the sense of

public justice would not be shocked by inflicting something more than

a verdict in damages on wanton offenders of this class. It is admitted
that the subject is embarrassed with difficulties, but it is believed that

they are not insuperable. It is a principle of criminal jurisprudence

that the penalty shall be proportioned, in its severity, to the tempta-
tions and facilities which exist for the commission of the crime. The
principle is a sound one, and would justify legislation of unusual rigor

in behalf of the down-trodden interests of inventors.

The existing laws authorize the granting of patents only to original

inventors, their representatives and assignees. While the wisdom of

the general principle thus asserted is undeniable, still certain facts

connected with the condition of the arts and sciences in Europe would
justify the inquiry, whether, if compatible with the Constitution, a
solitary exception to the rule might not be advantageously allowed.

It is well known that, for a long period of time, manufacturing pro-

cesses of great value have existed beyond the Atlantic, but which have
neither been patented nor described in any printed publication, nor
introduced into public use. They have been and are still employed
within the walls of well guarded manufactories, whose operatives, in

entering the service, assume upon themselves obligations of secrecy.

Thus, from generation to generation, a knowledge of these useful arts

is clandestinely transmitted, and the world is oppressed by the burden
of perpetual monopolies. The opinion is entertained that, if our laws
could be so modified as to extend the shelter of a patent to these arts

and inventions, by whomsoever revealed and introduced, many of them
would find their way into the United States, and, perhaps, among the

number, the most important of all, the hitherto concealed process for

the manufacture of Kussia sheet iron. That their introduction would
be a national service, for which it would be competent to make a
national remuneration, will hardly be controverted. Whether the

constitutional scruples which exist can be so far overcome as to give

to this remuneration the ordinary, and certainly the most effective

form—that of letters patent—is a question which the magnitude of the

interests involved renders worthy of the serious consideration of Con-
gress.

While the fee paid for a patent by an American citizen is but thirty

dollars, the sum of five hundred dollars is exacted from a British sub-

ject, and three hundred from the citizens and subjects of other foreign

governments. This harsh, and, seemingly unwise, discrimination has

formed the subject of earnest remonstrance on the part of my prede-

cessors ; but, weighty as are the objections which have been urged
against its continuance, they have failed to attract the favorable notice
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of Congress. If the existing law can be regarded as having been
adopted in a spirit of retaliation, its framers totally misconceived the

European policy to which it was intended to respond. Careful inquiry

enables me to state that, with the exception of Prussia, ours is the only
nation known to distinguish, in granting patents, between the native

born and foreign inventor. It is true, that the English, French and
other transatlantic governments require the payment of patent fees,

apparently enormous and oppressive, as compared with those paid
here by American citizens ; but exorbitant as these fees may seem,
they are demanded alike of all, natives and foreigners. With those

nations the patent laws are but measures of revenue ; and as the ad-

ministration of their peculiar political institutions involves the outlay

of vast treasures, their revenue systems must be upon a correspondingly
gigantic scale. With such governments, such measures may, perhaps,

plead an absolute financial necessity in their justification, and they
certainly carry with them not the slightest approach to that breach of

national comity which our legislation appears so strangely intended
to rebuke. But upon what principle can it be maintained that the
government of the United States, boasting of the simplicity and cheap-
ness of its administration, and of its entire disenthrallment from the
political burdens of the Old World, shall imitate this solitary feature

of transatlantic taxation ? It may occur to those who do not look
beyond the surface of this provision, that the exaction, being made
upon the foreigner, is therefore a national gain ; but this is manifestly

a delusion. It is incontestably true, that, though paid by the foreigner

in the first instance, on the issuing of his patent, he is ultimately

reimbursed from the purse of the native consumer. Besides, of all

taxes, it is the most odious—being a tax on knowledge, and upon the

highest forms and noblest aims of human philanthropy. If other

governments are so insensible to the dictates of an enlarged public

policy, and so wanting in sympathy with the governed as to prefer,

or so unfortunate as to feel constrained to resort to, imposts thus em-
barrassing the inventive genius of the age, shall we so far violate the

convictions inseparable from our political faith and nurture as to fol-

low in their footsteps ? The people of the United States have a deep
interest in all useful inventions, wherever and by whomsoever made,
and their passage from land to land should be as free as the winds
and sunshine of heaven.
Near half a century ago the government of the United States inau-

gurated the principle of reciprocity in the commercial intercourse of

nations. It invited the concurrence of all other governments by offer-

ing to place their citizens and subjects on the same footing with the
citizens of this country, provided like advantages were by them ex-

tended in return. With one exception, this principle is now engrafted

upon every treaty regulating our commerce with Europe ; and in intro-

ducing a new and brilliant epoch in our history, it has laid the axe to

the root of that jealousy of strangers, so prevalent among the be-

nighted Asiatics, and which, wherever found, is recognized as a linger-

ing badge of barbarism. It is asked that this doctrine, so just in
itself, and of which we are so justly proud, shall be embodied in our
patent laws. Every European government, with the single exception
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stated, has placed American citizens on a footing of perfect equality
with its own subjects, so far as its system of patent laws is concerned.
In the presence of such a fact appealing to us, to uphold longer this

obnoxious discrimination would be to insist that the strictly local and
domestic legislation of other nations shall be adjusted to meet our
peculiar views, or, what is yet more unreasonable, that the governments
of those nations shall accord to our citizens privileges which they
deny to their own. While recognizing it as our duty to be courteous
and liberal, even upon the arena of trade, where human selfishness is

most prone to prey upon the stranger, can we, without the grossest in-

consistency, refuse to be so, on that broader and more elevated theatre

of action, whose themes affect the advancement and happiness of the

race, and where, at every moment, we are forced to acknowledge that

the gain of other nations is our gain, and their loss is necessarily ours

also?

Kegarded from the lowest point of view—its bearingupon the finances

of this ofiice—the feature of the act of 1836, under discussion, has
proved a failure. Excluding, as it does, multitudes of inventions

which would otherwise be introduced^ no doubt is entertained but that

it yields a smaller amount of revenue than would the more moderate
schedule of fees proposed in its stead.

The colonial government of Canada, treating, as is supposed, the
act of 4th July, 1836, as aggressive in its spirit, responded by abso-

lutely excluding American citizens from the benefits of its patent

laws. In consequence, that vast country, affording one of the richest

harvests of the world for the inventive genius of our fellow-citizens,

remains closed against them. The people of Canada are scions of the

same stock from which sprang the founders of our republic. They
speak the same language, worship before the same altars, have the

same forms of social and domestic life, and draw the inspirations alike

of their literature and of their laws, from the same high sources with
ourselves. Along the borders of eight of the States of our confederacy,

with but narrow intervening lakes and rivers, their territory extends

—

a colony, it is true, in its political aspects, but an empire in the great-

ness of the future which is dawning upon it. When we examine yet

more closely the character and condition of that country, and realize

how gigantic are the public works which pervade it, as so many pul-

sating arteries of trade and of travel ; how exhaustless are its agricul-

tural and mineral resources, and the elements of its manufacturing
power, and how rapidly, with every wave of European immigration
that breaks on our shores, its population is increasing, it is difficult to

resist the conviction that we have everything to gain and nothing to

lose by cultivating with these, our nearest neighbors, the most cordial

and intimate relations. In 1853 the imports into Canada from the

United States amounted to $11,782,145, and the imports into the

United States from Canada, to $8,926,360. Under the benign influ-

ences of the reciprocity treaty which went into operation on the 11th

September, 1854, the commerce between the two countries has rapidly

increased, so that in 1856 the imports into Canada from the United
States swelled to $22,704,508, and the imports into the United States

from Canada, to $17,879,752. A more complete vindication of this
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act of enliglitened statesmansliip than sucli a result presents could

not be desired by its most earnest advocates. The observance of a

lofty and generous policy in our intercourse with other nations must
ever bear such fruit as tJais. There is every reason to believe that no
disposition is felt on the part of the people or of the political authori-

ties of Canada to continue longer the unpleasant and embarrassing
relations with the United States to which their respective systems of

patent laws have given rise. The bare introduction of a bill into the

last Congress, proposing a repeal of the provision of the act of 1836,

under examination, was at once followed by a corresponding move-
ment on the part of the Canadian government, having for its object a
removal of the existing restrictions upon American inventors. If this

movement failed of its consummation, I am well assured it was only
because the bill referred to failed to become a law. The highest con-

siderations of public interest seem to require that Congress, regard-

less of mere national punctilio, shall frankly use its utmost endeavors

to open to American inventors this attractive and remunerative field,

from which, by an unhappy course of legislation, they have been so

long excluded. Whether the Canadian estimate of the act of 1836
be just or not, it is certain that from its foundation the government
of the United States has been unceasing in its efforts to liberalize and
elevate the intercourse of nations, and that, in view of its antecedents,

it can well afford to take the initiative and offer an example of liber-

ality to the world, as it is unquestionably beneath its dignity and
mission to follow an example of an opposite character, by whatever
government or people it may be set.

The Patent Office, silent and unobtrusive in its course, connecting
itself with none of the agitations of the day, and demanding nothing
from the public treasury, asks only the assent of the national legis-

lature to such an arrangement of its instrumentalities as shall secure

the highest possible efficiency to its action. Beyond its mission of
beneficence to all, it has no ambition to gratify, no triumph to achieve.

The well-springs of its life are fed by contributions from the benefac-

tors of our race; and it is in their name that this appeal, so often

made and so long unheeded, is now respectfully, but most earnestly,

renewed.
J. HOLT,

Hon. James L. Orr,
Speaker of the House of Bepresentatives of the United States.
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF PERSONS WHOSE PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS
AND DISCOVERIES HAVE EXPIRED DURING THE YEAR 1857.

No.

3077

3291

2981
2912
3145
3348

3315

3225
3049
3268
3146
2926
2978

3152
3139

5957
3279

3371

3026
2996

2905
3165
3253
3280
3302
3099
3219
2982

2944
3310
3001

3195
3113
3244

3040
2940

Patentee. Invention or discovery. Class.

Adams, William, and Artemus
llaramond.

Adams, William, and Artemus
Hammond, assignees of Arte-

mus Hammond.
Alden, Albert

Allen, Ethan
Allen, Horatio

Allen, Horatio .

Allen, Horatio .--.-.

Anderson, J. J
Austine, George -

Armstrong, Martin N
Ashard, William K
Atwater, Stephen
Atwood, Charles

Avery, Latham Y. (See Rhesa
Griffin.)

Aylesworth, Chadiah
Baer, Charles, and John Gouli-

art.

Bain, Alexander
Baker, Abraham
Ball, Sheldon X. (See George
Eckler.)

Ballard, Charles A
Bancroft, Edward. (See Na-

thaniel Miller.)

Banning, Edmund P..
Barber, Charles P

Barbour, Horace. (See Glea-

son, John and H. C, and
White.)

Barnes, F. M -

Bartholomew, Daniel

Bartlett, Nelson
Barton, Gardner, jr

Bates, Stephen -

Beackley, John W .--- .-

Beaman, William -

Bean, Benjamin W
Beardsley, Backus A
Beckwith, Amasa B
Beebe, Lyman and James H...

Belson, Richard W
Belson, Richard W
Bentley, Charles W
Benton, H. P
Bingham, James

Iron, &c., punching holes in, machine for.

Windlass, ship's.........

Pen-holders

Engraving, machines for

Pipes, metal, determining the thickness of

Stop-cocks in pipes under hydrostatic

pressure, tapping and inserting.

Stops, elastic water, for checking the

force or momentum of water in pipes

Stoves, cooking -

Threshing-machines
Knives and forks, cleaning and polishing.

Matches, friction —
Steam generator, portable

Hooks and eyes for fastening garments . .

.

Water-wheels
Manure making

Electricity, copying surfaces by
Water-wheels, inclmed

Chairs, rocking

Trusses .

Shearing diamond figures of cloth, &.C.,

method of.

Flax and hemp, breaking

Clapboards, sawing, machines for ...

Pens, fountain

Doors, gates, &c., closing apparatus for..

Baths, shower
Trunks, travelling

Brooms, winding wire or twine on
Cloth of all kinds, sewing with a running

stitch.

Bark mill -

Water-wheels
Straps, coupling, method of, as a substi-

tute for a buckle.

Hinges, butt, casting .— •

Stoves --..

Boilers, tubular, constructing, for gener-

ating steam.

Lamps, lard -

Buckles, suspender
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Persons whose patentsfor inventions have exjpired.

15

Patentee. Invention or discovery. Class.

Black, William
Blake, Philos, Eli W., and John

A.

Blake, William. (See Henry
N. Hooper, &c.)

Blanchard, Thomas
Boardman, William D
Bookman, Thomas
Botts, Charles T
Bourne, Henry
Boynton, Charles B
Boynton, John
Brandreth, Benjamin
Briggs, Cornelius _..

Brooks, Ebenezer
Brown, Benjamin H

Brown, Edwin ............

Brown, Lorenzo D
Brown, Thomas
Bruce, David, jr...

Bryan, JohnP
Bryan, John P
Buck, Henry A
Bucklin, James C (See Wm.

Tallman.)

Bullock, William
Burden, Henry
Burrall, Thomas D
Bush, Oliver H. and Charles H.

.

Butler, Henry T., assignee of

Laban Eddy.
Caldwell, John >..

Calvert, Francis A
Calvert, Francis A .

Calvert, Wm. W. (See George
W. Lyman.)

Carr, William
Carsley, William. (See George
W. Towle.)

Chaffee, Edwin M
Chambers, Josias

Chickering, Jonas

Chickering, Jonas, assignee of

Eufus Perkins.

Clark, Oliver, and Wm. D Hillis.

Clark, Patrick J
Claude, Dennis, jr

Clezy, Geo. (See J. S. Eastman.)
Clow, Lewis E
Clowes, William
Cole, Ezekiel, administrator of

Elijah Cole.

Coleman, John
Collins, Charles, assignee of

James Pilbrow.

Ploughs
Button, plate turn, for fastening cupboard
and other doors.

Turning or cutting irregular forms
Hone or strap, razor

Smut-machines -

Straw-cutters

Gold washing, machine for -

Stoves, air-heating

Carding-engine -

Vegetable extracts, making _

Extension tables

Striker, blacksmiths', for forging iron

Steam engines, horizontal pistons and slide

valves for.

Piano-fortes

Tuyeres
Smu^machine8
Type-casting machines
Cane-cutters

Cane-covers

Smut-machines

Presses, cotton and hay
Horse-shoes, machine for making
Ploughs, wheel
Gate, liquor

Stoves, cooking

Water-wheels
Wool, combing
Wool, picking and separating burrs from

;

also, applicable to ginning cotton.

Bread-making, constructing machines for.

Caoutchouc, application to cloths, &c
Presses, cotton

Piano-fortes

Hinges for piano-fortes, &c

Hoes to handles, attaching

Lamps, lard ,.._

Grain-separators

Tuyeres,
Bedsteads, sofa _

Electrifying-machine

Smut-machines . . -

Sleam engine, injet reacting rotary, im-

provements in the, and in the manner of

connecting it with machinery to be pro-

pelled.

14

21
1

1

2
5
3
4

17

2
6

18
2
1

18
1

22
1

12
2
1

11

5

11

3
3

17

12
18
2

1

5
1

2
17

8
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Persons whose j^atentsfor inventions have expired.

No. Patentee. Invention or discovery.

2995

3185
3066
3004
3314
3536
2968

3389
3030
3028
3031

3057

2979
3209

3062

2933
3104

2939

3082
3015
3089

2942
3134

3148
3293
3065
3365

3176

3297
2985
2986
3734
2973

3285

3272
3056
2935
3310
3702

3202

Collins Manufacturing Company
assignee of Elieha K. Root.

Colvin, Robert K --

Concklin, John C
Cook, Harris --

Cooper, Alpheus
Coover, William
Cope, Nathan

Corliss, George H ..

Cornelius, Robert
Cornelius, Robert
Cornelius, Robert
Coulter, John
Cox, David B. (See Elias John-

son.)

Crawford, A. B. (SeeH Hizer.)

Creed, William -

Culp, George W. D. & Joseph
Cunningham, R. P ,

Curran, David. (See Philip Ha-
vill.)

Curtis, John -..-

Curtis, Samuel W
Custer, Jacob D .> --.

Dakin, Samuel D. (See Ruther-

ford Moody.)
Davies, Thomas A. --

Davis, Daniel, jr

Davoll, William C ,

Day, George L . .—
De Crony, Nicolas H. I. F.

Comte.
Dederick, Levi.- -

Delaney, William
Dennis, Jonathan, jr

Detmold, Christian E

Detmold, Christian E ,

Dodd, Robert J..-.
Dodge, Jonathan
Dofler, George
Donisthorpe, George E
Dougherty, John

Douglas, Beriah

Douglas, Beriah.—
Downs, John
Downing, Frederick

Drake, Eli P
Drayton, Thomas
Dudley, James B. (See Carlos

G. Pressey.)

Duff, William.

Steel tempering.....

Hydrants, construction of

Straw-cutters --,

Net-gill, for catching fish

Stoves, cooking . ........ ......

Pencils, tailors' marking
Steam engines, high pressure, mode of

heating the supply water and carrying

off the escape steam in.

Sewing, machine for

Lamps, lard

Lamps, lard, with argand burners

Oil feeders

Looms, mode of delivering warp in

Wheels, railroad car, constructing

Winnowing machines
Looms, power, mode of throwing shut-

tles in.

Stoves, cooking ...........

Clapboards, beveling the ends of

Watches

Hydrants -

Gilding, silvering, &c,, in dead colors

Speeder, double speeder, or fly frame,

used in roving cotton, &c.
Shingles, sawing, constructing machine for.

Steam engine, rotary, also applicable to

pumps.
Hay presses.-.. --

Smut and garlic machines

Hats and bonnets

Boilers, steam, &c., effecting combus-

tion in furnaces and flues of.

Furnaces, construction and heating of,

for all kinds of metallurgic operations.

Bougies, for strictures ..-•

Teeth, setting, artificial -

Bee-hives - - --.

Wool, combing
Constructing canal boats, so that they can

be transferred on railroad cars.

Propelling vessels, endless chain paddles

for.

Salt, crystallizing

Baskets for catching eels

Loom, power, for weaving plain cloth

Boot crimps

Silvering looking-gl asses

Boilera, eteam, safety valves for
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DESCRIPTION AND CLAIMS FOR PATENTS,

ISSUED IN THE YEAR 1857.

ILLUSTRATED WITH ENGRAVINGS.

[To find the Plates, see Index at the end of this Report.]

I.—AGRICULTURE

No. 18,576.

—

Justus Day^ of Murray, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Ma-
chines for Pulling Beans.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—When
the handle K is down to its lowest point on the stole A_, the teeth in

each section of the head are exactly over each other. In this position

the rake is thrown into the beans or whatever is to be pulled ; then

the operator pulls upon the handle K, which causes the movable por-

tion of the rake-head to slide, and whatever is between the teeth is

bound fast.

Claim.—The movable head, arranged and operated as described, for

the purposes set forth.

No. 16,926.

—

Albert Kelsey, of Westport, Mo.

—

Improvement in

Bee-Rives.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The nature of this inven-

tion will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.
The inventor says : I am aware that sash-frames have been used in

the working chambers of bee-hives; these I do not claim. But I claims

in combination with the double chambers of sash-frames K, the two
walls J, with communicating passages a through them, when said

walls or partitions are so arranged that a slide or cut-off c can be in-

troduced between them for the purpose of an entire separation.

No. 18,523.—B. D. Sanders, of Holliday's Cove, Ya.

—

Improvement
in Bee-Rives.—Patent dated October 27, 1857.—The nature of this

invention consists in an arrangement embracing the outer casing with
extended sides and vertical bottomless honey-boxes, in combination
with the grooved perforated moth traps ; whereby the area of the hive,

by reason of the extended sides, can be increased without the necessity

of piling one box on top of another at pleasure, by the simple addi-

tion of one or more transverse partitions ; and whereby, also, the filth

and dirt of all the boxes can, owing to their being bottomless and on
the same plane, be readily removed, and also the moth which infests the
inside of the hive can be entrapped and destroyed.

Claim, 1st. The combination and arrangement of the outer casing

A with the extended sides a a, and vertical bottomless honey boxes
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E E with the grooved and peculiarly perforated internal moth traps

F F, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2d. The combination and arrangement of two honey boxes, so as to

produce a double chambered swarm hive, when constructed and ar-

ranged in relation to each other, and to the outer casing A, substan-

tially as shown in figures 1,5, and 6, and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,757.

—

Henry M. McClellan, of York, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Bee-Hives.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—This improved hive is

constructed in sections, hooked together in front and rear, the hook
on the door of each hive entering a staple in the hive adjoining it, by
means of which the hook is made to perform two functions, viz:

fastening the hive door and holding the two sections together^ as

shown in the engravings A, B, C, fig. 2.

CloAm,—The combination of the sections A, B, C, connected as

shown with the rotating doors d^ agitating and regulating wires e,

ventilating tubes/, and tolling and feeding cups^; the said parts

being constructed and arranged in relation to each other in the man-
ner and for the purposes described.

No. 18,815.

—

Samuel Kelly, of Washington, D. C.

—

Improvement
in Bee-Hives.— Patent dated December, 8, 1857.—A A represents the

inner box or hive enclosed in outer box B B, both of which are open
at the bottom, and rest on platform C, with the space E between the

tops, so that jars, or vessels of any kind, may be placed upon box A,
to receive the surplus virgin honey. The bars or frames F are al-

ways kept a certain distance apart
;
yet it may sometimes occur that

the bees may allow the comb to project out further than usual. Then,
in order to insert the zinc plates B between the frames, without in-

jury to the combs or bees at work, the pins I are removed and the

frames gently slided over, thus widening the space between the frame
or frames desired to be removed, which will allow the plates B^ to be
inserted without injuring the comb or bees. When all the bees have
passed out, the valve being placed over the passage-way opposite

the frames selected, they can pass out, lifting the valve up in doing
so, but they cannot return.

Claim.—The sliding frames F, removable pins I, and dividing

zinc plates B^, in combination with the movable passage-ways and
the sliding valve 0, arranged in the manner and for the purposes set

forth.

No. 16,474.

—

Jeresiah D. Egleston, of Canaan, Connecticut.—7m-
provement in Feed-boxes of Bee-Hives.—Patent dated January 27,

1857.—The feed in the feed-box ,/ is kept on a level with the bottom
of said feed-box by means of a platta Z, which is pressed against said

feed-box by means of spiral springs m.
Claim.—The platta I, and wire springs m, in combination with the

feed-box j, as described.
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No. 18,649.

—

Isaac L. Smith, of BurliDgton, Yermont, and Charles

C. CoLBURN, of Massena, New York.

—

Improved Butter Worker.—
Patent dated November 17, 1857.—In the engravings a represents the

posts of the frame, and h the top rails thereof ; c is the pressing roller,

which is mounted on a shaft h, which turns in hearings located in the

rails h. The outer end of this shaft is provided with a cog pinion I

;

m is the box which receives the butter to be worked. This box is

hinged at one end, by means of hinges g, to a sliding frame m^, and
at opposite ends there are thumb screws A, which pass upward through

the frame m^ against the bottom of the box m. By turning the said

screws the end of the box is raised or lowered to accommodate the

amount of butter required to be worked at one time. The lower edges

of the frame m^ form tongues, and fit into the grooved rails /. The
latter are attached, in an angular position, to the posts a.

Claim.—The box m, hinged to a sliding frame m^ , and made capa-

ble of adjustment to any desired extent without being thrown out of

gear, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,564.

—

Charles W. Gage, of Homer, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Butter Workers.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The butter is placed

in the machine in front of the rollers C ; the scrapers E^, at the back
of the rollers, are then lowered, and the rollers C and C^ are made to

pass over the butter by operating handle H. As said rollers pass over

the butter, cutting and pressing, it, it is scraped up by scrapers E^ and
carried to the back end of the machine ; scrapers E are then lowered,

elevating scrapers E^, and the motion of the rollers is reversed and the

butter is worked back to the front end of the machine. This operation

is repeated as often as the condition of the butter may require it.

Claim —The combination of rollers C C and C^ within scrapers E
and E^_, connected and operating in the manner and for the purpose
set forth and described.

No. 18,479.

—

William E. Ward, of Portchester, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Machinesfor Spading Land.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.

—

In this invention the entire machine is propelled in the field in any
direction required, and turned at the will of the attendant ; and the
same power which does this operates a series of spades which enter

the land, each in succession, cut into it in the arc of a circle, and, after

cutting down to the required depth, suddenly throw up the cut slice

against a shield plate so as to reverse it and at the same time break it

up, so that when it falls down it will be thoroughly disentegrated

;

the forward movement of the machine determining the thickness of
the slices to be cut by the spades.

The inventor says : Having described the mode of construction which
I have planned for the application of my invention, I do not wish to

be understood as limiting my claim of invention to such mode of appli-

cation, as other and equivalent modes of construction may be substi-

tuted.

Nor do I wish to be understood as limiting myself to the use of the
several parts of my invention, as some of these may be used in con-
nexion with substitutes for the others.
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I claim tlie mode of operation of the meclianism substantially as

described, for imparting the cutting action to the spades as set forth.

I also claim the mechanism for tilting the spades substantially as

described, in combination with the mechanism for giving the cutting

action to the said spades, substantially as described.

I also claim, in combination with the spades operated substantially

as described, the shield plate, substantially as described, for aiding in

disintegrating and reversing the slices as they are thrown up by the

spades as set forth.

I also claim, in combination with the spades operated substantially

as described, the yielding or springing part of the levers for imparting
the digging or cutting action to the spades, and the yielding or spring-

ing part of the tilting levers as set forth, and for the purpose of pre-

venting the mechanism from being broken when the spades meet with
any obstruction, such as stones.

No. 18,666.

—

John Allison, of Parish St. Martin, La.

—

Improve-
ment in Machines for Covering Sugar Cane,—Patent dated November
24, 185*7.—The operation of this machine is as follows : One or more
horses being hitched to it, it is brought in such a position to a row
of cane or seed to be covered that the row is in the centre under
the machine in its longitudinal position. By drawing the machine
forward the dirt will be taken and scraped up by the blades B B, ac-

cumulated and raised by lateral boards A. A, and forced to the open-
ing E, where it escapes, filling completely the furrow opened pre-

viously by a plough to receive the cane or seed. Then comes the

roller D, and presses the dirt escaping through the opening E down
to a convex ridge over the cane or seed. Should any dirt clog the

roller, the knife or scraper H will scrape it ofP, and keep the roller

free and clean. If the ground is rough and cloddy, the revolving

harrows F F will break the lumps and prepare the ground properly

to cover cane or seed.

Claim.—The inventor says : I do not claim the lateral boards A A
nor the blades B B^ nor do I claim the revolving harrows F F nor
the roller D.
But I claim the boards A A, provided with the blades B B, and re-

volving harrows F F, in combination with the roller D, arranged and
operating in the manner and for the purposes as set forth.

No. 18, '702.

—

Jeremiah H. Phillips, of Colebrook, Ohio.

—

Improve-

ment in Shelving for Curing and Storing Cheese.—Patent dated Novem-
ber 24, 1857.—The claim and engravings show the nature of this in-

vention.

Claim.—The inventor says : I do not claim the construction of

cheese shelves in double or single tiers.

But I claim the short moveable shelves, with the rabbeted or bevelled

ends thereof combined and operating with the fixed cheese shelves, in

the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,671.

—

Lewis W. Beecher, ofAvon, N. Y.—Improved Churn.—
Patent dated November 24, 185*7.—Letter A is a vertical pendulum
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motion frame hung at the top of the churn-box ; upon pivots in the

centre of the hox B B B are three bars that hold the frame together

;

C, a flat lifting beater at the bottom of the dash frame ; D, a dividing

rod between the valves or swing beaters
; E E, swing beaters, hung

in the frame, and allowed to turn each way to an eighth of a circle

—

the lower one to be 3J inches wide, the upper one 7 inches wide, with
attenuated edges; F F^ two pieces united, forming the lever, the per-

pendicular part being attached to the frame
; Gr, hand-staff attached

to the extreme end of the horizontal part of the lever, and by which
motion is given to the frame ; H, lid in two pieces ; J J,i)uttons to

hold the lids down, and keep the frame in its place when in motion
;

K, a loop handle at the bottom of the churn-box.

Claim.—The swing valves or beaters, operating and producing the
effects substantially as set forth.

No. 18,936.

—

William F. Truesdell, of Elgin, 111.

—

Improved
Churn.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—This invention is de-

signed to collect the small particles of butter, which usually escape

when a horizontal dasher is used. This dasher is caused to slide upon
its axle, and by a gentle rotation collect the butter.

The inventor says : I do not claim the introduction of atmospheric
air into the body or mass of cream while being agitated or churned,
in order to expedite the formation of butter ; for this has been pre-

viously done, and in various ways.
Nor do I claim, broadly, the idea of adjusting the dashers in churns.
But I claim the employment of the peculiarly formed dashers D,

having air-tubes j attached, said dashers being so made as to churn
and introduce the air when turned in one direction, and presenting
chambers for the collection of the butter, when the direction is re-

versed.

No. 18,937.

—

James Yandolah and Elias Curry, of Dillsborough,
Indiana.

—

Improved Churn.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—In this

invention a cylindrical vessel or tub A is provided, on the removable
cover of which are mounted a winch B, and bevel wheel C, gearing
into a bevel pinion D, whereby motion is communicated to a short ver-

tical shaft E. The lower end of said shaft is suitably coupled to the

upper end of the dasher shaft G. There is employed for the dasher
shaft a tube, through which hot or cold water may be poured into the

hollow dasher. In the upper end of this shaft opens a mouth A to

receive the water to be conveyed to the dasher H. Said dasher is

secured to the bottom of the tubular shaft Gr, and from the centre of

its under shaft projects a small pivot or journal to turn in a step in

the bottom of the churn.
The inventors say : We claim the construction of the dasher, with

the rim c, wings d d, peripheral strips //, and horizontal plates

g g, arranged and operating substantially in the manner and for the

purposes specified.

We also claim the arrangement of the ribs I I, with retaining

hoops k k, or their equivalents, so as to render them adjustable and
removable, substantially as and for the purposes specified.
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No. 18,382.

—

Isaac N. Buck, of Elgin, Illinois.

—

Improvement in

Churn-Dashers.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—In the drawing
is the wheel, or sectional scroll, made of wood. E are the diamond-
shaped breakers fastened on the ijpper side of wheel C. At the com-
mencement of each section of the wheel A are the arms. B is the

place for the shaft which puts the dasher in motion.

Claim.—The inventor says : I claim the diamond-shaped breakers

E, in combination with the wheel 0, when formed and arranged in

the manner and for the purpose as substantially set forth.

No. 16, TIT.—E. P. CowLES AND J. A. CowLES, of Oakfield, New
York.

—

Improvement in Churns.—Patent dated March 3^ 1857.—The
inventors say : We distinctly disclaim the invention of two dashers,

moving in contrary directions and operated by geared wheels and an
intermediate pinion. Examples of such an arrangement are seen in

Brown and Bigelow's patent, 1852, and in Mansfield and Moore's re-

jected application, 1853 ; but in neither of these examples, nor in any
other churn with which we are acquainted, is our feature seen of

having the arms of the dashers so curved as to draw the cream from
the centre of the churn and force it against the sides of the machine
for the purposes set forth.

We disclaim the use of curved arms, except when thus employed
and operating.

Having the connecting pinion F adjustable, in the manner and for

the purposes described, is also a new and highly valuable feature in

this description of churn. Without this adjustability, it would be
almost impossible to collect the butter.

The employment of springs g and i saves the necessity of stuffing

boxes to prevent leakage. These features are also new in churns, to

the best of our knowledge and belief.

We disclaim every part and feature of our device which is seen in

any other churn or analogous machine ; but we claim and desire to se-

cure by letters patent the shafts B, C, with collars / h, and wheels
D and H, thereon, in combination with springs i and g, arranged and
operating in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,159.—H. N. Mackey, of Morgantown, Virginia.

—

Improve-
ment in Churns.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—The inclined shafts

c and & run across the body B of the churn, each shaft being provided
with wings W W^ These shafts rotate in opposite directions by the

gearing connexion g g^. The wings are perforated, and through said

perforations pass a system of double headed pistons a, fitting loosely

and having a reciprocating movement by the action of gravity as the

shafts rotate.

Claim.—The combination of the oblique wings with the double-

headed self-actingpistons passing through them, operating as and for

the purposes set forth.

No. 17,444.

—

Henry C. Nicholson, of Mount "Washington, Ohio.-—
Improvementin Churns.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The natureofthis
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invention will be understood hj reference to the claim and en-

gravings.

The inventor says : I am aware flutter wheels have been used in

churns, but in such manner as to prevent the free agitation of the

cream, viz : by causing them to rotate against a division board, or by
passing a hoop around their peripheries, either ofwhich does not effect

the object I have in view. I do not claim either of these plans.

But I claim the so arranging of the flutter wheels W upon bent
arms A as that the cream agitated by them shall not react against

any dividing surface, or be impeded by any surrounding piece, and
thus I allow the agitation to be more direct in a vertical line^ and not
follow the rotation of the shaft S on which they are placed, as set

forth and represented.

No. 17,781.

—

Charles H. Dana, of West Lebanon, New Hamp-
shire.

—

Improvement in Churns.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim
and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim as new an oscillating churn

;

neither do I claim the causing of the dasher to make more than one
up and down stroke at each oscillation of the cream vessel, independent
of the specific means employed.
But I claim the irregular curved pieces 0, forming the undulating

slot D in combination with the slotted oscillating frame E, and cross-

bar K, with friction rollers J, for giving three up and down strokes

to the dasher at each oscillation of the cream vessel, as set forth.

No. 17,790.

—

Silas Hewit, of Seneca Falls, New York.

—

Improve-
ment in Churns,—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—As the shaft is

rotated the flanges B force the cream continually upwards, and it

is then allowed to fall around the shaft downward to the bottom of
the tub, where it is again operated upon by floats A and flanges B.

Claim.—The floats A, in combination with the flanges B, con-

structed and arranged in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,165.

—

Daniel E. True, of Lake Village, New Hampshire.

—

Improvement in Churns.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—The cream
being put into the receptacle A, a rocking motion is given to said recep-

tacle, which causes the cream to flow rapidly in two separate currents

around the separator E, said currents coming in contact at their ter-

minus alternately, whereby the cream receives a violent and peculiar

action which causes a speedy union of the particles of butter into one
mass.
The inventor says : I am well aware that dashers made in the form

of grates, or perforated with holes, are not new, and may be found in

the specification of Enoch Thomas's and John McLaughlin's patents

;

therefore I do not claim their application or use.

I claim the employment (in the rocking and other churns of similar

operation) of a separator, when the same is constructed, arranged
and applied, substantially in the manner and for the purpose herein

described and set forth.
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No. 18,384.

—

Moses Byard, of Milan, Illinois.

—

Improvement in

Churns.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—Upon the driving shaft A,
in this improved machine, is a hollow cylindrical vessel or '* gatherer"

B, secured in any convenient manner concentrically around said, shaft,

with v^hich it revolves. At one side of the gatherer there is a spiral

opening or mouth a, formed substantially as represented in the draw-
ing, by which means a passage is left to the interior of said vessel.

At suitable distances apart, in the surface of the gatherer, are long
narrow openings h h, arranged in the direction of its periphery, as

shown in the drawings. This peculiar shape in the openings is ne-

cessary in order to keep them from being filled or clogged with butter

as the gatherer is revolved. In one end of the gatherer may be a
removable head /, which slides over the shaft A, and fits closely in

the open end of said gatherer. Its use is to give support to the end
of the cylindrical vessel.

The inventor claims the cylindrical vessel B, or its equivalent, with
a special opening or mouth in one side, and small oblong openings in

its periphery, arranged and operating substantially in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

No. 17, '797.

—

Howard Mann, of San Francisco, California.

—

Im-
provement in Cultivators.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—By turning

the crank C^ the operator can contract or expand the cultivator ppught
B, to suit the width of the rows, without stopping the movement of

the implement.
Claim.—The arrangement of shanks g g with rack bars // and

segmental plates h h, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,439.—KoBERT McCuTCHEN, of Towanda, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Atmospheric Churns.— Fatent dated June 2, 1857.—The body A
being filled with milk or cream, the reservoir I) is filled with water

of the proper temperature at which milk or cream is easiest and best

converted into butter. By working lever A the bellows F and F^ are

operated, forcing the current of air through the reservoir C to assume
the temperature of the water in the reservoir D, and thence through
air pipe M, which distributes it through the milk or cream, and pro-

duces the butter by separating the oily from the serous part of the

milk.

The inventor says : I do not claim using atmospheric air in a churn
to produce butter, by the mechanical disturbance of the cohesion of

the oily and serous part of milk or cream by agitation, as that is

known and used.

But I claim the bellows F F^, the chambers C and'D, and the air

pipe M, when arranged in relation to each other and to the body of

the churn in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,505.—A. J. French and J. A. French, of Franklin, Ver-
mont.

—

Improvement in Machines for Severing Ears of Corn from the

Stalks.—Patent dated October 27, 1857.—In operating this machine
power is applied to the cylinder D, and motion is communicated to

the endless apron B and roller C by means of the belts e and i. The
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apron, rollers, and cylinders rotate in the direction indicated by the
arrows. The stalks, with the ears of corn attached, are placed on
the apron butts foremost, and pass underneath the roller C. This
roller has a tendency to turn the ears of corn downwards as the ears

pass underneath it, and the stalks pass between the cylinders D E,
and are cut by the knives d into small pieces for fodder ; but the ears

cannot pass through or between the rollers, and are cut from the stalks

by the knives c?, the knives severing the butts or nubbins at the bases

of the ears, which fall down, as shown in the engraving.
The inventors say : We are aware that endless aprons are com-

monly used as feeding devices, and also that two cylinders D E (one
being provided with knives) are in common use for cutting stalks,

&c. ; but we are not aware that the apron and cylinders have been
combined so as to operate conjointly, as shown, for the purpose spe-

cified.

We claim the endless apron B, and pressure roller C, in combina-
tion with the cylinders I) E, the cylinder D being provided with
knives c?, and the cylinder E having a smooth periphery, the parts

being arranged as described, for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,466.—Isaac N. Whitaker, of Pecatonica, 111.

—

Improved
Hand Implement for Severing the Butts and Separating Husks from
ears of Corn.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—In using this implement
the plate b is secured to the waist of the operator by means of a strap.

The operator grasps the tip of the ear of corn with one hand, and
opens the levers A A by grasping the handle c, and the two cutters

C are placed at opposite sides of the butt of the ear. The operator

then closes the levers, and the cutters C pierce the butt and detach the
ear from it, the husks being also detached from the stem ; and as the
levers close, the concave and oblique sides of the lips e press up the
ear of corn, and present it to the hand of the operator free from husks.

Claim.—The cutters C C and flanches or lips e e attached to the
levers A A, and constructed and arranged substantially as shown and
described, for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,326.—William T. Clement, of Shelburne Falls, Mass.

—

Improvement in mode of attaching Scythes to Snaths.—Patent dated
October 6, 1857.—This invention consists in securing the ^^ tong " or
^^ shank " of the scythe to an adjustable plate by means of a loop and
screw, the plate being pivoted to thebutt of the snath, and the several

parts so arranged that the scythe may be not only firmly secured to the
snath, but also adjusted or set at varying angles with it, as circum-
stances may require. In this improvement no nuts are required to be
removed or unscrewed in order to adjust the scythes. The slot K, in

the plate D, allows of the ready insertion of the tong E through the
loop C, the claw I passing into said slot as the tong is passed within
the loop.

The inventor, in stating his claim, says : I claim the combination of
the adjustable plate D, loop C, and screw C, when arranged sub-
stantially as described for the purpose specified.
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No. 18,361.

—

Ancil Sticknet, of Concord, N. H.

—

Improved Ccyrrt"

Sheller,—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—In operating this improYed
machine an ear of corn, tip first, is inserted in the mouth of the
machine ; as the wheel is turned the ear is carried down, with a rolling

motion, by the side of flanch &, until the head of the ear gets below
the centre of the wheel, when it rolls across the flanch, the tip in the
meantime projecting from the bottom of the machine, and then is

carried up by the side of flanches h 5, and escapes from the machine
at the top. This improvement is applicable only to the particular

kind of corn-sheller patented by J. D. Briggs^ in 1845.

The inventor claims the combination of the rocking piece C with
the flanged piece B and wheel A, the whole being arranged substan-
tially as described, and for the purpose specified.

No. 18,139.

—

Andrew Dillman, of Plainfield, Illinois.

—

Improve-
ment in Corn-Shelters.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—The corn
cobs pass down through hopper H, and against the shelling desk H,
the empty cobs and corn dropping down on apron M, where they are

carried upwards by means of lags / g, while the corn drops down
through the machine, as represented in the engraving.

Claim.—In combination with an inclined trunk, such as described,

the inclined carrying apron or belt M, with its lags / g, arranged in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,296.—J. J. Parker, of Marietta, Ohio.

—

Improvement in

Corn-8hellers.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.—This improvement
is described in the drawings and claim of the inventor. The inventor

says : I am aware that a sheller consisting of a face wheel working
against a vertical burr wheel, patented to Peck, has been suggested
as a corn-sheller ; but its efficiency for shelling corn is questionable,

neither is there any provision for clearing the corn by fan or other-

wise.

Neither do I claim the mere combination of a sheller and fan irre-

spective of the arrangement I have discovered.

But I claim the necked shelling wheel D, when arranged and opera-

ting in connexion with the shelling wheel F and elastic side C of

spout H and spring d in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,700.

—

John W. Morton, of Brunswick, Ohio.

—

Improvement
in Corn-Shelters.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—In operating

this machine the ears of corn are passed into the opening K, between
the jaws ; these jaws being adjustable, any sized ear of corn will be
shelled in passing through. The inner edge S of these jaws are

spreading so as to form the section of a screw ; by these the cob is

drawn into the spur rollers o o, which discharge the cob from the

machine, while the corn passes down through the spout T as it is

separated from the cob by the teeth U on the jaws. By the action of

the springs G, the jaws are always in place for shelling the various

sized ears.

Claim.—The driving of both the exit rollers o o^ in opposite direc-

tions by means of the endless screw L, or its equivalent, operating
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upon the gear M, the opposite end of one roller shaft N being made
adjustable by the step P and spring a for the purpose of seizing the

cob, whether large or small, and delivering it from the machine as

specified.

No. 18,342.

—

Sanford Kingsbery, of Carrolton, Georgia.

—

Improved
Machine for Shucking and Shelling Corn.—Patent dated October 6,

1857.—Upon a suitable driving shaft D, which must be placed in a
horizontal position, or nearly so, a strong wheel A is secured. The
wheel should be forty-two inches in diameter, or thereabouts. One
or both sides of said wheel is armed with peculiarly arranged lateral

teeth, viz : At the distance of some eight or ten inches from the centre

of the face of said wheel commences the innermost of the two, three,

or four annular rows g g of teeth, which gradually increase in length
from the innermost to the outermost of said rows ; and outside of said

annular rows of teeth the face of the wheel is armed with alternating

fan-shaped series of teeth //, which gradually increase in length as

they pass outwards to the periphery of the wheel.

At the side of the face of the wheel A, and as near to its shaft as

practicable, is secured to the frame of the machine the vertical taper-

ing concave B, whose shape is represented by fig. 3 in the drawings
;

the inner surface of said concave being of such a shape that all parts

thereof will be equidistant from the extremities of the respective

series of teeth which project from the face of wheel A.
Claim.—The inventor says : I claim the combination of the toothed

face or faces of the wheel A with the tapering concave or concaves B,
when the respective series of actuating teeth on the face or faces of

the wheel A are proportioned and distributed substantially as set

forth, and for the purposes specified.

No. 18,905.

—

William G. Huyett, of Williamsburg, Pa.

—

Im-
provement in Machine for Gutting and Grinding Cornstalks.—Patent
dated December 22, 1857.—This invention consists in combining a
conical grinding shell F with a vertical grinding disk G and
vertical cutting-knives E, in such a manner that the bottom part
of the shell shall form an inclined plane, down which the cut stalks

shall roll, and prevent the grinding disk from being choked up, and
also prevent the cutting-knives from being choked ; the stalks which
roll down the shell being also ground during their downward passage.

Claim.—Combining an inclined grinding concave G with a cutting

wheel D and disk e in the manner and for the purposes as described.

No. 18,076.

—

John Augspurger, ofTrenton^ 0.

—

Improvement in Ma-
chines for Cutting Corn Stuhhle, cfcc, on ground preparatory to plough-
ing.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—As the machine is drawn
over the field, the corn stalks lying on the same are gathered by the
teeth a, while the shears g cut them shearwise with the teeth of the
rake, the sweeps h removing any cornstalk which might otherwise
clog the teeth.

Claim.—The described (or substantially equivalent) combination
with the teeth of a rake of rotating knives, for the purpose set forth.

20
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No. 16j401.

—

Joseph Shaw, ofKicliland, Ga.

—

Improvement in Cotton-

Cultivators.—Patented January 13, 1857.—The vertical adjustment of

the hoes E is effected by operating the set-screws a and h, the lateral

adjustment by turning the heads c, and the position of the shoes H
can be adjusted by means of set-screw /, which can be inserted into

any one of the holes g, arranged in a circle around the centre of

shafts D.
Claim.—In combination with the hoes E E, having both a vertical

and lateral adjustment, the shoes H H above them, and so adjustable

on or with said hoes as to serve to throw the earth towards or from
the plants, as may be required, the whole being for the purposes set

forth.

No. 17,091.

—

John M. Hall, of Warrenton, Ga.

—

Improved Cotton-

Cultivator.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The nature of this inven-

tion will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.

Claim.—The combination with the wheel P of the adjustable hoes

*, constructed, arranged, and operating in the manner and for the

purposes set forth.

No. 16,364.

—

James P. Cramer, assignor to Hiram Cramer, of

Schuyierville, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Cultivator Teeth.— Patented
January 6, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by
reference to the claim and engraving.

Claim.-^As a new manufacture my improved cultivator teeth, com-
posed of a properly shaped sheet-metal blade and shank B, with an
iron head A cast upon the shank, and embracing its outer and inner

surfaces in such manner that the said blade, shank, and head of the

tooth will form but a single piece, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,925.—F. K. Forsythe, of Cape Vincent, N. Y.^—Improvement
in Cultivator Teeth.—Patent dated August 4, 1857-—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The new manufacture of cultivator teeth, consisting of a

sheet steel blade, bent to the required form, with a cast iron boss b

cast thereon, substantially as specified.

No. 18,471.

—

Charles H. Sayre, of Utica, New York.

—

Improve-
ment in Cultivator Teeth.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—This im-

provement relates more particularly to that class of cultivator teeth

made of sheet metal. To provide a to3th that will not be subject to

the objections heretofore made to sheet metal teeth is the object of

this improvement, which consists in a peculiar mode of constructing

and securing the block head A to the shank B of the tooth_, by which
superior strength and durability are attained.

A tooth constructed on this plan is made in two principal parts, the

first of which consists of the head piece A, and the second of the body
of the tooth B ; the latter of which is cut out of sheet metal of the

proper size and thickness and then swaged into a tooth, as represented

in the engravings, the tooth being provided with a couple of ears a.

The inventor says : I claim the method described of securing culti-
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vator teeth formed of slieet metal to the frame, hy means of a head
or cap piece, constructed in the manner substantially as described.

No. 17,821.

—

Henry ScHREiNER, Jr., of Berrysburg, Pennsylvania,

asignor to himself and George Lark, of Berrysburg, aforesaid, and
by them reassigned to said Scrheiner.

—

Improvement in Cultivators.—
Patent dated July 14, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be

understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I am aware that ploughs similar to mine have
been patented and also harrows ; I therefore disclaim the plough sepa-

rately, and the harrows separately.

But claim in connexion with the cultivator E E, F F, the arrange-

ment of the cross beams A A^ C, and the transverse beam D, in the

manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,797.

—

Howard Mann, of San Francisco, California.

—

Improve-
ment in Cultivators.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—By turning the crank
C, the operator can contract or expand the cultivator plough B to situ

the width of the rows without stopping the movement of the implement.
Claim.—The arrangement of shanks g g with rack bars // and

segmental plates hhin the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,909.

—

Harrison Ogborn, of G-reensfork, Indiana, and George
Taylor, of Richmond, Indiana, assignors to Harrison Ogborn, afore-

said.

—

Improvement in Cultivators.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—By
operating treadle I, the plough beams g are raised for the purpose of

turning the cultivator or passing over obstructions.

The inventors say : We do not claim the combination of a crank
axle-tree extending across the centre of the frame, on the ends or
cranks whereof are mounted the sustaining wheels, the same being
for the purpose of raising and lowering the frame of the cultivator as

shown and described in D. B. Rogers's patent of January, 1849.

But we claim the combination of the plough beams g g g g with
the eccentric axles F, in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,073.

—

Charles H. Sayre, of Utica, New York, assignor to

himself and Samuel Remington, of Ilion, New York.

—

Improvement in
Cultivators.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.—The positions of the
plows can be adjusted by loosening the nuts e e^ e^ e^, and sliding

the shanks of the plough shares within the grooves c c^ c^ c^, and by
then securing them to the desired places, the pitch of the mould*
boards C^ to suit the width of the rows being given by adjusting the
slotted arms /.

Claim.—A combined horse hoe and double mould-board plough,
constructed, arranged, and operated substantially as set- forth;

No. 18,330.

—

William J. Forshee, of Indianapolis, Indiana;

—

Im-
provement in Cultivators.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—In the
drawings A is the beam which is attached to the bar B_, to which is

firmly attached the wheel C. D and E are clamps designed to hold
the wheel C in any required position. The teeth F are attached to
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shanks, to wliicli are attached the levers G. The levers G are at-

tached to the har H at an equal distance from the centre with the
attachments of the shanks (upon which are the teeth) to the bar B
from its centre, the levers being of equal length.

The inventor claims the combination and arrangement of the bar B,
the wheel C, the bar H, and levers G G G and G, when constructed

and operated substantially as set forth.

No. 18,520.

—

Thomas A. Kobeetson, of Friendship^ Maryland.—

-

Improvement in Cultivators.—Patent dated October 27, 1857.—The
wing B of this implement is of the peculiar form shown in the en-

gravings, viz : having a straight edge C, to which a cutter may be
attached if necessary. The side D extends upwards and gradually
curves to the rear portion E. The box side portion F is straight, and
on a level with the cutter A. The edge G is inclined upwards from
the straight side F, so that while the cutting edge enters the ground, the
point H just skims below the surface without disturbing the roots of the

iplants, while the weeds are carried back over the wing and deposited

iiix the rear of the cutter, in the middle of the row and clear of the

-^laats.

The inventor says : I am aware that a weeding implement was pa-

tteOited November 18, 1851, to Henry Goldson, in which a scraper or

^mould--board was attached to the standard of a plough in such a way as

to turja the weeds over the land side of the plough ; and, therefore, I lay

ao claim .to such an invention.

But I claim the curve scraper in combination with the plough point

and standard., in such manner that the weeds and sods shall be de-

livered in the rear of the standard, as set forth.

No. 18,530.—Nicholas Whitehall, of Bob Boy, Indiana, assignor

to Himself and A. L. Whitehall, of Rob Roy, Indiana.

—

Improve-

ment in Cultivators.'-—Fatent dated October 27, 1857.—The object de-

sired to be accomplished in the construction of this improved cultivator

is to fit it for ploughing both sides of a row of corn or other vegetable

at the same time, even after having grown to considerable height,

using two horses to do the work ; the frame work, evener, &c., being

arched from side to side to pass over the corn.

The inventor says : I daim providing a double cultivator, the mid-
dle of which is elevated to pass over the corn, with a compound evener

suspended upon three points, and arranged as described for the pur-

pose set forth.

No. 18,587.

—

David E. Hall, of Abingdon, Illinois.

—

Improvement
in Cultivators.—Patent dated November 10,1857.—This invention,

by giving a lateral and vertical motion to the shares under the con-

trol of the person guiding the cultivator, enables the operator to follow

the sinuosities of the furrows ; it also has cutters attached for cutting

up stalks or weeds that may be in the way.
Claim.—The inventor says : I am aware that cultivators have been

previously devised, in which shares have been so arranged as to allow

V a certain degree of lateral movement ; but I am not aware that shares
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have "been arranged and applied, as shown, to admit of the two move-
ments described, and rendered capable of being adjusted with such
facility.

I therefore do not claim, broadly and separately, the adjustable

shares, irrespective of the arrangement shown and described.

But I claim the attachment of the shares P P to the bars 1 1, which
have their back ends pivoted in the pendants H H and their front

ends fitted in the pendant slotted bars J J, which are attached to the

sliding bar K, the bar K being operated by the treadles M to give

the lateral movement to the shares, and the bars I used vertically by
the treadles N to give them their vertical movement, as described.

I further claim the cutters Q pivoted to the bars o^ and over the

plates R, and connected to the rods.?, the whole being arranged as

shown for the purposes specified.

No. 18,714.

—

Joseph Summers, of Raleigh, Virginia.

—

Improvement
in Cultivators.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—The engravings
and claim explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—The use of the hinged wings D D, which are adjusted by
rack and pinion, when arranged to move in and out over a station-

ary curved supporting and guide rod E, which has two springs F F
coiled round it, in combination with a stationary circular notched plate

J, pivoted tilting lever K, and spring L, which are arranged, as

shown, as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,785.—A. QuAELES Withers, of Red Banks, Miss.—7/71-

provement in Cultivators.—Psitent dated December 1, 1857.—The
scrapers H H, whereby the surface of the earth is cultivated, are re-

spectively secured to the front edges of the stock bars Gr Gr, one of

which is situated at each side of and near the central longitudinal
line of the implement. The said stock bars are hinged a,t d d to the

under side of the forward frame B, so that they may have a vibrating

play sidewise, and thereby allow the scrapers to yield transversely

and adapt themselves to the surface of the ground, each independent
of the other.

Claim.—Hanging the stock bars G G to the frame by hinge joints,

so as to give them a vibratory play sidewise, substantially in the man-
ner and for the purpose specified.

No. 18,739.

—

Joshua G-ibbs, of Newark, Ohio.

—

Improvement in Cul-

tivators.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The claim and engravings
show the nature of this invention.

Claim.—The inventor says : I am aware that adjustable and rever-

sible shares have been heretofore used. I do not claim, broadly, to be
the inventor of them.

I respectfully disclaim whatever may be in my device which re-

sembles any portion of J. L. Eastman's patent, June 30, 1836, R. H.
Springstead's patent, February 12, 1845, and A. Leland's patent,

January 2, 1849.

But I claim a cultivator constructed as described, viz : having its

frame A made of wrought iron in the form shown, with metallic

plates J, made to slide longitudinally on the frame, the share
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C of the form shown attached to the plates ,/ by bolts m, and capa-
ble of being adjusted and reversed^ all as specified.

No. 18,840.

—

David P. Daggett, of Palmyra, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Cultivators.—Patent dated December 15, ISST.-^The claim and
engravings explain the nature of this invention.

C/^am.—The peculiar construction and arrangement ofparts whereby
the frame of the cultivator may be elevated or depressed in relation to

the surface of the soil, either parallel to the plane of the surface or in-

clined thereto forward or backward at any desired angle by means of

the lever beam D, swivel wheel I, swivel clevis H, and adjustable

wheels C, combined, arranged, and operating in the manner and for

the purposes specified.

No. 18,900.—A. W. Hawlet, of Milan, Ohio.

—

Improvement in

Cultivators.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—A is the body of the
frame ; B is the brace attached to side of frame; to the brace is framed
the arm D, to which arm is secured the peculiarly formed share E. In
the centre of the rear end of the frame is the arm F. The shovel

plough H is secured to the lower end of the arm F. To the side of the
arm or brace is connected the adjustable arm J, to which is attached

the fender K, by a pin joint at L. The arm J moves and may be set

at any proper position by the screw M, by which it is connected to the
brace.

Claim.—The movable fender K, adjustable arm J, and movable
brace B, with the peculiar shaped share E, when arranged as set forth,

and for the purpose of protecting the plants from injury, as specified,

and for changing the share and fender to the right or left of the frame,

in the manner and for the purpose substantially as specified.

No. 18j928.

—

John Kighter, of Clarksburgh, Ya.

—

Improvement in

Cultivators.—Patent dated December 22, 185*7.—The frame A is pro-

vided with teeth and shares so arranged and supported by draught
rods F as to make them strong. The teeth A admit of lateral ad-''

justment in suitable slots D, and, by a device of cog wheels and
screws working in unison with each other, further admit of the change
of position requisite in giving the teeth point or inclination to pro-

perly enter the soil. The device further serves the purpose of clam-
ing and retaining the teeth in the slots of the frame.

Claim.—The employment of the pinions e and /, when in combina-
tion with the screw shaft h and teeth or ploughs a a, substantially

in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,939.—LoRiN Wetherell, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Cultivators.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—The object of this

invention is to make the same machine susceptible of the cultivation

of young and tender plants that require but little soil to be at first

thrown up against them, and to increase its capacity as the plants

continue to grow by increasing the width of its wings, hoes, or scra-

pers/ n, and bring them into such position vertically as will cause

them to dip into or penetrate the soil to the proper depth.
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Claim.—In combination with a plough, H, the pair of revolving

hoes or scrapers, having a vertical adjustment in addition to the ad-

justment of the edges thereof, so that the capacity of the machine may-

be increased with the increasing height of the plants to be cultivated

by it, substantially as set forth.

No. 16,906.

—

John B. Baker, of Onondaga, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Corn Cultivators.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The beams B
can be adjusted upon the bars E and Gr, and secured in their positions

by bolts a and b. The bar E is provided with an arc E, which serves

the double purpose of brace to said bar, and of fender to push the

stalks aside without breaking them.
Claim.—I am aware that cultivators have been made with adjusting

bars before and behind, whereby the teeth may be adjusted in a man-
ner similar to mine ; and I do not, therefore, wish to be understood as

making any claim to the adjustment.

But I claim the arc or fender E^, in combination with the adjusting

bar E, whereby the stalks are laid aside, and the said bar rendered
much more durable—the whole constructed as set forth.

No. 17,391.

—

Alexander A. Koberts and Baldwin Davis, of La
Grange^ G-a.

—

Improvements in Cotton Cultivators.—Patent dated May
26, 1857.—The frame A, to which the front hoes a are attached, can
be operated by brake e ; while the frame B, to which the rear hoes
and the harrow c are attached^ swings on shaft z^ and can be raised or

levered by means of handles d.

Claim.—In combination with the frame" A A A A and brake e, as

described, the movable frame B B B B, armed with hoes a and a
hairow c c, the teeth of said harrow being so arranged as to cultivate

between the bunches of cotton, and at the same time clear the stand-

ing cotton-plants from clods, &c., in the manner set forth.

Xo. 18,442.

—

Daniel P. Forney, of Jacksonville, Ala.

—

Improve-
ment in Cotton Cultivators.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—To each
of the cranks E and F is attached a hoe Gr. The first crank E, on
shaft of the pinion D, is sixteen inches from the pinion, or any dis-

tance so as merely to strike clear of the wheel A. The second crank,

F. is twenty-one inches from the first crank, that is, from centre to

centre of the cranks.

To give an up and down stroke to the hoe, the lower of the two
rollers, I, is placed in a line with the crank shaft and the point on
the ground where the hoes strike. Thus, as the cranks ascend the
hoe descends, and as the hoe ascends the cranks descend, giving an
up and down motion to the hoe. As the cranks begin to descend
below the line, the hoe will ascend, clear itself of earth, and be
raised above the row of cotton, ready to make another lick, and so on
to the end of the row.
The inventor says : I claim the application of the rollers I and

brake K, in combination with the hoes G and cranks E and F, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose described.
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1^0. 18,478.

—

Kansom A. Vice, of Byhalia, Miss.

—

Improvement in

Cotton Cultivators.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—This improve-
ment can be understood by referring to the engraving and claim.

The inventor says : I claim the construction and arrangement of

the body E, top-piece D, and front -bar G-, so as to be firmly and con-

veniently combined, and so that three bolts will unite them together,

and at the same time secure the handles, beam, and blade thereto,

substantially in the manner specified.

No. 17,849.

—

Thomas E. Shannon, of Woodville, Mississippi.

—

M-
^rrovement in Cotton and Cane Cultivators.—Patent dated July 21,

1857.—This invention consists in combining a series of revolving cut-

ters a 2 with an adjustable framework, and in combination therewith

an elevated central revolving cutter a% to pass over the drill and to

thin out the plants.

Claim.—The combination with a wheel carriage of a series or gang
of revolving cultivators, arranged and operated in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,317.

—

Henry Beitzell, of Centreville, Indiana.

—

Improve-

ment in Grain Brills.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—A (fig. 1) is a

hollow cast iron tooth, of the shape and dimensions usual in giain

drills, with the addition of two shoulders, or jaws, of the form and
structure represented by letter C in the drawing, which said jaws

project in front of the tooth, and contain holes to receive the bolts r r

and W W, and which said jaws are cast to and along with the tooth

A. D is a wrought iron drag bar, which is secured between the jaws

of the tooth by the iron bolt r, and also by a wooden pin at W, both

of which pass through the jaws and the bar. B, in -^g. 2, ig an
adjustable cutter, which is attached to and between the jaws of the
tooth A C by means of an iron bolt in fig. 1.

The inventor says : I claim the combination of the adjustable

cutter B with the drill tooth A C and the draft bar D, in the man-
ner and form as described and represented.

No. 18,590.

—

Joseph Ingels, of Fayette county, Indiana.

—

Im-
provement in Grain Brills.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—On
the axle B of the machine which turns with the wheels is placed a
cam or zig-zag wheel L, which, as it revolves, vibrates a lever g,
which is pivoted at its centre i to the frame of the machine, there
being a friction roller n on lever g, against which the wings or cams o,

on wheel L strike, to cause the vibratory motion of said lever. Both
ends of lever g, where they extend beyond the sides of the hopper,
are provided with a series of holes, 1, 2, 3, 4, into one of which the
hook, or one end of a connecting rod m, is placed, the other end of
said rod being connected to a bar M, which gives to it a reciprocating

motion, longitudinally of the hopper. To the bar M are connected
the ends of crank rods r r r, which have their other ends attached to

the other blocks P P P, which are pivoted one in each of the seed
cells Gr. The motion communicated to the bar M is thus transmitted
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to tlie blocks or feeders P. These feeders have ciips or recesses S
formed in their under sides.

The inventor says : I am aware that a seed slide has been operated

from a zig-zag wheel, and caused to draw or force the grain to the

exit ; this I do not claim.

But I claim, in combination with the cells G, the feeding blocks P,

vibrating in said cells, and provided with recesses S for catching and
forcing the grain to the exit openings, as described.

No. 16,540.

—

Oliver C. Green, of Worcester, Illinois.

—

Improve-

ment in Seed Drills.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.—As the disk F
vibrates, its arm / vibrates ; and as the arm is in close proximity to

the hole g, which communicates with the hopper E, it will constantly

keep, the hole clear and carry the seed over the ends of the concave h

into the tube G.
Claim.—The arrangement of the oscillating armed disks F, concave

h, and guide ways i, in combination with the aperture g of the hop-
per, in the manner substantially as set forth.

No. 1*7,144.

—

Ezra Emmert, of Franklin Grove, Illinois.

—

Improve-

ment in Seed Drills.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—As the machine
moves forward, the axle B and circular cutters E revolve, and the soil

is drilled for the reception of seed by the cutters, which are caused to

enter the soil by the weight of the frame, cutting and demolishing all

grass and stubble which may come before the drill teeth d, and thus

preventing said teeth from being thrown above the surface of the soil,

out of operative condition.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly the use of edge wheels
in seeding machines ; neither do I claim broadly the use of extension

tubes ; but I claim the arrangement and combination of the wheels E
with the extension pieces cZ, in the manner and for the purposes sub-

stantially as described.

No. 18,690.

—

Philip M. Gum)LACH, of Belleville, 111.

—

hnprovement
in Seed Drills.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—D is the hopper,
with perforations a a in its bottom. E the vibrating seed slide ar-

ranged on the bottom of the hopper, and furnished with a series of

oblong slots hh. F is the vertical gauge and guard plate arranged
against the front side of the hopper, and in a manner to be adjusted

up and down by means of set screws c c and slots d d ; said plate hav-
ing a series of narrow, overhanging guards e e and downward-pro-
jecting spurs //, e e. G G the drill tubes arranged in front of the
axle C of the truck. H H are the radial clearing rods placed in the
spiral lines round the axle and made of sufficient length to just clear

the ground and to extend and pass up between the lower extremities

of the tubes, in a manner to remove the weeds or grass or other im-
pediments which may collect on their points and interfere with their

entrance into the soil.

The inventor says : I am aware that clearers have been used to work
between cultivator teeth for the purpose of clearing said teeth or tubes
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from stubble, &c., and I do not, therefore, claim such feature broadly,

but only with reference to my particular arrangement therefor.

I claim, 1st, the arrangement consisting of a variable, vibrating,

slotted slide E 5, vertical adjustable plate F, with a series of overhang-
ing guards e e, and downward projecting gage spurs d c?, and per-

forated hopper D a, for united operation, as and for the purposes set

forth.

2d. The arrangement of a series of radial arms H H in spiral lines

directly upon the propelling axle 0, and of said axle and arms behind
the seed tubes, and in such relation to the same that the arms pass

successively between the lower extremities of the tubes, as and for the

purposes set forth.

No. 18,688.

—

Oliver C. Green, of Dublin, Ind.

—

Improvement in

the Measuring Apparatus of Seed Drills.—Patent dated November 24,

1857.—This improvement relates to the construction of a reciprocating

slide and its accessories adapted to measure out seed in a regular and
continuous stream, and with the avoidance of any cutting, bruising,

or crowding of the grains.

Claim.—As new and of my invention the construction and arrange-

ment, as set forth, of the sheath C and the slide D 1 2, provided with
the described passages d d^ ^', operating, as explained, in combina-
tion with the seed box A of a grain drill.

No. 18,652.

—

William Wakelet, of Homer, New York.

—

Improve-
ment in Self-Feeding Brills.—-Patent dated November 1*7, 1857.—This
invention consists in connecting the feed movement with the driving

movement of the drill in such a way that both may be operated simul-

taneously, when desired, by turning a single crank, and the feed

also operates singly or alone when necessary ; so that the drill or arbor

may be moved forward or backward with increased speed to any
desired point or position.

Claim.—The inventor says : I claim the arrangement of the gearing,

J K F E^, as shown, whereby both pinions E^ F may be operated at

the same time, so that the drill E may be rotated and fed to its work
by the rotation of a single shaft or crank.

I also claim the arrangement of the lever M with the shaft g and
catch k, as shown^ in connexion with the rod L and cross head c,

with the pins h h attached, for the purpose of connecting the wheel K
with the wheel J, and disconnecting it therefrom, as described.

No. 16,476.—EicHARD J. Gatling, of Indianapolis, Ind.

—

Improve-
ment in Machinesfor Fallowing Land.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.
The steam power rotates the cam shaft D as the machine is drawn for-

ward by animal power. This rotation forces the alternate spades H
into the soil, by reason of the lifting of the levers by the cams. The
flanges m, on the cams, produce a twist of the spade as it penetrates

and leaves the earth, whereby the loosening thereof is effected. As
the spade rises from the earth the spring I, connecting it with the

lever F, draws it forward into a vertical position ready for the next
descent.
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Claim.—A series of spades having a combined vertical reciprocation

and spiral twist, through the agency of a system of cams and levers^

arranged and operated substantially as specified.

No. 16,547.

—

Chester P. Marshal, of Worcester county, Mass.

—

Improved Fan Blower.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.—The fixed

partitions g in the air tube c, next to the fan d, are intended to prevent

a rotation of the current of air and thereby to increase the strength of

the blast.

Claim.—The application of fixed partitions in conducting air tubes

of fan blowers in the manner and for the purpose described, or in any
other way which shall be substantially the same.

No. 18,804.

—

Charles Clow, Abram Clow, and Charles N. Clow,
of Port Byron, New York.

—

Improvement in Agricultural Forks.—
Patent dated December 8, 1857.—E is a wire bow at the back end of

the fork to prevent the straw from sliding off when the fork is ele-

vated ; and the peculiar manner in which it is attached to the head
is a part of this improvement. The manner in which it is attached

is thus : at each extremity of the head is a small cylindrical projec-

tion F F, and these have grooves around them ; the ends of the wire

bow E are bent around in these grooves, thus forming a hinge joint,

which permits the bow to be turned down on the tines by disengaging
the brace Gr from the handle, said brace being jointed on the bow so that

it will also lie down on the tines. When the bow is thus turned
down, one fork or handle of the forks can be laid on another without
trouble, and the inconvenience usually experienced in packing is

thereby avoided.

The inventor says : We are aware that manure forks have been
constructed with cast malleable iron heads, with sockets for the tines

;

but in all such forks the sockets have been parallel with the socket in

which the handle was inserted, which cannot be done with barley
forks, for reasons heretofore given.

We therefore wish it expressly understood that we do not claim a
fork constructed with a cast malleable iron head of itself considered,

nor any such head in which the sockets for the tines are parallel to

the socket in which the handle is inserted.

But we claim jointing the bow E on to the head, for the purpose
and in the manner substantially as described.

No. 16,388.

—

William Jones^, of Speedsville, New York.

—

Im-
provement in Hay Forks.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—By op-
erating set screw D, the conical point thereof forces apart the wedges
E, pressing the tines c against the ferrule F, that confines them to

socket B.

Claim.—The slotted socket B, for the reception of the tangs of the
tines, when used in connexion with the wedges E, screw D, and ferrule

F, or their equivalents, in the manner substantially as and for the
purposes described.
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No. 18,047.

—

William Jones, of Speedsville, New York.

—

Improve-
ment in Hay and Manure Forks.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the
claim and engravings.

Claim,—Casting the ferrule B upon, or otherwise securing it firmly
to the outer end of a socket, in which are slots for the reception of the
tangs of the tines of a fork, to prevent lateral working when in con-
nection with a wedge F, cast or otherwise formed between the recesses

made for the tangs, to prevent end play, and screws a, for the securing
of the tines, socket, and handle to each other, substantially as set

forth.

No. 18,670.—Gr. L. Barton and A. E. Kobekts, of Albany, New
York.

—

Improvement in Hay and Manure Forks.—Patent dated No-
vember 24, 1857.—The claim and engraving explain the nature of this

invention.

Claim.—A. hay fork provided with an upright bow C, said bow
being firmly held in its position by means of the rod D, which rod
extends from the centre of the tines to the centre of the bow, and
thence to the handle of the fork, the tines B provided with double
crossbars h ¥—all as set forth.

No. 18,503.

—

William Doty, of South Hartford, Conn.—Improve-
ment in Fruit Gatherers.—Patent dated October 27, 1857.—This
invention is more especially intended for harvesting and assorting

apples. It consists in having an inclined apron placed on a suitable

frame, and using in connexion therewith screens and conveying
spouts, so arranged that the apples may, without injury, be shaken
from the tree and assorted.

The inventor says : I am aware that screens and troughs have been
used in various ways for screening articles and conveying them to the

proper receptacles, and I therefore do not claim, broadly, inclined

screens and troughs separately and irrespective of the arrangement
shown.
But I claim the combination of the apron B, stretched or placed

over the frame A, the screen D formed of the adjustable and stationary

wires e d, and the inclined troughs FG^—the whole being arranged as

shown for the purpose specified.

No. 18,582.

—

Firman G-oodwin, of Astoria, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Fruit Gatherers.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—This in-

vention consists in providing a metallic frame so formed as to serve

the purpose of a rim for a bag which receives the fruit, and also to

serve as the means to detach the fruit from the limb.

Claim.—The frame A formed of the elliptical and annular rims a h

and socket B, the socket having an oblique position relatively to the

frame, the outer a having the bag D attached^ and the rim h pro-

vided with the projections c c and openings d d, as and for the pur-

poses set forth.
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No. 17,467.

—

Jesse Whitehead, of Manchester, Va.

—

Improved
Machinefor Dressing Water Furrows in Land.—Patent dated June 2,

1857.—As tlie machine is drawn forward, rotary motion is communi-
cated to the distributors A from the driving wheels B by means of

pulleys, cords, and gearings ; and the earth which the plough E lifts up
from the furrow is scraped up on the table F, when it is scattered over

the adjoining land by the distributors H.
Claim.—In combination with the coulter E and mould-boards G,

which scrape off and smooth the sides of the furrow, and serve to guide

and direct the machine along said furrow, the horizontal plate F,
which shaves off the top of the furrow and receives all the excess of

earth, and the distributors H, for scattering the earth therefrom, so as

not to leave it in ridges—the whole being combined and operating to-

gether substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,135.—J. F. Barrett, of North Granville, N. Y.

—

Improved
Apparatusfor Binding Grain.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—The
stock A holding the binding mechanism is secured to any convenient

portion of the harvester by a bolt passing through slot a, and a cord

from the driving apparatus which passes round pulley d causes said

pulley to revolve. When the apparatus is in position as represented

in the engraving, the lower face of pulley e rests upon the body g^ and
the pulley is stationary. In operation, the attendant holds the straw
for the band in both hands, and receives the cut grain upon it as it

falls. When sufficient for a sheaf has been received, he crosses the
band, places it between the jaws m, then with his foot depressing lever

Z, pawl h turns on shaft C, pressing upwards spring B which encircles

pulley d; the jaws m are closed and made to revolve, and by twisting

the band, tighten it upon the sheaf.

Claim.—In devices for facilitating the binding of the grain, twist-

ing or tightening the band after it has been crossed upon the sheaf by
the operator, by means of jaws m m, working in balanced shaft c, in

combination with the devices described for simultaneously closing and
rotating said jaws substantially in the manner set forth.

No. 18,231.

—

Joseph F. Black, of Lancaster, 111.

—

Improved 3Ia^

inline for Binding Grain.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.—The
novelty of this device consists in a peculiar arrangement of the differ-

ent parts whereby a requisite amount of grain presented to it will be
bound into a sheaf in an expeditious manner, requiring but one at-

tendant.

In the drawings H is a shaft placed on the lower end of the frame
A ; this shaft has four semi-circular arms 1 1 and J J, placed loosely

upon it, said arms when raised so that their outer ends will be in con-

tact forming two eccentric circles as shown in the drawings. The
arms I I are somewhat longer than the arms J J. The outer ends

of the arms I have springs n attached. These springs are merely flat

plates of steel attached to the arms. Each arm has a projection 0, at

its lower end.

Claim.—The inventor says : I claim the combination of the arms 1

1

/
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and J J, and hooks or clamps u v. constructed and arranged to operate

conjointly as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,988.—LoDNER D. Phillips, of Chicago, 111.

—

Improvements
in Machinesfor Binding Grain.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.-—

The nature of this invention is described by the claim and engraving.
The inventor says : I claim the circular revolving platform ^, in com-

bination with the rake d} d^ d} and apron c^, for the purpose of gather-

ing the grain and conveying it to the binding receiver i' i' i'.

I also claim the construction and combination of the grooved arms
S^ S^, with the slotted lever ¥, for the purpose of carrying and crimp-
ing the band and compressing the stalks in proper shape for binding.

I also claim the construction and arrangement of the apron with
straps and pins v^ in combination with the box d ef g, for the purpose
of feeding the binding clamps with bands taken from the mass of straw
placed in said box, one at a time.

No. 16,815.

—

Sajviuel D. Wakren, of Lebanon, Ala.

—

Improvement
in Grain Cradles.—Patent dated March 10, 1857.—The inventor says :

I am aware that the fingers of cradles have been '* gathered.'' I do
not, therefore, claim the principle of so doing ; but I claim the com-
bination of tbe standards CDF, fingers H, and speed A, when so

made and united, so that by the bar G said fingers may be gathered

or adjusted as set forth, and for the purposes explained.

No. 18,464.

—

Daniel Miffleton, of King George C. H., Ya.

—

Improvement in Grain Cradles.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.,—In
the engraving, A represents the snath ; B, the scythe, which is

attached to the snath by means of ring C and wedge a, which latter

can be operated so as to secure or release the scythe by turning
set-screw h; the fingers D are secured to the arm E by means of

hook-bolts d and clamp-screws h, as shown in engraving ; thus the

length of the fingers can be adjusted to scythes of difi*erent lengths

by sliding the rear ends within the hooks d, and when adjusted to

the proper position they can be secured by means of screw-nuts h.

The fingers D are secured and braced to each other by means of the

screw-bolts i, passing through tubes Jc, the latter serving to keep the

fingers distended in their true positions. The lowest finger D is

secured to the scythe by means of the brace F, as shown in the en-

graving. M represents a square rod, which has a screw-thread n, cut

at its upper end, working in the screw-nut o of the staple p r re-

presents a square tube, which encloses the rod m.
Claim.—The inventor says: I claim the adjustable fingers D, in

combination with the brace F, arranged and operating in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,223.

—

Hiram Kellogg, of McHenry, 111.

—

Improvement in

Machines for Cutting and Binding Grain.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.

—

The grain being cut by the rotating cutters of this harvester, the

stalks are drawn in between the fingers h of the sheaf-boards a, and
the standing grain leans against the grip-rod g"^, the rods g and g^
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being then distended, as the machine moves on, arm P, coming in

contact with arm r, closes rod g upon rod g^, thus compressing the

standing bundle of grain, when the operator, standing on platform e,

binds the grain. The arm P now releases rod g, and spring J
causes to fly back rod g for the reception of a new bundle of grain.

Claim.—The compresser device formed of the grip-rods g g^, 7i, r,

standard ^, and spring J J^, in combination with the striker P, when
the same are constructed and operated substantially as described.

No. 16,498.

—

Daniel W. Shares, of Hamden, Conn.

—

Improvement
in Harrows.—Patent dated January 2T, 1857.—G represents the front

tooth, having two divergent wings to throw the soil to each side of

the track. The divergent wing, or covering portion of each tooth H,
is formed with such curve towards the centre of the track as will best

serve the purpose of loosening and mollifying the soil and cover it

into the track of the preceding tooth without overturning or laying it

over. The line of the front part of the teeth is continued a short

distance below the line of the bottom edge of the covering portion of

them to form the point I^ which will elevate the teeth when cutting

into stumps or roots. The teeth are secured to the bars B B by
bolts inserted through the flanges J.

The inventor says : I do not claim the particular construction of

the frame or the shape given to it as described, nor do I claim making
the frame adjustable to difl'erent widths. I claim the construction

and arrangement of the series of teeth H on the side bars B B^, in

relation to the said bars and to each other-, in the manner and for the
purpose specified.

No. 16,866

—

Sidney S. Hogle, of York, Ohio.

—

Improvement in

Harroios.—Patent dated March 17, 1857.—The claim and engra-
ving show the nature of this invention.

Claim.—The inventor says : I am aware that horizontal harrows
have been so constructed that they could be rotated upon their axes.

I claim causing the forward movement of a pivoted horizontal har-
row to impart a rotary motion thereto by means of the auxiliary action

of a weighted roller, or its equivalent^ upon one side or the other of
said harrow, substantially as set forth.

No. 16,933.

—

John E. Morgan, of Deerfield, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Harroivs.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.
The inventor says : I do not claim the connexion of the two parts

of the harrow by means of the rod F.
Nor do I claim the sliding or horizontal movement allowed upon

this rod, as described, without the use of the vertical movement.
But I claim the providing for the vertical action between the two

parts of the harrow by means of the coupling formed by the use of

the vertical elongated links E^ operating on the rod F, or its equiva-

lent^ as described.
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No. 17,121.

—

George W. Tolhukst, of Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Improve-
ment in Harrows,—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—If this harrow be
drawn forward by applying the draft to the tongue D, the teeth on
the opposite side from the shield G- will hold in the ground, and the

whole frame A will turn horizontally on its centre support B. By
raising shield piece G and lowering B, the harrow will turn in the
opposite direction.

The inventor says : I am aware that harrows have been made to

rotate by dragging them across the field, but they always rotate in

one direction. This I do not claim, my object being to cause
the harrow to rotate to the right or left, as circumstances may
require. I effect my rotation by the harrow teeth themselves,
whilst in the other plans one or more auxiliary wheels are used for

the rotation, which is then only in one continuous direction.

I claim the adjustable shield pieces G G, in combination with the

rotary harrow, substantially in the manner and for the purpose de-

scribed.

No. 17,831.

—

James B. Glascock, of Fancy Creek, Illinois.

—

Im-
provement in Rotating Harrows,—Patent dated July 21, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim
and engravings.

Claim.—I am aware that a patent has been granted for combining
a weighted lateral arm with the draft bar of a rotating harrow, for

the purpose of causing the harrow to have a positive r9tary movement
when it is drawn forwards.

I claim causing the after end of the pivoted draft bar B to bear upon
the upper surface of the rotating tooth frame A in such a manner as

to properly distribute the propelling power exerted upon said draft

bar, by which I relieve the fulcrum journal from injurious warping
strains, and at the same time impart a steady and uniform movement
to said tooth frame as it is drawn forwards, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,151.—M. G. Hubbard, of Penn Yan, New York.

—

Improve-
ment in Harvester Frames.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—This in-

vention consists in uniting the corners of the wrought iron bars which
constitute a harvester frame, by means of a cast iron block provided

with flanges a t, fig. 2, for the reception of the ends of the bars, and
securing bars and block together by means of a bolt b.

Claim.—Joining the parts of the frame, substantially as described,

by means of the lock plates or irons and bolts, so as to make a firm

and rigid union between the parts at a small cost, as set forth.

No. 18,686.

—

Elias T. Ford, of Batavia, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Harvester Bakes.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—In figure 1

the gathering arms G G are opened and in the act of closing, and the

ends of the spring platform L L are elevated by the wire bail N N to

the circle described by the movement of the gathering arms, which are

made to close, gathering the cut and falling grain upon the platform

L L, retaining the same and removing the gavel W thus gathered
to the rear ; the arms then open and deposit the same upon the sta-
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tionary platform WW ; the arms continue to move forward until they
reach nearly the front end of the spring platform, and then close and
gather the second gavel ; at this moment the combined levers H H
and folding canvas Y Y drop, and effect a sudden division of that

portion of the grain gathered from that being brought in by the reel,

at the same time preventing all drivelling of the grain.

Claim,—The gathering arms G G, in combination with the spring

platform L L, grain driver H H Y, and gavel remover V ; the whole
being arranged in relation to and operated by the rock shaft I^ and
cam F, for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,441.—M. G. Hubbard, of Penn Yan, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Harvesters.—Patent dated January 20, 1857 .—The nature of this in-

vention consists in forming the cutting standard m and track-clearer

n in one piece, the cutter m being hinged at S to the shoe and resting

against the fulcrum post h by which it is supported ; this arrangement
serving the purpose of separating the cut grass from the standing
grass where it is heavy and tangled together.

Claim.—The combined cutting standard and inclined track-clearer,

when constructed and operating substantially in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.

I also claim hinging the cutting standard and track-clearer forward
of the finger bar, and near the front end of the shoe, and supporting
the same against lateral pressure by means of the fulcrum post b, as

above specified.

No. 16,445.

—

Pells Manjtz, of Waddam's Grove^ 111.

—

Improve-
ment in Harvesters.—Patent dated January 20, 185T.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claims and engrav-
ings.

Claim.—Connecting the leading board D to the main frame A,
by means of the curved elastic shoe C, rigidly attached at its front to

the leading board, and at its back to the under side of the main frame
by joint C, in rear of the finger bar and in front of the driving wheel,
:5vhen said leading hoard serves to carry the fulcrum of the seat lever

F, by which the front of the main frame is raised and lowered, sub-
stantially in the manner specified.

And I further claim the combination and arrangement for opera-
tion together of the seat lever F and foot lever or treadle E, essentially

as set forth, for the purposes described.

No. 16,484.

—

Moses G. Hubbard, of Penn Yan, N. Y.

—

Improve-
mentin Harvesters.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—The finger-barF
is affixed to the frame A by two flat elastic braces E E, rigidly at-

tached to the frame and finger-bar, so that the finger-bar can have
a vertical motion independent of the frame, its motion being governed
by the surface of the ground when in action, or raised above it when
not cutting by the operator.

Claim.—The mode of attaching the finger-bar F to the frame A by
means of two flat springs e e, when the same are so constructed and

21
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arranged as to operate in relation to eacli other substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,1^3.—David Watson, of Newark, N. J.

—

Improvement in

Harvesters,—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The gate J, when closed to

the platform H, as represented in figure 3 by full lines, prevents the
eut grain from passing off the platform ; but when the operator throws
the gate open (see position of the gate represented in fig 3, by dotted
lines) the cut grain is carried off by the endless apron I, said apron
acting upon the outer parts of the stalks, and causing the grain to

pass obliquely off the inner corner of the back end of the platform.
The inventor says : I do not claim separately an endless apron for

discharging the cut grain from the platform ; for endless aprons, and
in some cases gates, have been previously used for the same purpose.
But I claim the gate J, in combination with the inclined endless

aprons I and platform H, when arranged and operated in the manner
and for the purpose specified.

No. 16,721.—Stillma^t A. Clemens, of Kockford, 111.

—

Improve-
ment in Harvesters.—Patent dated March 30, 1857.—The revolution of

the driving wheel D causes the catch teeth on the edge of its rim to

lift the end of finger K, which, moving the rock shaft Q, causes arm
P to vibrate inwards and press against the end of sickle rod N, carry-

ing the nut T against the spring S. As soon as the tooth leaves the
finger E, the force of the spring S causes the sickle bar to slide back,

when the finger will be ready for the next tooth. U is an elastic

cushion upon the sickle bar, which cushion^ when striking the plate 0,
serves to arrest the force of the spring S.

Claim.—The method of operating the sickles of harvesters by
means of a catch wheel and a recoil cushion connected, combined, and
attached, substantially as described.

No. 16,730.

—

Lewis W. Harris, of Waterville, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Harvesters.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The inventor says

:

I am aware two rock shafts^ with segmental wheels and pallets, have
been worked from a crown wheel, and to one of which shafts the pit-

man was connected to vibrate the cutters; this I do not claim. But
what I do claim is, first, in combination with the alternately project-

ing lugs ah, the rocking shafts L L, with their toe-pieces, cranks, and
connecting rod N, for the purpose of operating the cutters as set forth.

I also claim hanging the shafts L L in the hinge pieces K K, when
said hinge pieces are put within the control of the conductor by means
of the rods h h and treadle, or their equivalents, so that he may from
his seat throw the cutters into and out of gear, as herein set forth and
explained.

No. 16,788.

—

Hiram Clark, of Rochester, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Harvesters.—Patent datedMarch 10, 1857.—Thecutter bar Jis attached

to levers m m\, and the cutter bar F to levers w w^ ; arms C connect
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the upper ends of the levers to cranks on shaft M. The revolution of

the shaft and cranks will impart to the cutter bars the motions de-

scribed in the claim.

The inventor says : I do not claim double cutter bars, nor an ad-

vancing and withdrawing stroke.

But I claim giving to each of the cutting bars, alternately, an ad-

vancing upward stroke against the grain^ as specified.

No. 16,840.—M. G. Hubbard, of Penn Yan, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Harvesters.—Patent dated March 17, 1857.—This improvement re-

lates to a shifting seat whichmay be used in combination with amower and
reaper, or harvester. The seat is of ordinary and convenient form, as

seen at w ; it has four legs u, permanently affixed to it, and simply
resting upon the frame, without being affixed to it. On each side there

is a straight or other conveniently formed rod m, pivoted at S to the

frame at one end and to the centre or other convenient point on the

seat underneath. This attachment holds the seat securely in its place,

and allows it to be at any moment thrown forward of the axle or back

of it, as seen in the engravings.

The inventor says : I claim a shifting seat, when constructed, ar-

ranged, and combined with a harvester, substantially in the manner
and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,836.

—

Cornelius Hollowat, of Petersburg, Ya., assignor to

James D. Manny.—Improvement in Harvesters.—Patent dated March
17, 1857.—A cam or eccentric P is connected to the finger bar H by a

link Q, and the tongue K to this cam by a strap T passing around it,

which strap is fastened to the tongue A ; crank R is connected to the

cam, so that, by turning said crank the front of the machine may be
raised or lowered at pleasure on the tongue. The slot in the tongue
admits of the moving of the machine to and fro ; and the rear of the

tongue being connected to a pivoted lever, the swinging of said lever

compensates for the horizontal backward and forward motion of the

machine.
The inventor says : I am aware many devices have been arranged

for raising and lowering the cutteis from the tongue of the machine.
This I do not claim, independent of my special manner of accomplish-

ing this end.

But I claim, in combination with the cam P connected to the frame
by a link Q and to the tongue by a strap or yoke, the slot at front,

and the lever connexions L M at the rear, so that the machine may
swing forward and back as it is lowered or raised, but be rigid when
the draught is on, as set forth.

No. 16,957.—Samuel S. Allen, of Bristol, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Harvesters.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—By the arrangement of

the sliding pole Y^ in connexion with the draught rod m, the point

of traction, instead of being on one side of the machine, as usual, is

removed so near to the centre that the side draught is avoided ; at the

same time that ample room is afforded to the horses without inter-

fering with the standing grain.
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Claim.—The combination of the upper platform Q and sliding pole
y with the main frame and inclined draft-rod or chain, when the
same are constructed and arranged for joint operation substantially in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,985.

—

Pells Manny, of Waddam's Grove, 111.

—

Improve-
ment in Harvesters.—Patent dated April 7^ 1857.—By operating the

rod ly the driver, from his seat 0, is enabled to raise or lower the finger-

bar c, the lower pivoted end of which leans against the elastic shoe h.

The movement of the rod I is effected in the direction of its length.

Claim.—Raising and lowering the finger-bar of harvesters by means
of the adjusting stanchion Jc, when used in combination with the
elastic shoe 6, rigidly attached to the draft-bar or pole, and jointed to

the main frame in front of the driving wheel and back of the finger-

bar; the whole being constructed for joint operation, substantially in

the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,984.

—

Pells Manny, of Waddam's G-rove, 111.

—

Improvement
in Harvesters.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The nature of this in-

vention will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.

Claim.—The combination of the smooth elastic cap or sheath c, con-

necting the divider h with the main wing C, with the reversed hook
or bent projecting end d of an automatic rake ; when said parts are con-

structed and arranged for joint operation, essentially in the manner
and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,123.—J. C. Wilson and T. G. Wilson, of Cedar Hill,

Texas.

—

Improvement in Harvesters.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.

—

The grain, being received upon the endless apron A, is conveyed to the

inclined grating g. The reel e is kept stationary by spring i coming
in contact with one of the teeth of ratchet h. The arm m^ on wheel Z,

raises spring i, thus releasing ratchet-wheel li; and arm n^ on wheel Z,

turns the arms o of the reel-shaft, the reel e discharging the gavel

from the grating g. The reel is then arrested by spring i coming in

contact with the next tooth on ratchet-wheel h, and the operation is

repeated.

Claim.—Operating the reel by means of the rigid'pin m, and spring-

arm n, attached to pulley Z, in combination with ratchet 7i, arms o, and
holding spring ^, when said parts are arranged to operate in relation

to each other, as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,157.

—

Isaiah Knatjer, of Valley Forge, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Harvesters.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—The rotation of shaft

S causes the crank h to move within the box B, while the pressure

of the pin p against the sides of the slot n produces the reciprocation

of the box and cutter-bar attached thereto.

The inventor says : I make no claim to the manner of producing

the reciprocation, as that is not new.
But I claim the peculiarly constructed close box B, in combination

with guides G G and cover C, when arranged to operate in the man-
ner and for the purposes set forth.
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No. 17,280.

—

Moses Gt. Hubbard, of Penn Yan^ N. Y.

—

Improvement

in Harvesters.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—By taking hold of

handle h and turning crank d half of one revolution, the gear h will

be moved twice the length of the crank from its pinion, and the ma-
chine is thus thrown out of gear.

Claim.—The combination of the shifting fork/^ short crank c?, and
handle h, or their equivalents, for thro /ing the machine out of or into

gear, when constructed and arranged substantially as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

No. 17,277.

—

Moses G. Hubbard, of Penn Yan, N. Y.

—

Improve-

ment in Harvesters.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The employment of the cogged segment C attached to

the pole rocker in combination with the worm P, for the purpose of

elevating and depressing the frame as set forth.

No. 17,451.—W. T. B. Kead, of Alton, 111.

—

Improvement in Har-
vespers. — Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The nature of this invention

will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—Making the shoe E in one piece, as described, so that, by
its peculiar formation, it shall serve not only as a support for the

finger bar A, and as a support and guide for the inner end both of

the sickle bar and connecting rod D, but also as a means of pre-

serving the connexion between the connecting rod and sickle bar, as

set forth.

No. 17,555.

—

Nicholas Clute, of Dunnsville, N. Y.

—

Improvement
vti Harvesters.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The endless apron L
is caused to revolve on its rollers L^ and L^, at a greater speed than
the rake-head K travels with the chains P, and carries forward any
loose straw that lies across the rake-heads, so as to clear the heads
and let the grain fall clear into the gavel box K^.

Claim.—The raking apparatus described, consisting of the endless
belt P, carrying arms or rakes K K, when used in combination with
the endless clearing apron L and curved and elevated platform K, all

arranged to operate in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,676.

—

Henry D. Hammond, of Batavia, N. Y.

—

Improvemeni
in, Harvesters.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—For the passage of an
obstacle, the turning of the shaft p, by pow( r applied to arm g, effects

the simultaneous elevation of the frame x and of the points of the
cutters a h.

Claim.—The shaft jp, with arms o, s, and q, relatively attached there-

to, as described, in combination with the swinging flanged supporting
bar B and the journaled cutter and finger bar I, connected with arm
o, when said parts are arranged for joint operation in the manner and
for the purposes described.
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ITo. 17,691.—Daniel S. McNamara, of North Hoosick, N. Y.—
Improvement in Harvesters.—Patent dated June 30, 185*7.—The yoke
ring in which the end of the tongue is placed fits in a recess o on the

rod F ; and when the team is backed, the shaft i will be actuated

through the medium of the lever h, and the latter will come in con-

tact with lever E, and raise the same together with the cutter bar D.
The inventor says : I do noi- claim the lever E, for that has been

previously used, and is quite a common device for raising and lower-

ing the sickles of harvesters.

But I claim connecting the shaft ^, by means of the arm K and
link ij with the rod F, placed at the underside of the draught pole

C, and connected with the yoke ring, substantially as described for

the purposes set forth.

No. 17,705.

—

Charles T. Stetson, of Amherst, Mass.

—

Improve-
ment in Harvesters.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—By having the

finger bar G arranged as represented in the engraving,, it is allowed
to yield at either end, and to conform perfectly to the irregularities of

the ground.
The inventor says : I am aware that the finger and cutter bars of

reaping and mowing machines have been variously attached, so as to

conform to the irregularities of the ground ; and I therefore do not

claim attaining this end irrespective of the peculiar means employed
for that purpose.

But I claim attaching the finger bar C to the frame A, by means
of the guides i i and the grooved segment guides e, the inner end of

the bar being provided with friction rollers c?, which are fitted and
work in said segment guides e, the parts being arranged substantially

as described for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,779.

—

John P. Manny, of Kockford^ 111.

—

Improvement in

Harvesters.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—By raising the lever J, by
means of cord g, on pulley J, bolt a is raised, and also the system of

levers L and M, throwing the whole into the position represented in

figure 3 ; and the eff'ect of these combined levers is to retain the plat-

form P of the harvester in a horizontal position when raised or lowered.

Claim.—The combination of two frames, one of which is adjustable,

and can be raised or lowered at pleasure with the lifting piece L and
platform P, hinged to said adjustable frame, when said parts are con-

structed and arranged to operate in relation to each other, in the

manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,942.—N. C. Sherman and S. Lightcap, of Hazle Green, Wis.—Improvement in Harvesters.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—By
throwing back collar H, the wheel G is left loose and turns upon its

axis in the usual manner ; and by throwing forward collar H, the pin

j passes into the recess of the collar, and the wheel is prevented from
turning on its vertical axis at g.

Claim.—The combination of the peculiarly formed adjustable collar

H with the caster frame/, in the manner described, whereby the

caster wheel may be, at the pleasure of the driver, held rigid in Hue
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parallel with the driving wheels, or released so as to turn in the ordi-

nary manner.

No. 17,945.

—

Charles Tinker and J. A. Sprague, of Mantua, 0.

—

Improvement in Harvesters.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—By opera-

ting one of the levers Z or Z^, one end of the cutter har V can be raised to

avoid any obstacle that may occur ; and by raising both levers simulta-

neously the cutter bar is raised horizontally, as it is required when the

machine is to be moved from one locality to another,—in that case the
machine will run upon the four wheels, B, 0, Y.

Claim.—The vibrating arm K, parallel rod I, and connecting rod
T, in combination with the bent levers X X, fulcrum wheels Y Y,
levers Z Z^, and stops U U, when the same are arranged to operate in

relation to each other, (and used in connexion with a self-adjusting

cutter and finger bar,) substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

No. 17,927.

—

Samuel Gumaer, of Chicago, Illinois.

—

Improvement
in Harvesters.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—As the machine is

drawn along, a vibrating motion is given to the cutters m and m^ by
means of the crank pins r, pitmen E, and levers p turning on the
fulcra g^j and the grain is cut by the action of said cutters and falls

on to platform A.
Claim.—The combination of the blades m m^ with the peculiarly

constructed platform A and the center swell reel C, when said parts

are arranged to operate in relation to each other as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

No. 18,173.—C. M. LuPKiN, of Acworth, N. H., assignor to Norris
LuFKiN, of Unity, N. H.

—

Improvement in Harvesters.—Patent dated
September 8, 1857.—The cutters o n are pivoted to the finger-bar D,
and work on said pivots 1 2, they being operated upon by pitmen r s

and bars p g. The inner semi-circular ends of the cutters n are sunk
into plate J, so that the plate J is flush with cutters n; by this arrange-
ment the cut grain or grass cannot choke or clog the cutting device.

The inventor says : I am aware that two series or sets of cutters,

working one set over the other, like shears, have been previously used,

and I therefore do not claim cutters thus arranged.
But I claim the combination of the cutters n and o, with the pecu-

liarly constructed plate J, arranged and operating in the manner and
for the purpose above set forth.

No. 18,267.

—

Samuel Pennock, of Kenneth's Square, Pa., assignor

to himself and Morton Pennock, of the same place.

—

Improvement in

Harvesters.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.—This invention con-

sists in placing the crank shaft E within a frame which is pivoted to

the main frame A, and operated by an eccentric, so that the shaft guid-
ing the frame may be easily thrown out of gear.

The inventor says : I claim adjusting and regulating the position

of the crank shaft E by means of mechanicism constructed, arranged,
and operating in the manner set forth.
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No. 18,240.

—

Andrew B. I. Flowers, of Grreenfield, Ind.

—

Improve-
ment in Harvesters.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.—This inven-
tion relates to guiding the machine. The plates L L^ of the caster

wheels K K have gear teeth cast upon their peripheries, and also on
their flat surfaces. The edges of these plates serve, to a certain ex-

tent, as guides for themselves and for the caster wheels. It will he
seen that the two pinions n n gear respectively with the teeth upon
the upper and lower surfaces of the plates L L^, so that by turning
the hand wheel N both caster wheels are simultaneously turned in

the same direction.

The inventor claims guiding the machine by means of the caster

wheels K K, upright shaft *, and the horizontal shaft M, in combina-
tion with the peculiarly constructed caster plates L L^, said parts

b-eing arranged to operate in relation to each other in the manner set

forth.

No. 18,390.

—

Keuben Daniels, of Woodstock, Yt.

—

Improvement in

Harvesters.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—The object of this im-
provement is to divide the delivered grain on the discharging plat-

form from that which is being delivered by the carrying bands, to

prevent collision between the rake and the mechanism which supports

it as it descends, in order to divide the grain and discharge it from the

machine, and also to support the rake in the arms that communicate
to it reciprocating motion for the purpose of discharging the gavels,

so that it may turn on its axis^ and also rise and fall vertically on
these arms.
The inventor says : I claim, 1st. The combination of the carrying

bands and the pressure feed-rollers with the rake, when arranged and
operated substantially as described.

2d. The combination of the spring comb with the rake, carrying

bands and pressure rollers, when arranged in the manner and for the

purpose described.

3d. The rake when arranged in the arms that support and give to

it its reciprocating movement, as described, in combination with the

mechanism for raising, lowering, and turning it in these arms for the

purpose set forth.

No. 18,405.—N. A. Patterson, of Kingston, Tenn.

—

Improvement
in Harvesters.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—In this improved
machine, by turning the shaft Gr, the axle B will not only be turned,

but the double tree L will also be moved or shifted ; for instance, if

the shaft be turned from left to right, the axle B will be moved or

turned, and the double tree L will be moved to the left, and if the

shaft be turned in a reversed direction, the axle and double axle-tree

will be moved in reversed directions. Consequently, whenever the

machine is to be turned, the team is moved towards the wheels having
the greatest circuit to pass over, and the power or draught is, there-

fore, applied where it is most needed, viz : near said wheels, so as to

act in the most direct manner in turning the machines.

The inventor claims connecting the axle B with the double tree Lj

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
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No. 18,562.—HosEA WiLLARD and Robert Ross, of Yergennes, Yt.

—

Improvement in Harvesters.—Patent dated November 3, 1857.—This

invention consists in forming cutters so that they can be raised to suit

any inequality of ground_, or elevated bodily when moved from place

to place.

The inventors say : We do not claim broadly attaching the finger

bar to the machine by a joint, for this has been previously done.

But we claim the combination of the hinged finger bar L with the
adjustable bar I, lever P, regulating set screw /, and wheel o ; the

whole being constructed and arranged in relation to the main frame
for joint operation, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

We also claim lever P and regulating set screws /, in combination
with bar I, chain or cord J^, pulley ^, and clutch Q, for the purpose
of raising the hinged finger bar L, as described.

No. 18,813.

—

Seymour Johnson and Leicester Johnson, Aurora,
New York.

—

Improvement in Harvesters.—Patent dated December 8,

1857.—To a rectangular frame, of any suitable form, having the

finger-bar attached lo the back end, the third wheel C is attached on
the side of the frame opposite the platform, with its centre nearly

over the end of the finger-bar, and back of the drive wheel, so that

lines connecting the three wheels A B and C will form a triangle, A
being in front, so that the line connecting its centre with the centre

of C shall form an angle of nearly forty-five degrees with the frame.

By placing the gearing on the outer side of the drive wheel its weight
is brought to bear on the wheel C, thereby counteracting the side

draught occasioned ^y the platform. To the front part of the frame
is attached a draught pole R, and at the side or sides of the pole, at

the place of its attachment to the frame, is placed a movable block or

blocks v V, by moving which the position of the pole is moved, and
the line of draught varied at pleasure.

Claim.—The arrangement of the outer wheel C, drive wheel A,
and inner wheel B, in combination with the adjustable draught pole

R and movable blocks v v, the whole being arranged for joint opera-

tion substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,938.

—

William Webber and John Webber^ of Rockton,
Illinois.

—

Improvement in Harvesters.—Patent dated December 22,
1857.—The claim and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—Communicating motion from the main shaft a of the driv-

ing wheel to the cutter blade by means of the intermediate shafts c d,

arranged parallel with each other on ojDposite sides of the bearing
wheel A in such a manner that pulleys on the after ends of said shafts

may be banded to each other, and a regulating fly-wheel be combined
with the shaft d; the whole being constructed and arranged for joint

operation substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 19,001.—Walter A. Wood, of Hoosick Falls, New York.—
Improvement in Harvesters.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—The
claim and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—So filling up the space between the forks or hounds of the
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tongue with the caster block, to which the caster wheel R and lever S
are attached, as that, by the introduction of a rod that passes through
them, as at g^ they may be made rigid and serve to support each other

in turning the machine, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 19,002.

—

Walter A. Wood, of Hoosick Falls, New York.

—

'Ini'provement in Harvesters.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—The
claim and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—So constructing the frame of a combined reaping and mow-
ing machine, and combining it with a spring track-clearer, as all that
part of the frame in rear of the cutter-bar may be disjointed and re-

moved by simply taking out the bolts m ni, said track -clearer remain-
ing attached for the purpose of adapting the machine to the cutting

of tangled or lodged grass, without obstruction, whilst the machine,
with the driver upon it, remains perfectly balanced, as set forth.

No. 18,981.

—

John Long, of Masillon, Ohio.

—

Improvement in Bar-
vesters.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—In describing the opera-

tion of this invention, the inventor says : Suppose the machine to be
moving forward, and the shaft 2 to be in the position to the complex
spur wheels L^ L^, spur wheel L^ meshing with vibratory shaft 2,

moves the shaft in the direction it revolves, exactly half the distance

its sectional teeth N are apart, where spur wheel L^ meshes with
the shaft 2, and moves the shaft the same distance back again to the

point where the spur wheel L^ meshes with the shaft, and so on ; the

complex spur wheels thus mesh alternately with the vibratory shaft,

and impart to the knife bar a quick, regular, vibratory motion.

The inventor says : I am aware that cranks and cam "wheels have
been used in mowers and reapers for driving the vibratory knife bar,

and being old devices do therefore not claim them ; but I claim giv-

ing the cutter bar g the vibratory motion by two complex spur wheels

L^ L^, in combination with the reciprocating shaft 2, the whole being

constructed and arranged in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

.No. 17,68T.

—

Joseph S. Manning, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improved
Automatic Rake for Harvesters.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—As
the machine is moved along, the driving wheel gives motion to the

endless belts o, and to the rakes ; and as the rake teeth 2 3 pass above

the slats R P, they gather the cut grain and deposit it from the ends

of the platform ; when the rollers, on levers 4, drop through the open-

ings a, the teeth fold by the turning of the bar 1, so as to admit of the

rake passing below the platform E P, and having reached the right

side of the same the end of the centre tooth 3 projects through open-

ing h ; the belts in the meanwhile passing on cause the teeth 2 and 3

to be set up for another clearing of the cut grain from the platform.

Claim.—The described raking device, consisting of cross bar 1, teeth

2 2 and 3^ swinging bars 4 4, and supporting roller 5, when the same is

used in combination with the peculiarly constructed platform P P R R^

in the manner and for the purpose set forth.
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No. 18,070.

—

John W. Brokaw, of Springfield, Ohio, assignor to

Warder, Brokaw, and Child, ofthe same place.

—

Improvement in Auto-

matic Rakes for Harvesters.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.—Motion

being given the crank Gr, the rake-head I is moved over the platform

by means of pitman H, and the teeth rake oft the grain from the

platform, the guide roller i passing under the spring guide P ; the

roller, when arrived at the end of the platform, passes down to the

lower edge of the guide rail K, the rake being thrown by that move-
ment to the position represented in dotted lines, wben it is ready to

rake off the grain which has accumulated on the platform.

Claim.—the arrangement of the spring guide P and double guide

bar K, in combination with the rake-head I, carrying friction rolls

h and A^, constructed, arranged, and operated in the manner substan-

tially as set forth. Also, the friction rolls g, in combination with the

sleeve /, rake-head I, and guide rod o, as arranged and operated for

the purposes set forth.

No. 18,697.

—

Joshua Ketcham and John Waterman, of Orange-
port, New York.

—

Improvement in Bean-Harvesters.—Patent dated

November 24, 1857.—In fig. 1, A A^ A^ are the frame work of the

machine, E is the head gatherer ; this head is provided, as seen, with
t^eth, or cutters, marked ; these teeth are pivoted to the head, and
are ground in a working machine to a wedge on top, in order to more
easily disengage the beans and vine. F is a slide, for the purpose of

assisting in pulling off the beans and vine and of removing them from
the head; this slide is connected with roller. D by means of levers a and
h, D is a revolving backward and forward by means of lever G and
rod B, which connect with the handle C. This roller serves to oper-

ate slide F, giving it motion, whereby it assists and relieves the head E.
Claim.—The slide F, for the purpose of palling and dislocating the

beans and carrying them away over the head, and this slide F, in com-
bination with roller D and levers a and 6, operated by means of lever

Gr, rod B, and handle 0, for the purpose of forming a bean harvester,

as set forth and described.

No. 16,921.

—

Abram Heulings, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

—

Improvement in Corn Harvesters.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.

—

The corn stalks are seized as soon as cut by person standing on the
fixed platform P^, and are placed upon end against the securing gates

h c. When the tilting platform P^ is filled with the cut product, the
driver moves lever I into the position of figure 2, causing the shaft a
to turn and tilt the platform P^ The turning of this platform causes
the curved arms d of the posts h to press against the links e and pro-
duce a partial rotation of said gate-posts simultaneously with the
tilting of the platform P^. This turning of the posts h effects the
separation of the bars c and the load glides from off the machine.
The driver then draws the long arm of the lever I towards him, and
the platform P^ and gates are ready for the reception of another load.

Claim.—The combination of the tilting platform P, the gates h c,

curved arms d, and swinging links e, with the rock shaft and its

(iterating lever and rod, when said parts are arranged for joint opera-

tion substantially as described.
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"No. 17,*729.

—

Israel Dodenhoff, of Bloomington, Illinois.

—

Im-
provement in Corn Harvesters.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—As the
machine is drawn along, the knife F^ is vibrated between its ways 5;

and as it works against the stationary knife F, the corn is cut by the
action of said knives. The stalks are fed towards the cutters by means
of the teeth i of endless belt K and guide-bars L. When cut, they are
deposited in the revolving collector N.

Claim.—First. The arrangement of the knives, in relation to each
other, when combined with the peculiar shape of the teeth for the
purposes substantially as set forth.

Second. The armed belt K and spring guide-bars L, for holding,
guiding, and carrying the corn, so as to deposit it in the arms of the
collector N, in the rear of the machine, in combination with the cut-

ting apparatus, the whole being arranged in relation to each other in

the manner substantially as set forth.

No. 17,832.— Gr. D. Haworth, of Mechanicsburg, 111.

—

Improve-^

ment in Corn Harvesters.—Patent dated July 21, 1857.—As the ma-
chine is drawn along, a reciprocating motion is given to the cutters I,

in consequence of cam H working between the two rollers I ; the cut-

ters work in an arc of a circle, and the cut stalks fall upon the arms
i of the shaft X ; and when sufficient stalks are cut to form a gavel,

the shafts X are turned by the driver by operating lever g;, when the
stalks will fall to the ground.

Claim.—The cutters I I^ attached to suspended rods J, the cutters

being curved, and working underneath stationary teeth or fingersy

substantially as described for the purpose specified.

No. 18,747.

—

Adam Humberger, of Somerset, Ohio.

—

Improvemcni
in Corn Harvesters.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—By this inven-
tion two rows of corn may be cut, bound^ and shocked with ease and
rapidity, the cutter being drawn by a horse and attended by a boy.

The inventor says : I am aware that shafts with revolving arms
and knives have been used in connexion with guards for conducting
cut stalks upon a platform or table. Therefore, I do not claim these

devices as heretofore employed, neither do I claim the carrying table,

P, when moved with its supporting frame.

But I claim, 1st. The large shafts, or rollers, E E, turning upon
the fixed axle D D, and having radial arms L L and H H, with
knives I I, in combination with the guards M M, Gr G, and F F, and
knives K K, for the purpose of cutting the stalks, and securely con-

ducting them across the table B, to the binding table P, as set forth.

2d. I claim the table P, when movable upon its supporting frame,
in combination with lever U and clamps K R, for binding and shock-
ing the corn, as set forth.

No. 18,769.

—

John H. Rible, of Somerset, Ohio.

—

Improvement
in Corn Harvesters.—F&tent dated December 1, 1857.—This inven-

tion has reference to the cut product and depositing it in shocks. It;

consists of a re-entrant angled reel R, to carry the stalks to the mid-
dle of the machine, and a receiving apparatus, consisting of a bed /
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and arms h I, operating to hold the stalks until sufficient have accu-

mulated to constitute a shock, and deposit the same butt downward
upon the ground.
The inventor says : 1 claim the combination of the bed/and arms

h I with the movable carriage 0^ or its equivalent, so as to receive the

cut product and deposit the same as described.

I also claim the re-entrant reel, in combination with the receiving

apparatus, as described.

No. 16,442.—M. Gr. Hubbard, of Penn Yan, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Cuttersfor Harvesters.—Patent dated January 20, 1857.—This cutter

is formed with a thick steel cutting edge, h, towards the fingers having
a thin web or centre a, which fills up the triangle, by which means
the friction between fingers and cutters is reduced.

The inventor says : I do not claim forming the edges of cutters by
bending a plate of steel at its edge, and thus making an offset for the

cutting edge ; for this has before been done by Hazzard Knowles,
many years since.

I claim the cutter, when formed in one piece, as seen in figure 2,

constructed substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,968.

—

Samuel Comfort, jr., of Morrisville, Pa.

—

Improved
emitting Apparatus for Harvesters.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim
and engraving.
The inventor says: I am aware that springs have been used for

the purpose of pressing the knives of harvesters together, and thereby
increasing their cutting effect, so arranged, however, as to have an
extensive frictional surface. I therefore do not claim exclusively the
employment of such springs.

But I claim as an improvement on the cutting apparatus ofharvesters,

for which a patent was granted to me on the 18th of March, 1856, the
springs B, with their twisted or bent projections h, in combination
with the endless chain of cutters D and E, and stationary knives F,
when the said parts are constructed and arranged for operation in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,745.

—

John P. Manny, ofRockford, 111.

—

Improved Cutting

Apparatusfor Harvesters.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—The nature

of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings.

Claim.—Causing a series of cutters D to cut from right to left and
from left to right, between each pair or set of fingers B at every single

revolution of said series of cutters upon their shaft C, or journals, sub-

stantially as described.

Also in combination with such series of cutters the recess g in the

sides of the fingers into which they may enter, to enable them to clear

themselves from the clogging matter that gathers and accumulates,

unless somehow prevented, in all harvesting machines, as set forth.
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No. 17,739

—

Joseph Irwin, of Frankfort, Ohio.-—Improved Cutting
Apparatus for Harvesters.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings.

The inventor says : I am aware that spiral cutters have been used
before ; I am also aware that a continuous spiral bar has been used in

combination with stationary cutters^ as in the patent of A. Armsden,
and I do not claim such devices.

But I claim the spiral cutters e/, when the same is arranged below,
and used in combination with the curved cutting fingers h h, in tbe
manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,659.

—

James L. Fountain, of Eockford, 111., assignor to

Himself, L. J. Clark, Bradford McKinney and 0. M. Fountain, of

Eockford, 111.

—

Improved Apparatus for Harvesters.—Patent dated
November 17, 1857.—E E in ^g. 1 are holding plates, keeping the

cutters down upon the upper surfaces of the lower limbs of the guard
fingers 0, and their horns G. By sectional figure 2, the relative po-

sition of the finger bar A, the finger C with its horn Gr, the cutter bar
B, cutter D, and upward projection a^ is plainly shown.

Claim.—The inventor says : I do not wish to be understood as

claiming broadly either the combination ofan inclined cutting edge with
a straight edge on the finger, the cavities c c, or the clearing pins a^ a^.

But I claim the fingers C, when constructed in the peculiar manner
above described, in combination with the horns or projections Gr, re-

ciprocating sectional cutters D, and clearing rivets, a^ a^, the whole
constructed and arranged for joint operation in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.

No. 17,575.—M. G. Hubbard, of Penn Yan, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in the Cutting Apparatus of Harvesters.—Patent dated June 16^ 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the

the claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I am aware that the cutters of reaping and
mowing machines have been attached to the cutter bar by means of a
s-ingle bolt or screw to each cutter, and consequently I do not claim

such mode of fastening.

Neither do I claim the device patented to William Hovey, April

29, 1856, and from which my invention radically differs.

But I claim the mode of attaching the cutters c to the cutter bar v,

substantially in the manner, by the devices, and for the purposes set

forth.

No. 18,052.

—

PellsManny, of Waddam's Grove, 111.

—

Improvement
in the Cutting Apparatus of Harvesters.—Patent dated August 25,

1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by reference

to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—-The method of constructing the fingers of the cutting

apparatus of harvesting machines of two members, B and E, and
securing them upon the finger bar in the manner as set forth.
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Also t"he recesses r and z in tlie inner faces of tlie fingers, in com-
bination with the supplementary inclined cutters u and v^ projecting

above and below the sickle, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,754.—J. M. Long, Peter Black, and Robert Allstatter, of

Hamilton, Ohio.

—

Im/provement in Finger Bars for Harvesters.—Pa-
tent dated December 1, 1857.—The nature of this invention consists

in constructing the finger bar of two metallic plates, one above and
the other below the fingers, to which they are riveted, the upper sheet

being set back upon the fingers, and the under notched and bent up-
ward between them, until its edge is flush with their upper surface;

so that besides the easy passage of the bar over the stubble, due to the

turned up edge and lower plate, the front edge of the upper plate will

constitute a rear guide for the cutter bar, which, by this construction,

is thrown well back.

The inventors say : We expressly disclaim the formation of finger

bars of a single sheet of metal, rounded in front, and with the fingers

passing through holes in the said rounded portion, as patented by
Moore & Patch, November 25, 1856.

But we claim the combination of the wrought metallic plates P P^
with the reciprocating cutter bar A, cutters C, and square-shanked
fingers B, said parts being constructed and arranged in relation to

each other for joint operation in the manner shown and described ibr

the purposes set forth.

No. 17,328.

—

John H. Hetser and Edward M. Mobley, of Hagers-
town, Md.

—

Improvement in Grain and Grass Harvesters.—Patent
dated May 19, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood
by reference to the claim and engravings.
The inventors say : We do not claim operating the fork B by means

of cams on the driving wheel.

But we claim operating the cutter bar 0, from the driving wheel
A, by means of fork B and arm E, in combination with rocker G and
slotted arm H, when said parts are constructed and arranged to operate
in relation to each other, as described.

No. 18,229.—John W. Baltzly and William Hobson, of Pana,
111.

—

Improved Cutting Apparatus for Grain and Grass Harvesters.—
Patent dated September 22, 1857.—By this invention the grass or

grain, as the sickle vibrates, is prevented from being thrown outward
from the fingers by the action of the cutters, and the cutting device is

thereby rendered more efficacious.

In the drawings A represents the cutter bar, which is fitted and
works in the fingers B. The cutter bar has a reciprocating move-
ment. C represents the cutters, the back ends of which are attached
to the cutter bar. The cutters work underneath the caps a, which
are attached to the screw bolts 6, to the upper surfaces of the fingers,

one to each finger, as seen in the drawings. The upper surfaces of

the fingers are recessed, and a steel plate c is inserted in each one, the
sides of said plates projecting a little beyond the fingers, and having
a bend or ** basil" on the under surface at each side, so as to form a
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cuttiDg edge, as shown at d d. The plates c may be secured to the
fingers by screws.

Claim.—The inventors say : We claim the reciprocating teeth C,
constructed as shown at figure 3. in combination with the stationary

cutting plates c in the fingers B, for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,894.

—

Adam E. Eeese, of Phillipsburg, N. J.

—

Improve-
ment in Guard Fingersfor Harvesters.—Patent dated July 28, 185T.

—

The engraving represents a vertical cross section through the guard
finger. The body C D of the guard finger is cast around the steel

blades M, by inserting said blades within the mould. By having the
blades M secured in an oblique position within the cutter, they can
be sharpened with great facility.

The inventor says : I do not wish to be understood as claiming
broadly the use of steel plates or cutting edges, as applied to cast or

malleable iron guard fingers, for I am aware that such use is old.

But I claim the combination with a cast or malleable iron guard
finger of the steel plates or cutting edges M M, when the same are

united to the finger in the peculiar manner above described, and ar-

ranged to operate in relation to each other and to the cutters, as fully

shown in figure 5, for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,871.

—

Thomas J. Stealy, of Middlebourne, Va.

—

Improved
mode of supporting Reelsfor Harvesters.—Patent dated December 15,

1857.—The engravings and claim will give the reader an idea of the
nature of this invention.

Claim.—The reel W, supported by hinged arms X X, in combi-
nation with the notched and adjustable braces w w, bar X^, and rake
frame N_, as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,736.—C. P. GrKONBERG, of Geneva, 111.

—

Improved Rahefor
Harvesters.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—In the engravings A
represents the platform for the reception of the falling grain as it is

cut ; at one end of which is erected a standard B, on the upper end of

which is mounted the pulley C, there being a similar pulley C^ mounted
on the upper end of the driving shaft a, which has its bearing in the

standard D, erected on the other end of the platform; both pulleys C
and C^ are encompassed by an endless chain E. Between and to

the standards B D, is secured a guiding rod &, there being another
arranged above the other, and secured to standards Y and Y^_,

attached to the standards B D, the one h below, and the other c

above the two pulleys C C^.

To one end of the swinging frame d is attached a stationary arm
F, carrying prongs on its lower end ; another arm Gj-, to which is

secured the movable fork H, being provided at one end with a sliding

collar e, which is mounted on the guide rod h, and at the other end
with a hook or collar/, for the purpose of attaching it loosely to the

swinging frame d.

Claim.—The guide rods h and c, and swinging frame d, carrying

the stationary fork F, in combination with the levers I and n and
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travelling fork H, the whole being constructed, operated, and arranged
in relation to each, other in the manner substantially as set forth.

No. 18,256.

—

Isaac Van Doren, of Somerville, N. J.

—

Improve-
ment in Rakesfor Harvesters.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.—The
nature of this improvement consists in a peculiar mode of operating the

rakes of harvesters.

The relative radii of the sector Gr will vary somewhat according to

circumstances, as the sweep of the rake, the motion of the rod D, or

the rock shaft E, but the principle of action will be the same. When
worked as shown by the engraving, the wheel H becomes an addi-
tional driving or bearing wheel, and connects the shaft of the actual

driving wheel by clutch K, by which it is disconnected when the ma-
chine is to be turned.

The inventor says : I claim operating the rake A, when arranged
in relation to the platform as described, by means of the double-geared
sector G, in combination with the rod D and rock shaft E, or their

equivalent, the whole arranged and operating substantially in the
manner set forth.

¥ fJ^o. 18,437.

—

Samuel Comfort, jr., of Morrisville, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Rakes for Harvesters.—Patent dated October 20^ 1857.—By this im-
provement, a revolving motion is given to the rake G, in such a manner-
that the grain is effectually cleared from the platform A, and deposited
on the ground during a portion of its revolution ; and during the remain-
der of its revolution, the rake is in such an elevated position as to allow
the grain, as it is severed from the cutters^ to fall on the platform.

The inventor says : I do not confine myself to any precise mode of"

imparting a vibrating movement to the lever E. But I claim oper-
ating the rake by means of the vibrating lever E, ratchet wheel N,.

spindle F. arm K, spring pawl P, and rods L Q and M, in combi-
nation with the segment q and plate i, when the whole are arrangedi
and combined for joint operation substantially in the manner set fortb.

and for the purposes specified.

No. 16,941.

—

Jesse Urmy, of Wilmington, Dei.—Improved Raking^
Apparatusfor Harvesters.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The nature-

of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and
engraving.

The inventor says : I am aware that rakes have been constructedi

and operated with a rake bar similar to mine driven by a crank, and
having its rear end working around a stationary stud, and I do not.

lay any claim to such an arrangement.
I am also aware that the upper end of the rake bar has been gov-

erned by a connecting rod attached to a stationary point or fulcrum,,

and do not, therefore, wish to be understood as laying claim to any
such arrangement.
But I claim operating the rear end of the rake A by means of a.

crank D, when said crank moves with the pin that operates the rake
bar C, in combination with the connecting rod h and adjusting holes.

v V and y y^ the whole being constructed and arranged in the manner-
and for the purpose set forth.

22
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No. 17,703.

—

Daniel C. Smith, of TecuTDseh, Micli.

—

Improved
Raking Apparatus for Harvesters.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—As
the macliine is drawn along, the rollers D on the driving shaft B
strike alternately against the levers E, moving them on their fulcrum
a, and the rods F cause the shaft J to oscillate by means of arm G,
and this oscillating motion is transmitted to the rake 6, which is

pivoted at N to shaft I ; the rake is thus vibrated over the platform
S, and is raised and lowered alternately by friction roller* I coming in
contact with rod K, depressing said rod and the short end of rake ;

and at the next motion the rake drops down on the platform by its

own weight. Thus the rake is raised when the grain accumulates on
the platform, and, at the end of one motion, drops down and rakes off

the grain from said platform.

Claim,—The mode of operating the rake of a grain harvester, by
means of the mechanism described.

No. 17,798.

—

John P. Manny, of Eockford, 111.

—

Improved BahiTtg

Apparatus for Harvesters.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—The manner
•of raising and lowering the platform J of this harvester is described

in No. 17,779. The rake Q can be operated either by the attendant
on seat I, by means of lever K and rod I, or by power applied to

handle ; in both cases the shank N and bar P are moved on the

same plane M, turning on the hinged point e, and when the shank N
comes in contact with the incline m, the roller n rises on the cam ledge

K, and causes the rake to rise during its forward motion over the plat-

form. The teeth h are pivoted to the rake head Q ; and when the rake

rakes off the grain, the teeth h are forced into the position represented

in full lines by the peculiar shape of the platform. On the rake being
elevated, it assumes the position represented in dotted lines.

Claim.—In combination with a contracting trough-shaped platform,

a self-contracting and elongating rake, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose described.

Also, raising and lowering a rake operated as set forth, to cause it

to preserve its relative working position with regard to the platform,

as said platform is raised or lowered, by means substantially such as

described.

No. 18,009.—ISKAEL DoDENHOFF, of Bloomiugton, Illinois.

—

Irr^-

proved Baking Apparatus for Harvesters.—Patent dated August 18,

1857.—When the machine is put in operation, the rake H, while pas-

sing on the front part of the platform, is kept in proper position by the

curved rails e to rake off the grain ; but on its arrival between the

standards J K, it forces back the gate I to the discharging place, as

represented in dotted lines, and discharges the grain in a compact
bundle on the ground.

Claim.—The rake H, in combination with the platform A and
stationary and elastic guides, the whole being constructed and operated

substantially as described.

Also gate I, in combination with a rake H, travelling in a horizon-

tal endless track, the whole being constructed and operated in the

manner substantially as and for the purposes set forth.
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Ko. 1Y,025.

—

Isaac H. Conklin, of Kockford, Illinois.

—

Improve-

ments for Raking Attachmentsfor Harvesters.—Patent dated April 14,

1857.—As the machine is drawn along, rotary motion is given to the

rod J in consequence of the wheel F gearing with pinion F on shaft

G, and the pinion H on said shaft gearing into wheel I. As the rake

teeth g sweep over the platform A, the cut grain is raked into the hop-
per j', and at this point the pin n passes over and turns the outer

pinion h on "shaft K, and the hopper y is tilted as shown in dotted

lineS; the grain that was in it falling in a gavel upon the ground. As
the rod J rotates, the pin n strikes the pinion 7i, and throws up hopper

/ to its original position.

Claim.—Operating the hopper j, attached to the shaft K, by means
of the pin n on the plate m, in combination with the pinions li li on
the shalt K, when the said parts are constructed and arranged in rela-

tion to the platform A in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,045.

—

Daniel W. Lafetra and Henry A. Lafetra, of Eaton-
town, New Jersey.

—

Improved Raking Attachment for Harvesters.—
Patent dated April 14, 1857.—As the machine is drawn along, the two
pinions ¥ and I will be kept in gear in consequence of roller E bearing
upon the ground, and the cylinder C will be rotated by the cranks p
q and connecting rods r, and the rake B will have a reciprocating

motion given it by the spiral grooves i j j, the teeth a^ of the rake

being elevated as they reach the outer end of the platform by the

spring catch 5, which acts upon the head h at that point and turns it,

so that the cut grain will be raked off the platform a, the rake teeth

being turned down in a horizontal position and below the upper sur-

face of the platform as it moves back to the outer end of the platform.

When the machine is backed the rake B is not actuated, as the pinion
h will be thrown out of gear with the pinion Z.

The inventors say : We are aware that reciprocating rakes, provided
with teeth, fitted m a slotted platform, have been previously used,

and various devices have been employed for operating them. We
therefore do not claim a reciprocating rake, irrespective of the means
employed for operating it.

But we claim operating or giving a reciprocatin*g motion to the rake
B by means of the spirally grooved cylinder C, in combination with
the spirally grooved collar K, constructed and arranged substantially

as shown and described.

Also rotating the cylinder c, by means of the self-adjusting wheel
or roller E and vibrating shaft F, when the same are constructed and
arranged in the manner and for the purpose substantially as described.

No. 1 7^,690.

—

JohnMcIntosh, of G-eneva, Illinois.

—

Improved Raking
Attachment for Harvesters.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—As the ma-
chine is drawn along, the grain is deposited on the travelling apron B,
and the plate C is drawn in and out in consequence of the cordy being
wound around the hub w, and said cord- is cast off from the hub at

every revolution of the hub by means of the inclined side o on the
projection m. When the cord j is cast off from the hub n, the plate

C is forced back underneath the apron B by spring F, and the grain
on said plate is deposited on the ground.
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The inventor says : I am aware that endless aprons and sliding

plates have been frequently employed on harvesters for the purpose of

discharging the cut grain from the machine, and I therefore do not

claim the employment or use of such separately or in themselves con-

sidered.

But I claim the peculiar method described for withdrawing and re-

leasing the sliding plate C, when the same is used in combination with
the endless belt B, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Ko. 18,096.

—

Stephen K. Hunter, of Cortlandt, New York.—7m-
proved Raking Device for Harvesters.—Patent dated September 1,

185*7.—When the gate J is in a horizontal position^ as represented in

dotted lines, the cut grain will pass over the plate F behind the gate J

;

and when a sufficient quantity has passed behind the gate J, said gate

will assume a vertical position and cut off the passage of the cut grain^

the gate N rising simultaneously, and allowing the cut grain to remain
ia a gavel on the ground.

Claim.—Th.Q rod K, or its equivalent, and two gates J N, applied

to the machine as shown, the gates being operated from the wheel E,
by means of the cam D^, crank shaft H^ rod L, and arm M, arranged
substantially as shown, for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,749.

—

Charles D. Rogers, of Utica, New York.

—

Improved
Scroll Wheel for Harvesters.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—By con-

structing the scroll wheel as illustrated by the claim and engravings,

the use of cores becomes unnecessary, lessening the expense of casting,

while the chilling process may be readily applied.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly the construction of scroll

wheels in two separate parts.

But I claim constructing scroll wheels of harvesters in two separate

parts, when both the adjustable portions D and main rim A are con-

structed and arranged in the peculiar manner set forth.

No. 17^,685.

—

Salem T. Lamb, of New Washington, Indiana.

—

Iin-

provement in Self-acting Rakes for Harvesters.—Tatent dated June 30,

1857.—In the engraving G represents the driving shaft of the har-

vester ; as said shaft is rotated, the crank I is also rotated, causing the

end of the beam M, which is pivoted to said crank, to rotate with it

;

and as the beam M is pivoted at k to shaft L, and shaft L can turn freely

in its bearings, it follows that the slotted end g of the beam describes

also a circle. By this movement, and the combination of spring k,

the rake N of the harvester is operated in such a manner that it will

be raised, as represented in fig. 2, when it is moving towards the front

of the platform^ and will be depressed to said platform when moving
to the rear^ and raking off the grain, as represented in fig. 1.

Claims.—In combination with a rake having the motions described,

the gyratory beam M, and the rock shaft L, when the rake is attached

to said rock shaft as shown, and the whole operates in the manner
set forth.

Also, in combination with a rake operating as above described, the
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slotted guide g, for regulating or governing its motions, when com-
bined with, the beam M and shaft L, as set forth.

Also, in connexion with a rake having the motions described, the

combined use of the spring K for holding it to its work, and the set

screw m for regulating the extent of descent of said rake, substantially

as set forth.

No. 18,462.

—

Samuel C. Longshore, of Lahaska, Pa.

—

Improved
Swatliing Apparatusfor Harvesters.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.

—

By this invention as the grain or grass is severed by the cutters of the

harvester it falls into the endless apron D, which conveys it toward
the raker E. The ends of the teeth e e^ e^ catch the grain or grass

just as it is about being carried over the roller by the endless apron,

the teeth of the raker conveying it in a radiating direction along the

surface of the plate I, and allowing it to fall to the ground down the

abrupt inclination of the latter, the guard M preventing the tendency
to carry up the stalks of grain any higher than necessary. As the

stalks of grain or grass are carried over the plate I, they are confined

to their proper position by means of the curved projection k.

Claim.—The inventor says: I do not desire to claim exclusively the

depositing of the severed grain or grass on the ground in a line

with the cutters, or the employment of a cone-shaped rake for effecting

that purpose.

But I claim the angular rotating rake in combination with the end-
less apron, and the plate I with its recesses i and projection h, when
the whole is arranged and constructed substantially in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,789.

—

George E. Crane, of Caldwell, N. J.

—

Improvement
in Machinesfor Harvesting Grain,—Patent dated March 10, 1857.

Claim.—Operating the bars M N, to which the rake teeth a are

attached, from left to right by means of the straps 0, roller P, cord/,
and spring Q, when the same are constructed and arranged in relation

to each other, within the divider or shield X, in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.

No. 16,658.

—

William Schneblt and Thomas Schnebly, of Hacken-
sack, N. J.

—

Improvement in Machinery for Harvesting Grain and
Grass.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.

Claim.—The thin trapezoidal-shaped finger or guard R, in combi-
nation with the cutters E S, when said finger is constructed with an
open area or space m m, conforuHug to the same finger, and with re-

cesses m m in front and rear to support and guide the cutters near the
centre of the finger or guide substantially in the manner described.

No. 17,438.

—

John B. McCormick:, of Versailles, Ky.

—

Improvement
in Machines for Harvesting Hemp.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The
driver is seated upon seat B, and an attendant is seated upon seat J;
as the machine is drawn along the hemp is cut by sickle B, the reel

F striking the upper part of the hemp and throwing it over upon
rods L and platform C, the butts resting on the platform C and the
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Tipper ends on rods L. When a requisite quantity of hemp has fallen

upon the platform and rods, the attendant withdraws the rods L, and
the hemp falls to the ground ; the rods L are then replaced upon bars

K, ready to receive a new supply of hemp.
Claim,—The combination of the adjustable bar I and seat J with the

bars K K, rods Q Q, moveable bar L, and narrow platform Gr, when
said parts are arranged in relation to each other, to facilitate the har-

vesting of hemp, as described.

iSTo. 18,628.

—

John C. Cox and Keuben Kewton, of Greenville,

N. C.

—

Improved Harvesting Machine.—Patent dated November 17,
1857.—The object of this invention is to gather grain from the heads
of standing straw in the field, the straw being left in an uncut state.

The invention consists of a comb Gr, formed of concave teeth 6, attached

to the front end of a mounted seed box A, and used in connexion
with revolving teeth I.

The inventors say : We do not claim separately either of the parts

described.

But we claim the comb Gr, in combination with the rotating teeth i

and roller /, constructed and arranged substantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

No. 16,618.

—

Walter A. Wood, of Hoosick Falls, N. Y.

—

Improve-
m^nt in Harvesting Machines.—The raker's seat H can be swung
around point c, so as to adapt the machine to the quality of the grain

or to the ease of the raker.

Claim.—Making the raker's seat or stand adjustable in the arc of a

circle on the rear part of the frame, substantially in the manner and
tor the purpose set forth.

No. 16,619.—Walter A. Wood, of Hoosick Falls, N. Y.—Im-
provement inHarvesting Machines.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.

—

The track clearer E may have through its spring F a vertical motion
to pass over obstructions, and at the same time possesses the necessary

rigidity horizontally to resist the pressure of the grass against it to

move it out of the track of the machine on its return swath. (See

engraving 16,619, and also engraving 16,618.)

Claim.—In combination wth the finger bar A and shoe C, a track

clearer E, hung to said bar by a spring F, and playing vertically

between, but resisted laterally by the lugs a a on said shoe, when said

parts are constructed and arranged in relation to each other substan-

tially as set forth.

No. 16,620.—Walter A. Wood, of Hoosick Falls, N. Y.—Im-
provement in Harvesting Machines.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.

—

By drawing up the clutch lever U, the cam planes h^ move the shaft

E to the right, thus throwing wheel P out of gear with pinion Q ;

a contrary or downward motion brings them into gear again through
the other cam planes h.

Claim.—Connecting; and disconnectinir the -ears P Q by a clutch
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lever IT, with its cam planes and handle extending up through the

support to a convenient position for the operator, and when made and
Operated in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,8^73.—GrEORGE EsTERLT, of Heart Prairie, Wis.

—

Im'prove-

vfttnt in Harvesting-Machines.—Patent dated March 24, 1857.—This

invention relates to the construction of the iiame of a harvesting-

machine, with a view of its being better balanced and adjusted on its

supports^ and for preventing side draught. The claim and engravings
further explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I claim, 1st. Connecting the leading truck to

the main frame by means of a rigid reach or secondary frame H I K,
when said reach or frame is pivoted to the rear end of the main frame,

and united to the truck by a kiag bolt, and arranged in relation to

the driving-wheel, main frame, and platform, substantially as set

forth.

I also claim the forked lever P, lifting piece N, and spring dogs g,
combined and operating together for lowering the sickle beam, as set

forth.

No. 17,134.—J. F. Barret, ofNorth G-ranville, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Harvesting-Machines

.

—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—As the machine
is drawn along, main wheel B drives shaft E, the cam wheel G of

which operates bar H, by striking against the projection k, and a
reciprocating motion is thus imparted to the knife N. The slides Q,
which are attached to the knife N, move in the fingers P, and carry

the knife N ; and the pivots s of knives E B^, by reason of the sudden
reversals of the direction of their motions, and by the projections

nvw operating against the stops s, and the knives K and R^ are thus
caused to vibrate in arcs of circles toward and from the knife N, while
their pivots s move with said knife.

Claim.—Constructing the combination of the straight forward and
back moving knife N, or its equivalent, with the oscillating or swivel-

ling knives R R^, when constructed and operating substantially as

d^cribed.

No. 17,678.—JoHt^ K. Harris, of Allensville, Ind.

—

Improvement
in, Harvesting-Machines.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—The nature
0f this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and
engravings.

Claim.—Imparting to the cutter-bar of harvesting-machines a uni-

form reciprocating motion, by means of the duplex drive-wheel K K^,
when used in combination with the rocking pinion L; said wheel and
pinion being geared by means of alternate and oblique sets of cogs
k k^ II}, in the manner set forth.

No. 17,088.

—

Jonathan P. Green and Israel Dodenhoff, of Bloom-
itigton, 111.

—

Improvement in Automatic Rakes for Harvesting-^la-
chines.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—Rotary motion being imparted
to pulleys b and 6^, the belt C, to which the rakes D are attached,
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moves over said pulleys ; the rakes, when over the platform A, are

pressed down on said platform by means of guide h, while they are

raised to a vertical position by guide k^ when they pass to the rear of
the platform.

Claim.—The mode described of attaching rakes to endless belts or

chains, and of properly guiding the same, whereby lateral and verti-

cal deflection of the band is prevented in operating the rakes ; that is

to say, hinging the rakes to the belt C, by means of jaws c and pro-

jecting lips c?, when combined with guide-pins /, working in grooves

to prevent lateral deflection, while a guide-bar h keeps the rake down
to the platform in raking off the grain, all as set forth.

No. 16,393.

—

Egbert J. Morrison, of Kichmond, Va.

—

Improvement
in the Cutting Apparatus'of Harvesting-Machines.—Patent dated Jan-
uary 13, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by
reference to the claim and engraving.

Claim,—As an improvement on my patent of August 14, 1855, the

peculiar form of the lid which overlies the cutters, namely, a lozenge

or spear-shaped point and rhomboidal base, for the purpose of giving

an oblique direction to the joints between said lids, to prevent the

grass, gum, or other material from clogging said joint and checking
the efficiency of the lids, substantially as described.

No. 18,093.

—

James Haviland, of Milton, N. Y.

—

Improved method

of operating the Cutters of Harvesting-Machines.—Patent dated Sep-
tember 1, 1857.—As the wheel A revolves, the teeth e cause shaft B
to turn by acting upon its spiral grooves, and the cutter-bar is

vibrated by the intermediate eccentric D and pitman /.
Claim.—Imparting the requisite movements to the cutter-blade of

a harvesting-machine by means of the spirally grooved intermediate

shaft B, and the series of hemispherical or oval-headed teeth e e, pro-

jecting from the face of the main bearing wheel A, and operating

upon the said intermediate shaft, substantially as set forth.

Eo. 17,367.

—

Kalph Emerson, Jr., of Kockford, 111.

—

Improved
Tongue and Caster Platefor Harvesting-Machines.—Patent dated May
26, 1857.—The tongue E can be attached to either side of the plate

A, being held between the flanges &, and secured to the plate by screw
bolts. This arrangement affords the means of bringing the tongue
nearer or carrying it further from the standing grain.

The inventor says : I do not claim merely giving a lateral adjust-

ment to the tongue of harvesting-machines, as this has been done in

various ways. But I claim the tongue and caster plate, constructed

in the manner and for the purpose described.

No. 16,726.

—

James H. Frampton, of Hopewell, 0.

—

Improvement i%

Machinesfor Harvesting Standing Corn.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.

—The arms c serve to throw the cut stalks into the body H. The
driver walks behind the bars m m, and when the body is filled with
stalks, he draws back the body by grasping the cross-piece z ; the pin

ky which is fitted in the slot I in the plate t, serving as a guide to the
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body. When the body is drawn fully back (see broken lines in figure

1), the driver turns the body at right angles to its former position

(see broken lines in figure 3), the wheels n n of course turning with

the body. The body is then shoved towards one side of the machine
and is then tilted (see broken lines in figure 2), when the stalks will

fall from the body, and the chains s s will actuate the rods o o, causing

the Sirms p p to approach each other, and gripe and depress the upper
ends of the stalks, thereby causing the lower ends to spread out so as

to form a proper base to keep them in a vertical position. The driver

then replaces the body in its original position.

Claim.—The body H, so arranged that it may be operated to dis-

charge the stalks, as described, in combination with the rods 0,
placed in said body and provided with curved ends or griping arms

p Py as shown, for the purpose specified.

No. 16,462.

—

Samuel Bradbury, of G-riggsville, III.

—

Improvement in

Machinesfor Trimming Hedges,—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—This
machine is drawn along the side of the hedge, and the vertical cutters

B, constructed similarly to the cutting apparatus of harvesting ma-
chines, are operated by means of gearing H and Q, shaft R, crank T,
and rod Y, trimming the side of the hedge, while the cutters M on
the elevated beam A, cut the top of the hedge.

Claim.—The arrangement of the adjustable cutters M and vertical

cutters B B^ operated in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,764.

—

William Wimmer, of Billingsville, Ind.

—

Improve-
ment in Machinesfor Trimming Hedges.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.

—

The position of the horizontal cutting apparatus for trimming the top
of the hedge can be adjusted by turning the cranks^ of the screw shafts,

and the position of the vertical cutting apparatus can be adjusted by
operating the nut on screw i.

Claim.—The duplex arrangement of shears s g, substantially as

described, both sets being actuated from the same driving-wheel, and
being adapted to trim simultaneously the top and one side of the
hedge to any desired uniformity, height, and pitch.

Ko. 18,997.—H. IST. Throop, of Pultneyville, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Governor for Steam-Engines.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.

—

This invention consists in a wheel with a series of connected seg-

ments D, so applied as to be capable of moving from and towards its

centre, or to form an expanding and contracting rim, and combined
with a spring K, or springs acting in opposition to the centrifugal

force generated in said segments or expanding rim by the rotation of
the wheel, so that the segments or rim will have a tendency to move
from or towards the axis, as the velocity of the wheel increases or
diminishes with the increasing or diminishing velocity of the motor,
and thus will act upon the regulator to diminish or increase the supply
of steam.

Claim.—The combination A, or their eq[uivalents, the expanding
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segments and links constituting the expanding rim, and the springs
to operate as described.

No. 17,848.

—

Solomon Shettbr, of Allegheny, ^a.—Improvement
in Garden Hoes.—Patent dated July 21, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.
The inventor says: I do not claim the mere form of the tines or

prongs on the top of the hoe blade; that is to say, said tines being
formed concave on the back, and convex on the face.

But 1 claAm cutting and forming hoe blades out of sheet iron or

steel, with side edges A and prongs 0, as described, and for the pur-
pose set forth.

No, 16,764.—JoiSEPH Weber, of Braysville, Ind.

—

Improvement in

Machinesfor Hulling and Scouring Wheat, d:c.—Patent dated March 3,

1857.

The inventor says : I do not claim a polygonal surfaced drum or

cleaning chamber having a roughened series of projections or a
roughened surface, for I am aware such have been used for many pur-

poses.

I daim, first_, the polygonal chamber A, when made substantially

in the manner described, so that the grain will be turned over and
over during its descent through the chamber, and be rubbed without
being broken.

Second. The curved and notched arais a a, in combination with the

polygonal chamber A, when constructed and used for the purpose
described.

Third. The combination and arrangement of the polygonal cham-
ber A, curved and notched arms a a, and the smooth triangular arms
c c, as and for the purposes described.

No. 16,509.

—

William WiLBER, New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Machinesfor Hulling and Separating Cotton Seeds.—VdutQXit dated Janu-
ary 27, 1857.—The lower end of the sieve box M rests Upon the pins

0, arranged in a wheel N. A third pin P is embraced by two studs

Q Q attached to the sieve box M, which arrangement, in combina-
tion with the eccentric L^ causes the sieve box to vibrate vertically and
longitudinally.

Claim.—First, in combination with the runner and concave, a blast

across the top of said runner, to carry the material to the spout or

trunk as soon as it rises to the top of the runner, as set forth.

I also claim, in combination with the runner and concave, the

trunk W, with its teeth or grooves for facilitating the separation of

the hulls and kernels, as set forth.

I also claim hanging the sieve box by an eccentric to the shaft of

the runner and by the plate N and pins P to the frame, to

give said sieve box its compound, vertical, horizontal, and end move-
ment, as set forth.

I also claim the plates e/, with their dress arranged at the feeding-

in point of the machine, and forming a portion of the breast of the

machine, as set forth.
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No. 17,961.

—

William R. Fee, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improvement

in Machinesfor Hulling Cotton Seed,—Patent dated August 11, 185*7.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the

claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim the device shown in the mill of

Walker, patented in 1855, or any other form of mill dress heretofore

known.
But I claim a series of cutting edges e i, with deep intervening

furrows b h, for the purpose of hulling cotton-seed by a culling action,

which renders both the screening process and the expression of the oil

easy and complete, as set forth.

No. 16,469.

—

Lewis F. Currier, of Portland, Maine.

—

Improvement
in Machines for Hulling Bice.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—While
rolling around in the mass of rice in the endless trough A, each wheel
B forces the kernels downward, and causes them to pass upwards
between the sides of the wheel and those of the trough ; and as the

wheel leaves them the peculiar shape of the sides causes them to fall

back into the path of the wheel, so that it may act again upon them
in a similar manner when it next comes around into that part of the

trough where they may be situated.

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of a wheel and trough
either for pressing or mixing substances, as this is a common applica-

tion of such devices in the manufacture of powder and in crushing
ores, as well as pulverizing or mixing various materials ; and although
I believe I am the first person who used wheels and a trough for the
process of skinning and pearling rice, 1 presume I cannot claim the
same, so far as a new use of them alone is. concerned.

I claim the improvement in the construction and application of the
wheel or wheels to the endless trough, made substantially as described,

whereby advantages in skinning rice are gained as specified; such im-
provement consisting in the disked wheels, applied or arranged in

such a trough, essentially as set forth.

No. 18,332.

—

Harlan P. Gerrish, of Sandoval, Illinois.

—

Improved
Corn-Husker.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—A in the drawings
represents the frame of the machine ; B the husking cylinder

; C the
clearing cylinder. At one end of the machine, and contiguous to the
husking cylinder, is placed a feeding cylinder D, fixed upon a shaft a,

and made to revolve in suitable bearings h h. Upon said cylinder,

and at suitable distances apart, are arranged four or any other proper
number of long troughs or boxes E E^ E^ E^, said boxes being inserted
into the sides of the cylinder, and bearing or resting upon springs k
(extending from the shaft a, up to and against the bottoms of the
troughs), as seen in the drawings. Stops I I prevent the trough from
falling out of the cylinder.

The ears of corn to be husked are placed successively upon or into

the husking troughs as the feeding cylinder rotates, and in the proper
position for the knives to cut the stalk off just in rear of where the
husks are attached to said stalk.

Claim.—The inventor says : I claim the feeding cylinder D, or its
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equivalent, made witli a series of spring tronghs E E^ E^ E^, for

holding the hlades of corn successively to the action of the knife and
husking cylinder, as set forth.

I also claim causing said cylinder to stop each time the ear is

brought against or to the action of the husking cylinder, in manner
and tor the purpose as described.

No. 18,358.

—

William H. Smith, ofNewport, K. I.

—

Improved Corn-
£^2^5A^er.— Patent dated October 6, 1857.—This improvement can be
best described by showing how the machine operates. Motion is given
to the driving-shaft L, in any proper manner, and the attendant takes
the stalks and lays them transversely on the aprons D E in such a
way that the ears will be upon the central apron D. These aprons
move in the direction of the arrow 1, in figure 1 ; and as the ears pass
underneath the apron H, they are held firmly down on the apron D,
while the saws cut the ears from the stalks. The stalks, when cut
from the ears, fall down at each side of the frame A ; and the ears, as

they pass off the inner end of the apron D, fall between the upper
ends of the aprons M M. These aprons move in opposite directions,

as indicated by the arrows, in figure 1 ; and the husks are stripped off

from the ears as they pass down between the aprons by the teeth d,

the requisite pressure of the teeth d against the ears being produced
by the pressure-rollers P P. The ears, as they pass from between the

aprons M, fall upon the apron Q, and are conveyed by it to one side

of the frame B. The brush cylinders strip the husks from the

aprons M, and keep their teeth d always clean and in perfect order.

Claim.—The inventor says : I am aware that machines have been
devised in which one toothed endless apron and brush cylinder were
used, and a patent was formerly granted to me for an arrangement of

such devices in connexion with a toothed disk.

I am also aware that circular saws have been used for sawing off the

butts from the ears; I do not claim, therefore, separately, the employ-
ment or use of saws.

Neither do I claim the employment or use of endless aprons, irre-

spective of the arrangement shown.
But I claim the combination of the two toothed aprons M M, pro-

vided with pressure P_, with the brush cylinders 0^, arranged and
operating conjointly as shown, for the purpose specified.

No. 18,447.

—

Alden Graham, of Koxbury, Mass.

—

Improved Corn-

Husker.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—In using this improved
machine, the knife C, as it detaches the butt from the ear_, also forces

it upon the fork I; and as the knife descends, its edges //force the two
arms ij apart^ the fork causing the butt with husk c attached outward
to one side of the machine, and the ear being forced outward at the

opposite side, the cutter K slitting the husks on the ear so that they

may be readily drawn from it by the fork I. When the two arms are

fully distended by the knife, the ear, stripped of its husk, will fall off

the bed F.

The inventor says : I claim the vertical reciprocating knife C, in com-
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bination with the slitting cutter A;, stripping fork ?, and slotted bed F,

arranged and operated substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,571.

—

Joseph Cawthra, of Kochester, N. Y.

—

Improved

Corn-Husker.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—B is a driving-

wheel, which, by cogs meshing into the cogs of c, propels a shaft d
running at right angles with the driving-wheel ; a belt from a pulley

affixed to the inside part of the axle of the driving-wheel propelis the

wheel F ; /i is a wheel which drives the wheel I, into the extended cogs

of which it meshes, and has a long axle, around which, as one centre,

the belt P revolves. The wheel I also meshes into the wheel J, and
wheels I and J are affixed to the axle of the rollers I and Ic; m and n
are elastic or spiral spring dishes (the spring being behind the dish),

by which the pressure is adjusted to the different dimensions of ears.

The fan consists of curved arms, with teeth upon cross plates at the

perimeter, the curved arms giving the plates and teeth a curved form,

and fitting them to take the husks and strip the husks lengthwise off the

ear, and from the top to the butt.

Claim.—The grooved rollers I h, saw wheel 4, and endless apron p^
in combination with the busker 2, grating 3, and curved tooth fan 1

;

the whole being constructed as set forth.

No. 18, 5 84.-^Samuel A. Gould, of Seneca Falls, N. Y.

—

Improved
Corn-Hicsker.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—In operating this

machine, an ear of unhusked corn, attached to the stalk or otherwise,

is held against the guide C, and the butt brought on to the point of

the knife D, while the ear toward the small end rests on the arm E of

the trip-lever E; a stroke, lever B, performed by the hand or foot by
means of a treadle, brings the slotted portion of the lever B down
upon the butt, driving the knife through it, which partly separates

the knife from the butt, while at the same time the lever B, striking

the end of the arm K of the trip-lever E, elevates the other arm and
breaks the ear loose from its husk, leaving the husk attached to the

stalk.

Claim.—The trip-lever E, in combination with the lancet-shaped

knife D, the guide 0, and the slotted lever B; the whole being con-

structed and operating as described.

No. 18,658.

—

Herman A. Doster, of Bethlehem, Pa., assignor to

Himself and Smith A. Skinner, of Lowell, Mass.

—

Improved Corn-
JSusker.—Patent dated November 17, 1857.—This invention consists

in the employment or use of two rollers, placed one above the other in

the same plane, the rollers B C being armed with teeth e, and grooved
circumferentially, whereby the ears of corn, when placed in the angle
or "bite" formed by the contact of the two rollers, will have their

husks stripped from them in a rapid manner, the husk being drawn
through or between the rollers ; the ears, when fully stripped or

denuded of their husks, falling directly down from the bite or angle
of the rollers without passing between them.

Claim.—The inventor says : I do not claim the employment or use of

rollers for husking corn^ irrespective of the arrangement ofthe teeth and
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grooves_, as shown, for rollers have heen previously used for the same
purpose.

But I claim the rollers B C, when provided with the grooves d and
teeth e, arranged substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,662.—SivnTH A. Skinner, of Lawrence, Mass., assignor to

Himself and Herman A. Doster, of Bethlehem, Pa.

—

Improved Corn-
Husker.—Patent dated November 17, 1857.—The nature of this inven-
tion consists in the arrangement of teeth and grooves of two rollers,

whereby the husk will not only be stripped from the ear of corn, but
the ear put in rotation so as to accomplish the stripping operation
entirely around it.

The claim and engravings further show the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I am aware that my machine contains some me-
chanical devices incident to other machines for husking corn—that

is, it contains a serrated cutter, and a means of stripping the husk
from the ear ; I therefore do not claim the employment of a saw or

cutter in connexion with an endless carrier to hold the ear of corn,

and so present it to the said saw as to enable the latter to separate

the stalk and husks from the ear.

Nor do I claim the employment of an inclined grated spout or gird,

and a toothed cylinder having its teeth operating through the spaces

between the bars of the spout, -and so as to seize the husks and sepa-

rate them from the ear, while the latter, by the action of gravity,

passes down the spout.

I am also aware that, for separating the husk from the ear of corn,

two rollers have been employed, each of which has been constructed

with teeth and grooves arranged circumferentially on it_, and so that

the teeth of one roller worked into the grooves of the other, while the

teeth of the latter work into the grooves of the former. In this case,

however, the ear of corn, being seized on opposite sides by the teeth of

both rollers, could not easily revolve so as to be entirely stripped of its

bask, the conjoint operation of the teeth of the two rollers operating

also to cause the teeth to penetrate the husks, and tear the kernels of

corn out of the ears.

I therefore do not claim fluted or corrugated rollers for husking
corn, nor the employment and use of rollers, irrespective of my im-
proved arrangement of teeth and grooves ; nor do I claim making each

roller with teeth and grooves.

But I claim the arrangement of the teeth in one roller, in combina-
tion with the arrangement of the grooves entirely in the other roller,

the same serving to effect the rotation of the ear of corn, as well as the

removal of the husk and its presentation to the bite of the rollers, as

specified.

No. 18,644.

—

Charles N. Lewis, of Seneca Falls, N. Y.

—

Improved
Corn-Husker,—Patent dated November 17, 1857.—This invenlion con-

sists of a bed-piece A, to which is hinged a cast iron lever B, to the

head of which is attached a chisel-pointed steel blade C for severing

the ear from the butt. To the side of the head is hinged a wedge-
pointed dog D, with an elbow lever E. Directly underneath the blade
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is a concave bed Gr, for receiving the corn to be busked, by tbe side of

which rises a tripping post H, having a bent head I for operating the

dog D, by means of the elbow lever E. The concave and bed-piece are

mortised through at J, to allow the blade to descend an inch or there-

abouts below the surface of the bed, and a slot K extends from the

mortise to the end of the concave.

Claim —The combination of the operating lever B, with the wedge-
pointed dog D, lever E, tripping post H, blade C, concave G, and slot

fe ; the whole arranged and operating in the manner and for the pur-

pose set forth.

No. 17,269.—E. F. French, of Franklin, Yt.

—

Improvement in Corn-

Huskers.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The corn is placed between
the two aprons D, which form a hopper, and, moving in the direction

as indicated by the arrows, have a tendency to loosen the husks on the

ears. The ears pass down upon the apron E, and are convejed to

rollers G, which grasp the husks and strip them from the ears, the

husks passing between the rollers, and the corn passing over them.

Claim.—The combination of the endless aprons DDE, and rollers

G G, two or more, covered with India rubber or other elastic material

;

the above parts being arranged and operating as shown and described

for the purpose specified.

No. 18,331.

—

Ammi M. George, of Nashua, N. H.

—

Imjyrovement in

Corn-Huskers.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—The operation of this

machine is as follows : By turning crank M, a rotary motion is im-
parted to the shaft N, and roller S, and cogged wheel u ; the motion of

roller S is transmitted to roller t by means of a belt or rope and to

shaft P, and a rotary motion is given thus to roller C, and a travelling

motion to apron B. The attendant now places the ears of corn each
between two slats a, and the ears are thus carried forward. The disk

wheel E, has a rapid revolving motion imparted to it by means of the

cog-wheel u and v; and when the ears arrive opposite the groove d in

arm g, the butt end of each ear is cut off by the action of the knives h.

During the process of cutting, the butt end rests on the arm, and the

blade separates the stalk from the ear and passes through slot d, while
the ear passes on with belt B, after which the husked ear is discharged
at the rear of the machine.
The inventor says he claims the combination of the revolving cutter

wheel E, with the travelling endless apron B, slotted arm g, and the
vibrating husking board L, arranged and operating substantially in
the manner and for the purpose described.

No. 18,396.

—

John B. Heich, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Corn-Husher.—
Patent dated October 13, 1857.—In working this machine, the operator
stands in front of the driving-wheel Q, and, as he turns the crank R,
gives motion to all parts of the machine. As the crank turns, motion
is given to the roller E by means of the pinion 0, and the corn,
guided by the edge of the inclined feeder K, which is on line with the
outer edge of roller E, rolls into the flutes of the roller and is held
fast by roller F, which is rotated by the movement of the under roller,
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impelled forward by the ear, and the butt is gradually cut oif, the
knife G revolving quicker than the ear. The butt, in consequence of
the angle at which the knife is placed, is thrown off in a tangent, and
the ear falls down the inclined feeder K into the grating L, when the
spikes^ acting through the grating L, tear the husk off and pass it

through the spikes on the under side of the convex frame S S^, when,
being separated from the spikes by means of the rake Y, it drops to

the floor, and the husk falls from the grating into a basket or other
receptacle.

Claim.—The inventor claims: First. The feeding rollers E and F,
in combination with the inclined feeder K and rotating knife Gr, when
said parts are constructed and arranged in relation to each other, in
the manner and for the purposes set forth.

Second. The convex frame S S^ and grating L, in combination with
the inclined tapering cylinders B B^, provided with teeth as described,

and rake Y ; the whole constructed and arranged for joint operation as

and for the purposes specified.

No. 18,385.

—

Egbert Bryson, of Schenectady, New York.

—

Im-
provement ^>i Corn-Huskers.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—In this

improvement, to the front sides of the heads e a bar G is attached.

This bar has two openings h h made transversely through it. These
openings are in conical form. In the back side of the bar G a steel

plate I is fitted, and this plate has openings m m made through it, the

edges of the openings at one or both sides being brought to a cutting

edge. The outer end of the plate I is attached to one end of the lever

H, which has its fulcrum at n. The opposite end of this lever is

fitted into a cam p, which is placed on one end of the inner roller a of

the apron B.

The inventor says : I do not claim the endless aprons B C and cor-

rugated rollers D D^ E E^, for they, in connexion with a guard, have
been previously used, and were formerly patented by me.
But I claim the reciprocating plate I placed in the bar G, and hav-

ing apertures m m made through it, and provided with cutting edges,

substantially as shown, for the purpose of cutting the butts from the

ears ; the bar G having apertures K made through it, and the bar t

operated in any proper manner.

No. 18,433.

—

George K. Brown, of Moultonborough, New Hamp-
shire.

—

Improvement in Gorn-Hushers,—Patent dated October 20,

1857.—Tbe claim and engraving show the nature of this improvement.
Claim.—The inventor says : I claim the rotating drum D, provided

with holding sockets L, gauge plates I, and clearing teeth h, and act-

ing in combination with the stationary cutting knife H and elastic

ribs E, provided with stripping teeth m, with or without brushes n on
their under sides, in the manner and for the purpose specified.

No. 18,922.—David M. Mefford, of Perrysburgh, Ohio.—Im-
provement in Corn-Hushers.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—A is

a large cylinder, or drum, journalized horizontally. Encircling this

drum, and near its left end, is a groove N adapted to receive the

*^^root husks" of the ear. The periphery of the drum, to the right
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of the groove N, is occupied by equidistant longitudinal troughs M
adapted to receive the unhusked ears, hear them forward to the slicing

knife D, and discharge them into the shute I, as the drum continues

to rotate, o are notches on the periphery of the drum, to the left of

fhc groove N arr^^S'^'^ ^^ ^ ^^^® '^^^^^ *^^® trough M, but sufficiently

sK«lio« tu adapt them to receive the stalk.

The nature of this invention consists in preparing the ear for the

action of the husking rollers, and in the combination of a hinged and
roughened apron, with husking rollers of peculiar construction,

adapted to completely strip the husks from the ear, whether their

roots have been severed or not.

The inventor says : I claim , Ist. The feed drum A, provided with
ear pockets M N 0, when used in the described combination with the

knife D and husking peg E, for the purposes set forth.

2d. The husking rollers F G, constructed as described, in combina-
tion with the hinged and roughened apron H, in the manner and for

the purposes set forth.

No. 16,727.

—

Jaiies Fulton, of Louisville, Ky.

—

Improvement in

Chronometer Escapements,—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—M L R rep-

resents part of the escape wheel ; A the roller (partially broken away
to show the lifting pallet B below it) ; N the pivots of the staff ; P E D
a lever on pivots at E, with the detent pallet placed on its upper side

at P; c is a banking attached to the plate for the lever to stop against,

so as to limit the depth of the locking; F D Gr is a small lever or click,

with its pivots playing in the lever at D, and is held against a bank-
ing attached to the lever at H, by the pressure of the spring K Gr

against the part G of the click. It will be -seen that the same pressure

of the spring K Gr will hold the lever against the banking c.

Claim,—The combination of two levers in such a way that one spring
may perform the offices above described by acting on both of them.

No. 18,625.

—

David Bedell, of Seneca Falls, N. Y.

—

Improved
Device for Husking Corn.—Patent dated November 17, 1857.—In
using this invention, the knife c is raised in consequence of the operator
grasping the bar B; and when the knife is properly adjusted on the
bar C, the operator forces down the knife upon the butt, and the bar
will also be forced down, the spring D yielding and forcing up the
rod E, in consequence of its connexion with the spring through the
lever/and link e. By the time the knife has penetrated the husk as
far as it is allowed, the cross-head g strikes the ear and detaches or
throws it from the butt and husks.

The inventor says : I do not claim the knife C attached to the bar
B, nor do I claim any of the parts, separately considered ; but I daim
the knife C attached to bar B, in combination with bar c attached
to spring D, and rod E^ attached to said spring by means of the lever

/and link e; the whole being arranged to operate conjointly as and
for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,633.

—

Ezra Sprague Holmes, of Lockport, N. Y.-^Improve-
ment in Machinesfor Husking Corn.—Patent dated February 10, 1857,

—

23
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The corn is fed in at E, with its front end in the circular blade of
the shears at B

;
the plates C, with the hands thereon, receive a

vibrating motion towards and from B ; as the hands recede, the points
g g being thrown out against the guides S^ ga ^^ ^he springs e e, pass
back between the guides S^ and g, by which tlio Kands are kept cloood
until they reach the angle of guides S^ S^ at q^, when iiio poiBLto q
are forced towards each other, which opens the opposite fingers. The
spring guides S^ S^ permit said points g g'lo pass on to the outside of

guides S S, thus keeping the hands opened till they meet again at B,
when the points g g are made to drop off of the ends of guides S S by
the springs at e e, which causes the hands to close again ; the guides

q q assist the springs e e to close the hands, and keep them closed till

the points again reach the angle of q and S^ ; before the hands meet,

the pin^ hits the stop X in the guide ^1, which stops the palm a and
gives the fingers room to close ; as the hands pass back, the spiral

spring ij presses the palm against the fingers, thus grasping the husks
and tearing them from the corn ; the fingers 7} 7} accommodate them-
selves to the shape of the corn by means of their spring shanks Z Z

;

the blade of shears K^ is shut down upon the circular blade B by the

cam w, just after the stem of the ear is thrown between them, by the

bands pulling out upon the husks ; the spring t opens the shears.

The inventor says : I do not claim the motive parts of this machine,

n<or the compound crank, nor the ways, slides, and arms, nor the

shears ; for they have been used before.

I daim, first, the buskers, consisting of the guides S^, g^, g, S S, J9^,

shown in figure 3, and of the hands a, /, g^ Z^, Z, Z^, C, shown in

figara 2, or their equivalents, operating in the manner and for the

purpose substantially as described.

I slm claim, second, the combination of the buskers, figures 3 and
2, with the shears, figure 1 ; said combination acting in the manner
and for the purpose substantially as described.

No. 16,758.

—

Hiram Strait, of Covington, Ky .

—

Improvement in Ma-
chines for SusJcing Corn.-—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The ears are

all held against the toothed drum D in a vertical, horizontal, or in-

clined position by the ear-holders Y, H, or I, respectively. in each

of the ear-holders is an edged hole, in which the ears rest and rotate

as the drum revolves. The doors of the ear-holders are held down by
springs S, and may be opened against said springs to let the husked
ears pass out.

Claim.—The toothed drum D, with its projecting saw or knife K
and cam X, in combination with one or more ear-holders Y, I, H,
arranged substantially as specified ; also the ear-holders Y, I, and
H, when constructed and arranged substantially in the manner
specified.

No. 16,740.

—

John Massey, of Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Ma-
chinesforHusking Corn.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—After the husks

and stalk of the corn have been severed by the cutter A, the tip of

the ear of corn is thrust into the revolving tubular burr B, and the

husks are thereby loosened and removed from the corn.
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The inventor says : I do not limit myself to the particular pro-

portions set forth, but desire to include only such forms and
proportions as substantially embrace the principle of my invention.

I claim the tapering tubular burr B, for the purpose of removing

the husks from the corn, when arranged and operating substantially

as set forth.

No. 16,924.—A. R. Hurst, of New Cumberland, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Machines for Husking Corn.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The
operation of this machine is as follows : The lever E^ being depressed

at a^, the band D, attached to it, and passing over pulley J, com-
presses spiral spring d, and causes the jaws C to open. The ear is

then inserted between the jaws C, lever a^ is released, and the handle

H is turned on its fulcrum o, the knife p cutting off the butt from
the ear, and thereby separating the husks. By again depressing

lever E, the ear and husks will drop down, and another ear can be
inserted.

Claim.—The employment or use of the sliding jaws or plates 0,
lever E, and plate or disk F, the jaws or plates C being connected to

the lever E by straps D, and the jaws or plates C placed or fitted on
the bed-piece or platform B ; the above parts being arranged substan-

tially as shown, and used in connexion with the knife or cutterj?, for

the purpose set forth.

No. 16,731.

—

Horace Holt, of Winchester, Mass.

—

Hand Stamp.—
Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The toe G of the hand-lever F serves

to depress the platen K. The toe h operates the lever N, to which the

ink roller M is attached.

The inventor says : I do not claim operating the platen or stem and
the inking roll by a simple operation of the hand ; but I claim the

combination of a detached lever, with its toe-pieces for inking and
taking the impression, when said inking and impressing devices are

returned to their places by springs L and m, as set forth.

No. 17,720.—George W. Bachman, of Clifton Springs, N. Y.—
Improvement in Machines for Hushing Corn.—Patent dated July 7,

1857.—The ears of corn are placed within the grooves a of the cylin-

der c; and as the cylinder is rotated, the butts are cut off" by knives F,
the ears being retained in the grooves by spring C. The ears, as the
butts are cut off from them, fall into the spout H, which has a vibra-

ting motion given it in consequence of its connexion with screen I

;

and the ears pass down into screen I, and have their husks stripped

from them by the teeth h of the board J, the screen and board moving
in opposite directions in consequence of their connexion with driving-

shaft L ; the wire J serving to strip the husks from the teeth h.

Claim.—The grooved cylinder C, wires 6, and knife F, in combi-
nation with the reciprocating screen I, provided with clearing teeth/,

and the reciprocating toothed board J ; the whole being arranged to

operate conjointly as shown for the purpose set forth.
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No. 18j473.

—

Martin W. Stevens and Edward G. Kinsley, of
Stoughton, Mass.

—

Improvement in Corn-Hushing Machines.—Patent
dated October 20, 1857.—In using this improved macbine the ears of

corn, with their stalks and husks, are placed in the depression before

they reach the severing knife. When the ear is moving forward on
the apron, the knife H is at rest ; and when the apron stops, the knife

begins to descend, and with it a series of wire springs g. The ear is

placed so that the stalk projects beyond the knife bed I ; and as the
knife descends it severs the stalk and attached portions of husks, the
springs g serving to press upon and keep down the ear while being so

severed from the stalk. The knife is jointed to or turned upon a pin
h, and is moved up and down at proper times by a pin projecting from
one end of the knife-bar into a cam groove cut in the rear face of a
cam wheel K.

Claim.—The inventors say : We areaware that an endless apron with
troughs has been used in a husking-machine for feeding the ears of
corn.

We are also aware that an intermittent motion has been applied to

a feeding cylinder, so that it shall stop at each time an ear is present-

ed to the action of a husking cylinder, or to that of a cutting-off

knife. .We? therefore, do not claim such as our invention.

But we claim the plates d d and i i, provided with teeth or points

for holding the husks, in combination with the piston or bar L, knives

V and H, spring g g, and stop-plate u ; the whole being arranged for

operation substantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,656.

—

George Young, jr., of Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

—

Im-
proved Machine for Facilitating the Hushing of Corn.—Patent dated
November 17, 1857.—In using this invention the operator seats him-
self upon the projecting end of the base or bench A, immediately in

the rear of arbor K ; and placing one foot upon the arm at the lower
extremity of the actuating lever h, he throws the knife a and hammer
g into the position shown in the engravings ; then taking an unhusked
ear of corn in his hands, he inserts the stem of it, which projects be-

yond the husks, under the holding-pin A, and steadies the tip end of

said ear with his left hand ; then, by the operator's straightening his

leg and throwing back the lever h, the knife a is suddenly thrown
upwards and severs the husks from the root of the cob ; and the instant

that the said knife has performed its work, the hammer g descends

with force and throws the ear of corn entirely free and clear from its

severed husks ; and thus the operation may be continued with great

rapidity, requiring the exertion of but a small amount of force on the

part of the operator.

The inventor says : I claim the combination of the respective actu-

ating parts thereof as above described, whereby the latch i, the knife

a, and the hammer ^, will act in conjunction with each other, in the

manner ^.nd for, the purpose set forth.

No. 18,607.—tDavid E. Shaw, of Boss County, Ohio.

—

Improved
Bushing Palm.—Patent dated November, 10, 1857.—This improved
husking palm is composed of a leather strap A, some two and a half
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inclies wide on the inside of the hand, and has a hole cut through it

for the thumh in such a manner as to fit the hand ; to one end of this

strap there is attached a narrow strap having a huckle on it, which
serves to fasten the palm to the hand. To the strap A there is riveted

a thin iron plate B, which is made concave to fit the palm of the hand
at and near the root of the thumb. Plate B serves as a stiffener to the

palm to prevent soreness, and forms a support to steel tang C, which
is riveted to the plate B ; the tang is about two inches long, and is

made a little crooked so as to stand out from the hollow of the hand,

so that when the workman grasps an ear of corn it penetrates and
splits the husks.

The inventor says : I do not claim a husking peg, to be worn across

the inside of the fingers.

But I claim the husking palm, to be used on the palm of the hand
for husking and breaking off the butts of corn, constructed and opera-

ting substantially as described.

No. 18,774.—PiERPONT Seymuor, of East Bloomfield, N. Y.

—

Im-
provement in Machinesfor Spreading Lime and other Fertilizers.—Pat-

ent dated December 1, 1857.—The claim and engravings explain

the nature of this invention.

Claim.—The inventor says : I do not claim the use of the levers,

rods, or eccentric or zig-zag wheels whereby I communicate motion
from the carriage wheel to the distributing works, as such devices

are well known and in use for various purposes.

But I claim the combination and arrangement of a series of vibra-

tory plates or distributors d, attached to and working upon the face of

an inclined plane or distributing surface C, by means of the rod F, or

any equivalent connexion that will give the required motion to one
end of said plates, while another portion is stationary upon the board
or plane, in the manner and for the purposes described.

No. 17,693.—J. A. MooRE and A. H. Patch, of Louisville, Ken-
tucky.

—

Improved Frame for Combined Mowers and Reapers.—Patent
dated June 30, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood
by reference to the claim and engravings.
The inventors say : We do not claim making the rear and outer

end of the frame in one piece, nor do we claim the indiscriminate use

of ^^ angle iron.''

But we claim making the rear and outer end of the frame of a com-
bined mower and reaper of a single bar E of angle iron, when said

bar E is bent into the form and united to the frame bars A. A} 0, and
to the finger bar D and shoe E^, as described and 6hown in the draw-
ings.

No. 17,357.

—

Amory Amsden, of Eochester, N. Y.

—

Iraprovement in

Mowing and Reaping-Machines,—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim
and engraving.

The inventor says : I do not claim giving the bars of a reel, or of a
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cutting-wheel, an inclined or spiral direction, sucli being a well

known device.

But I claim the combination of a continuous lielix F with the cut-

ters C 0, when said helix forces the grass or grain against the cutters

in a direction transverse to the direction in which the helix revolves,

for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,855.—JoHiNr Taggart, of Eoxbury^, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Mowing-Machines.—Patenf dated March 17, 185*7.—In this invention

the bearing surface S is arranged at a distance from the rear edge of

the cutter frame equal, or about equal, to the greatest breadth of each
of the knives, while the bearing surface S is disposed in the rear of the

front edge of the cutter-head in such a manner as to keep the knives

R in the proper position for cutting the grass, as shown in the en-

gravings. Just in rear of the sprocket-wheel M is arranged a sta-

tionary knife-sharpener T, formed of two blades of steel c d, arranged
together as seen in G.g. 2. While the knives are passing along the

front part or guide S^, they will extend beyond the cutter-head so as

to cut the standing blades of grass, and with ^' drawing strokes" the

guide S^ performing the office of maintaining the knives in proper

positions for cutting the grass. When the machine is pushed forward
against the grass, its endless chain of cutters R R will be put in rota-

tion in such a manner as to cause them to mow the grass and keep
themselves sharp.

The inventor says : I do not claim a series of cutters in their appli-

cation to grain and grass harvesters ; neither do I claim a knife-

sharpener.

But I claim a series of rotary cutters, working in recesses or guides

S S^, in combination with a knife-sharpener T, when the said parts

are constructed and arranged for operation in the manner and for the

purpose as set forth.

No. 17,355.

—

William F. Channing, of Boston^ Mass., and Moses
G. Farmer, of Salem^ Mass., assignors to William F. Channing afore-

said.—Patent dated May 19, 1857.

—

Improvement in Fire-Alarm Tele-

graphs.—If a fire is discovered in the vicinity of the signal station Z,

an authorized person opens the signal box and turns crank a a num-
ber of timee. The teeth h^ h^ on the circuit wheel depressing the

key c c^, and in this manner break and restore the circuit at definite

intervals, the key returning by its own elasticity. This operation

causes the electro-magnet and armature of the central station Y, by
repeated strokes on bell r, to indicate the number of the district and
station whence the alarm originates. The operator, at the central

station Y, by turning crank A^ operates the transmitting apparatus

A^ B, causing the bells at the alarm stations v to give the alarm ; and,

by tapping on kej m m^, the number of the signal station originating

the alarm may be transmitted to any of the signal stations Z.

Claim.—First, the signal system described, consisting of a series of

signal stations scattered at intervals through a whole city or town, or

any part thereof, and telegraphically connected with a common centre

or point, or with each other, by one or more signal circuits, by which
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means a coDstant communication may be established and maintained
between all parts of a city or town, however extended, and with, the

centre or centres at which the signal circuit or circuits converge or

meet ; so that the moment a fire occurs its existence and locality may
at once be known at the centre of the system, and efforts for sub-

duing it properly directed.

Second, the alarm system described^ consisting of a series of alarm
stations suitably distributed throughout a whole city or town, or any
part thereof, and telegraphically connected with a central station by
one or more alarm circuits, by which means a public alarm of the ex-

istence and locality of a fire may be given at different points.

Third, in combination with the alarm system, for striking the num-
ber of the district upon the alarm bells, the signal system for commu-
nicating the number of the station at which the fire occurs to all the

signal stations, as well as for communicating an alarm to the central

station.

No. 17,417.

—

Silas P. Briggs, of Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

—

Im-
provement in Mowing Machines.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—To
raise up the finger bar and cutters of this mowing machine the driver,

on seat U, places his foot against lever K, pressing it forward till

arms P and Q come into the same straight line, when they will be-

come set, and hold the finger bar or dragging parts elevated for trans-

portation. To let down the finger bar the driver may pull back lever

K, by means of loop Y.
Claim.—The peculiarly constructed attachment described, when

connected to and used in combination with the Ketchum mowing ma-
chine, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,597.

—

Jeremy B. Wardwell, of Methuen, Mass.

—

Improve-
ment in Moiuing Machines.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The beam
C, which supports the knives e, by means of arm I), is applied to the
wheel shaft B by means of a universal joint I ; the sickle bar d is

thus capable of adjusting itself to the contour of the ground over
which the machine is passing.

Claim.—Supporting the finger bar and cutting apparatus from the
main shaft, substantially as described.

No. 17,964.

—

Alanson Gale, of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Mowing Machines.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—As the ma-
chine is drawn along, driving wheel A^ imparts rotary motion to

pinion H, wheel J, pinion K, shaft L, and reciprocating motion to

pitman N and arm 0, while arm S drives the cutter bar/.
Claim.—Operating the cutter bar / from the master wheel A^ by

means of the mechanism constructed and arranged in relation to the
main frame and master wheel of the machine, substantially in the
manner described.

No. 17,956.

—

William Bacheller, of West Newbury, Mass.

—

Improvement in Moioing Machines.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.

—
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The thill frame I is hinged at a? to the cutter frame F, and can he
raised or lowered for the purpose of harnessing the animals, while it

also yields to slight obstructions on the ground.
The inventor says : I am aware that the thill frames and cutter

frames have been variously connected, and in many instances by flexi-

ble joints, but not in the peculiar manner described.

I claim the combination of the thill frame I with the cutter frame
F, when said frames are constructed and used in combination with the

supporting wheels B B and operating wheels 0^ in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,141.

—

George C. Dolph, of West Andover, 0.

—

Improve-
ment in Mowing Machines.—Patent dated September 8^ 1857.—By
turning lever a on its pivoted point &, the sliding box g is raised be-

tween its guides h; and the brace bar I, which is hinged to the slidiag

box, is also raised, and with the same the cutter bar B of the harvester.

Claim,—The lever a, links e, sliding box ^, and guides li h, with
the adjusting wrist y, when arranged as set forth, and in relation to

an adjustable cutter bar as described for the purpose specified.

No. 18,187.—A. H. Caryl, of Sandusky, 0.

—

Improvement in

Mowing Machines.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—The force

applied to tongue E to move forward the machine tends to elevate

the cutter bar F ; and the driver, on seat Gr, is enabled to raise it en-

tirely from the ground by bringing part of its weight upon treadle 0.
The machine may be backed without forcing the cutter bar to the

ground by the forked end a passing over pin c.

Claim,—The combination of the rear portion of the tongue or

hounds E E with the main or wheel frame A and seat G, said parts

being arranged for joint operation, in the manner and for the purposes
set forth.

No. 18,510.

—

John P. Manny, of Eockford, 111.

—

Improvement in

Mowing Machines.—Patent dated October 27, 1857.—The nature of

this invention relates to the hanging or suspending of the cutter bar
F by flexible connexions, such as cords or chains, at both its ends,

to rigid frames, so that it may be raised and lowered by both its ends
at the same time by the driver in his seat, and without straining or

twisting the cutter bar.

Claim.—Suspending, elevating, and lowering the cutter bar of

mowing machines in a horizontal position by means of flexible con-
nexions, such as cords or chains attached to each of its ends, when
the same are arranged in relation to, and used in combination with,

independent rigid frames, substantially in the manner and for the
purposes described.

No. 18,788.

—

Ephraim Ball, of Canton, 0., assignor to Himself
and John Butter, of Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Mowing Ma-
chines.—^Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The cutter bar P is per-

mitted to rise and fall bodily, or either end may rise or fall, according
to the irregularities of the ground, in conse(][uence of its connexion to
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the frame A, by the bar 2 ; for the upper end of said bar is connected
to the frame by a universal joint, the pivot g allowing the finger

bar aid bar 2 to rise and fall bodily, and the ability of the rod /to
turn \\ the socket li permitting either end to rise and fall ; the base
rod K serving to steady the finger bar while it is moved, and to pre-

vent itfrom being wrenched out of place by the resistance of the grass

or othe: obstacles ; and thus the finger bar is, under all circumstances,

at libety to conform to the unevenness of the ground, and conse-
quentlythe sickle will perform its work better and with greater uni-
formity ban it otherwise could do.

Claim—The combination of the short curved brace rod K with the
rigid an( broad angle attachment of the inclined bar 2 to the finger

bar P, tb whole arranged for joint operation, substantially as and
for the pirpose above set forth.

No. 18^75.

—

Silas E. Jackson and Morgan P. Jackson, of Boone-
ville, N. .

—

Improvement in Mowing Machines.—Patent dated De-
cember 291857.—The claim and engravings explain the nature of

this invehon.
(7^am.-Counteracting the side draft of a harvesting machine, by

attaching le power that draws it to the uncontrolled end of a chain
;

the other ei of said chain being attached to the lower end of a stud,

or bar, loca^d and arranged with regard to the frame, as described.

No. 18,97

—

Silas E. Jackson and Morgan P. Jackson, of Boone-
ville, N. Y.•Improvement in Mowing Blachines.—Patent dated De-
cember 29, 57.—The claim and engravings explain the nature of
this inventio

The invents say : We do not claim a raising wheel and lever as
generally ap^^d to harvesting machines.
But we cZott.the combination^ in harvesting machines having but

one main suppting wheel, tbe finger bar resting on the ground, and
supported by bees connected with it and the main frame of the ma-
chine, of the hged lever E and hinged axle F with its wheel I,

when arranged id located in relation to the rear cross-piece of the
frame and the (Ver's seat substantially as described.

No. 18,800.—lESTER Bullock, of Jamestown, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in the Gvb^ Apparatus of Moiuing Machines,—Patent dated
December 8, 185<_A is the finger bar ; B is the guard fingers, or
teeth, to which tby^tters D are hung by pins a-, which are fixed in
the guards B. T.i)ack end of the cutters is hung to the under
side of the cutter t E, by a single pin h to each cutter, on which
pins the cutters "^^{l^rditQ freely, as the machinery is so operated
as to cause them to go. These pins h are fixed in the cutter bar.
The cutters are hc^^d, or cut away, forward of the cutting por-

tion. The grass is at each stroke fully up to the points of the
teeth G, they havm^ry ^ttle, if any, tendency to throw the grass
down.
The inventor says :\^am, 1st. The mode described of attaching
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the cutters to guard teeth and to the cutter bar, in combination with
the shortened lip &, by which I am enabled to readily detach sai(i cut-

ters for grinding or for other purposes, as set forth.

2d. A hollowed cutter, so arranged in connexion with othe-' parts

as to present the same, or nearly the same, cutting angle in ev^ry part

of the stroke, when the teeth are hinged to their axes a forward of

the cutting parts, as set forth.

No. 18,983.

—

Abraham Maecellus, of Amsterdam, N. Y.—Im-
20Tovement in Track Glearersfor Moioing Machines.—Patent «ated De-
cember 29, 1857.—A is the outer portion of the framing of ^ mowing
machine that supports the inclined wing B. is a plate,or board,

which forms the track clearer. The front end of this plateis pivoted

at a^ to the metal shoe, or divider, a*, fastened to the frnt part of

the framing, adjoining the finger bar D.
The plate or board has a spring E fastened to its iner edge,

and an arm a is attached to the outer side of C, said an having a

friction roller h in its outer end. F is the wheel which rapports the

outer end of the framing.
Claim.—The vibrating clearer C and adjusting springij, in combi-

nation with the wing B, divider a, and operating wheel , said parts

being constructed and arranged in relation to each oth* as and for

the purposes set forth.

No. 18,363.—Joseph W. Thorn, of Courtland, Me.-ImprovemeTd
in Machines for piching Cotton in the Field.—TsLtent d.-ed October 6,

1857.—This invention relates to that class of machi3S for picking

cotton in the field which are driven by horse power, a^ in which the

cotton is collected by a number of picking cylinders, sd deposited by
them on a receiver.

In the drawing, figure 1 represents a top view of ts machine, fig-

ure 2 the cylinders, and figure 3 a perspective fracfn of the cotton

receptacle.

The inventor claims the method of delivering thfotion within the

receptacle G, by means of the teeth d turning on afis h, in combi-
nation with the cam rods K and toes h, for returni; said teeth to the

position for picking the cotton, substantially in tl^ianner set forth.

No. 17,362.—Silas P. Briggs, of Saratoga Spriu; ^^ Y.—Improved
Hand Seed Planter.—Psitent dated May 26, 185Ms the plunger P
descends, the wire D, being elastic, slips over a r^^on the rini of the

wheel C, said wheel being prevented from turni ^^ck by spring H

;

when the plunger P is raised, the wire D carri-'^^ wheel round the

distance of one notch, which causes a chambe^ ^^icl wheel to come
over an opening below and to discharge its '^- ^3^ pressing the

elastic rod I into notch K of the plunger said^^o^i' is fastened, and
the machine may be pressed into the earth -^^ ^s much force as the

operator pleases, and on releasing rod I the PS®^ js driven down.
Claim,—The set or fastener I, in comb^^^^ ^i^^ the plunger,

arranged and operated substantially in th-^anner and for the pur-

pose set forth.
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]N"o. 18,756.

—

Tobias Marcus, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Cane Planters.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The nature of this

invention consists in attaching to the common plough used in furrowing

this improvement, which is so constructed that, while the plough clears

one furrow, the attached machine will cover the cane plants which
have been placed in the adjoining furrow ; the machine thus perform-

ing the labor that has heretofore been done by hand with the hoe.

Claim.—The adjustable mould-board F, arranged and operated by
means of the circular slide M, in combination with the adjustable

beam A and socket B, secured by braces C and N, in the manner and
for the purpose as described and shown in the drawings and specifi-

cations.

No. 16,410.

—

John S. Toan, of Venice, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Coi^n Planters.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The cogged wheel
Gr, on driving wheel B, meshes into bevel wheel E, the cells c of which
become filled with corn as they pass under the hopper ; the contents

of each cell passing down the tube F^, where the grain drops on the

sliding valve I, which is operated for the discharge of the seed by
means of cam L, operating bent lever K of fulcrum d}, which in its

turn actuates lever J and slide valve I.

The inventor says : I do not claim the general construction and
operation of the machine, and am aware that many of the devices em-
ployed have before been used, as specified.

I claim the combination and arrangement for operation together,

substantially as shown and described, of the lower striking tube F,
having a plough-bit in front and covering roller rigidly attached to it

in the rear, with the secondary cross-sliding valve I and its operative

lever J, arranged to form part of said sliding tube F^ , the whole being
supported by the covering roller and plough-bit, for the more perfect

and easy operation of the secondary valve and sliding tube, as specified.

No. 16,551.

—

Samuel M. Perkins, of Fort Hill, 111.

—

Improvement
in Corn Planters,—Patent dated February 3, 1857.—The draft pole P
is secured to frame F, connected with shaft S by means of two straps a,

leaving the shaft free to turn whenever ring d is withdrawn from pin
m projecting from frame F. A is the driver's seat. By operating
lever c the catches e e^ may be caused to enter notches in the inner
ends n of the wheel hubs, and thereby the wheels will be fixed to the

shafts at the same time that the ring d is withdrawn from the pin m,
as above mentioned. Thus the shaft will be allowed to turn with the
wheels.

Claim.—The seed chambers e upon the shaft S with radial deposit-

ing apparatus B, in combination with the wheels and the mechanism
by which said wheels are adjusted relative to the shaft^ arranged and
operating as set forth.

No. 16,611.

—

Martin Eobbins, of Cincinnati, 0.

—

Improvement in

Corn Planters.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—One end of the chain
i is made fast at one end of the field, and the other end of the chain
at the other end of the field. The chain having been placed within
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the box at the end of the arm /, as the machine is drawn forward the
buttons k and spring lu, acting through the vibrating tappet g on the
seeding mechanism, cause the depositing of the seed at regular inter-

vals. When the machine has reached the termination of a row, the
chain is removed from the arm, and the machine is brought on to the
next row facing in the opposite direction. The arm and hopper are

then swung around until the former projects from the opposite side of

the beam, and the chain (having been shifted the proper distance)

being again placed within the box, the work proceeds as before. By
using the reversible hopper and arm, the chain may always be placed
on the planted side of the field.

Claim.—The reversible hopper h and arm / with the vibrating
claw or tappet g, connected as described with seeding mechanism, in

combination with the jointed rod or chain ^, provided with buttons h
or similar devices, for the purposes explained.

No. 16,930.

—

John Miller, of Bucyrus, 0.

—

Improvement in Corn
Planters.—Patent dated March 31, 185^7.—The two slides / and /^
are operated simultaneously, and the seed is dropped from the com-
partment c into the furrow made by share H, and by the side of the
furrow a quantity of gypsum or lime is dropped from the compart-
ment cZ, indicating the precise spot where the seed is deposited.

The inventor says : I do not claim the perforated and reciprocating

slides / /, for measuring and distributing the seed and gypsum or

lime, for they are well known and commonly used. But I claim the

auxiliary compartment cZ, having a slide /^ acting simultaneously
with the seed slide /, arranged and operating as described, for the

purpose of designating the point of planting, as set forth.

No. 17,258.

—

John Broughton, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Corn Planters.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—By pressing down
handle I and plunger B, the seed in the recess H is carried from sack

I to chamber P, the tube E resting on the surface of the ground. By
further pressing downward plunger B it forces the seed from recess a
into tube E, forcing at the same time tube E into the ground. By
then raising the implement the seed drops from chamber P into re-

cess a for the next operation.

Claim.—The distributing device formed of the block A, having the

opening a made longitudinally through it to receive the plunger B,
having the recess H made in it, the block being provided with the

chamber P, slide D, and tube E, when said distributing device or its

equivalent is used in combination with the flexible tube or sack J,

and the whole arranged to operate as shown, for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,397.-—F. J. Smith, of Four Corners, Ohio.

—

Improvement in

Corn Planters.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—When this machine is

in operation the plates ^, attached to the rods m, are pressed towards

the tongue P by springs i, so as to allow the seed from hoppers
H to pass into the seed tubes a ; by depressing the long arm of lever

L, the front part of the machine is raised, and the bent ends of rods

m are forced asunder by reason of the wedged-shaped form of the

tongue P, as represented in figure 3, and the plates n close the pas-

sage from the hoppers to the seed tubes.
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Claim.—The combination of the rods m m} and cut-off plates n with

the springs i i and the inclined recesses in the tongne, arranged and

operating as described for the purposes specified.

No. 17,380.—KoBERT KuscHKE and Peter Merkel, of St. Louis, Mo.

—

Improvement in Corn Planters.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—As the

machine is drawn along, the driving wheels B rotate the crank shaft F,

by means of gearings D E, and a reciprocating motion is imparted to

the seed boxes L, which causes the seed to drop through the tubes P to

the ground.
Claim.—The reciprocating seed boxes L, arranged and operated in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,582.

—

William T. Pepper, of Eising Sun, Ind.

—

Improve-

ment in Corn Planters.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—As the machine
is drawn along, the wheel a is rotated and carries up between the

flanges B 6 a portion of earth, which being removed from the wheel
by scrapers d, passes down through spout e, and is deposited on the

upper floor // of the seed box. When it is desired to plant a hill, the

rear part of the machine is depressed to bring the seed box I in con-

tact with the ground ; while the machine continues to move forward,

the lower end of the box remains stationary, bringing it into the po-

sition shown in dotted lines. At the same time the depression of the

rack j closes the entrance to the upper chamber F of the seed box,

causing the segments r and r^ to turn slightly and to open the bot-

toms of the two chambers in the seed box simultaneously, and to allow
the seed contained in the lower one to fall on the ground, while the
earth contained in the upper chamber falls and covers the seed. At
the same time the upper teeth of rack j rotating the cog-wheel m
bring the cup o in position to receive the seed for the next hill.

Claim.—1st. The arrangement of the flanges B 5, on the periphery
of the wheel a, when used in connexion with the plate n, scrapers c?,

and receiving or conducting spout e, or their eq[uivalents, the whole
being arranged and operating in the manner substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

2d. The rocking seed-box l, having its lower end held stationary

during the act of planting by contact with the ground, and operated
automatically by the power by which the machine is drawn forward ;

in the described combination with the falling floors//^ g, and seed

measuring .and delivering mechanism nop, operated by means of

racks y, by depressing the box against the ground, as set forth.

No. 17,584.

—

Sylvanus Kichardson, of Jericho, Yt.

—

Improvement
in Corn Planters.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—When the planters

are pressed to the ground, the slide 6 is raised, and spring 12 attached
thereto turns the notch wheel 15 and seed cylinder 10 one notch and
empties one notch of its corn ; at the same time as the corn leaves the
seed cylinder and lodges against the slide 8, the plunger 5 carries the
preceding charge into the ground ; and when the planters are raised,

the slide drops of its own weight and the corn passes under the end of

plunger 5, and is prevented from passing out by spring valve 7 having
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a cord 14 fastened to the planter at one end and the other end to the
valve 7 ; and when the slide rises as the planters are pressed to the
ground, the cord 14 slackens and the valve opens and the plunger
presses the corn into the ground.

Claim.—The seed cylinder 10 operated by spring 12 in combination
with slides 6 and spring valve 7, constructed in the manner and for

the purposes set forth.

IN'o. 17,566.

—

Ives W. McG-affey, of Buffalo, E". Y.

—

Improvement
in Corn Planters,—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.
The inventor says : While not claiming a swinging frame carrying

the seed boxes and ploughs and by which the ploughs are raised or
lowered as described,

I claim hanging said swinging frame E by boxes F upon fixed
sleeve boxes Gr, arranged around but distinct from the axle C to insure
freedom of the axle against the resistance encountered by the ploughs,
without in the swinging of the frame E varying the relative concen-
tric position of the axle and seed distributing devices thereon to the
seed boxes.

No. 17,786.

—

Alvin Franklin, of Genoa Cross Eoads, Ohio.

—

Im-
provement in Corn Planters,—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—The nature
of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings.

Claim,—The combination of the plough box extension E and hoe F
in the rear of the planting tube or passage for operation together, and
with an intermittent corn discharge or seed depositing arrangement
substantially as specified, for the purpose set forth.

Also providing the plough box extension E with a knife or scraper n
arranged in relation to the hoe, for the purpose of clearing the latter

in its back spring or stroke, as shown and described.

No. 17,841.

—

Norman A. Lewis, of Glen's Falls, N. Y.

—

Impnyve-
ment in Corn Planters,—Patent dated July 21^ 1857.—As the machine
is drawn along, the axle d, by its rotation, conveys the corn which
passes into the recesses /around into the band I; the corn passes into

tubes n, and as the ends of these tubes enter the ground, their respective

slides i will be raised by the curved incline o, over which the rollers

r on the rod j alternately pass, and the corn will be deposited in the

£oil.

The inventor says : I do not claim distributing the corn or seed

through hollow arms, or through spouts placed radially in the driving

wheel, so that the corn or seed will be deposited in the soil from the peri-

phery of the driving wheel, for this has been previously done.

I claim having the blides i placed over the ends or orifices of the

conveying tubes H, the slides being attached to the ends of the same rod

J, and operating said rod by means of the curved incline o, attached

to the rod or bar D, and the pulley or roller attached to the rody^ the

whole being arranged as shown, whereby the slides are actuated or

opened and closed alternately for the purpose set forth.
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I further aaim the lioe H attached to the frame Gr, which is placed

within the roller n^x^^ i^^^ arranged as shown, and operated by the

projections Q on the driving wno^-T. t>^ ^^^ ^^^3 purpose specified.

No. lYj898.

—

Chaeles Schnepf, of Lancaster, Pa.

—

invj.^^^.rriQnt in

Corn Planters.—Ve^iQ^t dated July 28, 1857.—As the machine io

drawn along, a vibrating motion is imparted to the hoes F, which operate

the slides K, and cause the seed to drop to the ground through

v*vssages J.
The Inrenter says : I am aware that shovels and teeth are attached

to slides for planting corn, but these I do not claim.

I claim the semi-circular shaped scooping hoes F, with jointed ends
E, in combination with the sliders K, and operated by the revolving

levers C, as arranged and constructed substantially as described for

the purposes set forth.

No. 18,140.—J. W. Ells and James Charlton, of Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Improvement in Seed Planters—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—As
the machine is drawn over the field, the slide J has a reciprocating

motion imparted to it by means of eccentric G, and causes the seed in

hopper A to pass through the holes cc, and into the seed tube, the

slats t covering at each operation two of the holes cc, permiting the

seed to pass only through the other two. The object of these slats is

to compensate for the inaction of the eccentric at its dead points,

during which time the wheel C turns a certain portion before the

slide J commences to move.
Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the reciprocating feed

slide J with the cut-ofi" slats 1 1 and the brush L, in the manner and
for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,127.—D. E. Alden, of Unionville, Ohio.

—

Improvement in

Corn Planters.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—As the machine is

drawn along, the knobs i of the belt K catch against the ends of the
arms of the wiper wheel ^, and rotate the wheel F intermittently, and
the seed passes at certain intervals down through passages e fP into

seed tube D, and into the furrow.
The inventor says : I do not claim the wheel F for distributing the

seed or conveying it from the hopper into the spout, for that is well

known and in quite common use.

But I daim operating or rotating the wheel F by means of the belt

K, having knobs i attached, and the wiper wheel g attached to the
shaft h of the wheel F, the above parts being arranged substantially

as shown and described.

No. 18,128.

—

Horace R. Allen, of Athens, Ohio.

—

Improvement in

Corn Planters.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.
Claim.—The lever J, pins K, scraper H, spring I, and rake M,

when arranged in the manner described, and in combination with the
spout Gr and valve V, for the purpose set forth.
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^
^0. 18^,508.

—

Hanford Ingraham, of Naples, N. Y -JMprovement
in Corn Flanters.—Fatent dated Octobfi^ ^^' soot.—The sides and
ends of the seed hoppers 8 Si -- oi wood, the bottoms of zinc ; the
valves n n are of - ^^ircular form, with an aperture z in the side, to
contR^- tn^ seed sufficient for a hill, and are placed in a bed piece in
which is an opening to receive the valve n n. At the other end a brush
is attached, to regulate the distribution of the seed. The bed piece is
secured to the under side of the bottom of the hopper, bringing the
valves directly under the back ends of the hoppers, and bringing- ^^^'^

apertures within the hoppers through an opening in their "bottoms,
through which the seed passes. To one corner of the hoppers is at-

tached a vibrating spring v v, extending a little past the centre and
elevated a little above the hoppers. To this spring is attached an
agitating wire w w^ extending down nearly to the aperture in the
valve.

The inventor says : I do not claim any of the described parts sepa-
rately or irrespective of their arrangement.
But I claim the arrangement of the seed hoppers S S, in con-

nexion with the hollow teeth //, the valves n n, agitating wires luw,
the vibrating springs v v, for the purpose and in the manner substan-
tially as set forth.

No. 18,768.

—

Bradley Lock Prime, of Hamilton, Ohio.

—

Improve-
ment in Corn Planters.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The opera-

tion of this improvement is as follows : The projections n n^ n^, by
slightly moving the slide D beyond its cavity, are carried under parti-

tion c, serve to settle the grain in its cavity, and insure the more pro-

per filling thereof. As the cavity passes under partition c, under the

action of projection m upon lever k, it will carry its contents to dis-

charge opening d ; but in the event of packing of the grain in the cavity

to such an extent that the motion of the slide would be stopped, or

the grain cut, the partition c will be carried in the direction of the

motion of the slide, and the contents of the cavity dropped through
opening c?, the partition resuming its place by the force of spring g.

When the grain becomes jammed between the partition and the grain

cavity, before the cavity reaches the partition, the partition yields,

and the shake given by the projection on the cam wheel E settles the

grain in the cavity, and the partition resunies its place.

Claim.—The yielding partitions c of the hopper, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating as and for the purpose set forth, in combination
with the secondary projections n n^ t? of the cam E, the whole opera-

ting as described.

No. 18,798.—J. H. BoNHAM, of Elizabethtown, Ohio.

—

Improve-

ment in Corn Planters.—-Patent dated December 8, 1857.—In the en-

gravings B is the plough stock ; C D the plough ; H the covering flukes
;

& the conical reservoir ; X the handle ; J the tilting pins ; F the con-

ducting spout ; E the block or bottom ; K is the inner ring ; a a oblong

holes in the inner ring ; h is its slot ; L is the outer or thick ring ; c c are

oblong holes in the outer ring ; h is the outer slot and screw of the inner

ring ; a a are holes to supply c c with corn ; figure 4. is the cap to fit on
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tlie conical reservoir ; A is a disk having a flange M upon its periphery

;

% is a segmental flange placed from 0^ upwards a sufficient distance

from M to receive figure 6
; g is an opening in M for the exit of the

corn ; ^ is a slot in the segmental flange ;
0^ o is a wire spring play-

ing in the slot to force the corn out of the holes into the spout ; S S
is the height of corn in reservoir ; S v is the segmental space.

The inventor says : I claim a conical seed reservoir Gr, in comhina-
tion with the caps or disks A, figures 4 and 8, operated hy the handle
X, and constructed and arranged in fche manner and for the purpose
set forth.

I also claim the conducting spout F, in comhination with tilting

pins I and block or bottom E, constructed and arranged as set forth.

No. 18,846.—J. J. S. Hassler, of Eipley, Ya.

—

Improvement in

Corn Planters

.

—Patent dated December 16, 1857.—The inventor says:

By having detachable sliding perforated gauge-valve blocks or seed-

escapes ///, of different thicknesses, with larger or smaller seed es-

capes, any size can be inserted between the alternately actuating and
reacting pressure springs i i i, very readily lifting up the flap h h h

of the hopper, and thus one size may be substituted for another.

The inventor says : I am well aware that various kinds of

hand corn planters have been constructed with internally arranged
springs and valves and seed escapes; consequently I disclaim such de-

vices.

But I claim the detachable sliding, perforated gauge-valve blocks
or seed-escapes///, with the alternately actuating and reacting pres-

sure springs i i i i, the adjustable graduating tapering throat blocks

C C C C, together and in combination with the hopper and striding

equi-distant legs and spouts, arranged and operated as described and
set forth.

No. 16,368.

—

William Badger, of Memphis, Tennessee.

—

Improve-
ment in Cotton Seed Planters.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The
driving wheel F imparts rotary motion to shafts H and L, and the

arms h and c of said shafts work through the seed in the hopper Gr, and
cause the same to drop to the ground. As the quantity of seed in

the hopper diminishes, the operator, by pulling the cords d, brings

the false sides N of the hopper towards the shafts, and thus the seed

is constantly within reach of the arms b c.

Clahn.—In combination with one or more sets of feeding arms, cen-

trally located in the hopper, the false sides in the hopper, for drawing
or forcing the cotton seeds up to said feeding arms^ substantially as

set forth.

No. 16,550.

—

^James F. Orr, of Orrville, Alabama. -^//Tiprovec? Cot-

ton Seed Planters.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.—The plate E may
be adjusted by means of set screw F so as to regulate the discharge

of seed.

Claim.—Combining an adjustable plate E with the seed cylinder D,
in the manner and for the purposes set forth,

24
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No. 17,221.

—

Henry L. Justice and John H. Galbreai!h, of Good-
lettsville, Tennessee.

—

Improvtment in Cotton Seed Planters.-—Tatent
dated May 5, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood

by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The combination of rag wheel d, having adjustable arms
Z, with the movable hopper / of a cotton seed planter, the whole
being arranged and operated in the manner set forth.

No. 18,109.

—

Warren A. Simonds, of Boston, Massachusetts.

—

Im-
provement in Portable Gas Generators.—Patent dated September 1,

1857.—The pipes B and C having become sufficiently heated, a jet of

oil is forced through pipe L into pipe B, where it comes in contact

with the heated metal and is converted into an imperfectly formed gas

or vapor ; thence this vapor passes through half turn D into pipe C,

where it is still further heated and converted into gas, which passes

off through pipe F and cock G to the purifier.

Claim.—The tubular retorts B and C of the form described, ope-

rating in the manner substantially as set forth, for the manufacture of

oil gas.

No. 18,482.—T. W. White, of Milledgeville, Georgia.

—

Improve-
ment in Cotton Seed Planters.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—In
this invention a deep ring or flange E encircles one of the frusta at

the point of its greatest diameter, and close to the edge of the dis-

charge opening, in the same vertical plane as the plough C. This flange

raises the hopper so high above the ground that the discharge opening
does not come in contact with the earth, and it also protects the hop-
per from striking against rocks or other obstructions ; it also greatly

increases its stiffness and strength. The plough G, which is of the usual
construction, is hinged to the forward end of the frame A by a bolt h
passing through the sides of the frame and through the stock of the

plough.
Claim,—The inventor says : I claim 1st. The arrangement of the

flange in relation to the hopper and the plough, so that it will follow

in the furrow made by the plough, and elevate the discharge opening
for the seed above the ground for the purposes described.

2d. The combination of the plough, the seed coverer, and adjusta-

ble connecting rod m, when arranged in the manner and for the pur-

pose set forth.

No. 18,913.

—

Lorenzo D. Law, of Henderson, Q^b,.—Improvement in

Cotton Seed. Planters.—?QXent dated December 22, 1857.—Motion is

communicated to the axles C C^ C by means of a bevelled wheel e,

placed under the hopper and immediately in front of the slot E, turn-

ing loosely in gearings g g, and carrying on one end of its axle a
crank arm /i, to which is attached a pitman rod /i^, which extends to

.the end of the centre arm h^ of the axle C^ ; the other two arms h^

h^ are connected to this arm by a rod r, so that the turning of the

wheel will communicate motion to the set of axles and agitators.

Claim.—The employment of the vibrating agitators C C^ 0, each
having their radiating arms arranged with respect to each other as
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set forth, in combination with the longitudinal slot E at right angles

to the axis of the radiators, as set forth.

No. 16,677.

—

John H. Bruen, of Penn Yan,]Sr. Y.

—

Improvement in

Hand Seed Planters.—Vsitent dated February 24, 1857.

Claim.—The thin broad extremity F, or its equivalent, at the lower
end of the rod B, acting as a cam to open the blades, by giving said

rod a partial turn with the hand, substantially as specified.

Also, in combination with the above, the arrangement of the seed

distributor G on the rod B, whereby the seed is made to drop simul-

taneously, and only with the opening of the blades, as described.

Also, the star or coral-shaped attachment I of the rod B, operating

as described, so as to insure the regular action of the seed distributor.

No. 17,089.

—

Plymon B. G-reen, of Chicago, 111.

—

Improvement in

Hand Seed Planters.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—On forcing the

machine down^ the point K enters the earth until foot A strikes the

earth, when the machine slides down on slide B ; slide B wedges out

catch C from under the stop E, and the plunger slides down and
forces the seed into the earth ; at the same time the seed in the cavity

P is carried below the seed box D and deposited at S. On raising the

planter from the earth, the plunger slides up, and spring L forces

catch C under stop E. Stop E and catch C prevent the plunger from
forcing out the seed until the point K enters the earth to a certain

depth.

Claim.—The combination of slide B, catch C, and stop E, con-

structed and arranged to hold the plunger stationary until the point

K enters the earth to a certain depth, substantially as described.

No. 17,081.

—

John Decker, of Sparta, N. J.

—

Improvement in Hand
Seed Planters.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The seed D is placed

in hopper A, and the fertilizer in hopper A^. When the slides b are

forced down within the box B, the seed and fertilizing material will

fall by their own gravity into the openings h. When the slides are

drawn upward, so that Ihe openings h will be above the upper ends of

the partition plates a, the seed and fertilizing material will fall down
to the lower end of spout g; and when the slides are again depressed,

the longer slide B will force the plate C out from box B, pushing fhe

seed and fertilizing material into the ground.

The inventor says : I am aware that reciprocating perforated slides

for planting or distributing seed have been used, and I do not claim
such separately or in themselves considered.

But I claim the slides b b, fitted in the box B, and placed relatively

with the hoppers A A^ as shown^ and the plate ar clearer /, attached

to the block d, when the above parts are combined and arranged so as

to operate conjointly, as shown, for the purpose specified.

No. 17,080.

—

Thomas Crane, of Fort Atkinson, Wis.

—

Improvement
in Hand Seed Planters.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The apparatus
being in position as represented in figure 2, the seed drops from the

receptacle g through passage m, on to the upper bent end of spring D;
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and by raising sliding rod h by means of handle A, the bent end of
spring d falls into the recess n, the spring d expands and opens the
passage c, and the seed drops down within the concavity r ; on the
next downward movement of sliding rod 6, it forces spring q aside,

turning block a on its fulcrum ic, and the seed is forced into the ground.
Claim.—The combination of the pivoted and spring actuated block

a with the grooved and perforated sliding slat h, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

Also the combination of spring d with the grooved and perforated

sliding slat h, in such a manner that the inclined aperture n in the
back of the planter will operate said spring, substantially in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,145.

—

Joel Haines, of West Middlebury, Ohio.

—

Improve-
ment in Hand Seed Planters.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.

—

When the plunger F is raised, the slide K is moved from the seed box
B to the position represented in the engraving, and the seed in cell

S drops down on plate P; and when the plunger is pushed down, the

slide K and cell S move into the seed box, and the plunger forces

the seed into the ground ; as the plunger rises again, the moist earth
adhering to the same is scraped off by scraper X, and passes off through
opening W.

Claims.—The opening w, through the standard or its equivalent,

so arranged as to form a bar or scraper, substantially as described, to

clear the earth or wet earth from the plunger as it is pushed down,
and deliver it out through the opening lo^ as described, whether the

upper edge of the scraper is curved or otherwise.

No. 18,827.

—

Stephen H. Strong, of Brunswick, Ohio.

—

Improve-

ment in Potato Planters.—Patent dated December 8, 1857.—By this

invention, when the planter is moved forward, the bucket strikes

against the head piece of slide R, and, forcing it back, passes through
the seed box C^ by which it is filled; and, as it rises, the slide R is

forced back by the spring P, and the seed box is again filled from the

hopper C and is ready for the next bucket, the seed, or potatoes, being

carried over the wheel until it falls over the check E into the furrow_,

at equal distances apart, falling between the mould-boards ofthe plough,

and is covered by the inverted mould-boards and the levelling scraper.

Claim.—Seeding wheel B, armed with adjusting buckets D and
checks E, in combination with the hopper C and sliding bottom R, in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,409.

—

Joseph Thompson, of Durhamvijle, New York.

—

Im-
provement in Seed Planters.—Patent dated Jgfnuary 13, 1857.—By
pushing down the handle W, the roller H is caused to revolve and the

seed cells a are turned upwards and are filled with seed from hopper 0.

By lifting the handle, the seed in the cells a passes around with roller

H, drops into the tube S, on to spring T, so that when the handle is

pushed down again the tube S is forced into the ground until plate

Y is stopped by rod / striking stand h, when the punch V forces
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the seedj by the springs T, out of the tubes, so as to leave them in the

ground.
Claim.—The spring-plate Y, or its equivalent, so constructed and

arranged as to hold the earth down firmly while the punches Y and
he tubes S are drawn out of the earth, substantially as described.

No. 16,522.

—

Levi Beemer, of Libertyville, New Jersey.

—

Improve-

ment in Seed Planters.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.—Figure 1

represents a side view of the seed planter, and figure 2 a similar side

view with one thill C and a side plate B removed.
Claim.—A combination of triangular seed boxes located upon the

sides of the drive wheel, as specified, with the measuring keys E E E,
operated by the cams J^ J\ to admit the seed into the depositing

cups G a a.

No. 16,590.

—

John Hildebrand, of East Berlin, Pennsylvania.

—

Improvement in Seed Planters.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—The
engraving represents a top view of the seed box. The slides L and M
are operated by means of vibrating lever 0. The slots S S in said

slides are for the reception of the seeds. R E, are cut-off plates

placed over the discharge orifices in the bottom of the seed box, under
which plates the slides pass. T and U are scrapers, which work in

contrary directions to the slides, U being connected to the lever end
P, and T to the lever end Q, by means of springs Y and W.

Claim.—The combination of the above described spring connexion
Y and W, slides L and M, scraper T and U, and the vibrating head
cam 0, when arranged for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,617.—H. Thomason, of Lafayette, Ind.

—

Improvement in

Seed Planters.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—The operator, by
turning the tube handle H, can operate the slide F.

The inventor says : I do not claim the slide F, nor the mode of

operating the slide by the wheel I, with the pins a^, attached, and the
bent lever K, for these parts are well known.

Neither do I claim operating the slide F by hand, irrespective of the
means shown and described for effecting the purpose.

But I claim operating the distributing device of slide F by means
of the lever or rod Gr, having the arm e^ attached to its fulcrum-bar d,

which has a spring e connected with it, and the collar or tube H on
the handle C^ of the implement, the collar or tube H being provided
with an arm li extending underneath the arm e^ of the fulcrum-l)ar c?,

the whole being arranged substantially as shown and described for the
purpose set forth.

No. 16,585.

—

Thomas B. Houghton, of Bloomington, 111.

—

Improve-
ment in Seed Planters.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—The frame x
is made to traverse in hangers Y Y, by means of crank T and con-
necting rod Z. Thus it guides the seed box W and planting slide Y,
and makes them deposit the seed at the proper point.

Claim.—Operating the planting slide and tube Y W, by means of
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a crank T, receiving its motion from one or both of the carriage wheels
A, substantially in the manner described.

Also, the reciprocating frame x^ or its equivalent, so constructed

and operated as to guide the planting tube, and make it deposit the
seed in the ground at the desired point, substantially as described.

No. 16,610.

—

Silas T. Eandall, of Rockford, 111.

—

Improveraent in

Seed Planters.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—S S are the handles
for operating the machine.

Claim.-r-ln combination with the shoe or spade, composed of the
pieces E/, the spreading bars H, arranged and operating in the man-
ner and for the purpose substantially as set forth.

No. 16,597.

—

Jacob Eandes, of iSelma, Ohio.— Improvement in Seed
Planters.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—The seed falls from the

hopper into the pocket c, and the slide E moves towards the concave
front of cut-off G- in the direction of arrow 1. If any of the seeds in the
pocket should project above the surface of slide E, they will come in

contact with the bottom part of G and cause it to oscillate slightly

about the point where it is pivoted to d; the upper part of Gr will be
thrown forward (see arrow 2) and the lower part backward, (see

arrow 3,) so as to present an inclined surface to the projecting seeds.

This movement serves to stir the seeds, and at the same time the
yielding of the bar d pivoted at d^ allows the seeds to pass easily

under the cut-off.

The inventor says : I disclaim the making of a seed cut-off with a
concave face. I also disclaim the giving of a vertical movement to a
cut-off ; as both of these features are old.

I claim pivoting the cut-off G to the bar d, so that the cut-off shall

have an oscillating movement, and thus stir the seed when it oscil-

lates, in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,592.

—

Reinhold Boeklen, of Jersey City, New Jersey.

—

Im-
provement in Seed Planters.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—Com-
partment b contains the seed, compartment c the fertilizer. The
implement being thrust into the ground (seefig. 2) and being withdrawn
(see fig. ]), deposits the seed, as seen at a*, and the manure_, as seen

at 6*. and covers the seed at one and the same operation.

Claim.—The distributor D, having chamber I and recesses g, and
worked between the compartments h and c by means of the link E and
slide C, in combination with the cut-off E^ and plate F ; the whole
arranged and operating substantially in the manner and for the pur-

pose set forth.

No. 16,636.

—

Leonard Arnold, of Janesville^ Wisconsin.

—

Improve-

ment in Seed Planters.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.—The rear

frame is jointed to the front frame H Q by means of bars G.

Claim.—Employing two frames in constructing the machine, the

forward frame resting on the axle of the principal or driving wheels,

and the rear frame resting on the axle of the covering wheels, and
extending forward and under the forward frame, to which it is jointed,
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and acting as a lever in elevating the forward frame, driving-wheels,

and ploughs clear from the ground, in turning round and in passing

from point to point, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,729.

—

Firman Goodwin, of Astoria, New York.

—

Improve-
ment in Sseed-Planters.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The bars D D,
containing the seed apparatus^ have at their front and rear ends
tenons c which fit into grooves in the frame A. The bars D D may
be moved laterally any desired distance from each other, and may be
secured by pins d. As the machine is drawn along, the pin K raises

shaft J, the cords i actuate the arms H upon the distributing wheels
F, and throw the recesses /forward so as to allow the seed to drop.

When the pin K passes the arms m m, the springs I, acting upon
cords i, throw the shaft J down, and turn the wheels F back to their

original position.

Claim.—Arranging the seed hoppers and seed cylinders, and the

mechanism which operates the seed cylinders, upon movable bars D,
in combiaatioQ with the double crank J and frame A, in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,929.—GrEORGE A. Meacham, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Seed-Planters.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The planting

device of this apparatus is secured to the foot, and the sack A is

secured to the waist of the operator. By raising the handle P the

operator will cause such an amount of seed to pass down the tube E
as has filled the recess d; the seed drops into the box F, G G, and, by
then pressing down the foot, the boards G G will be forced apart as

the elastic straps e yield, and the plate I, passing down between the

boards G, forces the seed into the ground.
Claim.—1st. The box B, provided with the elastic side a and the

head C, or its equivalent, for the purpose of distributing or measuring
the seed.

2d. The planter attached to the foot of the operator, and formed of

the boards F, G G, connected by the elastic straps e e^; the boards G
G having the plates H H attached to them, and the under side of the

board F the plate I attached ; the whole being arranged substantially

as described, for the purpose of planting and forcing the seed into the

soil by the pressure of the foot.

No. 17,145.

—

George M. Evans, of Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Seed-Planlers.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—By drawing back
or pushing forward the bars K, which are attached to shaft o of

the wheel H, the frame A of the machine may be raised or lowered,

and the depth to which the shoe E shall penetrate the soil may be
regulated.

Claim.—So uniting the wheel and guard frame to the leam, and to

the rods or bars K, as that the operator may, from his yjosition be-

tween the handles of the machine, adjust the depth at which the shoe

shall open the furrow by moving said wheel and guard frame forward

or back, substantially in the manner and for the purpose explained.
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No. 17,305.

—

Chas. Ketchum, of Penn Yan, 'N. Y., assignor to

Chas. Gt. Judd, of same place.

—

Improvement in Seed-Planters.—
Patent dated May 12, 1857.—By taking hold of the handle P and
thrusting the blades B into the ground to the stop x on the blade,

by then turning the handle P until the seed cups H come over the

seed passages I, the blades B are opened by means of the flat end Q
of the rod, and the seed can pass from sack down between the

blades into the ground ; on raising the apparatus, the bolts K force

the spring blades B together.

CZam.—Blades B_, in combination with the bolts K_, in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

Also, the adjustable cylinder G, in combination with the band R
and sack 0, in the manner and for the purpose specified.

No. 17,275.—Jno. Haselton, of Orford, N. H.

—

Improvement in

Seed-Planters.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—This invention consists

in applying to the rear part of a seeding machine the frame F^ and
roller F, for the treble purpose of covering the seed, stopping the

operation of seeding, and serving as a rear bearing wheel to transport

the machine. The main wheels E, together with the gearing H and
P of the seeding apparatus, can be raised and their motion arrested

by raising the handles V, and letting the cross-bar d rest on spring

x^ and the apparatus can be set in motion again by simply depressing

spring X, when the wheels E will again come in contact with the

ground.
The inventor says : I do not claim the attachment to seed-planters

of a hind or finishing roller to press down the soil over the seed.

But I claim the arrangement of roller F and sliding frame F^, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose described.

No, 17,260.

—

John H. Bruen, of Penn Yan, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Seed-Planters.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The points of the

blades C being thrust into the earth, the staff A receives a partial

turn by the hand of the operator when the wedge-shaped point D
throws open the blades C. Simultaneously with the opening of the

blades the disk distributor E drops the seed, which descends through the

passages F into the earth as penetrated by blades C. When it is de-

sired to plant a pumpkin seed at intervals within the hill of corn,

the operator can drop said pumpkin seed through the tube K, which is

independent of the grain seed-planter.

Claim.—The tube K, in combination with the bar H and disk dis-

tributor E, arranged and operating in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth.

No. 17,402.

—

Jesse Whitehead, of Manchester, Ya.

—

Improvement
in Seed-Planters.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—As the machine is

drawn along, the distributing plate D is caused to revolve on shaft F,
and the seed contained in the hopper passes into the cells of said plate,

and passing through the spout H drops to the ground. The spout H
is adjusted to such a position that the current of seed is divided, and
that the excess will pass down spout G and into box J.
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Claim.—The combination of the trough G with its spont H and re-

ceptacle J, when used in connexion with a seeding apparatus^ for the

purpose of dividing and retaining the excess of seed from that which
is to be planted, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,450.

—

Silas G. Randall, of Dixon, 111.

—

Improvement in

Seed-Planters,—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The nature of this in-

vention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim —Hinging the seed hopper C with its drive-wheel G, and
other appliances connected with it to the side pieces A of the harrow,

by the pivoted arms D, so that when said hopper is thrown forward it

shall rest on and be operated by said drive-whetl, which runs on
the ground for that purpose, and when thrown back rest on said

side pieces and be out of action, as herein set forth and explained.

No. 17j568.

—

Solomon T. Holly, of Rockford, HI.

—

Improvement in

Seed-Planters.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—As the machine is

drawn along, bevel-pinion E, on the driving shaft, imparts rotary

motion to bevel-wheel G, which transmits it, by means of wheel M,
to the revolving distributing disk R, which causes the seed in hopper
h to pass through apertures g down into the seed tube T. The seed

drops down on valve U, which is vibrated by pins r^ of wheel M
coming in contact with the arm S of valve U; and each time the valve

is opened, the indicator h^ is lowered. When the unevenness of the

ground or other reasons should require the seed to be discharged at

unequal distances, the attendant, by operating lever L and clutch I,

releases spring a, and the connexion between the seeding apparatus
and driving-wheel is interrupted^ and the operator can thus adjust

the discharge of the seed at pleasure.

Claim.—The employment or use of the indicator &^, connected with
the valve U, arranged and operated as shown for the purpose set

forth.

No. 18,126.

—

Cyrus C. Aldrigh, of Faribault, Minn. Terr.

—

Im-
provem^ent in Seed-Planters.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—As
the machine is drawn over the field, the seed in box G constantly
remains at the lower part of said box ; and the seed cup i, passing
through the seed, becomes filled, and the seed passes down spout H
into box I ; and as the wheels rotate, and the boards F come in con-
tact with the ground, the plunger c will be forced down, forcing

open the flaps b and causing the seed to pass into the furrow.

Claim.—The box I, provided with the plunger c, when said plunger
is operated by the lever frame J, arranged as shown and described for

the purpose set forth.

No. 18,140.—J. W. Ells and James Charlton, of Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Improvement ''n Seed-Planters. Patent dated September 8, 1857.—As
the machine is drawn over the field, the slide J has a reciprocating
motion imparted to it by means of eccentric G, and causes the seed
in hopper A to pass through the holes x into the seed tube. The slats

t covering, at each operation, two of the holes cc, permitting the seed
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to pass only through the other two. The object of these slats is to

compensate for the inaction of the eccentric at its dead points, during
which time the wheel C turns a certain portion before the slide J
commences to move.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the reciprocating

feed slide J with the cut-off slats 1 1 and the biush L, in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

No, 18,334.

—

Aaron M. Gould and Albert Flanders, of Cambria,
New York.

—

Improvement in Seed-Planters,—Patent dated October 6,

1857.—In the drawings, fig. 1 is a side view of this improvement

;

fig. 2 is a plan or top view of the same. The back end of the frame
of the machine is supported by two wheels or rollers, which are

placed upon a square shaft or axle E^ which extends the whole width
of the machine, the shaft or axle having its journals fitted in the

lower ends of the adjustable pendants F F attached to the back ends
of the curved bar B. The wheels or rollers D D are fitted loosely on
the shaft or axle E, and are secured at desired points by keys Z), seen

in fig. 2. H represents a square shaft, the journals of which are

fitted in uprights d, at the ends of the bar B. The square shaft

passes through hoppers J J, and on the shaft and within each hopper
a distributing wheel K is placed. These wheels have holes made in

their disks in the usual way ; and brushes n, attached to spring plates

0, bear against the periphery of the wheels, one on each side, as

shown in fig. 3. L represents a hopper, which is secured to the bars

A A in precisely the same way as hoppers J J. Two hoppers L are

intended to be used, but only one is shown in the drawings.

Claim.—The inventors say : We do not claim adjustable hoppers,

irrespective of the arrangement shown ; for adjustable hoppers have
been previously used.

But we claim the described arrangement of shaft H and hoppers,

J J and L, with shaft E and rollers I) D.

No. 18,344.—C. 0. Luce, of Brandon, Yt.

—

Improvement in Seed-

Planters.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—A A in the drawings repre-

sent two conveying tubes, the upper ends of which communicate with
the lower part of the hopper or seed box; the lower ends are placed

directly over the wheels. Neither the hopper nor wheels are shown,
as they do not form a part of the invention. The upper ends of tubes

A A are attached as shown in fig. 1, and a shaft B passes laterally

into each tube. Each shaft, that is the portion of them in the tubes,

have four radial plates X attached to them at equal distances apart,

as shown in fig. 1.

On the shafts B B cylinders c c are 23laced, one on each. The
lower end of a spring plate d bears upon the periphery of each cylin-

der aad the edges of their plates a, and serves as a cut-off, preventing

the seed being crushed between the sides ot the tubes and the edges

of the plates as the shafts and cylinders rotate. The shafts may be
rotated in any proper way from the driving-wheels of the machine.

The inventor says: I am aware that rotating cylinders provided

with cells or chambers have been previously used, and form well
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known devices for distributing seed ; but I am not aware tliat parts

have been arranged as described, whereby the capacity of the seed

cells or chambers can be varied with such facility. I therefore do not

claim a rotating cylinder or shaft^ provided with seed cells or cham-
bers.

But I clahn the rotating shafts B, provided with the radial plates a,

and the adjustable or sliding cylinders C, in combination with the

elastic or spring cut-oiFs d; the above parts being combined and
arranged specifically as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18^366.—HosEA Willard, of Yergennes, Yt.

—

Improvement in

Seed-Planters.—Patent dated October 6^ 1857.—The peculiar means
employed for distributing seed_, or conveying the seed from the hopper
and measuring it in suitable quantities before it is dropped into the
furrow, are those in which this invention consists.

In operating this improved machine, the seed to be sown is placed
within the cylinder D, which, as the machine is drawn along, is rota-

ted and the seed discharged by centrifugal force through the openings

/, in greater or less quantities, according as the plates g are adjusted.

Claim.—The inventor says : I do not claim, separately, a perforated

reciprocating slide i for distributing seed, for they are in common use.

Neither do I claim a rotating cylinder for distributing seed, when
separately considered.

But I claim the rotating cylinder D, provided with the taper open-
ings/, and the adjustable plates ^, in combination with the inclined

spout E, tube F, and perforated reciprocating slide i, when arranged
as shown for the purpose specified.

No. 18,333.—W. Y. G-ill, of Henderson, Ky.

—

Improvement in Seed-

Planters.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—In this invention, by means
of a swinging frame and rollers, furrows can be made of any depth,

and the seed delivered at any rate or distance^ the whole being under
the control of the operator.

The inventor, in stating what he claims, says : I claim the lever F
attached to the bar D, and having the slides e connected to its end by
means of the screws/, the lever being operated by means of the spring
I, and the spring projection p on the wheel B^ ; the parts being ar-

ranged substantially as described for the purpose of distributing or

discharging the seed from the hoppers, and regulating or graduating
the amount at each discharge as desired.

No. 18,393.

—

Joseph Hall, of Honeycut, Ala.

—

Improvement in Seed-
Planters.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—This invention operates

as follows : When the plough is put in motion, the wheelW will, while
revolving, give by means of connecting rod H an oscillating mo-
tion to the small wheel B ; the cogs C D, pressing against the lower

end of lever L, will cause the movable bottom M to slide past the

lower part of the hopper 0, and, when pushed to its extreme end^ al-

low a few cotton or corn seeds to drop through its hollow ends, until

the cogs, slipping past the ends of the lever, will cause the bottom of

the hopper to close again by the action of the springs S S. The seed
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dropping in the lower hopper will be conducted by the tube and de-

posited in the furrow made by the ploughshare, while the heavy mould-
board attached to the stem levels the ridges of earth formed on each
side of the furrow and covers up the seed. One revolution of the
wheel W causes the movable bottom to open four times.

Claim.—The inventor says : I am aware that a great many seed

planting ploughs have been brought into use, and I lay no claim to

the originality of the principle of planting seed by a mechanical pro-
cess.

But I claim the lever L, carrying a movable bottom M on its upper
end, in combination with the springs S and wheel B ; the whole ar-

ranged in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,450.—P. HiNKLEY, of Charleston, 111.

—

Improvement in Seed-
Planters.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—This invention consists

in having the hubs of the distributing wheels connected by universal

or compensating joints, and having the wheels placed in a frame, the

several frames being pivoted at one end to arms connected to a rock-

bar, and the opposite ends resting upon a rock-bar ; said rock-bars

being operated, an independent vertical movement is allowed each
wheel, so that they may conform to the inequalities of the ground,
and all the wheels raised simultaneously free from the surface of the
ground, when necessary, so that the machine may be drawn from
place to place without actuating the distributing devices.

Claim.—The inventor says: I am aware that distributing wheels
provided with spouts, and having seed cells formed in their hubs for

distributing the seed into the spouts attached to the wheels, have
been previously used, the parts being arranged substantially as those

shown. I therefore do not claim the distributing wheels, nor do I

claim the universal compensating joints h.

But I c?am placing the distributing wheels H in frames F, the front

ends of which are pivoted to arms D, attached to the rock-shaft C,

and having the back ends of the frames F rest or bear on the rock-

shaft E, when the wheels thus arranged are connected by the universal

compensating joints h, or their equivalents, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

No. 18,525.

—

Jacob G-. Winger, of Yicksburg, Miss.

—

Improvement
in Cotton-Scrapers.—Patent dated October 27, 1857.—In using this

implement, the ridge is scraped on both sides at one operation, and
the top of the slope is left with the curved surface m. This leaves the

top of the ridge in a better condition to sustain the plant than can be
effected with a scraper of ordinary construction, either single or

double. The inclined plates C rest upon the surface of the ridge,

causing the weight of the implement to be effectual in pressing the

earth.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly the construction of cotton-

scrapers for acting on both sides of the ridge at a single operation.

But I claim the longitudinally adjustable cutters C C, having each
an inclined vertical and curved portion as described, in combination
with mould-board, supports and frame, substantially as set forth.
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No. 18,716—L. F. Ward, of Marathon, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Seed'Planters.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—The nature of

this invention and improvements in seed-planters consists in the

arrangement of scrapers to gather the earth and draw it over the

deposits of seed, and then rise automatically, and leave the earth in a

hill upon the seed; and after passing the hill over the deposit of seed,

to descend again and gather the earth and draw it over the next
deposit of seed, and leave it in the same manner ; the devices for

raising and lowering the scrapers being operated by the wheel on
which the machine travels. Also in arranging two slides in the seed-

boxes, one above the other, and operating them alternately, so as to

hold and deliver the seed as required.

The inventor says : I claim, 1st, The covering scrapers q q, in com-
bination with the pressing rollers s z, when constructed and operated
as described.

2d. I claim in combination with the furrowing teeth e e, arranged
to traverse perpendicularly the bar g, standard h, springs m m, and
locking latch h, for raising, lowering, and holding the furrowing teeth

in the required position, as described.

3d. I also claim the arrangement of the traverse rod N, links o o,

and springs L L, for the purpose of operating the slides J J, as de-

scribed.

No. 18,717.

—

Caleb B. Winder, of North Lewisburg, Ohio.

—

Im-
provement in Seed-Planters.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—In
this invention the seed-box is made in the form shown in the engraving,
with an inclined front, so as to deliver the seed to the rollers or wheels,
as long as a kernel remains. This box is provided with a partition

U, 80 as to plant seed and deposit some kind of fertilizer with it, or
plant two kinds of seed, either in the same or alternate hills, by
changing the position of one of the rollers, so as to bring the scores

in it opposite the space in the other. Pieces of leather Y Y are fastened

to the rear corners of the pieces Q Q, to prevent the seed from being
spilled over outside of the rollers. The pieces a a are fastened to the
beam behind the rollers, and those upper surfaces h h incline diago-
nally, so as to catch any seed which is carried over by the roller, and
deliver it to the roller again, so that it is carried around into the seed-

box.

Claim.—The inventor says: 1st. I c^aim the inclined planes arranged
to catch the seed carried or thrown over by the roller, and deliver it

to the roller again, so that it will carry it back to the seed-box, as

described.

2d. I claim connecting the draught-rod to the beam at the rear of or

behind the wheel, in combination with the clevis yoke or staple, which
allows it to vibrate, as described.

No. 18,772.—JoHX Robinson, of Eli, Sharpstown, Md.

—

Improve-
ment in Seed-Planters.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The claim
and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—The inventor says : I claim, 1st. Eegulating the quantity

of earth deposited over and adjacent to the seed, by means of adjustable
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stops d, when used in connexion with the curved arms G^, lifting arms
E, and adjustable strap K, in connexion with the adjustable coverer k;

the whole constructed and operating as and for the purpose set forth.

2d. The combined arrangement of the vibrating box I, lifting arm
F, adjustable strap h, and adjustable stop d; the whole operating as

and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,762.

—

Daniel B. Neal, of Mount Gilead, Ohio.

—

Improve-

ment in Seed-Planters.— Patent dated December 1, 1857.—M is a
cross-bar which is attached to the bar D ; said bar running forward
serves to carry motion from the driving-wheels to the slides ^, and the

seed distributing box n is a, slot in a plate attached to bar D, into

which the cam /i on the driving-wheel enters; by throwing the bar in

the position it now occupies, so that the cam will not act in the slot,

the driving-wheel will not operate the slides i i and the distributing

bar C, seen in figures 2 and 3 ; J is a rod having a handle H attached

to it, said rod J, being attached to the bar D, serves to operate it when
not operated by the cam on the driving-wheel

; ^ is a roller in the

forward end of bar D ; said roller, resting on the frame of the machine,
serves to prevent friction, and thus render the machime capable of

hand operation.

The inventor says : I do not claim that any of the members of my
machine are new ; nor do I claim to have been the first who has drop-

ped the grain at pleasure of the operator in a power planter. But I

claim the peculiar arrangement of handle H, rod J, bars D M and C,

slides i ^, and lever c, when used in the manner and for the purpose
described.

No. 18,821.

—

Joel Lee, of Galesburg, 111.

—

Improvement in Seed-

Planters.—Patent dated December 8, 1857.—C is the swivel spout,

said spout being secured to the bottom of the seed distributor at one
end in such a manner as to allow it to swivel around in any direction

which may be desirable ; D D^ are two bevel wheels secured to the

other end of the swivel spout, said wheels being bevelled on the inside

and secured to the spout in such a manner that their edges will meet
in front of the swivel spout at the point where it is desirable for them
to cut and part the earth when the machine to which they are attached

is in operation.

Claim.—The bevel wheels D D, constructed, arrangad, and operated

in the manner set forth, when combined with the swivel tube C, for

the purpose described.

No. 18,802.

—

James Carroll, of Laporte, Ohio.

—

Improvement in

Seed-Planters.—Patent dated December 8, 1857.—The nature of this

invention consists in the employment of the handle B, furnished with
a discharge passage, in combination with a slide/, which has a hand
trigger n, and with the peculiar conducting tube A c, which is fur-

nished with the shares a a. The whole has for its object the ready
adjustment of the distributing device, whereby a greater or less quan-
tity of seed, as desired, may be measured and dropped from the hop-

per into hills or drills.
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Claim.—The employment of the handle B, furnished with a dis-

charge passage, in combination with a slide/, which has a hand trig-

ger n, and with the peculiar conducting tube A, which is furnished

with shares a a, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,999.—L. F. Ward, of Marathon, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Seed-Planters.—Patent dated December 29, 185*7.—The plunger Gl-

and lever H are drawn up by the spiral spring k fastened to the pin I

and the top of the seed box F for that purpose ; the fulcrum of the

lever H is fastened in the standard L, and it vibrates in the bracket

M, which extends up as high as the side of the seed-box, so as to allow
the lever to be raised and let the marking cogs J pass in backing the

machine ; and as the lever H simply lies on the pin I, the plunger is

not moved by the lever in backing the machine.
Claim.—The combination of devices for operating the plunger to

deposit the seed automatically, consisting of the marking cogs J, the

lever H, pins I, and spring k, constructed and arranged as described.

No. 18,843.

—

Joseph C. Haines, of Dublin, Ind.

—

Improvement in

Tubes for Seed-Planters.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—A is

the chute that conducts from the seed-box, or hopper, through the
frame F, to the tube I. H is the drill-tooth secured by the drag bar
X and tackle K to the frame in the customary manner.
The tube I is constructed of a close and slightly tapering coil of

wire, attached by its base to the frame, and depending thence in a
slightly forward direction, so as to occupy the interior of the drill-

tooth H in the usual way.
Claim.—As new, and of my invention, in the described combination

with the tooth of a grain or seed drill, the tube or grain duct I, com-
posed of a close coil of wire constructed and applied as set forth.

No. 17,462.—J. D. WiLLOuaHBY, of Pleasant Hall, Pa.

—

Improved
Plough Clevis.—Patent daljed June 2, 1857.—This clevis or draught rod
is attached to the under side of the front end of the plough beam.
When forward motion is applied to the clevis, the button C, figure 1,

presses against the rear end of the India rubber spring a, and forces

the front end of said spring against the bolts /, figure 5 ; when the
plough strikes a rock or any other obstruction, the India rubber spring
will compensate the stroke, thus preventing injury to the plough or
horses.

Claim.—The stem B and button C;, with the grooves E, in com-
bination with cylinder B and its elevation t, the whole being ar-

ranged and operated in the manner and for the purpose substantially
as described

.

No. 18,594.—W. W. Merriam, of Oswego, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Patterns for Cutting out the Uppers of Boots and Shoes.—Patent
dated November 10, 1857.—The nature of this invention consists in

making patterns adjustable independently in different directions, thus
affording the means of adapting said patterns to the various sizes, as

well as to various proportions of the same size of the thing or pattern
to be out.
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In section IT, figure 1 represents tlie pattern of a boot leg ; figure
2 represents the same pattern, exposing the adjustable sliding plates
in their most contracted positions ; figure 3 represents the pattern,
showing the sliding plates in their most expanded position.

The inventor says : I do not lay any claim to the extension pattern,
which can be operated in such manner as to produce the various sizes

of patterns.

But I claim the method described of operating the sliding parts
of an extension pattern, so as not only to adjust the same to difierent

sizes, but also to change the proportions of the several sizes at pleasure,
without regard to the whole, as set forth.

No. 18,596.

—

Heistry Moeser, of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.

—

Im-
provement in Ploughing-Machines.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.
—After a plough is set into the ground, (at the pulleys J J,) the
plough carriage, as it moves along, gets under the guiding rail N, so
that the forks// branch up on both sides of the rail, whereby the car-

riage is guided as it continues its motion ; near the pulleys J^ J^ the
forks leave the guiding rail, and the carriage, after being lifted

from the ground and returning back, passes above and clear of the
guiding rail. The forks are cut out sufficiently to allow the plough
carriage to rise or sink, according to any unevenness in the surface to

be ploughed.
The engine, when set in motion, communicates, by the pinion &,

wheel m, pinions o o, and wheels P P, and driving pulleys K K, a con-

tinuous circuitous motion to the endless chains H H, and thus to the
ploughs attached thereto, in the direction of the arrows ; the ploughs
will set into the ground at the pulleys J J, and be lifted out of the
ground at J^ J^, from where they return (above the ground) back to

the pulleys J J again.

Claim.—The inventor says: I do not claim, broadly, the operating

of a gang of ploughs on an endless chain, transversely or obliquely to

the line of draught.
But I claim, first. The arrangement and combination of the trans-

verse beam F, connecting links a a_, chains HH, driving pulleys K K,
pulleys J J^, and wheels Gr Gr, or any other equivalent devices, when
operating in relation to each other and to the steam carriage, as set

forth and for the purpose described.

Second. The arrangement of the guiding-bar N, supported on the
transverse beam F, and the forks //, on the plough carriages, or any
other arrangement substantially the same, for the purpose of guiding
the plough carriages, as described.

No. 16,901.

—

Elliot Andrus, of Geneva, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Ploughs.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—As the plough is drawn for-

ward the cam wheelW will revolve, bringing the cams a, a^, a^, a^, a*,

a^, in contact with the friction roller 6, in the mould-board B, giving it

an oscillating motion, by which means the wedging of the mould-board
under the furrow is relieved, lessening the draught and leaving the

furrow in a porous condition.

The inventor saj^s : I do not claim the invention of the plough, nor

the iron beam, mould-board, or shear.

Neither do I claim the cam wheel.
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But I claim the frame E E^ for the purpose of holding the mould-
board B, attaching the handle P', and supporting the end of the

wheel-shaft s,

I also claim the manner of attaching the mould-board upon pivot

points, in combination with the lock d d} and links L L^.

I also claim the combination of the wheel W, cams a, a^, a^, a^, a^, a^,

and friction roller 6, or their ec^uivalents, to produce the oscillating

motion of the mould-board, in the manner and for the purpose substan-

tially as described.

No. 17,211.

—

Thomas C. Gaelington, of Lafayette, Ala.

—

Improve-
ment in Ploughs.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—Thenatureof this inven-
tion will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The combination of headed slide g, strap z, brace D, and
key 71, constructed, arranged, and operated as described, for performing
the double function of bracing the beam and stock, and securing the
mould-board to the stock.

No. 17,476.

—

John Ormiston, of Center Township, 0., assignor to

D.N. ALLARDjOf Rokeby,0.

—

Improvement in Ploughs.—Patent dated
June 2, 1857.—When the point D has worn off its lower side, the
screw bolt g is loosened, and the stirrup d can be removed ; the point D
can now be withdrawn to the rear, and turned so as to bring the worn
off edge upward. Should the point D wear off in such a manner as to

be shortened, it can easily be advanced the length of one or more teeth
as desired.

Claim.—Uniting and adjusting the shank of the point D to and
with the shank of the coulter E by means of the head on said piece D,
the rack on the shank of said coulters, and the stirrup and set screw,
substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,430.

—

John S. Hall, of West Manchester, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Ploughs.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The slots i are so formed in
the land side top that any draught exerted upon beam C in a horizon-
tal line has little or no tendency to slip the bolts a h in their slots i,

as all strain is brought indirectly upon the side of said slots i.

Claim.—Vibrating the beam in a circular bearing in the land side,

together with the oblique adjusting and securing slots ^^, the whole
combined and arranged substantially as described, whereby the draught
end of the beam may be vertically adjusted, and the beam so secured
to the land side as that it is impossible for the former to slip.

No. 17,577.

—

Charles B. Ingersoll, of Morris, 111.

—

Improvement in

Ploughs.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—By forming a clear open space
between the supports A^ and A^, and having only the land side to come
in contact with the soil, the chocking and clogging while ploughing in
loose wet lands are avoided.

Claim.—Standard A in combination with the standard arms A^ A^
and shear bar E, constructed and arranged in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

25
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No. 17,579.

—

Erasmus D. Legg and Leander W. Legg, of Speeds-
ville, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Ploughs.—Patent dated June 16_, 185T.
—In using this plough, the wing C is made to rest on the hinged mould-
board F, and both are held stationary by hook ttz, passing through
ring n ; the other wing C remains in its rest a until it is to be used.

When the mould-board F is turned to one or the other side of the
plough on its bearings a?, the cutter G must be moved correspondingly;
which motion is ejected by turning lever on its fulcrum y, which
will move the cutter G in its dovetailed plate ^.

Claim.—The combination of the adjustable cutter and the reversible

mould-board, when operated substantially in the manner and for the
purpose fully set forth and described.

No 18^335.

—

Manassah Grover, of Clyde, Ohio —Improvement in

Ploughs.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—The nature of this inven-

tion consists in constructing ploughs in such a manner as, when in the

act of ploughing, to ascend and descend freely, corresponding with the

surface of the earth, ploughing a uniform depth, however uneven it

may be, without any exertion being made by the person using it to

produce such an effect, while at the same time the beam keeps its same
or relative position ; the remainder of the plough being allowed to act

or work up or down freely on a hinged joint, made for the purpose,

nearly at the bottom and on the inside of the plough, by reason of a

forked bar extending from the hinged joint up to the beam of the

plough, and fastened firmly to it, and being so arranged and con-

structed as not to be allowed to move or sway in a lateral direction.

The inventor claims the combination of hinged forked bar B and
beam A with the segmental bar D, and the adjustable lever E with

its roller J; the whole arranged and operating substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,355.

—

Thomas Sharp, of Nashville, Tenn.

—

Improvement in

Ploughs.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.— This improvement consists

in the peculiar means employed for regulating or adjusting the line of

draught for a plough relatively to its share, whereby the depth of

the furrow, as well as the width, may be regulated.

In the drawings, F is the beam, which is constructed of an iron

tube, bent or curved, similar to the ordinary wooden beams, as shown
in fig. 1. The beam has an eye 6, secured in its outer end^ to which
the draught chain, whiffle-tree, or splinter bar is secured. The beam
rests on a concave c, in the upper surface of a metal block d, on the

inner surface of which a semi-sphere e is formed. The semi-sphere is

fitted in a corresponding shaped recess made in the upper surface of

the standard, as seen in figs. 1 and 3. Through the upper parts of

standard E two bolts g and n pass, said bolts having eyes or rings i

and j on their upper ends, through which the beam passes; and the

beam is secured firmly upon the block, and the semi-spherical portion

of said block is secured firmly in the recess by screwing the nuts h
of the bolts in fig. 1.

Claim.—The inventor says : I do not claim a hollow or tubular

iron beam, for they have been previously used, but, so far as I am
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aware, for lightness and strength only, without reference to any par-

ticular mode of attaching the heam to the plough with the view to the

adjustment of the line of draught with the share.

I claim attaching the beam F to the plough, substantially as

shown, or in any equivalent way which will admit of the turning of the

beam for the purpose of adjusting the draught hook or eye b, both
laterally and vertically, as set forth.

!No. 18,463.—C. B. Magruder, of Thomasville, Ga.

—

Improvement
in Ploughs.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—In engraving, fig. 2, A
is the beam ; B the handles; the side beams; C^ the sliding arms
passing through the beam A, and which are adjusted to the bolts a;

D is the adjustable polygonal plates; E the foot with shoe on it; D^
the foot for the first shovel; b the taps or nuts for tightening the

screws. In the operation of this invention, the main beam A and cen-

tre foot attached is so constructed that it may be used as a single

plough ; then, by means of the polygonal plates and adjusting sliding

arm, one, two, or more ploughs or shovels can be attached to the
same stock.

The inventor says : I claim the polygonal plate D, in combination
with the arm C and beam A, in the manner and for the purposes set

forth.

No. 18,475.-

—

David K. Thom, of Farmington, Tenn.

—

Improve-
ment in Ploughs,-—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—In the engraving,
figure 1 presents a perspective view of the machine, and A the

scraper, being a metal plate placed horizontally upon the mould-
board, and from six to eight inches wide and from twelve to

eighteen inches long, with its left and front end B turning forward
from one to one and a half inches parallel with the beam of the
plough, or the bar of the sbare, its lower front edge C being turned
nearly horizontal. D and E are two parallel grooves running length-

wise on the scraper ; said scraper is attached to the plough by means
of the square stem and flat head screw K passing through the groove
E, and the oblong hole F in the mould-board, fastened behind with a
nut or screw Gr, and the loop H passing round the screw rod and
through the groove D, and flattened on the outer end. The scraper

is adjustable at pleasure, by slackening the screw attached at Gr be-

hind the groove E.

Claim.—Combining with the ordinary turning plough an adjusta-

ble scraper A A, adjustable laterally and perpendicularly, as de-

scribed.

No. 18,480.

—

Noah Warlick, of Lafayette, Ala.

—

Improvement in
Ploughs.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—In the engraving, F is the
foot of the plough, and B B^ the braces by which it is secured to the
beam A. This attachment is effected by bolts a a^ passing through
braces and beam. The head of the rear brace B has a slot 6, through
which bolt a passes, as shown. This gives a lateral adjustment of

the plough point, regulating the width of furrow slice.
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The face of the plough foot is adapted to the reception of either the

shovel or turn mould-board, in the following manner : The general

surface of the face is inclined for the reception of the turn mould-
board M, as indicated by lines o o^ o~ of detached views X Y Z ; these

views being sections on lines x y z. This surface is notched, as shown
at/, and the triangular portion e d i cut away, so as to leave a flat

bearing for the shovel s, which rests upon this surface and on the

corner^, its head bearing against the notch /. By this coustruction

the stock readily receives the shovel ; and, when required for a turn
mould-board^ the inclined surface receives it, the notch / not inter-

fering with the bearing.

The inventor says : I claim the double-faced plough stock_, con-

structed, arranged^ and operating substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

No. 18,459.

—

John S. Lash, of Carlisle, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Plouglis.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—The inventor, in describ-

ing his improved plough, says : A represents the plough beam, and
B the clevis, both made in the usual form. C is the spring, made
preferably flat and of wood, and arranged on the top of the beam on
account of cheapness, and so that it can be easily replaced if broken.

In this, in connexion with the increased and constant action of my
spring, lies the utility and advantage of my invention. D is tbe

elbow lever ; it is arranged on a pivot a in slot Z>, cut vertically in the

underside of the beam. This lever is connected by one of its arms to

the loose end of the spring, which works up through the hole c in the

beam by rod d, and by its other arm to the draught rod E.
The inventor says : I do not claim the attachment of the draught

rod to a spring, irrespective of the arrangement and manner of apply-

ing the spring.

I claim the arrangement of the long, flat, and straight spring C on
top of the beam, and the combination of the same, thus arranged with

the draught rod E, by means of the elbow lever, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

No. 18,609.

—

Horatio Stanley, of Erie county, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Plouglis.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—Between the frame
piece H and E are hung four or more rollers L K I and J. These
rollers diminish in length from I to L, and have concave surfaces, as

shown in the engraving, and one so hung in the frame, by means of

journals 12 3 4, that the concave surface of the rollers corresponds

with the required curve of the mould-board, so as to turn over the

sward in the same manner as it is now d(me by a common plough.
Any number of ploughs can be conveniently suspended on the axle-

tree B B, thus making a gang plough.

Claim.—The construction of the plough frame, with the rollers, as

described, and so constructed that any number may be attached to the

same axletree by means of the frame, fig. 2, constructed as described,

or any other substantially the same.
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No. 18,682.

—

James G. Cummings, of Columbus, Miss.

—

Improve-

ment in Ploughs.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—Letter A is a

lateral expansion of the standard of the plough, provided with bolt

holes B, and this expansion of the standard is made solid with the

land side. The nose C of the plough is provided with a vertical

groove D, and on each of the cutters and mould-boards to be attached

there is a flange E, with bolts and holes to correspond with the bolt

holes in the expansion A, and also a projection F, provided with a

tongue H, which fits the groove D. By this arrangement one plough
frame may be made to answer for a variety of operations.

The second part of this invention consists in a mode of adjusting

the mould-board so as to vary its angle, as follows : The heel of the

land side is provided with a screw-bolt K, which passes through the

heel-post, and has a nut L on its projecting end M. Above and be-

low the bolt are set screws K J S, which pass through the heel-post;

and their ends abut against the land side, and by varying the set of

these three screws, a variety of positions can be given to the land side,

and thus the inclination of the mould-board altered to suit the various

kinds of soil.

Claim.—The inventor says : I claim the mode of making the plough
standard to carry the variety of cutters and mould-boards, the same
consisting in the expansion of the standard at the point A, in combi-
nation with the groove in the nose of the plough_, as set forth.

I also claim the compound adjustment of the mould-board by the

three set screws K J S, operating upon the heel of the land side, as

set forth.

No. 18,776.

—

William W. Skinner, of Davenport, Iowa.

—

Improve-
ment in Floughs.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—At the back end
of the land side there is a cast iron friction-wheel M, which is on a
pivot in a crotch marked N, which is attached to the land side by screw
bolts marked 0. This friction-wheel is placed upon a bevel, depressed

on the outer surface, and the plane of the wheel is parallel to the cut

of the sod.

When the lever T is depressed, the front wheels can be at right angles

under the beam G, and the plough turned within its own length.

The lift of the plough is regulated by the holes at the upper end of

standard W. The lever is kept in position by the spring X and
standard or radiating bar Y, which is secured to beam G- by one screw
bolt. The driver's seat Z is set upon iron standards^ fixed at one end
to the beam.
The inventor says : I do not claim the rolling cutter, the use of the

front wheels, the lever, beam, and ploughshare, the rod mould-board,
or any of the described parts, except as shown and set forth.

But I claim the mould-board B E, B E, B E, friction-roller M, ro-

tary cutter a, wheels^, adjusting lever T, and seat Z, when combined
and arranged and operated in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

No. 18,750.

—

John Lane, Jr. of Lockport, 111.

—

Im,provemerd in

Ploughs.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—Letter A represents the
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land side bar ; E, the taper point ; F, tlie inclined flanch projecting

nearly at right angles from the upper edge of the land side bar, under-
neath the mould-board and lay

; B, the mould-board ; C, the lay ; D, the

long taper socket on the lay ; G G^, the brace and coupling iron made
in one piece ; H, the steel land side facing.

Claim —The rigid foundationer frame, when constructed with ataper

point and inclined flanch, which projects nearly at right angles from the

land side of the plough, underneath the mould-board and lay for use, in

combination with a yielding mould-board, a yielding steel lay which has
a complete taper socket at its point, and with a steel land side facing,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,726.

—

Joseph Banks, of Dadeville, Ala.

—

Improvement in

Ploughs.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The coulter I has two
branches/ ^^ at the bottom. The rear branch/rests in a notch formed in

the upper side of the point L, toward its upper end ; while the fore

branch g passes down in a notch in the edge of the point, and thence

bends under and hooks into a depression in the bottom of the point, as

represented in the engravings. The shank of the coulter extends up
through a long mortise in the beam, and is held therein by wedges m
and n driven into the mortises, respectively against both edges of the

shank. Thus the coulter both bears upon the upper side and lifts

against the under side of the point, thereby giving it firmness and
steadiness, and holding its ring or opposite edge strongly to the strain

to which it is subjected.

Claim.—The arrangement of the double branch coulter I, so that its

rear branch rests on the point or share, and its forward branch sup-

ports the under side of said point, in combination with the vertical

and forward and rear adjustments of the coulter in the beam, in the

manner and for the purpose specified.

No. 18,783.

—

Egbert B. Winston, ofKichmond, Ya.

—

Improvement in

Ploughs.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The beam, it will be seen

by referring to the engravings, to the land side of the plough, stands

out from the plough abruptly, and then runs to its end in the direct line

of draught ; the end of the beam, however great the divergency at the

point X, must be in a line with the point E. The beam and land side

are made in one piece for the sake of strength as well as economy. The
bolts o o pass through stay ^, handles B, and into the metal of the

land side, for the purpose of holding the handles in their places ; a is

a mortise projection, for the purpose of holding the ends of the

handles.

Claim.—The construction of the beam, as described, in combination
with the land side, when the said beam is cast in one piece with the

land side, in the manner described and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,820.—JoELLEE,of Galesburg, 111.

—

Improvement in Ploughs.

—Patent dated December 8^ 1857.—When this improved plough is in

motion, the wheels follow in line after or with ^the plough ; but when
the plough changes direction at the end of the row, and turns to the

land side, the wheels E and E^ swivel around and stand at right
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angles with the beam, tlius aliowin sj the plough to move freely around.

Wheel E^ acts, while revolving in the furrow, as a brace for the land

side of the plough. The rear end of the mould-board, being along the

ground when the plough is in motion, will have a tendency to crowd
constantly toward the land side ; hence the necessity of having the

swivel wheel E^ stationary, when the rear of the plough crowds to

the left.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the two wheels E and
E^, attached to the different sections of the beam, swiveling quarter

around in opposite directions, and bracing the plough as described, when
used in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,803.

—

Jauvis Case, of Springfield, 111.

—

Improvement in

Floughs.—Patent dated December 8, 1857.—The engravings and claim

explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I claim hinging the tongue to the beam of a

plough, and extending a lever or lever seat from one to the other, so

that the driver mounted on the plough may, by said lever, throw the

plough or ploughs out of the ground, as set forth.

I also claim supporting the front of the beam on the centre of an
axle c, supported in wheels c c, so that said beam may be raised or

lowered on said axle, but not affected by the passing of said wheels over

the rough ground, as set forth and explained.

No. 18,825.—R. S. Stbnton, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Floughs.—Patent dated December 8, 1857.—The claim and engrav-
ings explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—Uniting two or more ploughs by an intermediate share, in

the manner and for the purposes set forth ; said share commencing at

or near the point of the plough A, and extending backwards in the
direction of the sole of the land side of said plough, and receding ob-

liquely at or about the angle of the share of said plough, until it

meets the share of plough B, all substantially in the manner set forth.

No. 17,212.

—

Jaockson Grham, of Bairdstown, G-a.

—

Improvement
in the Construction of Floughs.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—The na-
ture of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim
and engraving.

Claim.—The foot-piece B having a box a at its upper end and
the two flanches b b a,t its lower end, as shown, for the purpose of

of securing the foot-piece to the beam, and the lower end of the brace

C to the foot-piece, as shown and described.

No. 17^777.—GrEORGB Gr. Black, of Crossinville, 0.

—

Improvement
in Cultivator Floughs.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—By turning the
link screw h and the bar m the scrapers n may be adjusted to throw
the required quantity of earth about the growing crop being culti-

vated, the beams traversing on the rod t.

Claim.—In double ploughs, with two beams joined at the clevis and
made to be adjusted to rows of crops of different widths, the rod I ar-
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ranged between tlie beams and provided with a cross-bar t, upon
which the beams can vibrate when the ploughs are adjusted, as de-
scribed.

'Eo. 18,600.

—

Ezra Peck, of Deer Park, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Digging Ploughs.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—The nature of

this invention consists of carved teeth attached to a rolling cylinder in

combination with a horizontal share travelling beneath the surface set

and acting both to loosen the under part of the soil, and also act as a
resistance to insure the teeth of said cylinder passing into the earth.

In the engravings, 7 is a horizontal share on the plough or coulter g,
which coulter is attached by a bolt to the beam A, and extends upwards
to the connecting rod ^, which is provided with a latch taking an open-
ing in the bar 11.

The inventor says : I wish it to be understood that I do not claim a
rolling cylinder with either straight or curved teeth, as this has before

been used; but I am not aware of any tooth having before been con-

structed and shaped in the manner shown, so as to enter the earth with
only a very small expenditure of power as the cylinder progresses.

I claim the coulter g and its horizontal share *7, in combination with
the cylinder h of teeth I, the whole constructed and acting substan-
tially as specified.

No. 16,912,

—

Jesse Frye^ of Springfield, 111.

—

Improvement in Gang
Ploughs.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The conductor on his seat

Y, by turning hand-lever S, which is connected with lever K*, fig. 2,

can turn said lever K* on its fulcrum q; which movement will cause
the bar T to move in a parallel direction from or to the bar I, thereby
altering the direction of the ploughs y z^ thus altering the width of
the furrow. By turning lever X the upright hinged to frame K
will be turned on its hinge, thereby altering the course of wheel N,
and consequently the direction of the plough. By operating lever V
the rear end of beam H, and consequently the rear end of the ploughs,
can be raised. By operating the cranks e, the front part of the plough
can be raised as illustrated jn fig. 1.

Claim.—The so hanging of a gang or series of ploughs upon their

stock and beam as that the conductor upon his seat, may, by a system
of hand-levers and connecting rods substantially such as set forth,

adjust said series of ploughs to any desired depth or width of furrow^
as set forth.

No. 17,591.

—

Joseph Sutter, of St. Louis county, Mo.

—

Improve-
ment in Gang Ploughs.—FsLtent dated June 16,1857.—By turning
pinion F so as to throw rack E forward, the points of the ploughs
D are made to dip and enter the ground; and by turning the pinion
in an opposite direction, the points of the ploughs are elevated so as

to emerge from the ground.
Claim.—The combination of the ploughs D with the frame B and

pivot 0, arranged and operated in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.
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No. 18,343.

—

Samuel L. Kingston and David Gore, of Plainview,
111.

—

Improvement in Gang Ploughs.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.

—

This improvement is intended to surmount the difficulties that usually

attend gang ploughs, by allowing them a vertical and lateral adjust-

ment, and also to permit the shares, independently of the frame^ to

ride over obstructions. By this invention, the plough is also provided

with rotating coulters and a swivel wheel by which it may be guided.

The inventors say : We are aware that series of shares have been
arranged in gang ploughs so that they could be adjusted vertically or

laterally, and we therefore do not claim a series ofshares thus arranged,
irrespective of the means employed for operating them. Neither do we
claim a swivel wheel for guiding and turning the machine, irrespec-

tive of the manner in which it is arranged and applied to the machine.
Nor do we claim a rotary coulter simply.

But we claim., 1st. Attaching the bar F to the bars A by means of

the lever D and arm G, and having the ends of the bars K connected
by chains m to arms w, connected to a bar L, to which a lever L^ is at-

tached ; the lever being attached to one end of the bar A and to the
rod q, as shown, and the screw rod V attached to the bar B, and pass-

ing through the bar g, whereby the shares may be adjusted vertically

and laterally^ and also raised temporarily when necessary, as shown
and described.

2d. We claim a mould-board, constructed of conical wire rollers X^
X^, arranged as shown, or in an equivalent way, for the purpose of
raising and turning the sward, as set forth.

No. 18,397.

—

George W. Hildreth, of Lockport, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Gang Ploughs.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—The nature of
this invention consists in the construction of the forward axletree h A,

bolster plates D, and centre bolt or pivot ^, so as to allow a compound
or triple motion of the axletree, by which the cranks and wheels are
elevated or depressed at pleasure, the wheels set to run further to

the right or left, and the axle to vibrate on the centre bolt g.

The inventor says : I do not claim the arranging of ploughs in a gang
so as to turn several furrows at the same time, nor the carrying it on
wheels changeable in height.
But I do claim the axletree having a triple motion, in combination

with the centre bolt and bolster plate, constructed and arranged sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,698.

—

Joel Lee, of Galesburg, 111.

—

Improvement in Gang
P?o?f(/7i5.—Patent dated November 24,1857.—The claim and engrav-
ings explain the nature of this invention.
The inventor says : I claim., 1st. The peculiar arrangement consist-

ing of the friction-wheels c?, inclined planes / g, and lever K, for
adjusting the plough frame to any required position, as set forth.

2d. The peculiar arrangement consisting of the flange or guard e

and pivoted axle a a^, for allowing the turning of the front truck to a
position at right angles, or nearly so ,to the hind truck, so that the
machine may turn a square corner without liability of lifting the
plough shares out of the ground, as set fotrh
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No. 18,749.

—

Edward C. Jones, of Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Gang Ploughs.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The nature of

this invention consists in coupling the ploughs constituting a gang to

a front and back bar hung to the back end of a steam carriage in such
a manner that the said bars can be raised or lowered at their ends
by means of rack rods, levers, and other equivalent means, for the
purpose of adjusting the depth of the furrows cut by the ploughs; and
in connecting further the whole gang of ploughs with the steam car-

riage, so that the position of the same adapts itself to the undulations
in the surface of the ground to be ploughed.

Claim.— 1st. The arrangement of the hinged beam C and springs

D D^, or any equivalent device therefor, when constructed and oper-

ating substantially as described.

2d. The coupling of the ploughs to a front bar G and back bar H,
as described, which bars can be raised or lowered by means of the rack

rods E E^ and segment levers F F, or any equivalent means in their

place, substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,336.

—

Ancil J. Hardin, of Shelby, N. C.

—

Improvement in

Hill-side Ploughs.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—In this improve-
ment the handles are two bars of iron, one inch and a half thick and
three feet long, marked H H, fastened by the bolt M through beam
A, near the conjunction of C with A. The handles are held apart, at

a proper distance, by two iron rods. The front rod, marked I, is set

backward in the middle so as to form a shoulder on each side of spring

G, and thus prevent the handles from passing to the right or left

side. When the rod I is raised to the upper end of spring G, so as to

catch the curve T, the plough is ready for use ; and, by pressing the

spring forward with the hand or foot, so as to allow the rod I to pass

from curve T towards the other end of the spring, and at the same
time turning over the whole plough and raising up the handles so as

to let rod I catch in curve T of the upper end of the spring, the plough
is again ready for use. Between the end of the handles and the rod I

is another rod V, which serves to prevent the handles from being bent

together. The iDack end of the handles is forked so as to form a set

of handles to hold with, either side of the plough being up.

The inventor says : I claim the arrangement of spring G with rela-

tion to handle H and beam A, in the manner and for the purpose
described.

No. 16,913.

—

Jesse Fryb, of Springfield, 111.

—

Improvement in

Prairie Ploughs —Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The driver, on seat

Z, can direct the course of this plough by operating the hand-lever E,
which, by the connecting rod D, causes the standard M, which sup-

ports one end of the shaft T, to swing on its hinge a, thus to change
the position of shaft T, and, consequently, the direction of the plough.
By turning lever I of the sector G, the cam P is raised or lowered

;

and as the circular face of said cam supports the front end of beam A,
the front part of plough K can consequently be raised or lowered by
means of said lever. The rear end of the plough can be raised or

lowered by means of lever J, the short end m of which moves on the
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incline U; and the beam B is consequently raised or lowered by oper-

ating lever J, and consequently the rear end of the plough K, which
is attached to it. The bearings of the rollers e,¥, g, may be adjusted

by causing the movable shield P to turn on its pivoted point; and the

end k of said shield, figure 1, can be caused to travel in a circular

groove d^y and can thus be adjusted to any desired point.

Claim.—1st. Supporting the after end of the plough beam A upon a

vertical journal at the left hand end of the axle T, when the bearings at

the opposite end of said axle are so arranged that the position thereof

may be varied and adjusted, substantially in the manner and for the

purpose set forth.

2d. Also arranging the bearings of the rollers e e e /and ^ ^ ^, in

such a manner that their positions may be varied and adjusted, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

3d. In combination with the mould-board, composed principally of

the series of adjustable rollers, as set forth, I also claim the adjusta-

ble triangular plate w, for the purpose of making the whole conform
to the position in which the furrow slice is to be laid or turned, sub-

stantially as set forth.

No. 17,547.

—

Henry S. Akins, of Berkshire, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Mould-hoards for Reversible Floughs.—Patent dated June 16,

1857.—The position of the mould-board can be reversed for turning
alternate right and left furrows, by unhooking hook J from brace E,
and by then turning the brace E on its pivot F, the gudgeon G car-

rying with it the share and mould-board.
The inventor says : I do not make an unq^ualified claim to the mould-

board composed of rods, for that has been known and used before in

ploughs to turn furrows one way.
Neither do I claim turning the share and mould-board of a plough

to both sides of the land side, as that is a well known operation.

I claim providing a reversible plough with a mould-board suscepti-

ble of torsion, or of being twisted to the right and left by means of

being composed of a series of rods or bars of any desired number, so

constructed and arranged with the other parts of the plough th-.t they
can be placed and held alternately in the different positions and direc-

tions required for turning alternate right and left furrows.

No. 18,894.

—

David Eberly, of Waynesville, 0.

—

Improvement in

Shovel Floughs.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—This invention
consists in an arrangement of means for adjusting the shares E,
whereby the same may be placed more or less angularly or obliquely
with the ground_, so that they may enter the same at a greater or less

depth, as desired, and also placed so as to throw the soil either towards
or from the rows, as the occasion may require.

Claim.—Securing the shares E E to the beam A, by having the
upper ends of their bars D fitted in the bars C, the bars D also passing
through the loops or eyes F of the bars G, and secured therein by
keys i^, the bars Gr being secured to the beam A, as shown, and the
whole arranged as and for the purpose set forth.
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No. 16,93'7.

—

David B. Spencer, of Parkersburg, Va.

—

Improvement
in Steam Ploughs.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.
The plough is driven by applying steam power to the crank pin a.

Claim.—1st. The use of the single wheel B at the rear of the car-

riage as the sole driving-wheel, and running in the bottom of the
furrow turned by the plough C, substantially in the manner described.

2d. Also hanging the two supporting wheels D and E eccentrically

on the same turning or rocking axle F, so that, whether the machine
runs upon level ground, or with one wheel higher or lower than the
other, the frame A and boiler J shall still preserve its horizontal po-
sition, as herein set forth.

No. 18^446.

—

John K. G-ray, of Fair Play, Wis.

—

Improvement in

Steam Ploughs.—Patent dated October 20^ 1857.—This invention con-

sists in driving or propelling the machine by means of two or more
screw shafts, provided with right and left threads, and rotated in op-
posite directions, and using, in connexion with the screw shafts, adjust-

able wheels and gang ploughshares; the whole being so arranged
that an efficient, simple^ and durable implement is obtained, which
may be managed by an attendant with great facility.

The inventor says : I claim the screw shafts E E^, two or more, pro-

vided with right and left threads or flanches a, and arranged and
operated substantially as shown, or in an equivalent way, for the pur-

pose of propelling the machine both in a direct line and laterally, as

described.

1 further claim the adjustable wheels N IST, when arranged and ap-

plied to the machine, as shown, for the purpose specified.

I also claim connecting the arms Z Z to the bars W, which are

operated or actuated by the lever T, in combination with the shares

A A^, attached to the swinging arms Z Z, in the manner and for the

purpose set forth.

No. 18,468.— E. Graves Otis, of Yonkers, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Steam Ploughs.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—This invention con-

sists in the employment of an endless chain of ploughs and harrows
arranged and applied to a steam traction engine in a peculiar man-
ner, Vhereby a simple and practical implement is obtained. The en-

gravings and claim further explain the nature of this improvement.
Claim.—The inventor says : I am aware that ploughs have been

previously attached to endless chains, and I therefore do not claim
broadly such device, irrespective of the arrangement of the parts sub-

stantially as shown.
But I claim attaching the ploughs N to the chains K K, as herein

shown and described, whereby they may be adjusted more or less ob-

liquely to correspond with the oblique position of the furrows, and
also to allow for the contraction of the chain in passing around the

pulleys.

I further claim the teeth s, attached to the sleeves v, on the tie-rods

m, and provided with the springs Uj substantially as shown for the

purpose specified.
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No. 18,619.

—

John Wood and Keuben North, of Kochester, Wis.

—

Improvement in Sub-soil Ploughs.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.

—

By this invention two ploughs are combined in such a manner that,

when it is desired to perform ordinary surface ploughing, it can be

done without removing the auxiliary plough, or suffering any inconve-

nience from its remaining on the main plough. And, again, if it is

desired to sub-soil, it can be done by simply depressing a lever; and if

it becomes necessary to raise the sub-soil share out of operation, it can

be done by raising the adjusting lever.

The inventors say : We are aware that a sub-soil attachment to

ploughs is very common ; also, that a thin, fixed blade has been ar-

ranged under the bottom of the surface plough. Therefore we do not

claim such attachment as our invention.

But we claim the combination of the auxiliary or sub-soil share,

and its adjustable standard, with the adjusting lever and its attach-

ments, when the whole is constructed and arranged in the relation to

the main share and beam as described and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,722.

—

Paul Dennis, of Stillwater, N, Y.

—

Improvement in

Potato-Diggers.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The stops or eleva-

tions c of the separator are arranged out of line with each other, so

that the irregular undulating surface may effectually break up the

dirt surrounding the potatoes, and prevent its passing off readily from
the separator. The latter runs directly upon the ground behind the

digger, and, by turning upon a shaft E at the forward end, adjusts

itself to the soil. After the potatoes come upon the separator they
roll some distance along a plane portion, where the dirt is stripped off

and left adhering to the ground beneath ; and by the time the potatoes

are carried over the irregular stops c and a terminal plane portion F,
they are pretty thoroughly cleaned.

Claim.—In combination with the digger A, in the manner described

and shown, constructing the separator so as as to form an irregular

undulating surface for the potatoes to fall upon, for the purpose set

forth.

No. 17,129.

—

John Taggart, of Roxbury, Mass., assignor to Him-
self and William W. Messer, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Potato-Diggers.—Patent dated April 21, 385 7.—As the machine is

drawn along, the plough point a is made to run through a row of hills,

and the arms I of the lifter wheels D will seize and raise the earth

and potatoes below them, and force the earth through between the
grate-bars C, while the potatoes will pass through the apertures K
down upon the discharging spouts F, whence they are discharged and
deposited in rows upon the ground.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the plough, the gird
or grate, the revolving tooth- lifter wheel or wheels, and the means of

discharging the potatoes from the same.

No. 17,428.

—

Isaac Griffen, of Quaker Springs, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Potato-Diggers.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—As this machine
is drawn over the ground, the teeth a, aided by the operations of the
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fork F, which is swayed back and forth by the driver, cut off and
remove weeds near the surface of the ground, so that the drags T may,
without material obstruction, bring the potatoes out of their hills.

Claim.—The arrangement of the drag G, axle A, and swinging fork

F, substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

899.

—

Jacob E. Hardenburg, of Fultonville, N. Y.

—

Im-
provement in Potato-Diggers.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—This
invention consists in the combination of an adjustable share and
grating Y, and horizontal revolving arms A^ A^, attached to a suitable

framing A, mounted on wheels B B, and arranged relatively to each

other, whereby the desired work may be accomplished quickly and
well.

The inventor says: I am aware that shares and gratings or riddles

have been employed for digging or ploughing up potatoes, and separat-

ing them from the earth ; and I do not claim such parts, separately

considered, and irrespective of the rotating arms.

But I claim the combination of the share P, grating Y, rotating

arms A^, arranged as shown, or in an equivalent way, to operate as

and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,954.

—

Isaac S. Bunnell, of Montrose, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Potato-Diggers.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—A represents the

beam of an ordinary plough ; B, a ploughshare with bevelled mould-
board a a on each side of the vertical axis of the standard ; E is a trans-

verse for connecting the rear ends of the wings ; F F are two rakes
;

they are arranged diagonally across the wings on the under side of the

same, being fastened by means of vertical pivots dd; G G are two con-

necting rods for adjusting and holding the rakes at any angle desired.

These rods are pivoted to the outer ends of the rakes and to the front

ends of the wings, as shown at //; g g g are a series of adjusting

holes in wings ; they serve for receiving the pivots// of the rods G G.
Claim.—The arrangement relatively to each other, and for united

operation, of the oblique-hinged wings D D, diagonal pivoted adjusta-

ble rakes F F, pivoted adjustable rods G^ G^ and double mould-board
ploughshare Baa, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 19,009.—A. Anderson^ of Markham, Canada.

—

Improvement
in Potato-Diggers.—Patent dated December 29_, 1857.—The claim and
engravings explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—The opening shares 8 and 6, and the share or shovel^7, 9,'

and 3, in combination with figure 4 and revolving toothed cylinder

8 and 2, for the purpose of digging and separating potatoes from the
soil ; the whole being constructed and arranged as described.

No. 17,856.

—

Joseph Henlings, of Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to

W. H. Lawson^ B. M. Henlings, and Joseph Henlings, of the same
place.

—

Improvement in Machinesfor digging Potatoes.—Patent dated
July 21, 1857.—As the machine is drawn along, the knife c severs the

stalks close to the upper portion of the ridge, and the revolution of shaft

h causes the teeth g to break up the ridge, and carrying the potatoes up-
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ward drops them upon the ground in the rear of the machine. When an
obstacle is to be passed, the operator lifts the rear portion of the frame,
thereby raising the teeth g ; this movement depresses the front por-

tion of the frame, causing the cross-piece ^to draw downward the arm of

lever n^ which is under it, and thereby causes the other arm of said

lever to lift the stalk-cutter c, so that it will pass over the obstacle.

When the rear of the frame is dropped, the stalk-cutter is free to fall

to its operating position.

Claim.—The combination of the rotary digger^ oscillating frame,
and oblique stalk-cutter, connected and operating substantially as

specified for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,827.—GrALUSHA J. BuNDY, of Lyndon, Yt.

—

Improvement in

Machines for Planting Potatoes.—Patent dated July 21, 1857.— As
the machine is drawn along, a reciprocating motion is given to the
slide F, and the seed passes alternately through the passages h of the
plate a, while the gate L distributes the manure in hoppers a a^^ to

drop to the ground with the seed.

Claim,—The arrangement of the two movable gates a and L with
the slider, the seed and fertilizer hoppers, and their discharging holes

or chambers ; the whole being substantially as set forth.

No. 18,079.—Andrew J. Blodgett, of Newport, New Hampshire.

—

Improvement in Hakes.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The nature

of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim spring teeth applied to a rake

head.

But I claim making each arched brace rod and one or two teeth in

one piece of wire, and extending the same through the rake head, and
into or through the handle, substantially as specified.

No. 18,339.—A. A. Hotchkiss and Andrew Hotchkiss, of Sharon
Valley, Connecticut.

—

Improvement in Bakes.—Patent dated October

6, 1857.—On the under side of the rake-head A is cast a ferrule 0,
into or through which the end of the rake-handle B passes and is made
fast. The ferrule D and its braces d d and e e are cast in one piece,

and the rake-head with its ferrule 0, teeth a, and braces 6, are cast in

another piece, and the two riveted together at//, which forms the rake.

Claim.—The inventors say : We are aware that cast-iron rakes have
been made before, and that a ferrule has been braced from the rake-

head by braces which were riveted to both the ferrule and rake-head

;

we therefore claim neither of these things.

But we claim the rake-head A, with its teeth a, ferrule C, and
braces b, in one piece, and casting the ferrule D, with its braces^ in

another piece, and uniting the two pieces together, substantially in the

manner set forth; by which means we produce a new, cheap, and ser-

viceable article of manufacture not heretofore known in the trade.
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No. 17,772.—S. W. Wood, of Washington, D. C, assignor to Lewis
H. Parsons, of the State of New York.

—

Improvemeyit in Hay Rakes,—
Patent dated July 7, 1857.—The rake is retained in position by lever

G- until a sufficient quantity of hay is gathered ; and when the tube
is released, the toothed-wheel F takes into the earth, revolves the rake,
leaving the gathered hay in a row, and presents the rake in position

for the next operation.

Claim.—A hay rake consisting of a loose revolving tube c, in com-
bination with a segment wheel F placed upon an axle A, said tube
being provided with the teeth D of any desired form or material ; the
whole being arranged and operating in the manner substantially as
described.

No. 18,731.—L. A. C. Brown, of Sparta, Illinois.

—

Improvement in

Ho,y Bakes.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—A is an axle, and
B B are wheels placed loosely on it, one at each end. C C^ are thills,

which are attached to the axle. D is a bar, which is provided with
two hooks a a, said hooks fitting in eyes h b, which are attached to a
cross-piece E of the thills. The hooks are allowed to turn freely in

the eyes b b and the bar D ; rake teeth c are attached. These teeth

may be constructed of wire coiled at their ends, as usual, or other

form of teeth may be used.

The inventor says : I do not claim, broadly, a rake so arranged as

to swing and allow its teeth to be elevated that it may deliver its

load ; for rakes thus arranged have been previously used.

But I claim operating or raising the rake through the medium of

the lever I provided with the pin i, the wheel B^, and the curved bar/,

arranged substantially as described.

No. 18,850.

—

Valentine Hyatt, of Westfield, Massachusetts.—
Improvement in Hoi^se Rakes.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.

—

This invention consists in the construction of a revolving rake, so

arranged that it can be discharged of its burden at any moment by
the hand of the driver ; the rake performing half a revolution at each
discharge. Also, in the means of elevating the rake so that it will pass

clear of obstructions and of the ground when it is desired not to use it.

The inventor says : I claim, 1st. The combination of the lever L,

cross-bar C\ levers C, and arms G G, for raising the rake from the
ground when not in use, as described.

2d. I claim the combination of the lever N, connecting rods n n,

levers M M, and arms G G, for holding the rake whilst it is filling

with hay, and for discharging the load, as set forth.

No. 16,342.

—

James H. Thompson, Newark, New Jersey.

—

Improved
Raking Attachment for Reapers.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.

—

As the machine is drawn along, a vibrating motion is given to the bar

E by means of cranks F and G and connecting rod c?, and a vibrating

motion is also communicated to shaft F^, the teeth e raking the cut

grain ofi* the platform A . As the shaft F^ moves from the front to-

wards the rear end of the platform, it is prevented from turning by
pawl j^ catching against one of the shoulders g on the hub/; but as
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soon as shaft F commences its forward movement, the wheel G^ is

connected with shaft F by pawl h catching against one of the shoulders

on hub /, and shaft F^ will be turned half a revolution, so that the

teeth e clear the grain on platform A.
The inventor says : I am aware that vibrating rods have been used

before. I do not claim such.

I claim the vibrating and intermittently rotating shaft F^, when
fitted or placed in the bar E, and provided with teeth e, and operated

by the wheel G^_, hubs//^, pawls hj^, cranks F G^ and connecting

rod dj arranged as described.

No. 16,582.

—

Peter Harnist, of Marinetown, Illinois.

—

Improved
Baking Attachment for Reapers,—Patent dated February 10, 1857.-

—

The broken lines represent one, and the dotted lines another, position

of the raking apparatus.

Claim.—Operating the rod M to which the rake-head L is pivoted

by means of rock-shaft N_, arms g /, and connecting rods P 0, in

combination with spring Q, crank K, and bar S, when the same are

constructed and arranged for joint operation, substantially in th

manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,413.

—

David Watson, of Newark, N. J.

—

Improvement in
Reaping and Mowing Machines.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The
finger-bar B, to which the rotating cutters E are attached, is bolted to

the stirrup A by means of bolt a, and can swing on said bolt to adapt
itself to the unevenness of the ground, and the spring tends to bring
the bar B back to a horizontal position.

Claim,—The use and application of the adjustable curved flat spring
c to the upper surface of the finger-bar B, when both are attached to

the stirrup A for joint action, in the manner and for the purpose de-
scribed.

No. 16,599.

—

Jeremiah W. Mulley, of Amsterdam, N. Y.

—

Imr-

provement in Reaping and Mowing Machines.—Fatent dated February
10, 1857.—Fig. 1 represents the machine ready for mowing, with the
part A B of the platform open and secured to the guard-board M by
means of hook R

; fig. 2 represents the machine with the platform
closed ready for reaping.

Claim.—Constructing and arranging the platform of combined
reaping and mowing machines in parts, when one or more of said
parts may occupy at pleasure such position in relation to the cutters
as to form the track clearer for mowing, or the platform for reaping,
in the manner substantially as set forth.

No. 17,205.

—

Charles Crook, of New Hope, Pa.

—

Improvement in
Reaping and Mowing Machines.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—When
this machine is used for reaping, the driving-wheel D transmits motion
to pinion J and bevel-wheels K h, which turn shaft H connected with
the cutter-bar of the machine. For mowing, the platform of the ma-
chine is lowered and the pinion J is thrown in gear with wheel
L»-, 80 as to slacken the speed suitably for mowing.

26
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Claim.—Operating tlie cutters of combined reaping and mowing
machines by means of the intermediate pinion J, in combination with
the internally geared driving-wheel D and the spur wheel D^, on the
driving-wheel shaft, when the same are constructed and arranged in
relation to each other substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

E'o. 18,238.

—

John G. Dunham, of Raritan, IST. J.

—

Improvement in
Reaping and Mowing Machines.—Patent dated September 2?, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention consists in so constructing the outer end
of the sickle beam that it can be sustained at different heights by the
use of a single wheel, and thus both ends of the sickle beam be kept
on a level with each other.

The drawings and claim fully describe the invention.

Claim.—In setting forth what he claims as new in this improved
machine, the inventor says : I am aware that the use of a sliding arm
or equivalent means has been employed for changing the elevation of
the sickle, and therefore I do not claim generally the application of a
slotted frame and sliding arm for such purpose.

But I claim, in combination with the rear part of the rectangular
frame 0, the supporting caster wheels K M, with the inclined sliding

frame, and arms J and I, adjustable brace N, and inclined bar L, fur-

nished with a series of sockets 1 1 1; the whole arranged substantially

as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,329.

—

Marcus E. Ellsworth, of Hudson, 0.

—

Improvement
in Reaping and Mowing Machines.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—

•

The nature of this invention relates to an improvement in Manny's
combined mower and reaper, and consists in the peculiar manner of

constructing the driver's seat and other parts connected therewith,

and combining the same with said machine.
The inventor says : With my improvement there is no danger of the

driver being thrown forward or being injured by the machine in passing
over uneven ground. The scat is such that the driver can see in time
everything which would be likely to obstruct the working of the ma-
chine ; and its arrangement is such that the caster is dispensed with,

and the machine balanced on the driving and truck wheels, thus render-

ing the machine much more light and easy ofdraught, so that it has been
determined by practical test that a team of horses with this machine,
is as effective as a team of three horses with the ordinary machine.
The drawings and claim will give an idea of the improvement.

Claim.—1 claim, says the inventor, the seat or stand B, consisting

of the seat-board M, spring N, standard G, joint 1 1, foot-board and
rests E F, when constructed and arranged in relation to and used in

combination with Manny's combined reaper and mower, as set forth.

No. 18,829.—H. Gr. Vanderwerken, of Greenbush, N. Y.

—

Im-
provement in Reaping and Moioing Machines.—Patent dated December
8, 1857.—The nature of this invention consists in arranging the large

internal spur gear fast in an auxiliary frame, and attaching said

frame to the main or reaper frame, and using the same thus arranged

in combination with a series of planetary wheels which have their
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axes on the inner face of the propelling wheel, and gear with a central

transmitting pinion made loose on the shaft of the propelling wheel.

Claim.—The combination of the stationary and bracing gear F
with the auxiliary frame A^, main frame A, driving-wheel C, and
pinion H G, arranged as and for the purposes set fortK.

No. 18,833.—J. W. Brokaw and Thomas Harding, of Springfield,

0., assignors to Benjamin H. Warder^ John W. Brokaw, and Jona-
than C. Child, of Springfield, 0.

—

Improvement in Reaping and
Moioing Machines.—Patent dated December 8, 1857.—This improve-
ment relates to a new method of raising and lowering the finger-bar

for the purpose of regulating the height at which the grain or grass

is to be cut, and at the same time, and by the same means, to relieve

the joints of the tongue from strain.

Claim.—The peculiar method of regulating the height of the cut,

and relieving the draught on the joints of the tongue, by means of the

bar K, in combination with a tongue I, hinged to the finger-bar 0,
or front of the main frame of the machine, both being constructed,

operated, and arranged in relation to each other, in the manner as

described. *

No. 17,990.

—

JohnT. WniTAKERandGALViND. Read, of St. Charles,

Illinois.

—

Improved Finger-bar for Reaping and blowing Machines.—
Patent dated August 11, 1857.—This invention consists in the use of

a rolled tubular finger-bar E, of the form represented in the engraving,
whereby the strength of the machine is increased and its weight less-

ened. The fingers s are inserted within suitable holes and secured to

the bar by means of screw nuts s^.

Claim.—A tubular finger-bar, when constructed in the peculiar
manner and for the purposes substantially as set forth.

No. 18,340.

—

Charles Howell, of Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Improved
Guard-finger for Reaping and Mowing Machines.—Patent dated Octo-
ber 6, 1857.—The object of this invention is to obviate the difficulties

which arise from heavy or clumsy guards or fingers of reaping and
mowing machines, which are liable to be clogged or gummed up, there-

by preventing the free working of the knife. This invention consists

in constructing the fingers in a peculiar manner of sheet metal, which
is shown in the drawings.
The inventor claims constructing the guard-fingers of reaping and

mowing machines of sheet metal, in the manner substantially as de-

scribed and shown in figures 1, 2, 3, and 4.

No. 16,971.

—

George Esterly, of Heart Prairie, Wisconsin.

—

Improvement in Reaping-Machines.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.

—

The platform A is suspended to beam c by means of a hook a^ on
rod 6, and the raker can raise or lower said platform by turning the

lever nut a^. The raker seat e can also be adjusted to any desired

position on the beam c, as described in the claim.
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'r The inventor says: I do not claim the use of an adjustahle raker's

i|^at or stand attached to a swinging platform.

r' Neither do I claim an adjustable raker's seat or platform.

But I claim the combination of the common supporting beam c with
an adjustable raker's seat or stand e and platform A, when said parts

are constructed and arranged in relation to each other so as to be easily

adjusted to any desired position, there firmly held while the machine
is in operation, and the raker on the platform, in the manner and for

purpose set forth. - O ,iJ.

^- No. 16,^^5:—Caleb Lee, of Knox Township, Ohio.

—

Improved
^Baker/or Heaping-Machines.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—As the

rake B, upon the end of shaft 0, moves forward and backward along the

guard E, the pins j9 p will alternately strike one of the latches 1 1, so

as to lower one latch and disengage the lever g therefrom and force it

into the notch of the other latch, and thus alternately raising or low-

ering the rake and holding it in its proper position, up or down, while

d^ sweeps backward or forward. i i to
.

• Claim.—The two spring latches Tfy' working upon the arm ^, in

combination with the pointed lever g, the latches being notched to re-

ceive the same, and both the lever and latches being arranged so as to

be acted upon alternately by pins j9 p, to raise or lower the rake and
hold it in either position as required ; all in the manner and for the

l.riSro. 18,188.—A. H. Caetl, of Sandusky, 0.

—

Improved Baking
^Attachment for Reaping-Machines.—Fs^Xent dated September 15,

1857.—As the wheel V is turned in the direction of its arrow, it

revolves shaft H, which swings round shaft I, roller I running on
way M, and rake Q sweeps the cut grain off the platform R. When
the shaft I has swept over an arc of nearly 90°, the cogged wheel n
is operated by rack c, on the way M, turning shaft 0, and lifting rake

Q, which is held in an elevated position by a ratchet and dog, while

the shaft I is being swung towards the front end of the machine.

When sufficient grain has fallen on the platform R to make another

gavel, the driver presses with his foot on the end F of lever h^^ and
sets free the wheel Y ; when, by the uncoiling of the spring e^, the

wheel is turned in the direction opposite to that indicated by its

arrow, and swings back shaft I towards block N. The instant this

shaft strikes block N, the dog t is tripped, and the rake Q descends

into the grain and rakes it off, as described.
'^^ Claim.—First. Raising the rake in the plane in which it is in-

clined by means of the devices described for the purposes specified.

Second. Operating the raking attachment back and forth over the

platform by means of the mechanism, substantially as set forth.

Third. Inclining the rake from a vertical plane to correspond with

the length of the grain being cut by means of the devices described.

No. 18,221.—Christian Yost, of Leacock township. Pa.

—

Improved

Baking Attachment for Beaping-Machines.—Patent dated September

15, 1857.—As the machine is drawn along, the two rows of cogs N
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on wheel M operate alternately the cogged sectors K L, thereby

oscillating shaft J, wheels I and Gr, and crank Z, which operates arm
C, causing the rake A to descend and to pass over the platform B, the

outer end of arm C hearing against roller H, while the rake-hanc^lg

is supported by the hinged stirrup D.
•.:

Claim.—Operating the rake A by means of the device B, the regu-

lator 0, in combination with the semi-cog wheels K L and pins

N N, arranged and connected substantially as set foa^tli^

No. 18,525.

—

Jacob G, Winger, of Vicksburg, Miss.

—

Improvement
in Cotton-Scrapers.—Patent dated October 27, 1857.—In using this

implement, the ridge is scraped on both sides at one operation, and the

top of the slope is left with the carved surface m ; this leaves the top

ofthe ridge in a better condition to sustain the plant than can be
effected with a scraper of ordinary construction, either single or

double. The inclined plates C rest upon the surface of the ridge,

causing the weight of the implement to be effectual in pressing the

earth.

The inventor says : I do not claim, broadly, the construction of

cotton-scrapers for acting on both sides of the ridge at a single opera-

tion ; but I claim the longitudinally adjustable cutters C C> having
each an inclined vertical and curved portion, as described in combina-
tion with mould-boards, supports, and frame, substantially as set forth^

No. 18,158.—Abner H. Pinney, of Columbus, 0.

—

Improvement in

Scythe Snaths.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference .to the claim and engravings.
Claim.—Uniting the two pieces E by a branched ferrule A B, for

the purpose of making a scythe snath that shall have the proper form
without being bent into that shape, and the necessary strength and
rigidity to make it an economical implement, as described and set

forth.

No. 18,119.

—

Oliver Clark, of Henrietta, 0., assignor to Aaron
H. PiNNEY, of Columbus, 0.

—

Improvement in mode of Attaching
Scythes to Snaths.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The scythe
shank d being placed in the recess of block A, and through the eye of
stirrup e, it is tightened by the screw, and the angle of the blade to

the snath is adjusted by passing the shank d a greater or less distance

through the eye of the stirrup, and the edge is raised or depressed by
moving the collar longitudinally upon its seat,, thus correspondingly
rolling the shank in the recess of block A.
The inventor says : I do not claim the making of a scythe with a

curved heel, as I claimed that in my former patent ; but I claim the
metallic block A, in combination with stirrup bolt e, collar /, and
scythe heel c?, constructed and arranged in the manner and for the
purpose set forth.

, .
^

No. 18,326.—William T. Clement, o^'Shelburne Falls, Mass.—
Improvement in mode of Attaching. Scythes to Snaths.—Fat>jnt dated
October 6^ 1857.—This invention consists in securing the tang (jr^
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shank of the scythe to an adjustable plate by means ofa loop and screw,

the plate heiug pivoted to the butt of the snath, and the several parts so

arranged that the scythe may be not only firmly secured to the snath,

but also adjusted or set at varying angles with it, as circumstances may
require. In this improvement no nuts are required to be removed or

unscrewed in order to adjust the scythe. The slot K in the plate D
allows of the ready insertion of the tang E through the loop C, the claw
I passing into said slot as the tang is passed within the loop.

The inventor, in stating his claim, says : I claim the combination
of the adjustable plate D, loop C, and screw c, when arranged sub-
stantially as described for the purpose specified.

No. 18,982.

—

Jacob Mumma, of Harrisburgh, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Seed-Drills.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—The frame A is

composed of two side pieces a, (which extend forward, forming the
shafts of the carriage,) and two cross pieces h ; it rests upon an axle

B, with suitable wheels, and serves to support the various parts of
which the machine is composed. Upon the forward part of the frame
is placed the apparatus C for broadcasting lime, &c.

Claim.—The combination of the broadcasting apparatus for sowing
pulverized manures with the seed-drills, when the former is placed in

advance of the latter ; the whole being arranged and operated in the

manner and for the purposes specified.

No. 16,511.

—

Erastus D. Wooding, of Dixon, 111.

—

Improvement in

Seeding-Machines,—Patent dated January 27, 185T.—The nature of

this invention consists in the construction of a double reciprocating

seed-slide B D, with double the amount of holes in the under section

that is made in the upper slide, and in the construction of a revolving

spreading roller R supported by the braces S ; T represents the band
for driving the roller, said band passing around the hub H of the

driving-wheel, which, by its revolving motion, causes a more regular

distribution of the grain on the ground.
Claim.—The spreading roller H, when constructed to revolve, for

the purposes substantially set forth.

No. 16,772.—Lewis B. Myers and Henry A. Myers, assignor to

Themselves and Isaac Myers, of Massillon, Ohio.

—

Improvement in

Seeding-Machines.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—Figures 1, 2, 3,

represent the successive positions of the pistons d^ d^ ; in figure 1, the

tube h begins to fill from a hopper above with seed ; in figure 2 it is

filled with seed between the two pistons d^ d^, which quantity of seed

will be discharged during the time the pistons come into position,

figure 3.

The inventors say : We are aware that rollers, valves, and slides

have been used in seed-drills for distributing the seed ; therefore, being

old devices, we do not claim them.
Neither do we claim an aperture, nor two piston heads on one rod

separately.

We claim measuring and distributing grain seeds or fertilizers, by
two or more piston heads d^ d^, and one rod e, or their equivalents,
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operating in and out of an aperature b, in the manner and for tlie pur-

pose substantially as described.

No. 18,083.

—

Chaeles W. Cahoon, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improve-

ment in Seeding Machines.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—As the

machine is drawn along, the agitating teeth d cause the seed to pass

from hopper C into discharger F, and rotary motion being given to

said discharger, the seed is thrown broadcast from the outer edge of

discharger F ; the spiral flanches p create a current which gives an
impetus to the seed, and the disk H prevents the air from rushing into

the mouth of the discharger F.
The inventor says : I do not claim the slide 6, nor the rock-shaft c,

with the hopper. Neither do I claim distributing or sowing seed

broadcast by means of centrifugal force effected by the rotation of

wheels or cylinders, irrespective of the construction and arrangement
shown.
But I daim the disk H, and rock-shaft c, with its teeth c?, in com-

bination with the funnel-shaped discharger F, having spiral flanches

^, arranged substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,346.

—

Daniel Markham and Austin S. Mareham, of Moo-
mouth, 111.

—

Improvement in Seeding Machines.—Patent dated Octo-
ber 6, 1857.—In this improvement the seed falls from the seed box
into the screen Y, which is open at the top, and so made as to shelter

the seed from the wind. The back part of it is an inclined plane, upon
which the seed falls, and which tends to distribute the seed in its

passage to the ground. The forward part of this screen is curved and
extends a little nearer to the ground, for the purpose of preventing
the wind from affecting the grain from the direction opposite to that

in which the machine is being drawn. In planting, the markers W
serve to show the position of the seed. Should it be desirable to

reduce the depths of the furrows to less than what the ploughs will

naturally cut, it may be done by fastening the lever H in any requir-

ed position. The shaft of the caster is supported in two pieces of
timber Y and Z.

The inventors say they daim the inclined screen, with the overhang-
ing lip upon the forward side, for protecting the grain from the wind,
arranged as set forth.

No. 18,492.

—

Horace B. Allen, of Nelsonville, Ohio.

—

Improve-
ment in Seeding Machines.—Patent dated October 27, 1857.—When
it is desired to run the carriage without working the ground or sowing
the seed, the levers //are pressed back on their catches g g, whereby
the slide H is held in such position that none of its caps e e come
opposite to the spouts G Gr, the U axle of the hind wheels is then
depressed and secured in position as seen in the engraving, and the
steering wheel E thrown down by means of lever a, attached to its

oscillating shaft D, when the carriage is so elevated that its teeth and
seed spouts are placed out of reach of the ground. The sliding bar H
is operated upon through the lever A, directly by the spokes of the
wheels C 0.
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The inventor says : I claim the clearers s constructed as described,

with the projection v working in the grove w, and operated by the
motion of the slide H, as and for the purpose set forth.

ISTo. 18,579.

—

Albert Franklin, of Genoa Cross Roads, Ohio.

—

Im-
jprovement in Seeding Machines.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.

—

This improvement is intended to be used principally for sowing among
standing corn such grain as wheat, barley, or rye. The claim and en-
gravings show the nature of this invention.

Claim.—Thecombinationofthe wedge-shaped or triangularly-formed
discharge openings h i of the hopper 0, with the similar shaped cells m
n in the feed cylinder B, arranged for operation in reverse directions

to each other, and the several cells in each circular row of said cylinder

forming though divided, a continuous opening, by means of chan-
nels Z connecting the apex of the one cell with the base of the other, for

the purposes set forth.

ISTo. 18,603.

—

Ephraim Russell, of Coatesville, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Seeding Machines.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—One part

of the axle h carries a cam wheel c, which revolves loosely between a
shoulder d and the hub of a hand wheel e, which being screwed upon
the axle operates as a friction clutch when turned in the proper direc-

tion to press the cam wheel against the shoulder, the end of one part

of the axle being pivoted in the end of the other.

The conveyor spouts r consist of two parts hinged together, and
are attached vertically to the frame and held in position by pins which
are easily shifted to regulate the depth to which the shoe W enters

the furrows.

Claim.—The inventor says : I claim, 1st, the combination of the
screw friction clutch with the cam wheel, in the manner described.

2d. The adjustable jointed conveyor spouts, when constructed in the

manner and for the purpose specified.

No. 18,730.

—

Jarvis Case, of Springfield, 111.

—

Improvement in Seed-

ing Machines.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The engravings and
claim describe the nature of this invention.

Claim.—So combining with the driver's seat H a marker, having
in its arm a hinged brace, or its equivalent, as that said driver may,
from his seat, turn over or reverse said marker, suspend it to the

machine whilst turning around, and drop it into its working position

without leaving his seat on the machine, as set forth for the purpose
explained.

No. 18,735.

—

Jacob Oeiss and Jacob Brosius, of Belleville, 111.—7m-
provement in Seeding Machines.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.

—

The engravings and claim explain the nature of this invention

Claim.—The inventor says : We are aware that perforated slides,

moving rectilinearly in opposite directions, have been previously used

for distributing seed ; and we are also aware that slides to vary the

orifices of seed receptacles or cells have been previously used.
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We therefore do not claim broadly, and irrespective of construction

and arrangement, such devices.

But we claim the employment or use of the two sector plates B C,

constructed as shown, viz : one being provided with an opening /, and
the other with a recess or seed receptable g^ and ledge ^, the plates

being fitted on a common axis 6, and operated through the medium of

the eccentrics d d, and the connecting rods D D, attached to the arms
c c at the desired points, and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,765.

—

David 0. Paige and John Clary, of Dayton, Ohio.

—

Improvement in Seeding Machines.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.

—

The claim and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—The inventors say : We are aware that pins and flanges

have been attached to rotating drums or cylinders, for the purpose of

agitating the seed in the seed boxes of seeding machines, and prevent-

ing the choking and clogging of the same.

But we are not aware that spiral flanges placed in reverse positions

on drums or cylinders, so as to give a reciprocating or vibratory move-
ment to the seed, and thereby effecting a greater agitation than usual,

have been used.

We do not claim, therefore, broadly and irrespective of the arrange-

ment shown, the employment or use of spiral flanges or pins placed in

spiral rows on drums or cylinders ; for they have been previously used.

But we claim the spiral flanges c df, placed in reverse positions on
the rotating cylinders D D, within the hopper A, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,853.

—

Hiram Kellogg, of McHenry, Illinois.

—

Improvement
in Seeding Machines,—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—The en-
gravings and claim explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : Being fully aware that revolving harrows, pul-
verizing cylinders, and shafts with spikes and slicing blades have been
used, I therefore do not claim such devices singly or in combination.

But I claim the construction of the double pointed mattock-like re-

volving digging shovels, arranged together in pairs at right angles to

each other, and having passing through their centres a shaft or axle,

and in arrangement and operation with a revolving scatterer C C C,
d d d, attached to an adjustable graduating framing e e e e, ff, and
in combination with an adjustable sliding hopper, or seed fountains J
J, as described ; and through all of which devices, forming an indi-

vidual or unity of machine, the soil is dug up, pulverized, and scat-

tered, and the seed or grain is deposited and covered up to a greater

or less depth in one operation of the machine, as set forth.

No. 18,856.

—

Samuel Mills, of New Castle, Ohio.

—

Improvement in

Seeding Machines.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—This invention

consists in the employment or use of two distributing devices, peculiarly

arranged and combined, so as to operate simultaneously, and plant

seed in hills or drills, and also sow grain broadcast at the same time.

The seed to be planted in hills or drills is placed in boxes D D, and
the grain to be sowed broadcast is placed in the box K. As the ma-
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chine is drawn along, the seed is discharged from the boxes D D by
the projections i on the shaft E, the tubes C conveying the seed into

the fuirows, a tube being in communication or line with each dis-

charging orifice. The cam F and lever I give a vibrating movement
to the cord J, and this cord, by its movement, serves to discharge the
grain broadcast through the perforated bottoms of the box.

The inventor says : I do not claim, broadly, the sowing of two dif-

ferent kinds of seed at the same time in different ways ; that is, in

drills or hills and broadcast, for this has been previously done.
But I claim the rotating shaft E, provided with projections i, and

placed within the seed boxes D D, which are provided with slides Gr

H, in combination with the box K, having a perforated bottom, and
provided with the endless cord J, operated by the cam F and lever I,

as and for the purpose set forth.

1^0. 18,852.

—

Charles Cox James, of Dayton, Ohio.

—

Improvement
in Seeding Machines.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—The claim
and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I do not claim, broadly, the employment of re-

ciprocating perforated slides in seed planters.

Nor do I claim adjustable slides and indexes for regulating the
quantity of grain sown.
But I claim the employment of a stepped slide E and a slide H,

having conveyors I attached, the parts being arranged and operating
substantially as shown, so as first to thoroughly agitate the seed while
in the hopper, and then to deliver it with a shaking hopper-like mo-
tion to the furrow tubes, thus preventing all liability in the grain to

clog or bunch, and rendering the machine capable of sowing various

kinds of seeds without change or alteration of said slides.

No. 18,881.— John Critcherson, of Boston, Massachusetts, as^

signer to John Warren, of Boston, Massachusetts.

—

Improvement in

Seeding Machines.—Patent dated December 15, 185*7.—The nature

of this invention consists in the use of fluted conical valves, in giving

said valves a vibratory motion to agitate the seed, in the method
of simultaneously raising or depressing said valves in order to regu-
late the amount of seed discharged, and in making the pin J, which
imparts the vibratory motion to the valve, adjustable by means of the

collar/ and set screw K, so that more or less of the valve may be made
to operate ; and any one of them may be readily adjusted independently
of the others, if desired.

The inventor says : I claim, first, the use of fluted conical valves,

constructed substantially as set forth, and vibrating as described, for

the purpose of agitating the seed.

Second, the devices for simultaneously raising or depressing said

valves in order to regulate the amount of seed discharged, as also for

stopping the flow of seed; said devices consisting substantially of the

slat P P, the lower sides of whose extremities are wedge-shaped at 22

and 23, said slat being moved by the lever Q, and held in place ; the

set screw Z, and the reciprocating slat N N resting on P P, and fur-

nished with holes T for receiving and vibrating the adjustable pins J,

which support the valve, '
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Ko. 18,959.

—

William Coggeshall, of Masillon, OHo, and B. B.
Warner, of Wadsworth, Ohio.

—

Improvement in Seeding Machines.—
Patent dated December 29, 1857.—This invention is distinguished

from others by the peculiar arrangement of the levers U V, the lever

U acting upon the lever V by means of the coupling seen at x, so

that both seed-rollers can be thrown out of gear by the action of the

lever W and the connecting rod Y; at the same time the seed-tubes

H are raised from the ground. • Also in the arrangement of the levers

U and V, whereby the intermediate wheels can be removed so that

either seed-roller can be used separately.

The inventors say : We do not claim the alternate arrangement of

seed cavities in the seed-roller, so as to produce a corresponding
deposite of seed in separate adjacent rows or drills^ being aware that

such is not new.
We daim the levers U V, respectively, hearing the removable and

replaceable gear wheels S T, when arranged, operated, and combined
together, and in combination with the gear-wheels of the seed rollers

and the driving-wheel, substantially in the manner and for the pur-

poses specified, disclaiming all other combinations of levers and gear-

ing not essentially the same as set forth.

No. 18,978.

—

James Lawson, of Lawrence Mass.

—

Improvement in

Seeding Machines.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—This invention

consists in a marking device, arranged and operated conjointly with
the seed distributing device in a peculiar manner, whereby the mark-
ing of hills and dropping the seed may be regulated as desired.

The inventor says: I do not claim the wheels M for forming the
furrows ; for they have been previously used.

Nor do I claim the two frames A F, arranged as shown ; for they
have also been previously used.

But I claim operating the marking device formed of the bars S S
and the slides I, by means of the cams P, with pins r attached, when
said cams are placed on the hollow shaft E, which encompasses the
axle D, and is connected therewith by means of the nuts a fitted on
the slotted ends of shaft E, whereby the dropping and marking de-

vices may be regulated as described.

No. 18,360.

—

William C. Squier, of Eockford, 111.

—

Improvement
in Seed Soivmg Machines.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—The in-

ventor, in showing the nature and advantages of his improvement,
says :

" The nature of my invention consists in the peculiar manner
in which the seeding machine is constructed—so as to be capable of

being expanded when required for use, and folded and contracted

when not in use, or while being transported from the field to the
house, or from the house to the field—this arrangement avoiding all

inconvenience in passing through narrow gates or passages, and econ-
omizing room in the farm yard or implement house, after the season
has expired.

*' In folding the machine, first withdraw the stop pieces d d of the
braces from the holes in the tongue, and then withdraw the stop pins

e e of the circle plates ; all being now ready for folding, move the bed
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pieces on their pivots a a, then turn the wheels and circle plates on
their pivots h b. The machine heing folded and adjusted, insert the
pin /in the coupling ly in the hole of the hed piece e, and the stop

pins in the holes of the circle plates. In unfolding, withdraw the pin
of the coupling link, shift the wheels hy turning the circle plates Gr

G round to the ends of the hoppers, insert the stop pins of the circle

plates, move the hoppers and bed pieces on their pivots round till they
are at right angles with the tongue, and then adjust the braces J J,

and couple the hoppers and bed pieces to the tongue by inserting the
stop pins."

Claim.—The inventor says : I claim having the bed pieces E E^,

which carry the hopper F F, capable of turning on pivots a a of

the circular bed plate C, and the short axles H H on pivots & 6 of

said bed pieces E E^, and the whole retained in proper condition, when
expanded, by means of braces J J, stop pins d d and e e, and coupling

g g on end of axles, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,698.

—

Cornelius Yan Derzee, of Albany, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Grain Separators and Straw Carriers.—Patent dated February
24, 1857.—Each of the spokes a h revolves in circles, in consequence
of the spoke supporters D E D being connected to the cranks K F Gr

F. The straw is, at each successive half revolution of the cranks,

carried the height of the crank and moved along twice that distance.

Claim.—The method of agitating and moving the straw, for the

purpose of separating the grain from it, by rungs or spokes a h rotating

in connexion with each other, or in reference to each other's movements,
substantially as set forth and described.

No. 16,701.

—

BenjaminWright, ofHudson, Mich.

—

ImprovedMethod

ofHanging the Sieves of Grain Separators.—Patent dated February 24,

1857.—A hanging pin is inserted in an open slot in the shoe ; there-

fore, as the shoe is shaken, it receives a quick, peculiar jerking motion,
that prevents the screens from clogging.

The inventor says : I do not claim, broadly, the jarring of the shoe

in grain separators, in order to keep the grain sieves clear, as that is

seen in many separators.

Neither do I claim supporting the ends of the shoe upon elastic bars,

for this is seen in J. Behel's patent, August 21, 1847.

Neither do I claim hanging the shoe in adjustable hanging bars

;

an example is seen in John Bambrough's patent, March 20, 1847, of

such bars.

Neither do I claim supporting the inner end of the shoe, as in S.

Canby's patent, December 28, 1852. The screw rod or pin F, in my
device, does not support the shoe.

Neither do I claim any part or feature of the described machine
which is seen in any other grain separator. But, to the best of my
knowledge and belief, no grain separator has ever been made in which
an adjustable rod or pin F, and hooked stop plate Gr, were used, in

the manner and for the purposes I have described.

Therefore,, I claim, as new in grain separators, the use of an adjust-

able pin F and hooked stop plate Gr, when the said parts are applied

and operated in the manner and for the purpose described.
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No. 16,578.

—

John Bean, of Hudson, Mich.

—

Improvement in Ex-
tension Hoppers for Separators, Grain Mills, dtc.—Patented February
10, 1857.—The piece a may be moved in or out so as to enlarge or

contract the opening at the bottom of the hopper B, whereby the feed

of the grain to the screens I, J, &c., will be regulated.

'^yClaim.—The combination of an adjustable extension piece a with
the hopper B, in the manner and for the purposes substantially as set

forth.

No. 18,151.—J. Y. Jenkins, of Jackson, Mich.

—

Improvement in

Sheep Shearing Machines.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.
—

"fhe

rotary motion of shaft a is transmitted by means of pulleys 6, h'^ , I,

and by universal joints to shaft H, which operates the shears a* z.

The cutting device may be moved in either direction, and the bar D
may be swung around on shaft a, and secured at any desired point.

The inventor says : I do not claim the cutting device formed of the

vibrating cutters z working over the stationary fingers a, for this has

been previously used.

But I claim connecting together the two shafts F G, and also the

shaft G to the cam shaft H, by universal joints, the connecting joint

of the shaft F G being provided with guards p v, and connecting the

upper end of the shaft F by a joint h to the slide E, on the swing-
ing bar D, substantially as shown and described^ for the purpose set

forth.

No. 16,461.—K. P. Bradley, of Cuyahoga Falls, 0.

—

Improvement
in Machines for Shearing Sheep.—Patent dated July 27, 1857.—By
operating handle H, the pin g is moved back and forth in slot e, commu-
nicating a vibrating motion to lever E, and the teeth d are vibrated

over fingers a, the wool being cut between the teeth which operate

similar to shears. The lever E has an equal movement, or its length
of vibration is always the same, in consequence of the varying angles
and length of the zigzags of slot e.

Claim.—Increasing the length of the zigzags of the slot e, in the
lever E, as they recede from its fulcrum, so as to give the opposite

end of the lever which carries the teeth or blade d a uniform and
equal motion, as the pin is traversed in the slot, substantially as de-
scribed.

No. 16,720.

—

^Edward G. Chambers, Bucyrus, Ohio.

—

Improvement
in Sheep-Shears.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The operator grasps
the stock c in the palm of his hand with three fingers, and effects the
vibration of the cutter d e, by the thumb and forefinger of the same
hand acting upon the branches h g of handle H.

Claim.—The fixed plate stock C as described, combined with the
bifurcated handle of the vibrating cutters, substantially as and for the
purposes specified.

No.^ 17,837.

—

George C. Howard, of Hardwick, Mass.

—

Improve-
ment in Shovely Spade, or Dung-fork Bandies.—Patent dated July 21,
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1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by reference

to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—My improved manufacture of shovel handles, as made with
a split and bent 8tock, and a round holder B applied and fixed together

by concavities in the ends of the holder, convexities on the arm of the

eye, and a rod E and metallic caps D, arranged and fixed together as

specified.

No. 18,351.—Nelson Newman, of Springfield, 111.

—

Improvement in

Sod-Cutters.'—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—By this improvement
the sod is first cut and then detached from the sub-soil and then re-

cut into narrow strips and turned over, so that the bottoms of the sods

present the soil to receive the seed, the implement thereby serving as

a plough as well as a sod-cutter.

The invention consists in the use of vertical and horizontal cutters

and a cutter-wheel or cylinder provided with knives, the parts being
arranged to operate conjointly. The drawings, showing a side and top

view of the machine, will give an idea of its operations.

The inventor claims the vertical cutters d d and the horizontal cut-

ters i t, in combination with the rotating cutters D, attached to the

wheels B B^, the whole being arranged to operate conjointly as shown
for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,539.—J. C. Gaston, of Eeading, Ohio.

—

Improvement in

Machinesfor Sowing Grain and Fertilizers.—Patent dated February 3,

1857.

Claim.—The arrangement in machines for sowing grain and fertil-

izing materials of a reciprocating feed bar D at the required distance

from the bottom of the hopper, tor equalizing the supply of grain or

fertilizing substance to the escape valves c, and securing to said bar

hooks or slide F or I, by which the grain or compost is agitated and
caused to escape, either in a continuous supply or at intervals, sub-

stantially as described.

No. 17,581,

—

Frederick Moehlmann, of Belleville, 111.

—

Improve-
ment in Machinesfor Sowing Grain in Brills.—Patent dated June 16,

1857.—The nature of the invention will be understood by reference

to the claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim a double chambered hopper, nor
a turning reversible partition for separating the chambers of the same.

Neither do I claim broadly the use of a distributor composed of

two circular slotted plates, one placed above the other and one
stationary, and the other capable of turning irrespective of the

position of the slots in said plates relatively to one another, and the

form of the slot in the upper plate.

I claim having the curved slot F of the upper stationary plate H in

the form of a scroll or letter *^ C," and the slot E of the lower plate I

arranged in such relation to the same that, as the lower plate turns,

the seeds, in order to escape as they are forced along on a curve by
spurs Gr of the turning plate, shall be compelled to take a direction

towards the axis of the plate, and thus be saved from being cracked
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or "broken "by being compressed between the terminations of the upper
and lower slots, substantially as set forth.

Ko. 16,542.—George Hall, of Morgantown, Ya —Improvement in

Machinesfor Sowing Seed Broadcast.—Fatent dated February 3^ 1857.

Claim.—The combination of the hinged and adjustable dash-board

F with the working fingers n and exit openings c, for the purpose of
taking the grain from the hopper C and scattering it broadcast, sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

No. 17,429.— D. Haldeman, of Morgantown, Ya.

—

Improvement in

Machines for Solving Seed Brpadcast,—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—

•

The position of the graduating piece G, which can be adjusted by
means of slide 6, will regulate the discharge of the seed. By operat-

ing hand lever L, the reciprocation of the scatterer S moves the pins i

witbin the recesses c?, and prevents the packing of the seed. T he
seed from the hopper H drops upon the inclined surfaces n^ which
serve to distribute the seed evenly over the ground

.

The inventor says : I am aware that vibrating scatterers with
upward projecting pins have been used in connexion with the bottom
of the hopper, but incapable of vertical movement.

I am also aware of the notched bars for graduating the seed dis-

charge.

I do not claim these devices of themselves.

But I claim the vertically adjustable graduating bar G, with re-

cesses, as described, in combination with the vibrating scatterer and
agitator connected therewith, when said parts operate together as set

forth.

No. 17,440.—A. C. Miller, of Morgantown, Ya.

—

Improvement in

3Iachinesfor Sowing Seed Broadcast.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.

—

The seed in hopper A rests on the two hinged pieces H, and as the

bars B and C are vibrated, the fingers C and E cause the seed to pass out

through the openings G; and as the seed rests upon the pieces H, the

bars B and D are not encumbered by the weight of the seed, thereby
ensuring a free action of said bars, and diminishing the friction caused

by their movement.
Claim.—In combination with the adjustable bottom K^ and its

openings G, and the stirrers D B, the secondary hinged bottom com-
posed of the two pieces H H, with their openings m, the whole being
combined in manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,439.

—

William A. Chapin, of St. Johnsburgh, Yt.—/m-
provement in Machines for Sowing Seed Broadcast.—Patent dated Oc-
tober 20, 1857.—This invention consists in making the dispensary tubes

F F in two or more parts, so that they can be lengthened or shortened ac-

cording as the specific gravities of the different kinds of seed to be
sown at the same time may require, in order that they may be sown
over all the ground, and leave no parts where one kind of seed shall

not reach, by means of its less specific gravity, as far as another of

greater specific gravity, the lighter being thrown with sufficiently
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greater force by passing througli the lengthened tube which, from its

end revolving in a larger circle in the same time as the end of the

short tube, has consequently greater centrifugal force^ which will be
imparted to whatever passes through it. This invention further con-

sists in introducing into the dispensary tubes a shaker agitator W,
which, by suitable mechanism, is caused to vibrate, so as to prevent

lime, ashes, &c., from clogging the arms or tubes when they are being
sowed.
The inventor says : I disclaim the horizontal rotating arms or tubes,

with their valves and adjustable cam.
But I claim the extension tube F and shaker W, when arranged

substantially in the manner and for the purposes described.

No. 18,495.

—

Jacob Boters and David S. Greer, of G-ranville,

Va.

—

Improvement in Machines for Sowing Seed Broadcast,—Patent
dated October 27, 1857.—In using this machine the seed from the

hopper drops through at the point i, which is between the centre of

the axle A and permanent board D. The axle has a spiral flange n
arranged around its perimeter, and the grain falling upon this axle

from the hopper is carried around between the axle and the board D,
until it drops upon the receiving board E ; and as the axle continues

to turn, its worm or spiral flange is sweeping the grain oil at the edge
of the board E, whence it drops to the ground and may be harrowed
in. Should the machine strike any obstruction, or be moving over

rough ground, it would not, by the jar, spill or throw out any of the

grain, as it must all pass forward of the axle and cannot pass out

taster than the spiral on the axle moves and brings it to the edge of

the board E, and as the spiral touches every portion of the edge of the

board it delivers the seed in uniform quantities.

The inventors say : We are aware that spirally grooved or fluted

cylinders have been placed under seed hoppers to act as distributors
;

this we do not claim, as they are inefficient, and the seed too readily

flies off by any jar of the machine.
But we claim, in combination with a seed hopper_, an encased,

spirally flanged roller or axle, which receives, carries around, and de-

livers the grain in uniform quantities at the edge of the receiving

board without being affected by the jar of the machine in passing over

the ground, as set forth.

No. 16,807.

—

George Morton Ramsay, of New York, N. Y.

—

Im-
provement in Steam Spades.—Patent dated March 10, 1857.—The
spades J^ are hung to the crank pins I^, and the spades J to the

crank pins I. The cog wheel G imparts motion to the pinions H H.
As these pinions are fast upon crank axle 1 1^ the latter will be made
to revolve, and the spades J J^ will alternately be brought into action.

Claim.—The alternate spades J, in combination with the double
crank shafts I, constructed, arranged^ and operating substantially in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,479.

—

William E. Ward, of Portchester, New York.—/m-
provement in Machines for Spading Land.—Patent dated October 20,
1857.—In this invention the entire machine is propelled in the field
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in any direction required, and turned at the will of the attendant; and
the same power which does this operates a series of spades which en-

ter the land each in succession, cut into it in the arc of a circle, and,

after cutting down to the required depth, suddenly throw up the cut

slice against a shield plate, so as to reverse it, and at the same time

break it up, so that when it falls down it will he thoroughly disinte-

grated, the forward movement of the machine determining the thick-

ness of the slices to he cut by the spades.

The inventor says : Having described the mode of construction

which I have planned for the application of my invention, I do not

wish to be understood as limiting my claim of invention to such mode
of application, as other and equivalent modes of construction may be
substituted. Nor do I wish to be understood as limiting myself to the

use of the several parts of my invention, as some of these may be used
in connexion with substitutes for the others.

I claim the mode of operation of the mechanism substantially as

described, for imparting the cutting action to the spades, as set forth.

I also claim the mechanism for tilting the spades, substantially as

described, in combination with the mechanism for giving the cutting

action to the said spades, substantially as described.

I also claim, in combination with the spades operated substantially

as described, the shield plate, substantially as described, for aiding in

disintegrating and reversing the slices as they are thrown up by the
spades, as set forth,

I also claim, in combination with the spades operated substantially

as described, the yielding or springing part of the levers for impart-
ing the digging or cutting action to the.spades, and the yielding or

springing part of the tilting levers, as set forth, and for the purpose
of preventing the mechanism from being broken, when the spades
meet with any obstruction^ such as stones.

Ko. 18,302.

—

Samuel Shepherd, of Nashua, N. H.

—

Improved
MetJiod of Stemming and Polishing Peanuts,—Patent dated September
29, 1857.—In the drawings, A is the frame of the machine in suitable

bearings at a, upon which is supported the shaft B. The shaft B is

placed at a proper inclination, descending from the front to the rear

of the machine, for the purpose of feeding the nuts through. In
operating, the nuts, as they are beaten from the vines, are run from
the hopper M into the inside of the cylinder Gr, when the two cylin-

ders being revolved in opposite directions, the nuts are rolled over
between the cylinders, and their stems are torn off by the teeth upon
the cylinders F and G (the teeth of the two cylinders travel at such
a distance that they do not crush the nuts, but their rough, curved
edges catch and tear off the stems) ; the clean nuts pass over a suita-

ble apron out of the machine at N, falling over a current of air from
a fan 0, which is driven by a belt from the main shaft. P is a cylin-

der on shaft B, furnished with rows of teeth similar to those on the
cylinder F ; beneath is placed a semi-circular box or concave R, in

which are cut slits i, through which pass or travel the teeth of the
cylinder as it revolves. The teeth are cleaned by passing through a

27
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series of brushes S at one side, secured to a frame in the path of the
teeth.

The inventor says : I lay no claim to any specific machine, except
when used for the purpose herein described.

I claim stemming and polishing peanuts, in the manner set forth^

by means of the machinery described^ or the substantial equivalents
thereof.

ISo. 17,207.—E. G. CusHmG, of Dryden, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Straw Cutters.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—The straw to be cut
being placed in the feed-box A^ motion is given to the wheel E, and
as the cutter F passes over the edge of the cutter d, said cutter will

be raised and gradually moved towards the cutter F, in consequence
of the tappet/ acting upon projection c. A vibratory motion is given
to the head C, the tappet / raising the head 0, which falls by its own
gravity, aided by spring h, each time the tappet leaves the projecting

bar c. As the box C descends, the pawl H, in consequence of catching

into the ratchet G, causes the lower roller E to rotate a certain dis-

tance, by which the feed motion of the rollers E D is effected.

The inventor says : I do not claim a knife or cutter attached to a
rotating disk or cutter-wheel, for they are old and well known.

Keither do I claim the feed-roller irrespective of the means by
which they are operated.

But I claim, first, the disk wheel E^, with cutter F one or more
attached, in combination with the vibrating head or box C, in which
the feed-rollers D E are placed, and the ''ledger" cutter d attached,

the above parts being arranged and operating conjointly, as shown
and set forth.

Second^ operating the feed-rollers by means of the ratchet-wheel Gl-

and pawl H, when used in connexion with the vibrating head or box
C, and arranged substantially as shown and described.

ISTo. 17.850.

—

Jonathan L. Sullivan, of Lexington, N. Q.—Im-
provement in Straw Cutters.—Patent dated July 21, 1857.—The straw

is placed within the feed-box B, and motion being given to the shaft

E, the roller C feeds the straw to the knives, the knives a cutting the

portion of the straw which passes underneath the cutting edges at

right angles, and the cutters h cutting the portion that passes over

the end of plate a at right angles with them.
Claim.—The two sets of knives G 5, and slotted plate a, combined

and arranged so as to operate conjointly, as shown for the purpose set

forth.

No. 18,084.—AuEY G. Goes, of Worcester, 'Msl^^.—Improvement in

Straw Cutters.—VdiiQut dated September 1, 1857.—As the shaft c is

rotated, a rotary as well as vibratory motion is given to shafts C and
F, by means of the eccentrics a h, and the bed L and knife K will be

operated in such a manner as will cause them to feed forward, and cut

through any hay or straw which may be projected from trough B.

Claim.—The improved straw-cutting machine, constructed so that

its bed and knife shall each operate with a compound motion, pro-
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duced by a lever, crank, fulcrum rod, and guides, arranged so as to

operate together, substantially as specified.

No. 18,146.

—

Porter Hill and Charles E. Jones, ofMillport, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Strata Cutters.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.

—

The straw being placed in the compartments F, between the rims

I and E, motion is given to shaft L, and the straw extending beyond
the ends of the cylinders is cut by the disk knife H. The lieeding of

the straw is performed in the following manner : As the cylinder

revolves, the movable rack bar m is reciprocated, it being operated

upon by the oblique stationary ring J ; as the movable bar m is thrown
forward, the dog o holds the rack bar m, while the dog o^ is drawn
over bar Z, but when the bar m returns, the dog o^ is held on the
stationary bar I ; and prevents the follower Gr, against which the end of

the straw rests, from being drawn back again; thus each revolution feeds

the follower G- a certain distance. The amount of feed can be regu-
lated by setting the ring J more or less oblique, which can be done
by means of set screw r.

Claim.—The combination of the rotating knife or cutting disk H
with the series of revolving chambers F, arranged around a central

shaft, or axis, in such a manner that the revolutions of the same shall

bring the straw in each successively between the edge of the knife and
periphery of the chambers.

We further claim the manner of feeding the straw to the knife, by
means of the eccentric j, the permanent and movable ratchet bars I m,
and dogs o o^, so arranged as to crowd the straw forward only when
the chamber F by descending is clear of the action of the knife, and also

be capable of adjustment to different degrees of feed, as set forth.

No. 18,624.

—

Jesse Ball, of Barnesville, Ohio.

—

Improvement in
Straw Cutters.—Patent dated November 1,7, 1857.—This invention
operates as follows : The lid K is raised by turning the button t free from
the notches of the sides of the box, and the compress L is removed
therefrom, and the box filled, or the necessary amount of the stuff or
article M to be cut placed therein. The back end of the article M is

then placed between the two jaws u v oi the compress, the teeth of the
upper jaw being forced into the stuff M, and the button turned round,
and its ends fitted in the proper notches in the sides of the feed box,
so as to bear with a proper degree of pressure on the compress L.
The springs S press the front end of the lid K on the stuff M. The
lever D is then worked up and down, and the projection F on the
lever E actuates the lever Gr, which in turn operates the rack H, and
this rack, by means of the pawl 1^ shoves the compress, and conse-
quently the stuff M, towards the knife at every upward stroke of the
frame C, so that as the knife descends it will cut the straw into pieces
of a length corresponding with the length of the stroke of rack H.
The pawl 2 and rack J serve to retain the compress during the back-
ward movement of the rack H. "When the compress has reached the
front end or mouth of the feed box, the lid K is raised, the box refilled

with stuff, the compress replaced in the box, and attached to the stuff

as before, and the operation repeated.
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Claim.—The reciprocating rack H, operated from the knife frame
C, through the medium of the lever E, projection F, and bent lever

G, in combination with the compress L, adjustable and pressure lid K,
and stationary rack J, the whole being arranged to operate conjointly

as shown, for the purpose set forth.

No. 18.887.

—

Moses Clements, (deceased,) late ofWorcester, Mass.

—

Improvement in Straw Cutters.—Patent issued to William T. Clements,
of Buckland, Mass. , administrator of the estate of said Moses Clements,
(deceased.)—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—A A are the side pieces

of the frame ; B, a cross girt ; C, the crowning bed piece, to which is

attached the stationary knife D, adjusted by means of the screws a a,

having a space between the crowning bed piece and stationary knife,

for the gravel and dirt to fall through ; also having a lip on the upper
edge of the knife ; E is a revolving knife holder, adjustable by means
of the screws h h bearing against the boxes of the same, having two
spiralling knives F F attached to the holder, and G- a pulley attached

to the same. H is the lower feed roll, on the end of which is pulley

J, the upper feed roll K, with springs L to press it down. M is a
cord on pulleys Gr and J to connect the revolving knife holder with
the feed rolls ; N is a crank by which the whole is operated.

Claim.—The combination of the revolving knife or knives, and the
stationary adjustable knife and crowning bed piece, with feed rolls,

all substantially as shown and described for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,946.

—

William Barret, of Stephenstown, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Straw Cutters.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—This im-
provement consists of a box A to hold the straw, mounted upon legs

in the usual way, with two uprights B B at the front end of the box.

Against each of these uprights is placed a bar of iron C D, kept off

from the surface of B, so as to allow the cutter or knife E to pass be-

hind the bars, acting as guides to direct the knife in its movements.
The upper edge of the knife, with its brace g, passes between a

horizontal bar /i, lying opposite the end of the bottom of the box, and
connecting the bars C and D, the straw being clipped off between the

box and the bar. The knife is operated by a handle H attached to a

broad or flat piece of wood or metal K ; the further end of K is

pivoted to a link L at n, which drops down a short distance, and is

also pivoted to the front of upright B at /; the end of K, next to the

handle is pivoted to rod Gr at m.
On the foot board is placed a spring S, arranged to be under the

end of the bar Gr ; its object is to catch the downward stroke, and
assist in its upward movement, relieving the operator during that

movement.
Claim.—The combination of guage K, and its handle H, with the

bar G, and the link L, and spring S, by means of which an oblique

drawing as well as downward movement is given to the knife, sub-

stantially as set forth.

No. 18,369.

—

Damox E. Averill, of Pulaski, N. Y.—Assignor to

Himself, James F. Davis, and Henry Twitchell, of same place.

—

Imjproved method o/ balancing Threshing Cylinders.—Patent dated
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October 6, 1S57.— This invention consists in hanging weights in thresh-

ing cylinders, in circular slots in the cylinder ends, in such a manner
that their position may be changed, so as to balance the cylinder,

while at the same time their centrifugal force caused by the revolu-

tion of the cylinder cannot throw them out of place.

In the drawings A and B are the slots ; C C are the weights or

sliders, having an inner part D, which moves around upon and pro-

jects from the inner surface of the end of the cylinder.

Claim,—The inventor says : The particular improvement which
constitutes my said invention, and which I claim, is, hanging the

movable weights or sliders in circular slots, concentric with the axis

of the cylinder, by which means the centrifugal force of the cylinder

is prevented from throwing them out of position, as set forth.

No. 17,062.—J. C. Wilson and T. G. Wilson, of Cedar Hill, Texas.—
Improvement in Machines for Threshing Grain in the Field.—Patent
dated April 14, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be under-

stood by reference to the claim and engravings.

The inventors say :
^' We make no claim to the threshing and clean-

ing mechanism, nor do we claim endless conveyors, as such ; we fur-

ther disclaim the employment of endless conveyors for receiving cut

grain as it falls, such as are shown in certain combined reapers and
threshers.

But we claim the arrangement with a travelling thresher, as de-

scribed, of an endless gatherer and conveyor armed with hooked teeth

e in rows conforming to the surface passed over, and operated as speci-

fied, to lift cut grain from the swath, and deliver it to the threshing
mechanism, the relative position of the several parts being as set forth.

No. 18,436.

—

Thomas L. Colville, of Wilmington, N. C, and Sam-
uel Shepherd, of Nashua, N. H.

—

Improved Threshing Machine for
Beating ofPeanutsfrom their Vines.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.

—

In operating this machine the nuts, with the vines to which they are

attached, are drawn in by the feed rolls Gr, and are operated upon in

succession by the toothed cylinders BCD and E, by which the nuts
are separated from the vines, the nuts falling through the screen I on
the inclined aprons K, and thence passing out of the machine at /,
while the vines pass out of the machine at M.
The inventors say : We do not claim the described machine, or any

portion thereof, when used for other purposes than those designated.

But we claim, first, the machine for beating peanuts from their

vines, consisting essentially of the elastic feed rolls Gr, the screen I,

and the beating cylinders BCD and E, operating in the manner sub-
stantially as set forth.

2d. We claim the elastic feed rolls G, operating in the manner sub-

stantially as described.

No. 18,455.

—

Adolph Junge, of Belleville, 111.

—

Improvement in

Endless Aprons of Threshing Machines.—Patent dated October 20,
1857.—The engravings and claim show the nature of this improve-
ment.
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Claim.—Tlie inventor says : I claiTo. making the slats of the carrier

o o substantially in the form shown and described, and connecting
them by means of a flat band inserted in their ends, so that they will

retain and carry the threshed grain, and protect the bands that con-
nect them from being worn by the pulleys that operate the carrier.

No. 18,598.

—

Andrew T. Nute, of Eoxbury, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Mode of Protecting Ih-ees from Canher Worms, &g —Patent dated No-
vember 10, 1857.—The claim and engravings explain the nature of
this invention.

Claim.—The improved method of protecting a tree from the ascent

of canker worms, the same consisting in applying finely pointed me-
tallic wires, or one or more strips of card teeth to the same, substan-
tially as described.

No. 17,839 —Elmore Johnson, of Winchester, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Hog TrougJis.—Patent dated July 21, 1857.—When the cover D is

in the position represented in figure 1, the animal has free access to

the trough A; but when the cover is turned to the position represented

in figure 2, the animal is shut out from the trough, and in this posi-

tion the feed can be introduced from outside.

Claim.—An elongated trough or board and a quadrantal cover

arranged or applied together, and in an opening in a frame, wall, or

the side of a pen or stye, and made to operate substantially as specified.

No. 16,447.

—

Joseph Montgomery and James Montgomery, of Bal-

timore, Maryland.

—

Improvement in Winnowing Machines.—Patent
dated January 20, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be under-
stood by reference to the claim and engraving.

Claim.—The application of an adjustable sieve M above the aux-
iliary screen box D, when arranged in combination therewith,- in such,

a manner as to separate the large impurities before the grain is sub-

jected to the action of the blast, in order to render said auxiliary

screen-box more efiicient in its action, and thereby allow it to be made
as limited in extent as desirable, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,867.

—

John Shipley, of Princeton, Wisconsin.

—

Improve-

ment in Winnoiving Machines.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.

—

This invention consists in combining with the shoe B a number of

bent pivoted levers E, in such a manner that, as the shoe vibrates or

reciprocates from side to side, the outer ends of the levers will be

brought into contact with the sides or fixed portions of the machine^

which action will cause the inner ends of the levers to be thrown vio-

lently upward against the bottoms of the screens C D, thus producing

a sudden jarring of the screens in an upward direction.

Claim.—The combination of the levers E with the shoe, when the

said levers are arranged and operate in the manner as described.

No. 17,071.

—

Isaac K. Bennett, of Narrows, Pennsylvania.

—

Im-
provement in Ox Yokes.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—This ox yoke

serves to regulate the draught of the animals in the following manner:
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when one ox crowds against his mate he will turn his bow block L in

such a manner as to cause the pinion a on its pivot to travel oq the
rack geared thereon towards the centre of the yoke, thereby dimin-
ishing the distance from the centre, and giving his mate an advantage
in the leverage proportional to the extent to which he turns.

Claim.—The pinions a a on the pivots of the low blocks in combi-
nation with the racks into which they gear, operating substantially

in the manner and for the purpose specified.

II.—MET ALLURaY

No. 18,485.

—

Joseph A. Bertola, of New York, N. Y., assignor to

Himself and John Stagg, of the same place.

—

Improved Amalgama-
tor.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—This machine, for amalga-
mating gold and silver ore with mercury, consists of a tub secured

upon a strong frame, in such a manner as to be capable of being tilted

over, or rock on an axis. The sides of this tub are made of wood or

metal, but the bottom always of metal. In this tub there is a muller,

which is driven round by a shaft, but so as to allow its weight to rest

upon the botiom, and in such manner also as will permit it to be
readily disengaged at the times when the. tube is to be tilted to empty
its contents. Two openings for emptying are employed : the first is

to be used to draw off the water and refuse, aud the other to empty
the amalgamated mercury.
The inventor says : I claim the machine described for effecting the

complete amalgamation of precious metals from ores containing such
metals, consisting of a double concave muller, with grooved bottom,
extending diametrically from side to side of the tub A, leaving spaces

or chambers on each side of it, and revolving in said tub upon a cen-

tral and vertical axis, substantially as set forth.

No. 16,525.

—

Otis Brigham and Seth E. Brigham, of Fitohburg,
Mass.

—

Improvement in Anvils,—Patent dated February 3, 1857.

—

In using the secondary horn C, the smith lays that part of the shoe
which he desires to have bevelled in the proper groove of it, and he
strikes on the shoe with the hammer until he has caused it to be driven
down into the groove, and to take the form thereof. The object of

bevelling the inner edge and the corks of a horse-shoe is, that the snow,
which becomes packed in it, may easily be thrown out from the shoe
by the movements of the feet of the animal
The horn can be removed, and the anvil be used for any other pur-

pose.

Claim.—Combining with the anvil the secondary movable grooved
horn, and mechanism for confining the latter to the former, the grooved
horn being for purposes as specified.
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No. IT, 0*78.

—

Nathan S. Clement, of Worcester, N. Y.

—

Improved
Awl-Haft.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The square end of the awl
D is inserted within a suitable recess of the slotted screw C, and
secured to it hy screwing the nut B on to it. The recess E in handle
A serves for the reception of spare awls.

Claim.—An awl-haft constructed as set forth, having the chamber
for spare awls on the same end with the griping jaws, and when closed

in the manner specified.

No. 17,556.—KicHARD H. Cole, of St. Louis^ Mo.

—

Improved Ma-
chinefor making Axe-Poles.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The end
of a heated metallic bar is inserted into the machine when the parts
are in the position represented in ^g. 2, and the blank is cut from
said bar by the vertically acting cutter e^, the bar resting on the pro-

jection p of the die-box. As the dies and punches are moved towards
each other, the edge p^ presses the blank against the side v, holding
it tightly; and the punches h e, moving towards each other, punch the
metal, which is held and compressed by the movable sections c c? of

the die-box. The die-boxes and cutters are moved and operated by
levers and cams, which need no further description.

Claim.—1st. Constructing a die-box of three permanent and three

movable sides, arranged and operating substantially as set forth.

2d. Arranging the vertically acting cutter e^, and the projecting

portions of the sections pt of the die-box, or their equivalents, in such
a manner in relation to the other parts of the machine, that the said

enumerated parts will operate substantially in the manner set forth.

3d. Combining the oval punches b e with the opposite movable sec-

tions c d of the die-box, when the said die-box is furnished with a
sharp-edged side p, which ads in conjunction with the said oval

punches, in converting a rectangular shaped blank into a properly

shaped axe-pole, substantially as set forth.

4th. Cutting a rectangular shaped solid blank from the end of a

bar, and then driving said blank into a die-box, and converting it

into a properly shaped axe-pole, substantially in the manner set

forth.

N o 17, 639.

—

James N. Kockyv^ell, of Napanock, N. Y.

—

Improve-

ment in Hardening Axes, &c.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—The appa-

ratus being in the position represented in fig. 1, the door E is opened
and the heated axe G is hung on the peg e; by turning pinion d, the

box B is lowered into the water in box A, and the valves 6, coming
in contact with the bottom of box A, are moved in the position repre-

sented in fig. 2, and the water passes through passages a into box B
and cools the axe. On raising the box B from the water, the tops of

valves h come in contact with the stops F, and the passages a are closed.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly the hardening of axes

or other tools by admitting a stream of water upon their surfaces, as

such methods have been long known.
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I claim, in axe-tempering devices, providing the box or holder B, in

which the axe is placed, with one or more valves h b, arranged and
operating substantially as described.

No. 18,206.

—

David A. J. Lamson, of Cherry Yalley, Mass.

—

Im-
proved Belt Tool,—Patent dated September 15, 185*7.—The imple-

ments of which this tool is composed are : the punch E ; the square

four-sided wrenches, which are formed of the notches D and L, when
the jaws C are closed ; the screwdriver Gr ; and the awl H.
The inventor says : I do not claim broadly the combination of a

number of implements together, so as to form a complex or universal

tool, irrespective of the construction and arrangement of the parts

forming such a tool.

But I claim the combination of the' several tools specified in one
instrument, when constructed and operating substantially as described.

No. 18,452.

—

David Howell, of Louisville, Ky.

—

Improved 3Ia-

chine for bending Flanges on Boiler-Heads.—Patent dated October

20^ 1857.—This invention consists in the use of an annular bed or

anvil G, in connexion with rollers E E attached to traversing levers

G and H, whereby flanges may be turned or bent down both on the
outer and inner edges of an annular metal plate F, for the formation
of boiler-heads, flue-rings, and the like.

The inventor claims the employment or use of an annular bed or

anvil in connexion with a roller or rollers attached to a traversing

lever in any proper way for the purpose of bending down the inner
and outer edges of annular plates, and thereby forming the flanges of
boiler-heads, flue-rings, and the like, as set forth.

No. 18,058.

—

Lewis Raymond, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved Bend-
ing-MacJiine.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.—The nature of this in-

vention will be understood by reference to the claims and engravings.

Claim.—The combination of three rollers ABC, convex and con-

cave, substantially as set forth, so as to bend sheet metal transversely

and longitudinally at one operation.

In combination with the above, also a supporting roll D, located,

arranged^ and driven, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,128.

—

Egbert Killmer and Joshua W. Williams, of New-
town, Pa., assignors to Egbert Killmer, of the same place.

—

Improve-
ment in Blacksmiths' Butterises.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The
two-edged bits C can be secured within the flanges B of the plate A,
and thus, when the edge of a blade becomes dull by striking against a
nail in the hoof of the animal, the operator can readily insert a new
blade without delaying the work by sharpening its tool.

Claim.—The construction of butterises with removable two-edged
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bits or Wades secured to a plate A having rectangular sides by half
flanges B B and a thumb-screw D, or when said sides are tapering by
double flanges only; the whole being arranged and operating as set

forth

No. IT, 284.

—

Hartwell Kendall, of East Dorset, Vt.

—

hnprove-
ment in Blacksmiths' Strikers.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—By turn-
ing crank K, shaft E is turned, and cord 7 winding up on said shaft

raises lever K, which is turned on its fulcrum x, the pin y of
which depresses the springs s p ; the movement of these springs raises

hammer H. The hammer H may now be readily operated by pressing
on treadle &, which, by the connexion of rod 1 2 brings down the
hammer each time the treadle is depressed.

Claim.—The use of the springs s p s^ p^, when constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating, in the manner and for the purpose specified.

No. 17,243.

—

Horace Yansands, of Middletown, Conn.

—

Improve-
ment in Blind-Fastenings.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—This fastening

is inserted in a horizoulal position in the shutter or blind, and
fastened therein by means of the screw on shell E. When the shutter

is shut, it is kept in place by hook g passing round a staple in the sill

of the window ; and when open, it is kept in place by part of the hook
h passing round and holding to a suitable catch inserted in the
building, the spiral spring on rivet B forcing the hooks against their

respective catches.

Claim.—The attaching of tlie blind-hook by means of a screw or

rivet between and in the recess of the two shells or case, as set forth.

No. 18,157.

—

Stuart Perry, of Newport, N. Y.

—

Improved Bolt

for Safes.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—A represents the door
of a vault or safe; B the door frame; and C a lock of any description.

If the lock C should be forced ofl" the door either by means of powder
or by a punch, it comes in contact with bar K, which is bolted to the

door at h, causing the free end c of said bar to move; the bolt F is then
in position represented in fig. 2 ; as soon as bar K is moved, it comes
into position represented in fig. 3, withdrawing pin d from hole /,
when the spiral spring Gr shoots the bolt out from its casing, and spring

a causes bolt H to shoot into recess i, thus securing bolt F in the po-
sition shown in fig. 3, which then bolts door A.

Claim.—So combining a safety bolt with the lock of a bank, vault,

store, or other door through the means of a bar or trigger, as that the

forcing of the lock by any means from the door shall trip or release the

safety bolt, and allow it to securely fasten or lock said door, sub-

stantially as set forth.

No. 17,660.

—

Joel R. Bassett, of Cincinnati, 0.

—

Improved Ma-
chine for Making Bolts and Eivets.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.

—

The stock h c being made to rotate in the direction of the arrow, a rod

is placed in the cavity u of the rest, and, being held with its end in

contact with the face of the ciamp stock b, enters readily the first

aperture / which is presented. The stock b c continuing to rotate
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tlie clamp e, "by means of the friction roller p, is made to press on the

portion of the rod within its grasp, while the downward pressure of

that within the rest J depresses the latter, causing the jaws Jc I to coe-

tract tightly on the end of the rod, thus effectually preventing its ex-

pansion, while the clamp is severed therefrom by the rotation of the

clamp stock. The roller p continuing to hold the clamp e tightly

compressed, the vertical face of the plate I now forms a support to the

point of the blank, while the header 5, heing pressed against the in-

clined face o of the cam, is thereby impelled forward in such a man-
ner as to form the head of the rivet ; after which the formed rivet is

liberated hy projection r* impinging against the roller p and retract-

ing clamp e.

Claim.—First. The clamps efdrt, constructed substantially as de-

scribed, and arranged on the periphery of a rotating stock in such
manner as to be readily accessible for inspection and replacement, in

combination with the friction roller p, for the clamping and releasing

of the bolt or rivet.

Second. In combination with the above, the yielding rest ijj and
divided cutter Jc I, by means of which the rotation of the clamp stock

severs the blank, the end of the rod being contracted during the act

of separation, and afterwards released by the retraction of the rest

and cutter ij Jc.

Third. The arrangement of heading dies s, and adjustable stationary

cam n 0, in combination with the clamps and the perpendicular face

of the plate I, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,534.—EicHAKD H. Cole, of St. Louis, Mo.

—

Improved Ma-
chine for Making Bolts.—Patent dated November 3, 1857 —The en-

graving and claim show what the nature of this invention is.

Claim.—The inventor says : I claim pressing the head on the bolt

in a moving die-box or die, and against a yielding tool or support, as

set forth, by the motion of the bolt instead of the tool, as described.

I also claim the combination of the spring X_, the crotch a, and the
jaws 5, so that the crotch a, or its substitute, in pressing the jaw s

forward, shall act against a yielding medium for the purpose specified.

I also claim the internal construction of the gripping tools x, as

shown at Z, whereby each of the said tools in closing shall form one
fourth of the point on the bolt, thus making half of the point when
closed.

I also claim finishing the point on the bolt, that is, completing it

by an off-set made on the side of the knife N, having a form in it to

correspond with the form in the end of the tools x ; the said off-set to

be below the cutting edge of the knife a distance equal to the diameter
of the point of the bolt when finished, so as to make the point of the
bolt like the frustum of a cone.

No. 18,193.—H. W. CoLLENDER, of New York, N. Y —Improved
SocJcetfor Bolts.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-
gravings.

Claim.—Having a disk or follower d placed within the socket, and
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connected with a spring E, arranged in any proper way so that, as

the bolt A is withdrawn from the socket, the spring will press the
disk or follower against the upper or outer end of the socket, and close

the orifice thereof, for the purpose specified.

No. 18,775.

—

William Sellers, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improved
Macliinefor Threading Bolts.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The
object of this invention is to avoid the necessity of reversing the mo-
tion of cutting dies, or of stopping the machine to change the bolts,

and to so arrange the die and tap-holder as to admit of greater facility

in changing from one sized thread to another, or to tapping nuts.

The inventor says : I claim the use of a die-box and cams, substan-

tially as described^ when these are so arranged as to be capable of

revolving about a common centre at difi'erent velocities, for the pur-
pose of opening or closing the dies.

I claim arranging the cams so as to leave open spaces between them,
substantially as described, in combination with the die-box and dies,

as described, to facilitate the changing of the dies.

I also claim the mode of attaching the tap-holder to the revolving

die-box, substantially as described.

No. 17,641.

—

William Sellers, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Boring-Mills.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—Revolving the faceplate M of boring or turning mills in

a support R as near as convenient to the periphery thereof, substan-

tially as described.

Also, the adjustable step or centre bearing h, when it is combined
with an outer support, substantially as described.

No. 16,564.

—

Mary A Cannon, of Warren, R. I., (administratrix

on the estate of John Cannon, deceased,) assignor to The New York
AND Brooklyn Brass Company, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Brass Kettle Machine.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.

The inventor says : I do not claim the spinning of vessels by hand
pressure, when the spinning tool is both carried and pressed up
against the metal by the workman, as this is the old plan, long known
before any mechanism for carrying the tool was invented.

I distinctly disclaim those parts in my machine which are found in

Hayden's patent, or in Miller and Whitehead's patent, or in any other

machine for making brass kettles.

But the combination of a hand-lever for effecting the spinning by
hand pressure, with a slide rest which is moved by mechanism, is, to

the best of my knowledge and belief, a new combination, possessing

great and important advantages : Therefore

—

Disclaiming movable slide rests in machines for spinning brass

kettles, and also disclaiming hand pressure in itself considered for

such purposes,

I claim, 1st. Elongating the handle of the tool q, in the lever P, to

be operated by hand, when the said tool is moved up to the work by
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mechanism^ in the manner and for the purposes substantially as set

forth.

2(1. The arrangement of the shaft e, substantially as described,

whereby it is made to serve for the driving of the sliding bed I, and
also as a pivot upon which the slide H, which carries the said bed, is

adjusted, tbereby enabling the adjustment of the bed to be effected

without affecting the driving gear.

No. 18,111.

—

Charles Taylor, of Little Falls, N. T.

—

Improvement
in Casting Bearings in Iron Wheels,—Patent dated September 1, 1857.

—

The movable cap-piece A, being placed upon pin B, and secured to it

temporarily, the pin is placed within the core print of the newel D

;

the rope F is then placed upon the newel, and the cap A permits the

pin B to enter the core print of the cope F, without injuring said core

print.

Claim,—The employment of the bevel or oval cap-piece A, or its

equivalent, when it is used in connexion with the pins B B, or their

equivalent, and made to operate in the manner and for the purposes

described.

No. 18,481.

—

Daniel A. Webster, of New York, New York, and
George F. Burroughs, of Lumberton, New Jersey.

—

Improved Core
Spindlefor Casting,—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—The nature of

this invention consists of an approved collapsing core or spindle, (for

casting hollow tubes, either cylindrical or polygonal, with either one
end closed or both open,) formed of segmental staves, adjusted by
followers which operate against inclined planes upon internal surfaces

of said staves, and which are governed by a transverse shaft running
through the centre of the core spindle and passing through two heads.

Claim.—The inventors say : We are aware that core spindles have
been made with a wedge stave secured at either end, but do not con-

sider such a mechanism at all practicable in casting heavy work.
We do not claim, broadly, a collapsing core spindle, as we know

their use is common ; nor do we claim a hollow cylinder composed of

staves, or their equivalent.

But we claim, first, the combination of a transverse centre shaft

with the disk followers B B^ and inclined projections D D, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second. The bottom head E^, constructed as described, in combina-
tion with the shaft A and followers B B, substantially as described,

whereby I am enabled to cast one end of the tube closed ; the whole
arranojed as set forth.

No. 18,924.—A. A. Needham, of Kockford, Illinois.

—

Improvement
in Casting Car- Wheels.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—The claim
and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : 1 do not claim, broadly, a rotating mould for

casting, for this has been previously used for casting pipes.

But I claim casting the wheel from two different kinds of iron—

-

hard and soft—the hard iron to form the tread, and the soft to form
the hub and centre of the wheel; and properly disposing the two kinds
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of iron witliin the mould, as desired, by giving the same a rotating

motion, as shown and described.

No. 17,109.

—

Mortimer Nelson, of New York, New York.

—

Im-
provement in Moulds for Casting.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—

•

These moulds are made by making electrotype casts B of each half of

the article to be moulded ; the casts B are then backed up with plaster

of Paris C to the requisite thickness ; the backing C is then coated
with black lead and placed in a copper bath, and a sheet of copper D
is deposited on the rear and ends of the backing, thus uniting the
mould in a substantial manner.

Claim.—The described method of forming moulds for casting brit-

annia and other metals, by backing up a thin metallic face with plas-

ter, in the manner substantially as set forth.

No. 16,864.

—

Michael H. Simpson, of Boston, Mass.

—

Im.provement
in Machinery for Combing Wool.—Patent dated March 17, 1857, ante-

dated September 17, 1856.—In operating with this machine, the wool or

"fibrous material, as in the original machine of Couillard, is spread
upon an endless apron B ; and by means of the feed-rollers and a
^' licker in," it is taken from said apron and transferred to the main
cylinder A ; and during the revolutions of the same the fibrous material

is subjected to the action of the workers and strippers situated above
said card cylinder. Next, by means of the extra doffer L and stripper

M, it is removed from the main card cylinder and laid upon the comb-
ing doffer I, by which it is thrown upon and amongst the teeth of the

revolving comb N. From the latter, the longer fibres are drawn by
the rollers U Y, and from thence in the form of a sliver they pass

through the condensing belt/, thence between the rollers h i and into

the neck of the flyer, and are finally wound upon the bobbin.

The inventor says : I claim the combination and arrangement of an
extra dofier L and stripper M, or equivalents therefor, with the main
card cylinder, the combing dofier I, and the combing belt N ; the whole
being substantially in the manner and for the purpose as specified.

I also claim ijie described improved arrangement and construction

of the draught rollers U Y, with respect to each other and the combing
beltN.

. I also claim making the wires of the fringe belt W to extend be-

low the table Z, and to run through a passage c formed between the

part Z and the combing belt, or in the table, as specified.

I also claim combining with the curved plate K, when such is em-
ployed in connexion with the dofier I and the combing belt N, a

steam-heating chamber S, or other suitable means of heating such

plate, as set forth.

No. 16,688.

—

Andrew Leonard, of Kenosha, Wis.

—

Improvement in

Casting Skeins for Wagons.—Patent dated February 24, 1857.

—

c

represents the core and a the core-bar, which can either be adjusted by
hand, as represented in figure 1, or its lower end can be imbedded into

the pattern sand, so as to firmly support the upper portion of the

core-bar and the core itself.—(See figure 2.)
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Claim.—The method, substantially as set forth, of moulding and
casting thimble skeins and other hollow conical castings in a vertical

position from whole patterns, leaving their own cores of green sand,

which were moulded in the hollow of the patterns around one end of

long core-bars, so arranged and combined with the cores and with the

solid sand in the flask, as to have the other end of the same bars sus-

tain the core, or to render them adjustable by hand after the patterns

are withdrawn and the mould completed, as specified ; and of thus in-

suring the true position of the cores in the centre of their moulds, and
making the casting perfectly true and seamless direct from the sand,

substantially as described and shown.

No. 17,012.

—

Henry E. Kemsbn, of Albany, New York, assignor to

William J. Noyes and Henry R. Remsen, aforesaid.

—

Improved Mill

f(yi^ Cleaning Castings.—Tsitent dated April 7, 1857.—The hollow ware
to be cleaned is placed in the grated partitions m, so that each piece

shall be separated from the other, and, as the mill revolves, the shot,

iron, or scouring material, will act effectually on the castings.

The inventor says: I do not claim making a revolving mill for

cleaning hollow ware or other castings.

Nor do I claim any particular external form, or any mode of open-

ing or fastening the doors.

I claim the use, in a horizontal revolving mill for cleaning castings

or hollow ware, of open work, lattice, or grated partitions, parallel to,

or in a line with, the axle, for the purpose of such compartments as I

have described, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,814.

—

Edward F. Whiton, of Stafford, Connecticut.

—

Im-
proved Centering-Machine.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—The shaft e

to be centered is inserted within two opposite notches of the holders d,

and is secured within said holders by forcing them together by means
of screw J. The pulley D being then rotated, the marker p is forced

towards the end of shaft e by operating screw w.

Claim.—Arranging the laterally adjustable notched holders d dm
such a manner in relation to the longitudinally adjustable spindle C
and its pointed marker p as to enable the ends of shafts of various
sizes to be centrally marked, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,490.

—

Lauriston Townb, of Providence, Rhode Island.

—

Imp^wed Chain-Machine.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—The
functions performed by this machine include the whole process of cut-

ting the links from the strips of metal^ and their subsequent bending
and uniting, till the complete chain is formed. The engravings and
claims set forth by the inventor will give an idea of the minutiae of
this invention.

The inventor says : I claim the forming-guide for holding and trans-

mitting the chain during the formation thereof, constructed and
arranged as described, or in any other manner which will enable it to

perform substantially the same functions.

I also claim giving to the forming-guide an angular movement upon
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Jts axis, so as to present fhe chain to the successive links in such posi-

tions that the arms thereof will alternately interlock.

I also claim the double movement of the punch m—first, to give the
outer bends to the links while depositing them upon the forming-
guide ; and second, to finally clinch them and force the chain down-
ward to make room for the succeeding links, substantially as specified.

I also claim the arrangement and combination of the carrier E, die

m, and the forming-guide, or their equivalents, so as to first bend the
links inward near the extremities of the arms, and afterward to make
the bends nearer the centre of the links, for the purpose specified.

I also claim the slender converging rods or holders r r, for holding
down the top link while bending the first pair of arms of the link be-

low up over it.

I also claim the arrangement and operation of the slides a a, or their

equivalents, substantially as described, so as to bend and clinch the

arms of each link successively by pairs, and cause the succeeding pair

or pairs to overlap the preceding ones, or, in case the links have an
odd number of arms, to cause the succeeding arms of each link to

overlap the preceding ones singly in succession.

I also claim the fingers p p, operating as described, for the purpose
of forcing and holding down the first pair of arms, so as to enable the
succeeding pair to be lapped over them, substantially as specified.

No. 18,027.

—

Laueiston Towne, of Providence, E. 1,—Improved
Macliinefor Tioisting Curb Chains.—Patent dated August 18, 1857.

—

The chain is inserted between the stationary dies m and the vibrating

die N ; and motion being given the driving-shaft, the die N is caused

to vibrate by means of pitman I, each vibration of the die twisting

one link of the chain. The unfinished portion a of the chain is pre-

vented from winding, by giving a counter motion to reel G, upon its

shafts.
Claim.—The combination of the vibrating spiral die N and sta-

tionary holding die plates m m, or their equivalents, arranged and
operating substantially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

No. 17,694.

—

James Oliver and Harvey LirrLE, of South Bend,
Ind.

—

Improvement in Chilling Plough Shares.—Patent dated June 30,

1857.—The iron that first enters the mould runs directly to the edge,

and under the chill ; these portions are thus filled at the start of the

operation, and the vapors created by the damp mould, the air, and
other gases, are expelled gradually through the spout.

Claim.—The process described, consisting in placing the surface of

the chill in such a position in relation to the other parts of the mould
that the melted metal shall first come in contact with the chill at the

edge of the share, in the manner and for the purpose specified.

No. 16,470.

—

George N. Cummings, of Hartford, Conn.

—

Improved
Clamp for Soldering Spectacles.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.

—

In using this instrument the eye-pieces g are placed upon the strips h

and underneath the springs d, when they are pushed back against the
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strips c; fhe nose-pieces li are then adjusted to the eye-pieces g so as

to give them the proper shape, and are soldered to said eye-pieces.

Claim.—The use of the supporting strips h c, springs c?, and brick

e, arranged and operating in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16, 506.

—

Elbridge Wheeler, of Marlboro', Mass.

—

Improved
Clamp{ng-3Iachine.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—A represents

the bed of the machine upon which the article to be punched rests.

B the stationary jaw. The movable jaw D is brought up against the

article to be punched by the screws E, and is composed of two por-

tions, 1 and 2, which are hinged together in the middle at E, the outer

ends of these pieces sliding beneath the clamps a; the jaw A is thus

enabled to conform itself to articles of irregular width.

Claim.—Constructing the movable jaw in two pieces and hinging
them in the centre in the manner and for the purpose substantially

as set forth.

No. 16,502.

—

AbnerVan Horn, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Core-Boxes.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—Figure 1 represents

the core-box A, which is made in two parts, with the zigzag projections

B B inserted, but not shown in this figure, which are attached to the

lifts OC.
Figure 2 represents the interior and shape of the core-box, and also

the projection B.

Figure 3 represents the projection B withdrawn.
Claim.—The use of the compartments B B, constructed and operat-

ing as described, when arranged in connexion with the lifts C C and.

flask A, as set forth.

No. 17,732.

—

William G-age & Richard B. Felthousen, of BufFalay

N. Y.

—

Improvement in Dry Sand Cores.—Patent dated July 7, 1857,.

—The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the
claim.

Claim.—The application and use of glue or blood (either separately

or in combination) mixed with sand, for the purpose of making' dry
sand cores for founding purposes,, substantially as described.

No. 18,964.

—

William Gage & Richard B. Felthousen, of Buffalo,

N. Y.

—

Improvement in Dry Sand Cores.—Patent dated December 29,
1857.—In describing their improvement the inventors say.-. We take
any convenient quantity of flour and put it into a vessel, and mix
therewith a sufficient quantity of water to make it flow freely as a
liquid, taking care that the flour and water shall be so well mixed,
that there shall be no lumps or dry flour remaining there. We then
place the vessel containing the mixture over a fire, and boil the- same
until it is converted into a starchy, glutinous^ or viscous substance,
and sufliciently dense and strong to bear up an egg.
The inventors say : We are aware that flour in a dry or unprepared

state has long been used in the composition of dry sand cores ; we
therefore disclaim its application or use in this well known way.
We claim the application and use of the viscous substance, or paste

28
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wliicli we obtain from flour, in the manner described, in admixture
with sand, for the purpose of forming dry sand cores, in the manner
set forth.

No. 18,337.

—

Norman C. Harris and Alonzo Butler, of Poultney,
Vermont.

—

Improvement in Curry Combs.—Patent dated October 6,

1857.—The inventors, in describing their improvement, say : We cut

out a piece of sheet metal A (fig. 1) of the proper size, and stamp it

so as to form a hollow a for the reception of a handle to be applied to

the card. Corrugations h 6, of any design, may also be formed for

adding firmness to and ornamenting the metal. The edges c c are

likewise bent over in the manner shown.
When thus prepared, it is placed on the back of the sheet, or plate

B, in which the teeth are inserted. Its edges c c are then turned
closely over the edges of the face, as shown in the drawings. The
handle C is then inserted in the socket formed by the union of the

hollow a and the face B of the card, and is secured therein by the

nails or tacks d c?, and the card becomes complete.

The inventors claim the employment of a metallic plate A, to em-
brace the sheet or plate in which the teeth of the card are inserted in

the manner described, for the purpose of adding strength and finish,

and for securing the handle thereto.

No. 16,440.—E. T. Henry, of Scranton, Pennsylvania.

—

Improved
Die for Making Spikes.—Patent dated January 20, 1857.—The bar d,

from which the blanks are cut,* is properly heated and placed in the

groove a of the die A ; a knife e, which is attached to arm /, cuts off

the part of the bar which is within the groove a of the die, and the

head is then formed by a heading device.

Claim.—The lip C, formed at the point end of the groove a, in the

die A, substantially as shown for the purpose specified.

No. 17,453.

—

John F. Scuarer, of New York, N Y.

—

Improvement
in Die-Slock.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The die-plate B can be

kept stationary by the point of screw E entering one of the recesses n;
but the die-plate D, being pressed against the screw blank by screw I

acting against the sliding-piece C, can turn within said sliding-piece,

and can thus adjust itself to its proper position.

The inventor says : I am aware that circular plates, having dies or

recesses of graduated different sizes cut on the peripheries^ have been
used before, and I do not claim the same.

But I claim the arrangement of the die-plate B, when held stead-

fast in connexion with the die-plate D, having a slight adjusting

motion, constructed and operated as specified.

No. 17,707.

—

James Teachout, of Waterford, New York.

—

Improved
Die-Stcck.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—The dies C are inserted

within the recesses Z of the die-holder B, and said die-holder, to-

gether with the dies, is inserted within the chub of the stock A, as

represented in ^g. 1 ; the top plate E and scroll plate D are then
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secured on tlie stock A by means of screws a, and the implement is

ready for use.

Claim.—Constructing the die-holder B of the screw-cutting die-stock

in the particular manner described, so as to give firm support to the

inner portion of the top of the dies as well as to their bottoms and
sides, and thereby relieve the scroll and guard-plates from all the

upward strain or pressure otherwise exerted upon these plates by the

inner portion of the dies in cutting screws.

No. 16,372.

—

Robert Brayton, of Buffalo, New York.

—

Improvement
in Dies.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—In making hot-pressed

nuts and washers by means of these dies, the heated bar is placed upon
the die C, and the blank is cut off from the bar by the die B, and com-
pressed into shape in the chamber B^, at the same time the blank is

punched by the punch E, the burr from the nut passing off through
hole C^.

Claim.—The use of chilled cast-iron die or dies, constructed and
operating substantially as set forth, for the purposes specified.

No. 17,475.

—

Leroy S. White, of Hartford, Connecticut, assignor

to S. S. Rogers, E. W. Sperry, James H. Ashmead, and Edmund
HuRLBUT, of the same place.

—

Improvement in Diesfor Punching Forh
Tines.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The nature of this invention will

be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—Supporting the small bars or slender part of the tempered
die h by suitable supports or dies of metal a, constructed and used
substantially in the manner described.

No. 17,204.

—

Jeremiah M. Crosby, of Norwalk, Ohio.

—

Improved
Door-Bolt.—Fsitent dated May 5, 1857.—When the bolt B is thrown
outward into the jamb of the casing by the action of the shaft and
eccentric C, the end of rod R, where it is connected with the cam, falls

below the centre of the spindle, and its farther motion in that direc-

tion is arrested by the case L, and thus the bolt is locked.

daim.—The arrangement of the belt B, rod R, and the cam or
eccentric C, combined substantially as described, for the purpose
specified.

No. 17,464.

—

Amos Westcott, of Syracuse, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Door-Bolt.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The knob-shaft C is pro-
vided with a wrist-pin F, which passes through slot G of the bolt H,
thereby supporting the rear end of the bolt ; and the teeth of the pinion
E on shaft C act on the pins I of the bolt, thereby operating said bolt

when the knob is turned.

The inventor says : I do not claim any particular method of moving
door-bolts. But I claim the supporting and guiding of the rear or

inner end of the bolt H, by connecting it with the knob-shaft C, sub-
stantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,474.

—

Samuel R. Wilmot, of Watertown, Conn., assignor
to Samuel B. Guernsey, of same place.

—

Improvement in Door-Bolts.—
Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The sides of the bars C^ which are in-
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tended to hold the bolt down to its bed plate, are first separated from
the plate A^ and by producing the corrugations d, said corrugations
will serve as guide-bars for the bolt 0, while the bars B are raised

and hold the bolt to the plate A.
Claim.—The method described of forming a raised bar from a flat

plate, without straining the material injuriously, by corrugating the
plate at the ends of the bar, and slitting the sides of the bar from the
plates, substantially as set forth.

No. 17,843.

—

Charles G. Pagb^ of Washington, D. C.

—

Improve-
ment in Cylindrical Door-Bolts.—Patent dated July 21, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim
and engravings.

Claim.—I claim the oblique slot in the guard, in combination with
the lever or handle of the bolt working in said slot, as set forth.

The zigzag return slots S in the guard, as shown in fig. 2, by which
the bolt is carried through its range by the two movements of raising

and depressing the handle, as set forth.

No. 17,808.

—

Charles G. Page, of Washington, B. C.

—

Improvement
in Locking Cylindi^ical Door-Bolts.—Patent dated July 14, 1857 —
By having the stem of the handle h sliding in the oblique slots m, the

bolt is convertible into a right and left handed bolt, and is secured

against being revolved by jarring, and also against being slipped end-

wise by accident, while the bolt can be locked or unlocked by simply
turning the handle h.

Claim,—Locking the bolt by means of the loose handles, sub-

stantially as set forth.

No. 18,537.

—

Samuel S. Day, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved Rose

for Door-Knobs.—Patent dated November 3, 1857.—In the engravings,

A is the stile of the door ; B are the knobs ; C are the roses ; d is the

disk flange which fits against the door ; e is a flange which projects

into the door, having a screw -thread cut on the outside, by which it is

firmly held in the wood, the inner surface forming a bearing for the

shank of the knob, as seen in the engravings, by which arrangement
this flange is made to serve two purposes, viz : securing the rose to

the wood, and supporting the shank of the knob. This flange has

within it, and forming a part of it, a slotted flange /, which answers
the two-fold purpose of an end-bearing for the shank of the knob and a

convenient and indispensable seat or hold for the screwdriver to act

upon in driving the rose into the hole previously bored for its reception.

The inventor says : I make no claim to securing the shank of the

rose in the door by means of a screw made upon the outside of it, as

this has already been done.

I claim combining the slotted flange/, the screw-threaded flange e,

and the disk flange d, in the construction of a rose for door knobs, as

and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,887.

—

Orrin Newton, of Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Improved Spindle

for Door-Knohs.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—The spindle B being

.passed through the door with the notches i projecting on the opposite
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side of the door, the shank is placed upon the spindle, and the key
D, fig. 5, is inserted in two of the notches i and the notches d e of the

shank C, thereby securing the spindle to the shank, the plate E pre-

venting the key from slipping out.

The inventor says : I do not claim as new the use of notches in the

spindle, nor the use of a key to connect the spindle and shank.

But I claim the arrangement of the notches on the spindle of the

door-knob in alternate positions on opposite corners or angles of the

squared spindle, in combination with the key, constructed as de-

scribed, and the deep and shallow groove in the shank, together with
the depression in the circle plate to keep the key in place, for the pur-

pose of adjusting the length of the spindle of door-knobs to different

thickness of doors, by gradations sufficiently minute to answer all

practical purposes^ and for other purposes set forth, substantially as

described.

No. 16,512.—A. F. Chatman, assignor to Aimselfand Jacob Pecare,
of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved Door-Spring.—Patent dated January
27, 1857.—The wire B B is passed through the hinges of the door,

and forms the hinge of a pair of hinges ; and the bent ends of the

wire are fastened to the door by staples or otherwise.

The inventor says : I do not claim helical springs ; nor a helix

wound around a wire ; nor a helix alone.

But I claim a wire B B^ doubled lengthwise on itself two or more
times in the manner described, so that it will form a spring, by oppo-
site forces, when enclosed in a cylinder or tube, and not otherwise, to

be used as a hinge, in combination with the spring, or without the
hinge.

No. 17,070.

—

Gilbert L. Bailey, of Portland, Me.

—

Improved Door-
Spring.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—When the door T is opened,
the roller H follows guide X and passes in towards the hinge of the
door, thereby compressing the volute spring D ; and the tendency of
said spring to resume its conical form causes it to press against lever

L, forcing roller H back to its original position at the outer end of
guide X, thereby closing door T.
The inventor says : I do not claim any of the described parts

separately.

Neither do I claim in a door-spring making the pressure greatest
when the door is closed.

But I claim the use of the volute, coniform spring D, in connexion
with post A, lever L, and guide X ; the whole arranged and operating
substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,164.

—

Edward P. Torrey and William B. Tilton, of New
York, N. Y.

—

Improved Door-Spring.—Patent dated September 8,
1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by reference

to the claim and engravings.
The inventors say : We do not claim any of the parts, separately

considered.

Neither do we claim the combination of a stop-pin and adjusting
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device applied for regulating the upright torsional rod spring, irre-

spective of the arrangements of said parts.

But we claim as our invention, and as a necessary auxiliary to ren-

der such adjusting device practicable and useful, the arrangement of

the adjusting cog-wheel D between the two notched ears C of the
bracket A and the pivoted stop plate on the face of the bracket, and
in such relation to said cog-wheel and the notches a in the ears, that

the whole, operating together as specified, will form a firm and sub-
stantial adjusting device for the upright torsional rod spring F, as set

forth.

No. 18,987.

—

Charles A. Peck, of New York, K. T.

—

Improved
Door-Spring.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—This invention re-

lates to a door-spring in which an arm or lever operated by a box
spring is made to act upon the door, and consists in the employment
of a variable bearing roller y, which may be adjusted nearer to or

further from the spring A. The plates //are so attached to the door

B as to be directly below the rod e, which rod bears against the roller.

Claim.—The employment of a variable roller j, as described.

No. 16,324.

—

John Broughton, Chicago, 111.

—

Improvement in Do(yr-

Springs.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—In the engravings, figures

1 and 2 represent this device as applied to a door when the latter is

open, A representing the door frame, and B the door ; figure 2 rep-

resents the device when the door is shut. The invention will be
understood by reference to these figures and the claim.

Claim.—Combining a flat or other suitable spring H with the leaves

D D of the auxiliary hinge or other actuating devices, by means
of a compound or double action toggle I J, applied and operating

substantially as described and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,759.

—

Leopold Thomas, of Alleghany City, Pa.

—

Improve-
ment in Door-Springs.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The nature of

this improvement will be understood from the claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of the spiral spring c,

nor the roller h.

But I claim the use of compound lever g 7i, in combination with the

connecting arms K K and spiral springs c, or their equivalent, in the

manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,490.

—

Jeremiah M. Crosby, of Norwalk, 0.

—

Improved
Catch for Doors.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—In shutting a door to

which this catch is applied, the bolt B is pressed back and operates

only upon the soft spring F, without acting on cam A, spring E, or

any other part of the lock, whereby no part of the lock is strained,

and the shutting of the door can be performed easily and without

noise.

Claim.—The employment of the additional soft, spring F, and con-

necting slide S, or its equivalent, between and in combination with

the bolt B and main spring E, arranged and operated substantially in

the manner and for the purpose specified.

il
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No. 18,911.

—

Charles D. Kellogg and William L. Coan, of Bos-

ton, Mass.

—

Improvement in Glass Knobs for Doors.—Patent dated

December 22, 1857.—This improved knob is made of transparent

glass, and with a cavity or recess e for the reception of the shank E,
the same being made to extend axially into the knob. In and against,

and so far as to cover the bottom of said cavity, a disk or plate / of

silver foil is placed, so that the planished surface of the same may be

in direct contact with the bottom.

Claim.—Arranging on the bottom of the cavity e a plate or disk

of foil, in combination with arranging an annulus of foil around the

mouth of the cavity and against the glass knob, as specified.

No. 17,944.

—

George C. Taft, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improved
Self-Feeding Drill.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—When the drill

arbor D is turned, the screw C, in consequence of being connected by
clamp H to crank G, will feed the drill E to its work just as fast as

the drill cuts ; for the instant the screw attempts to force the drill

forward faster than it cuts, the resistance offered to the turning of the

drill will cause the clamp H to slip around on the screw 0. The
pressure of the clamp H on the screw C may be regulated by adjust-

ing screw g.

The inventor says : I do not claim placing the drill arbor within the
hollow screw, for that arrangement is commonly used for feeding the
drill to its work, the screw being turned by hand.

Neither do I claim the means employed for adjusting the head I.

But I claim connecting the screw C with the crank G, by means of

the clamp H_, substantially as and lor the -purpose set forth.

No. 16,900.

—

George C. Taft, assignor to Henry W. Mason, both
of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improvement in Feeding Drill-Shaft.—Patent
dated March 24, 1857.—The purpose of the secondary lever and spring
is to keep the drill D close up to the :Work, and prevent over straining
or breakage of the screw threads or the vibrator lever. While the
vibrator K has a positive motion invariable in its extent, the secon-
dary lever and its spring, during the movements of said vibrator lever,

will cause the pawl to turn the rachet M far enough to advance the
drill in proportion to its ability to bore the work, the spring per-
mitting the vibrator to continue its advance or forward movement,
without danger of being strained or broken by the pressure of the
cam I.

Claim.—Combining the pawl with the vibrator lever by a secon-
dary lever and spring applied to them, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose as specified.

No. 16,552.

—

Egbert G. Pine, of Newark, N. J.

—

Improved Ma-
chine for Grinding File-Bla7iks.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.

Claim,—1st. The reciprocating frame E attached to the frame A^,
as shown, and having springs/ connected with it, when said frame is

used in connexion with the grindstone F and patterns j j, for the
purpose specified.

2d. I claim attaching the frame A^ to the levers m, bars I, and
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shaft K, having roller L upon it, said parts being arranged as shown
or in an equivalent way, for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,681.

—

Isaac H. Coller, of Poughkeepsie, New York.

—

Improved File-cutting Machine.—Patent dated February 24, 1857.

—

The first part of the improvement will be fully understood by reference

to the patent of Conklin, &c., upon which this is an improvement.
Y C2 F2 is the device for holding the file T^. Y consists of a

right and left screw, with two nuts, which nuts are pressed by the
screw against the levers F^ at one end, which closes the other ends
against the file, thus preventing it slipping endwise ; and the tang
is held by C^, a round piece grooved at top to receive the tang, and
a spring at the bottom, which keeps the file up until the roller U^
presses it down, and keeps it from shifting sidewise ; s is the
chisel.

The inventor says : I do not claim the manner of automatically
graduating the blow by the action of the cams F and springs S ; but
I claiMj as an improvement on the mode patented by Conklin^ Sid-

man, and Whritner, the jointed frames P Q R D for transmitting the

graduated efiect of the springs S to the hammer A, so that the rods

holding said springs will not vibrate from the movement of the

hammer.
I also claim the combination of the lever jaws with the spring

tang-holder, arranged and operating substantially as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

No. 17,760.

—

William Van Anden, of Poughkeepsie, New York.

—

Improved File-cutting Machine.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim

and engravings.

Claim.—The arrangement of a bed E, on which the file blank is

cut, having a forward positive feed motion, and an independent for-

ward motion against the edge of the chisel,, in consequence of the

percussion of the hammer, and the difierence of the resistance of the

metal at the back edge of the chisel x, wedging it forward at the

time of cutting the teeth of the file, to cause their upsetting, sub-

stantially in principle of operation as described.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the bed on which the

file-blank is cut, operating in the manner substantially as set forth,

with the triangular feed-gate I and side rails of the machine frame,

or substantially their equivalents, for the purposes set forth.

Also, the combination and arrangement of the ratchet-wheel Q,
spring S, and detent pins S^, or their equivalents, in combination
with the pawls P for operating the same, for the purposes substan-

tially as set forth.

Also, the use of the compound self-adjusting chisel-holder stock

W, in combination with the chisel, whereby it is held rigidly in its

place under the blow of the hammer, in manner and for the purposes

substantially as set forth.

Also, the use of the triangular gate, as a feed motion to my com-
pound l3ed, in combination with the apparatus for operating the same,

substantially as set forth.
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No. 17,928.

—

William Halliwell and Levi Osborn, of Poughkeep-
sie, N. Y.

—

Improved File-Cutting Machine,—Patent dated August 4,

1857.—When the carriages B C advance, either wing of the switch oo
is acted upon by one of two pins, which are fixed in the carria^-e C,

and project through a slide in B, and move the point of the switch to

the opposite side. The switch o o, being placed on the surface of bed

A, thus causes the carriage C to slide to either side of carriage B, and
thus to bring a fresh file under the chisel.

We claim 1st. The combined action of the two carriages B and C,

by which the machine is enabled to remove the file that has been cut

from under the chisel, and automatically to replace it by one to

be cut

2d. We claim the swivel-head x for holding the chisel, by which,
in connexion with the springs z z, the chisel adjusts itself on the

surface of the file.

3d. We claim the levers ¥, cams a^^ and ratchet bar h, as described,

for holding the file in place.

No. 18,458.

—

James Q. Kelly, of Sag Harbor, N. Y.

—

Improvements
in Harpoons.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—When the harpoon is

ready ior use, it is in the position represented in the engravings 1 and
2. When driven into the body of the whale, the flukes c c prevent

the instrument from being drawn back, and the motion of the whale
in attempting to escape causes the line to be straightened, and the pin

d to be broken, and then forces the point B forward into the flesh until

the eye E reaches the slide G. The barbs h b, being thus gradually

turned in the flesh, cannot return in the cut made by their insertion,

and consequently take a strong hold in the flesh of the whale.

By using the connecting rod i, the sliding socket C and the slide Gr

are enabled to slide over any bends in the rod a, which are frequently

caused by the turning or other violent motions of the whale.
The inventor says : I claim the arrangement of the eye or point of

attachment of the line D to the harpoon, and the eye ih the slide G,
through which the line passes at different angles on the harpoon when
prepared for throwing, substantially as described, whereby a twisting

movement is given to the point of the harpoon in the act of being
thrust further into the whale, for the purpose set forth.

I also claim the connecting rod i and guide G, in connexion with
the sliding socket C, whereby the advantages of a long socket or bear-

ing are attained, without the disadvantage of a continuous tube,

in case of bending the rod or shaft which slides therein, substantially

as specified.

No. 18,643.—W. G. Hyndman, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improvement
in Portable Forge.—Patent dated November 17, 1857.

—

ct a repre-

sents the body of the forge made in a cylindrical shape, and furnished
with a cylindrical bellows B, as usual, which bellows are operated in

the ordinary manner at the side of the forge, with a lever which takes

hold of the rod c attached to the lever part of the bellows. J
is the air pipe extending from the bellows to the tuyere iron h ; d d
is the hearth of the forge

; ^ ^ is a plate of circular form with a rim
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projecting up around its edge, and furnished with lugs for attaching

it to the bottom of the hearth-plate, by which plate g g are attached

to the hearth-plate^ the recess E R is formed, which recess is tilled

with any non-conducting substance, to serve as a hearth to prevent

the bellows from being heated.

Claim.—The plate g g when arranged with the bottom of the hearth-

plate d d, by which arrangement of plates the recess R R is formed,

and to be filled with fire-brick or any other good non-conducting mate-
rial, to serve as a hearth to the forge in place of laying the brick on
the top of the hearth-plate d d, for reasons mentioned and purposes

specified in the specification, and represented in the drawings.

No. 16,531.

—

John W. Crannel, of Olivet, Mich.

—

Improvement
in Smith's Forge.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.

Claim.—The use of two hollow sectional nozzle-pieces H H, moving
at right angles in a two-way groove formed by the chamfered ribs

G G G Gr, in combination with the two-wayed slotted opening K in

the hearth-plate, ^g. 2, formed and bounded by the stationary rims

J J, and the chamfered corner block L, whereby the moving nozzles

can slide past each other and form a continuous joint in any position.

No. 16,537.

—

George P. Foster, of Bristol, R. I.

—

Improvement in

Forging Gun-loch Springs.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.—The
power is applied to the shaft of the upper roll, and, as it revolves, the

teeth D engage with wheel C. A blank is now inserted between the

rolls ; and when rolled to its full length the teeth disengage, the

lower roll is suddenly drawn back by its spring F, and the apparatus

is ready to receive another blank.

Claim.—Operating the rolls by means of the cogged segment D,
wheel C, and spring F, in the manner and for the purpose substan-

tially as herein set forth.

No. 16,444.

—

William Kelly, of Eddyville, Ky.

—

Improvement in

Blast Furnace.—Patent dated January 20, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.

The inventor says : I do not claim blowing blasts of air into a liquid

mass of iron, so as to refine it, as that is a well known process. Nor
do I now claim, in this process, to refine the iron separate and apart

from fuel, as the iron, when being so worked, as above described, in

a blast furnace, has a large body of fuel to cover it, in a manner sub-

stantially as in a finery fire.

I claim the combination of the hearth of a blast furnace with the

auxiliary tuyeres B B and C, for delivering a blast of air into the

fluid iron in said hearth ; the whole constructed and operating in the

manner and for the purpose specified.

No. 18,167.

—

Samuel Wilkes, of Hammondsville, .—Improvement
in Blast Furnace.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—The steam is

introduced into this furnace at different points a, within the limit of

the boshes, for the purpose of securing a thorough oxydation of the
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ore, "b}^ bringing it in contact witli the same at tlie point at wliicli the

chemical action of the furnace is in most active progress.

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of steam in the smelting

and making of iron.

I claim the introduction and application of steam in blast furnaces

at the boshes, whether at one or more points, substantially in the

manner as described.

No. 17,659.

—

Charles C. Alger, of Newburg, N. Y.

—

Improved
Smelting Furnace.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—By this improve-

ment the capacity of a furnace can be materially increased, and a good
iron can be produced with a blast not exceeding the pressure usually

employed.
Claim.—An improved furnace constructed substantially as described,

that is, with its hearth A, or crucible and boshes D, of an elliptical

or elongated form, substantially and for the purposes as specified, in

combination with two mouths F—one at each end for working and
tapping—and two or more tuyeres B B^ at each side_, so arranged as

to introduce the blast in the direction of the breadth, and for the ob-

jects explained.

No. lfi,560.

—

^^Henrt Weissenborn, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Blast Furnace.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.

Claim.—The mechanical arrangement of feeder B, in combination
with a surrounding gas chamber D, with an open bottom placed above
the furnace throat ; whereby the gas is prevented from escaping from
the throat of the feeder B, without being covered, and then forced into

the gas chamber by the dense body of coal and ore always contained

in the feeder, and therefore delivers a regular supply of gas, which can
be carried descending to any heating furnaces placed on the bottom
ground of the blast furnace with the same advantages as if applied on
the top of it, for the purpose and in the manner as specified.

No. 18,051.

—

Philip W. Mackenzie, of Jersey City, N. J.

—

Improve-
ment in Cupola Furnaces.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.—The blast

enters the chamber / and passes in the direction of the arrows into

the furnace, entering the fuel at a^ a^ after passing between the

columns d.

The inventor says : I do not claim the boshing or outside air chamber.
But I claim forming a continuous sheet of air as indicated at a^ a^,

where it is brought in contact with the fuel, in combination with the
elongated form and increased size below a^ a^, where the blast enters

the fuel.

No. 16,541.

—

Jacob C. Green, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Fuddling Furnaces.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.—On this furnace
as many men maybe employed as there are openings a at each side of

the furnace. The arrangement of two hearths Gr G-—one at each end
of the furnace—serves to economize fuel and to create a more uniform
heat throughout the furnace.

The inventor says : I do not confine myself to any particular length
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of furnace, or to tlie number of openings a a a, as four or even five on
each side might be employed.

But I claim the constructing of puddling furnaces with any conve-

nient number of openings or working-holes' on each side, and a fire-

place at each end, the bed of the furnace being common to both fires,

and the whole being arranged and constructed substantially in the

manner set forth and for the purpose specified.

No. 16,999.

—

Edward L. Seymour, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved
Gold Separator,—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The ore is put into

the hopper h h^, and by rapidly shifting the lever I of the feeding frame
a from 3 to 4, all that ore which is contained within the compartments
1 3 and 5 of the feeding frame will be scraped down upon the sieves

fitted into the openings or divisions 2 4 6 of the sieve-frame. By now
operating the piston of the pump A, water or air is made vertically

to project that ore which rests on the aforesaid sieves, and fills out the

three corresponding compartments of both the metal frame c and
scraping frame d, so that after a few strokes of the piston, the par-

ticles of that ore may arrange themselves according to their specific

gravity ; after which the lever 1 1 of the scraping frame d has also to be
shifted from 3 to 4 for the purpose of scraping the refuse matter con-

tained within its partitions 2 4 and 6 into refuse passages 1 3 and 5.

Claim.—The use of the sections or frames, as described, when per-

forated or constructed so as to open or shut the communication between
,

the upright tubes or compartments for the passage of materials con-

taining gold or other substances, of air or of water, as may be required,

the whole operating in connexion with the hopper as described.

No. 17,758.—T. Y. Tavnay, of San Francisco, Cal.

—

Improved
Gold Washer and Amalgojnator.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—This
gold washer is intended to be attached to the lower end of a sluice in

which the coarser particles of gold have been collected ; it only re-

ceives the finest particles of gold and sand which pass over the amal-
gamated plates 01234 6, F7 8, whereby the gold particles adhere

to the mercury of said plates ; and when a sufficient quantity of them
has been amalgamated on these plates, they pass as a coarse piece of

amalgam into one of the riffles X ; the metal plates being supplied

constantly with mercury by introducing the same through screen K.
Claim.—In gold washers and amalgamators, the metal plates coated

with mercury, the riffles, vanes, and reacting surfaces, arranged and
located substantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,948.

—

Samuel S. Lewis, of San Juan, Cal.

—

Improved Ma-
chine for Washing Gold.—^^Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The water

employed in the operation of this machine flows freely over the sur-

face formed by the flanges a of the bars &, and carries with it the

large boulders that fail to pass through the openings F ; the subcur-

rent, being received under the floor formed by the flanges a, is first

directed towards the side of the sluice F by the oblique bars D^, then

the current is taken by the next riffle with direct bars B^, then carried

by antagonistic bars C^ towards the opposite side of the flume, and so
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on in succession. To collect the deposit, all the riffles must he re-

moved from the sluice, and the amalgam may he swept into a suitahle

receptacle.

Claim.—The employment of riffles or hottoms, constructed in the
manner suhstantially as descrihed, so that an under current of water,

may he used between the rihs, in connexion with that flowing over
the surface of the bars of the riffles, in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

No. 18,509.

—

Daniel Lovejoy and George F. Butterfield, of

Lowell, Mass.

—

Improved Grinding and Polishing Macliine.—Patent
dated October 27, 1857.—The object of this invention is to expedite
the process of grinding and polishing metal plates and articles having
plane surfaces. The claim and engraving show the nature of the im-
provement.

Claim.—Giving the plate E, or other article to be ground, a vertical

reciprocating motion tangentially with the plane of motion of the stone

or wheel D, or parallel therewith, and also a vibrating lateral motion,
for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,398.

—

Robert F. Underhill, of Indianapolis, Ind.

—

Im-
proved Machine for Gutting Grooves and Slots.—Patent dated May 26,
1857-—In order to cut a groove on the inside of the hub of the wheel,
the wheel is placed on the table E, which can be adjusted by means of
set screws H J, and the arbor K is forced down within the hub of the
wheel by means of hand wheel P and screw N. Rotary motion being
imparted to pulley X, it is transmitted to the cutter wheel V by means
of the gearings R S T U, and the edges of the teeth of the wheel V
cut a groove on the inner periphery of the hub of the wheel, the cut-

ter wheel being pressed against said hub by means of the adjustable

wedge g.

The inventor says : I do not claim the tables A or E ; neither do I

claim the set screws H H, J J, nor the cylindrical ring G^ nor the

ball and socket joint on the top of the said cylindrical ring. Neither
do I claim the curved '^ standard" B, nor the head I ; neither do I

claim the screw N, nor the hand-wheel P, taken separately; neither

do I claim as new the using of revolving circular cutters, for such
have long been used.

But I claim, 1st. Forming cutting edges on the outer ends of the

cogs or cog-wheels, substantially as described for the purpose set forth.

2d. The combination of the cutter Y, as constructed, the cogged
wheels R S T U, the shaft W, and the slotted '^ arbor" K, with the

adjustable wedge g, and table E, or any equivalent device,, arranged
substantially as described for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,638.

—

Henry Burt and James T. Hedden, of Newark City,

N. J.

—

Improved Machine for 3Ialdng Hames.—Patent dated Feb-
ruary 17, 1857.—An iron bar of proper length is placed with one end
in the angular groove at a, against the stop 6, that delivers it into the

forming dies 1 on rollers A A^ ; the bar is conveyed by the rollers A
A^ into the next set of rollers by means of guide d d^j and so on. The
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bar is then placed upon its edge in the feed rollers opposite the hame
dies and passed through them. From the latter set of dies it will

come out as a finished hame with the end loops complete, there being
a D counter-sink or punch at the ends of each set of dies as seen at S.

E are the draft eyes.

Claim.—The use of the consecutive ring dies 1, 111, 2, 2 2 2, in

connexion with the angular grooves a and a^, and stops h and 6^, on the

feed rollers E and E^, substantially as described, constructed and
operating in the manner specified and shown.

No. 18,408.—EussELL B. Perkins, of Meriden, Conn.

—

Lnproved
Machine for Making Hammers.—Patent dated October 13, 185*7.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by a reference to the

claim and drawings.
Claim,—The inventor says : I claim arranging, in the manner de-

scribed, the principal parts of a machine for forging hammers, that is

to say : placing the rock-shafts a and 6, upon which formers or dies

are disposed in lateral series, at one end of the frame A, and in the

relative position specified to the rock-shaft S, which operates the

shearing, cutting, and punching apparatus ; in combination with the

double cross-head B and n^^ placed at the reverse end of the frame A,
and deriving its motion from the crank C.

I also claim the pin Uj so constructed and arranged in relation to the

sliding-plate t^ and lever f^ that it will lock or unlock the rock-shaft

S, to or from the collar t, when required.

I also claim the combined cross-heads B and n^, when so constructed

and arranged that the cross-head n^ may work in connexion with the

cross-head B, or separately within said B, as set forth.

I also claim the described contrivance for coupling or uncoupling the

two cross-heads B and n^, without stopping the crank motion, viz : com-
bining the shaft p^, of the two engaging and disengaging hooks o,

with the latch p, the catch r, and the lever g, the whole being con-

structed, arranged, and operated substantially in the manner set forth.

No. 16,714.

—

Henry Bushnell, of New Haven, Conn.

—

Improve-
ment in Trip-Hammers.—Patent dated March 3, 185*7.—The object of

this arrangement is to lift and drop the hammer without jar, and by
very simple means.

Claim.—The use of the male and female V wheels h c, having, as

specified, a portion e of the surface of either one of them removed, so

as to permit the hammer h to drop freely, when arranged substan-
tially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,087.

—

Levi Dodge, of Cohoes, N. Y.

—

Improved Macliine for
Sivedging Hatchet Heads.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The
heated iron bar is placed within the cheeks B, which are opened to re-

ceive it. The former L is then placed over the cheeks and driven down
by any mechanical devices. As it advances it not only drives the metal
of the bar before it but closes the cheeks upon K, enabling it to com-
plete the hatchet head.

Claim.—The apparatus described, viz : the block cheeks and former,
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to be constructed and operated substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

No. 16,831.

—

Kingston Goddard, of Philadelphia, Fa.

—

Improved
Hinge.—Patent dated March 17, 1857.—In the engraving, a is the

socket; 6, the torsion bar; c, the door; ee, the jamb; /i, the hollow hinge.

In adjusting said hinge to any door it is only necessary to see that

one hinge has the socket end stationary, whilst the other moves in a
rotary manner upon its pivot upon the opening of the door.

The inventor says : I claim, first, the socket in the end (or adjusted

to the end so as to form part thereof) of the hinge, to be acted upon
directly by a torsion bar, as specified.

I am aware that torsion bars are used in various ways to close doors;

I therefore do not claim the torsion bar, but only the hinges, as spe-

cified.

No. 16,920.—E. Hart, of Marietta, 0.

—

Improved Hinge.—Patent
dated March 31, 1857.—Power being applied to lever F, it is turned
on its fulcrum k, as represented in dotted lines, figure 1. The pawl p
bearing on the arm E, the friction roller of the armE is made to bear

against the flat surface between the iuclined planes a h of the part

A ; and the part A and the gate to which it is attached are raised,

and the arm E takes the position shown in figure 2, the friction roller

being under the inclined plane h. In the meantime the arm D, being
released from the weight upon it, falls to the position shown in figure

2. The weight of the gvate now being upon the friction roller of the

arm E, at a point in the inclined plane &, the reaction of the friction

roller against the part A causes the gate to' open, and the flat surface

between the inclined planes a 6 is brought over the friction roller of

the arm D. The power being removed from the lever F, the spring n
causes the lever F to resume its former position, and in doing so cam
j of the arm E, bearing upon one end of the pawl p, causes the other

end to be thrown over the projection t of the arm D, when it is

retained by spring t.

Claim.—The employment of the arms or levers D E, constructed,

arranged, and operating substantially in the manner and for the pur-

pose set forth.

Also, in combination with the movable arms or levers D E, the
lever F, constructed and arranged with a shifting pawl, and operating

substantially as shown.

No. 17,419.—S. M. BuLLARD, of HoUiston, Mass.

—

Improved Door
Hinge.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The upper cup, whose inclined

plane is marked m nlk/\% attached to the flange which is fastened

to the door, and the lower cup is fastened to the flange attached to

the door frame. As the door is opened, the roller D commences as-

cending the inclined plane h I m. When the roller D has arrived

just beyond the point j, the door will remain open or stand at rest

;

but if left free to itself at any intermediate point, its own weight will

immediately cause it to close.

The inventor says : I do not claim the inclined planes, for they have
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been long known and used ; but I claim the detached anti-friction

roller inserted between two inclined planes, in the manner and for the

purpose described.

No. 17j354.—Dr. Joseph Sherbourne Smith, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved Spring Hinge.—Patent dated May 19, 185Y.—When this

hinge is to be used as a spring hinge, the pin X is depressed so as to

enter the hole a in plate D, to which the spring G is attached. By
withdrawing the pin X, the hinge will act like a common hinge. The
power of the spring Gr may be adjusted by turning the head S on shaft

A, the square part B of which then turns plate D and spring Gr.

Claim.—The use of the centre pin, screw pin^ and capped springs,

constructed, secured, and operated within the tubular knuckle, having
a double lapped joint, in the manner and for the purpose specified.

No. 18,593.

—

John Maxson, of De Euyter, N. Y.

—

Improved Spring
Hinge.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—The claim and engravings
explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—The inventor says : I claim one or more springs acting

against an inclined plane, curved or otherwise, with a recess at the

end so arranged as to close and hold a door, substantially as described.

I also claim, in combination with the above, a coiled spring, so

arranged as to assist the feather spring or springs, substantially in

the manner described.

No. 16,678.

—

JohnDavid Browne, of Cincinnati, 0.

—

Improvement in

Hinges.—Patent dated February 24, 1857.—By this construction of a
hinge a large horizontal bearing is obtained.

The inventor says : I do not claim the inclined planes on the joints

or bearings of a hinge, as they are well known. I claim making one
part h of the bearings of a hinge concentric to the other part a, as de-

scribed.

No. 18,896.

—

Nicholas A. Fenner, of Providence, R. I.

—

Improve-
ment in Casting Hinges.-r-T^Sitent dated December 22, 1857.—This in-

vention relates to the manufacture of cast hinges, and consists in the

employment of a separate pin b for each core a ; the latter being
moulded upon the pins, which are cast into or enclosed in one leaf A
of the hinge ; said pins forming the pivots or centres upon which the
knuckles d d of the other leaf B turn.

The inventor says : I do not claim generally the casting of a wire

into the centre of the joint of a hinge^ as wires extending right through
the joint have been inserted in the process of moulding and casting.

Neither do I claim the casting of pivots or teats on certain of the

knuckle pieces, to be received into recesses in others of the said pieces.

But I claim the employment of a separate pin for each core, when
the cores are moulded upon the pins, and the latter enclosed within the

hinge of the casting, as described.
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No. 16,371.

—

Samuel Boyd, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

the Manufacture of Hoes.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The na-

ture of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and
engraving.
The inventor says : I disclaim the making of hoes with sheet steel

blades, as such articles have long been known.
I also disclaim the use of rolled steel for hoe blades, as the same has

been before used.

I claim as a new article of manufacture a hoe having a steel blade A
and a malleable cast iron eye B, welded together.

No. 16,584.

—

Henkt Havell, of Newark, New Jersey.

—

Improve-
ment in the Mode of Attaching the Eyes to the Blades of Hoes,—Patent
dated February 10, 1857.—The triangular projection C of the cast

iron eye is inserted into the cap A on blade B, and then the whole
is welded together.

The inventor says : I do not claim the individual parts of a hoe,

neither do I claim welding the malleable iron eye to the blade.

But I claim the cap A, which forms a socket with the blade B to re-

ceive the malleable iron eye, and becomes a part of the same, in the
manner and for the purpose substantially as described.

No. 17,642.^

—

John P. Schenkl, of Boston^ Massachusetts.

—

Im-
proved Breech-loading Fire-Arms.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.

—

By turning lever I, pin m on disk h forces back bar B, the bent por-

tion g of which presses back the tumbler E, turning it on its centre

pin d and thus cocking the gun. As the movement of lever I is con-

tinued, the cam I strikes against the corner of notch t and forces the
barrel A forward off from thimble ; and, as the forward weight of the
muzzle overbalances that of the breech, the barrel is thrown into the
position represented in dotted lines, ready for loading. By reversing

the motion of lever I, the end r of bar K raises the barrel A to a hori-

zontal position and brings it up close against the breech thimble C.
By pulling trigger H, the needle c is thrown forward and the piece is

lired. When the hammer D is thrown down, in the act of firing, the
pin c^, being in the position represented in figure 4, enters the long
groove 6^; but, when the hammer is let down slowly, the restraint of
the hand on the upper end of lever x at d^ presses the lever against

the resistance of its spring a^ into the position shown at figure 5, and
the pin c^ enters groove e^ and rests against the lower end of it, hold-

ing the lock securely in half cock position.

Claim,—First. The method described of stopping the hammer at

half cock, by the pressure of the thumb, as set forth.

Second. The bar K, constructed as described, and operated by the
pin n and lever I, for the purpose of cocking the gun and of returning
the barrel into line with the thimble and locking it therewith, sub-
.stantially as set forth.

No. 17,542.

—

"Robert Cook, of South Abington, Mass., assignor to

Himself and Samuel Norton, of the same place.

—

Machine for Forging
Horse-Shoe Nails,—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The nail rod, after

29
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being properly heated, is passed througli the feeder K, so as to extend
between the strikers A B C D, which, on being put in operation, re-

duce and taper it on four sides. After it has been sufficiently ham-
mered, the attendant lays hold of the catch lever N and turns it on its

fulcrum, so as to bring its shorter arm down upon pitman M, and in

front of the shoulder w thereof, so that, while said pitman is being
moved forward, the shoulder may be carried up to the lever E", and,

by pressure against the same, cause it to be moved laterally on its

fulcrum, so as to move the feeder and introduce the nail rod between
the cutters m n, the spring catch serving to hold the feeder in posi-

tion while the hammered part of the rod is being severedfrom the rod.

As soon as the nail has been cut off, the attendant raises spring catch

0, and turns the catch N, so as to enable the counteracting spring R
to draw the feeder back to its original position.

Claim.—Arranging each striker in a separate guide lever, and
operating such striker by a spring and such guide lever^ when the

latter is actuated by means substantially as described.

Also, combining with the pitman M, and the lever L carrying the

feeder, a catch lever N, shoulder w, and spring catch 0, whereby the

said feeder may be moved and held up to the cutters, or set free

therefrom, as circumstances may require.

No. 1T,491.

—

Calvin Carpenter, jr., of Providence, R. I.

—

Im-
proved Machinefor Making Horse-Shoe Nails,—Patent dated June 9,

1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by reference

to the claim and engraving.

Claim.—I do not claim the cutting of the nail plate in such a
manner as to make the heads and points of the blanks from opposite

edges of the plate alternately, by turning over the plate, as that is

done in cutting brads and other cut nails, for which purposes straight

cutters are used.

But I claim, 1st, The attachment of the lower die h to, or construc-

tion thereof as a part of a plate I, which has such a sliding movement,
horizontally or otherwise, below the lower cutter a, at right angles to

the movements of the cutters and closing movement of the dies, as

described, that the die receives the blank from the cutters while it is

iaa stationary condition, and then conveys it under the top die, and,

in returning, has the finished nail pushed off it by the lower cutter,

substantially as specified.

2d. The guage K applied to the lever G, or its equivalent, which
carries the upper die 6, and operating as described^ in combination
with a stationary slotted standard T, by which it is moved out of the

way as the dies close, and which also serves to adjust it to give a

greater or less width to the nail blanks.

No. 17,265.

—

David Cummings, of Sorrel Horse, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Horse Shoes.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The plate B is secured

to the horse shoe A by means of the bolts a, and serves to hold the

calks C D E in place, and to prevent them from turning or unscrew-

ing.
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The inventor says : I do not claim movable calks screwed into tlie

bottom of a horse shoe.

But I claim the false bottom or holding plate B, constructed as de-

scribed, when used in connexion with the movable calks C D E, as

specified.

No. 18,306.

—

William Sombrville, of Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Mode of
Attaching Mastic Soles to Horse Shoes.—Patent dated September 29,

1857.—This invention consists in attaching an elastic sole to the shoe

of a horse, by which the inner portion of the bottom of the foot is

protected. A is the foot of the horse ; B is the shoe placed upon it,

made as other shoes are ; C is a piece of India rubber which fills that

space under the foot which is partially enclosed by the shoe. The
object of this cushion or sole is to protect the frog, and other parts of

the bottom of the foot which are not protected by the shoe. This sole

may be removed for cleaning or other purposes by first prying up the

heel of it in the middle, so as to displace the prongs D, which allows

it to be removed with facility.

The inventor says : I claim the sole 0, provided with prongs or

metallic projections D and E, or their equivalents, in combination
with recesses or rebates, or their equivalents, in or above the shoe,

substantially as set forth.

No. 18,940.

—

Elbridge Wheeler, of Marlborough, Mass.—/?7i-

proved Machine for Bending Horse Shoes.—Patent dated December
22, 1857.—A is the frame-work of this invention; B the bed or table;

C is a carriage which slides upon the ways a a, in the bed of the
machine. In this machine, which is represented as arranged for

bending horse shoes D in the form around which the shoe is bent,

which is temporarily secured to the carriage C by the lever E, which
is pivoted at &, and is forced down upon the former by an eccentric c

upon the end of the hand lever F, the piece of metal to be bent is

also secured to the sliding carriage by a lever Gr, similarly held down
by the hand lever H. The carriage is operated by the crank I upon
the driving shaft K and the pitman L. M are the bending levers,

which are pivoted to the bed at d and connected by the strap or bar
N at their forward ends. These levers carry the rolls /, the peri-

pheries of which are bevelled to correspond to the bevelled edge of

the horse shoe. The cams o bear upon the rollers g, pivoted to the

underside of the bending levers ; and thus, as the bending proceeds,

the operator is enabled to regulate the opening between the rolls / to

correspond to the form and size of the article being bent.

Claim.—The described machine for bending horse shoes, consisting

essentially of the following elements in combination, or their substan-
tial equivalents : The travelling carriage C, the bending levers M,
and the regulating cam o, operating in the manner substantially as

set forth for the purpose specified.

No. 16,691.

—

Edward Maynard, of Williamsburgh, N. Y.

—

Im-
proved Calk for Horse Shoes.—Patent dated February 24, 1857.

—

The screw 2 draws the conical body down into the conical hole,
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wedging the same perfectly tight, and the blow on the calk when in

use tends to drive it more tightly into place.

The inventor says: I do not claim a movable screw calk for the

shoes of animals.

But I claim the conical or tapering body 1 of the calk, fitting a

corresponding shaped hole in the shoe, in which it is retained by the

screw 2, or its equivalent, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

No. 17,665.

—

Henry Burden, of Troy, N. Y.

—

Improved Machine
for Making Horse Shoes.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—The rod r in

trough A^ is introduced between the feed-rollers D and D^, and is cut

to the proper length by means of the stationary cutter g and moveable
cutter g^, ^g. 4. With this feeding apparatus is connected a self-

acting device for stopping its action when a portion of the rod
remains too short to form a perfect shoe, consisting of parts B^, C^,

catch w, and moveable frame D^, which holds the feeding rolls apart,

fig. 2. The rod, when it is fed to the machine, passes between the

moveable guides P, ^g. 1, against the stop 0^, and is held in place

by them^ and is bent by means of the bending-tongue E. The iron

is then subjected to the operation of the swaging dies J^ and M*,
^g. 3, which, in conjunction with the dies B, press the iron to the

required form, and the sides of the shoe are then compressed so that

the toe may be wider than said sides by means of the holders P,
which are actuated by suitable cams operating on guides P ; the shoe

is then creased by creasers m, fig. 5, and punched in a similar

manner, and is then subjected to the action of a flattener t, pressing

it against a plate t^, fig. 3 ; and when this operation is performed,

the pin z pushes the shoe off from the projection ^ and drops it upon
an endless chain, to be carried to the store house.

The inventor says : I do not claim the process of passing the shoe
between the revolving dies generally, but limit myself to the particular

devices by which I have rendered it practical.

First. I claim the described feeding apparatus, and in connexion
therewith the mode set forth of cutting off the rod ; also the self-

acting device for stopping the feeders, and the mode of renewing their

action at the proper time.

Second. The mode of bending the rod and placing it in its proper
position between the swaging dies, as described.

Third. The flange on the upper swaging die, for the uses and pur-
poses specified.

Fourth. The combination of the revolving, creasing, and punching
die with the revolving swaging dies, by which both operations are

successively and automatically performed.
Fifth. The devices set forth for taking the shoe from the upper and

confining it to the lower dies, and finally taking it from the lower
dies and conducting it to the flattener.

Sixth. Also the means described for flattening the shoes.

Seventh. The combination and arrangement of machiaery by which
the several processes described are performed successively by one -ma-
chine, and without aid from attendants.
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I do not mean to limit myself to the precise means for performing

tlie operations set forth, as they evidently admit of several variations
;

hut I claim those devices or their equivalents which shall suhstantially

effect the same purpose.

No. 17,441.—V. N. Mitchell, of Concord, N. C.

—

Implement for
Paring Horses' Hoofs.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The horse's foot

is raised and placed in the recess d, so that the hottom of the hoof,

represented in dotted lines, will hear against the plate E. The frame

C is then depressed by forcing down the treadle Gr, and the knife D
will cut a slice from the hoof, the thickness of the slice corresponding

to the distance between the edge of the knife and the plate E, which
can be adjusted by means of screws h.

The inventor says : I do not claim the machine described, nor any
of the portions thereof, in themselves ; nor do I limit myself to the

use of the precise mechanism described, as other forms thereof may
be more advantageous for the working of my improvement. I claim

the reciprocating frame 0, provided with the knife D and plate E,
the frame being attached to the upright B, having a recess d in its

upper end, the whole being arranged specifically as shown and
described for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,690.

—

Joseph G-. Martien, of Newark, N. J.

—

Improvements
in the Manufacture of Iron and Steel,—Patent dated February 24,

1857.—As the metal comes from the furnace A and flows through one
or both of the troughs B and D, the air, steam, or gas issues through
the perforations c in the troughs. From the troughs the metal passes

into crucibles C L.

The inventor says : I do not intend to claim, generally, either the
purification of fluid or molten iron, by forcing through, among or in

contact with it, air, steam, or other oxydizing or purifying gases, or

the employment of any chemical agents for the same purpose.
Nor do I wish to limit myself to any particular construction or

arrangement of apparatus for the purifying or converting process, or

the use of such chemical agents as have been specified.

But I claim
J
in the purification or conversion of fluid or molten iron,

subjecting the molten iron to the action of atmospheric air, steam, or

other gaseous body or chemical agents, in any form capable of evolving
oxygen or other purifying gas, in such manner as to cause the air,

steam, or other solid, liquid, or gaseous body_, to impinge upon, pene-
trate through, or search among the metal while it is flowing, or in a
state of transit through a trough or conductor, or other place, substan-
tially as and for the purpose specified.

No. 17,389.

—

Robert Mushet, of Coleford, England.

—

Improvement
in the Manufacture of Iron and Steel.—Patent dated May 26, 1857

;

patented in England September 22, 1856.—The nature of this inven-
tion will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The addition of a triple compound or material of, or con-
taining, iron, carbon, and manganese, to cast iron which has been puri-

fied and decarbonized by the action of air whilst in a molten or fluid
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state, or in any convenient manner, so as to become mixed and com-
bined in the process of manufacture, in order, by the union of these

substances, to obtain malleable iron and steel.

No. 16,798.

—

George W. Hollet, of Niagara, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Enamelling Cast Iron.—Patent dated March 10, 185*7.—The nature
of this improvement consists in providing a core plate, (or core rod
for a tubular surface,) corresponding, as nearly as may be, to the sur-

face of the pattern which is to be moulded ; in which mouldy when
prepared, the iron to be coated with any given composition is to be
cast. This core plate is to be covered with sand, properly prepared
with sour flour or molasses, on the side on which it is to be coated.

Claim.—The process of coveriug the skeleton or core plate and core

rod, in the manner described, with the compound or composition with
which it is proposed to coat or cover the iron, and then pouring the

melted iron on or around said compound or composition, and meltiDg
or softening the same so that it will adhere to the surface of the iron

as it becomes cold.

The same process may be used for coating or covering copper, brass,

and other metals.

No. 17,561.—A. K. Eaton^ of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

making Cast Iron Malleable.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The cast-

ings of white cast iron are packed in iron boxes, as in the well known
process for making malleable cast iron, except that oxyd of zinc, or a

mixture of oxyd of zinc and oxyd of iron is used instead of the ordinary

material. The whole being exposed to a bright red heat in any
suitable furnace, the cast iron is rapidly decarbonized at the expense
of the oxygen of the oxyd of zinc.

Claim.—The employment of oxyd of zinc in the production of

malleable iron castings, in the manner specified, so that the articles,

whilst under this treatment, will have continually presented to them
a fresh supply of decarbonizing material.

No. 16,419.

—

John B. Wickersham, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved
Method of Fastening the Bails of Iron Fences in the Posts.—Patent
dated January 13, 1857.—The rails which pass through mortises in the

single or double corrugated posts a are fastened to said posts by means
of a wedge o, or in the manner represented in the different cross sec-

tions in the engraving.
Claim.—As an improvement on letters patent granted to me Sep-

tember 16, 1856, connecting the bars, strips, or rails that pass through
mortises in corrugated metallic posts or bars, by the means described,

or by any other means substantially the same, to secure said parts at

the points of intersection, substantially as specified.

No. 16,679.

—

Christopher C. Bradley, jr., of Syracuse, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Grinding the Inner Surface of Cast Iron Kettles.—
Patent dated February 24, 1857.—Loose pieces of grindstone L are

placed inside of the kettle D, and they are revolved in contact with

the inside of the kettle by means of fans F, which are attached to the

revolving shaft B. By increasing the speed of B, the grindstones
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will be caused by centrifugal force to rise higher, and thus the stones

can be made to grind and polish the whole inside of the kettle from
the bottom to the upper edge.

Claim.—The arrangement of the revolving shaft, vertical fans, and
the grindstones with respect to the kettle, as described, when the

grindstones operate upon successive portions of the kettle by a change
of velocity in the shaft, as set forth.

1^0. 17,628.

—

William Kelly, of Lyon county, Ky.

—

Improvement
in the Manufacture of Iron.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—The nature

of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and
engravings.

Claim.—Blowing the blasts of air, either hot or cold, up and through
a mass of liquid iron, the oxygen in the air combining with the carbon
in the iron, causing a greatly increased heat and boiling commotion
in the fluid mass, and decarbonizing and refining the iron.

No. 18,347.

—

George P. Miller and Hugh Dougherty, of Lancaster,

Pa.

—

Improvement in Melting and Refining Iron.—Patent dated Octo-

ber 6, 1857.—The nature of this invention consists in the use and
application of anthracite coke for the purpose of melting and refining

and softening iron, and the combining therewith due proportions of

anthracite coal in the charging of the cupola for hardening the iron,

and thus regulating the temper of the castings by the use of more or

less coal as the nature of the casting may require.

The inventors say : We do not claim having discovered the coking
of anthracite coal, nor the admixture of such coke with other coals or

coke.

But we claim adjusting the proper proportions of these fuels for use

in melting and refining iron, substantially as set forth, by which we
are enabled to use more scrap iron and inferior pig iron than is now
known to be used, and to temper the metal in the manner described,

with economy of fuels and of time.

No. 18,910.

—

William Kelly, of Lyon, Ky.

—

Improvement in Re-
fining Iron.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—The claim and en-

gravings explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—1st. Conducting the blast down through the liquid iron to

near the bottom of the hearth by the tuyere pipe 0, substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

2d. Eefining and decarbonizing crude iron simultaneously in the
hearth of a blast furnace, and in an adjoining chamber having com-
munication therewith, when the blast enters directly into but one of

either of the chambers, as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,775.

—

Junius Foster, assignor to John Herbold, George
KuHN, and Junius Foster, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improved Machinefor
Sioaging Iron.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The object of this im-
provement is to produce perfectly flat and circular fifth wheels of

vehicles. The turned-down end of the heated iron is inserted in the
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hole 4, and then the lever d is turned so as to cause the rollers A ^ to

press the iron into the proper shape around the pattern cj.

Claim.—The adjustable block /, and rollers h and i, set on and
moved by the lever g, when combined with the pattern c and flanch

I; the whole constructed and operating substantially as specified.

No. 16,991.

—

Garret J. Olendorp and Edwin K. Tripp, of Middle-
field, and Samuel Harper, of Cooperstown, N. Y.

—

Improved Trim-
ming Jack.—Patent dated April Y, 1857.—By pushing lever C/away
from lever A, cam m on shaft B will release the swinging die D^, and
spring F forces it into the position represented in dotted lines ; the
bolt or other article to be cut is now inserted, and by forcing together
the levers C and A, cam m acts upon swinging die D^, which latter

cuts the bolt.

Claim.—The construction of shaft B, in connexion with frame Gl-

and lever C^ operating the dies as described and set forth for the pur-
poses specified.

No. 17,939.

—

Stuart Perry, of Newport, N. Y.

—

Improved Key.—
Patent dated August 4, 1857.—The key-bits h can be made to slide

within their respective grooves in the case A by turning the handle C
;

as the projections m and/ of the cams F D operate within the recesses

g I of said bits, and as said recesses are made of different lengths, the

bits will be operated at different times. By changing the position

of the bits, a number of permutations can be formed, each represent-

ing a different arrangement of the key-bits and lock-tumblers.

Claim.—A bank or store lock-key _, in which the bits have a move-
ment before, during, and after they have arranged the slides or tum-
blers of the lock which it is to operate upon ; so that all trace of the

exact point or part of the movement of said key-bits at which such
arranging of the sides or tumblers takes place shall be destroyed, and
thus prevent any one but the maker of the lock from making a dupli-

cate, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,654.

—

Thomas K. Webster, of Lawrence, Mass.

—

Improved
Key for Door-Locks.—Patent dated November 27, 1857.—The en-

gravings and claim show the nature of this invention.

Claim.—The mode of making the key—that is, with its shank and
bit in two parts, applied together, and combined with and containing

lever bits p p^ ^ cam k, slider ^, and spring m, or the equivalents

therefor; such lever bits, while the key is being turned back in the

lock, being made to actuate or force outward the latch-levers D D
applied to the bolt and its case, and combined and operating there-

with as specified, the main bolt being constructed substantially as

explained.

No. 17,792.

—

William B. Johns, U. S. A.

—

Improved Shot-Cart-

ridge.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—The flange A of the base B
expands at the moment of discharge, and tightens the cartridge in

the base of the piece. The copper disk D is designed to give stiffness
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to the seat of the shot, and the disk of felt F secures the mouth of the
cartridge.

Claim,—The combination of the counter-sunk base-piece B, copper
disk Dj case C, and felt disk F, as set forth.

ISTo. 17,634.

—

Hiram Pierce, of Claremont, N. H.

—

Improved Ma-
chinefor Straightening Knife-Blades.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.

—

The blade R to be straightened is placed upon die Q, and the die P
is forced down upon the blade by means of a drop weight ; the die P
can adjust itself to the tapering form of the blade by means of the

ball and socket joint g, by which it is secured to shaft 0.

The inventor says : I do not claim the device for raising and drop-

ping the weight, and I do not wish to confine myself to the rendering

of the upper die only adjustable, as that may be permanent, and the

lower die self-accommodating to the tapering form of the blade, or

both dies may be made adjustable.

But I claim the employment, in conjunction with a drop weight of

self-adjusting dies, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,952.

—

Anthony Hankey and Francis Stiles, jr. , of Leicester,

Mass., assignors to Themselves and Frederick S. Taylor, of the same
place.

—

Improved Machine for Grinding Knives.—Patent dated August
4, 1857.—The knife B being clamped to the plate C, the plate and the

head block E are adjusted by means of screws i and h to bring the

knife into the required position with respect to the grindstone L, The
handle I is now worked up and down, while the carriage G- is slid past

the stone ; thus every portion of the face of the cutter is brought in

contact with the stone, and the cutter is reduced to a perfect plane by
a single traverse of the carriage G on the ways H. When this is

effected, the knife is tilted by tilting the head block on plate 0, and
the knife is again traversed in contact with the stone to form the bevel S.

Claim.—Giving to the knife or other article to be ground or polished

a vibratory motion in a tangent to the plane of motion of the stone or

wheel or parallel therewith.

No. 16,955.

—

Conrad Poppenhusen and C. F. E. Simon, of College
Point, N. Y., assignors to Conrad Poppenhusen, of the same place.

—

Improved Table Knives.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The nature
of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-
graving.

The inventors say : We are aware that German silver knives have
been made by fitting the rear end of the German silver blade to a
V-shaped groove in the forward end of the German silver balance nut,
and then uniting them by solder ; and we do not wish to be under-
stood as claiming broadly the union of the blade with the balance
nut by either welding or soldering.

But we claim the mode of procedure described, by which we effect

the union of the steel blade with the cast balance nut, whether of mal-
leable or ordinary cast iron, by preparing the rear end of the steel

blade with cleansed parallel sides, fitting a groove with parallel sides
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in tlie cast balance nut, preparing the surfaces with borax^ or other
equivalent flux, and then welding the same by heat and pressure^ as

described and for the purpose set forth.

Ko. 17,908.—

^

Alfred E. Morgan, Poughkeepsie^ N. T., assignor to

Himself, David Todd, and B. Waddle, of same place.

—

Improved Gate-
Latch.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—When the gate E is open, and
swung towards its post D, the bar F on the gate will raise the
nearest bolt B, and will strike against the other, the bolt which was
raised by the bar F falling by its own gravity as soon as the bar F
has passed it.

The inventor says : I am aware that in Loudon's Encyclopsedia of
Agriculture (page 502) there is described a gate-fastener, composed
of two separate swinging bolts.

I do not claim broadly to be the first inventor of vertically moving
bolts or latches. I particularly disclaim the latch now in use on the
southwest gate of Lafayette square, Washington, D. C.

I claim the arrangement and combination together, within a suitable

case A, of a pair of vertically moving locking bolts or bars h h with
a horizontal thumb-bar C, as and for the purposes described.

No. 16,908.—Y. K. David, of Newark, 111.

—

Improved Loch.—
Patent dated March 31, 1857.—When this lock is in a locked state,

or the bolt G- thrown forward, the projection e on the bar E is behind
the projection g on the bolt ; in order to throw back the bolt G, the

projection e on the bar E must be thrown up, free from the projection

g on the bolt G. This is effected by placing the key H in the hole D,
the bit a^ of the key passing through the whole in the plate B, the

bit fitting in the slots e e at either end of the chamber 0. The key
H is turned a certain distance till the projection b on the slide a reaches

the centre of the prominence y, between the two recesses i i in the bar

E ; and the projection e on the bar will then be thrown above the pro-

jection g on the bolt. The bit of the key is then shoved out free from
the slots G c, and the end of the bit then acts upon the bolt G in the

usual manner, so as to throw it back or within the case.

Claim.-—The bar E, with projection e attached, in combination with
the slide a fitted within the slotted chamber ; the above parts being

arranged and used in connexion with the bolt G, as described, for the

purpose set forth.

No. 17,424.

—

Julius M. Cook, of Hinsdale, N. Y.

—

Improved
Lock.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—When the bolt is locked, as repre-

sented in fig. 1, the hook n, pivoted in the hollow part of said bolt a,

is in the position represented in fig. 4, where the projection m leans

against stud /; and the bolt cannot be operated when in that position.

To unlock the bolt, the operator places the key upon shaft 6, turning

it to the left, stud p of wheel c turns fly e inward, and at the next

revolution the wheel c is arrested by the stud p coming in contact

with the end g ; the wheel h is then turned until the notches in the

wheels h and c are brought opposite each other ; and by then placing

the key on shaft d, the hook n is turned into the notches of the wheels
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h c, while the stud J is released^, and the bolt can now be freely

operated.

Claim.—The set arranged and operating in connexion with the

wheels, fly, and shaft, as described.

No. 17,013.

—

Henry Ritchie, of Newark, N. J., assignor to Him-
self, Samuel C. Thompson, and George W. Westerfield, of Newark,
aforesaid.

—

Improved Car-Lock.—Patented April 7, 1857.—When the

bolt B is shoved into the casing A, the plates h of the jaws D will pass

into the notches c c of the bolt B, and retain it within the case. In
order to release the bolt from the jaws,, the key G is turned till its

bits move the tumblers w, so that the slots p will be in line with each

other ; the lower bit then acts upon the plate F and depresses it, the

ledge m acting against the projecting inclined plates i on the jaws D,
and expanding or forcing said jaws outward from each other, the bolt

B, when the plates h are thrown out from the notches c, falling from
the case by its own gravity.

The inventor says : I do not claim, separately, the elastic or yielding

jaws D D, for they have been previously used.

Neither do I claim, separately, the tumblers n, for they are well

known.
But I claim the combination of the sliding plate F, tumblers n, and

jaws D D, arranged and operating in connexion with the bolt B for

releasing the hasp H, as specified.

No. 17,412.

—

Thomas Atterbury, of Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Improved
Door-Lock.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.

—
"When the lock is unlocked,

as represented in figure 2, the key, being inserted in the key-hole and
turned in the direction of the arrow, raises the tumbler Q^ and de-

presses arm Q, turning the same on pivot h ; this movement disen-

gages hook m from projection t, releasing projection p from d^ ; and
on further turning the key, the lock can be locked without further
obstacle, and the bolt can be secured by setting the dead-latch F to

the position represented in figure 1 ; the dead-latch F can be operated
by means of thumb-piece g.

The inventor says : I claim, first, the use of the vibrating arm Q Q,
arranged and constructed as described, which, whilst it acts as a
tumbler to the bolt B, serves, in combination with the follower D, as

a means of disconnecting the spindle from the bolt when the door is

locked, and connecting them when unlocked, as specified.

Second. I do not claim the use of a dead-latch operating directly on
the locking bolt, to prevent it being locked or unlocked by the key, as
that device is well known.
But I claim the use of an arm or lever F, which, when pressing

upon the tumbler of the lock, prevents its being raised, thus form-
ing a guard which protects the locking bolt from any action of the
key, and prevents the locking or unlocking of the bolt, in the mauner
substantially as explained.

No. 18,169.

—

Linus Yale, of Newport, N.Y.

—

Improved Padlock.—
Patent dated September 8, 1857.—When the key is inserted into
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this lock, as represented in figure 2, it places the joints on the stops

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, on a line with the joint a, and allows the part B to be
drawn out until stop 5^ strikes the end of notch F ; the staple can
now he inserted^ and the lock can he closed hj pushing part B up
against eye a^.

Claim.—The use of the tongued and grooved sliding joint, operat-
ing in concert with the jointed stops, as described.

No. 17,681.

—

Frank Gr. Johnson, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improved
Permutation Lock,—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—In the engraving
the lock is represented in the locked position ; the bolt E is suspended
to pin E, and by its own gravity is forced to the locked position. To
unlock the bolt the key is inserted, and the part m of said key is

made to act upon the pins n of the tumblers I, and said tumblers are
arranged in such a manner that the slots a are made to coincide ; the
bolt can now be raised, as latch G can enter the grooves a ; upon the
bolt falling to the locked position, the springs S, acting on pins w*,

disarrange the tumblers so that the bolt cannot be raised.

Claim.—The combination together of the tumblers 1 1 1

1

—using
two or more of said tumblers—with the exterior pins n nnn, and the
pins n^ 'n} n^ in} with the springs s s s s, the bolt E, and locking latch

G, substantially as 3et forth.

No. 17,747.

—

Marcus P. Norton, of Troy, N. Y.

—

Improved Sash-
Loch.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.— This sash-fastener is inserted in

the jamb casing in the position represented in the engraving. By
pulling the knob rods B the levers are operated, thereby moving
back the sash bolts E ; by pulling the upper knob the upper sash can
be moved ; by pulling the lower knob the lower sash is operated.

The inventor says : I do not claim the arrangement of the window
sash lock and fastener at or near the middle of the window frame, and
upon the jamb casing, or in any other part of said window frame, for

the purpose of controlling the upper sash without interference from
the lower sash, or for any other purpose.

Nor do I claim two fastenings upon one plate.

Neither do I claim economy of room, or a cheap action upon both
sashes.

But I claim making a double window sash lock and fastener with

an upper and lower branch A, which converge and unite into one at

or near the knobs B B, or upper end.

No. 18,155.

—

William Patton, of Towanda, Pa.

—

Improved Sash-

Lock.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—The catch may take into

a notch behind a metallic plate or any other suitable fixture on the

upper edge of the sash, to prevent it from being raised ; and the catch E
will swing on its axle as the sash is run up, and yields to the staples

as they come in contact with it; but when the sash is let down, its

hook will take into the first one of these staples and there hold the

sash.

Claim.—In combination with the single axle e, the self-locking

hook C, and self-acting double hook-fastener E, so arranged as to act

I
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independently of each other, and so that they may be shifted on said

axle to form a right or left hand catch, as set forth.

No. 16,749.—J. Christian Kiethmullbr, of Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Im-
provement in Locks.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The nature of

this improvement will be understood from the claims and engravings.

D is the bolt.

The inventor says : I am aware that tumbler plates with notches

similar to those described have been used before in locks, and I there-

fore disclaim distinctly the use of the same.
But I claim the peculiar arrangement of the tumbler plates 1 1^ in

the box F, viz : the tumbler plates projecting and receding alternately

sidewise, their guiding groves//' ff^ in the box F being made accord-

ingly deeper and shallower alternately, and also separating the tum-
bler plates by a small space ; this whole arrangement of the plates 1

1

being for the purpose of allowing each spring hh to act on its respec-

tive tumbler plate freely, without interfering with or disturbing the

free play and action of the plates or springs adjoining.

And I further claim the providing of one of the tumbler plates with
the tongue r, and the recesses s s^ in the bolt tumbler E, operating

together as described^ and for the purpose of securing the bolt tumbler
E in its position when the lock is in its locked or unlocked state.

And I further claim the combination of the key and bit plate. I

am perfectly aware that bit plates and keys of similar construction

have been used before separately, and I therefore do not claim any of

these parts when used separately.

But I claim the same, when combined in the manner substantially

as described.

No. 16,892.

—

William WHirma, of Roxbury, Mass., and Henry
PiCKFORD, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in Locks.—Patent dated
March 24, 1857.—In lieu of the India rubber H, any other suitable

elastic substance may be used to hold the slides B in place, or these

slides may be held by pressure applied to the top one by spring L,
which is secured to the inside of the top plate, or by a wedge or

inclined surface, or by a cam ; in place of the pins e, notches may be
made in the end of each slide B.

Claim.—Holding the slides in the exact position to which they are

raised by the tumblers, by the pressure of an elastic cushion^ or its

equivalent, in the manner substantially as set forth.

No. 17,139.

—

Leger Diss, of Ilion, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Locks.—
Patent dated April 28, 1857.—The key can only be inserted and with-
drawn while the bolt A is projected, as when locked. When the key
is inserted, the part W enters part L of the slot in the key block F,
the head 2 of the key acquires its stationary position, the needles o

standing immediately under the ends of the needles M in the needle
block H ; so that when this block is let down, the needles o of the key
will successively enter the needle holes of the block H, and sustaining

the needles M at different heights, according to the different lengths
of the pins o on the key head, will, by means of the variant position
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of the stops e with respect to the length of the hody plates X, allow
the stops e to settle to a level with each other and to a position oppo-
site to the slot / in the holt A ; this last movement is made secure by
the use of a plate spring N, one end of which presses on a small pro-

jection at the upper end of each stop.

Claim.—The combination of the stop-holder Gr, self-spreading stops

e, and the spring N^ with the tumbler moving the stop-holder and
needle block ; the arrangement and operation being as described.

Second. The needle block H, as attached to the stop-holder, with
its series of needles or pins, operating on the stops as described.

Third. The key block F, constructed as described, and also the

needle key, as shown in figures 3 and 4, fitted to its position, and
operating as described.

No, 17,245.

—

Alfred Williams and Edward P. Cummings, of Phila-

delphia, Pa.

—

Improvement in Locks.—Patent dated May 5, ISST.

—

The clock enclosed in the compartment L, when wound up, causes disk

N to revolve the pin X on rod E, moving in the groove of the pul-

ley N, the bolt being then locked, as represented in figure 1. When
the pin X arrives opposite the outlet P, the springs D draw back the

yokes C, which are attached to bolt B, and unlock the lock, as repre-

sented in figure 2, the levers E F and H falling into the positions as

represented in the engraving.
Claim.—The use of the yoke ccc, the levers E F, and the stop-lever

H, the whole constructed, arranged, and operated in connexion with
the disk N, as set forth.

Ko. 1Y,293.

—

Stuart Perry, of Newport, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Xoc^5.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The parts of this lock are rep-

resented in the engravings in detached views. Figure 2 represents the

bolt of the lock, the projection P of which enters the slots d of the fence

tumblers I, when said bolt is set in its proper place, and the lower face

of the cam-plate E (figure 3) is placed on the top of cylinder gr, which
encloses the key tumblers Q and 4 (figure 1 and figure 8). The key
represented in figures 9 and 10 is inserted in the hub K, the projec-

tion t passing through the groove r, and the key bits act upon the

projections 5 of the key tumblers and the intermediate plates K.
When the lock is unlocked^ the several parts are in the positions as

represented in figures 1 and 5, the projection P of the bolt being then
within the slots d of the fence tumblers ; to lock the lock, the key
handle S, as represented in dotted lines in figure 5, is turned to the

right so as to drive the bolt J outward; as soon as the projection P is

clear of the notches c?, the arm H of the slide G- comes in contact with
the projections c of the fence tumblers, they being then in the positions

represented in figures 1, 5, and 6. Cam M, in its dotted position (fig. 5),

now comes in contact with projection e of slide G, driving said slide to

the position, figure 4, and arranging the fence tumblers as represented

in figure 4, thereby excluding the bolt. To unlock the lock, the cam
M, in the dotted position of figure 4, is brought against projection e,

pushing out slide G, which then releases the fence tumblers I ; and by
then turning key S (figure 4) to the right, the key tumblers 4 will
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come to act against the fence tumblers I, so as to arrange tliem in the

position as represented in figure 6, when, by the further motion of the

key, the bolt is withdrawn ; the operation of the key tumblers 4 upon
the fence tumblers I is performed by means of the different positions

of the key bits 6, which cause said key tumblers to operate each of the

fence tumblers I at such a moment as to bring the slots d in line at a

certain moment.
Claim.—Operating the key tumblers or slides of locks by such an

arrangement of parts within the lock that every time it is worked said

tumblers or slides must, in relation to their lurrings or guides, be

moved by the key stem, or its equivalents, beyond the limits to which
the key bits move them, and sufficiently beyond, and with such dif-

fering distances among themselves beyond, that the limits of their full

movement shall be entirely different from the limits of their partial

movements in the same direction by the key bits, thus producing false

clues, and effectually destroying all true clues for picking, in the ways
described.

No. 17,714.—LuDWiG Baier, of Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to Joseph
LiPPiNCOTT and William C. Bare, of the same place.

—

Improvement in

Locks.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—To unlock the bolt B, the fol-

lower C is turned by wrench D in the direction as indicated by the

arrow in figure 1 ; the arm r will move the box E until it leaves the

notch s. The arm g will not move the bolt until it strikes the side u
of the opening j9 ; by this time the hook v has arrived at the top of the

tumbler plates e; and when their slots n are arranged so as to coincide

with each other, the hook v can enter said slots, and the follower c can

be moved further, and the bolt B is drawn back by being acted upon by
arm g. In order to arrange the tumblers e so as to admit the hook v,

the key H is inserted into the lock, and the tumbler box E, together

with the tumblers e, being moved forward by turning follower C, each
of the tumblers e will strikes its respective bit i of the key H, and
cause each one of said tumblers to be arrested in such a manner that

all the tumblers come precisely in one range opposite the hook v.

The inventors say : I claim, 1st. The sliding tumbler box E,
carrying the tumblers e e, which, by the sliding motion of the box,

are brought into contact with the bits of the key, when arranged and
constructed substantially as and for the purpose described.

2d. The three-armed ^'follower" C, when arranged, constructed,

and operating on^ and in combination with, the tumbler box E, bolt B,
and tumblers e e, with their slots n n, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

I am aware that bit plates of various shapes are used, and a well

known device; but the same have been in all cases simple. I do
not claim these; but what I do claim is, the key H, when constructed

so as to form a double bit plate, and operating on the tumblers in the

manner substantially as described.

No. 17,740.

—

Henry Isham, of New Britain, Conn.

—

Improvement
in Lochs.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—A detailed description of this

invention would take up too much space to be given here. The prin-
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cipal features thereof will be understood by reference to tbe claim and
engravings.

Claim.—Combining with the mechanism for throwing the bolt, or

any equivalent therefor, a mechanism which rotates with the said bolt-

throwing mechanism, and which, by such rotation, at the end of the

throw of the bolt interposes its periphery to the line of travel of the

bolt, or some part of it, and thereby prevents the bolt from being
forced back until the bolt-throwing mechanism is brought to the

required position for throwing back the bolt, substantially as described.

Also, the combination of the non-cogged sectors and the cogged
sectors on the key-bit with the cogs and projections on the tumbler-

slides, substantially as described, or any equivalent therefor, whereby
the said slides are controlled by the key-bit, as set forth.

And, finally, the mode, substantially as described^ of imparting an
intermittent motion to the key-bit, and stopping the same while the

mechanism which imparts such motion continues to move, by means
of the wheel and pinion having their engaging peripheries constructed

as described.

No. 17,815.

—

William Whiting, of Eoxbury, Mass., an^ Henry
PiCKFORD, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in Locks.—Patent dated

July 14, 185*7.—As the key E is entered in the lock, the bits a press

on the pins c, and raise the tumblers A against the action of the
springs H. By operating the wrench N, the roller p will act upon
the slides I, pushing them outward, and withdrawing the hooks d from
the recesses J ; by which motion, also, the catch M, which is pivoted at

p, is thrown forward in the act of locking the lock, and the end i

enters the notch of the bolt L, and holds the bolt from being with-
drawn.

Claim

»

—The combination of the slides I with the pawl 0, so

arranged that whenever the slides are allowed to touch the tumblers,

the pawl shall engage the teeth of the tumblers^ and hold them sta-

tionary.

2d. Operating the slides, the bolt, and the pawl directly from
the wrench shaft, in the manner substantially as set forth.

No. 17,804.—L. F. MuNQER, of Le Koy, N. Y.—Improvement in

Locks,—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—When the slots t of the wheels
V coincide with the line of the tongue g, the tumbler S can be raised

by the action of key k, thus releasing the bolt B, which now can be
acted upon by key K. The position of the wheels V is adjusted by
turning wheels W, two of which are playing loosely on shaft K,
and various combinations between these two sets of wheels can be
produced by the action of the eccentric shaft r, and by adjusting the

positions of pins n.

Claim.—The combination of the wheels V with the arbor K, in the

manner substantially as described, said wheels being retained in po-
sition, and imparting motion to each other, in the manner substan-

tially as set forth.

Ko. 18,162.

—

John P. Sherwood, of Fort Edward, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Locks.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—When the key is
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turned in key-hole z, it first strikes against one of the legs of the tum-
bler B, and vibrates the tumbler to such a degree as to throw its teeth

h clear of the teeth y on the bolt ; and the instant that this is accom-
plished, the key strikes against one of the projections m, from the

inner edge of one of the legs a of the bolt, and throws back said bolt;

at which moment the key ceases to act upon the tumbler, and allows

it to spring back into the normal position, when it will keep the said

bolt in its latching position, within reach of the legs i i in the knob
shank follower h, until it is again vibrated by the key.

The inventor says : I claim the improvement in locks produced by
so shaping and arranging the bolt A and the tumbler B of a lock,

that the said tumbler is enabled to retain the bolt within reach of the

arms i i on the knob shank follower, when it is used as a spring latch

bolt, and also retain the said bolt in a position beyond tne reach of

said arms, when it is thrown outwards by the key into a position to

serve as a lock bolt, substantially as set forth.

I do not claim the use of a dead-latch operating directly on the

locking bolt, to prevent it from being locked or unlocked by the key,

as that device is well known.
But I claim the combination of the lever shank n with the tubular

pivot d and the tumbler B, in such a manner that it may be made to

firmly lock the tumbler in such a position as to protect the bolt from
any action of the key, and thereby prevent the locking or unlocking
of the bolt, in the manner substantially as set forth.

No. 18,228.—H. W. Covert, of Rochester, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Lochs.—Patent dated September 15, 18.57.—By operating thumb-
screw Z, the cones Y Y^ are pressed within the disks I) and D^, which
can thus be secured in any desired position, thus affording the means
of forming new combinations of the slots on the disks D and D^

Claim,—The combination of the disks D D, with the cones, cylin-

ders, or disks Y Y, in the manner and for the purpose substantially as

described.

No. 18,243.

—

Joseph L. Hall, of Cincinnati, 0.

—

Improvement in

Locks.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.—This invention relates to

the construction and arrangement of the parts of a lock whereby
the tumblers are made to serve collectively as a screen between the
key-hole and the more interior parts of the lock ; to prevent the acci-

dental rebound of the bolt at the instant of locking; and to resist the
stress upon the tumbler springs at the period of throwing the bolt.

The inventor says: I claim, first, the construction and arrange-
ment of tumblers B B^ B^, &c., in the described connexion with the
block L, back plate M, the whole serving as a screen or curtain be-
tween the hole and the more interior parts.

Second. The described construction and arrangement of bit C c,

lever D, d d^, and tumblers B B^ B^, &c., whereby the bolt is held
securely to its locked position until the withdrawal of the key.

Third. The described arrangement and combination of the bit C
c, dog I, and arm H hj for the purpose of tightening the springs in

the manner set forth.

30
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No. 17,611.

—

Andrew Patterson, of Birmingham, Pa., assignor to

J. H. Jones, of Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Improved Keeper for Locks and
Latches —Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The nature of this invention

will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim—The employment, in combination with a blunt or round
ended latch bolt in a double faced or reversible lock case, of a keeper,

the face of which is curved or made concave^ in the manner substan-

tially as described and set forth.

No. 17,150.

—

Amos HoLBROOK, of Milford, Massachusetts, and Henry
D. Fish, of Hardwick, Massachusetts.

—

Improvement in Chronometric
Locks.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—The operation of this lock is

as follows: When the lock is unlocked, as represented in dotted lines,

the frame bolt G is first drawn down so as to project the lock bolts to

their utmost capacity beyond the edge of the lock plate^ thus com-
pressing the unlocking spring F; in this position the clasps H are

closed over the end of the jointed bolt Gr, clasping the latter and
bearing against the stud m ; the release levers E are then pressed

down against the ends of the clasps H, and the graduated disks B
turned sufficiently round to carry the notches d past the bent end of

the release levers, so that they shall rest upon the periphery of disk

D, the locking of the lock then being completed. The clocks are then
wound up and the proper numbers on their disks are set opposite the

dials F^ determining a time in hours when the release levers E shall

release the clasps H, and the lock can be unlocked. The lock bolts I

are now pressed back to such an extent that their bevelled edges n
only project beyond the lock case, when the door can be closed, and
the bolts I are pressed in the mortises formed in the jamb of the door,

and the operation is completed.

The inventors say : We do not claim the employment of two or more
clocks to operate chronometric locks.

But we claim the confining of the frame bolt Gr, and the releasing of

the same, by means of the jointed portion Gr i, the embracing pawls
PI H, and release levers E E, operated by said clocks, as set forth.

We also claim the partial setting back of the independent locking

spring bolts 1 1, by means of the spring catch Q, until the closing of

the door, as set forth.

No. 16,676.

—

Calvin Adams, of Oak Hill, New York.

—

Improved
Keeper for Bight and Left Hand Door-Locks.—Patent dated Febru-
ary 24, 1857.—The keeper E has a bevelled face at F, and can be at-

tached to* either side of the door frame. The bolt is blunt at its front

end D. Figure 3 represents the position of the parts when applied to

a left-handed door.

Claim.—The use of a bevelled keeper, such as described, when em-
ployed in connexion with a double-faced lock having a blunt bolt, so

that the lock may be used on a right or left hand door, without
changing any of its parts, as set forth.

No. 18,372.

—

Zachariah Walsh, of Newark, New Jersey, assignor

to Cornelius Walsh, of same place.

—

Improved Machine for Cutting

Metal Caps for Nail-heads.—Patent dated October 6, 1857-—This in-
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vention consists in tlie peculiar means employed for feeding or pre-

senting the metal plates from which the caps or covers are cut and
formed to the dies. The object being to economize, in the greatest

possible degree, in the amount of stock used for the purpose, and also

to facilitate and expedite the operation of the machine, so that the

work may be done very expeditiously.

The inventor says : I do not claim,- separately, the dies for

cutting and forming the covers or caps for the nail-heads, for there is

nothing essentially new in their construction or in their mode of

operation.

But I claim, first, feeding or presenting the plate N^ to the dies,

substantially as shown, or in any equivalent way, so that said plate

will be moved vertically between its longitudinal or lateral move-
ments towards the dies for the purpose specified ; and this I claim,

whether used with the dies, arranged as shown, or otherwise.

Second. The bed U, slide G^, and griping levers J^^ operated as

shown, and constituting the feeding device, in combination with the

dies 6 P c c?, arranged and operated substantially as described.

No. 17,813.

—

James Tetlow, of Salem, Massachusetts.

—

Improved
Machine for Cutting Metal.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—These cut-

ting blades are intended for cutting bevel edges to metal plates.

The inventor says: I would remark that I do not claim the ma-
chine or combination of levers or joints and slides for operating the
cutter.

But I clavn forming the cutter C with -an obtuse angle, in such a
manner as to give to the surface of the plate, while being cut, a
broad, flat bearing D to rest upon, while the other cutter F is cut-

ting through the plate, the obtuse angle of the cutter being the
supplement of the acute angle of the plate when cut.

No. 17,364.

—

Elias F. Coates, of Mystic Bridge, Connecticut.

—

Im-
provedMachinefor Cutting andBending Sheet 3Ietal.—Patent dated May
26, 1857.—The operation of this machine is as follows: The carriage

F, with all its attachments, being run back in the ways c, as repre-

sented in dotted lines in fig. 2, the sheet of tin is placed upon the

bed D, being held thereto by studs d. The carriage F is now drawn
forward over the bed D, until it comes up to the stops ^y the sheet

to be acted upon is then between the respective faces of the bed and
the carriage. The lever P is now pressed down, which brings the

platform K upwards, and the blades s coming against the corners of
the sheet, and forming shears with the blades k I of the carriage F,
these corners are clipped off, and the wings b o, now being struck

respectively by their levers M N, are caused to turn over the flanges

a n, and the sheet is bent up on its opposite edges, as represented in

Claim.—The cutting and bending of sheets of tin or other metal
for roofs by one operation, and through a combination of devices, sub-

stantially such as described.
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No. 16,505.

—

Elbridqe Wheeler, of Feltonville Mass.

—

Improvement
in Machinesfor Forging Metal.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.

—

The upper roll C runs in stationary boxes, and the lower one D in

boxes that are permitted to slide freely up and down in tbe frame
work ; X are rollers upon the shaft at the lower roll, immediately
beneath which are the eccentrics M, that are secured to the shaft N

;

this shaft may be turned by means of handle 0, so as to force the

lower roll up against the upper one.

The guard P is employed to roll a scollop or other peculiar form upon
one edge of a piece of iron ; it also serves the purpose of keeping the

iron straight, and preventing it from bending round as one side is

compressed more than the other.

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of rolls revolving in fixed

bearings, and having dies therein, for the purpose of forging or form-

iiag specific articles.

I claim the described combination and arrangement of the rolls

and D, one of them being capable of motion to and from the other,

and entirely within the control of the operator, as set forth.

2d. I do not claim an annular guard or ring secured to one roll, and
playing in a groove in the other, as this has been used before.

I claim the stationary guard P adapted to grooves in both the upper
and under rolls, and operating in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as set forth.

3d. I claim prolonging the boxes in which the rolls run for the

purpose of straightening the work, as described.

No. 17,589.—E. A. Snead, of Tioga, N. Y.—Improvement in Bend-
ing Sheet Metal Pans.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—A metal plate

of the required size being placed upon bed d, the lever m is forced down,
causing cam D to press down die F, which, in moving downwards,
pushes down bed d, and the side pieces e, coming in contact with

guides y, are forced into the position represented in figure 3, striking up
the pan, and the superfluous metal at the corners of plate I will be

compressed and will project out from the body, as represented in figure

4. The ends of the pan are now placed over the blocks N, as repre-

sented in the dotted lines ; and the treadle k being depressed, the levers

L are turned on their bearings s, and the jaws t are forced over the

blocks N, and press down snugly the projection w, (fig. 4,) against the

sides or body of the pan.

Claim.—The two levers L L, operated through the medium of the

arms r r, which are attached to the sliding-bar I, the lips or jaws t

of the levers working over the blocks or beds N; the parts being

arranged specifically as shown for the purpose set forth.

No. I83OI9.

—

Jtjlius Perry, of Plymouth Hollow, Connecticut.

—

Improved Machine for Bending Metal Plates.—Patent dated August
18, 1857.—The plate, which has been bent to an angular shape, is

placed on bed B and drawn through slot h between the rollers I F and
bed B; and, as the plate is drawn along, the two rollers, owing to

their angular position, press the metal towards the angle of the bend,

thus bringing the angle to a sharp edge.
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Claim.—The two rollers I F and bed B, placed in positions rela-

tively with each other as shown and described, for the purpose specified.

Further: the rollers I F and bed B, in combination with the die or

draw plate a, arranged as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,011.—E. L. Gaylord, of Terrysville, Connecticut.

—

Improved
Machinefor Bending Metal Plates.—Patent dated August 18, 1857.

—

The strip of metal P to be bent is placed on bed B^, and the plate, by
turning shaft c, is forced underneath the bending die M, which bends
the plate angularly. The plate thus bent is then passed under the

roller J and by the side of roller N; and these two rollers upset the

bent plate, forming the corner to a sharp angle.

The inventor says : I am aware that rollers have been arranged in

various ways for rolling metals. I also am aware that dies of various

kinds have been used for drawing and bending metal bars and plates.

I therefore do not claim, separately, any of the parts shown and de-

scribed.

But I claim the combination of the reciprocating bed B, forming or

bending die M, and rollers J N, arranged so as to operate conjointly,

as shown, for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,582.—F. Goodwin, of Astoria, New York.

—

Improvement in

Fruit-Gatherers.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—This implement
is used as follows : The operator grasps the pole or staff C and ele-

vates it, placing the frame A underneath the part g to be picked.

The point passing through the rim h and the frame A is so moved
that the stem by which the fruit is attached to the limb will be within
either of the openings d. The operator then suddenly jerks the pole

either from or towards him, according to which opening the stem is in,

and the fruit will be plucked from the limb and drop into the bag D.
Claim.—The frame A, formed of the elliptical and annular rims a h

and socket B, the socket having an oblique position relatively with
the frame, the outer a having the bag D attached, and the rim h pro-

vided with the projections c c and openings d d.

No. 17,721.

—

Edward Borlase, of Bristol, Connecticut.

—

Improved
Metal-Separator.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—The sieves D being
supplied with the pulverized ore, a stream of water is forced into

cone B through pipe F ; and a reciprocating motion being given to the

plunger H, said plunger forces the water up through the sieves D,
agitating the mass of ore ; the metal passing down into pipe G, while
the waste water and material pass off through pipe F.

Claim.—The use of conical reservoirs A and B, constructed as de-

scribed, when arranged in connexion with the sieves D, and the

whole operated in the manner specified.

No. 16,481.

—

Samuel Hall, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Cutting Sheet Metal.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—The nature

of this improvement in shears consists in making the scores h b and
c c in the stock A B, which the edges of the sheet metal cut, pass

into, within, or below the line or plane of the face of each shear blade
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P P^ ; and increasing them in depth as they extend from the cutters,

so as to afford room to vihrate the sheet of metal heing cut edgewise
when the shears are open or while they are cutting ; and providing the

stock B opposite the scores with ribs d and e, to give it strength, when
the scores are increased in depth.

Claim.—Making the scores c c and & 5 in the stock of the shears

for the edges of the sheet metal cut to pass into, within, or below the

line or plane of the face of each shear blade or cutter ; and increasing

them (the scores) in depth as they extend from the cutters, substan-

tially as described for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,337.—J. J. Laubach, Easton, Pa.

—

Improvement in Forming
Joints for Sheet Metal.—Patent dated January 6_, 1857.—The locked

edges of two metal sheets being placed upon bar C, the roller F is

moved forward, the edges of it bearing upon the sheets at each side

of the lock, thus closing the same, the roller J not pressing upon the

lock in consequence of the bar I being allowed to move inwards
;

when the lock is closed its whole length, the motion of the rack-bar

E is reversed ; and as the bar moves backward, the roller J bears upon
the upper surface of the lock and compresses it.

Claim.—The roller J, attached to the pendent and swinging-bar J,

which is connected or jointed to the arm H, substantially as described

for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,456.

—

John Wright, assignor to the ^^S. Stow Manu-
facturing Company," of Plantsville, Conn.

—

Improved Machine for
Bending Sheet lleial.—Patent dated January 20, 1857.—The sheet of

metal b is placed in the machine, as represented in ^g. 1 ; and by
turning the handle C towards the sheet, the parts will assume posi-

tions as represented in ^g. 2, plate D turning on its axis and
bending the sheet over the edge of C^
The inventor says : I disclaim every part of the machine described

which is seen in other analogous machines ; but I claim the plate t),

when arranged and employed in the manner and for the purposes
substantially as set forth.

No. 16,853.

—

Elliot Savage, of East Berlin, Conn.

—

Improved
Machine for Cutting and Bending Sheet Metal.—Patent dated March
17, 1857.—The nature of this invention is explained by the claim
and illustrations.

The inventor says : I do not claim so applying the clamps and
cutters to separate frames or a bow and half bow, that the cutters

jointly be moved either towards or away from the clamps without
any disturbance of the positions of the cutters relatively to one
another ; but what I do claim is, constructing and arranging the

frame which carries the clamps with respect to that which carries the

cutters, substantially as described—that is, so that while the clamps
are being forced together or made to seize a plate of metal, they
shall not spread the cutters apart.

I also claim the mode of constructing the compound lever of the

bending rollers, and arranging the rollers thereon, the said compound
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lever being composed of a bent lever and arm, and the rollers being
applied to them, respectively, in manner as above explained.

I also claim combining with the clamps their crank-shaft and the

bending rollers, the auxiliary crank-shaft, or equivalent means, by
which the bending roller M may be rotated, independently of force

applied through the clamps, and so that the middle of the metallic

plate shall not be subjected to injurious strains by the bending
rollers.

No. 18,130.—CouRTLANDT P. S. Betts, of New York, N. Y.—Im-
proved Machine for Cutting Figures out of Sheet Metal.—Patent dated

September 8, 185T.—The nature of this invention will be understood

by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The combination of the blade or shear d with the station-

ary blade or bed-shear h, made and acting substantially as specified,

whereby the said shear or blade c?, acting against the shear or blade

Z), first perforates and then cuts the sheet of metal or other material

;

and this I claim, whether the shear or blade h be made stationary or

adjustable for varying the cutting angle, as specified.

No. 16,804.

—

Daniel Newton, of Southington, Conn.

—

Improved
Rollerfor Bending Sheet 31etal.—Patent dated March 10, 1857.

Claim.—The application to double seaming machines of a roller

containing an angular groove, in which the seam runs in the first

revolution, substantially as described.

No. 18,918.

—

Thomas J. Lloyd, of Pot;tsville, Pa.

—

Improved Im-
plement for Cutting Metal Tubes.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.

—

This invention consists in having a metal collar A, provided at one
end with a flanch a, which fits in a recess in a circular stock B, which
is fitted loosely on the collar. The opposite end of the collar has a ring C
secured upon it by a screw b, which passes through the ring and also

through the collar, and passes or bears against the tube to be cut,

which is fitted within the collar. The stock B is fitted and works
between the flanch and ring, and a cutting tool d is fitted in a socket

c attached to the stock. The tube D is cut by rotating the stock on
the collar, the cutter being fed to its work by a screw e operated by
hand.

Claim.—The collar A having the stock B fitted loosely thereon, and
secured in proper position by the flanch a and ring C, the stock B
having a socket c attached, in which a cutter d and screw e aie fitted,

and the whole arranged as shown for the purpose specified.

No. 18,811.

—

Samuel Hall, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved Ma-
chine for Cutting Metallic Bars.—Patent dated December 8, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention consists in afiSxing a shear blade or

blades H to the end of a cylinder C, so as to operate the blades affixed

to it to cut bars of iron and other metal, in connexion with stationary

shear-blades J and K, arranged in combination with them.
Coaim.—The employment of one or more revolving shear-blades,

fastened to the end or face of a revolving hollow cylinder^ as described,
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in combination with a stationary shear blade or blades, for the purpose
described.

No. 16,631.

—

John R. Wendt, assignor to Himself and Augustus
Rogers, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in Manufacturing Metallic

Beads,—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—A blank B^ having been
severed from a long hollow tube, by means of sawing or filing, it is

vertically inserted between two spherical dies A B, as represented in

fig. 4. By forcing the dies together, the blank will be compressed in

the line of its axis, and each of its two ends swaged down into a

spherical bead, in which there will be a hole a for the reception of a
string.

The inventor says : I do not claim making a piece of metal into a
tubular form, nor swaging a piece of metal by dies, when these pro-

cesses are separately considered ; but what I do claim is my improved
manufacture of hollow beads of metal as made by the operations of

reducing the metal to a tubular form, and that of compressing it

axially in dies as specified.

No. 17,040.

—

Levi L. Hill, of Hudson, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Coating Metals with Silver.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—A given
quantity of nitrate of silver is dissolved in water, and mixed with a

solution of chloride of sodium The resulting precipitate chloride of

silver is washed with water until there is left no trace of salt or acid,

and then a sufficiency of a strong solution of cyanide of potassium
is added to exactly dissolve the chloride of silver. A certain quantity

of grape sugar and essence of sassafras is then added, and the article

is ready for use.

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of cyanide of silver, for

this has been used in the electrotype art, nor the use of the grape
sugar or Paris white separately considered.

But I claim the combination of cyanide of silver, grape sugar, essence

of sassafras, clay, and Paris white, or any of their equivalents, respec-

tively, substantially in the manner and for the purpose described.

No. 18,115.

—

Elbridge Wheeler, of Feltonville, Mass.

—

Improved
Machine for Forging Metals.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—In
this machine the forging of the metal is accomplished by two rollers

A B; and as the iron is passed between said revolving rollers, a cam
U on shaft T operates lever X of the fulcrum W, pitman Z, crank A^,

shaft D, and eccentric C, which latter supports the roller B, and as

it revolves permits the bearings of said roller to slide in corresponding
grooves in the frame. Thus the iron can be forged into any desired

shape by using a suitable pattern cam U.
Claim.—Operating the roll B at stated intervals, by means of the

described arrangement ofcams and levers, or their equivalents, whereby
I am enabled to roll a piece or bar of metal to a given pattern, in the

manner substantially as set forth.

No. 17,876.

—

George Haseltine, of Washington, D. C.

—

Improved
Machine for Punching and Scraping Metals.—Patent dated July 28,

1857.—The heated metal rod having been inserted within the open die
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box of the dies L, rotary motion is given to shaft H, and the dies L close

upon the metal by sliding down within their inclined ways S, at the
same time that the blade B severs the blank from the rod, and the

metal is thus formed into the required shape by dies L ; the punching
is then performed by the punches b f, which are operated by suitable

cams, in such a manner that one punch does its work and retires^

while the other completes the perforation.

Claim.—The punch 5, in connexion with the punch u, constructed

and operated as described.

2d. The movable dies L L, when used in combination with two
punches b u, for the purpose and in the manner substantially as set

forth.

No. 18, '782.

—

William H. Wakd, of Auburn, IST. Y.

—

Improved
Machine for Moulding Shells.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The
claim and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—1st. Adjusting the semi-flasks to the pattern, to the moulding
bed, and each other, by means of circular V-shaped guides, con-

structed and arranged as described.

2d. The combination of the Y guides, with the ribs g g^ and the
recesses n o^ in the base of the flask, for adjusting the pouring tube to

the gate pattern.

3d. The combination of the adjusting screws d, in the base of the

pattern, with the adjustable eccentric rod, arranged as described, for

adjusting and raising the pattern, so that its centre will coincide with
the plane of the moulding plate.

4th. The combination of the core pin and adjustable flange c with
the core pin holder and adjusting recess, the whole arranged in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,61Y.

—

JohnWootton, of Boonton, N. J.

—

Improved Eorse-
Shoe Nail Machine.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—The nature
of this improvement is explained by the claim and engravings.

Claim.—Ist. The employment of the nail-rod itself as a ratchet,

constituting part of a ratchet motion by which it is fed longitudinally

to the machine, substantially as described, thereby insuring infallibly

a proper length of feed, and dispensing with the necessity of gauges to

regulate the feed movement.
2d. Giving to the punching apparatus a motion laterally to the

nail-rod, in addition to the longitudinal movement of the rod, sub-
stantially as described, so as to produce a combined longitudinal and
lateral feed motion.

No. 17j523.

—

Elhanan W. Scott, of Lowell, Mass., and Ammi M.
GrEORGE, of Nashua, N. H.

—

Improved Nail Machine.—Patent dated

June 9, 1857.—Motion being given the driving wheel D, the bevel

wheel Y is rotated, imparting to rods G and plate H a reciprocating

motion by means of crank-pin B^ ; the feed rolls g carry the rod, by
the intermittent turning motion given them, up to the gauge X, the

griping jaws L then seize the rod, and the cutters N sever the nail

blank by being moved together by connecting rods P, and the friction
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rolls {^ press against the faces of the angular edge of plates T, which
causes the pointing rolls K to converge gradually and to point the
nail, while the heading tool I performs the operation of heading, and
as the arms J are moved backward they are forced apart by spring e,

and discharge the nail.

Claim.—Forcing the pointing rolls to revolve and advance at the
same time to point the nails or spikes, substantially as specified.

No. 18,45*7.

—

Jahaziah S. King, of Kaynham, Mass.

—

Improved
Nail Machine.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—This improvement
in nail or spike making machinery consists in combining a properly
shaped lip E with the after end of the bed-piece H in such a position,

in relation to the bed-knife A and the moving knife B, that the point
end of a nail will rest upon said lip immediately after it has been
severed from the nail-plate, and will be so firmly compressed between
said lip and the outer end of the moving knife as to bring it to as
sharp a point as is ordinarily given to a wrought nail.

The inventor says : I claim pointing a cut nail or spike immediately
after it has been severed from the nail plate, by compressing its point
between the lip E and a portion of the outer end of the moving knife

B, substantially as set forth.

ISTo. 17,273.

—

John C. Gould, of Boonton, N. J.

—

Improved Nail
Plate Feeder.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The nail plate is placed
within the nose piece u; and rotary motion being given to shaft A,
crank i and pitman E impart a reciprocating motion to rod G, which
actuates toothed sector F^, which, meshing in pinion d, gives the

alternate turning motion essential to the feeding apparatus of these

machines to nose u^ at the same time that the toothed sector F^ is

turned on its bearings A, when the nose u is moved to or from the

shears h which cut the blank from the nail plate. This reciprocating

motion of the nose u is produced by eccentric/^ and rod v^, and the

feeding of the nail plate itself is done by rod T, the end of which, at

each rearward motion of the nose u, comes in contact with the ma-
chine, causing arm S to turn on its fulcrum and to push forward the

nail plate V, when the shears are in the position for cutting off a new
blank;

Claim.—Ist. The feed rod Y, the forked spring arm S_, in combi-
nation with the feed rod T, operating as described and for the purpose
set forth. •

2d. Placing the ratchet cam F^ on arm Y for allowing it to have a

forward and backward motion, also a vibrating motion for the purpose

of accommodating itself to the movement of the nose piece, and for

revolving: the same as described and set forth.

No. 17,778.

—

William H. Battellb, of New Castle, Pa.

—

Improved
Nail Plate Holder.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—In spreading the

jaws of this nail plate holder the pry G is inserted between them,
resting against the guide piece F.

Claim.—A nail plate holder, composed of the socket, socket head,
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and guide^ and the jaws held thereto by a ring, substantially in the

manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 19,007.

—

William H. Van Gibsbn of Waterbury, Conn., as-

signor to Himself, S. M. Buckingham, and E. Brown, of Waterbury,
Conn.

—

Improvement in covering the Heads of Nails.—Patent dated

December 29, 1857.—The blanks, as shown in the engravings, figures

1 and 2, are cut from sheet metal by means of proper dies, and are

then swaged in cup or dish form, the points a being bent down at

right angles with the central portion of the blank. The blank thus

swaged is applied to the head h of the nail B, and the points are

swaged inwards, or towards the inner surface or side of the head h ;

and the points are then swaged and compressed firmly against the

inner side of the head 6, the points being closed snugly around the

head. By this means the blank or plate A is fitted over the head h.

The inventor says : I do not claim the cutting out and bending
from the centre outwards of disks of metal for the purpose of making
grummets, as in the patent of John Alexander, June 20, 1854. A
piece of metal cut in the form necessary for a grummet could by no
possibility be made to cover a nail head.
But I claim a nail covered in the manner substantially as described.

No. 17,941.

—

Samuel J. Seely, of New York, N. Y., assignor to

John M. Hood, of Brooklyn, N, Y.

—

Improved Machine for forging
Nails.—Patent dated August 14, 1857.—The rod to be forged being
placed upon the feeder ^% the operator pushes the feeder towards the

hammers to bring the end oi the rod over-the anvils. Thus held, the

anvil face t, by its rocking motion, is brought against the under face

of the rod as represented by full lines in figure 2, and then the other

anvil face j is brought against the edge of the rod, as represented by
dotted lines. In this way the two anvil faces are in succession brought
ao:ainst the rod to be forged, that it may be struck alternately by the
two hammers^ and q^ at right angles.

The inventor says : I do not wish to be understood as limiting my-
self to the use of the kind of feeder and cutters above described, as

equivalent devices and arrangements may be substituted.

Nor do I wish to be understood as limiting my claim of invention to

the described special construction of the anvils and hammers, nor to

the described arrangement of the mechanism for imparting the mo-
tions, as the same results may be obtained by my invention by the
substitution of equivalents.

I claim the employment of two anvil faces placed at an angle with
each other, and having a rocking motion to bring them alternately in

contact with the article to be forged, substantially as described, in

combination with the hammers, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

No. 18,428.

—

Cornelius Walsh and Zachariah Walsh, of Newark,
New Jersey, assignors to Cornelius Walsh, of same place.

—

Improved
Machinefor Polishing the Heads of Trunk Nails.—Patent dated Octo-
ber 13, 1857.—This invention consists in the peculiar means employed
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for feeding and presenting the heads of the nails to the polisher, and
also in the peculiar arrangement of the polisher and its connexion
with the feeding device, whereby the above parts are made to effect

the desired purpose in an expeditious manner.
In operating this machine the tube S is filled with nails, the points

being placed first in the tube, as shown in the drawing; motion is

given to the shaft H, and a continuous rotary movement is given to

the cylinder d by means of the belts h^ and e^, which pass around their

respective pulleys. The cylinder N is rotated intermittently by
means of the crank pulley K; rod G, arm or lever P, and pawiy, are

arranged as shown in the drawing, the pawls m m^ retaining or

holding the rachet during the upper movement of the pawlj, so as

to prevent the casual movement of said ratchet.

The inventors say : We claim the rotating and vertically reciprocat-

ing cylinder c?, provided with the polishing substance i, in combina-
tion with the intermittently rotating cylinder N, provided with radial

tubes n to receive and hold the nails, the above parts being arranged
to operate as shown, for the purpose set forth.

We also claim the arrangement of the stop T, relatively to the
spout or tube S, cylinder N, and cams G V, so that it shall be caused
to rise at proper intervals, and thus feed the nails regularly out of the
tube to the cylinder N, substantially as described.

No. 17,502.

—

Smith Gakdner, of New York, New York.

—

Improved
Machine for making Wrought Nails.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.

—

The nail rod is placed and secured within the clamp e of the feeding

apparatus, and motion being imparted to the driving shaft m, the

hammers x are raised alternately by the cams A B, and fall down to

the anvil on the nail rod to be pointed. During the hammering of

the nail, the feeding tube and nail rod is turned at each blow, so that

each ol the hammers x may strike a new side of the nail rod, and
thus point the nail to a square. This turning of the feed tube is

effected by means of wheel p^ acting upon a sliding rack p which is

connected by means of braces C with the disk h of the feeding tube.

Claim.—1st. The feeding apparatus, constructed substantially in

the manner and for the purpose specified.

2d. Projecting the finished nail to the rear of the anvil to be cut off

as described.

3d. The eccentric y and spring to hold the nail rod when rapidly

brought back to its place.

4th. Vibrating the rod under the two hammers, so as to alternately

receive a blow on its different sides as set forth, and by means sub-

stantially as described.

5th. The general combination and arrangement of the several parts

of the machine for feeding, presenting, swaging, and cutting off the

finished nail, by which I make a wrought iron nail of any specified

pattern.

No. 17,534.

—

Samuel H. Whitaker, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Im-
'proved Nut Machine.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The bar of iron,

being properly heated, is fed by hand into the machine ; and as the
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puncli h is moved forward, it punches a hole into said har without

forcing out the core, the bar being forced by the punch against the

solid metal of the housing a. On the next advance of the slide F,

the plunger L cuts off a piece of the size of the nut_, and forces said

pieces upon the tapering punch J, which punches the hole from the

reversed side of plunger 6. The piece, by the further continued motion
of the plunger, is now brought between the rolls C, and between the

roller M and the inside of the housing a, by which the exterior,

which has been swelled out by the punching operation, is reduced to

the proper shape. The retreat of the plunger L is followed closely

by the return of hollow sleeve K along the mandrel, and the latter

forces the complete washer from the mandrel.
The inventor says: I do not claim the employment of two punches

entering the nut or washer from opposite sides, as I am aware that

such a contrivance is described in the patent of Richard Coles, such
punches, however, being parallel sided and arranged in line and opera-

ting differently to my taper punch and mandrel.
But I claim, first, the employment of a taper punch jd, a hollow

plunger L, or its equivalent, and a taper pointed mandrel J, combined
and arranged to operate substantially as set forth.

Second. The combination of the hollow sit eve K and the plunger
and cutter L with the forming rollers COM, substantially as described,

for the purpose of carrying the nut or washer blanks to and from the

said roller.

No. 18,259.

—

Samuel H. Whitaker, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Im-
proved Nut Machine.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.—The nature
and object of this invention consists in a provision for making metallic

nuts of definite thickness, not varying materially from that of the bar,

and so as to save the scrap produced by punching.
The dies N and L are mounted on_, and advance and recede together

with stock F, which has a longitudinal sliding motion, imparted to it

by the cam D ; the die N is provided with upper and lower flanges

or lugs n 71, distant from each other the length of the bar ; the central

aperture of the die N is occupied by a punch h, which has an inde-

pendent sliding motion imparted to it by the cam P, which acts on
the stock p of said punch ; the die L is provided with a cutting edge l^

which separates the partially formed nut ; the counter die K is

retracted by a brace of cams G Gr working in yokes H H, which pro-
ceed from the cross-head I, attached to the head of the stock of the
counter die ; a punch J, being firmly fixed in the frame, occupies the
central aperture of the counter die K, the latter sliding to and fro

upon the punch.
The inventor says : I daim the use of the preparatory punch h and

die N^ in the described combination with the shearing and finishing

die L, punch or mandrel J, and counter die K, whereby a nut of defi-

nite thickness is formed by first partially punching the blank while
joined to the bar, and confined on every other side, then separating
the blank and completing the punching and shaping, the whole being
constructed and operating substantially in the manner set forth.
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No. 18,499.—EiCHARD H. Cole, of St. Louis, Mo.

—

Improved Nut
Machines—Patent dated October 27, 1857.—The nature of this inven-
tion will be understood by an examination of the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The inventor says : I claim the preliminary shaping of the

end of a heated metallic bar, to make it correspond on all sides, save
one, with the cross section of the finishing die box, by which the ne-

cessity of cutting off, by the punch, of more than one side of the nut
to be formed, is prevented, and from which results a very great saving
of metal in manufacturing many-sided nuts, at the same time that a
considerable saving of power is produced in operating the machine

;

but this I only claim when the said preliminary shaping of the exterior

portion of a nut is accomplished immediately in front of the mouth of

a die box, substantially in the manner set forth.

No. 18,892.—J. C. Day, of Jersey City, N. ^.—Improved Nut Ma-
chine.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—The engravings and claims
explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I claim the arrangement and use of the cutting

die a, the compressing dies g h, the punches c d, and the finishing and
discharging die h, when constructed in the manner and operated in

the order set forth.

I also claim the arrangement of the projecting under side or bottom

/ of the die box, in combination with the feeding standard C, shear-

edged die top e, and dies a b, in such a manner that the nut bar is

fed into the machine, the nuts cut therefrom, and finally discharged
from the machine without the employment of any other means except

the ordinary or otherwise necessary motions of the two dies a 5, sub-

stantially as described.

I also claim the arrangement of the bearing k h, with sliding wedges
iij which are adjusted by screws jJ, or their equivalents, for the pur-

pose of accurately adjusting the movements of the toggle levers and
links, as described.

I also claim the arrangement and combination of the sectors R S
and cam L, in the manner and for the purpose specified.

No. 16,507.—S. H. Whitakee, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improvement
in. Nut Machines.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—Motion being

given the shaft J, the bar Q is first moved towards the end of the

mandrel I by the cam L, and its end pressed firmly against the

end of the bar S, which is consequently clamped and somewhat com-
pressed between the ends of the bar Q and mandrel I. The frame C is

then moved towards the driving shaft J by the rod N, and at the same
time the shears E E and roller F are partially rotated by the eccen-

tric K and rod M. The shears E E cut off the blank from the bar,

and the inner sides of the shears smooth its sides, while the rollers F
G smooth the upper and lower edges of the nut. The rod a^ moves
with the frame C and punches the hole through the centre of the nut,

the punch forcing the scraps ¥ through the hollow d^ in the bar Q.

Claim.—The circular shears E E and rollers or dies F G for cutting

off the blanks and smoothing their edges, the bar S being grasped or

held by the mandrel I and bar Q or any proper device.
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^
I also claim the circular shears E E and rollers or dies F Gr in com-

bination with the fixed mandrel I, punch or rod a^, and reciprocating
bar Q, the above parts being arranged and operating as shown, for
the purpose set forth.

No. 17,197.—RicHAED H. Cole, of St. Louis, Mo.—Improvement in
Nut Machines.—Psitent dated May 5, 1857.—This is an improvement
on a machine patented to the inventor on the 8d June, 1856. The
present improvement rdates to the employment of a spring M mounted
on plate Gr, which carries the angular punch d, for the purpose of
quickly bringing back the round punch, both when the cam allows
it to recede after its forward motion for discharging the wad from the
angular punch, and also after it punches the hole in the nut in con-
junction with the round punch, in order to allow the said round punch
to advance and clear the wad from the nut.
Claim.—The application of the spring M to the sliding punch

plates, substantially in the manner and for the purposes described.

No. 17,914.—Robert Brayton, of Buffalo, N. Y.—Improvement in
Nut 31achines.—Fa,tent dated August 4, 1857.—By the action of
spring P, in combination with the eccentric J, the arm L is moved
from L^ to L, and also reverses the valve in the steam chest as soon
as It IS released from the spring catch Q ; thereby steam is admitted to
the upper end of the cylinder, causing the head block B and the dies
to descend from A^ to A, and back to A^, thereby making a double
stroke

;
at the same time the wrist R, which is secured to the head

block, as it descends, turns the arm L down to L^ when it is caught by
spring catch Q. Thus as soon as the arm L is released from the catch
Q It turns from L^ to L, which instantly causes the head block to de-
scend, and the dies to punch and compress the nut into shape ; the
head block then returns to its former position, and the nut is discharo-ed
from the die box.

'^

Claim.—The use onhe triggers, spring catch Q, arm L, pin/, slide
rod V, provided with the spring e, notch v, protection g, and inclined
plane h, substantially as described, and in relation to and being
operated by the foot lever a and spring c, constructed and arranged
in the manner and for the purposes specified.

No. 18,156.—Edward Page and Samuel Hall, of New York, N. Y —
Improved Machine for Forging Nuts.—V'anient dated September 8,
1857.—The machine being set in motion by turning shaft D, the heated
end of an iron bar of suitable size is placed between the guides ^, when
punch I, operated by cam 0, comes forward and cuts off a piece to
form a nut and forces it on to punch L^, which perforates it ; it is then
compressed by punch I, which forces it against the end of hub a; the
punch I is then withdrawn, and the nut on punch L- is alternately
hammered by hammers e, the pins d of which extend into the cam
grooves h and are compressed by punches L^ and I. The punch L^ is
then withdrawn by cam K^, and the nut drops through hole R, and
falls out of the machine.
Claim.—The hammering apparatus, as described, in combination
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with the punch I and the punch L^, arranged and operating in the

manner set forth, for making nuts, substantially as described.

No, 17^734.

—

Almon B. Glover, of Birmingham, Connecticut.

—

Improved Machine for Tapping Nuts.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—

A

rotating reciprocating motion being given to the arbors B^ and Gr, the

tap C is forced against the blank in the tap box S^ by means of collar

r acting against the face t of bar H, and the thread is cut in the blank.

The blanks are fed to the tap box by means of slide Z^, which is ope-

rated back and forth by means of tappet F^ acting alternately against

the arms g^ g^.

Claim.—First. Giving the arbor B^, simultaneously with its recip-

rocating rotary motion, a longitudinal movement back and forth by
means of the collar r placed on the shaft G, and provided with the

spiral groove g, and inclined or oblique end S, and the bar H, which
is placed loosely on the shaft G, and connected with said collar, as

described.

Second. The employment or use of the spring e, placed within the

sleeve c?, and the spring 'h} placed on the shaft N, and connected with
the arms g'^g^, for the purpose of allowing the arbor B^ and arms g g
an independent movement, and thereby preventing any injury which
migbt otherwise be produced by any irregularity in the feeding of the

blanks within the tap box.

No. 16,495.

—

David Pollock, of Lancaster, Pa.

—

Improved Ore
Gleaner.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—The nature of this invention

consists in the construction of an open cylinder, with adjustable bars

A to regulate the spaces between ; a perforated guard D to relieve

the cylinder ; a hollow perforated shaft G, for the purpose of supply-

ing and distributing water to any or all parts of the cylinder ; an
adjustable travelling roller N; and lifters K for crushing and stirring

up the ore.

The inventor says : I am aware that machines for washing, cleaning,

or crushing ore or other material have been made with parallel hollow
cylinders, either perforated or closed^ provided with pins, projections,

or close ledges.

I am also aware of conical hollow cylinders, close and perforated,

provided with projections, pins, or shovels, on the inner side of

cylinders.

I am also aware of cylinders, or rollers working single or double,

one beside the other, provided with pins, projections, segments, or

close ledges on the outer circumference.

I am also aware of two or more cylinders of wove wire or perforated,

working one within the other, hung and revolved by the same shaft,

for screening and cleaning ore and other material.

I am also aware of cylinders composed of parallel bars or rods made
permanently fixed and stationary. These I do not claim.

This machine is a washer and screener, and has a double operation,

that of washing and screening at the same time. The ore is thrown
into the one end of the cylinder and passes out at the other in a clean

«
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state, notwithstanding the cylinder rests in a horizontal position, or

any required, inclination.

I claim the cylinder with adjustable bars A, the perforated guard D,
the hollow perforated shaft Gr, the perforated ledges I, the arms J and
lifters K, the adjustable travelling roller N, all constructed, arranged,

and operated as described, for the purpose of crushing, washing,
screening, and cleaning ores or other material, either wet or dry.

No. 17,374.

—

Samuel F. Hodge, of Detroit, Michigan.

—

Improve-
ment in Ore Crushing Machines.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—By
turning crank d, the clamping rollers A B will take hold of rod 0,
raising said rod as the rollers are turned. As soon as the flat side of

roller B comes opposite the rod C, said rod is released and descends

with great power by reason of the weight attached to said rod.

Claim.—The alternate lifting and dropping of a stamper hammer,
or any weight, by means of a combination of a vertical rod with two
clamping rollers, the periphery of one of which is not a complete
circle.

No. 18,038.

—

Thomas J. Chubb, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Separating Ore.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.—The material to

be acted upon is fed into the machine by means of a hopper, and drops

on to shelf w, whence it is swept off by means of the scrapers I G, and
drops upon the screens S, upon which it is spread and agitated by a
blast of air passing upwards through the trunk of the machine, and
the particles are separated in layers according to their specific gravity

;

the heavier substances will be retained in the chambers a b, while the

lighter particles are caused to float uppermost, and are acted upon by
scrapers I Gr, and escape through spouts g.

The'inventor says : I do not claim the broad process of agitating

substances in a receptacle, for the purpose of causing the heaviest to

settle to the bottom thereof, irrespective of the means specified and
described.

Nor do I claim separating substances of different specific gravity by
a current of air applied on the old and well known winnowing process.

Neither do I confine my improvement to any specific arrangement
of mechanism.
But I claim effecting a separation of a thin layer of finely pulverized

ore into layers or strata of different specific gravity upon a perforated

bed, or its equivalent, by means of applying light minute puffs of air

up through the interstices of the said bed, and through a thin layer

ot ore evenly spread, and resting thereon as described, tor the purpose
of gently agitating the said layer of ore, and floating the lightest sub-

stances therein to the top thereof, and allowing the heaviest substances

therein to gravitate to the bottom of the said layer on the said bed.

No. 18,085.

—

Thomas J. Chubb, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved Ore
Separator.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The material, having
bet-n properly screened to the desired size, is fed into hopper Q, and
received on the upper part of the inclined perforated table A. The
action of the bellows L, whose top plate J rises and falls at a rapid

31
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speed, canses the material on screen A to rise and fall at the same rate,

rising always in a line perpendicular to the face of plate A, but fall-

ing vertically under the influence of gravitation, and coDsequently
passing from the higher to the lower end of the inclined bed A. By
this operation the heavier particles find their way in the channels C
towards the main channel D, while the lighter particles pass off

through channels F into side channels h.

The inventor says : I do not claim the separation of substances of

different specific gravities, by submitting them to the action of a blast

of air through a screen.

But I claim, 1st. The employment, in combination with an inclined

perforated table or bed, and a bellows operating as specified, of a
number of channels, applied and arranged substantially as described,

relatively to the bed and to each other, to convey away the separated

substances in different directions, as set forth.

2d. The division of a bellows, applied and operating in connexion
with a perforated bed, for the separation of articles of different specific

gravity into numerous chambers or compartments, each having its

separate valve or valves, and constituting in itself a complete bellows,

for the purpose specified.

1

No. 18,388.

—

Thomas J. Chubb, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved Ore
Separator.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—The nature of this im-
provement consists in the arrangement of thin flat strips of brass, or

other material, so bent or curved edgewise that, when fastened a little

distance from each other, they form an open net-work ; the upper
edges of the strips form a curved inclined table or bed longitudinally,

and a flat or a straight horizontal line in the transverse section.

Also, in the arrangement of the divided or sectional bellows below
the perforated bed, and operated by a series of levers and cranks or

arms on a rocking shaft made adjustable. Also, the arrangement of

a chain made of cut or punched or punched and bent links, fastened to

the scrapers in such a manner as to form an endless chain of scrapers,

holding the edges of each scraper always in an upright position when
separating or scraping.

The inventor says : I do not claim separating substances of different

specific gravity by submitting them to the action of a blast of air

through a screen.

But I claim, 1st. The arrangement of a series of strips of wood or

metal^ forming a convex surface on top longitudinally, and horizontal

in a transverse direction, employed as a support for a perforated table

or bed of wire cloth, or its equivalent.

2d. The arrangement of a sectional bellows and the mechanism for

operating the same below the framing, and the perforated table or bed.

3d. The employment of a chain made of angular links riveted to

strips, and connected together by pins, forming an endless chain of

scrapers, in combination with a perforated table or bed, for the pur-

pose set forth.

No. 18,672.

—

William Oland Browne, of New York, N. Y.

—

Im-
proved Ore Separator.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—The opera-
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tion of this niacliine is, that the material is fed from the hopper 0,
through the centre apertures n, on to the sieve cloth s, where it is

cc^nstantly irritated by the rake teeth, and the lighter parts forced to

the surface by the action of the blast from the bellows through the

sieve cloth, and then scraped by the scrapers over the periphery of the

sieve frame into the discharge box, and, by the action of an arm
attached to and revolving with the frame m, is carried round to the

discharge outlet P, the scrapers being adjusted at such an angle as

will create a proper centrifugal action in proportion to the feed and
speed of the machine. The same effect is produced by feeding the

material into a solid tub without a blast of air, instead of the sieve^

but in less quantity

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of air for the purpose
specified, either forced in continuously or in vibrating strokes, as lam.
aware that such methods have been used.

But I claim, 1st. The arrangement of a rake with scrapers alter-

nating and revolving over a body of ore upon a sieve, as described.

2d. The arrangement of the tub B with the bellows below the sieve,

in relation to each other^ for the purposes as set forth.

No. 17,385.

—

Pierre Prosper Martin, of Paris, France.

—

Improved
Ore Washer.—Patent dated May 26, 1857. Patented in France May
13, 1856.—The material to be operated upon passes from hopper K
into the cylinder A ; and rotary motion being imparted to agitator B,
the water and solid bodies,, to the exclusion of the auriferous particles,

are caused to pass down from one compartment to the other, the water
being discharged through orifice S, while the auriferous particles are

collected in the boxes d.

The inventor says : I do not claim any one of the component parts

taken separately.

I claim the general arrangement of the apparatus as described and
represented.

No. 18,406.

—

Joseph Paull, of Clifton, Mich.

—

Improved Ore
Washer.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—This invention consists in

a peculiar arrangement of, and manner of giving motion to, a sus-

pended basin, to which the ore or mineral is supplied, and which is

immersed in water, by which the ore or mineral is washed clean. The
ore or mineral matter to be washed is fed continuously to the hopper,
together with a stream of water by the spout K, and the tub B is

kept filled with water to overflowing. The revolving movements of

the basin in the water cause the ore or mineral matter to be violently

agitated and undergo a constant transposition in the basin, so that
the earthy matter is quickly separated from the ore, which, on account
of its being far more weighty than the earthy matter, is retained in

the basin 0, while the dirt is washed out into the tub B.

The inventor claims the basin C, hopper E, the conducting tube F,
and central shaft Gr, all combined as described, and hung on a uni-

versal joint, and operated bv a crank, substantially as set forth.
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No. 18,789.

—

Joseph A. Bertola, of New York, N. Y., assio:nor to

Himself and John Stagg, of New York, N. Y.

—

Treatment of Ores of
Gold and Silver.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—This invention
or discovery is for an improvement in treating ores of precious metals
preparatory to amalgamation, its object being to economize the opera-
tion by preventing loss of quicksilver, as well as to secure a large
product of gold and silver.

The principle of this invention lies chiefly in submitting such ores

to a treatment of pyroligneous, acetic, or other similar vegetable acid,

which treatment produces certain eifects upon the sulphurets of gold,

whereby the metallic gold, being liberated, may thus be easily amal-
gamated with quicksilver.

Claim.—The use of pyroligneous, or other vegetable acids having
similar chemical action, in treating gold or silver ores or ^' tailings''

preparatory to amalgamation, substantially as described.

No. 17,336.

—

Alfred Monnier, of Camden, N. J.

—

Improved Ap-
paratusfor Reducing Zinc Ores.—Patent dated May 19, 1857.—A suf-

ficient charge of coal being entered through F into the furnace A, it

is ignited, and by the action of a cold blast through tuyere E, a large

amount of carbonic acid* is generated. A mixture of zinc ore, coal,

and flux is then introduced through L into furnace H, which is ex-

posed to a hot blast through K. The carbonic acid, passing from fur-

nace A through pipes G G^ and G, burns with the hot air, and causes

the flux to unite with the earthy matter of the ore ; while the zinc is

oxydized, and the oxyd of zinc is immediately afterward reduced, in

consequence of the excess of carbon and carbonic acid present ; and
the metallic zinc vapors escape at M, and are condensed in the cham-
ber N.

Claim.—The combination of the gas generator and the reducing
furnace H, arranged and operating as described.

No. 18,043.

—

Thaddeus Fowler, of Waterbury, Connecticut.

—

Improved Fin-sticking Machine.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.

—

By revolving the hopper B in the direction of the arrow, the ledges

d will carry up the pins and allow them to fall on to the inclined

plane c, down which they will slide until their heads are caught by
the flanges of the flanged cylinder 6, which, by its revolution, will

carry up the heads, as represented in fig. 2, until the points fall upon
the inclined plane c, when the pins will drop into the rack a until

the rack on that link is completely filled. By operating lever J each

succetding link is thus brought under the inclined plane ; c is filled

with pins, which afterwards, as they arrive below the crimped paper
I, are forced through said paper in their order as they are held by the

racks a.

Claim.—1st. The endless chain, with its racks, in combination

with the flanged cylinder, (whether with or without the revolving

hopper,) when constructed, arranged, and made to produce the result

substantially as described.

2d. The combination of the endless chain with the revolving hop-
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per, when the whole is constructed and combined substantially as

described.

No. 18,831.

—

Thaddeus Fowler, of Waterbury, Connecticut,

assignor to the American Pin Company, of Waterbury, Connecticut.

—

Improved Machine for Sticking Pins on Paper.—Patent dated Decem-
ber 8, 1857.—This improvement consists in the method of crimping
and clamping the paper, (sufficient for a whole paper of pins,) the

manner of passing the pins through a slotted form, and the mode of

inserting them into crimped paper (while it is clamped in the

crimper) by the sliding form, thus sticking a whole paper, fourteen

rows, or any other number, at one operation of the machine. An
examination of the engravings and claim will give a further idea of

the nature of this ibvention.

The inventor says : I claim the combination of the plate or form A
with the slotted form C, when constructed and made to deposit the

pins substantially as described.

I also claim the combination of the sliding frame E with the

slotted form C when constructed and used as described.

No. 18,116.

—

Elizur Wright, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Pipe Coupling.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The use of a compressible packing ring e inserted in a

groove around the pipe on each side of the joint, in combination with
screw-threaded or flanged and bolted couplings, and a thimble / for

holding the packing ring in the grooves, so as to form a water-tight

joint and resist separation, by the packing ring serving as a dowel.

No. 16,663.

—

Caleb C. Walworth, of Boston, Mass —Improve
Machine for Fitting Gas Pijoe.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.

—

This coupling governs the extent of the advance of the cutting tool b,

and reverses its direction of rotation ; figure 1 represents the coupling

fully locked, so as to give the cutting tool the greatest amount of

traverse ; figure 2, a less amount ; figure 3 shows the coupling at

the point of unlocking, and figure 4 in the position where the direc-

tion of rotation of the driving part d of the coupling is changed to that

of arrow b d ; figure 5 shows part d of the coupling rotating in the
direction of arrow b d, with its long face in contact with the long face

of the part e.

Claim.—The coupling constructed with long, short, and inclined

faces, substantially as described, and operating for the purposes set

forth.

No. 17,482.

—

Charles Bigelow, of Hastings, Minn.

—

Improved
Machine for Grooving Stove Pipe,—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The
jointed pipe being placed upon bar B, the roller D is then passed
over the seam of the pipe by operating rack bar C, the groove r of the

roller D passing over the joint and closing said joint ; and when the

roller D has reached the extent of movement, the end of bar h strikes

against ledge w, and lever F will be actuated, and the yoke E moved so
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as to shift the position of roller J), and the flat surface s of roller D
will now come to bear on the seam of the pipe ; and as the motion of

rack bar C is reversed, the joint is closed effectually. When the
roller D reaches the extent of its backward movement, projection S*
on bar C strikes lever F, and pin d will be depressed and withdrawn
from bar B, said bar being thrown outward by spring ^*, so that

the finished pipe can be removed therefrom.

Claim,—The roller D, having its periphery or face formed of a
grooved or concave surface and a flat surface, the roller being placed
within a reciprocating bar C, and within a yoke E, arranged and ac-

tuated by the lever F and ledges ii u, as shown, whereby the roller is

shifted or moved automatically at the ends of its strokes or movements,
and made to groove and close the joints or seams of the pipes at one
operation. Further, the bar B, when jointed to the upright A, and
secured to the projection c by the pin d, as shown and used in con-

nexion with the lever/ and spring t^ as described, so that said bar may
be thrown out automatically from the projection c, for the purpose of

allowing the finished pipe to be removed readily therefrom, and
another placed thereon.

No. 17,393.—M. C. KooT, of Toledo, 0.

—

Improvement in Machines
for Making Stove Pipe,—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—The metal plate

being grasped by the operator, and one edge thereof being inserted

in the groove 2, motion is given to the rollers C D, and the plate is bent
as shown in figure 3. The plate is now placed between rollers D
E, and roller E is brought in contact with the plate 0, so that, as the

rollers D E are turned, the plate will be bent in a circular form, as

represented in dotted lines. The bent edges are then locked together,

the joint is placed in the groove w, and the seam is closed by the action

of cylinders C D, the pressure upon the whole of the seam not being
simultaneous, by reason of the slight spiral form of the groove m.
When the seam is closed, the pipe is moved to the end of roller E, and
is beaded by the action of bead a*, concave 6*, the plates d^ and e* serv-

ing to contract the end of the pipe, so that it can be inserted into the

adjoining pipe.

Claim.—The arrangement and combination together of the edging,

grooving, forming, swaging, expanding, and contracting rollers CD,
E J, ah, c d, as described. Also, giving a spiral form to the groove
m of roller D, as set forth.

No. 16,967.—^RiCHARD H. Cole, of St. Louis, Missouri.

—

Improved
Machine for Making Rivets.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The heated

end of a rod is laid into the recess in one of the die box sections d'^
,

fig. 1, on the wheels B and B^, and is pressed forward until its end
bears against the gauge plate h ; and then the action of one of the

cams c imparts such an amount of motion to the wheels B and B^, as

will carry down and match the said die box sections ; and just before

said sections come opposite each other, one of the cams on wheel A
strikes against the journal box G, and thereby forces inwards the

wheel B, and brings the inner die box section on this wheel in close

contact with the corresponding section on the opposite wheel ; and the
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next instant one of the canity carries forward the carriage P, and, by
so doing, simultaneously throws upward the curved gauge plate b and
the cutting plate e; the elevation of the gauge plate b gives free play

to the header a, and the elevation of the cutting plate e cuts off the

portion of the heated rod embraced within the die -box ; the long ac-

tuating surface of the said cam / holds the lower portion of the cut-

ting plate over the mouth of the die-box, fig, 2, where it is supported

by the block N ; whilst the header a is driven forward, forms the head
on the rivet, and recedes again ; and then the retrograde movement
of the carriage P throws downward the gauge plate b and cutting

plate e ; and simultaneously with said movement the wheels B B^ are

again moved forward to discharge the finished rivet, and to carry the

end of another heated rod into the machine to be operated upon.
Claim.—First. Forming a successive series of die-boxes of a double

series of sections d d, which are combined with the parallel periphe-

ries of two equal-sized intermittingly rotating wheels B B^, when the

arrangement of the bearings of one or both of said wheels is such as

to allow of a sufficient amount of lateral play thereof to enable a pair

of said sections to be firmly pressed against each other at the termi-

nation of each intermittently rotary movement of said wheels, sub-

stantially as set forth.

Second. Combining the curved gauge plate b and the cutting plate

e with each other, and also with the cam wheels B B^, substantially

in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Also, the combination of the cam wheels B B^ with the gauge plate

&, the cutting plate e, and the header a, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,738.—John G-RiFFm, of Phoenixville, Pa.

—

Improved Pile

for Rolling Beams.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The inventor,

in describing his improvement, says : My improvement consists in

forming the pile of two flat pieces or bars of double the alternate

width of the upper and lower flange. These bars are first roiled out
with a groove in them, as shown in the engravings, of about three-

quarters of an inch deep and two a half inches wide, for a seven-inch
girder, for example. I then place a series of two or more bars of iron

one on top of each other, as shown at c in the engraving. I then
place the series c in the lower grooves e e^, to retain c in position

; and
then I place the groove d d^ m the upper piece A on top of the
pile c, and place a wedge in the groove d d^/in like manner as before.

Claim.—The manufacture of wrought iron I or T girders and bars,

by forming the pile of grooved pieces, in combination with the inter-

mediate webbing, arranged and combined in the manner substantially

as described.

No. 18,906.

—

Asa Johnson, of Cairo, N. Y.

—

Improved Machine for
Rolling Cornice.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—The claim and
engravings explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—The arrangement of the series of rollers I*, J*, and K"^,

guide 7i, and rollers h and h^, and die n^, for the purpose of forming
sheet metal into cornice and gutters for buildings, while hot, and pass-
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ing it til rough the machine in boiling oil, as described and for the

purposes set forth.

No. 18,674.

—

John Bryan, of Covington, Ky.

—

Application of Hot
Water to Journals of Rolling 3IiUs.—Patent dated November 24,

1857.—The claim and engravings explain the nature of this inven-

tion.

The inventor says : I would state that I am aware that cold

water has been used as a lubricator for journals ; and although I

do not know that hot water has ever been used for this purpose,

namely, lubricating, yet I make no claim to it as such in this appli-

cation.

But I claim equalizing the temperature of rollers and their journals

that are used in rolling hot iron or other heated work by means of

hot water applied to said journals, for the purpose of making the fibre

of the metal of which the rolls and journals are made more uniform
at their point ofjnnction, and thus lessening the liability of their break-

ing or separating at that point, as described.

No. 18,962.

—

Leopold Eidlitz, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Burglar-Proof Safes.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—The in-

ventor, in describing the mode of forming his invention, says : I first

take a sheet h of boiler iron, and bend it into a series of parallel

elevations and depressions of substantially the shape shown in the

engravings. When thus shaped, I combine with one side of the said

sheet of boiler iron a series of parallel wrought iron ribs c c, which
pass transversely across the ridges of said sheet at short intervals, and
which are combined with said ridges by means of rivets d d. The
sheet Z>, when thus prepared, is placed in a mould in such a position

that its ribbed surlace will be opposite to, and at a proper distance

from, the inner surface of a chill plate of suitable thickness, so that

when the melted iron is poured into said mould, it will embrace the

series of ribs c c, and solidly fill up the series of depressions between
said ribs and the inner surface of the sheet h.

Claim.—Forming an improved burglar-proof plate (or its equiva-

lent) by the union of an outwardly chilled hardened layer of molten
iron with the ribbed surface of a zigzag sheet of iron, substantially as

set forth.

No. 16^464.

—

John Broughton, of Chicago, 111.

—

Improved Sash-

Fastener.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—On turning handle c

from the position shown in dotted lines to the one shown in full lines,

the circular rib a enters the socket D on the upper sash, bearing

against spring E, which spring presses the sash B close up against

sash B^, so as to form a tight joint.

Claim.—The employment of a spring E on the inner surface of the

curtain h of the socket D, in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

No. 16,595.

—

William W. Kellogg, of Lynn, Mass.— Improved
Sash-Fastener.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—The hasp Gr, in
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combination with the holes in cleat E and similar holes in sash C,

serves to confine the sashes B and C at various heights, and at the

same time.

Claim,.—The use of the hasp G, constructed as described, and
operating in connexion with the perforated cleat E and ujjper sash C,

in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,671.

—

Thomas Floyd, assignor to Himself and G. H. Merk-
lein, of Chambersburg, Pa.— Improved Sash-Fastener.— Patent

dated February 17, 1857.—It will be seen that, in the position of

catch D, represented in the engravings, the sash B will be prevented

from coming down by the point h slightly catching into the sash.

By depressing lever E, so as to clear the sash of the two catch-points

h b^, the sash will be free to be lifted or lowered ; by still further

depressing lever E, the point ¥ will catch into the sash, and the

latter will be prevented from being raised.

The inventor says : I do not confine myself to the application of

the sash-fastener, as shown, as I may find it convenient to let it into

the frame, causing it to operate against the edge of the sash style ; to

do so it will only be necessary to make the handle E at right angles

with catch D, in which position it will work equally well against the

edge of the style, and be found as convenient as at present applied.

I claim the triangular or catch-lever D and thumb-lever E^ in

combination with the cylinder F, the follower H, with cross-piece I

attached, and spring G, as described_, and for the purposes set forth.

1^0.17,910.—F. Tarbell, of Boston, Mass., assignor to Himself
and D. C. Bicknell, of the same place.

—

Improved Sash-Fastener.—
Patent dated July 28, 1857.—As the plate B is moved upwards by
taking hold of the thumb-piece d, the bolt C is drawn inwards by pin

g of the bolt moving in the oblique slot /, and the sash is released,

while, by pressing down the thumb-piece d, the sash is fastened.

Claim.—A sash-fastener made as described.

No. 16,695.

—

Aechibald Eobbins, Alanson Sherman, and Lawson
K. BiGELOW, of Watkios, N. Y.

—

Improved Saw-Filer.—Patent dated
February 24, 1857.—The arc J is movable upon thumb-screw K.
The arc having been set so as to bring the direction of the file at the
right angle across the saw D, the socket-screw h is then tightened,

and the file e is then operated by means of handle E. Having filed

the teeth upon one side, the standard M is placed in the opposite
socket 6, and turned to the same relative angle that it before had.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the sliding carriage

F, the index-wheel H, arc adjuster J, and guide-frame M, operating
in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,224.

—

Jasper J. Near, of Oneida, New York, assignor to

Eli Near and Levi Vandusen, of Madison county, New York.

—

Im-
proved Saiu-Filer.— Patent dated September 15, 1857.—By removing
one of the pins M, and swinging the file L round on the other pin M,
the saw z can be inserted between the jaws A, which are then drawn
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together by means of screw c; by then inserting again pin M, and
by adjusting nuts P to make the springs N press file L against the
saw z, the file may be traversed by vibrating levers E.

Claim.—A clamp to gripe the saw, substantially as described, and
carrying hinged vibrating arms provided with springs for holding and
operating the file, substantially in the manner described.

IS'o. 16,521.—A. M. Beardsley, of Constantine, Michigan.

—

Im-
provement in Filing Saws.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.—The
file H is placed in an inclined position corresponding to the inclina-

tion of the upper side of the saw teeth, and the other file I is placed
horizontally so as to correspond to the under side of the saw teeth.

By this means both edges of the teeth may be filed by merely operat-
ing the bed E to which the files are attached, and raising or lowering
the guides so that each file may act upon its proper side of the teeth.

Claim.—The two files H I arranged as shown, and attached to the
reciprocating bed plate E, which works between guides on a movable
or adjustable plate B ; the bed plate E being operated by the lever F,
or its equivalent, and the plate B by the lever J, substantially as

shown for the purpose specified.

No. 18,684.

—

Jacob Erdlb, of West Bloomfield, New York.

—

Im-
proved Machine for Filing Saws.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.

—

The claim and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I claim, 1st. The two adjustable or elastic

bars G i attached one to the permanent bar E and the other to the
bar/ of the clamp, and arranged as shown, whereby the move-
ment of the saw may be fed to the file in a horizontal or curved direc-

tion, corresponding to the form of its cutting edge, or to the line of its

teeth, as described.

2d. I claim placing the file-bar within the frame N, pivoted or

hung as described, so that the position of the file may be changed
relatively with the saw^ as described.

3d. I claim the arrangement of the lever v, shaft M, pawls K L,

wheel J, provided with ratchet teeth o p^ as shown, and the pinion n
and rack m, whereby the saw is fed to the file in either direction, as

described.

No. 17,522.—GoTLOB C. Schneider^ of Washington, D. C.

—

Im-
proved Hob for Cutting Screw-Chasers.—-Patent dated June 9, 1857.

—

This hob is formed on its circumference with a number of parallel

cutting edges a, which are in planes at right angles to the axis of the

cylinder, instead of having the cutting edges arranged helically around
the cylinder. In cutting screw-chasers with this improved tool, it is

secured in a lathe ; and as it is caused to revolve, the chaser to be

formed is held against the teeth a in an oblique position ; and as this

position can be changed in different chasers, it follows that screw-

chasers having various inclinations can be cut with the same hob.

Claim.—The hob for cutting the threads of screvv-chaserS; con-

structed in the manner described.
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—

James M. Evarts, of Westville, Connecticut.

—

Im-
proved Screiv-Cutter.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The chuck A is

attached to a mandrel, and is made to rotate ; the rod D, on which
the screw is to be cut, being stationary. The wheels C are adjusted

the required distance apart by turning the pinion c, by means of a

wrench ; and as the chuck A rotates, the rod D is passed between the

cutter wheels C, which cut the thread on the rod ; and as the rod is

fed between the wheels, said wheels are caused to rotate slowly, so

that fresh cutters are continually presented to the rod.

The inventor says : I do not claim the chuck for adjusting the dies

nearer to or further from each other, for that is a well known device.

But I claim the rotary dies C, placed within sliding or adjustable

plates or sockets B, attached to the chuck A, or an equivalent device,

for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,909.

—

William Kenyon, of Steubenville, Ohio.

—

Improved
Screw-Cidting Machine.— Patent dated December 22, 1857.—The
claim and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I claim, first, the combination of dies which
have an angular cutting extension or shoulder e on their front face,

with the eye screw bolts / h, and a chuck which has straight radial

grooves in its face^ as and for the purposes set forth.

Second. I claim providing the peculiar oil reservoirs in the front of

the chuck_, between the cutting dies, in the manner and for the pur-

poses set forth.

Third. I claim the face plate, consisting of a short hollow cylinder,

with openings in its periphery, as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,187.

—

William N. Adams, of Olmsted, Ohio.

—

Improvement
in Screw-Cutting Machines.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—The instru-

ment is attached to the spindle of the lathe by means of shank A^, and
the ring R is moved forward to close the burrs B. A bolt is then
placed in the clasp of the lathe, and the instrument is caused to rotate,

and the bolt^rod caused to enter between the burrs B, by which means
the thread is cut upon the bolt. As the end of the bolt comes in con-

tact with the screw I, the pressure upon said screw presses backward
plate 0, reversing the position of levers D, and opening the burrs B,
thus releasing the newly cut screw bolt.

Claim.—The construction of the branched body A, the disk 0,
sliding fulcrums E E, levers D D, and adjustable releasing screw I,

combined in such a manner as to gauge the size of the screw and depth
of screw thread, and to release the screw as soon as cut to a deter-

minate extent, substantially as described.

No. 16,414.-Caleb C. Walworth, of Boston, "Wdi^^.-Improved Screw-
Feeding Gear.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—Motion is imparted
to shaft c by means of a pulley A, and the tool b on shaft c is turned to

cut a screw thread into a pipe joint p. The cogged wheel * meshes into

pinion h and rotates feed screw z. The nut g can be set in and out of
gear with this feed screw by means of cam n on shaft j; and, when
in gear with the same, the screw is moved to one or the other side,
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and imparts a lengtTiwise motion to shaft c. When the cam n is

turned to such a position as that nut g will release the feed screw 2,

then the springs x cause the screw to return to its mean position be-

tween them.
Claim.—The combination of a feeding screw or nut, arranged so as

have an endwise movement, with springs for the purpose of insuring
the engagement of the screw and nut, and returning either of them
to a mean position when released from strain.

iNo. 18,669.

—

Barnabas H. Bartol, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improve-
ment in Screioing Tubes into Vacuum Pans.—Patent dated November
24^ 186Y.—By referring to the engraving, A in figure 1 shows the
tube, B B the conical ends, and C G the tube sheets.

Figures 2 and 3 show the holes in the conical ends, by means of

which the tube is screwed in place.

The inventor says : I would state that I do not claim screwing tubes

into the sheets, as this has been done.

But I claim making the tubes many-sided in their interior parts, so

that by the use of a many-sided long mandrel, fitted into said interior,

they may be placed, removed, or replaced, without the necessity of

having the ends of said tubes project beyond the tube sheets, as set

forth.

No. 17,932.

—

Peter Hoffner, of Pvising Sun, Indiana.

—

Imjjrove-

ment in Cutting Screws.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—The nature

of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings.

Claim.—In combination with the die-stock b, the volute or spiral

spring d, arranged and operating substantially as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

No. 16,803.

—

Thompson Newbury, of Taunton, Mass.

—

Improved
Machine for Cutting Scretus.—F£itent dated March 10, 1857.—When
the elevator (which swings about pivot D) is down, its upper edge lies

even with- or just below the bottom of the pan C, and the blanks fall

into trough K, and hang by their heads, the heads being wider than
the trough. As the elevator is raised, it carries up a supply of blanks,

and slides them between the fixed ways L, when they descend into

the carrier b. This carrier conveys the blanks to nippers m, which
take hold of each blank, as operated upon by the threading and point-

ing tool S.

Claim.—The jointed elevator passing through the bottom of the

feed pan, substantially as set forth.

The vibrating slotted guide piece, fixed to the carrier shaft, opera-

ted by arm M and pin n, as set forth.

Griving the threading tool, for the purpose of pointing the blank, a

motion independent of and slower than that required to effect the

threading, substantially as set forth.

The catch w^ieel C^, with its pawl and stop, in combination with

the leader worm T, as set forth.
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No. 17,655.

—

Ira A. Eichards, of East Brookfield^ Mass., asfiignor

to Silas Stevens, of the same place.

—

Improved Taps and Dies for

Cutting Screios.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—The nature of this in-

vention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—First. Cutting away the teeth of taps and eyes on one side,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

Second. Making the opposite scores d, which are parallel with the

slides in which the two parts of a die work, or at right angles to the

partition of the die, both on the same side of the line drawn through

the centre of the die, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,437.

—

John L. Mason, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Manufacturing Screivs of Thin Metal,—Patent dated June 2, 1857.

—

The thin metal plate c C is placed between the chucks A and D of a

lathe, and the metal is then compressed between said two chucks in

the well known manner. The chuck A has a screw thread formed on
its circumference. By now giving revolution to the chucks, and press-

ing a dull tool against that portion of the face of the piece C which
extends outside the diameter of the chucks, the metal is formed in

shape of a cup around chuck A. The point of a tool formed like the

section of a screw is then applied to the metal, and the latter is

pressed into the screw threads of chuck A, whereby the screw is

formed on the metal cylinder.

Claim.—The mode described of forming screw threads on cups,

hollow cylinders, or hollow cones, of thin soft metal, substantially as

described.

No. 16,778.

—

Daniel M. Robertson, of Manchester, N. H.

—

Im-
provement in Pointing and Threading Screivs.—Patent dated March 3,

1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by reference

to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—I claim a pointing tool, arranged in connexion with one or

a series of threading tools, and traversed slower than the threading
tools, and so far in advance of them as to form the point of the

screw blank, and prepare it lor the threading tools, substantially as

described ; and I make this claim whether the pointing tool is

traversed by the devices described, or by such other devices as will

answer the purpose.

I claim the plate or guide A^, when made to traverse substantially

as described, whether it is operated by the devices described or such
others as will answer the purpose.

I claim the guide or rest W, when made to traverse substantially

as described, whether it is operated by the devices described or such
others as will answer the purpose.

No. 18,914.

—

John E. Layton, of Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Improved Fur-
nace for Tempering Scythes.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—The
nature of this invention consists in constructing the top of a farnace
in such a manner that the shape of said top, or a portion of the same,
and of the openings provided therein for tlie escape of the flame or heat
of the furnace, conforms with the edge of the article to be hardened
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or tempered, whereby the said edge, in being held into or over the said

bpenings_, will receive a uniform degree of heat throughout its whole
lengthy suitable for the hardening or tempering process ; and also in

providing two blocks or projections g g on the top with openings in

the sides facing each other, whereby any particular spots or portion of

the article, when brought between the blocks, can be heated for the
purpose of correcting any unevenly tempered spots in the article.

The inventor says : I do not claim the arrangement of the body of

the iurnace, nor the introducing of a current of air under the grate

;

as these are not novel, and have been used before.

But I claim, first, constructing the top of a furnace in such a man-
ner that the same, or a portion b h of the same, is curved or shaped so

as to conform to the curve or shape of the edge of the article to be
hardened ; and providing in the top (thus shaped) an opening C, or

a number of such openings, as and for the purpose set forth.

Second. I claim providing in the top of the said furnace an open-
ing //, or a number of such openings, of such a shape as to conform
to the curve or shape of the article to be tempered, substantially as

and for the purposes described.

Third. I claim providing on the top plate of the said furnace two
blocks g g, with the openings i i, as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17j872.—C. P. Grossman, of Warren, Mass.

—

Improved Ma-
chine/or Tempering Scythes.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—The scythe

E being properly heated, it is placed between the jaws D, the back of the

scythe resting on the boxes h. The operator then depresses the treadle

B ; and as the plates d of the levers F pass between the vertical guides

a 6, the jaws D will be forced together, and will firmly grasp the scythe

E, which J when the treadle is fully depressed, will be immersed in

water of the tank A and tempered.

Claim.—The employment, within a suitable water-tank A, of a pair

of movable jaws D and boxes h, for the purpose of seizing, holding,

and conveying the scythe blade, all substantially as described.

No. 17^996.

—

BenjaminF. Hooper, ofAlbany, N. Y., assignor to Him-
self and Eansom Ballou, jr., of the same place.

—

Improved Press for
Shearing and Punching.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—The revo-

lution of the wheelW by its pin Gr, operating upon cross-pieces E, im-
pels the beam D backward and forward ; which motion, by the operation

of slot k upon pin r, propels the punch and shears vertically with a

power proportional to the difference between the circuit of wheel Gl-

and the distance x z.

Claim.—The employment of the beam D, having an inclined slot

in its extremities carrying the pins on which the punch and shears are

suspended, as described, and operated in the manner substantially as

set forth in the specification.

No. 18,025.

—

Timothy F. Taet, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improved
Shears for Cutting Metal.—Patent dated August 18, 1857.—The cog-

ged wheel Gr is cast in one piece with the lever G and the bearings P
of said wheel turn, respectively, in the grooves N of the slide M, to which
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tlie blade F is secured, and in the grove of the iron frame of the

machine. By operating lever G, the part M is raised and lowered as

the wheel H meshes into the teeth of the inclined rack D, and the

guide roller I passes over the incline E.

CloAm.—The rolling lever upon an inclined plane which is upon the

side or blade holder, substantially as specified.

No. 16,334.

—

Anson Hardy, Dorchester, Mass.

—

Improved Rotary
Shears.—Patent dated January 6, 1851.—The nature of this invention

will be understood by reference to the claims and engraving.

Claim.—Dispensing with the top beam or support, as commonly
used, and supporting the carriage B on the lower beam C, to which
the straight knife G is attached, by which means is avoided the ex-

pense of and objection to a top beam.
Also, the use of a revolving circular knife A, when operated by two

or more gears that can be regulated so as to give any amount of draw-
ing cut that may be required.

No. 18,506.

—

Anson Hardy, of Boston, Mass., and George A. Rollins,

of Nashua, N. H.

—

Improvement in Rotary Shears.—Patent dated
October 27, 1857.—Two rails L M are secured to the base plate, bed,

or frame A, parallel to each other_, and furnished, one or both, with
grooves, in which the flange e on the carriage N may take to hold it

thereto as it traverses said rails. A hinged stop / is placed on the
inner side of one of the rails against which the carriage will stop when
the piece/ is raised up, and rests against the stud g, but will pass

over when the piece / is turned down, as shown in the engraving.
This stop/ must be so placed that when the carriage is held by it the
vertical axis of the clamps h i shall be in line with a vertical plane
drawn through the cutting point of the blades F G. The clamps
]i i are so arranged as that they may freely turn on their axis,

whilst the upper one h may be run down close to the lower one i by
means of the screw and hand lever 0.
The inventors say : We are aware that the rotary shears have been

used in connexion with rotating clamps for cutting sheets into disks

;

this we do not claim.

But we claim the particular arrangement of the shears, carriages,

clamps, and stops for cutting metals, as set forth.

No. 17,452.

—

David B. Rogers, of Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Improved Ma-
chine for Making Shovels.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The heated
metal plate being placed in the hollow die K, rotary motion is im-
parted to crank shaft S, and the bed plate L is drawn over roller

Q by the action of crank i and pitman J, and the pressing rollers P
and press down the upper die R, which is pivoted to the plate L,
thus pressing the plate into the required shape.

Claim.—The use of the rollers OP Q, in connexion with the diesK
and R and the pitman J J, arranged and operating in the manner
specified.
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No. 18,294.

—

Orrin Newton, of Pitts burp:, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Spikes.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.—This invention coosists

in having the sides of the spike made in concave form; A represents
the spike, each side of which is made of concave form, and is nearly a
simi-circle when cut transversely, as shown in fig. 2. The edges b,

formed by the junction of concave sides a, are brought to a sharp edge
by basils at each side. The point at the head of the spike, and also at

the end, are of the usual form.
Claim.—The inventor claims the construction of the spike with con-

cave sides and edges.

No. 16.958.

—

Horatio Bates, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved Uode
of Clinching Spikes.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.
The inventor says : I am aware that a clinching piece, in the form of

a small spike, has been driven by the side of a spike to lock the same
by its action against a jog or off-set on the adjacent side thereof, as de-

scribed in the patent of J. H. Wigant; but that mode of locking the

spike requires the spike to be specially constructed for the purpose,

and I consider it less secure, while it is a more expensive mode of

confining the spike than my method, which is applicable to common
spikes or wrought nails of any kind, and makes the clinch on the

spike or nail itself. I disclaim any such method of locking the spike.

But I claim securing a spike or nail by boring a hole in the timber
of less depth than the spike or nail itself to receive it, and inserting

thereinto, before the spike or nail, a ball a or lump of metal of substan-

tially similar character, to deflect the point thereof when it is driven,

and thereby cause it to clinch itself, substantially as described.

No. 16,483.

—

James Harrison, jr., of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved
Machinefor Making Coiled Springs.—Patent dated January 27,1857.

—

In this machine, rollers g g^ ^^ are operated, in connexion with a single

cone mandrel D, to produce double conical coiled springs by a continu-

ous operation. As many springs as can be mamifactured from a piece

of wire of a certain length are formed by and delivered from the ma-
chine without stopping it. By this improvement these springs are

produced rapidly, cheap, and of a superior quality.

Claim.—First. The combination of a revolving mandrel D and two
or more grooved rollers, arranged and operating together in any man-
ner substantially as described for the purpose set forth.

Second. The employment of an adjustable springing bed E to sup-
port the roller carriage F, or otherwise, in an equivalent manner, ap-
plying springs under or at the back of the roller carriage, for the pur-
pose of enabling the rollers to accommodate their movements exactly

to the longitudinal profile and varying diameter of the mandrel, and
thus insuring their proper operation.

No. 18,991.

—

Daniel Gr. RoLLiN,ofNew York^N. Y.

—

Improved Ma-
chine for Making Volute Springs.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.

—

In forming double volute springs, plates of sheet steel are employed.
These are heated and are then introduced under wise, one at a time, be-
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neath the mandrel B upon the support I, until the central part of the

plate is beneath the mandrel. Before each plate is introduced, the

conical rollers H are put in motion ; and as they revolve, they bear

against the exterior face of the plate and roll it down into spiral coils.

In effecting this operation the edges of the volutes of the rollers

bear against the edges of the spring plate, and thus direct it in coiling,

so that it assumes the proper conical or volute form.

The inventor says : I claim the combination of a conical roller with

a mandrel, so as to coil a volute spring, as set forth.

I also claim the combination of two conical rollers moving in opposite

directions, with a double conical mandrel, so as to coil a double volute

spring at one operation.

I also claim directing the coiling of the plate into a volute spring so

as to cause it to assume the desired conical form by means of the volute

upon the conical roller, which volute is turned in a direction the re-

verse of that in the spring to be formed.

No. 16,794.

—

Perry G-. Gardiner, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved
Machine for Shearing Steel Plates.—Patent dated March 10, 1857.

—

The stop m is adjusted so as to bring the end of the steel plate, when
placed in the shears (when open), at the right position for the length
of the strip to be cut off; and the plate T is adjusted at such a distance

from the cutting edges of the shears as will regulate the width of the
strip to be cut off at the beginning of the cut ; and the guide bar r is ad-

justed upon its table so that, upon the steel plate being pressed against

it, it will, in connexion with m^ and T, bring the plate between the shears^

80 as to cut the strip off at the required width, length, and angle,.

The lever S is then brought quickly down upon the steel plate, and it:

is thus held firmly and accurately for the shears to operate upon it.

Claim.—The arrangement of the movable bracket-plate M so as to.

adjust the lower steel cutter h to the upper steel cutter / as required,

the adjustable stop or guide-plate T m^ and the guide-bars q and r
upon the tables attached to M, and the eccentric lever S ; the whole
combined, arranged, and operating in connexion with the shears, in

the manner and for the purposes above described.

No, 17,172.

—

Henry A. Seymour, of Burlington, Conn.

—

Improve-
ment in Tempering Steel Platen.—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—The
plates to be tempered are heated and placed between the two water-
circulating boxes B, one of which can be moved close up to the other

by means of lever H acting on shaft F, the box sliding on rails E,
the perforations of the plates D being filled with preparations ordi-

narily used for hardening and tempering.
Claim.—The employment of the perforated plates D D and the:

water-cooling boxes B B, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose as set forth.

No. 16,793.

—

Perry G-. Gardiner, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved-
Machine for Coiling Steel Springs.—Patent dated March 10, 1857.

—

The steel plate is placed in a heated state upon the table T, and be-
tween the ways 15, and is forced through between the rollers n andw^

32
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into slot 10 in tlie mandrel d. The mandrel is tlien turned, and the
steel plate is wound upon the cone d.

Claim,—I claim, first, the cone mandrel c d, constructed in two
pieces, so that the spiral cone will slide off and upon the straight part

of the mandrel, the straight part having the slot or groove, and heing
an eccentric, so that one edge of the slot will be lower than the other,

and gradually rising round to the other edge or side of the mandrel,
as above described.

2d. The construction and arrangement of the sliding frame T, for

carrying or feeding up the steel plate upon the cone mandrel, and
having attached to it the table Q, self-adjustable to any required

inclination, for supporting and holding the steel plate while being
drawn in upon the mandrel, and sustaining the adjustable rollers ^^ 7i,

with their adjustment, to suit any required thickness of the steel plate.

3d. The arrangement of the loose or sliding pressure roller U, so as

to have the lateral motion upon the axle 6, by means of the arms V Y^
attached to the sliding frame T, and the simultaneous graduated
downward movement to press and guide the steel plate upon the spiral

cone.

4th. The combination of the sliding frame T and the parts attached

to it, and the pressure roller U, and the intermediate guide-plate 18,

with the cone mandrel c d, arranged and operating in a direct motion,

or reversed, as described.

5th. The arrangement by which the wheel G is thrown in and out

of gear, so as to connect or disconnect the shaft L with the shaft S^

;

oy which connexion or disconnexion may be made by hand or by
the operation of the machine itself, at the proper moment, in the

manner and by the means above specified.

No. 17,140.

—

Alexander Henry Dufresne, of Paris, France.

—

Improvement in Gilding and Ornamenting Steel and other Metals.—
Patent dated April 28, 1857.—This invention consists in coating metals

incapable of direct amalgamation with copper, after which process

they can be gilded or silvered in the usual manner. The articles can

be ornamented by protecting the design with a coating of varnish or

other protecting matter, when the metal is exposed to the action of

acid, which produces the design.

The inventor says : I do not confine myself to the precise working
details laid down, as the same may be modified according to the re-

quirements of each operation, without departing from the principle of

the invention.

But I claim, first, the application of gold and silver to metals inca-

pable of direct amalgamation by means of the processes described.

2d. The employment of photographic, heliographic, and printing

processes for the production of the reserves on the metallic surfaces, to

be operated on by the means described.

3d. The use of chromic acid for the destruction of the nickel, copper,

a-ntimony, or other metal employed in these processes, as described.

No. 17^590.—E. A. Snbad, of Tioga, New York.

—

Improvement in

Wiring Tin Pans,—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The tin pan being
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formed as described iu No. 17,589, a suitable wire is placed under-
neath the upper bent edges of the sides of the pan, and these edges

are placed, one at a time, upon the bed R, and below the bar P of the

machine illustrated in No. 17,589. The treadle K is then depressed,

and the bar I, as it descends, throws the segment bar P down by
means of links a*, and the bar P forces the bent edge and wire into

the recess c?* of the bar Q ; and when in this position, the bed R is

moved outward by the action of link a*; at the same time the oblique

sides of the projections 6* will actuate bar Q, causing the upper edge
of recess d^ to clue the edge of the pan over the wire as represented

infig. 2.

Claim.—The combination of the segment bar P, vibrating bar Q,
and bed R, the bar P, being operated from the sliding bar I, through
the medium of the link a, and the bar Q being actuated by the bevelled

or inclined projections h, the whole being arranged as described for

the purpose set forth.

No. 17,738.

—

Rockwell Hazen & Volnbt G-ibbs, of Homer, Michi-

gan.

—

Improvement in Upsetting Tire.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.

—

The heated tire is placed between the plates I and J, and the plate

I is moved up the requisite distance against the tire by turning screw

H, the wedges L are then driven downward, and the edges p q are

forced into the tire and prevent it from slipping. By now raising the

plate C, by means of screw D, the blocks B are forced together in con-

sequence of the oblique projection d fitting in the oblique grooves of

the plate G, and the t re is comf)ressed or upset as it is firmly clamped
between the knives p q.

Claim.—The sliding blocks B B, with knives g g attached, and the

heads L L fitted in slots in the plates n, to which the blocks B are at-

tached, the inner blocks h having knives p attached, which knives

are actuated by the wedges L ; the above parts being used in connexion
with the plates I J, and the whole combined and arranged as described

for the purpose set forth ; it being understood that we do not claim

separately either of the parts described, but the whole when arranged
to operate conjointly as specified.

No. 16,331.

—

Russell W. G-ates.—Homer, Michigan.

—

Improved
Machine for Upsetting Tire.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—The
tire, having been heated, is placed between the jaws E and clamping
blocks C, where it is securely dogged by means of screws F. The fol-

lower H having been adjusted, the screw shaft I is revolved by crank
J, and causes the blocks to approach each other simultaneously,

thus shortening the space between the dogged portions of the tire.

The inventor says : I am well aware that various devices are em-
ployed in machines for upsetting iron, such as compound levers,

cams, screws, &c., and therefore do not claim any of these things,

either single or in combination.

I claim the use of the right and left threaded screw shaft I con-

structed and arranged as described, and operated in connexion with
the blocks C C, for the purpose set forth.
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No. 18,553.

—

Samuel Penberthy, of ChicagOj Illinois.

—

Improved
Method of Expanding Tires.—Patent dated November 3, 1857.—This
invention consists in applying a portable furnace to the tire while on
the wheel, and the wheel attached to its axle or shaft ; the furnace

being so constructed that it may be applied to the tire at any point,

and by heating a section thereof cause the same to be sufficiently

expanded that it may be removed from the wheel or adjusted upon it

without detaching the wheel irom the locomotive or vehicle, nor from
its axle or shaft.

The inventor says : I do not confine myself to the precise construc-

tion of furnace as shown and described, for it is obvious that various

modifications of the same may be successfully employed for the pur-

pose, although the described apparatus or contrivance would probably
be as convenient and as simple as any that could be devised for the

purpose.

I claim expanding the tires of locomotive and other heavy wheels
while on their axles or shafts, and connected with their vehicles or

locomotives, by means of a portable furnace, arranged as shown, or

in any proper way, so that the same may be attached to the tire at

any desired point, as set forth.

No. 18,971.

—

William Hart, of Mayville, Wisconsin.

—

Improve-
ment in Blacksmiths' Tongs.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—

A

represents the handles of the tongs, which are curved across each
other, and one connected by a pivot a in the usual manner. The ends
of the shanks h hof the handles are forked, as shown in the engraving

;

and jaws B are fitted thereon, one jaw in each fork. These jaws may
have straight and oblique sides and are fitted on axes c, which pass

through or have their bearing in the sides of the forks, the jaws
deing allowed to turn freely on their axes.

Claim.—Constructing the tongs with revolving jaws B B, placed

or fitted in the shanks b, substantially as described for the purpose set

forth.

No. 18,970.

—

James Hall, of New Haven, Connecticut.

—

Improved
Toolfor Turning Journals.—Patent dated December 29, 1857.—A A is a

hollow cylindrical cutter box of a length equal or nearly so to the journal

to be turned, and of an internal diameter somewhat larger than the

rough journal, divided longitudinally into two equal parts, each of

which is provided with lugs a a at each side to receive screws b b, which
attach them together. B B are the cutters. C C is a metal ring, di-

vided diametrically into two different parts, and fitted to a groove
turned round the interior of the cutter box A A, each of the said parts

being hinged by a separate pin d to a. handle D ; and opposite to their

hinges they are provided with lugs e e to receive a screw /, by which
they are kept closed upon the cutter box. g g are two pawls pivoted

upon the handle D.
The inventor says : I do not claim to be the first inventor of a

revolving cutter stock for turning journals, as I am aware that such a
contrivance has been used for turning a crank and other articles.

But I claim the combination, substantially as described, of the
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divided hollow cylindrical cutter box A A, furnished with ratchet

teeth on its exterior, and tightening screws b b, and the divided ring

cc, handle D, pawL^^^, and fastening screw /; the whole operating as

set forth.

No. 17,301.—J. Henry Stimpson^ of Boston, Massachusetts.—7m-
provement in Heating Soldering Tools by Gas.—Patent dated May 12,

1857.—The gas enters through the flexible pipe G- and passes into the

metal pipe N, to which the handle H of the soldering tool is secured
;

the gas escapes through the openings of the perforated cylinder E,
and when ignited encloses the coppers S in a sheet of flame. When
a copper is sufficiently hot it is taken from the stand, and the bolt n,

being thus released, shoots over the aperture of pipe Gr, thus prevent-

ing any escape of gas. Upon the copper being replaced, the pipe N
pushes back the bolt n, and the gas, escaping through cylinder E,
takes immediately fire from the flame of the next copper.

The inventor says : I do not claim using flexible tubes or a hollow
handle for heating soldering tools by gas, as this has been done before.

But I claim the perforated cylinder E, enclosing the soldering cop-

per, in combination with the cylinder or chamber 0, which concen-
trates the heat, as stated.

Second. Detaching the soldering tool, and regulating the supply of

gas by compressing the pipe G, substantially as described.

No. 16,363.

—

Nathaniel Whitmore, assignor to G. W. Keenb and
N. Whitmore, of Somerville, Mass.

—

Improvement in Making Cop
Tubes —Patent dated January 6, 1857.^The blank represented in

dotted lines, fig. 3, is placed in the conical tube H, against the hol-

low part d of the backing b ; and as the rod I descends, the shoulder i

bears against the upper edge of the blank^ pressing it through the

cone H, and thence between the rollers K, where the pipe is closed.

As the pipe passes from the rollers, the spindle I carries it into the re-

ceiver N, in which it is flanged, as represented in fig. 2, the tube being
supported by step P.

Claim.—The tube H with its backing 6, in combination with the
spindle I, operating in the manner substantially as set forth for the

purpose specified.

Second. The tubular step for the support of the tube while it is

being flanged, in combination with the receiver N, operating in the
manner substantially as set forth.

No. 16,630.

—

William S. Platt, assignor to Himself, Alfred, and
Clark M. Platt, of Waterbury, Gonn.

—

Improvement in Making Seam-
less Tubes.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—A is the stationary

frame ; B B B B are vibratory cross-heads, one for each sector ;
aaaa

are the sectors which are made to vibrate by means of cogs on their

outer circles and racks d upon the crossheads B, the lower ends of the

said sectors being hinged to the frame by means of rods e e e e; b is

the ingot; c the mandrel. The grooves in the lower edges of the sec-

tors are made tapering, as will be seen from fig. 4, for the purpose of

gradually operating upon the metal.
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Claim.—So forming the groove upon each sector that the hreadth
and depth thereof shall gradually diminish from one end to the other,

wherehy the size of the central hole, formed hy a set of the said sectors

when arranged for operating, shall increase or diminish as the sectors

vibrate or rotate, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,395.

—

William Osteander, of New York, N. T.

—

Im/proved

Machinefor Rolling Tapering Tubes.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.

—

This machine consists substantially of the three rollers hh e, between
which the sheet metal is introduced, as represented in figure 2 ; the

upper roller e being of a taper form, the rollers h cylindrical, and com-
posed of a number of disks, for the purpose of imparting to the

different points of said rollers the varying velocity of the circumfer-

ence of the conical roller e.

Claim.—The combination with a tapering mandrel of cylindrical

rollers formed of disks or sections,, as described, for the purpose of

rolling a tapering tube, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,205.—C. JiLLSON, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improved Machine

for Pointing Wire.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—The wire to

be pointed is inserted through hole v, the end of the same pressing

against the end m of lever E, while the cutter C commences to cut at

the end of the wire. As the wire is turned and fed to the cutter, it

presses against the lever E, turning it on pin t, whereby the pattern o

presses against roller c of the knife-stock D, operating the shank B
and tool C.

Claim.—Causing the wire that is being pointed to force the cutter

away from the point that is being cut, but forcing it away controlled

by a pattern which regulates the form and the taper given to the wire;

the whole being accomplished by means substantially such as herein

set forth.

No. 16,790.

—

Joseph Cushman, of Eacine, Y^i^.—Improvement in

Machinery for Making Wire-Rope.—Patent dated March 10, 1857.

—

The nature of this improvement will be understood from the claims

and engravings.

Claim.—I claim., 1st. The arrangement of the two sets of reels e and/,

imcombination with the carriage E, whereby the strands may all be ad-

justed and drawn out to the proper length simultaneously, as set forth.

2d. I claim the swinging arms m, in combination with the travel-

ling top H, when constructed, arranged, and operating in the man-
ner substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,080.

—

Byron Boardman, of Norwich, Conn.

—

Improved Ma-
chine for Wiring Blind Rods.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.

—

The bar Gr is fitted in the groove s of the bed F, and the staples ^^ are

placed on the plate V-. By depressing lever B, the bar / descends,

and the rod K is forced downward, and the two shoulders n n^ are

turned below the upper edge of plate l^ ; as the arm /rises, the shoul-

ders n n^ rise, and the innermost staple will come to rest against

shoulder n^ ; at the next downward movement, the staple which was
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between tlie shoulders n and 'n} passes between the guides d and d^
;

and' when rod K ascends, said staple passes under its lower end, the

die forcing the staple into the rod G as it descends. The lengthwise

feeding of the bar Gr, as performed by spring A^ actuating lever I and
bar J, which move the bar G along a proper distance until the staple

last driven in shall strike against the lower end of lever E.

Claim.—The means employed for feeding the staples ^^ between the
guides d^ d^, and underneath the die or rod K, that is to say, the plate

M, pivoted to the plate l^, on which the staples are placed, and pro-

vided with the shoulders n n}, the plate being connected with the bar
/by means of the rod o^_, substantially as shown and described.

Also, feeding the rod Gr underneath the guides d^ d^, to receive the
staples p^, by means of the bar J attached to the bent lever I, in con-

nexion with the lever E, said parts being operated by their respective

springs A^ u, and also by the bar/, as described.

Further, the guides d^ d^, arranged substantially as shown, to con-

vey the staples to the rod, and at the same time also allowed to expand,
so as to prevent the clogging of the same, in combination with the die

or rod K, for driving the staples into the rod.

No. 16,997.

—

Ezra Kipley, of Troy, N. Y.

—

Improved Wrench,—
Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be
understood by reference to the claim and engraving.

Claim.—Making the levers A B, combined together as described,

with wrench jaws c d bo arranged that the levers do not tend to

spread open when used as an adjustable wrench, as set forth.

No. 17,531.

—

Edward J. Worcester, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improved
Wrench.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The movable jaw B of this

wrench can be operated by turning the screw E, the threads of which
are in gear with rack D.
The inventor says : I do not claim the application of a screw and

rack to the movable jaw and the stock of a wrench, in order to pro-

duce the required movements of the movable jaw with respect to the
stationary jaw extended from the stock.

Nor do I claim a wrench having its movable jaw affixed to a tenon
or slide made to work through a mortise in the other jaw, and to be
clamped in position by the handle^ as the same is set forth in the
patent of Orin 0. Witherell, dated December, 1856.

I claim my adjustable fork jaw wrench as made with its jaws ar-

ranged and applied to its handle as described, and with a rack and
rotary screw arranged in the handle and applied to the slide of the

movable jaw as specified.

No. 17,737.

—

John H. Hathaway, of Millbury, Mass.

—

Improved
Wrench.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—This wrench can be adjusted
to the different sizes by withdrawing the catch F from the slips X,
when the sliding jaw B is free to move either way with facility ; and
by pressing the catch F between two of the slips X, the jaw B is secured
in its position.
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The inventor says : I do not claim the particular forms or arrange-
ments shown and described ; neither do I claim a sliding jaw when
held by a catch, as such principle of holding it is not new.
But I claim making the ratchet or part corresponding thereto of

separate pieces, between which the catch enters, substantially as set

foith.

I also claim the aforesaid ratchet or series of slips, in combination
with the stationary and sliding jaws, or their equivalents, when
constructed and operating substantially in the manner and for the
purposes above set forth.

No. 18,135.—H. M. Claek, of New Britain, Conn.

—

Improved
Wrench.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—The nature of this in-

vention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.
Claim.—As my improvement on wrenches, the combination with a

hook or claw griper a, hinged to the permanent stock, and acted on
by spring, of a sliding rag jaw e, having a screw adjustment on or

along the permanent stock for joint and independent action, in the
manner set forth.

No. 18,266.

—

Henry D. Blake, of New Hartford, Conn., assignor to

Wyllys H. Warner, of New Britain, Conn.

—

Improved Wrench.—
Patent dated Septeml)er 22, 1857.—The handle A in the engraving
is represented as fitted on or attached to a T piece or stock a, that

thus forms part of the handle as it were, and to which are jointed

on opposite sides of the T, by joint pins 5 5^, the shanks or ex-

tremities c c^ of the two jaws d d^, the one jaw extension c passing

loosely throu<:,h a guiding recessed attachment e of the other jaw.

The inner jaw d^, or shank c^ thereof, is provided with a thumb-
piece /, arranged to overlap on the handle side the joint pin b^, which
connects said jaw to the T piece of the handle, so that by pressing

said thumb-piece, the two jaws are closed and brought together.

Claim.—The inventor says : I claim the combination with a vibrate

ing stock or handle, arranged for action, substantially in the manner
described, of the two or inner and outer sliding jaws of the wrench,
jointed on opposite sides to said stock or handle, and both jaws ope-

rated or expanded and contracted in reverse directions, to effect and
release gripe by the lateral throw or motion proper of said handle, in

both directions of its swing, essentially as set forth.

Also, while not claiming a projecting thumb-piece to a single sliding

jaw to lock or release the gripe of the same, by means of a cam or its

equivalent connected therewith. I do claim providing the one with a

projecting thumb-piece /, arranged to overlap the jointed attachment

of said jaw to the stock, and forming a rigid extension as it were of

said jaw to facilitate the action or movement of both jaws, substantially

as shown.

No. 17,844.

—

George B. Phillips, of Albany, N. Y.

—

Improved
Hand Wrench.—Patent dated July 21, 1857.—By pressing down
Ihurab-piece K, the saddle H will press down the pins d and toothed

blocks D, and the distance of the jaws B C can be adjusted. On re-
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leasing the thumb-piece K, the springs A will press the teeth of the

blocks D between the teeth of rack a, and the jaws B and C are secured

in their positions.

Claim.—In combination with the jaws, the arrangement described

for regulating the space between the jaws and securing them when so

adjusted ; that is to say, by the employment of the two head blocks

operated alternately upon teeth in the upper jaw, by the spring and
saddle, or their equivalents, so as to regulate the space to distances

differing by half the spaces between the teeth, substantially as set

forth in the specification.

No. 16,733.—B. F. JosLYN, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improved Screw
Wrench,—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The hammer shank A has a
thread on both edges from 2 to 3 ; B the main part of the wrench
having four sides, and enclosing perfectly the hammer shank from
1 to 2 ; and from 2 to 3 only two sides, and smaller, thereby allowing

both edges of the hammer shank to project the depth of the thread,

so as to fit into the thread in the nut C, which encloses both parts

from 2 to 3. King D serves as a bearing for the nut C. By turning
the nut C, the hammer with the shank will move out.

Claim.—A hammer shank A, with a thread on both edges, fitting

into a nut, when combined with the other parts of the wrench, arranged
as shown and described.

No. 16,844.—B. F. Joslyn, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improved Screw-
Wrench.—Patent dated March 17, 1857.—This invention consists in

having the shank of the lower and stationary jaw of the wrench
made hollow so as to receive the bar of the sliding jaw, and also to

receive the screw which is fitted within the hollow shank by the side

of the bar of the sliding jaw, the screw passing through a projection

on the lower end of the bar of the sliding jaw, the whole being so

constructed as to make a strong and durable wrench.
The inventor says : I do not claim a hollow shank, neither do I

claim a screw for operating the sliding jaw, irrespective of the

arrangement shown
; but I claim the hollow shank B, with the

bar F of the sliding jaw E fitted therein as shown, when the parts

are used in connexion with the screw G placed within the hollow
shank, and by the side of the bar F, the screw passing through the

projection /on the end of the bar F, substantially as described, for

the purpose set forth.

No. 17,609.

—

George C. Taft, of Worcester, Mass., assignor to

Henry W. Mason, of the same place.

—

Improved Screio- Wrench.—
Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be
understood by reference to the claim and engravings.
The inventor says : I do not claim the mere addition of auxiliary

screws to the wrench of the said Goes, and made with threads
reversed in pitch with respect to the pitch of those of the primary
screws ; but I claim arranging the nut G between the two male screws
F and K, in connexion with applying the auxiliary female screw b

and its support I, with reference to the handle and shank, sub-
stantially as specified.
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Ko. 17,229.

—

Charles Pinder, of Lowell, Mass.

—

Improvement in
Wrenches.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—The nature of this invention
will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.

Claim.—Moving, holding, and releasing the movable jaws B by
means of the double wedge or key, with its inclined planes e and i,

operating against similar ones j and h formed in the movable jaw B,
while the lower surface n of this wedge comes in contact with the
inclined plane a, in the groove E formed in the wrench-bar A, essen-
tially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

III.—FIBEOUS AND TEXTILE.

No. 17,120.—Clark Tompkins, of Troy, N. T., and John Johnson,
of Koxbury^ Connecticut.

—

Improvement in Machinery for Winding
Conical Bobbins.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The feature of this

invention referred to in the first claim relates to the method of regu-
lating the speed of the winding bobbin H ; this is accomplished by
making the yarn carriers J shift the belt Y by means of the following
arrangement of parts : The twin belt-shifters L L^, hung to the frame
work at e e^, linked together at e^, and operated by rod L^, which is

hung to the shifter L at e^, is slowly reciprocating endwise by arm M,
fast on shaft M^, which is operated by connecting rod M^, arm N,
shaft N^, toothed sector J*, and arc N^. The operation referred to

in the second claim is performed by the following parts : The sliding

rod 0, connected with the revolving bobbin H, by means of arm OS
screw /, finger g^ sleeve A, pawl i, and ratchet-wheel s ; pawl i is

operated by lever P, rod P^ rock-shaft Q, arm Q^. The parts which
embrace that feature of the invention referred to in the third claim
consist of rod S and finger m, which serve to guide the thread, finger

m being attached to lever n, which is connected with pawl i by rod p
in such a manner that the tension of the yarn, in winding, shall

counteract the weight of rod p and thereby allow the pawl i to engage
with the ratchet-wheel J in the same manner that it acts when no rod
'p is attached to it, so that when a thread breaks the weight of rod p
shall lift the point of pawl i out of the ratchet teeth and thereby stop

the endwise motion of bobbin H. When any bobbin H is full or

reaches that place in respect fco the yarn carrier J where the winding
thereon should end, the handle T then pushes the catch u from the

belt shipper U, thus allowing spring s to throw the card X from the

driving pulley W to the loose pulley Y, and thereby stop the rotary

motion of bobbin.

Claim, Ist. The manner described, in which the speed of the wind-
ing bobbins is changed so as to constantly draw the yarn from the

fixed bobbins with uniform or nearly uniform swiftness, and thus se-

cure more even tension on the winding yarn, and thereby make the

new bobbins of more uniform density than if they were revolved with

uniform velocity.

Also in machines for simultaneously winding a series of such bobbins,

giving each bobbin spindle of the series the proper independent re-
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treating movement from the yarn carriers as the winding progresses,

by means of the mechanism described, or its equivalent, for the purpose

specified, in contradistinction from giving each bobbin the separate

retreating movement by means of a fixed guide acting against the

conical part of the wound yarn, and instead of making all the bobbins

move endwise together as heretofore.

Also when the revolving bobbins in such machines are separately

moved endwise by the mechanism shown, connecting each thread of

yarn as it runs to a bobbin of the series with the parts which give

that bobbin its retreating movement, by means of a device arranged
and operated upon by the tension of the winding yarn substantially

in the manner set forth, so that whenever a thread of yarn in such

case breaks or runs out, the bobbin upon which it was winding at

once stops moving endwise^ and consequently so that when the yarn
is mended, and the winding resumed, the yarn is then laid by the

carriers in exactly the proper place on the bobbin without any re-

adjustment of the bobbin by the operative.

Finally, the combination of parts described, whereby the rotary

motion of each bobbin is stopped whenever it is slid by the mechanism
described to that place in respect to the yarn carriers where the wind-
ing should end.

No. 17,929.

—

Isaac Hatden, of Lawrence, Mass.

—

Irrt'provement in

Bobbinsfor Roving and Stubbing.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim
and engravings.

Claim.—Making that portion of the barrel of the bobbin which
receives and takes up the second layer of roving larger than that part

of the barrel which receives and takes up the first layer, substantially

as described, to compensate for the thickness of the said first layer,

and makes the draft on the roving or stubbing uniform.

No. 16,744. —Jonathan Parker, of Biddeford, Maine.

—

Improvement
in Machinery for Grinding Card Cylinders.—Patent dated March 3,

1857.—The grinding cylinder D is made considerably shorter than
the width of the card cylinder B and dofi'er C. The grinder D is ar-

ranged upon a combined shaft E F, in such manner that the grinder
revolves with the shaft E, but at the same time traverses longitudi-

nally. This traverse motion is produced by giving the pulley upon
pivot d^ a little less velocity than the pulley upon pivot d, so that

the shaft F (provided with a helix groove i) slowly revolves within
the hollow shaft E.

Claim.—The combination of the stop-motion or mechanism, or the
feed mechanism, or that which produces the reciprocating traverse

motion of the grinder, as specified.

No. 18,124.

—

Horatio N. Gambrill and Singleton F. Burgee, of
Woodbury, Md.

—

Improvement in Carding Engines.—Patent dated Sep-
tember 1, 1857.—The cotton is fed into the machine by means of feed

rollers a, and passes to the cylinders B and D, by which it is deliv-

ered to the main cylinder C ; the cylinders turning in the direction of
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the arrows, the cotton being finally stripped by cylinder L from cylin-

der C, to be further operated upon.
Claim.—Delivering the cotton on to the main cylinder always at

two, and sometimes at three different points or places, whilst using
but one set of feeding rollers, substantially as described ; also, the

combination of the working cylinders B D and the working and
stripping cylinder E, all running in the same direction, and working
in connexion with each other and with the main cylinder^ as set forth

;

the two first B D delivering the cotton to the main cylinder regu-

larly, whilst the latter E is doing so at intervals, substantially as de-

scribed ; also, mixing the strippings taken from the main cylinder by
the stripping cylinder B with the cotton on the cylinder D, carding it

and returning it thus mixed and carded to the main cylinder, sub-

stantially as set forth ; also^ in combination with the cylinders, the

stationary casing M and the concave N for separating the dirt from
the cotton, whilst undergoing the carding process, as set forth ; also, in

contradistinction from giving the variable motion to the cylinder E by
cone pulleys and a travelling belt attached to each carding engine, the

giving of said motion to a shaft or line of shafting and imparting it

from said shafting to the engine by simple belt and pulleys, by which
means more certain action is had and at less expense, as set forth.

No. 18,257.

—

William H. Walton, of Brooklyn, N. Y., and Gteorge

H. Phinney, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Carding Engines.—
Patent dated September 22, 1857.—The nature of this invention con-

sists in the use of a cylinder brush, arranged with a lever in such a

manner as to oscillate to and from the main cylinder, for the purpose

of cleaning the same.
In operating this improved machine, a rotary brush H, which is

fixed on the lever K, the lever being fixed on the stud I, will oscillate

when put in motion by the hand or foot^ so that when the teeth of the

main cylinder have to be stripped or cleaned, the driving belt that

gives motion to the main cylinder, when in operation, is removed to

the loose pulley ; this being done, the main cylinder will gradually

decrease in speed until it stops—but previously to its stopping, when
at a low speed, the operator can apply his hand or foot on the lever K,
which will raise the brush H against the main cylinder to the depth

required in the teeth, and thus clean out the refuse and cotton col-

lected in the teeth of the main cylinder.

The inventors say : We claim the application and use of a rotary

brush for stripping the main cylinder, in combination with the lever

K, or its equivalent, by which the main cylinder is stripped and
cleaned when running at the speed given by shifting the driving belt

from the driving pulley to the loose pulley, as fully described and
shown in the specification, for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,504.

—

George Wellman, of Lowell, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Machinery for Stripping the Top Flats of Carding Engines.—Patent

dated January 27, 1857.—The rim of L contains upon one side a full

gear, by which motion is communicated to L, whether it be a contin-

uous rotary motion or an intermittent one. The segmental gear gives
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an intermittent motion to tlie pinion M, when it will then stop and
be held stationary by its set plate P turning its concave rim upon the

face of the set rim Q. The shaft of pinion M has a bearing in one of

the stud plates J, the other end of which is supported on the same
stud with double cam gear L.

Claim.—First. The arrangement of the segmental gear L with its

set rim Q, and the pinion M with its notched plate P, upon the

vibrating arm or rocker frame B, substantially as described.

Second. Constructing the segmental gear L with its set rim Q and
the lifting and stripping cams in one piece or casting, for the purpose
and substantially as described.

Third. The double mangle pin segment or rim, constructed and
applied for the purpose and substantially as described.

Fourth. The combination of the pinion M and its notched plate P
with the double mangle pin segment, substantially as described.

No. 17,094.

—

Hiram Houghton, of Somers, Conn.

—

Improvement in

Carding Ilachines.—Patent dated April 21, 185*7.—The card fillet, on
the feed rolls B, is secured in such a manner that the teeth will more
readily yield without injury to the fillet ; and, as it passes on, it is

taken and worked by the cylinder D and the roll C, which at the
same time strips the feed rolls B, and is taken thence forward, in the
usual manner, by the main cylinder A.

Claim.—The combination of the third roll C with the feed rolls

and lickering, arranged substantially as described for the purpose
specified.

No. 18,423.

—

Joseph Davis, of East Will on, N. H., assignor to Him-
self and Royal Southwick^ of Lowell, Mass.

—

Improvement in Carding
Machines.—Feiteut dated October 13, 1857.—In describing the opera-

tion of this machine, the inventor says : The operation of the improve-
ment, by adding the cylinders L, consists, first, in receiving all dirt

and loose fibres upon their surfaces ; and if the dirt is hard and smooth,
it will immediately fall ofi" from them, and pass down between them
to the floor. If there are fibres or locks of wool which fall upon them,
the revolving motion of the cylinders will bring them up to the teeth

of the main cylinder A, which will catch them' and carry them around
to be reworked.

In the drawings, C shows the feed apron; DD the feeding rolk;

E the burring cylinder; F the lickering; G the workers; H the
strippers; and I the brush.

Claim.—The inventor says : In the wool picker, the waste wool,

after being raised by the rollers, is immediately thrown out of the
machine by the air blast of the picker cylinder ; consequently, I do
not claim the application of a grate or grid under the main card

cylinder.

Nor do I claim applying a series of rollers underneath the main
toothed wheel of a wool picker.

But I claim the described combination and arrangement of a series

of smooth surface rollers with the main card cylinder and its workers,

or its workers and strippers, so as to operate therewith substantially
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in manner and for the purpose describedj my invention having special

reference to a carding machine.

No. 18, 787.

—

Horace Woodman, of Biddeford, Me.

—

Improvement
in Machineryfor Cleaning the Top Cards of Carding Machines —Patent
dated December 1, 1857.—The nature of this invention consists in
mechanism, by which the top cards of carding machines are in turn
raised, cleaned, and restored to their seats, and the movements of the
cleanser frame effected.

The claim and engravings describe the invention.

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of corrugated arches,

affixed to the card frame, as a means of moving the cleanser frame,
the same having been claimed by me in my former letters patent.

Nor do I claim as new any device or machinery which is substan-
tially described in my former letters patent.

But I claim, first, the peculiar construction and arrangement of

fixed corrugated arches R and R^, and traversing corrugated arches G
and GS with gears L and L^, operating in the manner and for the pur-
poses specified.

Second, I claim the peculiar construction and arrangement of tangent
pinion J, with section of teeth o o, and cavities 9 and 10 at its ends,

operating in combination with the plane face of gear Y, in the manner
and for the purposes specified.

Third, I claim the said jointed lifters, constructed and operated as

specified.

No. 16,437.

—

John GouLDiNa, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improvement in

the Manufacture of Double-pile Carpets and Rugs.—Patent dated Jan-
uary 20, 1857.— The nature of this invention will be understood by
reference to the claim and engraving.

Claim,—The fabric made or woven in the manner described, that is

to say : crossing the top ground-warp once only for two shoots of bind-

ing-filling, one of which passes through and binds the pile-warps ; and
crossing the ground-warp of the bottom fabric once only for four shoots

of the binding-filling, three of which pass through and bind the pile-

warps.

No. 17,954.—Louis Boudreaux, of Thibodeaux, La.

—

Improvement
in Cleaning and Carding 3Ioss.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—The
moss to be cleaned is placed upon the apron K, and is conveyed to-

wards roller F, the teeth of which deliver the moss to cylinder E,
which in its turn throws it against the teeth of the vibrating bed H,
the teeth of which pass between the teeth of the stationary bed I, comb-
ing and cleaning the moss and delivering it at the end of the machine.

The inventor says : It is obvious that my machine may be used for

other purposes, such as combing wool, carding cotton, and threshing

or separating grain from its straw, &c. ; but I do not claim it for any
such purpose.

I claim the combination of the vibrating bed H with the bed I, and
the teeth arranged as described with relation to the cylinder E and
roller F, operating in the manner set forth.
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No. 16,783.

—

George Gt. Bishop, of Norwalk, Conn.

—

Improvement

m the Manufacture of Felt Cloth.—Patent dated March 10, 1857.

Claim,—In contradistinction from forming a bat for felt cloth, by-

carding from laps, a bat made from ropings or rovings, carded and
formed substantially in the manner described.

No. 17,950.

—

Charles Winslow, of Lynn, Mass.

—

Improved Elastic

Gore Cloth,—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—Two strips of cloth are

cut out in such a manner that their edges will be parallel to the fill-

ing 6, and they are cemented together by a suitable India rubber

cement^ and the edges c of the wider strips are then turned over and
cemented down upon the narrower, as represented in figure 2.

The inventor says : I am aware that an elastic cloth has been made
as a shirred fabric. This, however, differs essentially from the gore

cloth made in accordance with my invention.

I do not claim the peculiar elastic cloth as made with its filling ar-

ranged at an acute angle with its warp ; nor do I claim the elastic

fabric, as made of two layers of such cloth combined.

But I claim an elastic band or gore cloth when made not only of a

fabric composed of a cement of India rubber or gutta percha, and two
pieces of cloth, in which the warp and weft of each piece are made to

cross one another diagonally or at acute angles, but with the edges
of the cloth cut and overlapped in lines parallel or approximately so

to the weft, and at acute angles with the warp threads, and cemented
down to the fabric as described.

No. 16,685.

—

Ernest G-essner, of Aue,- Saxony.

—

Improvement in

Gig Millsfor Napping Cloth.—Fsitent dated February 24, 1857.—P P^
are two stretching cylinders of the usual construction for stretching

the cloth in the direction of its breadth. The cloth is represented by
a broken line.

Claim, 1st. The arrangement of the parts of the machine substan-

tially as described, whereby it combines the properties of napping the
cloth while it is continually moving over the surface of the napping
cylinder, of holding the cloth stretched in the direction of its breadth,

of presenting the cloth to the napping cylinder in such manner that the

face which receives the nap is exposed to view, and of operating on the
cloth at several points of contact at the same time.

2d. The arrangement of the four guide rollers U U U U, so as to be
simultaneously adjusted by screws V Y^, or their equivalents, applied

to their bearings, substantially as described, to bring the cloth into

more or less intimate contact or with a greater or less surface in con-

tact with the napping cylinder.

No. 17,227.

—

John C. Millar, of Starrucca, Pa., and Charles N.
Tyler, of Washington, D. C.

—

Improvement in Machineryfor Napping
Cloth.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—The cloth to be napped passes

over the napping cylinders B, and over the teazling disks E, the axes
of the latter being set at right angles to the axes of the cylinders B,
operating in a line with the weft of the cloth, the cylinders B and
disks E raising the nap in two difierent directions.

Claim,—First, the combination and arrangement of two or more nap-
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ping cylinders, in the manner substantially as and for the purposes
described.

Second, the teazling disks E, or their equivalents, in combination
with the cylinders B, when arranged in the manner and for the pur-
poses substantially as set forth.

Third, the method described of securing the gig rods a to the cylin-

ders for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,796.

—

Milton D. Whipple, of Charlestown, Mass., assignor

to A. B. Ely, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in Machine for Shear-
ing Cloth,—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—In using this invention
the piece of goods a, figure 1, is run through the machine in the di-

rection of the arrow, whence it is led up over a roll in the customary
manner, sufficient tension being kept upon it to keep the surface which
is being sheared in contact with the under side of the ledger blades

D. As the brush cylinders are revolved in the direction of their

arrows they raise the fibre, or nap, of the goods on the surface which
is in contact with them, ready for it to be seized and cut off by the

knives, which is done by the knife cylinders drawing the fibres be-

tween the edge of its knives and the edge of the stationary blade D.
The thickness of these ledger blades will regulate the length of the

nap, or the closeness to which the goods are to be sheared.

Claim.—Kemoving the rest E away from beneath the shearing

knives, and holding the cloth against the ledger blade by tension, in

the manner and for the purpose substantially as set forth.

No. 17,224.

—

John P. Makston, of Charlestown, Massachusetts.

—

Improvement in Machines for Turning the Edges of Cloth.—Patent
dated May 5, 1857.—The cloth, as it enters the machine, passes be-

tween the roller C and the guide a, which turns the edge of the cloth

at right angles, and which operation is more perfectly performed by
means of guide E and roller I. The edge of the cloth is then bent
down to a horizontal position by means ©f guide H, and pressed

down completely by roller L, whence it is discharged from the ma-
chine.

Claim.—The combination of the guides a and B, roller C, guide
E, roller I, guide H^ and roller L, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

No. 17,164.

—

John Marland and Earlsworth Crockett, of Law-
rence, Mass.

—

Improvement in Cop Tubes.—Patent dated April 28,
1857.—The material of which these cops are made is a compound
formed by incorporating with gutta percha a portion of powdered
charcoal. The gutta percha thus prepared is cut in^o fragments of

the requisite size, is softened by heat, and the tube is formed by
placing one of the fragments in a mould /, and causing a plunger

g to enter said mould.
The inventors say : We do not intend to limit ourselves to the pre-

cise method described of forming the tubes.

We lay no claim to the machine upon which the tubes are made, as

that forms no part of our invention.
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We claim a cop tube formed of gutta percha, prepared in the manner
substantially as set forth for the purpose specified.

^
No. 16,694.—Jajmes Pine, of Hoosick Falls, N. Y,—Improvementm Cordage Machines.—Fatent dated February 24, 1857. The in-

ventor says
:

I do not claim the use of stretching rollers'l I, except
when used in a flyer E, as described. Nor do I claim producing
friction on the bobbins of the flyers by means of springs applied other-
wise than as described.

But I claim, first, the additional flyers E, carrying the stretching rol-
lers, arranged relatively to the main flyers S, substantially as de-
scribed, and deriving motion in the same direction as the said flyers,
but at a less velocity, and operating substantially as specified, to
stretch the strands after they have received the usual twist, and to
impart an additional twist to compensate for the reduction of twist bv
stretchins:.

-^

Second. The device for producing, a uniform tension on the strands
by friction upon the strand bobbins, consisting of the elastic curved
lever or combined lever and spring hj\ attached by a fulcrum pin ito
the flyer frame, and operating on one head of the bobbin and upon
the surface of the outer coil of yarn or strand on the bobbin, substan-
tially as set forth.

^
^0. 16,867.~James P. Arnold, of Louisville, Kj.—Improvement

tn Cordage 31acJiines.—Fsitent dated March 24, 1857.—This invention
relates to that class of cordage machines in which two or more strands
are twisted in the same machine independently of each other, and
then combined by being twisted together to form a cord. The illus-
trations and claim show the nature of this invention.
The inventor says: I do not claim the nose tube with the conical

opening, the outer end of which is circular.
Neither do I claim the movable jaw of the rotary nippers, arrano-ed

with lateral guides, on which it slides in a direct line only fr'om
and toward the fixed jaw, and is pressed against the fixed jaw by
means of a spring

;
as 1 am aware that the nose tube and nippers con-

structed m this manner are found in the cordage machine of Slaughter& Perry, and also in other machines.
But I claim, 1st. Flattening the outer end of the nose tube, for

the purpose described.
2d. The wedge-shaped opening between the faces of the upper por-

tion ot the jaws of the nippers, as described.
3d.^ Constructing the movable jaw of the rotary nippers so that it

can yield m any direction, as described.

• ^^' J'^'^10-—
James P. Arnold, of Louisville, Ky,—Improvementm Cordage Machines.—Fsiient dated May 19, 1857.—Motion being

imparted to shaft B, the plates C on said shaft are rotated, carrying
with them the flyers E, giving to the latter a motion of revolution
around shaft B

;
as the flyers revolve, they are caused to turn uniformly

en their own axes by the friction between their bottoms D and the
elastic cushion N.

33
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The inventor says: I do not claim giving motion of rotation to tlie

flyers on their own axes by means of a friction hand, or hy pulleys

covered with leather in connexion with a circular track ; these being

old and well known devices, and referred to as such in this specification.

Neither do I claim the circle or ring composed of a series of seg-

ments described in the patent granted to Milton Wallwork, April 7?

ISST.
But I claim the combination of a series of two or more pulleys, each

pulley arranged to rotate on its own axis, and to revolve around a

centre common to all, with a ring concentric to said circle of revolu-

tion, whose surface, adjacent to the pulleys, is elastic, and forms a

track for the pulleys to roll on, substantially in the manner and for

the purpose set forth.

No. 16,452.

—

William Eobinson, assignor to Amenzo W. Beardsley
and William Robinson, of Warren, N. Y.—Improvement inLaying Tops

for Cordage Machines.—Patent dated January 20, 1857.—The strands

are passed through the holes H and grooves N in the cone J ; are

twisted together at the apex of said cone and passed through tube D,
which is screwed on to collar I, so as to produce the required pressure

on the strands of the rope ; and should the strands differ in size, the

largest presses the cone over against the smaller, so as to equalize the

pressure and prevent the smaller strands from winding around the

larger ones.

Claim.—In laying tops, the use of a movable cone, or its equiva-

lent, so constructed and arranged as to yield to the larger strand or

strands, and be pressed by them against the smaller strand or strands,

substantially as described for the purposes set forth, whether said

movable cone is pressed against the strands by a spring screw or

otherwise.

No. 18,454.

—

Jesse Johnson, of Hempstead county. Ark.

—

Im-
pyi'ovement in Cotton Cleaners.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—The
nature of this improvement consists in combining the main cylinder

or drum N, provided with radiating arms o, to a secondary cylinder

T provided with spikes, or teeth similar to a threshing cylinder ; the

main cylinder working in casing L L, has a perforated bottom, the

sides M being formed with radiating ridges, and having concave,

sloping, and tapering surfaces I J K. The first or main cylinder is

designated as the breaking or threshing cylinder. The secondary or

spike cylinder is enclosed beneath a top or casing V, and works
over a perforated concave and sloping apron devices S. This combi-
nation of cylinders, surfaces, and bottoms form a unity of machine,
which performs the functions of threshing and cleaning cotton.

The inventor says: I claim the construction and arrangement of

the main or beating cylinder N in such a manner as to have
the end N^ thereof to work in beds or recesses or depressions as at

N^ N^, formed in the inner surfaces of the sides of the cabing, sub-

stantially as set forth and for the purpose described.
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No. 17,819.

—

Lewis S. Chichester, of New York, N. Y., assignor

to Henry G-. Evans, of the same place.

—

Improvement in Machinesfor
Cleaning Cotton,—Patent dated July 14, 185T.—The cotton being
placed in hopper B, rotary motion is given to shaft F ; the arms d
draw the cotton through between the rods a, and the cotton is thereby

divided into small parcels, which pass down the screen D by the

shake motion produced by the projections g. The parcels of cotton

fall upon the rack I, and are subjected to blows by the spring bars t,

the outer ends of which are depressed by rods tT. The spring bars t

throw the cotton upwards against the screen M, down upon screen H,
from whence it falls upon rack J, to receive an additional blow from
bars «, and is then thrown upwards and deflected down into box B by
screen L.

Claim.—The combination of the spring bars In, one or more series

operated as shown, the hopper B, rotating picker or arms c?, shake
screens D H, and deflecting screens L M, arranged substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,742.

—

Isaac Haydbn, of Lawrence, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Long Trunksfor Cleaning Cotton,—Patent dated December 1, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention and improvement, in elongated trunks
for cleaning cotton and other purposes^, consists in covering the bottom,
or partitions on the bottom, with a woven screen which has the scores

formed by the warp crossing the weft, or at the junction of the warp
and weft, filled with metal or some kind of cement, so as to prevent
the fibres of cotton, or other materials being passed over the screen,

from catching and hanging in said scores.
.

Claim.—Covering the partitions of an elongated trunk or box for

cleaning cotton and other fibrous substances with woven wire, having
the scores formed by the weft crossing the warp of said wire screen

filled with metal or cement ; the whole combined in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,526 —F. A. Calvert, of Lowell, Mass., and Charles G.
Sargent, of Westfbrd, Mass.

—

Improvement in Machines for Cleaning
Cotton.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.

Claim.—First. The described arrangement of the cylinders D E and
F, the guard Gr, and the diaphragm L, whereby the motes and dirt

removed by the guard Gr are thrown back upon the first cylinder, in

the manner and for the purpose set forth.

Second. The grating P beneath the brush I, which takes the material

from off the fine-tooth cylinder when the brush is placed over the
cylinder E, whereby the fly is either again carded on to the cylinder

F, or is recovered upon the surface of the perforated cylinder R, the

dust all passing through this cylinder, in the manner substantially as

set forth.

No. 16,870.

—

Albert S. Carlton, of Clinton, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Manufacturing Cotton Flannel.—Patent dated March 24, 1857.—In
the engravings, a are the warps, h the filling threads, which may be
twisted or otherwise woven together. As the v/eaving proceeds, a
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heavy soft yarn filling c is thrown in upon the surface of the fahric,

to which it is tied by passing the warp threads at suitable intervals

over it in a manner well known to weavers. Upon the surface of the
fabric thus produced a nap is raised in the customary manner by
means of the teazles. According to the quality of the cloth required,

a greater or less number of the soft yarns c may be used in proportion
to the number of the foundation filling threads. If a fabric of extra
thickness and warmth be required, a soft yarn may be laid upon both
the upper and under surfaces of the foundation fabric, and a nap raised

on both sides of the cloth.

The inventor says : I do not claim weaving a fabric with two
species of fillings ; but what I do claim, as a new article of manufac-
ture, is the described fabric or cotton flannel having a foundation of

hard thread and an extra filling of soft yarn upon one or both sides,

from which a nap is raised.

No. 18,410.

—

Jedediah Prescott, of Kockford, 111.

—

Improvement
in Cotton Gin Feeders.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—The object

of this invention is to supersede the manual feeding of cotton gins,

thereby dispensing with an attendant for that purpose, insuring a
more regular feed than can be given to the cotton by hand^ and also

serving, during its operation, to deprive the cotton of dust and dirt

before entering the gin-hopper. This invention consists in the em-
ployment of an endless toothed apron placed within a suitable box,

and used in connexion with a rotary fan stripper and stationary teeth

or comb.
In stating what he claims in this improvement, the inventor says

:

I claim the endless toothed apron B, placed in the hopper or box A,
in combination with the stripper and fan D^, and stationary teeth or

comb E^, arranged substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,394.

—

James F. Orr^ of Orrville, Ala.

—

Improvement in

Cotton Gins.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—As the saws S rotate,

they draw the cotton through between the ribs K, whence it is

operated upon by the brushes, whilst the seed drops out through the

apertures P^ between the upper and lower ribs K and K^.

Claim.—The combination of the two short ribs E and K^, the latter

arranged in relation to the saw-cylinder substantially as and for the

purposes described.

No. 16,488.

—

Edward Keith, of Bridgewater, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Cotton Gins.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood from the claims and the engravings.

Claim.—First. Inclining the upper part of the grates C for the

purpose of giving an endwise motion to the roll of unginned cotton

in the hopper, substantially as described.

Second. I claim the construction of a brush cylinder, with a cham-
ber or aperture_, on the end or head of the same into which a current

of air is drawn through an opening in the side of the gin, at a little

distance from the axis, and being deflected by the form and direction

of the aperture or chamber, as shown by the dotted arrows e e, is
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finally discharged at the periphery of the brush, near the sides of the
gin ; thereby preventing any accumulation of cotton at the ends of the

brush.

I also claim the peculiar construction of the brush cylinder head,
whereby two separate currents of external air are received at the end
of the open brash, one of which currents c o, being received near the

centre in a direction parallel with the axis, is allowed to diffuse itself

throughout the interior of the brush, and thus augment its general

centrifugal action, while the other current e e, being diverted, and
finally discharged through openings, more or less contracted, near the

ends of the brush, and at right angles with the axis, tends to prevent
all accumulation of cotton at the ends of the brush. The entire

brush cylinder head being constructed substantially as set forth and
described.

Third. I claim setting the rows of bristles in the brush alternately

at different angles with the radii of the brush, for the purpose and
substantially in the manner described.

Fourth. I claim the improved method of confining the lags or wings
in the heads of the cotton gin brush, by means of lips or flanges pro-

jecting from the brush head, substantially as described.

Fifth. I claim the introduction of a slight current of air into the
flue of the gin, through one or more openings in the mote board or

bottom of the flue, for the purpose of facilitating the dropping of the
motes or dirt in front or through the mote board, substantially as

described.

Sixth. I claim the adjustable screw rods k ^, in combination with
the sliding mote board D, and extending outward to the front of the
gin near the ginner, substantially as set forth and described.

No. 16,565.

—

Lewis S. Chichester, assignor to Henry G. Evans, of
New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Cotton Gins,—Patent dated Feb-
ruary 3, 1857.—The feeder-plate C has a vibrating or swinging motion
on centres a, for the purpose of detaching the seeds from the cotton,

and also assisting or feeding the cotton to the bite of the rollers. The
comb c has an endwise lateral motion, together with the swinging
motion in common with the feeder-plate. By this means the seeds

are rippled out and thrown off from the cotton as fast as the cotton is

stripped from them by the action of the rollers and ledge on the feeder-

plate.

Claim.—First. The employment or use of the vibrating feeder-plate

C, having a movement towards and from the bite of the rollers, and
provided with the curved ledge h at its upper end ; the said ledge
being serrated or provided with teeth, and placed at or near the bite

of the rollers, substantially as described for the purpose set forth.

Second. The feeder-plate C, with ledge h attached, in combination
with the plate or comb c; the above parts being arranged and operating

conjointly as shown for the purpose described.

No. 17,806.

—

Daniel Pratt, of Prattville, Ala.

—

Improvement in

Cotton Gins.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—The cotton is fed into the

hopper E at its centre, the bottom of the mass resting on strip I, As
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the saws C rotate, the cotton will he turned hy their action, and the

cotton in the lower part of the hopper will he moved laterally in hoth
directions from the centre of the hox towards its sides, the seeds passing

through the passages J while the cotton is drawn hetween the rihs F.

The inventor says : I do not claim feeding the cotton spirally to the

saws, irrespective of the means employed for effecting the purpose.

But I claim the ledge e, secured or placed within the hopper or hox
E, as shown, so as to close the central portion of the lower end of the

hopper or hox, and cause the cotton, when fed into the hox as described,

to be fed spirally to the saws from the centre of the box towards each
end, for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,699.

—

John W. Webb, of Cotton Yalley, Ala.

—

Improvement
in Manufacturing Rihs for Cotton Gins.—Patent dated February 24,
1857.-—The inventor says : I am aware that the whole surface of the

rib, or the entire space between A and A', might be chilled ; but, in my
opinion, they would not be so good, as they would be more likely to

break ; besides, they would be far more difficult to cast, and it would be
far more expensive to finish them than if they were chilled at A A
only, as described.

I claim the new manufacturing of cotton gin ribs, as described—that

is to say, ribs of cast iron, with two places chilled upon them in cast-

ing, while the rib is so formed that the ends may be reversed in the

same breast of the gin, so that when one chilled part of the rib is worn
out, the other may be brought to the working point of the gin saw,
and thus effect an important economy in the construction of cotton

gins.

!N"o. 1'7,155.

—

Edwin Keith, of Bridgewater, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Brushes of Sato Cotton Gins,—Patent dated April 28, 1857.—The
object of this invention is to prevent the entrance of the cotton between
the brush heads and the side ceilings B, by which friction is produced
to an amount oftentimes sufficient to set fire to the parts.

Claim.—Inclining the heads of the brush cylinder from the peri-

phery towards the centre, and opening the passages a through the

heads, in the manner substantially as set forth.

No. 16,833.

—

Isaac Hayden, of Lawrence, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Machinery for Cleaning and Separating Cotton, Wool, Fur, and other

Fibrous Materials.—Patent dated March 17, 1857.—The claim and
engravings describe the nature of this invention.

Claim.—Increasing the area of the trunk above the screen, or mak-
ing it larger towards its rear end by increasing its height or width,

or both, as may be desirable, so that the blast of air which conveys

the materials into or through the trunk will move gradually slower,

so as to allow the light and fine, or such portions as are intended to

be separated, time to be precipitated and pass through the screen be-

fore the air which holds them in suspension escapes from or passes

out of the trunk.

Second. And in combination with a trunk made gradually larger

towards its rear end, as above claimed, I claim a screen of woven wire

or twine arranged upon a series of partitions, as set forth.
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No. 17,612.

—

Joseph Yickerstaff, of Philadelpliia, Pa._, assignor to

Martin Landenberger, of the same place.

—

Improvement in Knitted
Fabrics.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—In operating the needles D
and C, each needle produces a plain knitting ; and should the needles

continue to operate thus, without the position of the thread being
altered, two separate and distinct fabrics would be produced ; but by
interlocking the thread on the needles D C, a fabric is produced as

described in the claim.

The inventor says : I do not claim exclusively the production of a
knitted fabric ornamented by the transposition of threads of different

colors.

But I claim, as a new article of manufacture, a fabric knitted with
threads of different colors, and composed of two separate thicknesses,

interlocked during the process of knitting, at any required intervals,

by transposing the threads in such a manner that a knitted fabric may
be produced, both sides of which shall present a plain uninterrupted

surface of loops, and free from the loose unknitted threads common to

other ornamental knitted fabrics.

No. 17,020.

—

Thomas B. Butler, of Norwalk, Conn.

—

Improvement
in Machinery for Crossing the Fibres of Wool in Making Felt Cloth,—
Patent dated April 14, 1857.—The wool from the doffer M is seized

by the rods Gr, and carried on to apron ; and as each of the rods M
carries the weft to the apron, it is moved laterally by the inclination

of cams C, and forward towards the next preceding rod by the incli-

nation of the guide plates F, and becomes fixed by the position of the

cam as it passes round in contact with the bat and the wool felts upon
the bat_, and adheres to it. The succeeding rod Gr, which comes ia

contact with the wool, commences an opposite lateral and forward
throw^ and the wool is thus laid on the bat crosswise.

Claim.—The arrangement and use of the regular polygon heads
B B, cams C C, guide plates F, and traversing rods G, connected with
and operated by the shaft A, substantially in the manner and for the

purpose specified.

No. 17^828.

—

Thomas B. Butler, of Norwalk, Conn.

—

Improvement
in Machines for Manufacturing Felt Cloth.—Patent dated July 21,

1857.—When the doffer cylinder A is put in motion, the sliver of

fibres passes over the transfer roll B and on to the apron H, as the

latter is revolved by drum D ; the end of the lever is moved at the
same time by cam J, and the rolls B and D are vibrated by it in op-
posite directions, which deposits the sliver diagonally upon the bat.

The inventor says : I do not claim the trailing of the fibres of wool
upon the bat apron diagonally by means of a traversing roll, for that

is covered by the patent issued to John H. Bloodgood.
But I clai7n the traversing of the bat apron H, by traversing the

apron drum D independently, and in connexion with a traverse of the

frame, substantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

I also claim the traverse of the apron H, as described, in combina-
tion with a simultaneous opposite traverse of the transfer roll B, as

specified.
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No. 17,487.

—

Thomas B. Butler, of Norwalk, Conn.

—

Improvement
in Machinery for Manufacturing Felt Cloth.—Patent dated June 9,
1857.—The worm gear I and pins h being properly adjusted, when a
set of carrier combs ^^, by the revolution of the chains K, has taken
a sliver of the weft from the doffer cylinder A across the warp ready
to be united with it, the upper projection of one of the pins h of the
worm gear I arrives in position to move and moves the actuating

lever/, and that, by its connexion rz-, throws the tripping plates I out,

so that the tripping pins ^^ on the comb circles j come in contact

with the cams y^ and the combs are turned and disengaged from the
sliver. "When this is effected, the sliver is removed by the descent of

the warp, the pin h passes by the lever/, and the spring g returns

the lever and tripping plates to their former resting position. When
the sliver of weft has arrived across the warp, and is in position to be
united with it, the inferior projecting portion of the pin &, whose upper
portion has arrived in contact with lever /, moves the upper end of

the pressure rod d in beneath cam K ; the pressure rod is then de-

pressed by the cam and carries down the lever M, which lifts the shaft

L and its cams Z, and thereby tlie rising frame S, and rolls e, and
apron T, and elevates the warp of the bat into contact with the sliver

of weft at the same instant, when the upper portion of the pin h has
moved the lever / and throws the tripping plates I into position,

tripped the carrier combs, and disengaged them from it. As soon as

this is effected, the pin h passes the head of the pressure rod d, and is

thrown out from beneath the revolving cam by its springs and the

rising frame S falls into its resting position, to be elevated again at

the next operation.

The inventor says : I do not claim the frame driving gear B, gears

C D E, shaft F, bevel gears G G, shaft H, pinion gears a a, chains

E, the four carrier combs i i i i, comb circle and spring j, tripping

pins t^, or the bearings upon the chains for the comb gudgeons-—all

which are essential parts of the machine as originally invented and
patented by John Arnold, on the 15th of July, 1829.

But I claim, 1st, The flanged track plates o o, arranged substan-

tially as described and for the purposes set forth.

2d. The movable tripping plates 1 1, arranged and operated sub-

stantially as described and for the purposes set forth.

3d. The rising frame S and rolls e e, operated and graduated sub-

stantially as described and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,487.

—

Delos W. Gitchell and Luther W. Badger, of Mat-
tewan, N. Y., assignors to the Seamless Garment Manufacturing Com-

pany.—Improvement in Manufacturing Seamless Felt Garments.—
Patent dated October 20, 1857.—In the engravings, figs. 1 2 and 3,

represent the component parts of a coat in a proper state for being

united to each other, and fig. 4 is a section in the line x x of fig. 3.

Fig. 5 represents a garment in a proper state to be operated upon by
the ''jigger" or hardener. 6 shows the same garment after it has

passed through the required hardening and fulling operations. The
<edges a 5, in fig. 1, are scratched or bevelled off on the outer side, and
the edges c d e are scratched or bevelled off on the inner side. The
claim will complete the explanation of the nature of this invention.
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The inventor says: 1 claim ^ first, cutting the original portion or

portions of a seamless article of clottiing from a hardened bat, and
then so perfectly uniting the edges of the said portion or portions

with each by felting, that the articles thus formed will be of uniform
thickness in every part, and will be of so tenacious a texture that

they will retain their original shape during the ultimate condensing
operation of the fulling mill, all substantially as set forth.

No. 16,431.

—

John H. Bloodgood, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Machines for Forming Batsfor Felting

.

—Patent dated January
20, 1857.—In this machine the web passes over cylinder B, under
roller C, over roller A, and then between rollers A and T, and under
the latter on to the endless apron M. As these rollers rotate, a
lengthwise motion is imparted to roller A by means of levers S ope-

rated by a crank, and this lengthwise motion produces a crossing of

the fibres on the bats.

Claim.—The combination of the rollers B and with the vibrating

drum A, in the manner and for the purpose described.

Also, the combination of the rollers B and C with the vibrating

drum A and the roller T, substantially in the manner and for the

purpose specified.

No. 17,420.

—

Francis Burke, of Woodlands, Montserrat, British

West Indies.

—

Improvement in Machinery for Preparing the Fibre of
Banana, Plantain, Aloe, (&c.—Patent dated June 2, 1857

;
patented

in England July 14, 1855.—The material to be operated upon is fed

on to the apron d between the rollers c and c^, and, passing under the

beating cylinder A, it is acted upon by the teeth h of said cylinder,

the apron d at that place being supported by a yielding table/, which,
turning on fulcrum k, is pressed upwards by a weight h; the material,

when acted upon by teeth 5, passes out on apron d, and is discharged

from the machine.
The inventor says : I do not claim any of the parts of the machine,

separately.

But I claira the combination of the beating cylinder with the end-

less apron or yielding table, or surface under the apron, substantially

as explained.

No. 18,204.

—

Julius A. Jillson, of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., and
Henry Whinfield, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved Method of Treat-

ing Fibrous and Textile Sabstances in a Vacuum for Cleansing Pur-
poses.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—The articles to be cleansed

are placed in the receiver E_, and the cleansing fluid being forced

into the lower part of the receiver A, it is heated by furnace G-. The
air is then exhausted from receiver E, and the fluid is forced by pump
I up through strainer D, and through the articles in receiver E, and
repasses through pump I to the lower part of receiver A, to be forced

up again through receiver E.
Claim —The process of treating fibrous and textile substances in a

permanent vacuum for extracting coloring, grease^ or other foreign

matters^ substantially as set forth.
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Ko. 16j865.

—

Milton D. Whipple, of Charlestown, Mass,, assignor
to Alfred B. Ely, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in Machines for
Combing Fibrous Materials.—Patent dated March 17, 1857.—After the
material is placed upon the combing cylinder E^ by which the fibres

are disentangled and straightened out, they are then drawn out from
the comb teeth as follows : I I are rolls revolving in stationary bear-
ings, and carrying the apron P ; K is a weighted roll, which operates
with the roll I to diaw the fibres from the teeth /at the point where
the rolls operate ; the teeth pass beneath the guards b b, which pre-
vent the noil, knobs, and uncombed cotton from being drawn ofi" with the
straightened fibres. The separate slivers are thus led off by the apron
P, and are united into a sliver R by the funnel M, which delivers it

to the calender rolls K.
Claim.—Inclining the comb teeth to the axis of the cylinder^ and

covering them with the guard at the point of draught, in the manner
substantially as set forth for the purpose specified.

No. 16,838.

—

John Howarth, of Salem^ Mass.

—

Improved Method
of Cleaning Fibrous Materials.-—Patent dated March 17, 1857 —The
inventor, in describing his improvement, says : Sixty pounds of oil-

soap and fifty pounds of crude soda ash, or thereabouts, are dissolved

in two hundred gallons of water ; the mixture is then warmed to

about 180° Fahrenheit. These proportions may be varied according as

the material is more or less dirty or saturated with oil. Suppose the
material to be operated upon to be dirty, oily cotton waste

; upon one
hundred pounds of this material pour fourteen gallons of the above
mixture, or a sufficient quantity to saturate the waste without excess,

the strength of the solution being such that the soda which it con-

tains shall be just sufficient to saponify the grease in the waste.

After soaking about thirty minutes, the whole is removed to a fulling

mill, which is allowed to act upon it as in the process of fulling

woollen goods, the material being prepared in parcels just sufficient to

charge the mill once. The whole is removed to a powerful press, and
the liquid and soap, including that formed upon the soda employed,
and the oil in the materials, are expressed. It is again submitted to

the action of the fulling mill and cold water, after which it is pressed

once more, when it is cleansed and ready for use.

Claim.—The described process of cleansing fibrous materials, as set

forth.

No. 18,888.

—

James Aperly and William Clissold, of Dudbridge,
England.

—

Improvement in Machinery for Preparing Fibrous Sub-
stances for Spinning.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—The sliver

or roping having been threaded through the eye of the travelling

feeder, and passed into the bite of roller g g, and rotary motion
having been imparted to the band 7c through the bevel gearing, the

feeder / will be driven along the rod e by the stop-pin i, which plays

up and down in the vertical slot of the feeder ; and the rollers g g,

running over the face of the frame c?, will be caused to rotate and de-

liver the sliver in parallel lines over the feeding bands. As the

feeder / arrives at the position indicated by the lines at /^, it will
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raise the lever m, and disengage it from tlie sliver, and it will then

strike against the stop q^ and give the rod e an endway motion to the

left hand. This movement will bring the finger n into the dotted

position 5 where it will rest against the lever w}. On the return move-
ment of the feeder /, it will have a fresh lap of sliver on the end of

the lever m, and, passing forward, will raise the lever w} clear of

the sliver. The finger n will then tuin in the end of the sliver, and
at the next movement it will be moved back out of action by the

feeder first lifting a hinged catch t, and then striking the stop p, and
sliding the rod e in its bearings.

Claim.—The means described for conducting the roping or sliver

from one preparing machine to the other, and laying the roping or

sliver in parallel lines on the feed-bands, aprons, or tables of prepar-

ing machines.

No. 18,801.

—

John Watson Burton, of Eye,.and George Pye, of

Ipswich, England.

—

Improvement in Mode of Treating Flax^ Hemp^
and other Fibrous Material.—Patent dated December 8, 1857.—This
invention consists of treating the fibrous parts of flax, hemp, or other

fibrous matter requiring like treatment^, after being separated from
the boon or woody matter, or without having first separated the

woody matter or boon, by subjecting the same to the action of water
impregnated or combined with fullers' earth and with steam, and
then boiling the fibrous matters. During the process of boiling the

fibres, they are to be alternately closely pressed together, and allowed
to expand, from time to time.

In the engravings representing the machinery used in this inven-

tion, //are pressing rollers, between which the moist flax, hemp, or

other similar fibres^ are to be run after they have undergone the pro-

cess above described
; g g are three pairs of crimping rollers ; h h are

two or more pressing rollers, to take out the impressions of the crimp-
ing rollers. The fibres are laid on an endless belt Jc, and after being
seized by the rollers / /, pass from thence to and between the other

rollers, whereby, before they leave the machine, they will have been
pressed, crimped, and again pressed.

The inventors say : We do not claim merely heating or boiling

fibre in water.

But v/e claim the described mode of treating flax or fibrous matters
requiring like treatment, the same consisting in subjecting such as

described to the action of a press, and to water impregnated with
fullers' earth, and her.ted or boiled.

No. 16,97*7.

—

William J. Horstman, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Im-
provement in Machines for Cutting Fringes.—Patent dated April 7,

1857.—The fringe is fed in at the point G-, towards the circular shears

E F, by means of the feed rollers H and I, which take hold of and
expand the fringe by means of the pins on their circumferences and
pass it between the shears E F, so as to slit down the middle thereof

and to form two fringes.

Claim.—The combination of the circular cutters, and the feeding-

rollers H and I, arranged and operating substantially as described.
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No. 16,543.

—

Washington Gr. Hagaman, of Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania.

—

Improvement in Machines for Forming Felt Hat Bats.—
Patent dated February 3, ISST.—The picker W blows the material
as it comes from the feed rollers Q through aperture A^, and is at-

tached to the surface of rotary sieve T in consequence of the partial

vacuum formed underneath said sieve by means of a fan E. The de-

flector B is of a flexible material, and by expanding or contracting
it, the resisting surface which it presents to the attraction of the ma-
terial to the centre of the sieve, may be increased or diminished, for

the purpose of forming a flat circular bat of equal and uniform compact-
ness at all distances from the centre.

The inventor says : I do not claim the removal of the bat from the
surface on which it is formed before hardening, such having been
done by A. Kankin, as shown in his patent of October 3^ 1854.
Nor do I claim the mere employment of a flat surface on which to

form the bat.

But I claim the (5)mbination of the flat rotary sieve I with the de-
flector B, arranged and operating substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

No. 1*7,083.

—

William A. Fenn, of New Milford, Connecticut.

—

Improvement in Machines for Blocking Hat Bodies.—Patent dated
April 21, 1857.—The hat body N is taken as received from the felting

machine, and its edge secured between the jaws b d of the bars D E^,

which jaws are kept together by pressing down the outer end of

treadle 0, the inner end of which passes underneath the spring J,

The spindle H is then raised by depressing the outer end of treadle I,

and the hat block M is forced up within the hat body N. The rods

k are then turned on their joint J and brought over the hat block

and body, and are passed down to a point below block M, and the

rods are closed, the curved portions serving as jaws, and drawing
the body snugly around the hat block^, as represented in fig. 3.

Claim.—The cylinder g^ placed loosely on the spindle or arbor H,
and resting on the spring h, in combination with the rods or jaws
K K ; the above parts being arranged substantially as described,

whereby the hat body may be stretched and adjusted snugly around
the hat block.

No. 16,823.

—

James B. Blakslbe, of Newtown, Connecticut, and E.

K. Barnes, of Brookfield^ Connecticut.

—

Improvement in Machinery
for Felting Hat Bodies.—Patent dated March 17, 1857.—The forked

lever is so arranged that at each revolution of the cam L the clutch

G is thrown into gear twice, thus giving two intervals of motion and
rest to the rotating bed.

Claim.—Giving to the endless rotating bed of felting machines
periods of rest during the continuous motion of the upper deck, sub-

stantially as described.

No. 16,973.

—

William FuzzARD, of Cambridgeport, Massachusetts.

—

Improvement in Machines for Felling Hat Bodies.—Patent dated April

7, 1857.—A reciprocating rotating motion being imparted to drum
B, said motion is transmitted to the article F to be felted, whjch lies
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-within the endless cloth C ; and the corrugated roller Gr, attached to

the swinging frame D, exerts a pressure upon said felt similar to that

produced hy the hand when felted- by manual labor.

Claim.—The employment or use of the roller G, one or more
attached or applied to the machine, substantially as shown and de-

scribed for the purposes specified.

No. 1T;115.

—

Henry L. Eandall, of Roxbury, Connecticut.—7m-
provement in Machines for Felting Hat Bodies.—Patent dated April

21, 1857.—Motion being imparted to the crank pulley r, a vibrating

motion is given to the levers F B and P ; and the felting board M,
attached to lever P, is caused to work the material N, which revolves

with the rollers R. The stock 0, which supports the rollers R, can

be adjusted to any desired height by a pinion acting on rack Y, it

being retained in its position by pawl and ratchet c.

Claim,—1st. The rising and falling and forward and back motions
of the felting board by a system of levers, arranged as described, or

their equivalent.

2d. Rotating the bat or roll of material being felted round its own
axis, in the manner substantially as described.

3d. In combination with the felting board, when operated as de-

scribed, the adjustable stationary stocks or carriages for holding the

roll or bat, substantially as set forth.

No. 18,316.

—

Alonzo C. Arnold, of Norwalk, Conn.

—

Improvement
in Machines for Forming and Hardening Hat Bodies.—Patent dated

October 6, 1857.—This invention, says the inventor, has two dis-

tinguishing features ; the first relates to the formation of the bat, or

body of the hat, and the second to the method of hardening it. The
first consists in the adaptation of difierent portions of a perforated cone,

situated over an exhaust, successively to an ordinary but concentrated

blast of air created by a picker, or cylinder, in which the fibres of fur

are suspended, so that although the fur is blown against a portion of

the cone only, still it is, by an adjustable, alternating, vertical and
positive motion of the cone, deposited over the entire surface, and with
precisely such variations as to quantity on given portions of the cone

as may be required to make a perfect hat, or the manufacturer may
desire. This is effected by adding to the picking machine and exhaust

box in common use a revolving adjustable heart-shaped cam, and a

lever, and sundry incidental and auxiliary parts, by means of which
the cone receives a graduated, vertical, alternating motion during the

formation of the bat for the hat, accelerated or retarded by the form
of the cam, on the application of a hand lever, so as to increase or

diminish the quantity of fur deposited upon particular portions of the

surface of the cone, as desired.

The second feature consists in the arrangement of the several devices

employed in the process of hardening a hat.

The above results are effected by applying the outer cone as soon

as sufficient fur is deposited on the inner one, locking the two together,

and placing them in an inverted, perforated cone or disk, and there

subjecting them to a rapid revolving motion and jets of steam from a

pipe, having numerous apertures, extending into the disk.
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Claim.—The inventor says : I do not claim tlie picking machine
and feeding appendages or chamber, nor the exhaust box, nor fan, nor
any of the movements for driving either, or revolving the cone, nor
the method of forming a hat by their use.

But I claim the cam shaft I, worm-wheel L, cam J, levers U U^, step

e, cylinders &, and collar a, or their mechanical equivalents, arranged
and operated substantially as described, and for the purposes set forth.

I further claim the shaft K, lever Y, pulleys S and T, the inverted
cone or disk m, brackets p p, shaft n, pulley o, sleeve r, shaft q^ lever

ic, lifting rod y, or their mechanical equivalents, arranged and oper-
ated substantially as described, and for the purposes specified.

No. 16,426.

—

Ira Gill, of Walpole^ Mass., assignor to Himself and
Ellbridge Brown^ of Maiden, Mass.,

—

Improvement in Machines for
Forming Hat Bodies.—Patent dated January 13, 185T.—The fur is

carried to the machine on the feeding apron B, and passes between
rollers D and E, where, by the action of the toothed cylinders F and G,
it is thrown up in the trunk H, whence it passes to the top of box I

;

the fans T create a blast in the direction of their respective arrows,

drawing the air and fur in the box I downwards ; and as this current

of air passes through the apertures in cone N, the fur is deposited on
said cone. The current of air can be regulated by means of the

registers S, which revolve with cone N, the lower one of which can
be turned on shaft K, and serves to open or close the apertures of the

upper disk, so as to produce a current of air of the desired strength.

Claim.— I claim the forming of a hat body, within an enclosed

chamber, in which a vortex is produced by means substantially such
as described ; said chamber diminishing in area from its open to its

close end, to regulate the draft through it, and to avoid counter cur-

rents, eddies, or dead space, as set forth.

Also, in combination with the cone on which the hat body is formed,

a register, or draft regulator within it, so as to regulate the quantity

of fur, or other material, that is to be gathered upon its upper and
lower portions, as set forth.

- No. 18,181.

—

Joseph Booth, of Newark, N. ii.—Improvement in

Machines for Hardening Hat Bodies.—Patent dated September 15,

1857.—As the spindle F is revolved with great rapidity, and as the

cradle A is held excentrically thereto by crank pin 5, and is also

prevented from turning on its axis, it receives a continuous rapid

tremulous motion, which has the effect of causing the inner cone N
to revolve in a direction opposite to that of the spindle F, while the
outer cone a is prevented from turning by its friction against the

cradle A, whereby the inner cone carries the hat round with it, causing
the latter to move slightly and rub upon the exterior cone.

Claim.—A hardening machine, operating substantially as set forth,

and consisting substantially of a cradle and of a rapidly revolving
spindle, upon v/hich the cradle is supported excentrically.
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No. 18,034.

—

Joseph Booth, of Newark, N. J.

—

Improvement in

Machinery for Manufacturing Hat Bodies,—Patent dated August 25,

1857.—A quantity of fur being placed upon apron D, it is carried

towards the feeding rollers e e^, which seize it and carry it towards the

picker A, the teeth of which operate upon the fur, throw it up into box

G, whence the fine particles fall upon apron F, and are carried between

feed rollers i i^ to the second picker B, whilst the coarser particles

fall down into box I, through space h. The fur collects upon the

hurdle K, by reason of the draught created from below by means of fan

J^ and the fur is formed to a bat on said hurdle ; and when it has ac-

quired a sufficient thickness, it is removed therefrom for further opera-

tions.

Claim.—The rotating flat hurdle, having its perforated surface

divided substantially as set forth, in combination with a picking or

bowing apparatus and air-exhausting apparatus; the whole construct-

ted and operating substantially as set forth.

Also, the arrangement of the fan shaft upon the spindle of the re-

volving hurdle, substantially in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

No. 16,338.

—

Evan Morris^ Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Hats.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—The cutting of the band, as

described in the claim, is represented in the engraving by the lines

1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

Claim.—Cutting or slotting the band of a hat, as set forth, to make
that part of it soft and yielding to the head, whilst, at the same time,

it is made to retain the requisite stiffness and support to give it dura-
bility, as set forth.

No. ^17,033.

—

William A. Fen^t, of New Milford, Conn.

—

Improve-
ment in Machines for Fo7^ming the Brims of Felt Eats.—Patent dated
April 14, 1857.—The hat body being stretched over block 0, motion
is given to the lower shaft ¥, and the rollers d e rotate the hat body P
and block 0. The lever E has a vibrating motion given it by the
cam J, and the segment M as well as the rollers d e have a contin-

uous rotary motion. Each time the end of lever E is depressed the
brim of body P is clamped between the end of lever E and the bed m,
and the movement of the brim is checked for an instant ; and, as the
rollers d e have a constant movement, it follows that the brim is not
only rotated by the rollers, but also stretched circumferentially, the
stretching operation being intermittent in its action. The serrated
segment M, with the plate s attached, stretches the brim in a radial

direction.

Claim.—The employment or use of the rollers d e, vibrating bar
E, working over the bed m, and the serrated segment M, with plate s

attached, arranged and operating conjointly as shown for the pur-
pose set forth.

Further, in combination with the rollers d e, segment M, and clamp
formed of the lever E and bed m, the adjustable frame C, which re-

ceives the block 0, the frame C being fitted within the frame B, as

sho-wn and described.
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No. 16,588.

—

Alvin Huhd, of Danburv, Conn.

—

Improved Method
of Surfacing Felt Eats.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—The in-

ventor provides the hat block C with an elastic cover h, over which
the hat F is worked. The ela-stic cover is to compensate for the un-
even thickness of the felt, the thicker portions settling into the elastic

cover, and thus presenting an even surface to the action of the stone.

Claim.—Surfacing the hat upon the elastic cover or bed for the

purpose and in the manner substantially as described.

No. 17,318.

—

George Cromwell, 2d, of Milford, Qonn.—Improve-
ment in the Method of Treating Strata Braidfor HatSy &c.—Patent dated
May 19, 1857.—The braid is passed between the rollers C and D by
turning crank Gr, and, as the rollers are of conical form, the edge of

the braid nearest the larger ends of the rollers will be compressed
more than the opposite edge, and thus bevelled, and the braid will

consequently be curved in^a circular form.

The inventor says : I am aware that it is common to smooth braid

by passing it between plain rollers. I do not claim such rollers, nor
do I claim broadly the employment of conical rollers for curving ma-
terials of all descriptions, bince they have been heretofore used. An
example is seen in E. Caiver's patent (1838) for making circular saws.

But I claim the method of simultaneously bevelling, curving, stretch-

ing, and smoothing the braid, as described.

No. 16,365.

—

Samuel H. Little, of St. Louis, Mo.

—

improvement in

Hemp-Brakes.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—The hemp stalks pass

from the endless feeding apron A, between the feeding rollers C and
C^ where they are crushed, and pass thence between the throat bars D
to the beaters gr, on the reciprocating gate E, whence the broken and
crushed mat-erial passes to shoe F, which shakes the wood from the

crushed hemp, and allows it to drop through the slatted top and bot-

tom, whilst the clean hemp is drawn out by rollers Gr and G^, and
deposited on apron H.
The inventor says : I am aware that the throat through which the

hemp passes to be acted upon by the beaters has been so arranged
that it could be placed at different distances from a throat formed of

beating bars secured in an oscillating frame, and therefore I do not

wish to be understood as claiming said arrangement.
I claim placing the feeding rollers C C^ and the throat bars D D in

one and the same movable frame, for the purpose of enabling said

frame to be so adjusted as to give any desired space between said

throat bars and the beating bars of the reciprocating gate, without

varying the distance between said feeding rollers and the throat bars

D D, substantially as set forth.

I also claim the securing of the throat bars D D within their sup-

porting frame in such a manner that they can be so adjusted as to

form a wider or a narrower opening between them, for the purpose of

adapting the said throat opening to the reception of hemp stalks of

different sizes ; but this I only claim when the said throat bar sup-

porting frame is so arranged in relation to the supporting frame of

the reciprocating gate that their distance from each other can be so

adjusted that the action of the beaters will be exactly adapted to the
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size, quantity, and condition of the hemp stalks fed through said

throat, substantially as set forth.

I do not claim an oscillating grating, used as a whipper, in ma-
chines for breaking hemp ; for such, I learn, is involved in an inter-

ference now pending between the applications of S. A. Clemens and
C. Simon before the Patent Office. And I am also aware that it has

been proposed to rigidly combine a shaking shoe with an oscillating

throat bar frame, and therefore I do not claim said combination.

I claim the combination of the shaking shoe F with the recipro-

cating gate E, when they are arranged substantially as set forth.

No. 17,015.

—

James Barkley, of St. Louis, Mo.

—

Improvement in

Hemp-Brakes.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The operation of this

machine is as follows : Kotary motion is communicated to conical

pulley B, which, by means of belt J, communicates rotary motion to

pulley B^, also to cam disk C and cam D ; the latter, in revolving,

comes in contact with the anti-friction roller / in the end of bar N,
which, by its connexion with rock shaft K, in conjunction with coiled

spring 0, imparts vibratory motion to breakers M. When the

operation is first commenced, the operator stands on platform F, near
shaft Gr ; on receding from shaft G, platform F is pressed down into

the dotted position, turning crank ^, and bringing pin h and swords
M in the dotted positions where the stroke of the latter is shortened

;

at the same time lever I moves belt T into the dotted position,

thereby increasing the speed of the swords M.
The inventor says : I do not claim any single member of my

machine as such. Neither am I unaware that a mode of shifting the

speed and stroke in similar machines by hand levers has been used,

for such is seen in the patent of M. Thompson, of August 5, 1856.

But I daim the hinged platform, arranged as described, in combina-
tion with the mechanism substantially as set forth, and so that the

attendant upon the platform may change the speed and stroke by
merely changing his position, and thus leave his hands at liberty to

manage the hemp.

No. 17,092.

—

Wade W. Hampton, of Winchester, Ya.

—

Improve-
ment {n*Hemp Brakes.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The operation

of this machine is as follows : The hanks of hemp are inserted between
the distended jaws h, c, then, by turning pulleys H, the jaws c are

turned on their pivots and closed upon jaws 6. The operator then
turns pulley Y, which causes pulley F and roller B to turn ; by which
means the bar E, brackets G, and clamps h are gradually lowered.

The hemp to be broken now enters the four openings z, and passes

down within the bent irons m, which thus prevent the hemp from
being scattered during the operation of breaking. Motion being
imparted to crank pulley M^ the beam L is oscillated on its pivot at a
rapid speed, striking alternately against the sides of frame A, and
the material is broken by the operation of bars o and^, which are

brought alternately into such positions as represented in fig. .3. The

34
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bar E is lowered until tlie shanks a? of tlie pawls h come in contact

with the table K, which movement forces the jaws c d asunder,
causing them to release the hemp. Just before the jaws are tripped
the operator pulls lever Q, so as to bring rollers s against rollers t,

which rollers now take hold of the material and thus prevent it from
dropping. The end of the hemp is now passed around the circum-
ference of the pulleys U, and fastened to them by means of the hinged
clamps u; and as the shafts S are rotated, the pulleys and clamps take
hold of the hemp, drawing it through the breakers and discharging
it from the machine.

Claim.—Clamping and feeding the clamped material through
between the breakers, when accomplished by an arrangement of parts

substantially such as set forth.

No. 17,274.—^J. Locke Hardeman, of Arrow Eock, Missouri.

—

Im-
provement in Hemp Brakes.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The hemp
I is placed transversely on the front or wider end of the bars g, and
motion being given to the driving wheel H, the cranks a impart a curvi-

linear movement to the bars c e, and the latter are brought simulta-

neously towards and from each other, and the hemp is broken between
said bars.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly the invention of recipro-

cating slatted platforms for breaking hemp, for I am aware that they
are old ; an example may be seen in Walker's patent. May 27, 1851.

Nor do I claim giving a curvilinear movement to the beds of print-

ing presses, as seen in T. H. Dodge's patent, November 18, 1851. In
this example the printing beds have a curvilinear movement imparted
to them similar to that given to my platforms, and by analogous means.

I do not claim this mechanical movement; but to the best of my
knowledge and belief the combination of a pair of slatted platforms

c e, each of which has a curvilinear motion, with an intermediate sta-

tionary platform g, as set forth, is a new feature in hemp brakes, con-

stitutes a new combination, and is productive of useful results.

I claim the employment^ in combination with a stationary platform

composed of bars q^ of a pair of curvilinear moving platforms, com-
posed of bars c e, as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,900.

—

Stephen Stafford, of Carroll county, Missouii.

—

Im-
provement in Hemp Brakes.—YsiXeui dated July 28, 1857.—The nature

of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings.

Claim.—I claim, first, arranging a series of swords in a sash at

unequal distances apart and parallel to each other, the spaces between
them decreasing from the upper to the lower sword of the series, for

the purpose described.

Second, arranging a series of swords in a sash, so that the edges of

the under sword will project beyond the edge of the sword next above
it throughout the entire series, for the purpose described.

Third, the combination of the swords a in the stationary sash with

those h in the movable sash, when arranged respectively in each sash,

in the manner described.
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No. 18,303.

—

Conrad Simon, of Louisville, Kentucky.

—

Improve-

ment in Hemp Brakes.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.^—In this

improvement there is combined with a table and mouth-piece a pair

of receiving, feeding, or breaking rollers, which is thus described by.

the inventor : The table or mouth-piece a is securely mounted on a

frame B. This mouth-piece consists of two plates extending from side

to side of the machine, nearly about the length of the rollers, and
sufficiently far apart to admit the hemp or flax to pass between them
to the receiving or breaking rollers, as is shown in figures 2 and 3,

where it is shown in two positions, with the stalks passing through

the mouth-piece and breaking rollers c c, which are mounted in a gate

or frame D D, and pass up and down, or at right angles, to feed in

front of said mouth-piece, and at such a distance off as will rub or

break the stalks. The said rollers are geared together, and revolve

in the direction of the arrows, and are moved, or made to revolve, by
the ratchets e e. These rollers revolve while they are moving up or

down. The function of the rollers will be readily understood by
reference to figures 2 and 3.

Claim.—The inventor says : I claim the combination of the break-

ing rollers c c with the mouth-piece a, arranged and operating in the

manner described, for the purpose specified.

I do not claim broadly the rollers or mouth-piece as such ; for they
have been in use, and are well known in other machines for other

purposes.

No, 18,657—George F. S. Zimmerman and Armstong Beattie, of

St. Joseph, Missouri.

—

Improvement in Hemp Brakes.—Patent dated
November 17, 1857,—The engravings and claim explain the nature
of this invention.

Claim.—The inventors say : We do not claim, separately or in itself

considered, either of the parts shown and described.

Nor do we claim the broad idea of operating upon both side? of the
hemp simultaneously, for this is seen in the device of F. P. Holcomb,
patented March 13, 1847, where the hemp is carried in between a pair

of rollers, the teeth of which mesh together.

But we claim the arrangement and operation of the rollers C C,
scutching rollers D D, and breaking cylinder B, as set forth, whereby
the hemp is stretched between the feed rollers and breaking cylinder,

and also between the latter and the scutching rollers, the material,

while thus stretched, being acted upon by the breaking cylinder B and
the scutching rollers D D, all as described.

No. 18,638.

—

John L. Hardeman, of Arrow Rock, Mo.

—

Improved
Hemp Cutter.—Patent dated November 17, 1857.—The engravings
and claim show the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I daim first, the hinged trailing hemp platforms
approximating in form to a right angle triangle, and made with an
inclined elevation c d and guard e, and arranged in rear of the cutter-

beam on both sides of the machine, in such a manner tViat a broad
central space shall be left for the cut hemp to be laid in, out of the
way of the team and the body of the machine, by said platforms, as

and for the purposes set forth.
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Second. The employment of the peculiarly constructed hemp trail-

ing platform J^ in combination with the inwardly inclined bevelled di-

recting board H, arranged just above the trailing platform, for the pur-
pose of directing the hemp angularly upon the platform, as described.

Third. The employment of a reel having its blades bent spirally

at one end to the axle or shaft, in combination with the inwardly in-

clining direction board or boards and trailing platform or platforms,

as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,795.

—

Samuel Lownds, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Hemjp Draiving Machines.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—The end-
less chain of combs a all travel on the top side towards the drawing
rollers A B, which travel at a greater speed than the chain does; con-

sequently the hemp is pulled through the teeth although those teeth

are travelling in the same direction, and thus the sliver is formed.

Claim,—The arrangement of a hemp-drawing frame, having its

gills operated by guide dogs upon both sides of the frame, and attached

to each alternate row of gills, substantially as described.

No. 16,375.

—

Enoch Colvin, of Poultney, Yt.

—

Improvement in

Knitting Machines.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The yarn is

carried to the needles by means of guide h, which is pivoted to the arm
i; the double circle a of needles is carried around by two feeders e/, the

upper ends of which are operated by the grooved cams g. These cams
are so constructed that the feeders approach one another or recede

together ; as soon as a stitch is made, they open, and a curve in the

groove of the cam throws them to the left to the distance of one needle

from another ; they are then directly brought together again, and
clasp the double circle of needles, when another curve in the groove
moves them to the right, carrying the circle along with them and
bringing forward another needle.

The inventor says : Machines are already in use in which a single

circle of needles are employed for knitting plain work with machinery
similar, in some respects, to that described ; and I make no claim to

any part of such machinery.

But I claim, first, the use of two circles of needles, as described,

for knitting a ribbed fabric.

Second. The method of moving the feeders, as described, by means
of grooved eccentrics, with curves in the grooves.

No. 18,725.

—

Walter Aiken, of Franklin, N. H.

—

Improvement in

Knitting Machines.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—A is the body
or frame of the machine ; B is the needle bar on which the needles

move, and is fastened to frame A by screws P P ; C is the cap which
confines the needles in bar B, and is held down by the screws E K

;

D is the sliding bar which gives motion to the needles H H H. The
bar D runs in the boxes E E. G is a bar, holding plates L between
the needles, for the purpose of keeping back the knit fabric, and to

assist in throwing off the old loops from the needles and in forming
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new ones, and is secured to the frame by means of screws S S ; I is

the yarn carrier, attached to the bar D by means of the pivot screw J

;

F is the rocker bar, attached to the frame by the pivot screws T T, on
which it turns ; N is a spring, catching into the pin M, for the purpose

of holding up the bar F.

The inventor says : I do not claim the plates L between the needles,

when fastened to a movable bar, as shown and described in John
Nesmith's patent of July 29, 1856.

Neither do I claim a rocker bar, when made and arranged as de-

scribed in the patent of Nesmith, but only when constructed and
arranged as hereafter claimed.

I claim a set or series of traversing needles, arranged to slide inde-

pendent of each other, in combination with the stationary plates K,
between the needles, to hold the fabric knit when the stitches are

formed, constructed, and operating as described.

I claim a vibrating traversing yarn carrier, operated so as to hold
the yarn over or near the selvage while the carrier is vibrated so as to

change the latch opener, as described.

I claim a double-edged latch opener, in combination with a vibrating

yarn carrier, operated so as to change the latch opener, as described.

I claim the stationary rocker or supporting bar F, so constructed

and arranged as to support the outer ends of the needles beyond the

fabric and under the latch opener, as described.

No. 18,792.

—

Sherman D. Fairbanks, of Cohoes, N. Y., assignor

to Himself and Charles H. Adams, of Cohoes, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Knitting Machines.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The claim and
engravings explain the nature of this invention.
The inventor says : I do not claim a latch regulator, with a point

to pass under the latches after they are closed, such as is described
and represented in the patent granted to Jonas B. and Herrick Aiken,
May 22, 1855 ; neither do I claim a yarn carrier, in combination with
a latch regulator, as described in said patent. But what I do claim
is a latch interceptor, consisting of a bar or arm, arranged in such a

position over the needles as to intercept the latches after they are

opened or thrown back by the stitches of the fabric knit, and hold
them open until the yarn is supplied to form new stitches, and then
allow them to be closed again, substantially as described.

I also daim, in combination with the above described interceptor,

the yarn carrier /, for the purpose of delivering the yarn, substan-
tially as set forth in the specification.

No. 18,121.

—

William Mattison, of Northbridge, Mass., assignor
to John C. Whitin, of same place.

—

Improvement in Condensers for
List Speeders.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The roving A passes

through guide P, between the upper and lower part of the belt P^,

under the layer G, the bonnet G^ keeping the self-adjusting condenser
F^ in place, by which the roving is uniformly condensed when the belts

P^ should wear off.

Claim.—The self-adjusting weight or condenser F^, applied in the

manner described, and retained in its position by the casing or bonnet
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G, or its equivalent, substantially as described for the purpose speci-

fied.

No. 16j415.

—

William Weild, of Manchester, Great Britain.—7m-
provementm Power Looms.—Patent dated January 13, 1857; England,
March 7", 1855.—This invention consists in the application of a cylinder
h, which is placed at one side of the loom, with its axis opposite and
in line with the fell of the fabric, and its end about nine inches from
the edges of the fabric, which passes over a surface, in going to the
taking up roller, corresponding to the upper surface of the aforesaid

roller^ which is fluted longitudinally to a pitch equal to the pile loop
formed by the wires in the fabric, a wire F being placed in each
groove. Each wire F carried by the grooved cylinder, as it comes
opposite the fell of the fabric by the rotation of the roller, is pushed
along its groove into and through the shed ; when across the fabric

the end of the wire still remains in its groove in the roller, and when
woven in the fabric it is allowed to remain till a certain number of

wires have been successively pushed into the shed and have been
woven in the fabric in like manner, when each wire is successively

withdrawn from the fabric, so that a certain number of wires always
remain in the fabric, one wire being withdrawn from the fabric for

each wire pushed into the shed, the revolving of the cylinder returning
the wires for insertion. The shuttle boxes are detached from the slay

on the motion side^ and have a movement corresponding to that of the
slay at the moment of picking the shuttle across the shed, but do not

advance with the slay to the point of beat up, as the fluted cylinder

would be in the way.
Claim.—When applied to looms, or machinery for weaving pile

fabrics, &c., the arrangement of the wires in grooves or flutes, formed
in a roller or cylinder, the wires on being pushed into the "shed"
never wholly leaving the grooves in the roller or cylinder.

Also, as a peculiarity and novelty, the arrangement of the wires, so

that the one to be inserted in the shed is opposite, or nearly opposite,

and in a line with the fell of the fabric, or that point where the reed

will leave the wire on beating up such wires when so arranged, having
to be bent out of the straight line to present the points towards the

widest part of the shed, the whole combined and arranged substantially

as described.

No. 16,354.—FRAN901S DuRAND, of Paris, France.

—

Improvement in

Looms.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—A detailed description of this

machine would take up too much space to be given here ; the arrange-

ment of the bobbins c?, d^, d^, d^, thread carriers Y, and needles 9,

9^ 9^, 9^, permits any number of colors to be employed in the weft,

using one or more thread carriers. When only one color is required

in the weft the thread carrier Y, arranged in the circular race way
between plates V and W, may be furnished with a bobbin-like shuttle,

and may have a reciprocating motion passing through the shed in

opposite directions alternately.

Claim.—First, the combination with a stationary race way of a reed

passing entirely through the same, substantially as specified.
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Second. The weft thread needles q, controlled by a jacquard machine
or other pattern mechanism, to operate as described upon the weft
threads in combination with a thread carrier of the character specified.

Third. The unhooker t operating in combination with the thread
carrier substantially as and for the purpose specified.

No. 16,405.

—

Daniel W. Snell and Stephen S. Bartlett, of Woon-
socket, R. I.

—

Improvement in Looms.—Patent dated January 13,

1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by reference

to the claims and engraving.

The inventors say: We do not claim priority in using a '^ strain"

as a means of regulation, for under various modifications it is found
in use : for instance, Hendrick employs strain acting upon or with the

moveable reed, as his regulating feature ; also Stone, Potter, and
others, their motions acting in combination with an intermittent take-

up motion ; Knowles, Boyd, Bigelow, Mason, and others, use one or

more stationary or reacting vibratory whip rolls as their point of re-

gulation ; while Taylor and Wilcox, and others, employ the beam as

a means of regulation.

We claim ^ first, employing the positive take-up mechanism W Y,
or cloth roll Z, as the point through which the variable strain and
wind of warps is made to act more sensitively than from or by the

variable or vibratory reacting motion of the whip rolls, or sudden
jerking of the beam or movable reeds.

Second. Effecting and producing a regular delivery, and uniform
strain of the warps, by the equalizing strain lever P, said strain lever

being acted upon by the variable strain of the warps through the

positive take up mechanism or cloth roll as represented.

Third. The equalizing strain lever P acting in combination with
the positive take-up mechanism and cloth roll as represented.

Fourth. The equalizing strain lever P, when operating in con-

nexion with the positive take-up mechanism, in combination with any
mechanism for producing rotary motion to the beam, and with any
device or means for regulating the delivery and strain of the warps as

the beam decreases in diameter, and as the desired strain requires.

Fifth. Employing the rod T with the pin X, or equivalent, to act

upon the strain lever P as a means of moving the weight K when the

balance spring S or equivalent device is not sufficient to move it.

Sixth. In combination with the pulley F and pinion C we claim the
moveable weight K, the fixed or yielding sectional friction piece G,
and friction lever J, as and for the purpose represented.

Seventh. In combination with the weight K and friction lever J we
claim the rack N, or its equivalent, to so act upon weight K through
catches L, or analogous devices, as to gradually move the weight K
towards the fulcrums of lever J as the beam decreases in diameter, and
as the desired strain of warp requires.

Eighth. In combination with the weight K and friction lever J we
claim the jointed or stationary sectional friction piece Gr and set screw

H as and for the purpose represented.
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No. 17,353.

—

Nathaniel B. Carney, ofNew York, N. Y., assignor to

John K. Livingston, Charles H. Haswell, and Russell C. Root, of the
same place, trustees.

—

Improvement in Looms.—Patent dated May 19,
1857.—The general features of this invention will be understood from
the claims and engravings.

Claim, 1st. The weaving of fabrics within and upon a circular

frame or looms, arranged about a common centre, producing the
fabric at the central part, the shuttle being carried in a circle round
the frame or loom in a continuous movement, the warps, shuttles, and
filling being placed at the top of the loom, and the machinery for

operating acting underneath, the weaving being effected by machin-
ery, as described.

2d. The combination and arrangement of the machinery described,

acted upon and driven by the spur-wheel Q, and its eccentric grooves
and their connexions by which the sliding frames holding the warp
wires or heddles are caused to reciprocate in opposite directions in

equal times and regular succession, and the shuttles are made to rotate

about the circum'erence of the loom in a plane perpendicular to the
planes of motion of the sliding frames, and in equal times so as to pass

between the upper and lower sets of warp threads when apart, thus
producing a fabric at the central point.

3d. The combination of the roller covers and barrels, operating to-

gether, as described.

4th. The combin. tion and arrangement or mechanism of the flat

wheels or disks with their grooves with eccentrics, cams, and connect-

ing rods and slides ; the rollers cover the levers, bolts and slides ; the

levers carrying a motion from the rollers and covers to the warp wires,

so as to hold them fast or set them free to move with the frames, the

whole operating in conformity with Q and its connexions, thereby
regulating the pattern, shape, or figure of the fabric to be woven.

5th. The giving to the shuttle the same continuous line of motion,
without any divergence, thus avoiding the danger of injuring the

operator or the fabric from an accidental false direction of the shuttle.

6th. The form and construction of the shuttle Q^ r, as described,

having its teeth on the underside or outside of its arc, and also the

shuttle Q 5, constructed so as to adapt itself to the increasing growth
of the fabric, and pressing up the filling as described.

No. 17,375.

—

William H. Howard, of Philadelphia, Vdi..—Improve-
ment in Looms.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—When the lay recedes,

the combs fall into the warp or web at the points where the shed
open ; when the lay F advances it, strikes the under side of the arms
C that is hinged on rod D, and causes the comb to rise just in time

t© clear the reed as it advances to beat up the weft last thrown across

;

on the receding of the lay, the combs fall into the warp again, and
thus prevent the contraction by holding the thread of the weft on the

outside tooth of the comb.
Claim,—The holding of the threads of weft and warp in a web of

cloth, extended by combs applied to the selvedges and warp threads

thereof, as described, or by any other equivalent mechanism.
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No. 17,404.

—

Franklin Painter, of East Hampton, Mass., assignor

to the Nashuawannock Manufacturing Company, of the same place.

—

Improvement in Looms.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—A detailed de-

scription of this invention would take up too much space to be given

here ; the principal features thereof will be understood by reference to

the claims and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim a patent barrel in connexion

with a loom, it is an old device.

I do not claim to have invented a take up motion or automatic

mechanism for stopping*its action, because itjwould be useless to me
unless combined with a divided reed or some equivalent thereof for

beating up properly when the take up is stopped.

I do not claim to have invented a loom which will at the proper

time form a shed on one side only of a button hole, while the rest of

the warp, whether filled or unfilled, lies out of the path of the shuttle,

as a loom producing that effect has already been patented.

I claim, 1st. A divided or sectional reed //^ operating substan-

tially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

2d. I claim, in combination with such a divided or sectional reed a

take up motion or apparatus, which is thrown out of action at certain

periods, substantially as described.

3d. I claim a pattern barrel I, or its equivalent, in combination
with vibrating levers, acting substantially in the manner and for the

purposes specified.

4th. I claim an apparatus substantially such as is specified, viz : a

pattern barrel l^, or its equivalent, in combination with a primary pat-

tern barrel, or its equivalent, arranged in such manner substantially

as specified, that the former shall at proper times prevent the selec-

tion of heddles or leaves of heddles by the latter, substantially in the

manner and for the purposes set forth.

6 til. I claim a latch k, substantially such as is described, acting

substantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

6th. I claim a divided reel, substantially as is described, in" com-
bination with proper mechanism for forming a shed on one side

only of a slit or button hole at the same time.

And, lastly, I claim a primary barrel for selecting heddles or leaves

thereof, in combination with a secondary pattern barrel l^ for pre-

venting their selection, and vibrating levers P l^ acted upon by both
barrels, or their equivalents of these parts in combination, each acting

in combination with the others, substantially in the manner and for

the purposes described.

No. 18,061.

—

Edwin A. Scholfield, of Westerly, R. I.

—

Improve-
ment in Looms.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.—This invention con-

sists in driving the cam wheel A, which acts on the harness, not by a

uniform motion, but by an intermittent and variable motion, produced
by the action of studs e, of the disk F, upon the slotted disk B, its

periods of intermission and change coinciding with those of the spring
or changing of the harness.

The inventor says : I am aware that the star-gears, under a modi-
fied form, have been used for changing the position of the shuttle-box,

and also the pattern-chain which governs the order of succession of
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the harness, as in the patents of Samuel. Eccles, of March, 1850, and
Samuel and James Eccles, of August, 1852 ; but these are for totally

differt^nt objects from that contemplated in this.

I do not claim the construction or use of star-gears for any purpose
except to drive a cam-wheel to spring the harness in weaving.
But I claim the driving or revolving cam or tappet-wheel, which

acts to spring the harness or produce a shed in weaving by an inter-

mittent or variable motion, by the use of star-gears, substantially as
above described.

1tnd T

I

No. 17,189.

—

Erastus B. Bigelow, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Looms for Weaving Pile Fabrics.—Patent dated May 5, 185Y.

—

The cam o^, through the medium of cam roller jo^, lever q^, and bar
r^, moves the vibrating staff i^ from the cloth, the spring s^ forcing

roller p^ constantly against cam 6^. Motion towards and from the
lathe is given to the staff by rocking frame y, by means of cam u^, roller

v^, and arm n^. When the carrier B, on staff ^^, returns for a new
wire, the staff i^ strikes the adjusting pin e^, and thus through the
spring of said staff brings said carrier in a line with the wire.

Claim.—First, operating the pile wires by a vibrating staff con-

trolled by a parallel motion , substantially as specified.

I also claim the method of constructing and organizing the hook
t and carrier B, for operating the pile wires, substantially as specified.

And I finally claim, in combination with the aforesaid hook and
carrier, a box or holder, A, for holding the pile wires in position, and
suitably guiding said hook to act thereon, substantially as specified.

No. 16, 370.

—

Erastus B. Bigelow, of Boston^ Mass.

—

Improvement
in Looms for Weaving Pile Fabrics Double.—Patent dated January
13, 1857.—A detailed description of this invention would take up too

much space to be given here.

Claim.—First, the employment in power looms for weaving two
fabrics at one operation, such as described, of transverse intersecting

pile wires, when said transverse intersecting pile wires are woven in

between the two fabrics, substantially in the manner and for the pur-
pose specified.

Also the application or employment in power looms for weaving
two fabrics at one operation, of a double positive shuttle motion, in

combination with transverse intersecting pile wires, for keeping the
two fabrics apart, substantially as described.

Also the mode of arranging the parts which connect the shuttle or

shuttles with the loom shipper, whereby the loom is thrown out of

gear when the filling fails in either shuttle^ substantially as specified.

Also elevating and depressing the reed, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose set forth.

Also the mode of arranging the cams, whereby the combined action

of the lathe, shuttles, intersecting pile wires, and ground warps is

effected, that is to say, placing the cams/^/^ for operating the lathe

on the shaft m, and the cams r r for operating the shuttles on their

respective counter shafts u and s, all said cams moving at the same
relative velocity, whilst the crank q^ and cam v^ for operating the

pile wires, and the cams or tappets p^ p^ for operating the ground
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warps are placed on the said counter shaft u, but move at different

relative velocities^ the said crank q^ and the said cam v^ being affixed

to the said counter shaft u, whilst the said shuttle cam r and the said

ground warp cams or tappets p^ p'^ turn loosely thereon, the whole
being geared together, and operating substantially as described.

And finally, the mode of arranging the double let-off motion, in

connexit5n with one positive take-up motion, whereby the delivery of

the ground warp of each fabric is regulated by its respective tension,

and held at the beat of the lathe substantially as specified.

No. 16,392 —Stephen C. Mendenhall, of Richmond^ Ind.

—

Im-
provement in Hand-Looms.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—A de-

tailed description of this invention would take up too much space to

be given here ; the principal features thereof will be understood by
reference to the claims and engravings.

The inventor says : I claim the universal treadle cam J, cam 0,
shaft h, spring S, and hinge u, in combination with the revolving

cam-wheel S, connecting rod 2, brace r, hook k, pin i, and spring v,

or their mechanical equivalents, substantially for the purpose set forth.

I do not claim the''arms g g, or the triggers w to.

But I claim the cords x x and pulleys c c, in combination with the

spring hy arms ^^ g^^ triggers w^ id^, and cords//, for the purpose of

throwing the shuttle back and forth through the loom, as described

and set forth.

No. 18,208.

—

Geobgc Matoon, of Chicopee Falls, Mass.

—

Improve-
ment in Harness for Looms,—Patent dated September 15, 185T.

—

Figure 1 represents a harness as constructed in the ordinary manner
;

figure 2 represents a harness made in an improved manner, which
will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.
The inventor says : I do not claim making a harness with a knot at

the top as well as one at the bottom of each eye thereof, as this has
been done before. When the eye is knotted at the top and bottom,
there is double the friction and wear on the w«rp8 that takes place

when the eye is knotted only either at top or bottom.
I claim the improved mode of making a harness so that its leash d

and knot b shall be below its eye a, and the threads of each loop be
caused to pass against one side of their shaft or bar A instead of being
caused to embrace opposite sides of it, namely, first knitting the har-
ness with a leash at top and one at bottom, or one above as well as one
below each eye, and subsequently changing the upper shaft so as to

pass it between the several loop threads of the upper side of the har-

ness in such manner as to make both threads of each loop pass against

one side of the shaft.

No. 17,267.

—

Warren W. Dutcher and George Draper, of Milford,

Mass.

—

Improvement in Hook-Temples for Looms.—Patent dated May
12, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by refer-

ence to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—So combining with the temple and its spring a lever E,
or its equivalent, that just before the lay beats up it shall, by its
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action on such, lever, cause the temple to he advanced on the cloth, or
towards the reed, in order that when the lay may move in the opposite
direction the spring C of the temple shall draw hack the selvage of the
cloth so as to straighten the warp threads thereof, substantially as
specified.

No. 17,193.

—

Samuel Boorn, of Lowell, Mass.

—

Improvement in tlie

Picker motion for Looms.—Patent dated May 5, ISST.—The picker
staff A_, when operated in the proper manner, vibrates on its rocker
B, but at the same time is raised and lowered in order to cause its

striking point to move in a straight line, and tlie centralizer H
serves to maintain a uniform position of the lower part of the picker
staff when in operation.

Claim.—Arranging the centralizer and its mortise with the picker
staff and its rocker, so as to operate therewith as specified.

No. 17,468.—TnoMAS J. Matall, of Koxbury, Mass., assignor to

Himself and George N. Davis, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Pickers for Looms.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings.

Claim.—A picker made of hard vulcanized rubber, without seams^,

in the manner set forth.

No. 16,824.

—

John L. Cheney, of Lowell, Mass —Improvement in

Power Looms.—Patent dated March 17, 1857.

I do not claim supporting the picker staff by a rocker and horizontal

rail or stand.

Nor do I claim applying to the picker staff and its supporting
bracket, a curved slotted guide and a roller, as the same is shown in

Albert C. Williams's application for a patent.

Nor do I claim applying to the picker staff a spring for the purpose
of retracting such a staff.

Nor do I claim applying to the rocker and its stand a spring to

bring the rocker back to its place after having picked, and also to

secure it to the rail while in the act of picking.

-Nor do I claim making the striking point of the picker staff to

travel in a straight horizontal line.

I claim my improved picker motion or mechanism as made with a
guard stand and rocker, a stationary guide Q, and a stud or roller P,
and with reference to the picker staff I, substantially as described.

Also, so arranging the top bearing surface of the stand of the rocker

that it may incline downward, as specified, and so as to obtain all the

advantages of a spring without the actual application or use of the

same, meaning to claim such an arrangement of the top surface with
respect to the rocker and staff as an improvement equivalent to the

spring.

No, 17,912.

—

Andrew Allen, of Wilmington, Del.

—

Improvement
in Power Looms.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—A detailed descrip-

tion of this invention would take up too much space to be given here;
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the principal features thereof will be understood by reference to the

claims and engravings.

Claim.—The inventor says : I claim, first, the combination of the

step-formed indicator L, attached to the lifting and dropping mechan-
ism of the shuttle boxes, and the adjustable pins P^ P^, P^, P^, of

the pattern chain, substantially in the manner described, for the pur-

pose of controlling the pattern and affording a greater facility for

varying the same than the means heretofore used.

I am aware of the means described in the patent of B. H. Jenks,

dated October 24, 1854, for varying the movement of the shuttle boxes

by an auxiliary wlieel ; and this, therefore, I do not claim.

But I claim, second, the retarding wheel C. with its pins h h, com-
bined with the pattern chain wheel or cylinder, substantially as de-

scribed, to arrest the pattern chain or cylinder, when several picks are

required to be made by the same shuttle, or with the same filling

thread.

3d. The combination of the pins m m, on the pattern chain or

cylinder, and the lever N, with the pawl E, of the retarding wheel,

for the purpose of causing the operation of the retarding wheel to be
suspended under the control of the pattern chain when desired, sub-

stantially as described.

No. 18,320.

—

Erastus B. Bigelow, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Power Looms, for tveaving Wire Cloth.—Patent dated October 6,

1857.—In describing his improvement the inventor says : Owing to

the inflexibility of wire, the movements of the ordinary power loom
are not suited to weaving wire fabrics, the fly shuttle being too uncer-

tain in its action for perfect work, and not adapted to straighten the

wire as it comes from the bobbin. To meet the exigencies of the case,

therefore, I so organize my. wire cloth power loom as to give the

shuttle a positive mechanical motion as it is being passed through the

end of the wire warps from side to side of the loom ; and I also pro-

vide the shuttle with a wire straightener through which the filling

wire passes, and is straightened as it is drawn from the shuttle bobbin
by the aforesaid positive movement of the shuttle ; and to prevent the

drag, or pall required to straighten the filling wire, as aforesaid, from
drawing in the selvage wires and contracting the cloth, I employ
painted bars, one on each side of the loom, which have a vibrating

motion towards and from the selvages of the cloth, also a vertical mo-
tion up and down, by which latter motion they are alternately thrust

between the filling wire of the shuttle and selvages of the cloth, so

that when the shuttle is passed through the wire warps the filling

wire draws around said painted bars and pulls them respectively

towards the selvages of the cloth, until they are arrested by a strap

which prevents the pull or drag of the filling wire from drawing in

the selvage wires; then just before the shuttle has reached its greatest

extent of outward motion, the painted bars are withdrawn from be-

tween the filling wire and the selvage wires, to allow the final mo-
tion of the shuttle to draw the filling wire snug up to the selvage

wires and produce a true and even selvage.

Claim.—The inventor says: I claim^ first, the mode of construct-
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ino; and operating the shuttle and combining it with the selvage-

forming apparatus, whereby the filling wire is straightened, the cer-

tain action of the shuttle secured, and the width and selvages of the

wire cloth preserved, substantially as specified.

I also claim the mode of arranging the parts which connect the

selvage-forming apparatus with the loom shipper, whereby the loom
is thrown out of gear when the filling wire fails, as set forth.

I also claim the mode of giving a double action to the lathe, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose specified.

And I finally claim the mode of constructing and arranging the

parts of the warp wire stop motion, and combining it with the loom
shipper for stopping the loom when a warp wire breaks, substantially

as sj)ecified.

No. 17,926.—W. H. Gray, of Dover, N. H.

—

Improvement in the

Let Off Motion of Power Looms.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.

—

Every time the lay moves forward, the cam I on the treading shaft H
acts upon the part E of the clutch, to turn it in the direction of the

arrow shown in fig. 3, and at that time the part D of the clutch is held

in contact with the part E by the action of a spring in the box c, which
produces sufficient friction between D and E to cause the latter to turn

the former, and with it the shaft P ; thus causing the endless screen a
to operate wheel C to turn the yarn beam to let ofi" the warp yarn.

By this movement of the part E of the clutch, the latch d} is caused

to pass the lever J, and be retained by said lever after the ofi'set of the

cam I passes the arm d^ thereby preventing the part E of the cam
from returning before the clutch is uncoupled, and thereby drawing
back the shaft and causing the yarn let off to be taken back again.

Before the lay completes its forward movement, the cam G, by its ac-

tion on the lever F, moves the said part D out of contact with the

part E, and leaves the latter free to move back in the opposite direction

to the arrow shown in fig. 3.

Claim.—First. The combination of the shaft P, the endless screw

and worm wheel a and c, or their equivalents, the friction clutch D E,
the arms d e attached to the friction clutch, the lever F, the cams G
and I^ and the lever K, the whole arranged, applied, and operating

substantially as set forth for the purpose specified.

Second. The combination of the latch d^ attached to the loose por-

tion E of the friction clutch, the levers J and T operating as de-

scribed, to detain and liberate the said portion of the clutch, substan-

tially as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,559.

—

Warren W. Dutcher, of Milford, Mass.

—

Improve-
ment in the Roller Temple for Looms.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.

—

The end of roller A revolves in a cylindrical recess of the part a which
encloses said roller, and serves, during the process of weaving, as a
guard to prevent the loose warp or filling threads from getting in be-

tween the end of roller A and the part a of the case.

Claim..—The described improved roller temple case, made with a
cylindrical recess for the reception and protection of one head or end
of the toothed roller in the manner as specified.
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No. 11,323.

—

Levi Ferguson, of Lowell, Mass.

—

Improvement in the

Shuttle Motion for Looms.—Patent dated May 19, 1857.—The nature

of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and
engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim generally the employment of

curved guides near the bottom of the picker staves to direct the upper

ends of the staves in straight lines parallel with the warps; as I am
aware that plates with curved slots to receive and form guides to studs

on the picker staves have been employed, which device is less simple

and more expensive in its construction, and does not work with so

little friction as mine.

Nor do I claim, of itself, enclosing the retracting spring in a box
carried by the rocker shaft.

But I claim the combination, substantially as described, of the rest

e carried by the rock shait, the curved sliding guide rod h connected

with the picker staff, and the box g attached to the rock shaft—the

latter serving not only to guide the sliding guide rod, but to contain

the spring by which the picker staff is thrown back after throwing the

shuttle—the whole operating substantially as set forth.

No. 17,746.

—

Alexander McOausland, of Providence, R. I.

—

Im-
provement in Paper Cop Tubes.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—The strip

of paper, of the shape represented in the engraving, is moistened with

paste at one of its sides, then the wide end of the strip is wound firsts

by hand, once around the spindle, and the spindle is then carefully

turned until the whole is wound up. By this process, the tube is pro-

duced shaped in the form of a truncated cone,-the bore of which remains
of the same size throughout.

Claim,—The paper cop tube, made of a strip of paper of the form
represented, in the manner described, whereby greater strength is

given to the base of the tube while the desired conical form is at the

same time attained.

No. 17,050.

—

John North, of Middletown, Conn.

—

31achine for
Drying and Pressing Paper.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—The
paper to be dried is placed at 1 on the endless belt g ; and as it passes

between the heated plates e, it is dried and carried to the printing

cylinders h. The cylinders h are enclosed within a casing d, so that

the ends of the said cylinders will fit closely to the ends of the casing,

but that a space is left between the surface of the cylinders and the

inner circumference of the casing. The rollers e rotate in this space

and the interstices between the rollers c are filled with sawdust, and
as the rollers c rotate, they constantly keep clean the circumference of

the cylinders h.

The inventor says : I do not claim passing sheets of paper between
heated cylinders or over-heated plates to dry the same, as that has re-

peatedly been done in the manufacture of paper; but such apparatus
as heretofore used would not answer for printed paper, the printed

surface of which must not be touched during the process of drying.

But I claim, 1st, the apparatus for cleaning the pressing cylinders,

substantially as set forth.
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2d. In combination with the pressing cylinder as described, the
drying apparatus, consisting of heated plates or chests, between which
the sheets of printed paper are passed on tapes without touching or

dragging thereon as specified.

No. 17,352.—Edward N, Smith, of Springfield, Mass., assignor to

Steuben S. Bacon, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in Machines for
Folding Paper.—Patent dated May 19, 1857.—The sheet to be folded

being placed upon table a, the adjustable pins a^ enter the register

holes of the sheet and adjust the paper to its proper position. The
fingers e^ of the sliding frame c, take hold of the front edge of the sheet,

the register pins a^ are withdrawn as levers v are operated upon, •and
the sheet is carried forward, resting upon frame c, under the straight

edge d; as the frame c moves forward the straight edge d descends on
the sheet and drives it down through slit c^, thus effecting the first

fold ; the edge d being provided with points i which prevent any dis-

placement of the sheet. When the sheet passes from the first fold it

is necessary to arrest it at the exact point to accurately receive the

second fold ; this is accomplished by the adjustable stop F, which de-

termines the position when the sheet is to receive the second fold,

which latter is effected by knife g. In a similar manner the sheet

receives its third and fourth fold ; and at the last fold the rollers m
deliver it to a fly o, which places it upon a paper board M.

Claim.—1st. The employment of points or register pins, or their

equivalents, for the purpose of correctly presenting sheets of paper to

a folding apparatus, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.

2d. The manner of adjusting the register pins, and their peculiar

movement, as described, for the purposes specified.

3d. Combining with the knives or straight edges, or their equiva-

lents, the points projecting beyond the edge thereof, for steadying the

sheet while being folded, as specified.

4th. Keducing the speed of the succeeding set of rollers, from first

to last, so as to proportion the distance traversed by the sheet at each
succeeding fold to the reduction of its size, so that the time the sheets

are moving from point to point shall be equal, or nearly so.

5th. The adjustable stop for determining the proper position of the

sheet to receive its second and succeeding folds, as specified.

6th. The combination of the fly with the folding apparatus, for

laying off the folded sheets, as described.

No. 17,663.

—

Edward B. Bingham, of Brooklyn, New York. Im-
provement in Machines for Making Paper.—Patent dated June 30,

1857.—The pulp, being properly prepared, is placed within the vat

A, and the water will pass through the wire cloth covering the cyl-

inder A, the fibre of the pulp adhering to the wire cloth. Motion is

given to the endless aprons c on their rollers a, and the aprons knit or

weave the fibres of the pulp together on the cylinder, so that a very
compact paper is made.
The inventor says : I do not claim to be the first inventor of agita-

tors for moving the fibres of the pulp, and thus causing them to

interweave.
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I especially disclaim the employment of spiral agitators, as in Mar-
land's patent.

I claim the employment or use of the endless aprons C, one or more
placed within the pulp vat adjoining the cylinder B, for the purpose

set forth.

No. 1*7,917.

—

Patrick Clark, of JRahway, New York.

—

Improve-

ment in Machinesfor MaMng Paper.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the

claims and engravings.

The inventor says : I am aware that the pump B, or an equivalent

device, together with the pipe C, entering the vat at Y, is old and
well known in connexion with such machines as 1 have described

;

and the pipes F and K are also old and well known. Therefore, I

do not claim those pipes separately and in themselves.

Neither do I claim to have invented the use of a cistern to collect

the water which is separated from the pulp during the process of

forming pulp into paper by means of a machine.

I claim the arrangement of the conducting pipes W, connecting the

pump B with the jet pipes F and K, for the purpose of washing the

felt X and cylinder A with the water which has been separated from
the pulp, and thus avoid the necessity of introducing for that purpose

water from any other source into the machine, all substantially as

described and for the purpose specified.

No. 16,430.

—

John S. Blake, of Claremont, New Hampshire.

—

Improvement in Machineryfor Making Paper.—Patent dated January
20, 1857.—The pulp passes on the wire cloth E in the usual manner

;

the pump I is put in operation, and a vacuum is produced in the

chambers a and h ; as the pulp passes over chest C, the pressure of the

atmosphere caused by the vacuum produced within chest C expels the

moisture from the pulp, the water and air are drawn down within pipe

D, through pipe G-, into pump I, and both are forced into trunk F^,

the water falling to the bottom of said trunk ; as the operation con-

tinues, the water is forced upward within the pipe K by the pressure

of the air in trunk F^, and passes through one of the pipes a^ into

pipe I, and is conveyed by pipe M to any proper receptable. The air

in the upper part of trunk F^ passes through pipe into the two
pipes P and P^, and is ejected through tubes i and j, cutting the
edges of the pulp on wire cloth E, thus forming a clear edge at each side

of the paper. The felt apron S receives the paper from the wire
cloth apron E_, and passes between the wet press rollers T, and also

between the usual heated cylinders, the roller Y compressing the
paper, and expelling the moisture therefrom. The margins of pulp
cut ofiP from the paper by tubes i and j are discharged from the apron
E by jets of water, which flow from the tubes k of the pipe Q.
The inventor says : I do not claim expelling or forcing the moisture

from the pulp by means of atmospheric pressure, irrespective of the
means employed for effecting that purpose, as herein described.

I claim, first, the employment or use of the pump I, vacuum cham-
ber /, and vacuum chest C, provided with the two compartments a by.

35
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and commimicating with the pipes D G by means of the cocks e d,
the parts being arranged substantially as shown and described, for
the purpose set forth.

2d. The air and water trunk or reservoir F, provided with the
pipe K, and communicating with the external pipe L, as shown, the
reservoir communicating by means of a pipe with the pipes P P,
having the tubes i j connected to them—the whole being arranged,
substantially as described, for the purpose of trimming the edges of

the paper or pulp
; and I further claim trimming the edges of the

pulp by means either of air or steam, when ejected through tubes i j,
arranged as shown.

3d. The pipe Q, with the tubes K attached and arranged as
shown, for the purpose of discharging the margin or strips of pulp
from the wire cloth apron A.

4th. The curved rod W, with the rollers s s^ placed on it, the roller

s^ being connected with the springs t, and arranged as shown and
described ; whereby the felt upon S is stretched or distended trans-

versely, and also guided or properly retained in position as it operates.

5th. The cylinder U, in combination with the wet press cylinders
T T, when the speed of the cylinder U and cylinders T T is made
variable for the purpose of stretching or distending the apron S longi-

tudinally, as herein described.

No. 18,389.

—

Egbert H. Collter, of Camden, N. J.

—

Improvement
in Preparing Paper Pulp from Beet and other Be/use.—Patent dated
October 13, 1857.—This invention consists in the preparationbf residue

of beet root, mangel-wurtzel, and other species of the genus, left in the
process of sugar-making and distillation, to be used in the manufac-
ture of paper. By this invention the said residue for paper-making
material is prepared in such a manner that the glutinous^ albuminous,
gelatinous, and other protein qualities it contains, shall be developed,

preserved, and brought into an active state and rendered useful in

the application and use of said residue, when prepared, in combina-
tion with other materials, to form a pulp convertable by known modes
into paper, papier-mache, millboard, and other paper manufactures.
The inventor says : I do not mean to confine myself to the combina-

tions and proportions above stated.

But I claim the exclusive use and employment for making paper
and paper manufactures, in any combination or proportion whatsoever
of the residue prepared, so as to retain and preserve the albumeno-
muciiaginous substance, as before described, or in any other manner
substantially the same of beet root, mangel-wurtzel, and other species

of the genus, beta, left after the sugar-making and distilling processes

have extracted the saccharine matter.

No. 18,190.

—

William N. Clark, of Chester, Connecticut.

—

Im-
jprovement in making Paper Pulp from Ivory.—Patent dated Sep-

tember 15, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by
reference to the claim.

Claim.—The using of ivory as stock to make pulp for the manu-
facture of paper.
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Ko, 1Y,38Y.

—

Marie Amedeb Charles Mellier, of Paris, France.

—

Improvement in making Paper Pulp,—Patent dated May 26,1857;
Patented in France, August 7, 1854 ; Patented in England, October

26, 1855.—The straw or fibrous matters are cut in short lengths, are

washed in warm water, and then placed within the rotary steam-

boiler represented in the engraving, together with a solution of

caustic alkali, and the material is boiled in this solution by the steam

entering pipe H, passing out at the end of I, and then through pipes

F, and finally escaping through pipe K ; when the material has been

treated in this manner it may be bleached, and is then ready for use.

The inventor says : I do not claim the general use of caustic

alkaline solutions, nor the employment generally of a close boiler for

boiling straw and other vegetable fibrous substances.

But I daim the use of a solution of caustic soda n a o in a compart-

ment of a rotary vessel separate from that which contains the steam
heat, substantially as described.

Also, the described process for bleaching straw, consisting in boil-

ing it in a solution of pure caustic soda n a o, from 2 to 3 Beaume, at

a temperature not less than 310 Fahrenheit, after it has been soaked
and cleaned, and before submitting it to the action of a solution of

chloride of lime from 1 to \\ degrees, substantially as described.

No. 16,949.

—

Columbus F. Sturois, of Dallas county, Ala.

—

Im-
provement in the Manufacture of Paper Pulp.—Patent dated March 31,

1857.—The bark of the root and of the stalk of the cotton plant is

gathered in its most perfect state and subjected to cold water washings
to separate the coarser impurities from it. The material is then sub-

jected to washings in hot water, which separate the skin which invests

the roots and stalks, in which process is also dissolved the mucilagi-

nous matter contained in the material which is to be preserved in the
material as a sizing for the paper. The material is then ground to

pulp, and manufactured into paper in the ordiuary way.
Claim.—The described process of manufacturing paper pulp from

the bark of the root and the bark of the stalk of the cotton plant.

No. 16,994.

—

Charles L. Pond, of Buffalo, N. Y.^Improvement in

Paper Ruling Machines.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The screw S
through the shaft arm D secures the attachment to the pen-holder

;

its situation is such that its edge shall rest upon the roller under the
striking point when the pens touch the paper. The point m of the

concentric edge being in contact when the pen points drop upon the

head line, the box c and rim h will revolve in the direction of the

arrow as the paper is carried forward, and the pens be permitted to

mark during the time the concentric portion of the rim is in con-

tact with the surface on which it rolls. When the point m^ is

reached, the eccentric will lift shaft a and with it the pen holder,

causing a space to be left while the rim rolls from m^ to m, when a
new contact of the pens and paper ensues. The tongue e enters a new
tooth of the stop wheel F at each revolution; and when the rim h flies
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back by tbe action of coiled spring I on tbe lifting of tbe pen-holder,
the contact of tbe last notch and the said tongue will insure that tbe
rim Ti assumes the position from which it had previously started.

Claim.—The spring connected box and shaft, combined with the
stop-wheel and the detachable rim, as described, constructed, ar-

ranged, and operating substantially as and for the purposes specified.

No. 17,895.

—

Julius A. Koth, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Treating Paper Stuff.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—This invention
consists in treating the fibres of wood with a sulphurous acid bath,

either in liquid or gaseous form, preparatory to the application of the
chlorine solution for bleaching the same for the purpose of destroying
the injurious effects of the relation of the chlorine bleaching agents to

the nitrogen contained in the wood, by which the fibres are prevented
from bleaching pure white.

Claim.—The combined application of sulphuric acid upon woody
fibres with that of the chlorine bleaching agents, substantially as

described;

No. 16,927.

—

Louis Koch, of New York, N. T.

—

Improvement in Ma-
chines for Making Pasteboard.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The
operation of this machine is as follows : The paper web upon the
felt F is wound around the forming roller A, and the roller E which
is pressed against said forming roller by spring a, will gradu-
ally be forced away from said roller A as the board increases in thick-

ness, taking with it the arm Gr and screw 0. When the pasteboard

has obtained the required thickness, which is regulated by the position

of the screw 0, said screw acts upon lever E, so as to force the

lever E away and clear of the nose n on the arm H ; setting thereby

the slide P at liberty, which will then be forced outward by the spring

F, by which action the pasteboard which has been formed on roller A
will be cut in two. When the slide P has cut the board and partly

loosened the same from the forming roller A, the pins r on the ends ofthe

roller A act upon the levers m and communicate thereby a downward
motion to the frame S, by which motion the India rubber x strips

the board off from the end of slide P, when said board falls upon the

roller J9 and felt T, by which it is carried away.
Claim.—The arrangement of the roller E in connexion with the arm

G and projection or screw 0, for the purpose of operating the lever E,
by which the slide P is held fast or set at liberty when the board has
obtained the required thickness, together with the arrangement of

regulating, by means of said screw o, the required thickness of the

pasteboard, in the manner specified.

Secondly, the moveable slide P or its equivalent, constructed and
operated as described, and for the purpose of cutting or tearing and
lifting the pasteboard which was formed on the roller A from said

roller, after the same has obtained the required thickness.

Thirdly, the arrangement of the moveable frame S with leather, or

its equivalent, attached, for the purpose of stripping off the cut paste-

board from the end of the slide P, tiie whole being operated in the

manner as specified.
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No. 17,489.

—

Patrick Clark, of Eahway, N. J.

—

Improvement in

Machines for Drying Pasteboard or Paper.—Patent dated June 9,

1857.—Steam is admitted through pipe K, which, hy means of main
pipe Bj fills the hollow leaves A. These leaves can he turned on their

hollow trunnions, which admit the steam into the hollow space ; and
when the upper leaves are turned to the position represented in the

engraving, the pulp can he spread on the horizontal leaves, where it is

dried hy the heat of the steam.

Claim.—The inventor says : I am aware that hollow tables have
been used for drying purposes, the materials spread on the top of them
to be dried ; but I am not aware that one heated hollow table was ever

placed above another for such or any other purpose, or arranged in the

manner I have described. And I am also aware that heated hollow
plates have been used for heating purposes ; but I am not aware that

they have been used in the manner described.

I claim the arrangement of the series of hollow heated plates for

drying purposes, substantially as described and for the purpose set

forth.

No. 16,928.

—

Louis Koch, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Machinery for Pressing Water out of Pasteboard.—Patent dated March
31^ 1857.—The pasteboard passes from the forming roller A, between
the rollers mp, upon the felt T, by which it is carried over and between
the different pressing rollers E, R^, R^, R^, R^, R^, and passing also

between the felt cloths Y and Y^ of the rollers M, N, Ri, and M^ N^,

R^
Claim.—The combination of the pressing rollers, in connexion with

the rollers N M andW W arranged with endless felts, in such a man-
ner that the board shall be made to pass between the pressing rolls

between two thicknesses of felting, to allow the water contained in the

board to be pressed out of the same without injuring the board during
the pressing process, the whole being arranged in the manner and for

the purpose described.

No. 17,723.

—

Denzlow Bureaus, of Burlington, Iowa.

—

Machine
for Cutting Pasteboard^ dtc.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—By forcing

the paper against the cutter I, both surfaces of the paper are cut

inwardly, so that no burr is left on either edges of the paper.

Claim.—The employment, in connexion with the grooved feed

rollers, E F of a double-edged or Y-shape cutter I, substantially as

set forth.

I also claim the combination of the steadying roller H, with the

feed roller F as and for the purpose described.

No. 17,754.

—

Joseph M. Smith, of Manchester, N.H.

—

Improvement
in CoviHng for Drawing-Bolls.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—This
composition for covering drawing-rollers consists of the following in-

gredieni s: 25 pounds of India rubber, 5 pounds of magnesia, 4 pounds
of sulphur, 12 pounds of black lead.
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Claim.—The nse of black lead in combination with India rubber
as a material for covering drawing or draft-rollers for the purpose of

avoiding the effects of electricity and the adhesion of the cotton to the

rollers,, as set forth.

No. 17,496.

—

William E. Dutcher, of Lansingburgh, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Bope Machines,—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The
nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim
and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim a friction applied between the
motive power and the reel, and allow the latter to slip and only wind
the rope as made. But I am not aware that an adjustable friction

plate has ever before been applied in such a manner by the screw and
spring 23 as to be adjusted and adapted to different characters of

rope.

I claim the self-adjusting thimble, m or o, combined with the cone
I or n, when kept towards the said cone by suitable yielding pressure^,

for the purpose of laying up either the strand or rope and adjusting

itself to any inequalities without breaking either the yarns or strands,

substantially as and for the purposes specified.

No. 17,787.—EzEKiEL Guile, of St. Louis, Mo.

—

Improvement in

Bope Machines.—Patent dated July 14, 1857.—By the use of the

additional flyer F, the capacity of this machine can be considerably

increased ; for by placing the bobbin a and reciprocating traverse d
in said flyer, the flyer E can be driven to double the velocity. The
readies r, in passing from the twisting flyers c to the laying flyers E^
will draw against the ends of rods n, so as to compress the springs x,

and allow the catch bolt to to drop into the notch cut in bar x; but
should one of them break, the spring x will distend and cause the

pin in said guide rod to act on levers x and v, so as to detach bolt u
from rod x, which, being acted upon by spring z, will be thrown back
and the belt shifter will shift the belt to the loose pulleys, thus causing

the machine to stop.

Claim.—The additional laying flyer F, when combined with the

described machine, substantially as set forth and for the purpose
specified ; also, the automatic stopping apparatus, when combined
substantially as described. Further, the curvilinear dies, as shown,
for the purpose specified.

No. 17,005.

—

Milton Wallwork, of Hoosick Falls, N. Y.

—

Im-
provement in Machineryfor making Bope.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the

claim and engravings.

Claim,—I do not claim pressing the rollers outward into contact

with the ring by means of springs, as in Harris's patent.

I do not claim the giving to the strand flyers a rotary motion on
their own axes to produce a twist of the strands by means of rollers on
the axes of the flyers running in contact, with the inner face of a sta-

tionary ring.

But I claim the construction of the stationary circle, or ring, with
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whicli the rollers a on the flyers D run in contact to produce the rotary

motion that gives the twist of a series of segments K, one or more of

which may be removed or withdrawn from the ring or circle, or re-

placed therein at pleasure, for the purpose of varying the twist sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

No. 17,084.—Harvey W. Fowler, of Hoosick Falls, N. Y.—Im-
provement in 3Iachines for making Rope.— Patent dated April 21,

1857.—Motion being imparted to layer shaft C, the spider E revolves

with said shaft, and the pressure of pulleys/ against the face of the

stationary disk F causes said pulleys and the flyer shaft g to rotate,

and gives to the thread wound off from bobbin i the required degree

of twist. The degree of twist can be regulated by moving the pulleys

/up or down on their shafts ^, causing them to traverse a larger or

smaller circle on the face of the disks. The revolution of the layer

shaft C gives to the combined strands their proper lay as they issue

from the hollow end of shaft C.

Claim 1st.—The stationary disk F, arranged in relation to the

layer shaft G and the spider E in the manner described, for the

purpose of communicating motion to the flyers h, through the flyer

pulleys/, as set forth.

2d. Arranging the series of flyer shafts g radially to the layer

shaft Q, and revolving them when the layer shaft is revolved, so as

to give the proper degree of twist to the threads or strands as they
leave the spools or bobbins in the flyers, by the peripheries of the
flyer pulleys /being kept in contact with the face of the stationary

disk F, the said pulleys being adjustable nearer to or further from
the centre of the layer shaft, to decrease or- increase the speed of the

flyers, and through that to give a less or greater degree of twist to

the thread or strand^ as described and set forth.

No. 16,842.

—

Michael H. Johnson, of St. Louis, Mo.

—

Improvement
in Rope manufacture.—Patent dated March 17, 1857.—In the engrav-
ing, A is the frame ; N N are the two condensing rollers, having their

axis at F G ; B B is the reciprocating carriage upon which the

calender roller M and the bobbin I are placed ; C C are the guides
upon which the carriage traverses, the hooks P P having the weights
V V attached or suspended on the axis of the bobbin at H. The
calender roller has its axis in the carriage at E. D is an endless

screw, which communicates the reciprocating motion to the carriage

through the medium of the ^' dog " U. The power is applied to the
pulley J, which communicates motion to the pulleys K, Q, and K, and
also to the drum L, the calender M, and the bobbin I, by means of

belts, as shown in the illustrations.

The inventor says : I do not claim the condensing rollers ; nor do I

claim, of themselves, the bobbin and calender roller.

But I claim the combination of the condensing rollers with the
calender roller and bobbin, as described, whereby the sliver may be
condensed to a greater degree than is admitted under the ordinary
circumstances governing the aforesaid manufacture, with advantages
as set forth.
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No. 16j858.

—

Joseph Wood, of Brooklyn, !N". Y.

—

Improvement in

Machinesfor maldng Rope or Cordage.—Patent dated March 17, 1857.

—

The object of this invention is to perform the first stage of the reduc-

tion of old rope to its original fibre, or, in other words, to effect a
separation of the strands. It consists in a rotating roller head B,
carrying two feed rollers E E, having their axes arranged perpen-
dicularly to and on opposite sides of its own axis of rotation, confined

with a pointed mandrel I, that is arranged in line with said axis of

rotation. The rope being conducted between the rollers, the rotation

of the rollers in the head drives the rope upon the point of the man-
drel, while the rotation of the head upon its own axis gives the rope

a rotary motion in contact with the mandrel in the opposite direction

to the lay of the rope, by which combined operations the strands are

parted.

The inventor says : I disclaim the invention of the revolving roller

head itself, and its use for any other purpose than that of unmaking
rope.

But I claim the combination of the rotating roller head and the
pointed mandrel, to operate in the manner and for the purpose set

forth.

No. 18^845.

—

James Hanlby, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

mechanical movement for Sewing and other Machines.—Patent dated
December 15, 1857.—The claim and engraving explain the nature of

this invention.

The inventor says : I do not claim the mere stopping of a machine
by the intervention of a brake, as this is already done in several ways,
by pawls, clutches, and tightening bands.
But I claim the roller r, moving in a conical recess, and brought

into action both to hold and release automatically, by the friction of

its surface contact with and by the motion of the machine, sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,745

—

Samuel F. Pratt, of Koxbury, Mass.

—

Improvements
in Seiving Machines.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—F is the arm that

operates the machine ; F carries the feeding apparatus H, and is also

rigidly connected with the needle carrier E. As F is raised, the

needle is raised above the cloth and the bar H rises, the spring I

presses the nipper K upwards, so as to clamp the cloth at 0. The bar

H rising still further presses the cloth up into the grooved projecting

foot of D, thereby drawing or feeding the cloth for the next stitch.

"When the needle descends through the cloth, the spring P will come
down upon the cloth so as to flatten it and prepare it for the next

ascent of H.
Claim.—Producing successive corrugations or folds in the cloth,

substantially in the manner described, for the purpose of feeding the

cloth for the production of the stitches.

Also, the combination of the lifter spring I, the nipper spring K,
the rod H, and the flattening spring P, they operating together and
upon the cloth essentially as specified.
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No. 17,186.

—

Bryan Atwater, of Berlin, Conn.

—

Improvement in

Sewing Machines.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—The downward move-
ment of the needle through the cloth carries with it the thread, and
as the needle rises, a portion of the thread slackens hy the friction of

the cloth, and the upper part of said slack is confined to the under
side of plate g ; as the needle rises further, the loop is gradually con-

tracted by passing between the two pins m, (fig. 2.) At this moment
the feed motion suddenly takes place, and brings the loop in the posi-

tion represented in ^g. 3, the eye of the loop being then nearly par-

allel to the cloth. At the next downward movement of the needle a,

it passes through the loop, carrying through it the thread which is to

form the next loop, and tightening the first loop.

The inventor says : I do not claim forming a loop for a chain-stitch,

and holding it in position to receive the succeeding loop wherein a
stationary shuttle is used, as in the patent of T. J. W. Eobertson.

But I claim the arrangement described, by which I am enabled to

keep the loop of the needle thread positively in position by guides

alone, without the necessity of introducing a looper or any other de-

vice into the loop, or making the loop pass around a hook or fixed

shuttle ; that is to say :

First. The described arrangement of guides for forming the loop

from the slack of the needle thread, and directing the same by an ex-

ternal operation to a position for the needle to pass through it, con-

sisting of a stationary guide-piece J, a stationary notched plate or

edge ^, and two stationary guides m m, arranged as specified, in proper
relation to each other and to the needle and the cloth, or other mate-
rial to be sewed, and employed in connexion with a proper feeding
movement of the cloth or material, to operate substantially as de-

scribed ; and in combination with the said contrivance, I claim the guide
plate y, with its lip I, arranged and operating as set forth.

Second. Though I do not claim the dog L, operating as described

in connexion with an elastic foot-piece K on the face of the cloth, as

in the machine of T. J. W. Eobertson, to produce the feeding move-
ment of the cloth or other material to be sewed, I claim the attach-

ment of the dog L to lever M, arranged and operated upon by a
wiper q, on the driving shaft E, as set forth, to produce a quick or

sudden feeding movement of the cloth or other material, which shall,

at the same time, aid in throwing the loop in the path of the needle,

as and for the purpose specified.

No. 17,930.

—

Abial C. Hereon, of Kemsen, New York.

—

Mprove-
ment in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—The en-
graving represents a bottom view of the mechanism for forming and
taking up the loop. As the machine is operated, a reciprocating mo-
tion is given to the rodm, which, by means of its rack, imparts a reci-

procating revolving motion to shaft k, by means of pinion a. The
looping-hook i forms the loop on the thread carried through the cloth
by the needle, said needle leaning during said operation against the
circumference of the India rubber roller t, which is rotated by the mo-
tion of the needle. Thus the needle is held on one side by roller t,

while the loop is taken up by hook i, thereby preventing any bending
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of the needle ; and as the needle rises, the roller presses the thread
through the eye of the needle, and aids in throwing it from the needle
on the side opposite to the roller, to facilitate the hook in catching
the thread.

The inventor says : I do not claim a rotating hook which has a
longitudinal or transverse motion in the direction of its axis, in addition
to its rotary motion.

But I claim the hook h and roll t, arranged and operating in com-
bination with the needle, in the manner substantially as described, for

the purpose specified.

No. 16,382.

—

Milton Finkle, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The loop-
former B is made to pass in the shuttle race 0, just forward of the
shuttle, and forms and enters the loop first. By this means the shuttle

can enter and pass through the loop with ease. As soon as the shuttle

gets nearly though, the loop-former B is withdrawn ; then, when the
needle is going down, the shuttle is separated from it, by the thickness
of the loop former, and therefore the needle is in no danger of being
broken.

Claim.—The construction and use of the loop-former for the purpose
of parting the thread from the needle, so that the shuttle will be cer-

tain to enter in the manner described.

No. 16,387.—A. F. Johnson, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in Sew-
ing Machines.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The loop hook F is

attached to the sliding bar ^, actuated by stud A, which, travelling in

the cam groove rf, vibrates hook F,

The inventor says : I do not claim the peculiar construction and
arrangement of the mechanism described for driving and operating the

machine, as I intend to make it subject matter of another application

for patent.

I claim neither the set screw, nor a circular plate or cylindrical

body rotating upon eccentric pivots^ as new means for adjustment.

But I claim combining the hook when furnished with a lever or arm
as described with the eccentric-headed screw q and the adjustable pro-

jection or screw r, for the double purpose of taking, first, the loop

properly from the needle, and secondly, for actuating the hook at the

proper time for the needle to take the loop from the hook.

No. 16,434.—James E. A. Gibbs, of Mill Point, Virginia.—Jm-
provement in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated July 20, 1857.—On
turning crank handle E a vibrating motion is imparted to the rocking

shaft and needle head K, so that said needle head will ascend late-

rally when the handle is turned in an upward direction, and descend,

in returning, the same path it followed up. The needle is guided,

first, by cross bars I, and, after passing through the cloth on table a,

it is guided upon the inclined plane of the stationary crochet hook M.
The loop is formed by the needle passing the thread over the crochet

point, where it remains until the needle, in its next downward motion,

passes through the loop and draws it off hook M. The further motion
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of handle E will bring cam F in contact with roller G- of the tail-

piece of cloth clamp X, and cause its elevation in front, the rigid

feeding hook Y propelling the cloth one step when said clamp is

raised.

Claim.—Making the chain-stitch with a vibrating needle in combi-

nation with a stationary hook.

No. 16,436.

—

Elias Howe, jr., of Brooklyn, New York.

—

Improve-

ment in Seicing Machines.—Patent dated January 20, 1857 ; England,
July 26, 1848 —The needle employed in this machine is pointed at

both ends, and has an eye at the centre of its length to receive the

thread. This needle is seized alternately by two pairs of nippers D
and D^, which are situated at opposite sides of the cloth, and which
alternately push the needle into the cloth and withdraw it therefrom.

As the needle is forced through the cloth, and when arrived at its

lowest point, it is withdrawn a slight distance, thus causing the thread

to form a loop, which is seized by finger a of lever J, said lever turn-

ing on the fulcrum K and being operated by cam G and arms I and h.

As the lever J and finger a move to the position represented in

dotted lines, the latter draws the slack thread from the needle and
tightens the stitch.

Claim.—Drawing the thread through the cloth by means of a finger,

or its equivalent, acting in connexion with mechanism which passes

the needle through the cloth, substantially as set forth.

No. 16,566.

—

Joshua Gray, assignor to Himself and John Gault,
of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated
February 3, 1857.— Attached to the under surface of the machine is

a plate F, upon which slides a plate G ; the bar H slides in a recess

in plate G, and it carries a pin g that plays in the slot A, thus impart-
ing the required motions to plate G and hook c, which latter is fast-

ened to plate G. The hook c forms the loop, in combination with a
vibrating needle. The bar H receives its vibrating motions from the
eccentric that operates also this needle bar.

Claim.—Hh.Q combination and arrangement of the plate G, and
slidis H, with their slots and pins, operating in the manner substan-

tially as described, for the purpose of giving the required motions to

the hook, as set forth.

No. 16,554.

—

Samuel F. Pratt, of Koxbury, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.—Arm o^ of
hook N turns on pin s screwed into a bevelled standard ^, so as to allow
the hook to move in a vertical plane up to and into the vertical plane
of the needle B and seam, and back from said plane ; said movements
being diagonal to said plane, and being produced by the arm o^ being
acted upon by the curved plate ti, extending from lower rocker arm I.

When the needle is at its highest position, the thread will be cast in
a loop over the hook N ; when the needle descends, it passes into and
carries the thread through the loop ; the point w of plate u strikes

now arm o^ thereby withdrawing the hook. When the needle rises

and the thread slackens, part a^ of plate u pushes forward arm o^
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and the liook through the slack in the thread. As the needle has
risen above the cloth the feed motion^takes place, and during the same
the plate a^, in consequence of its peculiar shape, stops moving the
hook until the point of the needle has again descended to the loop,

when the operation will continue as above. The feed motion will be
understood from the engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim the particular motions of the
feed bar K, in vertical and horizontal directions. But I claim the
combination with the arm I of the spring /, the projections i I, the
bent lever L, and its projection h, or their equivalents, the same being
to produce the motion of the feed bar, in the manner as described.

I also claim moving the loop hook or looper N diagonally up to

and away from the needle, substantially in the manner as specified.

And I also claim effecting the movements of the loop-hook N at

the proper times, substantially in the manner as described, that is to

say, by means of the plate u attached to the arm I, operating upon
the arm o^ of the looper.

No. 16,518.

—

Elisa Alexander, of New York,.N. Y.

—

Improved
Attachment to Sewing Machines.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.

Claim.—Combining the mechanism of the guiding and conveying
rollers a and c with the mechanism operating a sewing machine
having an independent feed, in such a manner that the said rollers

shall guide automatically the finished work away from the machine in

a straight line, by revolving in opposite directions with a speed regu-

lated by that of the machine.

No. 16,609.—TrioMAS J. W. Kobertson, of New York, N. Y.—Im-
provement in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.

—

The operation of this device will be understood from the engravings.

Claim.—The spiral groove in the needle leading upward from the

eye on one side, in combination with the looper 5, in the manner and
for the purpose described.

I also claim the loop guide c in combination with the looper for

laying the loop, as described.

I also claim the guard pin e, or its equivalent, for the purpose set

forth.

No. 16,713.

—

Joseph W. Burnham, of Hartford, Conn.

—

Improve-

ment in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The cutter

a is attached to the under side of the machine in such a way that

by a quick motion of the hand on the pad o, when the machine stops

its operation, the cutter will cut the thread below the work, and leave

the thread in readiness to commence sewing in another place.

Claim.—The employment on sewing machines of the mechanism
hereinbefore described, so as to cut or clip the thread on the under

side of the work.

No. 16,710.

—

Charles D. Belcher, of Charleston, S. C.

—

Improve-

ment in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The brake

piece b is firmly secured in its holder a, but may be adjusted by slot
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and screw a?, so that it may be brouglit nearer to tbe book as its edge

wears away. The periphery of the hook is sufficiently pressed against

the brake to prevent the threads from passing under it, by means of

spring m; this spring is attached to the frame of the machine and
presses against the vibratory arm D. The brake is attached to the

end of this arm D. The brake is separated at the proper moment
from the periphery of the hook by means of cam d pressing against

stud h upon arm D. Hs a small friction roller at the end of the stud.

CloAm.—The improvement on the patents of A. B. Wilson described,

consisting in the application of an unyielding brake 6, to hold the

loop upon the revolving hook B, and imparting a positive movement
thereto, in such a manner aa to separate it from and bring it to the

periphery of the hook at the proper moment, substantially as specified.

No. 16,850.—T. J. W. KoBERTSON, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-

ment in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated March 17, 1857.—The en-

graving and claim show the nature of this invention.

Claim.—The inventor says : I do not claim the broad idea of pulling

the cloth through a sewing machine, independent of any tool or con-

trivance for so doing.

Neither do I claim the broad idea of moving cloth by means of hooks

in all kinds of machines ; for an example of such a movement is seen

in the weaving temple of J. C. Tilton, patented 1855.

But I claim feeding the cloth in sewing machines by means of a

hook, having one or more points, constructed and operating substan-

tially as described.

No. 16,914.

—

James E. A. Gibbs, of Mill Point, Ya.-

—

Improvement
in Seiving Machines.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The operation
of this apparatus is as follows : Supposing the needle of a lock-stitch

machine to have passed through the cloth, down between the hooks 1

and 2, and to be about to withdraw, leaving a loop under the cloth,

the hook 1, which is now placed in readiness to enter the loop, is

caused to revolve and twist the thread a turn so as to pass the loop of

the needle thread around and over the thread case A, when the needle
is again brought down ; the other hook 2 then faces the next loop
presented, and by the return revolution twists the thread a turn or

part of a turn in the contrary direction.

Claim.—1st. Making a series of lock-stitches with a double hook,
reciprocating its motion of a single revolution or part of such revolu-
tion, substantially as herein set forth.

2d. In combination with a sewing machine the challon thread case

A, of a spherical, oval, or any similar form, for containing a ball of
thread having no fixed axis of revolution.

3d. Also attaching to the globular thread case A a plate B, or its

equivalent, furnished with two hooks 1 and 2, which are placed sym-
metrically in the manner specified, and combining the whole with any
suitable mechanism that will impart thereto a reciprocating motion
of a single revolution, or part of such revolution, when the axis of
revolution is fixed, substantially as set forth.
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No. 17,049.—WiLLFORD H. Nettleton and Charles Kaymond, of
Bristol, Conn.

—

Improvement in Sewing Machines.—Tsitent dated
April 14, 1857.—The press bar u, swinging on fulcrum 19, is kept
down on the cloth by spring 20, and can be raised for inserting the

articles to be sewed ; the under side of said press bar, on each side of

the slot in which the needle and feeding points operate, is formed
with grooves 21 diverging from each other as shown at fig. 1, so that,

as the cloth is fed along, the divergence of the grooves stretches the

seam widthwise, rendering the same flat, and preventing any pucker-
ing or wrinkling' by the needle feed points. The looper r is used when
the machine is worked with two threads, and the looper v when ope-

rated with one thread.

The inventors say : We do not claim a single or double loop stitch,

as that is well known ; neither do we claim a needle feed, as this has
already been used ; neither do we claim the slide cam o and slot 11 in

themselves, as these have before been used ; and we are well aware
that diverging grooves have been used for stretching the cloth width-

ways in shearing and similar machinery ; but we are not aware that

the press bar has ever before been grooved in the manner shown, to

prevent the needle puckering the cloth as it is fed along in the manner
shown.
What we claim is forming the face of the press bar next the material

to be sewed^ with diverging grooves to keep the cloth stretched width-

ways and prevent puckering under the operation of the needle, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes specified.

Also the looper (r or v) formed with the notch 13, into which the

needle enters to insure the taking of a loop, when the said looper is

combined with the slide o and slot 11, or their equivalents, for giving

the necessary sideways motion for the purposes and substantially as

specified.

No. 17,366.

—

Solomon B. Ellithorp, of New York, N. Y.

—

Im-
provement in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—By
revolving cam-wheel B, the needle C and its thread are forced through
the cloth on table L ; and the point of the needle coming in contact

with slide H, the latter actuates lever I and loop former J, which
catches the thread carried through the cloth, and forms it into a loop

over the point of the bobbin M, through the action of spring-catch N,
the bobbin M being alternately retained and released by the two arms
of the magnet K, as the thread is drawn between the bobbin and the
magnet.

Claim.—The attachment of the primary moving power to give

motion to the needle in direct communication with the needle stock,

and in vertical line with the needle.

No. 17,400.

—

Thomas S. Welt^, of Utica, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Sewing Machines.— Patent dated May 26, 1857.— This invention

relates to that class of sewing machines in which the sewing is

effected by a needle with a point at each end passing entirely through
the cloth to be sewed^ from opposite sides alternately. The pro-

truding portion of the finger I is caused by the rotation of the wheel
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witli tlie shaft E to pass between the point of the needle and the

table A, at the precise moment when the needle has been withdrawn
to the greatest distance from the cloth on the under side, and catching

hold of the thread forms a loop in it, and by its continued revolution

draws it through the cloth, doubling it and winding it upon the

periphery of the wheel till the stitch is drawn tight, when the drag

of the thread on the finger I overcomes the force of the spring p, and
allows the finger to fall back far enough for it to slip ofi"^ as repre-

sented in dotted lines in fig. 2.

The inventor says : I do not claim the invention of a two-pointed

needle with an eye in the centre, nor a two-pointed needle with a slit

or fissure to receive and pinch the thread. Nor do I claim the

employment of a revolving finger for the purpose of drawing the

thread through the cloth, or any other device described in the specifi-

cations of Hezekiah B. Smith or J. J. Greenough. But I claims first,

the employment of a wheel o, to carry the finger L, and take up the

slack of the thread on its periphery as it is drawn through the cloth

in tightening a stitch, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

Second, enclosing the wheel o within a case K, substantially in the

manner described, to prevent the thread slipping off the wheel, and
to guide the slack while it is being drawn through the cloth in the

production of the successive stitches as set forth.

No. 17,427.

—

JamesE. A. Gibbs, of Mill Point, Ya.

—

Improvement
in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The needle arm
N is pivoted at j9, and receives a vibratory reciprocating up and down-
ward motion by a guide wheel W, in the eccentric groove of which the

tail of the needle arm plays. The shaft S, which is attached to the

centre of the disk C, has a rotary motion imparted to it together with
its hook H, which is attached to the front end thereof.

When the needle arm has reached its lowest point of stroke, the

hook H is just facing the loop which the needle has brought through
the cloth ; and when the needle next rises, the loop is loosened and
opens at the same moment that the hook advances and penetrates the

loop as represented in figure 2; the loop now slips off the hook and is

caused to lodge in the angular recess r ; the loop is then twisted by
the spur or cast off x, which is so arranged in relation to the hook
and angular recess r, that the loop is spread for the hook nose to pass

through on taking a fresh loop from the needle. At this moment the

hook has two loops engaged ; the fresh loop at the nose and the pre-

ceeding loop which now bears against the convex part of the hook
figure 2. The next motion of the hook will allow this latter loop to

slip off entirely from the hook, as shown in figure 3, and is drawn
tight by drawing open the new loop. This series of operations is re-

peated at every revolution of the hook.

Claim.—The revolving hook described, constructed and arranged
in relation to and operating in connexion with the needle, as set forth.

Also, when sewing with a single thread, interlacing or twisting the

threads of the loop after passing the cloth to be sewed, and before

taking a fresh loop, substantially in the manner and for the purpose
specified.
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No. 17,508.

—

Daniel Harris, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Sewing Machines.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—When tlie needle with
its thread o, after having completed its downward motion_, commences
to rise, the beak point a is caused to enter between the thread and
needle before the thread has any chance to twist. The thread, as the

beak advances by the motion of arm 0, is laid partially around the
beak, and is drawn over thread catch x ; and when the plate projection

p is brought against the end of spring A, the beak spreads the opening
between the two portions of thread, and the needle on its descent

passes through the opening. When the needle in its next descent has
penetrated the cloth and its point has just entered the loop, then the

front of bar C begins to rock back, causing the spring h instantly to

depress the plate 5, so as to slacken the thread, which release allows

the needle in its further descent to ,draw its thread in part from the

slack of the preceding loop.

Claim.—The mechanism for forming and interlooping the stitches,

consisting of the beak a, the catch x, the plate h and its projection k,

the spring A, and the needle^ when constructed, arranged, and operated

together in the manner as set forth.

No. 17,571.

—

Daniel Harris, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Sewing llachines.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—As the crank shaft

G is rotated, a vibrating motion is imparted to lever E and connect-

ing rod o, and the sliding plate m is vibrated in its ways i Jc, resting

upon plate ^. When the plate m begins to move forward, the pin n
is in the front part of the oblique slot of the plate m ; and as said

plate moves forward, it causes the pin n and looper rod c to move for-

ward until the point of the looper reaches its most outward position.

The plate m, as it continues to move against pin n^ causes the looper

rod c to turn on its bearings until stud q strikes against bed^, and to

stop the rotary motion. As the plate next moves back, projection r

strikes against stud q and rotates the looper, so that the pin n shall

again enter the rear part of the slot. The effect of these movements
is, that when the needle B and its thread are upon their downward
course and the point of the needle has just penetrated the cloth, the

looper is at its most forward position, as seen in fig. 6, its nose y
being advanced past the path of the needle, its loop spreader t hold-

ing the loop of thread open in said path, and the slot s also in said

path. As soon as the needle has penetrated the cloth, it enters the

loop spread out under it ; and as it continues, the loop rod rotates until

the spreader t is turned at right angles to the table, when it is drawn
back horizontally through its bearings, the needle ascending until the

loop is fully pushed back. When thus pushed back, the nose of the

looper is just against the side of the needle and in rear of the thread

on the back of the needle ; and as the needle begins to rise, the thread

slacks, and the nose moves forward between the thread and the needle
;

and as the point of the needle rises from under the table, the spreader,

having the thread cast over it^ rotates and spreads the thread ready
for the next descent.
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The inventor says :
'^ I am aware tliat a looper or liook has been

before made and used for effecting the same purpose as my looper,

namely, to take the loop from the side of the needle and lay it open
under the point thereof, by having reciprocating horizontal and
rotary movements imparted to it. I therefore do not claim these

peculiar movements of a looper.

Neither do I claim moving a hooked needle vertically through a

fixed bearing up through a feed bar, to take the thread from the cloth,

as my looping apparatus is not for such purpose.

I claim the arrangement of the mechanism described for operating

the reciprocating looper, and giving its rotation or partial rotation,

for the purposes set forth ; that is to say

—

I claim the combination of the inclined slot plate m, the pin n, and
the stud g, or their equivalents, they operating as above described to

produce the proper movements of the looper.

No. 17,717.

—

WilliamSage, of Durham Centre, Conn., assignor to

Henry Sage, of Berlin, Conn,

—

Improvement in Sewing Machines.-—
Patent dated June 30, 1857.—The loop-former, consisting ofthe parts a

b, is operated by a cam on the driving shaft acting on lever L and slide

N ; and said cam is so formed that when the needle J is in the high-
est position, the loop-former will be in the position represented in the

engraving. This is attained by the incline on part a, figure 3, of the

loop-former striking pin g, which, as the former advances and the

needle rises, forces the point of the loop-former upward to relieve the

loop as the needle approaches its highest position ; at the same time the

heel of the jaw strikes the pin h, which opens the point of the loop

to allow the needle in its descent to enter the loop. As the needle

completes its descent, the loop-former is drawn back and releases the

loop. As the needle commences to rise, the position of plate Jc

insures such a position of the loop that the loop-former will enter and
secure it as it returns against the plate. As soon as the point of the
needle J rises above the loop-former, the spring M is caused to press

the loop-former up against plate k, and to push it away from the needle;

and at the same time the points of the loop-former are raided and
spread to open the loop by the pins g and h, the raising of the points

of the loop-former allowing them to spread and open the loop without
strain upon the thread. These parts remain in this position till the
needle descends into the loop, when the points of the loop-former
descend and retire, and the plate Jc returns to the needle, as before

described.

Claim.—1st. Combining the spring top plate with the needle and
loop-former, as described, for the purpose set forth.

2d. Giving the point of the loop-former an upward motion as the
needle rises, and the point of the loop-former expands to form the loop,

substantially as described and for the purpose stated.

3d. The construction of the loop-former and its arrangement in con-

nexion with the trip h and slide N, by which it is made to open to

spread the loop for the reception of the needle^ and close to. enter the
next loop, as set forth.

36
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No. 17,679.

—

Elias Howe, jr, of Cambridge, Mass., and William
E. Bliss, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in Sewing Machines.—Patent
dated June 30, 1857.—The needle E is first inserted and retracted

sufficiently to open the loop ; the shuttle T is then advanced suffi-

ciently to insert the point c thereof into the loop, and for the finger

y to enter the groove e in the shuttle. The needle is then withdrawn
to the surface, and the shuttle is thrust forward through the loop, en-
larging it sufficiently to permit its passage by drawing through the
needle thread; the shuttle thread is then held, and the stitch is drawn
up by the retraction of the needle arm D^ in the usual manner.

Claim,—1st. In connexion with the mode of forming a seam by
means of two threads, as described, we claim the seizing and holding
of the loop of the needle thread after it is inserted, by means of the
point c of the shuttle and finger V, or their equivalent, and the with-
drawing of the needle from the material to be sewed before the shuttle

thread is passed through the loop, substantially in the manner and
for the purpose described.

2d. We claim, the combining and arranging of the mechanism
which works the shuttle thread and the baster H, or its equivalent, with
the standard 0, and in connexion therewith so arranging the mechan-
ism which works the needle thread as that they shall co-operate and
form the seam when the standard is inserted in objects of a tubular

form, as described.

No. 17,744.—E. T. Lathbury, of Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Sewing Machines.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—When the needle has

been protruded through the cloth and retracted a little to slacken the
thread on one side of the needle to commence the formation of the loop,

the looper, by the movement of lever K, is caused to advance and pass

between the needle and the slack' thread with the shorter finger i, next
the needle ; and as the needle is withdrawn from the cloth, the loop is

left extended on the outside of the looper, which moves onward so far,

that when the needle is withdrawn upward from the side of it, a lateral

movement of the looper will bring the open space between the two
needle-pointed fingers i and h directly under the needle with the loop

extended around them; so that the needle in its next passage through
thB cloth will pass between the two fingers of the looper, and the loop

being extended in an open condition around them, the needle cannot
fail to pass through it.

The inventor says : I do not claim the employment of a looper with
two fingers, or a thumb and finger, as described in the patents of W.
H. Johnson and L. Jennings, which fingers, or thumb and finger,

operate differently to the fingers of my looper to produce a different

stitch.

But I claim the looper composed of two elastic pointed fingers h i,

and operating in combination with the needle, so that the needle passes

through the looper while the loop is extended upon it, and then escapes

from it by opening its point as the looper is withdrawn from the loop,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.
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No. 18,000.

—

William C. Watson, of New York, N. Y., assignor to

Himself, George H. Wooster, and Ira W. Gregory, of the same place.

—

Improvement in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.

—

The engravings represent bottom views of the loop-forming apparatus.

In figure 1, the needle e is in its downward stroke; and as the needle

retreats the loop is formed, and cam x, at the same moment striking

roller a\ moves hook h forward, which takes the loop up, as seen in

figure 2. The hook b and hold-fast c both retreat now ; the loop is

spread, so as to insure the passing through it of the needle e.

Claim.—The improved device for seizing the loop and holding and
properly presenting it for the passage of the needle, consisting of a

vibrating hook &, in combination with a gripper or hold-fast c, so

arranged and operated as alternately to close upon the loop after

being engaged by the hook to draw back the said loop, and to release

the same after the passage of the needle through, in the manner
described.

No. 18,071.

—

Henry Behn, of New York, N. Y., assignor to Him-
self and Thomas Sewell, of the same place.

—

Improvement in Sewing
Machines.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.—By turning crank A the

needle has a vertical vibrating motion imparted to it, and the cams c

and c^ are rotated, causing the loopers a and a^ to move towards and
from each other. When the needle is at the bottom of its stroke^ the

half looper a advances, so that its point passes between the thread and
the needle. The other half looper a^ now also approaches, and catches

hold of the thread immediately over the first looper, in like manner,
from the opposite side, and carries said thread also along with it. As
the needle now rises, the feed of the cloth takes place in the direction

of the arrow, (figure 3,) the loop is pulled along and spread for the

needle to pass through ; the needle then recedes, and another loop is

caught and spread.

Claim.—The specific looping device herein set forth, consisting of

two pointed bars—the one moving in a plane above the plane of motion
of the other, and operating in combination with the needle in such
manner that the loop is formed and held open by bending the thread

out of a straight line in opposite directions, as described.

No. 18,068.

—

William Wickbrsham, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.—The thread for

the sewing operations of this machine is contained in the shuttle G,
which is operated by lever F and cam J. The difi'erent stages of the

needle in making the stitch are represented in the engravings. The
needle passes through the cloth hooks into the stretched thread below the

cloth, (fig. 2,) draws up the loop, (fig. 3,) and passes the loop through
the cloth, (fig. 4,) while the shuttle passes into said loop, and through
the same, as represented in fig. 5, where the needle becomes disen-

gaged, and rises while the shuttle stretches the thread for the next
operation, thereby producing a stitch, represented in figs. 6 and 7.

Claim.—A fast stitch made by one thread, which is formed by
having the loop or double of the thread pass through from one side
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of the cloth, to the other, and hack again in another place to the first

side of said cloth, and around the same thread of which the loop is

formed by means of a shuttle, carrying said thread through said loop,

substantially as specified.

Second. I claim a thread guide, with a notch or opening e in one
side of it to receive the thread, and formed and arranged substantially

as described, so that the thread may pass into it when said thread is

to be guided into the eye or hook of the needle, and pass out of said

notch in the thread guide at other times.

Third. I claim the use of a double-hooked needle, as described, in

taking the thread both ways through the cloth—one way or up through
the cloth by means of one hook, and the other way or down through
the cloth by means of the other hook of the same needle, all substan-

tially as above described.

No. 18,069.

—

William WiCKERSHAM, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings and the description No. 18,068.

Claim.—First. The method of taking up the slack thread above the

cloth by means of the shuttle—that is, when the needle descends after

having taken the thread up through the cloth, and to its greatest

distance above said cloth, drawing down through the cloth the end of

the thread connected with the shuttle by means of the shuttle receding

from the needle as the needle descends, thereby preventing the lia-

bility of the thread's getting under the point of the needle, as said

needle passes down into the cloth, by thus keeping said thread straight

or nearly so, until said needle point is so near said cloth that there is

no further liability of the thread's passing under it.

Second. I claim the formation of a seam of one thread which cannot
be unravelled, of stitches, each of which is made by having the loop or

double of the thread passed through from one side to the other of the

cloth, and back again in another place to the first side of said cloth,

and a loop formed by means of a hook needle, and then by having the

game thread of which said loop is formed passed through said loop,

and the loop drawn up to the cloth around the thread thus passed

through it by means of the shuttle, as specified.

No. 18,0T2.

—

Samuel Larkin^ of Bridgeport, Conn., assignor to The
Wheeler & Wii^on Manufacturing Company, ofsame place.

—

Improve-

ment in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated August 25, 1857.—When a

spool of thread is to be applied to this apparatus, the thimble S is

withdrawn from the spool spindle e, the jaws c?/are separated, the

spool is inserted, and the thimble S is replaced. The tension of the

thread is adjusted by operating nut P.
The inventor says : I am aware that springs or spring frictional

brakes of various descriptions have been used to control the tension of

the thread in sewing machines, and therefore I do not claim the em-
^Tnent of a spring for such a purpose.

'"'> I claim any arrangement or combination of a spring and
" which operates upon a diferent principle from the com-

^ W me.
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But I claim a spring force as constructed, substantially as herein

set forth, in combination with a spool spindle, or equivalent means of

supporting the spool.

No. 18,102.

—

Orson 0. Phelps, of Rochester, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The nature

of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and
engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of a spring immediately
connected with the needle, or with the socket for holding the needle,

or any spring attachment for a similar purpose not directly attached

to the needle bar^ as seen in the patent of I. M. Singer and others.

But I claim constructing the needle bar of sewing machines with a

cap or helmet D on its top, and a spring h, or other elastic material

which is equivalent in its effect, as India rubber, air, &c., interposed

between the parts, for the purpose of giving a yielding bearing to the

thread, both in drawing in the stitch, and when the shuttle passes

the loop ; whereby a very fine thread may be used without breaking,

and a better seam produced, in consequence of the even tension of the

thread and gradual drawing in of the stitch, as described.

No. 18,285.—Edward A. Jenks and John Underwood, of Lowell,

^s.^^.—-Improvement in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated September
29, 185*7.—The frame and table, as well as the wheel A, and crooked
lever B, by which motion is communicated to the needle, may be of

any ordinary form. Upon the table rests the foot of a curved
sheath R, and within this sheath slides -a feed strip S, the end of

which also rests upon the table. The sheath has a fork shape at the

end so as to bestride the needle N, whilst the feed strip S has a slight

notch, which comes up to the needle when the strip moves forward, to

push the cloth along. This sheath is supported by the arm M, and
has two braces, T and U. As the lever B raises the needle, it also

carries upward the pin 0, until the latter strikes the screw P, which
is firmly connected with the feed-piece. The plate Q is also attached

to the feed-piece. The action of the pin is to force the screw

P upward, carrying the feed-piece S along the sheath, and thus
give motion to the cloth upon the table ; at the same time the

action of the pin tends to laise the sheath, so that the foot of the

sheath does not press upon the cloth. As the lever B carries the

needle downwards, the pressure against screw P is relieved, and the

pin C soon reaches the lower end of the slot in plate Q, and then
pulls the feed-piece back in the sheath ; at this moment, when the

feed-piece is being drawn back, there is an increased pressure on the

cloth, by the foot of the sheath, so as to hold the cloth more firmly.

The foot of the sheath is smooth, and the lower end of the feed-piece

is both smooth and blunt, so that no injury is done to the fabrics

whilst being sewed. Below the table is a pair of rolleis D D turn-

ing on pivots E E. The pivots E E are supported by adjustable slides.

The looper H (fig. 3) is attached to the back part of one of the rollers

so as to turn with the roller, which also carries in front a spring I.

This spring presses the lower end of the looper against the inclined

plane K.
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The inventors say : We are aware tliat a looper has heen moved hy
the action of the needle, but in a way entirely different from our in-

vention.

We disclaim the rigid guide and feed-piece, as employed in the pat-

ent of J. B. Woodruff, dated December 23, 1856 ; also the use of a
spring pressor for holding the cloth, as this device has been long in

use in sewing machines
We claim the arrangement of the spring feed-piece S, with its pres-

sure guide or sheath E, substantially as described, for the purpose set

forth.

2d. We also claim the rollers D D^ and looper H, as arranged and
operating in combination with the needle, for the purpose specified.

No. 18,371.

—

William C. Watson, of New York, N. Y., assignor

to Himself, George H. Wooster and Ira W. Gregorry, of same place.

Improvement in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.

—

The nature of this improvement consists in making a looper for single

thread or chain-stitching sewing machines, the object aimed at being
the obtaining of greater certainty of action with simplicity of parts.

The principle of this looper lies in the peculiar combination of two
hooks, one of which is stationary, the other movable, which latter is

called by the inventor ^'the loop-carrying hook," and which is to

catch and carry the loop to one side, where it is held open for the pas-

sage of the needle by the combined action of both hooks.

In the drawings ^g. 1, is a plan view of the device as seen from
beneath the bed, or table of the machine, and fig. 2 is the same, but
showing the looper in a different position.

Claim.—The inventor says : I claim the specified device set forth,

being the vibrating hook operating to catch, spread, and carry the loop

upon the stationary hook, where, by the action of the bolts, the said

loop will be held securely open in the path of the needle, when the

feed is given so as to insure certainty of action without extending the

loop more than is requisite for the passage of the needle through it.

No. 18,350.—WiLLFORD H. Nettleton and Charles Eaymond, of

Bristol, Conn.

—

Improvement in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated Oc-
tober 6, 1857.—The nature of this improvement consists in a peculiar

construction of feed-motion to move the material that is being sewed.

In the drawings, a is the metallic bed ; t the box containing the cam
d, which is set on the shaft 1 and revolved by means of a fly-wheel

and handle
; e is a bent lever set on the fulcrum x, and given a vibra-

ting motion by means of the cam acting on a stud or the short end
of said lever. In the operation of the machine, the clamp o is forced

down, the bed q yields, and, as the cloth and bed descend, the serrated

edges of the fingers r take the cloth, and, standing in an inclined po-

sition, give more or less feeding motion to the cloth, according to the

amount which the spring-bed q and the clamp o are pressed down by
the Iqvqvf and cam n.

The inventor claims the spring-bed plate g, in combination with the

pressure clamp o and inclined spring r, to feed the cloth substantially

as specified.
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No. 18 J359.—E. Harry Smth, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Seioing Machines.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understoood by an examination of the claim and
drawings.
The inventor says: I claim a cylindrical annular shuttle con-

structed as described, in combination with the driver, for holding

it in place and driving it around. And, in combination therewith, I

claim imparting to the needle and its thread a constant upward move-
ment while the shuttle passes through the loop, so as to lift the shut-

tle completely off its bearings, and thus avoid all friction of a sliding

shuttle, and the use of oil thereon.

I also claim, in combination with the above continuous movement_,

the two thread guides, as arranged and made to operate together with
respect to the endless movement and shot of the shuttle, essentially

in the manner set forth and represented, for the purpose of causing a
positive withdrawal of the loop from the shuttle at the moment the

latter has passed through it.

I father claim the employment of the smaller or auxiliary foot to

hold the cloth to the feeding teeth in their forward movement, and to

release the pressure therefrom when they return, substantially as set

forth.

Finally, I claim the use of a series of laterally reciprocating teeth,

to carry the cloth along in their forward movement, in combination
with a series of vertically acting teeth, to assist in holding the cloth

and counteract the retrograde tendency in the return of the feed, when
such teeth act independently of the foot to which they are attached.

No. 18,470.—T. J. W. Robertson, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
m,ent in Seiving Machines.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—This
improvement consists, first, in a new stitch called the ^^ double back-
stitch," which is made as follows : Pass a loop of thread through the

fabric to be sewed ; then pass through the fabric and through the first

loop (from the same side of the fabric as the first loop) another loop

from another thread ; when this is done, pass through the fabric

another loop from the first thread through its own first loop and the
loop of the second thread, and the stitch is made.
The second part of the invention consists in a machine for making

the foregoing described stitch, by means of two needles working at such
angles to each other that they cross beneath the table and work through
each other's loops.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly the employment of

two needles for the purpose of sewing cloth ; for thev are seen in the
patents of 0. Avery, October 19, 1852, to May 9, 1854.

I claim, first, forming a seam by passing a loop of thread through
the fabric to be sewed ; then passing through the fabric and through
the first loop a loop taken from another thread from the same side

of the material as the previous loop ; then passing through the fabric

another loop from the first thread through its own first loop and the
loop of the second thread, thus making a line of stitching which I call
^^ double-back stitching."

Second. The arrangement and combination of the needles i and j,

or their ec[uivalents, substantially as described.
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No. 18,511.

—

John W. Marsh, of Oxford, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Sewing Machines,—Patent dated October 27, 1857.—The operation of

this machine is for sewing a welt seam ; the slide A is drawn back and
the work placed thereon, the guard E being set, if used ; the end of

the work being held under the foot-piece M and the under pad H

;

the knife L being set the distance from the needle that it is wanted to

trim the work ; it works with the needle or awl, cutting or trimming
the work as fast as the slide is fed along.
The inventor says : I do not claim the use of a slide for a feed mo-

tion, irrespective of its form and accompaniments. But I claim first,

the combination of the slide A, provided with the slots C D, guard E,
and pad H, with the foot-piece M, with its guide N and slots, arranged
and operating substantially as described.

I also claim the combination of the slide A and foot-piece M with
the knife and needle-holder, as constructed and arranged for securing

and trimming the work while being sewed in its passage through the

machine.

No. 18^522.

—

Sylvester H. Eoper, of Koxbury, Mass.

—

Im.prove-

ment in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated October 27, 1857.—The en-

gravings and claim explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I claim, first, the feeding of the cloth alter-

nately in opposite directions, for the purposes specified, and in the

way described, or in any equivalent manner.
Second. 1 claim the use of the two plates e e, for the purpose of giv-

ing uniformity to the length of the stitches by preventing the wearing
of the lever g, as described.

Third. I do not claim the hook r, for the purpose of taking the

thread through the cloth, as has before been used ; but I claim the

yielding force of the hook r, which will allow said hook to remain
stationary if the thread does not readily pass through the cloth until

the needle is withdrawn, as described.

Fourth. I do not claim the double-hooked needle, or the use of it, in

taking the thread both ways through the cloth ; but I claim the com-
bination of the double-hooked needle and the hook r for the pi\rpose

specified, all substantially as described.

No. 18,566.—0. H. Andrus, of Goshen, N. Y.^ assignor to Squire

Lee, of Goshen, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Seiuing Machines.—Patent

dated November 3, 1857.—A is the principal feeding plate, and C the

lever to which it is attached, and through which it derives its reciprocat-

ing motion, a is a slot in the feeding plate A to receive the supplement-

ary feeding plate. B is the supplementary feeding plate fitted to rise

and fall easily within the slot a, and furnished with a projection h at

each end to prevent its dropping entirely through the slot a ; the sai^

projections, however, allowing its serrated lower surface to drop some
distance below the lower surface of A. This feeding plate B contains a

slot c, extending in a direction parallel with the feed movement for

the needle to work through, d d} are two springs attached to the

feeding plate A and its leg C, and pressing downward upon the plate B.

e is a guide from the spring d.
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The inventor says : I am aware that in the sewing machine of A.
B. Wilson, patented 1854, a tri-pronged spring pressure pad is em-
ployed. The central prong of this pad presses or holds the cloth

against the periphery of the feed wheel. I disclaim the spring pres-

sure pad, and also the holding of the cloth against the feed-wheel hy
a spring. In the device of said Wilson the pressure pad is station-

ary, the feeding of the cloth being accomplished by a serrated wheel.

I am also aware that in the device of E. H. Smith, 1857, the pres-

sure pad is slotted, and has a separate spring within the slot which
presses the cloth upon a horizontally moving dog. The cloth is fed

by said dog, which is below the table.

I do not claim the employment of two foot-pieces or feeding plates

in any other way than as described ; but I claim the employment of

a supplementary serrated feeding plate B, fitted within a slot in the

principal feeding plate, and provided with shoulders h 6, and being

controlled entirely by springs d d^, applied between it and the princi-

pal feeding plate, so as to operate as described.

No. 18,605.—E. Harry Smith, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Seiuing Machines.—Patent dated November 10, 185*7.—A small

cavity 1 is formed on one side of the centre of the shuttle a; into this

cavity a bobbin h is inserted, or a cap. On the same side of the shut-

tle, opposite the bobbin cavity, the shuttle is chamfered off, and a
small nose or hook 2 formed in its edge to catch the loop from the
needle. The centre of the shuttle is slightly raised so as to form a
small disk or button 3, which receives the loop of thread from the body
of the shuttle after the bobbin has passed through, and retains it until

the rotation of the shuttle releases it at the proper time_, which is done
by having one side cut away, as shown in the engravings.
The inventor says : I do not claim a shuttle from which the loop of

needle thread is drawn at every stitch, as shown in the patent of

Joseph Bond, jr., of May, 1855.

But I claim the discoidal shuttle, constructed as set forth, and made
to control the loop of needle thread, substantially in the manner
described and represented.

No. 18,639.—N. W. Harrington, of Jamestown, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Sewing Macldnes.—Patent dated November 17, 1857.—This
invention consists in a looper of novel construction, operating, in com-
bination with an eye- pointed needle, to sew what is known as the
'^ chain stitch" with a single thread. The claim and engraving will

further show the nature of the improvement.
Claim.—The looper, composed of three fingers s t w, arranged and

operating together, in combination with the needle, as described.

No. 18,732.

—

Joel Chase, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Sewing Machines.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—In this inven-
tion the cam wheel E is made with a waved or undulating rim to give
motion to the needle arm G. The needle arm is hung in a socket in

the rock shaft H, which is hung in bearings in the frame. This nee-

dle arm fits closely into the socket, and is kept from turning by frie-
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tion any further than it is compelled to turn by the arm 1, which is

attached to the lower end of the part which fits into the socket This
arm is restricted in its motion by the stop J, and may also be restricted

in its opposite motion by the lever K. It is also kept from moving
more than a proper distance by the stop L in the socket.

Claim.—The combination of the lever G, when hung on an axis in

the rock shaft, with the lever I, when the motion thereof is limited by
the stops in the manner set forth, for the purpose of imparting the
feed motion to the needle.

No. 18,793.

—

George Fetter, of Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to

Himself and Edward Jones, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Sewing Machines,—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—This invention

relates to that class of sewing machines which produces the double
lock stitch, and consists in a peculiar and simple mode of imparting a
feed movement to the pressure bar for the reciprocating movement of

the needle bar.

The inventor says : I do not claim exclusively imparting to the

pressure bar a lateral motion from the reciprocating motion of the

needle bar.

But I claim the needle bar H, with its adjustable lever L, in combi-
nation with the slide I and its projections n and j ; the whole being
arranged for joint operation substantially in the manner and for the

purpose set forth.

No. 18,817.

—

William H. Lazellb, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated December 8, 1857.-—Within
the ring E (within which this apparatus is set) the plate B is hinged
at right angles to the shaft. The hole in the plate is large, so that

the plate can vibrate without touching the shaft. Upon the face of

the plate are two knobs, or semi-cylindrical bosses G, which are made
smooth and rest against the face of the disk A.
The inventor says : I am well aware of the common use of the cam

movement for vibrating the needle arm of sewing machines ; I there-,

fore distinctly disclaim the use of a cam for operating the needle arm.
But I claim the disk B, to which the needle arm is rigidly attached,

provided with its bosses or friction surfaces G G, in combination with
ti plane-faced disk cam A, arranged and operating in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

No. 18,834.—W. 0. Watson, of New York, N. Y., assignor to Him-
self and George H. Wooster, of New York, N, Y.

—

Improvement in

Sewing Machines.-—Tsitent dated December 8, 1857.—-The claim and
engravings explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—First. The employment of a stationary needle combined in

such manner with a reciprocating table or cloth-holder, that the pro-

trusion of the needle through the cloth or material being sewed is

caused by the movement of the said material, as and for the purpose
set forth.

Second. Operating the looper by attaching it to a lever which is car-

ried by the reciprocating table or cloth-holder, and which derives mo-
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tion from the movement of the said table or cloth-holder through an off-

set on one of its edges, working in contact with the driving shaft, or its

equivalent, as described.

Third. The combination of the reciprocating table or cloth-holder,

the oscillating feed-plate M, the stationary bar N, and the spring g,

the whole operating as described, to produce the movement of the cloth

in the direction to produce the seam.

No. 18,823.

—

Charles Moore, of Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Sewing Machines.—Patent dated December 8, 1857.—In operating this

invention, when the cam wheel A is made to revolve, the cam will press

the roller B inwardly, thereby moving a series of levers N N M and
L, in the direction to move the looper back from the needle, and also

to expand the spiral spring T. As the looper is thus carried back
from the needle, by the acting of the cam upon the series of levers,

the lever I strikes the stop P- before the looper has passed its limit

backward, whereby the looper is turned so as to bring the tines of the

fork perpendicular to each other. At this point the cam moves off

from the roller, and then the spiral spring moves the looper in the

opposite direction, the tines of the fork in that position passing be-

tween the needle and thread. The lever I then strikes the stop P,
and causes the fork to make a quarter turn, and thereby carries the

thread for the loop ; so that when the needle is driven down through
the cloth, it passes iDehind the thread and between the tines of the fork,

thereby forming the loop. As the looper recedes, the needle serves to

slip the thread from the fork, and the stitch is perfected.

Claim.—The specific mechanism described for forming the loop,

namely : the fork G, crotch J, lever I^ and stops P and P^, arranged
and operating in combination in the manner and for the purpose
specified.

No. 18,880.

—

Henry Behn, of New York, N. Y., assignor to Him-
self and Teomas Sewell, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Sewing
Machines.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—This improved machine
consists of an apparatus for making a three-threaded stitch. In con-

structing it, on a proper j)latform or table of metal is affixed an up-
right standard with a horizontal arm extending out therefrom above,

and parallel with the table. At the end of the horizontal arm there

is a slide which works up and down in a vertical line, to the lower end
of which the needle a is attached, the needle being of ordinary form,
with the eye near the point ; at the right angle of this needle is placed
a thread- carrier 5, having a broad, flat spear-shaped point, in which
are two or more holes^ into which a thread passes from the spool c ;

this thread-carrier slides in guides below the table ; the spool is also

below that point. Opposite the thread-carriers will be seen a shuttle

c?, which runs in a race back and forth^ as in theordinary shuttle.

The inventor says : I claim, first, the combination of the needle a,

thread-carrier b, and shuttle d, constructed, arranged, and operating in

the manner and for the purposes described.

I also claim the method of operating the needle by means of the
bent arm i, on the vibrating shaft h, actuating the slide to which the
needle a is affixed.
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No. 18,915.

—

William H. Lazelle, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—The
claim and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of the revolving hook to

form the loop, that being found in the patent of James E. A. Gibbs,

June 2, 1857, to which this is an addition and improvement.
But I clai7n the addition to, or conjunction with, the revolving hook

of the point or piece A attached to the feeder, which meets the point

of the hook after it has caught the loop, and prevents the loop which
is formed from interfering with the next loop, or from being lost; the

whole made and operated as described.

No. 18,904.

—

George W. Hubbard, of West Meriden, Connecticut.

—

Improvement in Sewing Machines.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.

—

This improvement consists in the use of a forked needle c, (which has
one prong d longer than the other e,) which pushes the cotton through
the cloth, instead of pulling it through, producing what is known as

the chain-stitch seam. In this invention the feed takes place as the

needle completes its ascent, though not until the latter has been with-

drawn from the material j9; and the loop, which up to that time has
hung vertically below the material in the position in which the needle

left it, is drawn by the feed movement over the edge of the opening

g, and thus caused to be thrown up to a position nearly parallel with
the face of the material, so that the needle in its next descent may
pass through it, and carry through it the new loop.

Claim.—The forked needle, constructed and operating as described,

to enchain the loops on the opposite side of the cloth or other material

to that on which it enters.

No. 17,825.

—

Abm. Bartholf, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Feed-Motion for Sewing Machines,—Patent dated July 21, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the

claim and engravings.
Claim.—1st. Giving the necessary motion to the feeding wheel B,

substantially as described, through the agency of a collar E, or its

equivalent, which, by being turned in one direction around a central

shaft B fitted loosely in said wheel, is caused to move longitudinally

on the said ^haft toward the wheel, and thus clamp the wheel in one
direction parallel with the length of the shaft against the flanch b, or

its equivalent, fast on the shaft, and thus to carry with it both the
shaft and wheel in a circular direction, but which, on being turned
in the reverse direction, is caused to move in the reverse direction par-

allel with the shaft, and thus to liberate the shaft from the feed

wheel, and allow it to return without the said wheel.
2d. The attachment rigidly to the loose feed wheel shaft of a lever

b, or its equivalent, so operated by a cam G, or its equivalent, that

when the loose clamping collar E, or its equivalent, is allowed to

return, after having given motion to the shaft and feed wheel together

,

the shaft is temporarily prevented from returning with the clamping
collar, or equivalent ; and thus the friction between the wheel and the

fast flanch or projection against which the wheel has been clamped by
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the clamping collar, is made to aid in preventing the return of the

wheels with the loose clamping collar, or its equivalent, substantially

as set forth.

No. 16,429.

—

William B. Bishop, of Brooklyn, l^ew York.—im-
provement in Guides for Sewing 3Iachines.—Patent dated January 20,

ISST.—The goods are placed with the double edge in the groove i ;

the needle then passes down through the small hole li in the shoe or

pressure pad D, which is pressed down on the material by means of

spiral spring h on shaft E ; and as the cloth to be sewed will rest on
the feed apparatus, the goods will regularly progress in a straight

line with but little or no care from the operator.

The inventor says : I am aware of the patent of H. W. Dickinson,

of May 15, 1865, wherein are used grooves in the under or bottom
side of the pressure pad, for the purpose of stitching cords in work

;

and I therefore claim no part, device, or thing claimed by him.

I am also aware of the patent of John B. Nichols, January 30,

1835, for a binding attachment, which has a semi-elliptical groove,

through which the binding passes, to double it around goods pre-

paratory to sewing it thereon, and that said gauge is rendered ad-

justable ; and I therefore claim nothing patented to him.
I claim an elongated pressure bar, or foot, having therein a flat

groove to receive the edge of the centre or button-hole plait of shirt

bosoms ; and also a straight bearing surface, forming the under and

fuiding surface for the other seams or plaits of shirt bosoms, whereby
am enabled to stitch continuous straight seams in shirt bosoms at a

rapid speed, and perfectly straight, without any care or help from the

operator ; the whole being constructed, arranged, and operating as

set forth.

No. 16,586.

—

Addison Hull, of Brooklyn, New York.

—

Improve-
ment in Guides for Sewing Machines,—Patent dated February 10,

1857.—The guide, in connexion with the foot-piece, which confines

the cloth to the table, allows of its being easily adjusted at suitable

distances from the needle, and makes it self-adjusting to various

thicknesses of cloth while under operation.

The inventor says : I do not claim generally the attachment of the

guide to the foot-piece, which presses on the cloth during the sewing
operation.

I claim the attachment of the guide plate c to a spring bar E, or its

equivalent, which operates independently of the foot-piece A, holding
the cloth during the sewing operation, and is adjustable laterally to

the same ; and the connexion of the same by a vertically slotted con-

nexion d e, with a slotted sliding plate C working through the foot-

piece A, substantially as described, whereby the guide plate is made
adjustable and changeable, as set forth.

No. 17,255.

—

Charles F. Bosworth, of Petersham, Mass.—im-
proved Stitch for Sewing 31acMnes.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention will be understood by reference to the
claim and engravings.
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Claim.—Forming a stitch by passing a loop of thread taken from
the opposite side through it, through any material to be sewn, and
passing a loop of thread and fastening the last formed loop by passing
the body of the thread upon the same side entirely through the said

loop.

IN'o. 1*7,835.

—

Abraham Hoagland, of Jersey City, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Tension Apparatus for Sewing Machines.—Patent dated July
21, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by refer-

ence to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The use of two elastic wheels or rollers E E_, governed
by the saddle and thumb-screw I, between and around which the
thread is passed to give it any required tension in sewing with a ma-
chine constructed and operated substantially as described.

No. 17,272.

—

Benjamin Garvey, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Needles for Sewing.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The nature of
this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

graving.

The inventor says : I do not claim any peculiar process of making
such needles.

Neither do I claim an open-eyed needle, nor a needle with a spring
attached to any part of it.

But I claim a sewing needle having a self-closed eye, with a slit

leading outwardly, and made to terminate at a point more or less

remote from the eye, through which slit the thread may be forced into

the eye, in the manner and for the purposes substantially as described.

No. 18,807.

—

John Devlin, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Sewing Thimble.—Patent dated December 8, 1857.—A is a common
sewing thimble. B the ''guard," or ''fender." The guard, or fender,

consists of a piece of the same material of which the thimble is made,
soldered fast, in a radial longitudinal position, on to the outer side of

said thimble. It is made from about three-sixteenths to a quarter of

an inch wide at the middle, and rounded smoothly off at each end, so

as to prevent its catching against the thread or the material being

sewed. It has also its outer edge turned upwardly, or so constructed

as to form a boundary rim c around the upper side of the same, to

catch the eye end of the needle, in case the latter should not be caught
and held in the indentations d which are made in the upper side of

the guard for the purpose, when the needle accidentally slips over the

thimble proper.

Claim.—The application of a guard or fender to the outer side of a
sewing thimble, substantially as and for the purpose set forth and
described.

No. 17,334.—J. D. Minder, of Killingly, Conn.

—

Improvement in

Machinery for Dressing Sewing Thread, Warps, or Yams.—Patent
dated May 19, 1857.—The threads of yarn a coming from the sizing

box, pass between the two series of brushes H and ff, and are held

steady by passing over and under stationary rods d. The brushes, by
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the crank movement they receive from the wheels F and T, are made
to approach and recede from each other, each pair meeting upon the

threads which pass midway between them, brushing off the superfluous

size, and laying the fibres even.

The inventor says : I do not claim the employment of revolving

brushes for dressing sewing thread or yarn.

But I claim the employment for dressing sewing thread and yarns,

of a series of straight brushes arranged in pairs, and having a crank
motion towards and from each other, so that the several pairs engage
and move together along the thread or yarn, substantially as de-

scribed.

No. 16,734.

—

Lucius J. Knowles, of Warren, Mass.

—

Improvements
in Weavers' Shuttles.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—While the

shuttle is in motion over the race beam and its thread is unbroken, the

draught on such thread will maintain the tilting lever in a horizontal

position, so as to keep the cam forward, and cause it to operate the

protector. But should the thread become broken, the lever will be
relieved from the pressure of the thread, and will tilt so as to ofPer no
obstacle to the movement of the cam C into the recess E, into which
it will be pushed by the protector when driven against the same, and
therefore the loom will stop.

The inventor says : I am aware that a stop-motion or mechanism
has been applied to a shuttle and race beam of the lay of a loom, and
so as to operate in such manner^ in case of the breakage of the filling

thread of the bobbin of the shuttle, as to stop the motion of the shuttle

or arrest it in the race beam before it could enter the shuttle box next
to that part of the said stop-motion which was affixed to the race

beam. In this kind of stop-motion the shuttle, in being arrested in

its motion across the race^ is liable to be driven by the reed close into

the crossing of the warps. In case such should take place, injury to

the warps or loom may ensue. My stop-motion is of an entirely dif-

ferent kind, as it allows the shuttle to enter each shuttle box, and
when once in either box the loom will be stopped in case the filling

thread may have been broken during the passage of.the shuttle across

the race beam, and into such box.

I claim the combination of the tilting lever F, the inclined wires

Gr G, or the equivalent of the latter, and a spring cam C, or means
essentially the same as said spring cam^ whereby, in case of breakage
of the thread from the shuttle while the latter is in motion across the
race beam of the lay, the cam or contrivance to operate the protector

may be caused to so act with or against such protector, or its equiva-
lent, that it shall be made to produce stoppage of loom, as stated.

No. 16,463.

—

James S. Brown, of Pawtucket, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Speeders.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—By loosening the set

screws m, in disk D, the flanch J and cogged-wheel W are set free to

turn on shaft S, and the step C and spindles T descend by their own
weight, the racks r meshing in pinions P ; the spindles T, in descend-

ing, leave their bobbins on the upper frame, for the purpose of taking
off the rovings.
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Claim.—The device for dropping the spindle, arranged and operated

substantially as described, for the purpose of enabling the operator to

remove the full bobbins and insert the empty ones in their place.

No. 18,529.

—

Milton D. Whipple, of Charlestown, Mass., assignor

to Alfred B. Ely, of Newton, Mass.

—

Improvement in Machinery for
Spinning Flax and Hemp, &c.—Patent dated October 2*7", 1857.—The
object of this invention is to obtain a machine that can spin hemp^
flax, and similar fibrous material, directly from the hank, without the

necessity of first forming it into a sliver ; thus doing away with the
drawing rolls and much of the expensive part of the operation of

spinning, and substituting therefor a drawing movement that more
closely resembles that of hand spinning, and which allows the twist

given by the spindle to follow up close to the hank from which- the

fibres are drawn.
The engravings and claim will farther show the nature of this in-

vention.

Claim.—First. The device employed for regulating the amount of

fibre drawn from the hank by the size of the yarn, consisting essential-

ly of the lever a^ and screw or stop 5^, attached to the draw nipper

8, with its immediate connexions, and the hook disk z^, operating in

the manner substantially as set forth.

Second. The vibrating draught nippers, operating in the manner
substantially as set forth, whereby the twist is allowed to run up.

Third. The vibrating hank-holder U, constructed and operating

substantially as described.

Fourth. The inclined wires or teeth on the guide pulleys 0^ K^,

operating in the manner and for the purpose substantially as set

forth.

No. 16,657.—John N. Sawtell, of Lowell, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Manufacturing Spinning Flyers.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.

—

The inventor says : I do not claim the process of casting cast iron

around wrought iron, whether the wrought iron be or be not heated

when the molten cast iron is poured thereon, as such process is well

known.
Neither do I claim the constructing of the flyer of two difibrent

metals, without regard to how these two metals are united to each
other, as different metals are now used in the formation of many
articles.

I claim the manufacture of flyers, substantially in the manner des-

cribed—that is to say, casting on the polished arms E E, the neck or

nozzle F of metal, when the former are prepared by the application of

a proper composition, so as to render the adherence of the nozzle to

the arms secure, as set forth.

No. 18,029.

—

George Wright, of Grafton, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Self-Acting Mules for Spinning.—Patent dated August 18, 1857.^A
detailed description of this invention would take up too much space to be

given here.

Claim.—Giving a second draught to the yarn after the delivery of the
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ends has ceased, for the purpose and in the manner substantially as

set forth.

Second. Operating certain motions upon the carriage, such as brak-
ing up the spindles, backing off the yarns, and operating the upper
faller by the taking in scroll chain, as set forth.

Third. Running the drum band over a vibrating arm upon the

carriage, and clamping it thereto at intervals for the purpose of back-

ing off and winding up the yarn, as set forth.

Fourth. Hanging the stop which holds the carriage stationary

while the second twist is put into a spring, so that it may yield in

the manner described to prevent injury or breakage of the yarn, as set

forth.

Fifth. Varying the obtuseness of the cone upon different portions

of the cop by means of the block F, operating in the manner sub-

stantially as set forth.

No. 18,081.

—

Charles K. Bradford, of Lynn, Mass.

—

Improved
Macliine for Spooling Thread,—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—By
revolving the bobbin A, the thread x is caused to wind on it, the
thread-carrier g resting against the side of the helix coil of the thread

;

such helix coil, by its pressure against the carrier, will force or slide

it along laterally, so as to cause the thread to be drawn through the
carrier and be evenly laid over the bobbin.

The inventor says : I do not claim combining with mechanism for

rotating a spool or bobbin a mechanism for regulating the winding or

laying of the thread on such spool or bobbin.

But I claim the improved mode of regulating the winding of the
thread—that is, by causing the thread-carrier to rest directly against,

and be moved and guided in its movements by, the side of the helix

coil on the bobbin, as stated.

No. 18,391.—S. E. 'Davis, of Waterbury, Conn.

—

Improvement in

Twine Reels,—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—A represents a box,
having three standards a a 6 at each side ; B are two reels or spools,

the journals of which are fitted in the upper ends of standards a a ;

and the two spools are connected at one end by a belt or cord D, which
passes around pulleys E E attached or formed on the ends of the spools.

The spool B is shown filled with twine ; but the spool C is empty, and
has an end of a ball of twine F attached to it—said ball being within
the box A, and the twine passing through guides a*.

Claim.—The combination of the two spools B C, connected by the
cord or belt D and the box or receptacle A, arranged substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,177.

—

Thomas Thompson, of Niversville, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Machinery for Winding Wadding.—Patent dated April 28,

1857.—A detailed description of this invention would take up too

much space to be given here. The engraving represents the general
arrangement of the machine.

Claim.—The apparatus, substantially such as described, for remov-
ing the full roller and supplying or depositing the empty roller, or

37
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the equivalent thereof, for the purposes substantially set forth. Also,
the devices covered by the first claim, or their equivalents, in com-
bination with the rollers arranged to divide or break the wadding or

other material wrought, substantially as described.

No. 18,620.

—

Samuel Campbell, of Whitestown, N. Y., assignor to

John C. Whitin, of Northbridge, Mass.

—

Improvement in Machinery

for Dressing Warjos.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—The claim
and engravings show the nature of this invention.

Claim,—The method of dressing warps by means of brushes above
and below each section of yarn, said brushes being alternate in their

movement, and constructed to come in contact with and leave the

yarn gradually by the mechanism described, or any other substantially

the same.

No. 16,622.

—

William H. Watrous, of Brooklyn, N. T.

—

Improve-
ment in Wool-cleaning Machines.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—

D

is a cam rim secured to one end of the picker cylinder, and serves to

vibrate the wire-cloth apron E by means of guide-pin F, for the pur-

pose of working the dust therefrom. The object of the fan-blower M
discharging its blast at right angles to the line of motion of the picker

cylinder, is to blow off the dirt and motes from the wool. The motes
will work through the meshes of E, and by the blast of air will be
carried against the screen E, to be collected while the air and dust

escape.

The inventor says : I do not claim the picker cylinder, the fan-

blower, or the reciprocating screen, and the devices for operating the

same individually, as these have all been applied for analogous
purposes. But I cloAm the combination of the picker cylinder B,
reciprocating screen E, exhaust screen R, and fan-blower M, arranged
and operating in the manner and for the purposes specified.

No. 16,864.

—

Michael H. Simpson, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Machineryfor Combing Wool.—Patent dated March 17, 1857 ; ante-

dated September 17, 1856.—In operating with this machine, the wool
or fibrous material, as in the original machine of Coucilland, is spread

upon an endless apron B ; and, by means of the feed rollers and a
''^^licker in," it is taken from said apron and transferred to the main
cylinder A; and, during the revolutions of the same, the fibrous

material is subjected to the action of the workers and strippers,

situated above said card cylinders. Next, by means of the extra

dofi'er L and stripper M, it is removed from the main card cylinder

and laid upon the combing doffer I^ by which it is thrown upon and
amongst the teeth of the revolving comb N ; from the latter the longer

fibres are drawn by the rollers U V, and from thence, in the form of a
sliver, they pass through the condensing belt /, thence between the

rollers h i, and into the neck of the flyer, and are finally wound
upon the bobbin.

The inventor says : I claim the combination and arrangement of an
extra doffer L and stripper M, or equivalents therefor, with the

main card cylinder, the combing doffer I, and the combing belt N

;
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tlie whole being substantially in the manner and for the purpose as

specified. I also claim the described improved arrangement and con-

struction of the draught rollers U V, with respect to each other and the

combing belt N. I also claim making the wires of the fringe belt W
to extend below the table Z, and to run through a passage formed
between the part Z and the combing belt, or in the table, as specified.

I also claim combining with the curved plate R, when such is em-
ployed in connexion with the doffer I and the combing belt N, a
steam-heating chamber S, or other suitable means of heating such
plate, as set forth.

No. 17,244.—CuLLEN Whipple, of Providence, R. I.

—

Improvement
in Machinesfor Combing Wool,—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—The fibres

to be operated upon pass into the machine over an apron x to the teeth

on cylinder b, and the fibres are pressed between the teeth of said

cylinder by brush y, which revolv^es around shaft y^. The forward
ends of the fibres are then raised by brush k^ and seized by nippers u,

and carried forward after the first ends are cleaned by drawing them
through the teeth of the cylinder b; and when combed, the nippers u
open and leave the cleaned fibre to return for the next quantity. And
by this operation repeated, the continuous sliver is made, each quan-
tity taken being made to overlap the preceding ; and the fibres them-
selves are not removed from between the teeth on the cylinder from
the time they are fed in until they are perfectly combed.
The inventor says : I do not limit myself to the construction and

special arrangement of the parts, so long as the peculiar mode of

operation described is attained, and the fibres are retained between
the teeth of the surface b while being combed.
Nor do I claim the mechanical parts separately, or confine myself

to the details described.

I claim the combining machinery as described, whereby the fibres,

after being fed into or received amongst teeth, (set in a suitable sur-

face,) have their ends raised out from the teeth and held by nippers

while the ends are cleaned, the cleaned ends of the fibres being then
nipped and drawn among the teeth in order to clean the other ends,

and also to separate this quantity of fibres from the other fibres

amongst the teeth; the protruding ends are then deposited amidst the
teeth in such manner that they overlap the ends of the quantity of
fibres which have been just previously similarly treated, thus admit-
ing of the prepared or combed fibres being doffed or drawn off from
the teeth in a continuous sliver, as explained.

No. 18,564.

—

John Waterhouse, of Little Falls, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Machinesfor Burring Wool on the Pelt.—Patent dated November
3, 1857.—The nature of this invention relates to a machine for bur-
ring and cleaning wool on the pelts, by clamping said pelts between
feeding rollers and presenting them, thus held by the feed rollers, to

the action of a revolving cylinder, armed with teeth and beaters, so

arranged as to comb or straighten out the fibre whilst the beaters

knock off the burrs and other extraneous matter ; the pelt being held
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SO as to prevent all danger of being drawn into, torn 3 or injured by
the cylinder.

The inventor says : I claim, first, the combination of the feeding
apparatus, which holds and controls the pelt, with a cleaning cylinder

arranged, constructed, and operating substantially as set forth.

Second. I claim the combination of the rollers D E, one being
elastic and the other non-elastic, for holding and presenting the pelt

in a curved or bent form to the action of the cleaning cylinder_, as

described.

Third. I claim, in combination with the holding and presenting
rollers, the feeding rollers F F—one of said rollers F being elastic, and
the other non- elastic—as described and for the purpose set forth.

Fourth. I claim mounting one of the feed rolls F and one of the

holding and presenting rolls on the main frame, and their fellows

upon a travelling carriage, for the purpose of facilitating the introduc-

tion, turning, and removal of the pelt, as set forth.

No. 16,934.—LuciEN E. Pratt, of Soutb Kingston, K. I.

—

Improve-
ment in Preparing Yarn for Dyeing and Scouring.—Patent dated March
31, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by refer-

ence to the claim and engraving.

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of this or any other par-

ticular machine, for the purpose of forming the described muff or body
of the yarn, as the same might be done on a reel, by having a suitable

guide so constructed and arranged as to move a suitable distance along
the reel alternately, or other different devices might be used for pro-

ducing the same effect.

I do not claim winding a single thread in helices crossing one
another, as is done in the formation of cops or balls of sewing thread.

But I claim, in making muffs of thread or yarn to be dyed or other-

wise treated as described, my improvement consisting in winding a
series of threads, each separated from or at a distance from the other,

in one helix band around a cylinder or drum, and so that the coils of

each layer of such on the cylinder may cross those of the next layer,

substantially as described.

No. 17,379.

—

Christian Knauer, of Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Reels for Yarn or TJiread.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—The ma-
chine being secured to a table by means of clamps and set screw p,
the operator places the yarn over the wings n of the arms c in a loose

condition ; then, by holding the back plate B with his left hand and
turning plate A with his right hand, causes the guides d^ to turn the

arms c on their pivots m, and thus to expand them so as to tighten

the yarn^ the arms c being held in position by pivot h acting on
ratchet a^.

Claim.—The combination of the plates A and B, provided with the

ratchet a^ and pawl h, the curved arms c, and swivel guides d^, ar-

ranged and operating substantially as described, for the purpose spe-

cified.
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No. 18,461.

—

Samuel Cunliffe Lister, of Bradford, and James War-
burton, of Addingliam, England.

—

Improvement in the Manufacture of
Gotton Yarns.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—The engraving and
claim explain the nature of this invention.

The inventors say : We claim an improvement in the process of

manufacturing cotton yarn, the same consisting in wetting the cotton

roving previous to its being drawn, and in drawing and spinning it

while it is in a wet state, such being productive of advantages as

stated.

And we also claim, in the process of impregnating the roving with
water or liquid, and drawing and spinning it while wet, the employ-
ment of heated water or heating the water as explained, whereby ad-

vantages are gained as set forth.

No. 16,903.—GrEORGE S. Bradford, of Sandlake, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Manufacturing Yarns from 3Iixed Cotton and Wool.—Patent
dated March 31, 1857.—The evenly prepared cotton drawing I is

steadily drawn by rollers E F from a cam J through a guide K and
a condenser C, so in front of the doffer A, that as the wool is combed
from the doffer in the manner of making a side drawing, the cotton

drawing I is evenly covered with successive layers of wool, the fibres

of the cotton core remaining nearly or quite as straight as they were
before being covered.

The inventor says : I do not claim the mechanism employed for

covering a cotton drawing with wool.

But I claim carding, through the finisher as specified, the drawing
made by covering an evenly prepared cotton drawing with wool, as

described, thereby leaving most of the wool on the outside of the
finished roving, without carding the cotton through any wool carding
machine but the finisher, and hence leaving the staple of the cotton

straight in the finished rovings, as set forth.
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No. 16,879.

—

Philip O'Reilly, of Providence, R. I.

—

Improved Ap-
paratus for Making Nitric Acid.—Patent dated March 24, 1857.—

B

is the retort. D is a stopper, which is removed to change the retort.

A is the agitator, having attached to it a series of radiating arms a a,

C is a pipe which conveys the vapor from the first receiver T to the

condenser F. is a pipe which connects the two condensers. P R
is the purifier, consisting of a granite block P, hollowed out and hav-

ing a brick dome R erected upon it. H is a pipe leading from the

condenser F to the purifier. M is a pipe to convey steam or hot air

from a boiler or hot blast apparatus below the surface of the acid in

the purifier to blow up through the acid, to expel the nitrous fumes
and chlorine. W is a pipe to convey the nitrous fumes and chlorine

to a receiver and condenser Y.
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The inventor says : I claim purifying nitric acid in the manufacture
from chlorine and nitrous fumes, substantially in the manner set forth.

No. 1*7,830.

—

Lawkent Gamotis & Sabin Martin, of New Orleans,
La.

—

Improved Apparatusfor Making Acid Sulphate of Lime.—Patent
dated July 21, 1857.—The cistern h being filled with water to such
a height that the surface of the water reaches a few inches above the
lower edge of partitions i, a certain quantity of milk of lime is poured
through funnels g, and the retort, within the furnace J, is filled with
sulphur ; and as soon as said sulphur is ignited, the pump m is set in

motion, causing the sulphurous acid to pass through the milk of lime,

forming sulphite of lime.

Claim.—The process of making bi-sulphite of lime by means of fur-

nace J and cisterns h, h, h, k, operated as set forth.

1

No. 17,976.-

—

Alfred Monnier, of Camden, N. J.

—

Improvement in

the Manufacture of Sulphuric Acid.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.

—

Sulphuret of iron is pulverized and mixed thoroughly with from 33 to

75 per cent, of its weight of caustic soda ; to this mixture is added so

much water as to make the mass coherent and to mould it into blocks.

These blocks are burned in the same manner in which pure sulphur
is ordinarily burned, the sulphur of the pyrites being converted into

sulphurous acid, which, upon being combined with oxygen, is con-

verted into sulphuric acid.

Claim.—The process of preparing native metallic sulphurets, by
pulverizing them and mixing them with the substances as described,

in order to extract all or nearly all the sulphur from them, for the
purpose of making sulphuric acid.

No. 18,214.

—

George Thompson, of East Tarentum, Pa.

—

Improve-
ment in Boxes for Preserving Alkalies.—Patent dated September 15,
1857.—The caustic alkalies are put in a red-hot state into small sheet

iron cylindrical boxes, the bottoms and tops of which are secured to

the body by means of lap joints, which are made tight by the applica-

tion of an infusible cement, made by moistening fire clay with linseed

oil. .

Claim.—The use of metallic boxes, constructed as described, and
united with infusible cement, for the purpose of putting up the caustic

alkalies of soda and potassa in small quantities, as described.

No. 16,771.

—

Elie Mourier and Jules Francois Edward Yallent,
of Paris, France, assignors to Henry Migeon, of New York, N". Y.

—

Improvement in Fluxes for Treating Alloys.—Patent dated March 3,

1857.—The object of this improvement is to produce a dense, sonorous,

homogeneous, and brilliantly-colored metal. The composition is as

follows: 100 parts, by weighty of copper ; 17 of zinc ; 6 of magnesia;
3.60 of sal ammoniac ; 1.80 of quicklime; 9 of unpurified tartar.

The inventors say : We do not claim making an alloy of copper and
zinc or tin, as this is well known ; and we do not limit ourselves to the

precise proportions specified of non-metallic chemical substances used

with said metals during the process of refining, as said non-metallic
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substances may be slightly varied, according to the quality of metal

operated on, so long as substantially the same effect is produced on
the metal by the ingredients specified, or others having equivalent

properties.

We claim the employment, in combination, of the non-metallic sub-

stances, substantially as specified, or substances having equivalent

properties in the refining of copper and its alloys, whereby the essen-

tial* qualities specified are imparted to the copper or its alloy.

No. 18,201.

—

Adolph Hammer, of Reading, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Coolers for Breweries.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—The hot

wort is admitted to this cooler at the head g, and passes through the

channels between the partitions B, as indicated by the arrows, and es-

capes, when cooled^ through hole h.

Claim.—The application thereto of the moveable partitions B B,

rendered stationary in the manner substantially as described, and for

the purpose set forth.

No, 17,968.

—

Adolph Hammer, of Reading, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Brewers' Steam Boiling Apparatus.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.

—

The pipes, as represented in the engraving, are used in place of the
coiled tubes for heating the water in boilers; steam enters pipe B^,

passes through the pipes in the direction of the arrows, and escapes at

I. The pipes B can be turned from their horizontal position to a ver-

tical position, for the purpose of cleansing them, by turning them on
pipe B^ as fulcrum, which rests in suitable bearings M of the tub.

The inventor says : Disclaiming connecting a series of branch pipes

with and on to a main pipe, upon which said branch pipes may be
rotated in the manner described by A. Stillman in his patent of May
16, 1846,

I daim arranging the steam pipe in boiling apparatus in two or

more separate and distinct parts or series, in the manner substantially

as described, whereby either both or all parts or series of pipes may
be elevated by rotating the same upon axes of rotation at or near the

centre of the tub, for the purpose specified.

No. 18,220.

—

Adam Wood, of Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Brewers' Coolers.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim in the abstract, or separately

considered, the corrugated sheet metal bottoms, viewed only as a
means to compensate for the expansion and contraction of the metal

;

for this is a well known mode of obviating this difficulty, and is em-
ployed in metal plates for roofing and other purposes.

Neither do I claim the cooling of the liquor by means of cold water
tubes with which the liquor is brought in contact, irrespective of the
arrangement shown ; for such means have been previously employed.
But I claim constructing the coolers in two parts A B, corrugated

and placed in contact as shown, so that cold water or air passages ef
are found between said bottoms, and the bottoms allowed to expand
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and contract freely without injury, by whicli the bottom of the liquor

within the cooler may be cooled as quickly as the top, or the heat
rapidly absorbed from both surfaces, and the cooling of the whole
mass or quantity therefore greatly expedited.

No. 18,338.

—

Henet Hoffman, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Bronzing Liquids.—Patent dated October 6, 185*7.—The nature of

this invention consists of a fluid bronze composition formed by com-
bining metallic powder, known by the names of *' gilding" and
"bronze powder," with "collodion," which composition is capable of

being applied as a bronze liquid to surfaces of wood, iron, or any solid

material, for the purpose of coating the same for decoration and pre-

servation.

The inventor says : I do not claim to be the first inventor of bronz-

ing liquids, for I am aware that a compound for this purpose was
patented in England January 13^ 1844, by H. Bessemer ; that com-
pound, however, is expensive in its nature and difficult in its manu-
facture, having no ingredients analogous to mine, save the powdered
metal ; Bessemer' s compound required the employment of a size in

order to secure its proper application, but mine requires nothing of

the kind ; Bessemer's fluid also requires a long time for dryicg, but
my fluid becomes dry within a few minutes after its application.

I claim the fluid or liquid bronze composition described for the pur-

poses set forth.

No. 17,713.

—

Leonaed Weay, of London, England.

—

Improvement
in Defecating Cane Juice.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—This process

consists, first, in the cold defecation of the raw juice by means of lime,

cream of lime, or other suitable combination ot'lime, immediately fol-

lowed by filtration ; and secondly, in the treatment of the clear juice

resulting from this cold defecation, with infusion of nut galls, aided

by heat in suitable vessels and subsequent filtration.

The inventor says : These comprise the whole of my treatment,

and I submit that they constitute an entirely distinct and new process,

being one whereby excellent crystallized sugar has been, and can

always be, made from the plants I have before named ; and I there-

fore claim the process set lorth.

No. 18 J 381.

—

Moegan W. Beown, of Buffalo, N. Y.—Improvement
^n Frepari7igFatsfor Candle-3Iaking

.

—PatentdatedOctober 13, 1857.

—

The nature of this invention consists, 1st. In converting animal and
vegetable, fatty and oleaginous bodies into a soluble soap, preparatory

to and for the purpose of converting the same into candles.

2d. In the employment and use of the sulphate of soda in admix-
ture with soluble soap, and before its decomposition or change into

fatty acids, for the purpose of economy, and as an auxiliary to the

action of sulphuric acid in the succeeding degree in the process.

8d. In a decomposition or change of the soluble soap into the lib-

erated fatty acids, by the employment and use of dilute sulphuric acid

in admixture therewith.

4th. In the use of spirits of turpentine, camphene, or burning fluid^
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in admixture with the fatty acids while in a fluid state, before and
preparatory to the expression of the acid oil therefrom by pressure.

5th. In the employment and use of alcohol in admixture with the
stearic acid (in a liquid state), and after the stearic acid has been
separated from the oleic acid as aforesaid, by pressure, for the purpose
of purifying the same before it is moulded into candles.

The inventor says: I am aware that soluble soap for washing and
cleansing purposes is well known, and has long been used ; there-

fore I do not claim its manufacture, application, and use for any such
purpose.

I am also aware that insoluble lime soap has heretofore been used
in the manufacture of candles ; therefore I do not claim its manufac-
ture, application, or use for such purpose.

But I claim, first, the employment of a soluble soap as a base upon
which to work my process for converting the same into stearic acid

candles, substantially as set forth.

Second. I claim the application and use of the sulphate of soda and
its equivalent corresponding salts in admixture with soluble soap, be-

fore a decomposition or change of the soluble soap into fatty acids, for

the purpose and substantially as set forth.

Third. I claim the application and use of dilute sulphuric acid, or

its equivalent, in admixture with soluble or detergent soap, for the

purpose of decomposing or changing the soluble soap into fatty acids,

substantially as set forth.

Fourth. I claim the use of spirits of turpentine, camphene, or

burning fluid, in admixture with the fatty acids while in the liquid

state, before and preparatory to the expression of the oleic acid oil

therefrom by pressure, substantially as described.

No. 16,754.

—

Benjamin D. Sanders, of HoUiday's Cove, Ya. Im-
proved Mould Candle Machine,—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—Figure
2 represents the mode of centreing the wick by sliding forward the
notched plate C.

Claim.—Causing the wick centreing slide C to stretch and hold the

wick in the mould by its operation on the wick when bent over the

slide, and said bent portion of the wick having the drawn candle at-

tached or suspended to it in rear of the notched edge of the slide,

essentially as set forth.

No. 18,281.

—

Charles H. Hinckley, of Stonington, Conn.

—

Im-
jorovement in Coating Hose-Pipe.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.

—

The principle of this invention consists in a peculiar mode of ap-

plying a coating of vulcanized India rubber to the inside of a hose-

pipe lormed of fibrous materials. The pipe is prepared by having it

woven in shape from strong hemp cord, or twine, or other suitable

material ; to the outer surface of the pipe a thin coating of vulcanized

India rubber is applied by any of the known methods. The pipe is

then turned so as to bring the coating within, by using a copper or

brass pipe A cc a; rr of a size such as will just pass within the canvas
pipe, and of a length equal to the greatest length of the pipe to be
turned.
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The drawing is a vertical section, showing the position of the hose-
pipe during its transformation while passing on and through the metal
pipe.

The inventor says : I claim the process of constructing pipe of

textile and fihrous material, with an internal coating of vulcanized
India rubber, viz : First applying the India rubber coating on the

outside, and afterwards inverting the same by drawing it over and
through a metallic cylinder.

No. IT, 708.

—

James Thomson and William P. Wakelie, of New
Hartford, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Coloring Yarn in the Bobbin.—Patent
dated June 30, 1857.—The bobbins i h I are inserted within suitable

holes in the plates / li. The air is then exhausted from the vessel

in which the bobbins have been placed, by means of air-pump S T
;

and by then opening the faucets a the liquid dye rushes into the cham-
bers o, and up through the hollow skewers a b, (fig. 2,) and, following

the vacuum, it penetrates the yarn from inward, filling the boxes r and

g, passing into boxes m, and escaping through pipes u V into the re-

ceivers W X, from which the air has previously been exhausted.

The inventors say : We are aware that a vacuum has been used to

facilitate the admission of the dyeing material into the pores and
around the fibres in the dyeing of cloth. We do not, therefore, claim
the use of a vacuum for the purpose of dyeing generally.

We claim the use of a vacuum, in combination with our arrange-

ment of apparatus to render the same available in the dyeing of yarn
in the cop, bobbin, and the like, without first reeling it into hanks or

skeins, as described ; the whole apparatus being constructed and ope-

rating substantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,918.

—

Joseph W. Harmon, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improved
Composition for Floor-Cloths.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The
ingredients of this compound consist of eight pounds of residuum
from stills of candle factories, eight pounds of spirits of turpentine^

eight pounds of rosin oil, sixteen pounds of yellow ochre, sixteen

pounds of Venitian red, sixteen pounds of whiting, three pounds of oil

cake, one and a half pound of umber, three pounds of fresh slacked

lime, three-fourths of a pound of litharge, which are mixed and ground
together, when they are ready for use.

Claim.—The use of this compound, or the application of the same
to the making and manufacturing of floor-cloth carpets, substantially

as set forth.

No. 18,270.—John J. Bate, of Brooklyn, N. Y., and Francis S.

Low, of Jersey City, N. J.

—

Improvement in Compositions for Covering

Meats.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.—The materials of which
this composition is made, and the manner in which it is applied, are

thus described by the inventors : Thirty pounds of the common rosin

of commerce and two and a half pounds of beeswax are placed in a

kettle over a slow fire and melted. Two and a half quarts of shellac

varnish—formed by dissolving about two pounds of gum shellac in

a gallon of alcohol, without heat—is then poured into the melted

mixture ; after this, six pounds of pulverized soapstone is added to,
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and thoroughly mixed with, the other ingredients, by stirring them
about. When thoroughly mixed, as directed, the composition is ready
to be applied either by inserting the meat or other article—previously

coYered with cloth, paper, or other flexible material—into it, and with-

drawing the same with as much of the composition adhering to the

covering as it will retain, or by putting it on the article with a com-
mon paint brush, as may be desired, in view of the quantity or size

of the articles to be coated.

Claim.—The inventors do not claim broadly, as their invention, the

covering of meats and other articles with paper, cloth, or other flex-

ible material ; nor do they claim protecting such articles, after being
covered, by coating their covering with a composition to protect and
preserve them from injury by water, dampness, or vapor ; but what
they do claim as their invention, and desire to secure by letters patent,

is, the use of shellac varnish and beeswax, in combination with the

materials described, and in about the proportions named, for the pur-

pose of forming the composition as described.

No. 16,709.

—

Samuel Boorn, of Lowell, M.di^^,—Improvement in

Compositionsfor Shuttle Drivers.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—This
driver is composed of pieces of leather a, 6, c, of, e. These pieces,

before their attachment, are introduced into a composition of two
pounds of gum shellac, one pound of rosin, one-quarter of a pound
of isinglass, and two ounces of gum arable. These ingredients are

dissolved in alcohol and spirits of turpentine. This will give the

leather a certain strength and polish, and prevent the wearing of the

striker by the nose of the shuttle.

Claim.—The described composition to be used in the manufacture
of the striker of a shuttle driver, as described.

No. 18,199.

—

Edwin Gomez and William Mills, of New York, N.
Y.

—

Improvement in Safety-Fuse Compositions.—Patent dated Sep-
tember 15, 1857.—Equal parts of chlorate of potash, in fine powder,
and of ferroxyanide of lead, are mixed with alcohol to the consistency

of a paint, and applied with a fine brush to a strip of paper ; this is

then encased within a winding of fibro'. s material that will keep the
powder in place when dry^ and whic may be varnished to resist

moisture.

Claim.—The explosive compound for safety trains, fuses, and similar

purposes, formed of the ingredients, and substantially as specified.

No. 17,381.

—

John Leigh, of Manchester, England.

—

Improvement
in Sizing Compositions for Yarns, Paper, d:c.—Patent dated May 26,
1857.—This invention consists in the application of silicate of soda,

or silicate of potash, to the sizing, dressing, or stifiening, or otherwise
preparing yarns and woven fabrics ; said silicates may be prepared
by fusing together, in a suitable furnace, fine pure white silicious sand
with caustic soda, carbonate of soda, or carbonate of potash, which is

then dissolved by steam or hot water, and reduced to the proper con-

sistency, when it is ready for use.

Claim.—As my invention, or discovery, the sizing and dressing of
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yarns, woven goods, and paper, by means of the alkaline silicates, as

set forth.

No. 17,867.

—

Ira Carle, of Kingston Township, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Tanning Compositions.-—Fatent dated July 28, 1857.—The liquor

extracted from two cords and a half of hemlock or oak bark is put
into a vat containing fifty sides of hides; to this is then added three

pounds of nitric acid and twenty pounds of Glauber salts, so as to

impregnate the whole contents of the vat.

Claim.—The use of hemlock or oak bark, nitric acid^ and Glauber
salts, all to be used in one bath, for the purpose of tanning leather

from hides in a short space of time, as set forth.

No. 17,562.—A. K. Eaton, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved Depilat-

ing Compound for Hides.—Patent dated June 16^ 1857.—For depilat-

ing a pack of fifty sides of cow hides, or one hundred and thirty calf

skins, the following ingredients are to be used. Fifteen pounds of

soda ash and thirty pounds of caustic lime are stirred in ten gallons

of soft water ; to this is then added one pound of sulphuret of potas-

sium, dissolved in water. Of this mixture such a quantity is poured
into the vat as will give the liquor the required strength to operate

upon the hides.

Claim.—The depilating process described, consisting in the em-
ployment of the ingredients mentioned, in the manner set forth.

No. 17,392.—Louis S Robbins, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Fertilizing Compounds.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—Two parts

of greensand, which contains very little or no carbonate of lime, are

mixed and ground with one part of phosphate of lime ;
and when

thoroughly incorporated and pulverized, the mixture is ready for use

as a fertilizer.

The inventor says : I do not claim the separate use of superphos-
phate of lime or of greensand, but the new composition of matter
obtained by the intimate mixture of greensand and superphosphate
of lime in a finely pulverized form, for the purpose specified.

No. 17,709.

—

Carter Van Yleck, of Macomb, 111.

—

Improvement in

Resinous Compoundsfor Covering ^ams.-Patent dated June 30, 1857.-

This composition consists of 40 parts of rosin, 5 parts of gutta-percha,

and 4 parts of tallow, or other oleaginous matter.

Clmm.—The described composition for covering hams and other

provisions, or other bodies, for the purpose of preserving them from
decay or decomposition, consisting of rosin, gutta-percha, and tallow,

in the proportions substantially as specified.

No. 17,586,

—

John C. Fr. Salomon, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Improve-

ment in Condensing Apparatus for Salt and Ceases.—yPatent dated June
16, 1857.—The operation of this apparatus, when connected with a

steam-engine, is as follows: The fan d being put in motion, the ex-

haust from the engine is injected into the receiver h^ 'at the opening

a, where it comes in contact with the refrigerating surfaces of the cor-
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rugated globe C and blast pipes c ; bere it is partially condensed, and
the liquid formed passes down through the tubes ^ into the receiver

Aj^, and the vaporous portion rises through tubes ^^ into receiver k^
y

where it is further condensed, and the liquid passes down to the tubes

i^ , to the receiver k^\ above this receiver ^% the blast is allowed to

escape into the air, and the uncondensed gas is forced through pipe e,

down to the bottom of the receiver ^% where its course is impeded by-

cup Ij and is directed upwards, the condensed portion passing through
diaphragm / and tubes h and i^, into receiver h^ ^ the gaseous por-

tion passing from receiver k^ , through tubes e^, into receiver k^' ^ the

water pipes c^ completing the work of condensation, and the liquid

there formed passes through tubes ^* and h into receiver k^ , where
the entire product of condensation is collected.

Claim.—The combination of a series of blast pipes c and free air or

water passages c^ with a succession of receivers k, arranged and
operating substantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,711.

—

John Walton, of Louisville, Ky.

—

Improvement for
Condensing Liquids in Gas Main Pipes.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.-
The gas passes from the main pipe B into the vessel A, which is

filled with alcohol ; and as the gas passes over the alcohol, the latter

absorbs the aqueous vapor with which the gas is charged, and the gas
then passes off through the service pipe C.

Claim.—The employment^ substantially as described, at any conve-
nient place or places in the gas pipes of one or more vessels or recep-

tacles containing alcohol or other hygrometric agent, for the purpose
specified.

No. 18,286.—William Johnston, of Brooklyn, (E. D.) N. Y.—Im-
provement in Cork Sole Stuff.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.—

•

This improvement is described by the inventor as follows : I construct

the cork cloth of cotton muslin, silk, leather, or other suitable material,

which material is stretched on a solid frame ; on the surface of the
material is laid a priming of boiled oil, over which I sift a quantity
of fine pulverized cork, and press it in with rollers before the oil is dry,

and allow it to remain some time to dry. I then apply another coat

of oil and sift another quantity of fine cork over it, which is pressed

in as before, repeating this process until I obtain the substance re-

quired. The pulverized cork is made by grinding solid cork in a burr
stone mill, or any other that will reduce it fine.

The claim is thus stated : I claim the making of cork cloth by the
aforesaid process for inside soles and lining of boots, shoes, and other

articles for which solid sheet cork has hitherto been applied, using for

that purpose the aforesaid materials, or others substantially the same,
to produce the same results.

No. 18,980.

—

James M. Legare, of Aiken, S. C.

—

Improvement in

Preparing Plastic Cottonfor Moulding Purposes.-YdiiQnt dated Decem-
ber 29, 1857.—The nature of this invention consists in rendering
cotton, lignine, or any fibrous material whatever soft and plastic,

capable of being worked up by hand without the use of moulds, and so
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converted into furniture of solid or open patterns and decorations of
buildings, and into fire and water proof roofing.

In manufacturing this article, steep, in a hot solution of caustic

alkali, the cotton or other fibrous product, until the lignine is in part

freed from gummy and other matters ; then wash in three or four

waters, and dry, avoiding the use of acids.

The solutions required may be kept separately or united in proper
proportions, as given below, and are thus composed

:

J lb. alum, dissolved in one gallon of water; 1 lb. sulph. of protox.

of iron, dissolved in one gallon of water
; J lb. of glue, dissolved in

one gallon of heated water ; 1 lb. glue and one pint of gypsum, dis-

solved in a gallon of water.

Claim.—The process of rendering cotton and other fibrous materials,

including lignines of all kinds, plastic, and capable of being worked
by hand or applied to roofing and other kindred uses, in the manner
and for the purposes set forth in the specification.

No. 17,974.

—

Nicolas Maey, aine, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improve-
ment in Silk Dyeing Machines.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—The
fabric to be dyed passes from roller A into the steam box B, where it

becomes slightly dampened by the steam; it then passes over the sur-

face of the three felt covered rollers D E F, which are revolving in

the dye, and transfer said dye to the fabric. From roller F, the

fabric passes into box L, where it is subjected to the action of steam,

which diffuses the color uniformly through the material, which is

finally wound upon roller N.
Claim.—The combination of the steam chambers B and L with the

friction surface of rollers D E and F, for preparing and dyeing the mate-
rial ; the whole being arranged and operating substantially as described.

No. 17,6.35.

—

Edward Pierce, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Enamelling Iron Pipes and HoUowware.—VsiiQni dated June 23,
1857.—The nature of this invention will be understood by reference

to the claim.

Claim.—The enamelling of the interior surfaces of pipes or cast iron

ware, by placing a vitrifiable compound on the core before the core is

inserted into the mould, in the manner and substantially as described.

No. 17,548.

—

Charles W. Atkeson, of Henderson, Ky.

—

Improve--

ment in Basin Evaporators.—-Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The salt

water is admitted into the boiler C through a pipe at the bottom or

top of said boiler, and is heated by the fire of furnace A, the heated
gases rising up the flue B and circulating through flues a. The enlarge-

ment D, at the top of the boiler, facilitates the evaporating process by
furnishing an enlarged surface, from which the steam may freely rise

and pass off into the heating tubes of the granulating vats.

The inventor says : I am aware that a series of horizontal tubes has
been combined with the flue of a vertical cylindrical steam boiler, and
therefore I do not claim said arrangement.
But I claim combining a series of horizontal heating tubes with a

vertical flue or chimney, when said flue or chimney is combined with
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an enclosing vertical casing, which has an enlargement at its upper
end, entirely above the uppermost of the said heating tubes, substan-

tially as set forth.

No. 18,216.

—

Charles B. Waering, of Poughkeepsie^, N. Y.

—

Im-
'provement in Illuminating Gas Apparatus.—Patent dated September

15, 1857.—The pipe B passes through the top A of the retort to the

bottom of the same, and is provided at its upper end with an eye-piece,

through which the attendant can observe the color and degree of heat

of the bottom of the retort ; the gas passes through pipe L ; M rises

through the water in box E, and passes down through pipe H Gr, thence

through the water in box I) and pipe H^ G^ into the gas-holder.

Claim, 1st. The eye piece and tube in combination, substantially

as described.

2d. The peculiar apparatus described for conveying the gas into

the gas-holder.

No. 16,544.

—

James Hansoe, of the Wandsworth Koad, England.

—

Gas Generating Apparatus.—Patent dated February 3, 1857 ; England,
March 21, 1854.—The vapors are generated in retorts C C, wherefrom
they rise through pipes D D into retort E, where they are exposed to

a high temperature to be converted into permanent gas. Dampers
L L L serve to regulate the heat of the several retorts. 1 1 are test-

pipes, with stop-cocks connected to the final exit pipe of the retort E,
for ascertaining whether the heat of the retort is of the proper degree
to convert the vapors into gas ; the test is the ignition and bright
burning of the gas on the application of a" light. J J are pipes for

testing the vapors in the retorts C C.

Claim.—The pipes I and J and the dampers L, as combined with
the retorts C and E, operating in the manner substantially as de-

scribed, for the purpose of readily ascertaining and regulating the
progress of the operation of gas making, as set forth.

No. 16,830.

—

Alonzo M. G-iles, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improved Gas
Generator.—Patent dated March 17, 1857.—In the engravings at E the
retort is closed and separated from the mouth-piece C by a tight-fitting

door, through which there are openings g corresponding to the
extremities of the conduits D. By means of this door all passage
from the gas and vapors from the retort to the mouth-piece is shut off,

except through the conduits D, and the heat of the retort is rendered
much more intense and uniform. This door is attached to the ordinary
door F by means of rod h, the two being removed and replaced
together. The gas formed at the rear end of the retort enters the
conduits D at the point/, and any decomposed vapors and materials

that arise from the colder end of the retort are forced to pass first

into the hottest portion. Should any decomposed vapors remain
mixed with the gas, they will be still more perfectly reduced during
their passage through the conduits D.

Claim.—The inner door E, operating in the manner substantially

as described, whereby the heat of the retort is rendered much more
intense and uniform, as set forth. Second, the pipes D, in combina-
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tion v/itli the inner door E, arranged and operating in the manner
substantially as set forth.

No. 17,309.

—

James A. Bruce, of Baltimore, Md., assignor to the

Maryland Portable Gas Company, of same place.

—

Improvement in

Gas Generators.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The oil from which
the gas is to he generated is allowed to pass into the retort A, through
pipe S ; after the retort has been heated to a bright cherry-red heat,

the oil is instantly converted into gas, which passes up through the
perforated, plate H and the purifying material G, by the angular
pipe E, to the condenser B, and thence to the receiver. When the

oil has thus run for some hours, the packing, the plate H, and the

bottom of the retort become gummed by the impurities of the oil

;

and to remove these without letting the retort cool off, the flow of oil

is turned, the stop-cock in the pipe F is opened, and the gas is allowed
to pass off through the smoke-pipe c. By now opening valve a, and
applying a match thereto, the gas in the smoke-pipe F burns off, the

air being admitted by removing plug h of the retort A ; the flame

from above now descends into the retort, and burns off all the

impurities which have collected therein.

The inventor says : I claim the new gas retort with smoke attach-

ment, by which atmospheric air is admitted at the bottom to clean

the retort and purifying material by combustion, substantially as set

forth and represented. I do not intend to limit my claim to this or

any particular form of retort.

No. 17,599.—Ezra W. Whitehead and James L. Conklin, of

Newark, N. J.

—

Improvement in Gas Generators.—Patent dated June
16, 1857.—Tbe material being placed in bucket /, the bucket is

placed in the retort resting on the flanch d ; and when the gas begins

to form, it passes in the direction of the arrows into flue 6, a, 5^, and
escapes through pipe h to the condenser and washer.

Claim.—The construction and arrangement of the retort, as de-

scribed, having two flues on opposite sides for strengthening the

same, and leaving a larger portion of the walls of the retort for the

direct action of the fire, in the manner and for the purposes specified.

' No. 17,614.

—

Napoleon Aubin, of Albany, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Gas Generators.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—The operation of this

charger is as follows : The gas-making materials in the cavity of the
charger F, being exposed to the heat of the retort A, soon evolve
hydro-carbon vapors, which, by their own pressure, pass down through
the aperture k, and, coming in contact with the bottom of the retort,

are there transformed into gas, which, by its sudden expansion, raises

the charger F, which, by falling again into its position, expels the gas

from the space in which it was generated ; and thus a continuous

oscillating motion of the charger F and cover B is produced, which
forces the hydro-carbon vapors to come in contact with the red-hot

bottom of the retort, and at the same time prevents the newly
generated gas from remaining exposed to the red heat of the retort.

The inventor says : I do not claim the mixing of materials for
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fiiaking gas, nor the introduction of gas-making materials into a
retort by means of a charger, nor the described method of closing the

retort, nor the introduction of highly heated steam into the retort;

for such devices have been either known, used, or patented before. I

claim the use of a charger arranged and operated substantially as set

forth.

No. 17,704.

—

John W. Smith, of Washington, D. C.

—

Improvement
in Gas Generators.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—The gas formed by
the decomposition of the oil rises in the several compartments formed
by the partitions F, and passes to the receiver, forming currents

which unite and divide alternately; and the arrangement of the

openings i retards the currents and purifies the gas in its passage to the

receiver, by causing the impurities to settle upon the retort and sides

of the partition.

Claim.—The combination of the retort B with the partitions F,
when the said partitions are furnished with openings ^, arranged in

such a manner that the oil or other fatty matter, and the gas pro-

duced by its decomposition, shall flow through the retort in currents

crossing each other, and alternately dividing and uniting in the

manner described, and for the purpose specified.

No. 17,981.

—

Allan Pollock, of Washington, D. C.

—

Improvement
in Gas Generators.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—When the appa-
ratus is in operation, the gas passes through the vent-holes j into the
spaces h and gas-chamber i, the lid I extending down to or near the
top of said vent-holes ; by this arrangement the gas finds an exit

from the middle of the retort, and none but the pure and well
distilled gas is drawn off, leaving the cruder portion for further

distillation.

Claim.—First, the peculiar form and arrangement of the retort

with the grooves for the passage of the gas from the vent holes of the
canister to the gas chamber. Second, the canister, with the vent
holes above described, by which I take the gas from the centre of the
canister, the lid extending down to or near the top of said vent holes.

No. 18,184.

—

John Butler, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Gas Generators.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—A stream of
carbon-hydrous material flows through tube E, which, falling directly

upon the red hot fused metal F, is converted into gas, which, passing
through the charcoal contained in basket C, receives a second heat
while thus detained by the charcoal ; from thence the gas passes
directly to the pnrifler.

The inventor says : I am aware that a patent has been granted
for the use of fused metals, by passing the products of the distillation

of coal and other substances yielding carburetted hydrogen (gas)

through said metals. I therefore disclaim the use of fused metals,

fusible at a low state of temperature, for the purpose of passing the
products of the destructive distillation of coal and other substances
through said metals.

38
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Nor do I claim said metals for bringing distilled carbon-hydrons
vapors m immediate contact with the surface of the same.
Nor do I claim fused metal for the purpose of floating the carbona-

ceous matter usually deposited in retorts.

I claim generating illuminating gas'in a retort over the surface of
melted lead, or other fusible metal, in the manner set forth.

No. 18,414.

—

Salmon SKmNER, of Yonkers, N. Y.-rImprovement in
Gas Generators.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.-—In the drawings,
letters c c represent a basket or frame-work of iron, for the limestone
or other matter ; so that the cover may be removed and replaced with-
out disturbance to the substances contained therein, and used to keep
the upper chamber cool. Letters d d represent the siphon pipe, for

introducing oil or any other substance for generating gas. Letters

h h represent the pipe for the escape of the gas from the retort to the
condenser or gasometer.

The inventor says : I claim making the upper part of my retort

dome-shaped, or any equivalent shape that will radiate its own heat;
and in combination with such a retort, the interior protecting vessel

c c and contents, or their equivalents, for the purpose of preventing
the upper chamber of the retort from becoming unduly heated, thereby
shielding the gas generated in the lower portion from decomposition
before it can escape to the gasometer.

No. 17,5*74.

—

Augustus A. Hayes, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement
in the Construction of Gas Generators.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.

—

As the coal in the retort B becomes heated, the gas is generated and
passes through the passage a into conduit A, and thence into stand
pipe C. By passing off the gas through small eduction pipes which
prevent a ready exitj the usual products of distillation do not form in

the vessels, but instead thereof nearly pure gaseous matter and aque-
ous vapor cha^rged with vapors of ammoniacal salts are produced. The
conduit can be varied in size to make the retort adaptable to the de-

composition of different kinds of coal by inserting a rod into the con-

duit A, by which its size is diminished.

Claim.—My improved gas retort, substantially as described and
represented, that is, with only one chamber and with a compression

conduit, arranged wholly or partially outside of the chamber of the

retort, and so as to pass directly into the stand pipe, and have an en-

trance or opening into its front end, to be closed either by the door of

the retort or by a separate small door, or its equivalent, as circum-

stances may require.

Also combining with the gas retort and its compression conduit a
means, substantially as described, for diminishing the internal area of

the passage of the gas through the conduit, in order to produce the

amount of compression of the vapors in the chamber which may be
required, according to the kind of coal or other material used ; the

retort by such means being adapted to the decomposition, in the man-
ner set forth, of any bituminous coal or other gas-producing material.

No. 17,435.—C. B. Loveless, of Syracuse, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Feeding Gas (rewera^or^.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—By opening
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or closing the valve Y, hy means of hand-wheel iv, the rosin in the

feeder H may he let into the retort R through pipe a, while the gas
rising through pipe b will exert such a pressure on the material in

feeder H as to force the rosin into the retort B, when the valve V is

opened.
The inventor says : I make no claim to cut-off valves hroadly.

But I claim
J
as an improvement in portable gas apparatus, the con-

nexion of feeder H with the retort R, by the arrangement of pipes a
and b, when combined with the cut-off valve V, the entire arrange-
ment operating substantially as set forth.

No. 18,109.

—

Warren A. Simonds, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement
in Portable Gas Generators.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The
pipes B and C having become sufficiently heated, a jet of oil is forced

through pipe L into pipeB, where it comes in contact with the heated
metal and is converted into an imperfectly formed gas or vapor

;

thence this vapor passes through half-turn D into pipe 0, where it is

still further heated and converted into gas, which passes off through,

pipe F and cork G to the purifier.

Claim.—The tubular retorts B and 0, of the form described,

operating in the manner substantially as set forth, for the manufacture
of oil gas.

No. 17,4 65.-^Charles F. Werner, New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Wood Gas Generators.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The wood
from which the gas is to be generated is placed in the retort B,
which is exposed to the heat of an oven A ; the gas passes through
pipe a into the cylinder 0, and, passing below the lower edge of the

partition C, escapes through pipe b to the condenser and purifier.

As the heat from the oven A passes as well outside as inside of the
retort B, the wood is decomposed equally in all parts of the retort.

Claim.—The arrangement of a movable boiler or retort B and cylin-

d?r 0, being combined in the manner and for the purpose as described.

No. 16,682.

—

Warren C. Choate and Charles N. Tyler, of Wash-
ington, D. C.

—

Improvement in combining Hydrogen and Wood Gas.—
Patent dated February 24, 1857.—This improvement consists in com-
mingling with the gaseous products of the wood, as it distils over from
the retort B^ a stream of hydrogen gas in a volume sufficient to dilute

or thin the gas to such a degree as to render it fit for illumination.

Claim.—Combining hydrogen gas with the gaseous products evolved

from the dry distillation of wood, in the manner substantially as and
for the purposes described.

No. 17,090.

—

James . Halsey, of Essex county, New Jersey.—

-

Improvement in Portable Ap-paratusfor Generating Illuminating Gas.—
Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The perforations I in the door of the

air chamber B admit a draft to said air chamber, and the gases whicli

may escape from the retort C, in process of filling said retort, are car-

ried off, through the perforation H, and pass out through the flue Z
;

thus no gas will entex the room where the apparatus is in operation.
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Claim.—Tlie air chamber B, constructed and operating as described

to allow both the retort to be charred while the fire is in operation,

and to carry off the gas that escapes from the retort, and prevent its

entering the room.

No. 16,591.

—

James Hansor, of the "Wandsworth Koad, England.—
Gas-making process.—Patent dated February 10, 1857 ; England,
April 21, 1856.—The inventor produces gas from the following com-
position : Peat, twelve parts by weight ; resin of commerce, twelve
parts; coal tar, eight parts; and resin oil, or other oleaginous matter,

sixteen parts.

Claim.—The treatment of the compound gas fuel made in the man-
ner described, and worked in the retort as set forth.

No. 18.648.

—

Thomas I. Pitt, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved Gas
Meter Indicator.—Patent dated November 17, 1857.—On the metal
plate B is inserted the axis 0, for the wheels A and A^ The wheel
A is the registering dial which shows the tens^ hundreds, and thou-

sands in cubic feet. To the drum of the meter is securely attached

the shaft I, working in proper bearings in the plates B and J ; on this

shaft there is an endless screw working in a pinion G on the shaft

D. This shaft has proper bearings at d d, framed in pieces projecting

sufficiently high to place the shaft in the proper position of the endless

screw E, which is secured thereon to work the wheels A and A^ At
one end of the shaft D there is placed a small registry wheel to indi-

cate the cubic feet of gas consumed.
Claim.—The employment of a rotary indicator, constructed and

operated substantially as described, and applied to gas meters to

register the consumption of gas, as set forth.

No. 16,922.

—

Hyam Jac(;b Hyajis, of Stanhope street, Hampstead
Koad, England.

—

Improvement in Dry Gas Meters.—Patent dated

March 31^ 1857.—The gas is admitted to the cavity r in the cir-

cular rotating valve m from the supply pipe and the centre space x.

The circular valve m is moved eccentrically, so as to uncover in rota-

tion the several apertures o, 5, &c., whereby the gas passes through
the valve from one part of the meter to another. The gas passes

down through the passage s into the chamber a^ of the meter, forcing

outwards the diaphragm h 5* (fig. 1) towards the chamber a^, thus

expelling the gas from the latter through the passage o, whence it

passes to the supply pipe of the burner. As the diaphragms h and 6*

are operated by the pressure of the gas, motion is transmitted by
means of the links e f and lever g to the vertical shaft li, which
motion is transmitted by means of crank i, pitman j, and crank ^, to

shaft I, which operates the circular valve by means of eccentric Z*.

The inventor says : I do not intend to confine myself to the exact

form and arrangement of parts shown and described, as they may be

varied without departing from the nature and object of my invention.

But I claim connecting together the rigid parts of the movable
diaphragms, substantially as specified, in order that they may act to-

gether, as described.
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I also claim the construction and arrangement of the rotating circu-

lar valve, as shown.

No. 1T,936.— 0. S. Lawsox and A. A. Starr, of New York, N.Y.—
Im2yroved Stop-cock Gas Regulator.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.

—

The gas enters the cock F through pipe D, and the conical plug h

is caused to revolve with a certain velocity, and the gas enters the

conical groove F, and escapes through the passages e e^ into pipe D^

;

and the amount of gas to be burned is in proportion to the number of

revolutions which the plug h makes in a given time.

Claim,—The cock F, with conical plug 6, on which is cone-shaped
groove / extending entirely around the same, in combination with the

mechanical devices arranged and operating as described, and for the

purpose of a portable gas apparatus for vessels, cars, &c.

No. 16,639.

—

John H. Cooper, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Gas Regulators.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.—In this regulator

the spring is preserved from the deteriorating effects of the gas.

The inventor says : I do not claim the combination of valve spring

and inverted cup ; with the upper and lower chambers, the same
having been in use for years.

But I claim placing the spring p regulating the valve within the

latter, made hollow for the purpose, in order to prevent the contact

of the gas with the spring, in the manner and for the purpose sub-

stantially as specified.

No. 16,951.-—Charles J. Halsted and John Coeyman, of New York,
N. Y., assignors to Charles N. Decker, Francis Godine, and Charles
J. Halsted, of the same place.

—

Improved Gas Regulator.—Patent
dated March 31, 1857.—This gas regulator is attached to the main
or service pipe leading to the meter. When the gas is lighted, it is

drawn through the regulator and meter, and passes through the
gauze wire screen Gr and perforated plate B, upon the valve C press-

ing said valve downwards until the gas escapes over the edge of valve

C ; it then passes down through the perforated plate D, thence through
the lower gauze wire screen G to the meter and burner. "When the
burner is closed, drawing no gas fro-m the regulator, the valve C
prevents any escape of gas, as its edge bears tightly against plate B.
The inventors say : We are aware that a double compensating valve,

actuated through the pressure of gas on a flexible diaphragm, has
been used in a regulator. This we do not claim.

But we claim sl gas regulator, to be located between the meter and
main gas pipe, and composed of the perforated plate B, having a
flange upon it provided with external and internal screw threads, and
a plate I), similarly perforated and provided with a screw which runs
into said internal screw thread on the plate D, and adjustable therein

by its stem H ; when said plates are combined with a single valve

C and adjustable spring E, and the whole arranged within the
shell A, substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.
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No. 17,0^79.

—

Egbert Cornelius, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improve-
ment in Gas Regulators.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The opera-

tion of this regulator is as follows : the gas enters at Gr from the
main pipe and passes into chamher I ; from I it passes through at

and 0^ to U, and thence to H, in the direction of the arrows. A
portion of the gas also passes up through passage V Y^ and W W^
into the interior of spring hox E F, and thence through aperture T,
down the tube K L, and between E E^ and S S^ into the chamber U,
where it meets the gas flowing through 0^ Thus when no burners
are lighted on H, the pressure of the gas in I is communicated
through V W and Y^ W^ to the interior of spring box E F ; and the

spring plates E F being separated to their greatest extent, the valves
0^ and S S^ are drawn up almost to their seats. When the burner

is lighted the gas flows through at P P\ and also at E E^ ; and this

flow diminishes the pressure which was distending E F, and that box
contracting slightly, the rod K L is pushed down on 0^, and E E^
is slightly opened.

Claim.—First, the employment of a spring box or boxes composed
of two plates of corrugated metal, as shown, and placed intermedi-

ately, so as to communicate, on one hand, with the gas in the
main chamber I, and, on the other hand, with th^ branch chamber
U, being separated by throttled openings S S^ and Y Y^, in the man-
ner and for the purpose set forth.

Second, the employment of the'valve E E^, in combination with
the spring box for regulating the flow of gas, these being constructed

and operating as and for the purposes substaDtially as described.

No. IT, 317.

—

Egbert Cornelius, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

—

Improvement in Gas Regulators.—Patent dated May 19, 1857.—This
is an improvement on an apparatus patented to the inventor, 21st

April, 1857. The tube 12 13 causes the gas in the chambers 1, 2^ 6,

5, to be of the same pressure as in the main pipe at G. As the pres-

sure in the pipe G increases, the pressure on disk 5 6 increases and
forces down spring 5 6 and stem and valve 7 8, contracting the jDassage

for the escape of gas through 10 11 into the intermediate chamber E.
As the quantity of gas which passes through 10 11 is checked, it tends

in so much to diminish the pressure in the chamber U, which will

permit an increased flow of gas through T L ; and as the opening 10
11 is diminished, it will tend to diminish the pressure in the interior

of the spring box E F, which permits the opening 0^ to be increased

by contraction of spring box E F forcing down the hollow stem K L.

ThuSj as the pressure in the main chamber G increases, the valve
0^ is prevented from being too much closed hj the counteraction of

the gas through the tube 12 13 and spring box 5 6.

Claim.—The employment of the auxiliary spring box 5 6, commu-
nicating directly with the main chamber G, in combination with the

valve 10 11, communicating with the middle chamber, for the purpose
of preserving the uniform action of my regulator under considepable

variation in the main pressure.
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No. IY56YI.

—

John H. Cooper,, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Gas Regulators.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—The gas enters this

legulator through pipe G ; and when more than the desired quantity

of gas is forced through said pipe, it passes through the annular open-

ing between valve H and its seat and depresses cup C, which move-
ment brings down valve H, thus reducing the pressure of the gas.

The inventor sajs : I do not claim the inverted cup spring and
valve, as such are common to other gas regulators.

Neither do I claim broadly the hinging of the cup and valve to the

interior of the casing.

But I claim the combination of the inverted cup C, arm D, and
valve H, when both valve and cup are attached directly and perma-
nently to an arm hinged to the interior of the casing, substantially

in the manner set forth and for the purpose specified.

No. 18,008.

—

John H. Cooper, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Gas Regulators.—Patent dated August 18, 1857.—When the pres-

sure of the gas from the meter is excessive, that excess of gas acts

upon the top of the inverted cup C so as to depress the same, and with
it the valve m, thereby contracting the opening for the entrance of

gas to the interior of the casing.

The inventor says : I do not desire to claim exclusively the employ-
ment, in connexion with a gas regulator, of a double reservoir and
double rimmed inverted cup.

Neither do I claim broadly the employment of an adjustable spring
for balancing the pressure on the cup.

But I claim the double rimmed inverted cup C with an inclined

surface, said cup having a valve m, and an opening formed by the
inner rim A, when the said opening and valve are concentric with the
inlet formed by the inner flanges e of the casing.

No. 18,103.

—

John H. Powers^ of Newark, N. J.

—

Improvement in

Gas Regulators.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The gas enters

regulator at E, and escapes through the unsubmerged portions of the
openings h of valve D into chamber A, and thence to the outlet F,
When the street pressure is low, the pressure in chamber A and under
cup B is but little ; the cup occupies a low position, and, by its con-
nexion with valve D, holds up said valve, but little submerged^ and
allows a free supply of gas.

The inventor says : I do not claim the connexion of the valve with
the inverted pressure cup by means of a lever.

But I claim the arrangement of the inverted cup-shaped valve D
and its seat of quicksilver, and the lever H which connects the said

valve with the pressure cup, all within the j)ressure cup substantially

as described.

No. 16,651.

—

Michael J. Miller, of St. Louis, Mo.

—

Improvement
in Gas Retorts.—Patent dated February 17, 1857.—As the gas begins
to evolve, and rises to the top of the retort, it would escape if the pipe
was in the top of the retort. But the pipe A being applied at the
bottom, a more perfect decomposition takes place; because the gas in
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returning must pass through the fire and come in contact with the
bottom of the retort before it can escape in the educting pipe A.

Claim.—The pipe A, inserted so as to receive the gas at the bottom
of the retort, as shown and described.

No. 18,134.

—

Saundees Coates, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Gas Retorts.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—When this retort

has attained the proper degree of heat for the admission of the oil, the

lead h will have become melted, and the iron plate c will be found
floating upon the top ; this arrangement permits the use of retorts

in which the sides and bottom are cast in the same thickness.

Claim.—Forming a false bottom for gas retorts from metal of dis-

similar degrees of fusibility, viz : one such as lead in combination with
one such as iron, resting upon the easily fusible metal, substantially

in the manner and for the purpose described.

No. 18,926.

—

Abiel Pevey, of Lowell, Mass.

—

Improvement in Cast-

ing Cos Retorts.—Patent dated December 22_, 1857.—The nature of

this invention consists in constructing, arranging, and operating the

flask so as to allow of using the heat generated and contained in it, by
pouring or casting one retort, to set or dry the loam used for the next
mould so as to give the desired form, thereby enabling the moulder
to cast two retorts a day. And in constructing, self-centralizing, and
suspending the cone so that it maybe perfectly true with the inside of

the flask, and leave consequently every part of the retort of an equal

or desired thickness. #
The inventor says : I disclaim the general principle of the formation

of a mould without patterns by sweeping, or without flasks ; as such
is well known and forms no part of my claim.

Neither do I claim hanging cores in the cope or setting them for

casting kettles in the ordinary manner ; as that also forms no part

whatever of my invention or claim.

But I claim my described flask, composed of the several parts A B
C, and former H and I, constructed and relatively arranged and
operated for moulding the retort, and for self-centralizing and setting

the core, essentially in the manner as set forth and described.

No. 18,791.

—

Simmons W. CarpejsTer, of Yonkers, N. Y., assignor

to William W. Woodworth, ofYonkers, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Clean-
ing Gas Retorts.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—A is the retort;

B C and D the pipes needing to be cleaned. By this invention the

retort is heated until it is a bright cherry red ; the stop cock E is

then turned so as to shut ofl" the connexion through the same to the

gasometer 0. Water is then introduced slowly into the retort A,
through the siphon pipe S. The water on reaching the heated retort

is instantly converted into steam, and by the force of its own pressure

rushes through the pipes B C and D into the siphon box, and escapes

through the siphon P, thus thoroughly cleaning every part of the gas

apparatus.

The inventor says : I do not claim as my invention the principle of

the use of steam or stame as a cleanser of gas apparatus.
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But I daim the metliod or process of the introduction of water di-

rectly into the heated retort, (the charge being drawn or exhausted,)

there to be converted into steam or stame, free to unite with and re-

move the carbonaceous or other deposite contained in the retort or

pipes, substantially in the manner sot forth.

No. 17,068.—N. AuBiN, of Albany, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Closing

Gas Retorts.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The cover B is secured

to the retort A, by filling the groove a with a fusible alloy which
will melt at a low temperature; and the cover B is then placed so that

its rim a^ dips into the alloy in said groove, thus forming a her-

metic packing.

The inventor says : I do not claim the box for introducing the ma-

.

terials for generating gas ; but I daim, the cover B, with the com*
pound rim a^, fitting into the groove a, for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,154.

—

Charles Monson, of New Haven, Conn.

—

Improvement
in Extension Gas Tubes.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—The na-

ture of this invention will be understood by reference to the claims

and engravings.

The inventor says : I claim not the device of extension levers by
itself, nor any particular form of tube by itself.

But I daim the combination of levers and tube or tubes, substan-

tially as set forth.

The use and application to a gas tube of jointed extension levers,

like, or operating substantially upon the principle of, those I have
described.

The use and application thereof, as an instrument for extending the

reach and contracting the reach of a gas tube, or of gas tubes, of

whatever form, and for holding and guiding the same.
And finally, the use of said levers as an instrument for relieving or

preventing the strain of traction or of weight upon said gas tube, and
upon the joints thereof, substantially as shown.

No. 17,214.

—

Robert Haering, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved
Process for Purifying Gutta PercJia.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.

—

One pound of caustic potash is dissolved in two gallons of water, and
to this is added an ether formed from a solution of four ounces of

chloride of lime in eight ounces of alcohol. Fifteen pounds of crude
gutta percha are put into this mixture, and the whole is then heated
to the boiling point; after which the gutta percha is removed from the
liquor and treated between rollers under water, in the ordinary
manner.

Claim.—The method of purifying gutta percha, by means of the
ether and alkali used substantially as set forth.

No. 17,649.

—

Charles Winslow, of Lynn, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Preparing Elastic India Rubber Cloth.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.
This invention consists in marking on elastic cloth which presents an
even smooth surface parallel lines in the direction of the shortest

diagonal of the meshes formed by the thread of the cloth^ for the pur-
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pose of guiding the workmen in cutting said cloth when it is to be
worked up.

Claim.—The method of preparing elastic cloth for use by the applica-

tion thereto of parallel lines in the direction of the shortest diagonal

of the meshes formed by the threads of the cloth.

No. 16,601.—GuLTELMUS B. MiLLERD, of Colchcster, Conn.

—

Im-
provement in Preparing India Rubber Cloth.—Patent dated February
10, 1857.—The India rubber sheet a a is wound on cylinder B, and
passes over rollers D C and spreading bar E under buffing cylinder

A, and over drawing cylinder F on to receiving cylinder Gr.

The inventor says : I do not claim the process described of boiling

caoutchouc in alkali to desulphurize its surface, nor the buffing or

grinding of its surface to produce roughness thereon.

Neither do I claim the attachment of a sheet of caoutchouc to cloth,

either in an extended state to produce an elastic fabric, or in a free

state to produce an unelastic fabric, where the union is effected by the

application of cement to the caoutchouc, or by subsequent vulcaniza-

tion.

But I claim the application of a sheet of vulcanized caoutchouc, pre-

viously prepared by buffing its surface or surfaces substantially as

described^ to a sheet of cloth or between two sheets of cloth previously

prepared by being thinly coated with an unvulcanizable solution of

caoutchouc on the tangent side or sides, the sheet of caoutchouc being
applied in an extended state to produce an extensible and elastic, or

in a free state to produce an inelastic fabric by simple pressure, and
without the use of cement or subsequent vulcanization.

No. 17,295.

—

Conrad Poppenhusen and Ludwig Held, of Brooklyn,

N. Y.

—

Improvement in Devulcanizing India Rubber,—Patent dated

May 12, 1857; antedated April 1, 1857.—A mixture of powdered
sal ammoniac or sulphate of ammonia and lime, all in a dry state, are

heated in a retort_, and the dry gaseous ammonia generated by this

process is conducted by means of a pipe to near the bottom of the

vessel containing the softened India rubber and solvent. The dry gas

is readily absorbed ; the India rubber swells up and forms at last by
the aid of constant stirring with the solvent a homogeneous gelatinous

mass, which may be applied for practical purposes in the same way
as usually solutions of the natural gums mixed with sulphur are used.

The inventors say : We do not claim the treating of vulcanized India

rubber, gutta percha, and allied gums, or their compounds with any
solvents of the native gums alone, as their effect on such vulcanized

gums is well known.
But we claim the process described of rendering vulcanized India

rubber, gutta percha, or allied gums, or their compounds_, soluble and
plastic, by the joint action of the solvents mentioned and dry ammonia
gas.

No. 17,029.

—

Thomas B. De Forest, of Birmingham, Conn.—7m-
provement in Machinery for Manufacturing India Rubber Hose,—Patent

dated April 14, 1857.—The principal features of this invention re-
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lating to tlie first ^ve claims will be readily understood bv reference

to these claims and the engravings. The arrangement of the parts

referred to in the sixth claim relates to the manner of winding the

fillets in a spiral shape around the mandrel P, and to the manner of

feeding said fillets to the machine.

The inventor says : I do not claim generally the combination of a

rotating mandrel, pressure rollers, and guide rollers, for the purpose

of forming India rubber hose.

But I claim, first, the employment of a pressure roller or rollers e e

of a length equal to a comparatively small portion of the length of the

mandrel, when such roller or rollers, or the mandrel, have a longitu-

dinal movement, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Second, giving the mandrel a rotary motion independently of the

pressure rollers, and causing the latter to derive motion from the man-
drel, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Third, making the pressure rollers of a tapering form, so as to exert

less pressure nearest where the laying or winding of the fillet or fillets

takes place, and a gradually increasing pressure as the wound fillet

advances further between them, substantially as described for the pur-

pose set forth.

Fourth, the mode of operating the mandrel and the pressure and
guide rollers, whereby the fillets are first wound upon the mandrel to

form the hose, and the hose is afterwards pushed longitudinally off

the mandrel, substantially as described^ viz : by giving rotary motion
to the mandrel while the carriage which contains or supports the

rollers moves in one direction longitudinally in relation to the mandrel,
and suspending the said rotatory motion while the rollers move in the
opposite direction.

Fifth, the combination of the clamps a a, flanged collars h h, pins or

screws x, springs y y, and elliptic collars z, applied and operating in

the head stock C^ to clamp the hose to the mandrel and liberate it

therefrom, substantially as set forth.

Sixth, the combination of the two spring clutches P P^ and Q Q,
the levers P Q, the spring bolts ^ q, the tappets t u u^, and the sliding

bar T, the whole operating together, as described to cause the roller

carriage to be driven in opposite directions alternately.

No. 17,037.

—

Egbert Haeking, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Treating Gutta Percha.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—One pound
of India rubber or gutta percha having been mixed with eight ounces
of sulphur in the usual manner, eight ounces of pipe clay is added to

it ; and when distributed evenly, the mass may be vulcanized in from
four to seven hours at a temperature of from 230 to 300 degrees Fah-
renheit in the ordinary manner, when the clay will rapidly absorb all

gases which are evolved by the action of the sulphur, thus enabling
the operator to manufacture articles of large diameters, which are uni-

formly dense and compact throughout.
Claim.—In vulcanizing India rubber and similar gums the use of

pipe-clay, or its equivalent, for the object set forth, in combination
with sulphur, substantially in the manner and for the purpose de-

scribed.
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1^0. IT, 931.—Dr. LuDwiG Held, of Brooklyn, IST. Y.

—

Improvement
in Factitious Ivory.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—Finely ground
ivory dust, bones, or vegetable matter are digested with about one-half

of their weight of common chlorohydric acid, till the jelly-like appear-

ance of the mass indicates that the inorganic constituents of the bony
substance are decomposed. To this is added a solution of chloride of

zinc, which has been digested with one-half of its weight of oxyd of

zinc, and the mixture is heated >and stirred to a thick doughj'- mass.
To this is then added finely powdered bleached shellac or gum copal,

and the whole is kneaded together till it becomes hard and stiff. The
material can now be pressed in heated metallic moulds to any desired

shape, and will have the appearance and hardness of ivory.

The inventor says : I do not exactly confine myself to any of the
proportions of materials mentioned above, nor to any of the gums enu-

merated ; and I do not claim the combining of resinous substances or

gums with bone or ivory powder, and with metallic oxyds^ as has been,

to my knowledge, prescribed for plastic compounds resembling ivory.

But I claim the ivory-like plastic compound, produced principally

by a combination of cartilaginous substance or vegetable fibre with
basic chloride of zinc and gum resins prepared and applied in the man-
ner substantially as described.

No. 17,949.—William M. Welling, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Factitious Ivory.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—10 ounces
of white shellac, 4J ounces of impalpable white (acetate of lead pre-

cipitated by sulphuric acid), 8 ounces of ivory dust, and 5 ounces of

camphor are reduced to a powder, are heated and thoroughly incorpo-

rated ; the mass is then brought into heated moulds to be manufoc-
tured into various articles.

Claim.—Forming artificial ivory by thoroughly mixing and com-
bining the articles specified, or others having equivalent properties,

while under the operation of heat, substantially as specified.

No. 17,519.

—

Julius A. Eoth, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Making Lamp-Blach.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The retort A is

charged with rosin through the door a, which rosin is ignited in said

retort—the combustion of the rosin being kept up by a blast of air

forced through pipe h. The smoke passes through fine D E into the

flues c d e oi the water tank F, and the lamp-black is forced into the

water / of said tank ; but owing to its oily nature it is lifted to the

surface of the water, whence it may be run into a suitable receptacle.

Claim.—Supplying lamp-black ovens or the flues connected there-

with with air pipes, substantially as described.

Also, the combination of the discharging flue or pipe with a tank
or reservoir filled with water, for the purpose substantially as described.

No. 18,271.

—

John J. Bate, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

-Improvement in

Lard-Rendering Kettles.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.—A is the

outer shell which surrounds and encloses the trying kettle, which may
be supported or enclosed by brick, v/ood, or some other suitable cover-

ing the better to confine the heat. B is the trying kettle, fastened
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and secured to tlie shell A by being bolted tbrougb suitable flanges

formed on the top edge of each. It is made enough smaller in

diameter and less in height than the shell A, to form a space between
the two into which steam can be introduced and circulated to heat the

contents of the trying kettle. is a detach.ible cover to the kettle,

which may be removed at pleasure for the purpose of cleansing or fill-

ing the kettle. This cover has an opening in it, closed by a small

cover, through which the progress of the operation of the kettle may
be watched. E is a pipe from a steam boiler, which is connected to

the bottom of the shell A at its central point, so that the steam
introduced through it shall diffuse itself equally throughout the space
between the kettle and shell. It has a stop-cock inserted in it, for the
purpose of shutting off the steam from the boiler, when desired. F is

the condensed water pipe, connected with the shell at its bottom and
to the boiler below the water line, through which the water formed by
the condensation of steam is returned to the boiler. G is a poppet-
valve inserted in the upper part of the shell, which opens inwardly
and serves both as a snifting and vacuum valve. It is attached to a
weighted lever, so as to produce a slight pressure upon the valve,

which opens it when the pressure of steam between the kettle and the
shell is reduced below the pressure put upon the valve. H is a stop-

cock at the bottom of the kettle, through which its contents may be
withdrawn.
The inventor says he does not claim the construction and combina-

tion of the shell as described, nor the application and use of steam to

heat the kettle, nor the use of a snifting valve to permit the air con-

fined in the space around the kettle to be removed or discharged, nor
the use of the vacuum valve to permit the air to fill the space around
the kettle when a vacuum shall be formed there by the condensation
of steam contained therein ; but he claims the combination of the valve

G, acting both as a snifting and a vacuum valve, with the shell A and
kettle B, as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,622.

—

Allan Lapham, of Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Him-
self and Joseph B. Bennett, of Brooklyn, I^'. Y.

—

Improvement in

Lard-Rendering Kettles.—Patent dated November 10, 185T.—The
claim and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—The inventor says : I am aware of the patent of J. J.

Bate, October 21, 1856, wherein is claimed the combination of a double
steam kettle with an annular chamber ; and I therefore disclaim any
part of his invention.

I claim, in combination with a steam kettle, a vertical hollow steam
cylinder supported upon iron pipes D D, as described ; whereby I am
enabled to concentrate great heat upon the material rendering, thereby
saving fuel, and making the kettle easy of access for the purpose of

cleaning, as set forth and specified.

No. 16,766.

—

Anson Wolcott and A. Spencer Wolcott, of East
Bloomfield, N. Y.

—

Improved Devices for Aging Liquors.—Patent
dated March 3, 1857.—The liquor cask E is hung up in a suitably

heated apartment, and gently swung to and fro by means of a revolv-
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ing crank H and the intermediate connecting parts^, G, F, I, D,
tlie rod D being fastened to the cask.

Claim.—The employment of swinging shelves, or their equivalents,

for the purpose of gently agitating the liquors, while they are exposed
to a moderate heat, substantially as described.

No. 17,984.—Jesse Shilling, of Troy, Ohio.

—

Improvement in Mash
Cooling Machines.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—The mash, after

being scalded, is cooled down to the proper temperature by means of

a blast, which is generated by the fan in box H ; said blast passing

through pipe-G into the hollow arms 5, and down the hollow tube c

into the mash.
Claim.—The hollow arms &, with the hollow teeth c attached, said

teeth, some or all, having lateral shares or projections/ attached, the

hollow arms h being attached to a rotating shaft B, and communicat-
ing wi.th a pipe G, which is connected with a fan box H, the whole
being arranged substantially as described for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,160.

—

William Eeisig, of Astoria, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Wash Mixturesfor Woollens, &c.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.

—

This mixture is composed of 24 pounds of carbonate of soda, 24 pounds
of common liquid ammonia, and two pounds of common whale oil

soap, which are mixed in a proper vessel with two hundred pounds of

water.

The inventor says : I do not claim any hard or solid soapy com-
pound containing ammonia or soda ash ; but I do claim an aqueous
saponaceous composition^ with the alkalies in excess, as described, and
in about the proportions specified, for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,279,

—

Joseph W. Harmon, of Elizabethtown, N. J.

—

Im-
provement in Factitious Oils.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.

—

This compound is thus described by the patentee : 1 take the residuum
of the stills of candle factories as the important basis of my compound,
consisting of certain products from palm oil, lard, tallow, and other

greasy matters, remaining after the materials have been acidified,

washed, and the stearic acid has been taken ofi"; the remainder being

a thick and heavy residuum, above named, which is employed and
made valuable in the following combination : To one gallon of this

residuum I add one gallon of resin oil; these I heat together, melting
and mixing the whole mass into a homogeneous compound ; to which
I add, either before or after melting, three-fourths of a pound of

litharge and one pound and a half of umber, together with three

pounds of slaked lime and three pounds of oil cake ; this whole mass,

when perfectly mixed and boiled properly, I allow to stand and cool

and settle, after which I bring it to a proper consistency, by thinning

it with the spirits of turpentine, to be used as a substitute for linseed

oil.

Claim.—The inventor says : I do not wish to be understood as con-

fining myself to the exact proportions described, as the quantity of

the materials will require judgment in the compounding ; but those

named I have used with the most perfect success.
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I claim the employment of the residuum of candle manufactories as

named, compounded with the ingredients set forth, in the manufacture
of a compound oil, as specified.

No. 17,181.

—

Halvor Halvorson, of Cambridge, Mass., assignor to

Himself, Edward H. Baker, J. F. Athearu, and W. Tracey Eustis, of

Boston, iVIass.

—

Improvement in Purifying Oils.— Patent dated April 28

,

1857.—Pork or any similar solid fat substance is submitted to a steam
bath, barely sufficient to fuse the stearine ; the melted portion is then
skimmed off in another vessel, and while yet warm an alcoholic solu-

tion of an alkali is applied. On this solution with the oil, saponifi-

cation instantly ensues, which leaves a clear, limpid, homogeneous
mass for subsequent treatment.

Claim.—I do not claim clarifying oils by means of caustic lye, and
subsequently washing out the stearine soap by means of alcohol.

But I claim, in the process of manufacturing or purifying oils, the
employment of alcoholic solutions of alkali, in the manner substan-

tially as set forth.

No. 19,006.

—

John M. Merrymon, of Logansport, Ind., assignor to

Himself and J. H. Jordan, of Attica, Ind,

—

Paint Compound.—Patent
dated December 29, 1857.—The essential materials of which this

compound is composed are anhydrous, or what is commonly known as

unslaked lime and resin or gum turpentine.

In preparing this article, a given quantity of unslaked lime, say
thirty pounds or half a bushel, is placed in a strong vessel or pot ; to

which is added about two and a half or three pounds of common resin,

coarsely powdered, or if gum turpentine is used instead of resin, a
somewhat less quantity is used ; then a sufficient quantity of water to

cover the whole is poured into the vessel. After this the whole should
be covered to confine the heat and steam arising from the process of

slaking, and the action allowed to proceed without disturbance until

it ceases, which soon takes place,, when the compound will be found
in the form of a soft, white mass, the resin during the process having
united with the lime.

Claim.—The combination of quicklime and resin for a paint mate-
rial, in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,183.

—

William Butcher and William A. Butcher, of Phila-
delphia, Pa.

—

Improvement in India Rubber Paint.—Patent dated
September 15, 1857.— One gallon of linseed oil, and from eight to

twelve pounds of crude India rubber, are boiled until the rubber is

entirely dissolved ; this preparation is then ground in a pain tmill,

with any desired color, and is then thinned with painter's oil to the
proper consistency, when it is ready for use.

Claim.—The composition prepared and composed of the materials

as described, for the purpose of making water-proof paint.

No. 18,794.

—

Isaac Gattman, of Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Him-
self, Jacob Breinig, and David E. Breinig, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improved Paint Vehicle,—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—This
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invention consists in the employment, as a substitute for oil in tlliu'

ning paints^ of a solution of the alkaline salts of the fatty acids,

(oleate, margarate, sterate of potash, soda, and like substances,) in

order that paints thus thinned may spread easier, cover better, dry
quicker, be free from all cracks when dry, at a less cost than paints

thinned with oil.

The inventor says : I do not claim exclusively the use of watery
solutions for mixing paints.

But I claim the employment of the alkaline salts of the fatty acids,

oleate, margarate, sterate of potash, soda, and like substances, in

combination with rosin and oil, as a thinner for paints instead of oil,

substantially in the manner set forth and for the purpose specified.

ISTo. 18,538.

—

William H. Dolson, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Apparatus for Mixing and Grinding Oil Paints.—Patent dated
November 3, 1857.—This invention operates as follows : The pigment
and oil being placed in the vat A, and the gate B in the side of the
vat being shut, motion is given to the shaft D and the belt C, and the

beaters in the vat are rotated by the bands d and e until the pigment
and oil are thoroughly mixed. The grinding stones are now put in

motion, the gate B is raised to a suitable height, and a stream of the
mixed pigment is forced out by the action of the beaters upon the
belt 0, by which it is promptly drawn away from the gate and con-

veyed to the scraper G, which detaches it from the belt and permits it

to run into the eye of the upper stone of the grinder in a continuous

stream. The rate at which the pigment is thus fed into the grinder

may be regulated by varying the height to which the gate B is raised.

The inventor says : I claim the combination of the mixer A and
grinder F, with an intermediate endless belt C and scraper G, the

whole arranged as set forth.

No. 17,865.

—

James C. Ayer_, of Lowell, Mass.

—

Improvement in

FUl Machines,—Patent dated July 28, 1857.—The materials from
which the pills are to be made having been placed in cylinder H,
wheel D is turned, and plunger A^ forces a cylindrical rod D^ of said

material out through passage e and on to apron I. The knife F^,

actuated by cam M, cuts these rods to the requisite length; and then
they are placed by hand upon and between the cylinders F G, by
which they are formed into globules.

Claim.—The corrugated or grooved globule cylinders F and G, or

their equivalents, for forming the rods of mass or semi-solid material

into globules, when constructed,, arranged^ and operated essentially

in the manner and for the purposes set forth. Also, the cylinder H,
plunger A^, and screw K, for forming the round rods D^ of the desired

size, arranged and operated substantially in the manner and for the

purposes set forth.

Also, the knife F^, or its equivalent, for cutting the rods D^ of semi-

solid substance the desired length ; so arranged, as specified, that it

will cut or sever the rods D^, without its sticking to them, essentially

in the manner and for the purposes set forth.
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No. 17,291.

—

AntoineMurtineddu, of Marseilles, France.

—

Improved
Blading Poioder.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—This powder is com-
posed of the following substances : 2U0 pounds of sulphur ; 200 pounds
of saltpetre ; 100 pounds of saw-dust ; 100 pounds of horse-dung; 20

pounds of salt. The saltpetre and salt are melted with a sufficient

quantity of water at a brisk heat, and eight pounds of molasses are then

added to every two hundred pounds of saltpetre and twenty pounds of

salt. The fusion being accomplished, the whole is thrown upon the

mass of compound previously prepared, and mixed in the above named
proportions ; and when thoroughly incorporated, it is exposed to a

gentle heat, for the purpose of drying.

Claim.— T\iQ composition of matter herein specified.

No. 16,580.

—

Elisha B. Dodson, of Reading, Pa.

—

Improved Gun-
powder.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—The inventor pulverizes

white ash anthracite coal, keeps this powder during twelve months in

a dry place and freely exposed to the air, and then mixes it with pul-

verized nitrate of potass and pure sulphur, in the following propor-

tions : Nitrate of potass, sixty parts ; coal powder, ten parts ; sulphur,

ten parts. He then moistens the mixture with soft water, grinds it

for at least twelve hours, presses the mass afterwards into cakes, and
then granulates these cakes.

Claim.—The treatment of mineral coal, as described, preparatory to

using the same, as a substitute for charcoal in the manufacture of gun-
powder and blasting powder, as set forth.

No. 18,724.

—

Obadiah Rich, of Cambridge, Mass. , assignor to Peter
Cooper, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Preparing Glue Stock.—
Patent dated November 24, 1857.—The first part of this invention

consists in the use of soda or potash, instead of lime, as heretofore

used, for the purpose of removing the blood, hair, and other impurities

from the stock or glue pieces, previous to boiling the same into glue

;

artd the second part consists in the use of mineral acid for the purpose
of neutralizing the soda or potash employed to remove the blood and
other impurities from the stock or glue pieces.

Claim,—The inventor says : I claim the cleansing of glue stock

pieces, and preparing them for the manufacture of glue by the use of

soda or potash, as set forth.

I also claim, in combination with the above, the use of a mineral
acid for the purpose of effectually removing and neutralizing the

alkali in the stock so prepared, as set forth.

No. 17,610.

—

John W. Perry, of Boston, Mass., assignor to James
W. GrATEs.

—

Improvement in Preparing Liquid Rose-Pink.—Patent
dated June 16, 1857.—One quarter of a pound of potash is dissolved

in one gallon of water, and one quarter of a pound of red saunders
wood is added thereto ; when the color of the wood is extracted, two
and a half pounds of gum shellac are added and dissolved therein

over a quick fire ; the mixture is then ready to be used on a ground
work made with log-wood stain.

Claim.-—'The combination of the ingredients described for producing
39
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a transparent liquid rose-pink, to be used in imitating rose-wood, &c
,

the same consisting of potash, ground red saunders wood, and gum
shellac and water, mixed substantially in the proportions described.

No. 16,480.—-EoBERT Grant, ofBrooklyn, N. Y.

—

Process for Making
Illuminatwg Gas.—Patent dated January 27, 1857.—The nature of

this invention consists in the use of fused metals m, in connexion with

a suitable retort d^ so constructed as to pass distilled carbono-hydrous
vapors in contact with the surface of such fused metals, thereby facilita-

ting the production of carburetted hydrogen gas, by presenting to the

material to be formed into gas a fluid red hot metallic surface.

Claim,—Passing the products of the destructive distillation of coal

and other substances yielding carburetted hydrogen gas through
fused metals, fusible at a low temperature, in the manner and for the

purpose substantially as described.

No. 18,409.—E. G. PoMEROY, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improved Pro-
cess of Coating Iron.—Patent dated October 13, 1857.—The nature of

this improved process consists in uniting copper or other metals, such,

as gold, silver, nickel, zinc, tin, antimony, bismuth, and other alloys

with the surface of iron.

The claim of the inventor gives an idea of his improved process.

Claim.—The inventor says : I claim the practical use and applica-

tion of the described solution of hydrated sulphate of iron and copper

brought in contact with the surface of the iron, in conjunction with
the heat of the melted metal in the bath described, thereby producing
a molecular separation of the particles of the iron, giving to them the

susceptibility of forming a perfect flowing union or fusion together

with the aforesaid metals in the bath in such a substantial manner as

entirely to exclude a galvanic cement between the iron and the sur-

rounding alloys, or any or either of them.

No. 18,244.

—

Henry Hannen, of Dubuque, Iowa —Improvement
in the Process of Making White Lead.—Patent dated September 22,

1857.—This improvement consists in subjecting the lead to the action

of steam and atmospheric air for the purpose of oxydation, then to

the vapor of acetic acid in order to form the sub-acetate, and after-

wards to the action of carbonic acid, alternately and successively,

until the operation is complete ; whereby the metal becomes carbo-

nated in a more speedy manner than when it is exposed to the action

of the air, vapor of hydrated acetic acid, and carbonic acid conjointly.

The drawing (figure 1) represents the plan of an apparatus suitable

for carrying this improvement into efl"ect: the top of one chamber A
being removed to exhibit the arrangement of the parts of the inferior;

the top and slats h of another chamber A^, for the support of the lead

to be carbonated, being removed to show the arrangement of the pipes

for the admission of the steam and vapor of acetic acid.

The inventor says : I claim subjecting the lead and compounds
formed therefrom by the agents employed for this purpose to the action

of steam and air, vapor of acetic acid, and carbonic acid gas, alter-

nately and successively until the process is complete, in the manner
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.
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No. 17,237.

—

Charles Stearns, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improved
Process of Preparing Greensand Marl as a Fertilizer of Lands.—
Patent dated Maj 5, 1857.—The marl is first washed by agitation

with water, which separates the alumina and useless earthy matter,

leaving the greensand in a pure state. The greensand is then dried"

and pulverized and mixed with night soil and sulphate of lime, to

which is then added a suitable amount of ammonia, when it is ready

for use. The proportions are about six hundred pounds of night soil

and one hundred pounds of sulphate of lime to one thousand pounds
of greensand.

Claim.—In fertilizers consisting of greensand, marl, and animal
matters, concentrating their fertilizing and stimulating properties by
the previous separation of the useless matters of the marl and disinte-

gration of the green sand, and the superaddition of ammonia, substan-

tially as set forth.

No. 16,594.

—

Joseph C. Kent, of Cooper Iron Works, N. J.

—

Pro-
cess of Smelting Zinc Iron Ore.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.

—

As soon as the furnace (charged, as usual, with iron ores containing

oxyd of zinc, anthracite coal, and fluxing material) begins to show
signs of cooling, the furnace commences to be charged with ordinary

ores until the equilibrium of heat is restored and the furnace scoured,

when the charging of zinc ores is resumed as before. The oxyd of

zinc is received in the hot blast ovens and under the boilers, using one
set of boilers and blast when charging the zinc ores, and another set

when charging the ordinary ores ; when using the latter, the zinc

oxyd is cleaned from the boiler and oven, and collected in bags.

Claim.—The peculiar process of alternating in the blast furnace the
Franklinite and other ores of iron and zinc with ordinary ores of iron,

for the production of cast-iron and oxyd of zinc, by which process I

maintain the equilibrium of heat, and keep the furnace in successful

operation, as described.

No. 17,279.

—

Julius C. Hurd, of Medway, Mass.

—

Improved Process

of Treating Raio Cotton.^Fatent dated May 12, 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claim.

Claim.—The treatment of cotton by bleaching previous to picking
or carding it, for the purpose of removing the motes and trash, as set

forth.

No. 16,882.

—

Lawrence Reid, of Barren Island, N. Y

—

Improve-
ment in Processes for Preparing Fertilizers.—Patent dated March 24,
1857.—The nature of this invention consists in making a combination
of animal and crthy matters with saline ingredients in such propor-
tion, and prepared in such manner, as will form a compound of salts

of ammonia, super-phosphate of lime, sulphate, dried clay_, and
animal matters, producing this result by the treatment of animal or

fish ofi'al with sulphuric acid, water, bones, and clay.

The inventor says : In the patent of Robert Hare, the whole
animal is treated, which requires so much acid as to render it too

expensive for practice. I confine my action of acid to the liquid
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portion obtained by boiling or steaming with water. I do not claim
treating tbe soft parts of animals with concentrated mineral acids, and
then adding bone dust as absorbents for manure, that having been
already done in the patent of Dr. Hare. But what I claim consists

in treating with acid only the liquid parts of the animal matter, after

the same has been boiled or treated with high pressure steam, and then
treating the same with bone dust and absorbents, in the manner set

forth.

No. 16,362.—Samuel Wetherill, of Bethlehem, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Processes for Reducing Zinc Ores.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.

—

The mixed ore and coal is charged in each of the muffles i, and the
doors n are closed so as to exclude atmospheric air. The heat from
the iire-chamber a, in passing over and under the muffles **, decom-
poses the ore and vaporizes the metal, and the vapors thus given off

pass over into the deoxydizing chamber y, and through the charge of

incandescent coal on grate 5, which takes up any oxygen ; th^ vapors
passing into channel r, where they are condensed to the metallic

state, and run into condenser t.

The inventor says : Although I have described and represented a
form of furnace in which to work my improved process, and which I

have found to answer a good purpose, I do not wish to be understood

as limiting my claim of invention to the working of the process in

such a furnace, as other equivalent furnaces may be found to answer
the purpose. I do not claim the said charcoal or carbonaceous matter
for condensing in or upon it the said zinc vapor. I claims in the

process of obtaining metallic zinc directly from the ores of zinc,

causing the metallic vapors of zinc, driven off from the ore, to pass

through a charge of heated incandescent coal or other carbonaceous

matter, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

ISTo. 16,961.

—

Samuel Barker, of New York^ N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Processes for Treating Mossfor Mattrasses,—Patent dated April 7,

1857.—The crude moss, having been cleaned by the usual machine
from dirt and bark with which it is admixed, is submitted in a liquor

prepared by dissolving fifty-six pounds of sulphate of iron in one

hundred gallons of water. To this is then added sixty-five pounds of

sulphate of soda, the whole being well mixed ; in this the moss is

kept from thirty-six to forty-eight hours, and when taken out it is

washed in clear water, dried, and passed again through the cleaning

machine, when it will be ready for use.

Claim.—The method of treating or preparing the moss of commerce
to serve as a substitute for curled animal hair, substantially as set

forth.

No. 17,011.-—Alfred Monnier, of Camden, N. J., assignor to Him-
self and Isaac Gattmann, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improved Construc-

tion of a Ileiort.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The method described of preventing the rapid destruction

of retorts by placing the same within a fire-clay casing A^ and packing
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the space intervening between the retort and said casino^ with any
substance or mixture of substances incapable of combining, when
heated, either with the clay or metal retorts B_, as set forth.

No. 17,854.

—

James R. Flotd, of New York, N. Y,, assignor to

Theodore C. Kibbe, ofthe same place.

—

Improvement in Retort Covers,—
Patent dated Jul}'' 21, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be
understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim,—Constructing gas retort covers of malleable iron, in the

manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,172.

—

Joseph Bour, of Forbach, France, assignor to Charles
Parlange, of the parish of Point Coupee, La.

—

Improvement in Saccha-

rine Evaporators.—Patent dated Se})tember 8, 1857.—The hollow ves-

sels a, by their revolution, and also by means of cups e at their

peripheries, carry up the liquid contained in the trough A ; the cups
e discharge the liquid over the heated surfaces of the revolving vessels,

and by these means cause the aqueous parts of the liquid to evaporate.

The steam to heat the apparatus is introduced at one end of the hollow
shaft (i, and escapes at the other end of the apparatus.

The inventor says : I am aware that it is not new to cause liquids

to be evaporated by the movement of surfaces into and from them,
when placed in open vessels, various forms of apparatus for that pur-

pose having before been proposed and used. In some cases the sur-

faces have been hollow and heated by steam internally, and in others

the liquid has been heated. I mention these matters in order to state

that I do not claim to evaporate liquids by such means, unless the ap-
paratus be constructed and combined according to my improvements
described.

I claim the combination of a series of hollow vessels a a, such as

described, with apparatus on the interior thereof for raising the water
to, and passing it off by, the central axis; and the further combination
of such like surface a a with vessels or apparatus e e for raising the

liquid to be evaporated, and distributing the same over the exterior of

the revolving surfaces, as described.

No. 18,830.

—

William S. Wortoington, of Newtown, N. Y.

—

Im-
provement in Construction of Salt Pans.—Patent dated December 8,

1857.—This invention has for its object the separation from the salt

of what is termed the '^ bitterings,'' consisting of carbonate of lime
and other impurities which are precipitated from the brine before

crystalization commences. The claim and engraving will further

show the nature of this invention.

Claim.—The employment, within a brine-evaporating pan, of a
grating or perforated false bottom C C, substantially as and for the

purpose specified.

No. 16,706.

—

John M. Ordway, assignor to The Koxburt Color and
Chemical Manufactory, of Roxbury, Mass.

—

Improvement in Preparing
Alkaline Silicates.—Patent dated February 24, 1857.—The composi-
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tion consists of 100 parts of dry sulphate of soda, 94 parts of pure si;i-

cious sand, and 8 parts of fine charcoal or mineral coal.

Claim.—The manufacture of soluble silicates of soda or potash from
the sulphates of soda or potash, by fluxing the same with silica and
deoxydizing agents, in the manner substantially as set forth.

No. 17,955.

—

Harmon Hibbard, of Henrietta, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Tawing and Coloring Skins and Furs.—Patent dated August 4,

1857.—The skins are prepared and dressed in the usual manner ; they
are tben spread out with" the flesh side up ; the flesh surface of the
skin is then wetted with a fluid composed of one pound of soda dis-

solved in two quarts of warm water, with one ounce of sulphate of

iron and four ounces of sulphuric acid. When the skins are saturated

and nearly dry, they are treated with a mixture composed of equal
parts offish oil, alcohol, and spirits of turpentine. They are' then
placed in an iron kettle containing a fluid which, for a brown shade
of the fur, is prepared of the following ingredients: Two gallons of

hot water, one gallon of crude lixivium, one ounce of acetate of lead,

one ounce of sulphate of iron, one ounce of prussiate of soda ; the skins

are agitated in this fluid and are then spread and dried.

Claim.—The process of compounding either of the above mentioned
alkalies with the materials and in the manner as above described; and
the process of applying those compounds, or either of tbem, to pelts,

fur, wool, or hair, for tawing or coloring as described.

No. 16,750.

—

Isaac Koraback, of the parish of Caddo, La.

—

Im-
proved Soap Mixture.—Patent dated March 3^ 1857.—The mixture con-

sists of five pounds opodeldoc soap, one-fourth pound sal soda, one
table spoon of spirits of turpentine, one tabic spoon of spirits of wine,

one table spoon of spirits of hartshorn, one and a half gallon of soft

water.

Claim.—I claim the compounding of them in such proportions as

to form a solid of suitable consistency, which I believe excels any other

soap in its suitableness for cleansing clothes of every description, and
for toilet purposes generally, as well as in point of cheapness, con-

veniency, and dispatch with which it is made.

No. 17,303.—Louis Wilmax, of Worcester, Mass.

—

Improved Soap
Substitutefor Scouring Woollens.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—Thirty-

six pounds of common soda ash, eighteen pounds of common salt^ and
ten pounds of wheat or rye bran, are boiled in one hundred and fifty

gallons of soft rain water until rendered into a mucilaginous state.

This compound is employed in the same manner as soap now is for

scouring and fulling woollen goods.

The inventor says : I do not claim the exclusive use of bran in ray

composition, as this has been known.
But I claim the fulling and felting liquid composition composed of

soda ash, salt, and bran, as described, for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,710.

—

William Watt, of Belfast, Ireland.

—

Improvement in

Starchfrom Maize.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim.
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Claim.—The manufacture of starch from maize or Indian corn, sub-

stantially as set forth, by steeping the whole or uncrushed corn in

water heated to a temperature of from seventy to one hundred and
forty degrees Fahrenheit's thermometer, such water being changed
several times during the steeping, or applied in continuous or inter-

mittent streams; and then grinding or levigating it with water. heated

to a temperature of from seventy to one hundred and forty degrees of

Fahrenheit's thermometer; ariid then separating the starch as de-

scribed.

No. 18,094.

—

Edward Herring, of Walton-on-Thames, England.

—

Improvement in Spirit Stills —Patent dated September 1, 1857.—When
commencing distillation, the mash pump is set in operation to force

-the mash through the various coils of the mash pipe W, in column B,
until it begins to flow into the top chamber of column A. The top

return cock of the mash return pipe Y is then partially opened, so as

to allow a little mash to fall into A and gradually cover its various

chambers. As soon as the mash has covered the bottom plate of A,
the pipe Y must be entirely opened and the stop-cock to column A
closed. Hot air is now forced in through pipe K, and steam through
pipe L, which rapidly vaporize the mash ; and the heated vapor pass-

ing up through the various chambers of column A by the hot vapor
pipes H, issues from the top chamber into pipe XV, which conducts it

to the bottom chamber of column B, through the various chambers of

which it rises, heating the mash contained in pipes W. The mash is

now allowed to descend into A, and flows- in a continuous stream into

the various chambers of column A, and passes downwards through
pipes F. The inclination of the diaphragms keeps up a constant

flowing action, which continually exposes new surfaces to the most
searching action of hot air and steam, which deprive the mash rapidly

of its alcohol. By the time the mash reaches the lowest chamber of

column A, it is completely deprived of its alcohol, and is discharged
through pipe h.

Claim.—1st. Giving to the diaphragms which separate the cham-
bers an inclination or fall towards alternate sides of the still, as de-

scribed, for the purpose specified.

2d. The introduction of hot air, substantially in the manner de-

scribed, for the purpose of aiding in the evaf)oration of the mash, and
keeping it in agitation, to prevent the clogging of the still.

No. 17,933.

—

Peter Holbrook, of Whitingham, Yt.-^Improvement
in Sugar Boilers.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—The sap of the tree

is collected in the sap pan A, and steam being admitted to the steam
pan B, the sap is boiled; the stop-cock C serving to let off the con-

densed water, while the syrup is drawn from pan A and let into pan
E, by means of cock D, the syrup passing through hole h into pan E.

Claim,—The steam pan B in combination with the sap pan A and
the cover F to the syrup pan E, and the stop- cocks and D to the

steam pan B and sap pan A, or their equivalents, and arranged sub-

stantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.
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No. 18,215.

—

John Turl, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Drip Pots for Sugar, Houses.—Patent dated September 15, 1857.—
The nature of this invention will be understood bj reference to the
claim and engraving.

Claim.—Constructing the pot of two metal parts or halves A A,
formed, or ^'struck up," in proper shape by any proper means, and
connected together by rivets a, by brazing, or in any suitable way,
substantially as described.

No. 17,409.

—

John Turl, of New York, N. Y., assignor to Samuel
TuRL, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Tips for Sugar Moulds.—
Patent dated May 26, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be
understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim the substitution of the wrought
iron for cast iron in making the tips of sugar moulds.
But I claim the construction of the tip with a recess to receive the

body of the mould, and with a conical mouth opening in a contrary
direction to the regular conical form of the interior of the mould, when
made in the manner substantially as set forth, and for the purpose
described.

No. 17,021.

—

Merano BuTTERFiELD, of ludianapolis, Ind.

—

Improved
Preparation of Sugar, called Table Manna.—Patent dated April 14,

1857.—Half an ounce of the sulphate of alumina and potassa is dis-

solved in a quart of water, and brought to a brisk boiling ; to this is

then added eight pounds of white sugar, and said mixture is subjected

to boiling ; and when cooled and strained it will serve as a substitute

for honey.
Claim.—The use of the sulphate of alumina and potassa, or its

equivalent, in the manufacture from white sugar of a substitute for

honey.

No. 18,030.

—

Leo DE La Petrousb, of Paris, France, assignor to

Michael Jean Adrian Guiet, of New York, N. Y.

—

Lnprovement in

Tanning Liquids.—Patent dated August 18, 1857 —The skins after

being properly prepared are placed for about twenty-four hours in a

solution of tan which has been used before ; to this is then added the

required proportion of tan and chloride of tin, the quantity of the

chloride of tin to be in proportion to that of the tan, which is to be
augmented as the tanning progresses.

Claim,—Combining with the tanning solutions, or liquor, the chlo-

ride of tin or its equivalent, substantially in the manner and for the

purposes set forth, in which the skins are handled as made known.

No. 18,203.

—

Eben N. Horsford, of Cambridge, Mass.

—

Improve-

ment in Treating Cotton and Linen Waste.—Patent dated September

15, 1857.—The stock is immersed and boiled in a diluted solution of

hydrochloric acid, to dissolve the metallic particles adhering to it ; it

is then pressed and drained clear from the solution, and caretully

washed, after which it is to be boiled in a solution of soap and caustic

lye to remove the resinous matter adhering to it.
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The inventor says : I do not claim the use of acid for the purpose
of removing any of the mordants or native resinous or coloring mat-
ters from raw, textile, or fibrous materials.

But I claim the use of acid to dissolve metallic particles in cotton

and linen factory waste, substantially as described.

No. 17,448. August F. W. Partz, of New York, N. Y.—Improved
Apparatus for Condensing Vapors and Gases, and for Evaporating
Liquids.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The vessel a being filled with
the absorbing liquid to be evaporated, the disks d elevate and sus-

pend by their revolution a film of the liquid which adheres to them,
and present the same to the vapors or gases that are led into the ves-

sel by means of pipe e, and which are caused by the covering hood to

disseminate among the perforated disks ; thus promoting the absorp-

tion or evaporation. The opening F is for the escape of vapors
generated in the apparatus, or such portions of the introduced vapors
as are not to be absorbed.

Claim.—In apparatus for facilitating the absorption of vapors and
gases, &c., and the evaporation of liquids, the combination of the re-

volving perforated disks or sheets, with the vessel containing the liquid

of absorption or evaporation into which they dip, and the hood or

cover which guides the vapor and gases that are introduced through
the unimmersed portions of said disks, substantially in the manner
and for the purpose described.

No. 18,133.—LuDwiG Brumlen, of Hoboken, N. J.

—

Improvement
in Processes for Manufacturing Verdigris.—Patent dated September 8,

1857.—A detailed description of this invention would take up too

much space to be given here. The principal features thereof will be
understood by reference to the claims.

Claim.—First. To use all these refuse liquids from chrome yellow
and white lead to make verdigris of them.

Second. To use the remaining liquid from verdigris to make Paris
green of.

Third. To use the remaining liquid from Paris green again for

making chrome yellow.

Fourth. To use the refuse liquid from verdigris again for verdigris,

in the manner described.

Fifth. I farther claim the manufacture of verdigris, Paris green, and
chrome yellow, from the different waste liquids specified, in the man-
ner substantially as described.
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No. 17,727.—Edward Conway, of Dayton, Ohio.

—

Improved Alcoliol

Blo2v Pipe.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—The jet tube F passes into

the furnace N, and up between the two wick tubes g, and jet tube G
terminates near the wick tube h. By having the jet tube F discharge
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its vapor between the two flames of the tubes g, great intensity of beat
is secured. The wick tube li serves for soldering purposes.

Claim.—The use of the compound regulator H I / of the safety
valve, in combination with the tubes F G- and three-way cock J of

the boiler^ all arranged and operating as described and for the pur-
poses set forth.

Ko.^ 18,693.—A. E. HiTCHmGS, of New York, N. Y.—Improve-
ment in Boilers for Heating Buildings.—Patent dated November 24,
1857.—This boiler is of cast iron, and presents a very large heating
surface, surrounded or covered by a small body of water, yet with a
sufficient quantity to prevent its being carried out by a rapid genera-
tion of steam. And by this arrangement the heating surface is ex-

posed not only to the contact of the flame and heated products of

combustion from the fire, but also to the radiated heat from the bed
of the fuel, the narrowness of the inner chamber D allowing the rays
of heat to strike not only its own broad, flat sides, but the inclined

inner surface of the water jacket.

The inventor says : I do not claim, of itself, the conical water
jacket, with fire in the centre.

But I claim the arrangement within the upright conical water
jacket A B of the upright, flat-sided, central water chamber D, ex-

tending nearly across the said jacket in one direction, but made nar-

row in a transverse direction, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

No. 18,465.

—

Oscar F. Moreill, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improved Air and
Vapor Burner.—VaXQXit dated October 20, 1857.—In the engravings
A shows the stand for supporting the operative parts of the appa-
ratus. Underneath this stand is a reservoir B, furnished with a hoi-

low standard C extending above it vertically, and having a flat tube

D projecting from the standard horizontally, and opening into a

cylindrical air-chamber E, raised on the stand A. The upper part of

this air-chamber is furnished with a wire gauze disk or disseminator^

or cup F, around and above which there may be a perforated or wire

gauze chimney or tube Gr. This improvement will be further under-

stood by an examination of the engravings and claim.

Claim.—The inventor says : I do not claim an air and gas burner,

consisting of a cylindrical tube having a wire gauze or perforated

disk, or disseminator, and combined with a tube for supplying it with

olefiant gas, and being open so as to allow common air to mix with

the gas, and pass through the disseminator with the gas, and be

burned therein.

Nor do I claim combining with an air and gas burner a perforated

or wire gauze chimney or tube to extend around and above the same,

as this latter has been patented by William F. Shaw.
Nor do I claim a hydro-carbon vapor burner as made of a combina-

tion of an ordinary gas burner, a reservoir to hold the liquid hydro-

carbon, a wick tube, and a secondary burner or lamp to heat the wick

tube, and vaporize the liquid of its wick, in order that the vapor may
pass into the gas burner, and there be burned unmixed with air.
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But T claim the combination of the air and vapor turner E F of the

Ivind described, with the reservoir B, wick-holder C D, and a lamp or

burner to operate against the wick-holder and vaporize the liquid of

its wick, the whole being constructed so that such vapor may be dis-

charged into the air-receiving chamber E, and be mixed with air

therein, and with such air oe caused to flow upward through the

meshes of the disseminator F, so as to be burned thereon, substan-

tially as specified.

No. 17,622.

—

Horatio Fairbanks, of South Brookfield, Mass.—/m-
provement in Vapor Burners.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—When
this burner is in use, the secondary gas jet K is enflamed and receives

vapor from the vapor chamber C ; the heat of the flame of said gas
jet, by operating against the inner surfaces of the recess D, causes the
vapor to be generated freely from the fluid of the wick L. This vapor,

as it issues from the main gas jet H, may be inflamed so as to give

forth a brilliant light.

The inventor savs : I do not claim a burner formed with a vapor
reservoir and one or more secondary jets or jet pipes, for the purpose
of vaporizing the liquid of the wick, so that the vapors so produced
from said liquid may be burned as they may issue from a gas burner
or jet pipe leading out of the upper part of th% vapor chamber.

I claim my improved hydro-carbon vapor burner, as constructed
with a secondary burner K, pipe H, recess D formed as described,

and a closing slide M arranged to rotate on the body of the burner
concentrically therewith, and constructed so as to be capable of either

entirely or partially closing the recess D so that air may be excluded
more or less from the same, and heat be confined therein, substan-
tially in manner and for the purpose as specified, when the said re-

cess is provided with a secondary jet or burner, to operate as explained.

No. 17,916.—D. H. Carpenter, of Wallingford, Conn.

—

Improve-
ment in Vapor Burners.—Patent dated August 4, 1857.—The bitrning

fluid flows from a suitable reservoir through check-valve a into pipe b,

the gas passing through jet c, and mingling with atmospheric air which
passes through the holes n of tube U. The gas being ignited on the
burner d, the flame heats the ring e, which communicates a high de-

gree of heat to the tube b, thus promoting the evaporation of the fluid.

Claim.—The bent pipe or equivalent mingling reservoir, for mixing
the atmospheric air and vapor, as described, and bringing the jet con
a level with the igniting orifice d, by which means the proper draft

commingling and heat are attained, and the combination therewith of

the check-valve a, which supplies and regulates the quantity of vapor
necessary to produce the maximum efiect for the purposes designed.

No. 17,6iO.

—

Timothy Hose, of Cortlandville, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Candlesticks.—Patent dated June 23, 1857.—By this arrangement
the melted tallow from the burning candle will be collected around its

lower end and finally be consumed, instead of running over the out-

side of the candlestick.

Claim, 1st. Making the socket B of the candlestick and the sliding
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cup a within it of greater diameter than the candle intended to be
used therein, for the purpose set forth.

2d. I claim the spur in the bottom of the cup combined with the
stays d^ on the inside of the top rims E, for the purpose of holding
the candle in proper position, having space around it for the melted
tallow to pass down" into the cup, substantially as described.

No. 18,606.

—

James Spratt, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improvement in

Oandlesticks

.

—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—In this invention

the customary flange or sconce a is made entire, extending over the
whole top of the candlestick in the form of a shallow pan ; Z> is a ferule

of conical form, provided with an external screw which screws into a
circular bead or ring c, rising from the sconce a. Channels d are

formed in the bead, and corresponding radial grooves in the sconce,

which, with the dished form of the sconce, cause any melted tallow to

run into the centre when the candle has nearly burned out, whereby
it is all consumed and the candlestick left clean.

Claim.—The method of securing a candle by the conical ferule h,

adapted within, to be drawn over the candle and tightly clasp its butt,

and screwed or otherwise attached to the sconce a, substantially as set

iorth.

No. 18,100.

—

Ira Mayhew, of Albion, Michigan.

—

Improvement in

Chimney Caps.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The effect of the

wind upon the action of this cap will be to close the windward valves

D, and at the same time to open the opposite leeward valves D, thereby
insuring a free draught.

Claim.—The constant openings AAA, immediately beneath the

drip of the roof B B B, in combination with the larger variable open-

ings C C C, which are furnished with valves D D D, hung at points

F F F, and separated by the connecting rods below, as shown, for the

purpose specified.

No. 16,644.

—

Moses H. Hale and Samuel Horton, of Newburyport,

Massachusetts.

—

Improved Chimney Coivl.—Patent dated February
17, 1857.—The inventors say : We do not claim the ventilator or

chimney cap above referred to as patented by Emerson ; but what we
do claim as our invention is as follows, and although it is not new to

make a chimney cap with passages extending around its mouth of

discharge, and for the purpose of receiving currents of air and direct-

ing them up into or over the discharge flue, we have applied such in a

particular way, and under a peculiar arrangement of parts which
renders our ventilator new and advantageous in some respects.

We claim the improved cap, constructed substantially as described,

viz : with a discharge pipe A, the inverted frustum E, the outer frus-

tum B, its wind passages G G, and the shield or fender C, arranged
together essentially as specified.

No. 17,077.

—

Augustine Campbell, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improve-
ment in Chimney Dampers.—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The
valves d are pivoted to a frame A, and are hinged to the angular frame
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B D B^ D^, and they can be opened or closed by raising or lowering
the latter frame by means of rod I and lever Gr.

Claim,—The angular frame provided with a series of valves or

vanes d d, arranged, constructed, and operated substantially in the

manner set forth and for the purpose specified.

No. 18,501.

—

John R. Deihm and Jasper Snell, of Pottsville, Pa.

—

Improvement in 3Iachines for Breaking Coal.—Patent dated October

27, 1857.—In the operation of this improved machine the coal is

passed through the space F^ and falls immediately on the grate bars

C, the under sides of which are V-shaped, the spaces between them
being equal to the spaces between their ends and the periphery of seg-

ments a on shaft D. As the coal falls on the grate the knives, as

they revolve^ meet it on a line above the shaft, and are so arranged
that but one of them strikes the coal at the same time. The coal, as

it lies across the spaces between the bars C, is broken, falls through
on the screen, and is carried off and separated from the dirt.

The inventor says : We claim the inclined curved grate bars C, con-

structed as described, in combination with knives or dividers E, on
segments a, placed spirally on shaft D, operating as described, and
for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,294.—TowNSEND Poore, of Carbondale, Pa.

—

Improved Coal
Cracker.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The coal is thrown in at each
end between the rocking crusher C and the gratings I; and a rocking
motion being imparted to crusher C, on its trunnions B, by power ap-
plied to cross- head F, the coal receives its first breaking on the grating
I, and the broken coal is driven through the spaces i and a; the re-

mainder drops down between the crusher C and the swinging gratings

J, which are made to vibrate on their trunnions m by means of con-

necting rods L, which alternately bring up one of the hinged portions

J with a blow, thus causing a second breaking of the coal.

Claim —The combination of the rocking cracker with the fixed and
swinging gratings, substantially in the manner and for the purposes
set lorth.

No. 18,380.

—

Eugene Borda and David Glover, of Woodside, Pa.

—

Improved Machine for separating Slate and other foreign substances

from Coal.—Patent dated October ".3, 1857.—In this invention a
suitable frame work F sustains a cylindrical screen S. This screen is

composed of two heads H, (which may be either opened or closed,)

fixed upon a shaft working in boxes upon the frame ; these heads are

connected by longitudinal bars arranged parallel to the axis of rota-

tion of the cylinder at equal distances from each other to suit the size

of the coal. An inclined chute A conveys the coal, &c., from the

screen. An inclined chute C is placed under the screen, com-
mencing at the forward part of the cylinder and extending to the rear

of the machine. Another chute extends forward from the front of the

cylinder. All the chutes are covered with sheet iron.

The inventor says : I claim separating coal from slate by the appa-
ratus above described, or in any equivalent manner, when the mass to

be separated is conveyed by an inclined plane to the outside of a hori-
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zontal revolving cylinder, composed of bars parallel to its axis of revo-
lution, substantially as specified.

No. 18,082.

—

William D. Brown, of Weymouth, Mass.

—

Improve-
ment in Coal Sifters.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The coal

being thrown upon the sift I, and the cover being closed, the cam lever

Q is turned, and slide P will be disengaged from catch s, and the hod
can be rocked on its fulcrum B, the ashes and dust falling upon

plate L and into chamber N, the plate L retaining the ashes when the
coal on the screen I is to be discharged.

Claim.—The combination of the screen J J, and the plates K and
L, placed in a vessel or machine, to be used as a portable coal hod and
sifter, so suspended on an axis as to allow of an oscillating or swing-
ing movement, all arranged and operating as in the specification de-

scribed.

No. 18,125.

—

Sanford Adams, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Coal Sifters.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—Goal ashes or other

substances being introduced into the cylinder B through the cover

opening, and a reciprocating rotary motion being given to sieve A,
by means of handle G and spindle C, the ashes fall through the

meshes of the sieve into barrel E.
Claim,—Attaching the sieve to the bottom of the rotating spindle,

and the spindle to the cover of a barrel, in the manner and lor the

purpose as above specified.

No. 18,430.

—

Samuel Booth, of New Y"ork, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Coal Sifters.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—In operating with this

improved sifter, the ashes are thrown into a hopper from a coal hod,

being sent in a continuous stream ; sliding directly down the chute-

board e, it forces i open, and is projected with considerable force

squarely upon the screen c, near its top. A considerable portion of

the ashes passes through at at once, leaving the cinders free to roll

down and fall into the receptacle 6, the remaining ashes being screened

out before they arrive at the bottom and fall into a. The jarring pro-

duced by the rolling down of irregular shaped cinders assists the

operation, the screening thus being a self-operating performance.

The inventor says : I do not claim the different parts composing
my improved apparatus, when separately considered.

But I claim, in my improved coal ash-sifter, the specific arrange-

ment described, consisting of the inclined screen in such combination

with the chute-board, which is also inclined, that the impact of the

stream of ashes and cinders shall be perpendicular, or nearly so, to the

surface of said screen ; and this I claim when said arrangement is en-

cased within a tight box having a flap or door to close automatically

so soon as the ashes have been poured in, by which construction the

separation of the cinders is effected by the mere operation of pouring,

and by which, also, the dust incident to said operation is prevented

from escaping, as set forth.

No. 18,687.

—

Jacob G-ass, of Treverton, Pa., assignor to Himselfand
George Mowton, of Treverton, Pa.

—

Improvement in Machines for
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Slating Coal.—Patent dated November 24, 1857. The nature of this

invention consists in the employment, in the process of slating coal,

of an inclined cylinder B ; said cylinder is constructed with the fol-

lowing peculiar features for united use, to wit : Checkered circum-

ferentially near the centre of its length with small square openings,

furnished with narrow oblong slats a h from its receiving end to the

checkering, and with similar but wider slats from the discharge end
to the checkering, and each or every other one of its slats furnished

with a bevelled or Y-shaped rib internally, which only extends from
the checkering to the ends of the cylinder B.

Claim.—The inventor says : I am aware that a cylinder formed of

bars placed further apart at one end than the other, so as to provide

oblong slots of different widths, has been used for cleaning grain, also

that a cylinder of this construction has been furnished with an inter-

mediate perforated section, therefore I do not claim this.

But I claim the employment, in the process of slating coal, of the

revolving inclined cylinder when constructed with the several pecu-

liar features for united use, to wit : checkered circumferentially near

the centre of its length with small square openings furnished with
narrow oblong slots from its receiving end to the checkering, and
with similar but wider slots from the discharge end to the checkering

end, each or every other one of its slats furnished with a bevelled or

Y-shaped rib internally, which only extends from the checkering to

the ends of the cylinder, as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,018.

—

John F. Burgin, of Northumberland, Pa.

—

Improved
Cooler for Wine, Beer, and other Liquids in Barrels.—Patent dated
April 14, 1857.—The receiver B is filled with ice through the open-
ing a ; and as the cylinders c and d are eccentrical, in respect to

each other, the pieces of ice, as they become smaller in size and in

quantity, by melting, are made to hug the cylinder d as they descend,
and thus a very uniform refrigeration of the articles contained in bar-

rel D is obtained.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly the placing of one re-

frigerating vessel within another.

But I claim arranging the two cylinders c d eccentrically in respect

to each other^ when the widest portion of chamber B is directly below
the opening a, as set forth.

No. 18,885,

—

John O'Brien, of New York, N.Y., assignor to Owen
Collins and John Dunlby, of New York^ N. Y.

—

Improvement in Grate
Dampers.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—The claim and en-

gravings explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—The employment within a fire-place of a damper B, com-
posed of two frames a and d, when one of said frames d is hinged to

the other frame a, as and for the purposes specified.

No. 16,905.

—

John Booth, of Pawtucket, R. I.

—

Improvement in

Steam Drying Cylinders.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.—The drying
cylinder A is supplied with steam by means of the pipes h and/. The
pipe j passes through a siphon pipe c d e, which passes through a
stuffing box so as to fit the cylinder A steam tight ; as soon as the
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condensed water in the cylinder A rises above tlie lower edge of the
pipe c, it is forced out of said pipe and the pipes d h i by the pressure
of the steam in the cylinder A.

Claim.—The arrangement of the steam and water pipes at one end
of a drying cylinder, in the manner and for the purpose substantially

as described.

No. 16,329.

—

John G. Ernst, of Harrisburg, Pa.

—

Fire Hook.—
Patent dated January 6, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be
understood by reference to the claim and engraving.

Claim.—The hook E constructed of the two parts h c, and attached

to the beam A , which is provided with rounds a, and mounted upon
wheels, substantially as described for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,768.—Fountain E. Pitts, of Nashville, Tenn.

—

Improvement
in Back Plates for Fireplaces and Grates.—Patent dated March 3,

1857.—This grate, to be placed in the throat of a chimney, consists

of a series of angular ridges and furrows with a slot in the bottom of

each furrow. This form of the bars secures a very effectual intercep-

tion of the heat at the entrance of the chimney.
The inventor says : I am aware that grated, reticulated, and per-

forated plates (the last being described in the patent granted to Jacob
Cohen, April 15, 1850) have heretofore been used in the throats of

firej)laces or flues of stoves ; also that a fire-back composed of metallic

plates arranged like the slats of a window blind, is described in the

patent for a cooking stove granted to G. Smith and H. Brown, May
15, 1847. I claim none of these. I am also aware that it has been
proposed to place a grate with angular bars similar to mine in the

flues of cooking ranges. I do not claim the plates so placed.

I claim the back plate for fireplaces and grates, constructed with
the series of angular ridges, furrows, and slots, in the manner and
for the purposes described.

No. 18,920.—Eugene Miannay^ of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Artificial Fuel.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.—This invention

is called '' the ligno-bituminous coal,'' and is composed of tar issuing

from the distillation of coal in gas manufactories, &c., and also of

dry tar-; of dust of charcoal and wood of all sorts ; of dust of coke pro-

ceeding from gas manufactories ; and of dust of ordinary coal. The
said artificial coal serving for the same purposes as coal and charcoal.

Claim.—The composition of a new coal or artificial fuel, by the

said several ingredients mixed together in difi'erent proportions, called

ligno-bituminous coal, and manufactured as described, for the intended
given purpose.

No. 18,729.

—

Elizabeth Bellinger, of Mohawk, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Composition Fuel.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—To make
this composition, the operator takes kawri gum, rosin, and alcohol

in the following proportions : kawri gum, one part ; rosin, five parts
;

and alcohol, one part.

The whole is placed in a vessel together and subjected to a gentle
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heat UDtil well dissolved and mixed, when sawdust enough is added
and stirred up and well mixed until the whole forms a paste of as

great a degree of consistency as can be conveniently moulded by pres-

sure into cakes, blocks, or lumps of convenient size, which are left to

dry in the atmosphere, after which they are ready for use.

The inventor says : I do not confine myself to the precise propor-

tions of the several ingredients specified.

But I claim the inflammable composition formed by the union of

kawri gum, rosin, and sawdust, in suitable proportions to give it the

character specified.

No. 18,432.

—

John Case and Isaac Soules, of Amsterdam, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Furnaces.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—The chief

object of this invention is to economize fuel in the generation of steam
;

to diminish the quantity of smoke, and thereby lessen its capacity to

carry ofi" heat when it escapes ; and incidentally to extinguish the

sparks and prevent their escape.

The boiler consists of a cylindrical shell A and flue B, connected
at one end with a fire-chamber C, and at the other with a smoke-box
D. The flue forms a communication between the fire-chamber and.

smoke-box, through which the gaseous products of combustion pass-

with the sparks from the furnace to the smoke- box. An orifice J,

fitted with a valve by which it can be opened and closed at pleasure,,

enters the upper part of the smoke-box, with sufficient space around
the fan case for the gases to enter freely. A pipe Gr on the outside of
the boiler forms a communication between the smoke-box and the-

furnace through the fan case.

The fan F, made like the ordinary fan blower, is placed on one side-

of the smoke-box, with sufficient space around it for the gases to enter-

freely.

The inventors say : We claim the combination and arrangement of'

the fire and smoke boxes, direct and return flues, the valved atmo-
spheric air orifice, an aperture for the escape of the spent gases, and
the fan for maintaining the circulation of the air and gases, arranged:
substantially as declared.

No. 18,491.

—

Thomas Aldridge and John Aldridge, of Hudson,
N. y.

—

Improvement in Furnaces.—Patent dated October 27, 1857.

—

The nature and object of this invention consists in the application and,

use of mechanism, by which the smoke and gases that generally pass
ofi" through the chimney and are lost are withdrawn from the chim-
ney, mixed with heated atmospheric air to promote their entire com-
bustion, and then carried to and under the fire and consumed, thereby
economizing fuel and obtaining an increased quantity of heat there-

from, and also in rendering the entire apparatus self-regulating or^

automatic.

In the engraving, A is an ordinary cylinder boiler set in the founda-
tion B, the chimney C being, in this case, represented a little at one
side of the rear end of the boiler ; D is the furnace door, and E the

door to the ash-pit underneath the fire. To the chimney, about where
the smoke enters it, is attached a tube or smoke conductor F, the other/

40
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end of whicli enters the ash-pit. To this conductor is attached a blower
G ; H is the mouth of the atmospheric air tube, and its position and
its entrance into the smoke conductor F is shown by dotted lines hh.
The inventors say : We do not claim, generally, either the con-

struction of smoke-consuming furnaces, as they are called, or re-

turning the smoke, gases, &c., of the fire back to, or under, the fire

or furnace, many differently arranged plans having been devised and
used for such purpose.

Nor do we claim the mingling of atmospheric air with the products
of combustion, as this has been effected, to a greater or less degree,
by many inventions.

But we claim the combination and arrangement of the smoke and
gas conductor F, the atmospheric air tube H, and the blower G, ar-

ranged and located substantially as and upon the principles declared,

and for the uses and purposes set forth and described.

We also claim the connexion with such arrangement of the smoke
conductor F and air tube^H, regulating the velocity of the blower G,
by and according to the pressure of the steam in the boiler, through
the intervention of the conical pulleys, or their equivalent, substan-

tially as and for the purposes set forth and described.

No. 18,951.

—

Benjamin F. Blood, of Port Jackson, N. Y.

—

Im-
provement in Furnaces.—Patent dated December 29, 185T.—The claim
and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I do not claim the returning of smoke to a fire,

either with or without oxydation, whether under the grate or into the

flames, whether through the boiler or outside of the boiler, all of

which processes are old and unpatentable.

Neither do I claim placing a fan blower either within or without
the smoke-box, smoke-stack, or any chimney flue, for the above pi^r-

poses, or any of them.
First. I claim a scuttle G, in combination with the flues of the

boiler, as heretofore described, as a protection, a guide, and a re-heater

for the gases passing through the flues, substantially as set forth for

the purpose specified, whether the said scuttle be made plain or in-

dented, and whether it pass directly downward to the grate, or trav-

erse some other portion of the inside surface of the fire-box.

Second. I am aware that David Matthew obtained a patent. May
15, 1855, for a pipe of less diameter than the inside of the base of the

smoke-stack, set up in the same and extending downward to the

vicinity of the bottom of the smoke-box, having the exhaust pipes

beneath it, and an annular space between it and the base of the stack,

the whole designed to draw the smoke from the top of the smoke-box
into the annular space, and thence up the stack, and also to draw the

sparks from the bottom of the smoke-box, lest they do injury thereto.

I do not claim such an arrangement, nor one that will effect the

purpose for which he claims it.

I claim a downward bifurcated continuation of the smoke-stack,

without any egress from the smoke box between this continuation and
the base of the stack, and extending downward as far as may be with-

out disturbing those heavier sparks which may have fallen to the
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bottom of the smoke-box, into which bifurcations the exhaust pipes

turn upward, the whole being designed by closing egress for the

smoke at the top;, to give the sparks an opportunity to settle in the

smoke-box, or be returned to the tire through the nozzle H ; also to

restrain the hot air and gas from immediately leaving the smoke-box
at the top, at the same time that the legs K will select the matter of

their draught from the cooler and lower, instead of the lighter and
hotter gases of the top of the smoke-box.

No. 16,348.

—

Joseph D. Greene and Edward Ivers, assignors to

Joseph D. G-reenb, Philadelphia, Fa.

—

Improveraent in Air-Heating
Furnaces.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—The nature of this inven-

tion will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

The inventors say : We are aware that a single inverted hollow
cone has been used in an auxiliary smoke-receiving drum, standing

by the side of a furnace cylinder and upon the same ash-pit, for the

purpose of conducting cold air into the top of said drum, to mingle
with the smoke therein, and find its way in part through the bottom
of said drum and the ash-pit to the furnace chamber, and the remainder
pass off with the smoke and gaseous products of combustion, as repre-

sented in Win. Ennis' patent of March 29, 1853, and therefore we do
not claim to be the first to use a hollow cone in a hot-air furnace.

We claim the peculiar arrangement of the double series of smoke-
conducting and air-heating tubes, with the other parts of our air-

heating apparatus, viz : the series of smoke-conducting tubes being
arranged around the exterior surface of- the furnace chamber, with
their induction smallest ends uppermost, and the series of air-heating

tubes being arranged around the interior surface of the furnace
chamber, with their induction smallest ends opening downwards, and
both ends open to the atmosphere, all substantially as set forth.

No. 17,842.

—

George M. Longacre, of New Orleans, La.

—

Improve-
ment in Bagasse Furnaces.—Patent dated July 21, 1857. —The fur-

nace chamber A being supposed to be in full operation, the valve ^,
in ventilator F, will be closed, and the damper v, under boiler B, will

be open. Meantime the chamber a having been charged with moist
bagasse, damper v^ will be closed, and the draught openings of this

chamber also shut off. Valve g^ will be open and will carry off the

evaporated moisture of the bagasse, and by this drying bring it to a
condition favorable to combustion ; so that when the contents of

chamber a have been consumed, damper v^ will be opened, valve g^

closed, and the draught openings of the furnace opened, while the

chamber a will receive a fresh supply of bagasse which will be dried

as described for chamber a^.

Claim,—The constructon of bagasse furnaces with a space c around
and communicating with the upper portion of the fuel chamber, ^b-
stantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

No. 18,874.

—

Moses Thompson, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Bagasse Furnaces.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—The claim
and engravings explain the nature of this invention.
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The inventor says : I claims as my improvement in furnaces for burn-
ing bagasse and other fuels too wet to be conveniently burned in the
usual and well known ways, first, the combination of two chambers,
the one above the other, and separated by a grate, the lower one for

the combustion of any known dry carbonaceous fuel, 'and the upper
one in immediate proximity therewith to receive heat therefrom for

heating and drying the charge of wet fuel, with a mixing chamber
into which both continuously and simultaneously discharge their gases
before reaching the thing to be heated, for mingling and mutual com-
bustion.

I also claim, in combination with said fire chamber and wet fuel

chamber, or drying chamber, making the grate upon which the wet
charge rests,, sufficiently open to allow the lower portion of the wet
charge, as it becomes dry and charred, to fall through into the fire

chamber, and keep a hot fire therein, supplying the place of other

dry fuel, while the uncharred portion of the wet fuel is properly sup-

ported by the grate till dried as described.

I also claim placing the mixing chamber of combustion in substan-

tially the same position described relatively to the fire and the wet
charge, so that the products of combustion from the dry fuel may pass

along the lower part of the wet charge, drying and charring it on
their way to the mixing chamber^ and reach it without being in any
considerable degree obstructed or cooled by the wet charge, as shown.

I wish it distinctly understood that I make no claim to any of the

parts or combinations specified, except in their application to the pre-

paration and combustion of wet fuels.

No. 17,039.

—

James Hemington, of Eichmond, Ind.

—

Improvement
in Apparatus for Feeding Fuel to Furnaces.—Patent dated April 14,

1857.—The trunk G is supplied with sawdust through the aperture

y, and the scrapers i attached to endless apron H, move the saw-

dust through passage h into box A, whence the revolving feeders e

feed it into the furnace. The blades of these feeders are made to yield

to some exteut, in case of their meeting chips or others coarser articles.

The inventor says: I do not confine myself to the employment of

a trunk H containing a series of moving blades or scrapers i ^, to

supply the box A, as any other suitable means of keeping it properly

supplied may be used.

Nor do I confine myself to the use of any particular number of

feeders e e upon each shaft.

But I claim attaching the feeders e e to their shafts by joints //,
and applying springs g g thereto, substantially as and for the purpose

set forth.

No. 18,010.

—

Edward Dugdale, of Burlington, N. J.

—

Improve-

ment in Grate Bars of Furnaces,—Patent dated August 18, 1857.

—

By operating the arm F of the lever E, the flexible grate bars B can

be thrown into various positions ; and when such a movement is pro-

duced^ the position of most every piece of coal is changed, thereby pre-

venting said coal from baking, while the ashes and cinder are removed

by said movement
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The inventor says : I am aware that turning or swinging grates

have been used in stoves for the purpose of clearing the grates, but

these work very imperfectly_, chiefly when applied on a larger scale,

besides having the inconvenience that coal will always be wedged in

between the bearings and the rim of said grates, which prevents them
from being closed again.

I do not confine myself to the use of chains, as any flexible metal

combination, such as metal rope or linked rods, may be used with

the same advantage.
Nor do I confine the application of my invention to locomotive fur-

naces only, as it may be applied with equal success to the furnace of

any steam boiler, or any furnace in general.

I am aware that shaking and hinged grates have been used, and
that a fire-box has been made to raise and lower, so as to change its

position in relation to the boiler.

I am also aware that endless chains have been used for conveying

coal into a furnace or fire-box; I do not claim any of these things.

But I claim the flexible grate bars described, when used in connexion
with a.raising and lowering or shaking apparatus, so as to change the

position of the fire, prevent the baking of the coal, and sift out the

ashes, cinders, &c., as set forth.

No. 17,022.

—

John H. Cahill, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Hot-Air Furnaces.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—The operation

of this furnace is as follows: A fire bemg started in the cylinder A,
the smoke and gas pass directly upward through the main flue L ; and
when the fuel is completely ignited^ the damper K is closed, when the

hot products of combustion pass through flues E down into the bottom
radiator C ; thence upward, through vertical flues D and horizontal

radial flues m, to the centre of the upper radiator B, above the damper
K; and thence directly upward, through main flue L, to the chimney.
The inventor says : I do not claim, generally, making a hot-air fur-

nace surrounded with radiating flues, combined with a central chamber
having a damper^ by causing direct and indirect draught through the

furnace, as such arrangements are common and well known.
I claim the clean-out holes I, in the lower radiator C, in combina-

tion with the short stopper tubes fitting adjustably within the same,
and opening through the lower plate of the said radiator, substantially

and for the purposes described.

No. 18.002.

—

Daniel P. Weeks, of Boston, Mass., assignor to Him-
self and Eben Seavey, of Charlestown, Mass.

—

Improvements in Hot-
Air Furnaces.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—The nature of this

invention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.
The inventor says : I do not claim the invention of a tapering dis-

charge pipe, nor arranging a series of such around the fire-pot, knd
so as to open at their bases into the same.
Nor do I claim combining and arranging with a fire-pot and such a

series of pipes a conical or tapering radiator closed at its top, and
placed within the series and directly over the fire, and so as to receive
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the volatile products of combustion from the fuel, and deflect them
outwardly towards and into the mouths of the several discharge pipes.

Nor do I claim an annular radiator ; nor do I claim conical or frustro-

conical bases, or semi-cones combined with the fire-pot, and its series

of tapering discharge pipes, and serving to support and open into said

pipes, respectively ; as I am aware that much if not all of such is used
in the furnace of Gardner Chilson, and claimed by him in his patent
dated September 26, 1854.

But 1 claim the combination and arrangement of the parachute
radiator A, air chamber B, and pipes F F, with the fire chamber 0,
and the reverberating chamber D, having smoke passages or pipes E
applied to the same, and leading into the radiator A, as described.

I also claim the manner of constructing the radiator A, viz : with a
tapering tunnel i, an annular deflecting dome/, and a discharge pas-

sage or pipe d, arranged together, substantially as specified.

I also claim constructing the air chamber B, with a bulb or projec-

tion part kj when such chamber is arranged within a reverberating

chamber D, made to communicate with the discharge pipes E E, and
a chamber of combustion, and to surround the radiator A, opening at

its lower end into the said chamber of combustion, essentially as set

forth.

No. 18,054.

—

William Moultkib, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-

ment in Water Vessels for imparting humidity to hot air, and vapor
draught to the grate-bars of Hot-Air Furnaces.—Patent dated August
25, 1857.—The water in the vessel M becomes heated by its vicinage to

the ash-pit F, of fire-box C, and the steam generated thereby passes

through the grate for the better support of the combustion as the

passage is opened. By closing the passage 0, and opening passage

P, the steam of the water vessel M passes into the furnace chamber
for communicating moisture to said chamber.

The inventor says : I do not claim the placing of a water vessel

within a furnace chamber simply for the purpose of imparting hu-
midity to the air therein.

Nor do I claim to have discovered the utility of vapor draught for

the support of combustion.

But I claim the structure, location, and application of the water

vessel M, whereby either or both of said objects are attained, substan-

tially as described, in connexion with furnaces and other heating ap-

paratus.

No. 17,791.

—

Isaac G-. Johnson, of Spuyten Duyvel, N. Y.—^Im-
provement in the use of Coal Tar in Iron Furnaces—Patent dated July

14, 1857.—A coal, fire having been ignited on the grate, a quantity of

coal tar is poured into the inclined pan c; and as said coal tar is ignited

the flame passes into the furnace through the passage b, and the pro-

ducts of combustion pass directly over the burning coal together with

a proper portion of atmospheric air to make a perfect combustion.

Claim.—The employment of coal tar in the air furnace, substantially

in the manner and for the purposes set forth.
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Ko. 1^,132.

—

Charles H. Johnson, of Boston, Mass., assignor to

Himself and Joseph G-. Hamblin, of the same place.

—

Improvement in

Argand Burners —Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The glass chimney
and glohe of this lamp rest upon the brackets E of the cylinder C, and
by turning said glohe, the brackets E, together with cylinder C; will

be turned, and the register openings d will admit more or less air

through the openings c of the burner a.

The inventor says : I do not claim applying an air regulator or

series of valves to the orifices for admitting air into the inner tube of

an argand burner.

Nor do I claim, separately therefrom, supporting the globe and
chimney brackets by a tube encompassing the burner or outside tube

thereof.

But I claim the improvement of constructing the supporting tubes

of the brackets, so that it may not only sustain such brackets, or have
them extended from it, as described, but at the same time admit the

register to be operated by simply laying hold of and turning either

the globe or chimney, when the friction thereof on the brackets may
be sufficient for the purpose.

No. 17;035.—E. P. Gleason, of Providence, R. I.

—

Improvement in

Gas-Burners.—Patent dated April 14, 1857.—The gas passes from the

lower chamber D, through the twoapeitures e, into the tube I; and as

the two jets meet, they produce a self-regulating effect on each other,

which operates to check the flow of the gas at a high pressure ; the gas

escapes through the four apertures i- and passes into burner G-.

The inventor says : I am aware that a combination of a central con-

ducting pipe, with a capping pipe, has been patented by Brick; I

therefore disclaim said device, irrespective of a combination with the

peculiar self-regulating check.

I claim the peculiar arrangement of the holes e e, in combination
with the connecting tube I and the perforations i i i i, for the purpose
specified.

No. 17,530.

—

John C. Walsh, of Lockport, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Gas-Burners.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The gas enters the burner
through pipe h, passes up pillar g, through passages k, then up pillar

d, through passages kj into chamber a, and finally escapes through
burner B.

The inventor says : I am aware many devices have been used for the
purpose of retarding the flow of gas through a burner, such as de-

flectors or circuitous passages. I lay no claim to these things.

But I do claim the arrangement within the burner of two or more
hollow pillars d and g extending up into the ichambers of the burner,
with holes K made obliquely into the upper end of said pillars, as

represented, for producing counter currents of gas as it flows through
the burner to break its force and regulate the supply of gas to the tip

of the burner, for the purposes mentioned.

No. 17,674.

—

Asa D. G-ates, of Binghampton, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Gas-Burners.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—By placing the tube
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C on a common gas-burner E, the gas is impregnated to a certain

degree with atmospheric air ; and when the gas is ignited, the intensity

of the light is augmented without additional burning of the gas.

Claim.—Attaching to the top of, or slipping over the usual burner
the conical or cylindrical supplemental chamber burner, as and foi

the purposes set forth.

No. 18,230.—William W. Batchelder, of New York, N. Y.—Im-
provement in Gas-Burners.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.—The
principle of this improvement consists in causing the gas to issue in

succession from two apertures of different areas, placed near together,

and so shaped that the gas shall be made to pass in a thin stratum
from the first or lesser aperture to the next_, or greater, in such a
manner that the stream stall not be deflected in passing from one to

and through the other.

In the drawings, at a is the first gas jet, of common construction,

screwed upon the pipe as usual. This terminates into a fine slit o?

at the top, which is the first of the two apertures in the improvement.
Over this slit is placed a cover &, the interior of which is so large as

to leave a clear space all around. This has a rounded top across,

wherein is also cut a narrow slit 5^, but forming an opening several

times the area of the inner slit a^. Near the base of this the cap i»

pierced with several small holes c, and finally it is secured in place

upon a by an adjusting screw or screws d.

The inventor says : I claim the improved method of burning
gas described, viz: combining two apertures of different areas, so

arranged that a flat stratum of gas issuing in the first instance from
the lesser aperture shall impinge and press upon the second and
larger aperture placed in the same plane with the issuing jet, and in

such manner as to pass it without causing any deviation thereof.

No. 18,289.

—

William H. Lindsay, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Gas-Burners.—Patent dated September 29, 1857.—The nature
of this invention consists in the use of certain deflectors with a fish-

tail, or other burner of suitable construction, for producing a more
perfect combustion of the gas with an increased light.

The angle pieces or deflectors C D, rising above and almost imme-
diately over the orifices or slit in the burner B, are adjusted in the

socket or ring E, by means of set screws, at or about right angles

with the line of the flame from the burner, between which and the

sockets of the burner their lower ends are inserted ; or a slight steel

spring attached to their lower ends, and pressing against the burner
socket or the ring, answers the same purpose; by these means they

can be adjusted so that the flame may be increased in breadth, which
decreases the height, or vice versa y by bringing their ends over the

burner closer and further apart.

The inventor says : I do not confine myself to the particular

or precise form or arrangement of the several parts as described and
shown, as the same may be modified in various ways, which I claim

doing whilst producing results substantially the same.

I claim the application to a gas-burner or burners of angular pieces
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or deflectors, or the equivalent thereof, substantially as described, for

the purpose of increasing the light derived from one or more streams

of gas issuing or escaping from a gas-burner or burners of any suit-

able construction, by altering and directing the current or currents of

gas, and the form of flame.

No. 16,848.

—

John McHenrt, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Improvement
in the Construction of Gas-Burners.—Patent dated March if, 1857.—
A is a case or shell which is made cylindrical, or slightly conical,

somewhat larger than the pipe, ordinarily about three-quarters of an
inch in diameter, and about one and a half inch long ; the lower end
of this shell has a reducing neck i for connecting it with the pipe^ its

upper end is fitted with a tip li forming any variety of burner ; within
the shell and occupying its entire cavity, except a small space c and
c?, at either end, is a plug h having a channel or groove of about one-

eighth of an inch diameter, spirally around its periphery, and which
forms the only communication between the spaces c and d\ therefore

the gas, in its passage from the pipe to the burner, is caused to pass the

entire length of the spiral channel, about fifteen inches, in contact

with the heated surfaces of the shell and plug, whereby it becomes
sufficiently attenuated to effect a thorough and perfect combustion of

the carbon.

Claim.—The removeable disk e, as a means of varying the size of the

throat of the burner, as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,820.

—

Charles H. Johnson, assignor to Himself and James
G. Hamblin, of Boston, Mass.

—

Improved Device by ivhich the Spigot

of Gas Cocks may he Lubricated in their Seats,—Patent dated March
10, 1857.

The inventor says : I do not confine my invention to making the
stud n in the precise form and manner above set forth, as it may be

otherwise constructed, so as to move into or out of the opening o.

I clai^n, when the tapering plug of the failcet or stop-cock is drawn
into the tubular seat by the action of the spring /, as specified, com-
bining with the seat tube a, an entrance passage k and groove I, and
a moveable stop n, arranged substantially in the manner and for the

purpose as specified ; or, in other words, so as to enable a person to

expeditiously lubricate the stop-cock, without the necessity of entirely

removing its plug from its seat tube.

No. 17,251.—E. Snowden Andrews, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Improved
Apparatus for Heating and Cooking by Gas.—Patent dated May 12,

ls57.—The apparatus rests on the gas-burner E ; the gas escapes

through E into the cylinder 6, and the atmospheric air enters through
the apertures c of the bottom p; the mixed gas and air passes out
through the apertures b, and, upon being ignited, the flame is made to

play upwards and around the sides of the boiler, which rests on disk/.

A current of air passes through the pipes h, which becomes heated as

it passes through said pipes, and, escaping through the holes ^ of disk

/, tends to impart great intensity to the fire^ upon the principles of

oxydation and hot draughts.
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The inventor says : I do not claim the tubes h h and the hot-air

chamber g, except as combined with my peculiar apparatus.

I claim the described article of manufacture, consisting of its tubes

A, hot-air chamber g, perforated rim c?, and spreading flange C C,

constructed and operating as set forth.

No. 18,945.

—

Samuel Gardiner, Jr., of New York, N. Y.

—

Mode
of Lighting Gas by Electricity.—Patent dated December 22, 1857.

—

This invention consists in placing a fine coil of platinum wire I over

the burner a, which is made red-hot by the passage, and the gas
impinging on it becomes ignited. F is the electro-magnet for opera-

ting the cock C^ to turn off and on, and regulate the flow of gas. G
is its armature ; H the lever to which the armature is attached ; I a

standard supporting the lever H; J a pawl attached to the lever, and
K a ratchet wheel on the cock C, with which the pawl G engages, j
is a spring to remove the armature from contact with the poles of the

electro-magnet, when the branch of the circuit in which the magnet
is placed is open, k is an adjustable stop-screw to regulate the move-
ment of the armature.
The inventor says : I do not confine myself to the particular method

described of accomplishing my object.

But I clairrij broadly, turning on or shutting off inflammable gas,

by degrees, or gradually, through the agency of electricity, for such
purposes as before alluded to.

No. 17,540.

—

Daniel H. Dean, of Lowell, Mass., assignor to Wil-
liam T. CoGGESHALL, of Fall Biver, Mass.

—

Improvement in Fire-Grates

or Linings of Fire-Pots.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and
engravings.

Claim,—Arranging the inner surface of each ring of the fire-pot

cylindrically or vertically, the edges of the rings inclining inwards

in such manner as to bring the upper edge of one ring on or about

on a level with the lower edge of the ring directly over it, as described,

whereby advantages such as are stated are gained.

No. 17,076.— Simeon Burgess, of Wayne, Pa.

—

Improvement in Cash-

Heaters,—Patent dated April 21, 1857.—The nature of this invention

will be understood by reference to the claim and engraving.

Claim.—Combining with the fire-pot B the encompassing hearth

A, with the adjustable pins S, for securing casks of different sizes in a

concentric position, as set forth.

No. 18,026.

—

Joseph Y. Tibbets, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement

in Eot-Air Registers.—Patent dated August 18, 1857.—By turning

the handle of the screw rod F the valves c d may be adjusted and
retained to any desired position, and thus the amount of air to pass

through register h may be regulated.

The inventor says : I wish to be understood as not claiming a reg-

ister with a valve for turning the heat, as such has been before essayed.

But I claim the valves c d placed in the ascending pipe a, at or near
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the centre, with independent movements, as and for the purposes set

forth.

No. 18,356.

—

Sylvester J. Sherman, of New York, N. Y.

—

Im-
provement in Hot-Air Registers.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—In
the drawings, fig. 1 is a cross section of the register, showing the

spring bar with the fans closed. Fig. 2 is a cross section of the

register, showing the spring bar with the fans partly open. E is the

spring bar, which connects at 3 with the connecting rod, and at 4
with the top or face of the register. F is the knob or handle attached

to the spring bar passing and working on the slot Gr. The spring

bar terminates at the upper end in the plate 5, so as to more evenly

slide against the under side of the piece having the slot in it. The
spring bar should be made of steel, and thin enough so as to be
elastic.

The inventor says : I claim interposing between the top plate of

hot-air registers and the spring bar, to which the fans are attached,

either directly or by means of a connecting rod, a slide plate, to

which the end of the spring bar nearest to said top plate on one side,

and the knob or handle on the other side, are permanently fixed, sub-

stantially as described.

No. 17,989.

—

William Westlake, of Milwaukie, Wis.

—

Improved
Tea Kettle.—Patent dated August 11, 1857.—The air passes through
tube E into the fire chamber c, supplying the fire in said chamber
with air while the draught passes through holes h and out through the

stove pipe, the chamber c being fitted in the top of the stove.

The inventor says : I am aware that tea kettles have been made
having lateral pipes attached for the admission of gas as a fuel. An
example is seen in Bogget & Pettit's patent, April 18, 1854. I do
not claim such tea kettles. They are quite different in construction

from mine ; are used for a different purpose, and operate in a different

manner. No air would enter through the fine apertures of their

burners. My kettle iorms a highly useful household article, and is

not dependent for its operation upon a pressure of coal gas.

I claim, as a new article of manufacture, a tea kettle made as de-

scribed.

No. 16,981.—A. H. Knapp, of Medford, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Ldmp-Burners.—Patent dated April 7, 1857.—The air which passes
through the perforations of the screen B partly supplies the outer
draught through the aperture in the cap immediately around the outer
tube^ while the other portion, being carried through the apertures a
in the said tubes, passes up the inner tube D, and out beneath the
button H. The said button, by which the height of the flame is regu-
lated, rests upon the rod G, which is raised or lowered by arm b play-
ing in the eccentric slot of the cam d, which can be turned by its

knob F.

The inventor says : I do not claim any one of the features described,

separately considered.

But I claim the arrangement in a removable burner, so that it may
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be applied to a common glass larap_, as described, of the perforated screen

Bj apertures a a, small column c, and cam d, provided with an eccen-

tric slot, all arranged, combined and operating substantially as set

forth, whereby I am enabled to produce a steady and even flame.

No. 18,307.

—

Isaac Suggitt, of Providence, K. I.

—

Improved Hydro-
carbon Vapor Lamp —Patent dated September 29, 1857.—The nature
of this invention consists in the upper part of the tube A, from which
one or more arms or projections B are fitted about one inch below the

top. The arms or projections are drilled hollow, and provided with
a slit or aperture for the escape of vapor to supply the flame, also

with a slit or aperture D to receive the vapor from the tube in case

the ends E of the arms or projections get stopped up with particles of

cotton. A screwed or sliding cap is made so as to fit into the arms or

projections B, when only one is required to burn. The upper part of

the tube is made rough, and of some dark color, for the better radiation

of the heat. S is a corrugated metal hoop to assist the escape of the

vapor, and prevent the cotton charring too quick. T is a screwed cap
to close the tube.

Claim.—The inventor says : I do not confine myself to place the

arms B one inch from the top of the tube A, as when there is only

one arm it requires to be a little lower than when two or more arms
or projections are made. I do not claim a tube alone, but I claim a

tube in combination with arms or projections B, an*d corrugated hoop
S, substantially as set forth, to be used in any container or lamp suit-

able for the above purpose.

No. 18,818.

—

Francis Leclair, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Lamps.—Patent dated December 8, 1857.—A is the lamp reservoir

;

B is a wick extending to the gas generating chamber C; D is the

heating flame tube ; E is the thimble for regulating the heating flame
;

F is the handle for turning the thimble E to raise or lower it on the

heating tube D ; G is the plane for the handle to move on ; H is a
shield for protecting the heating flame ; J is the common or bat-wing
burner, which is readily lighted after a short time of action of the

heating flames ; L or M is the separate wick, independent of wick B.

The inventor says : I am aware that shields have been used for pro-

tecting the heating flame in some instances ; I therefore do not claim

the shield itself as new.
But I claim the shield H, constructed and arranged as described, so

as to be held in its position by the screw G, and operating between it

and the top a of the reservoir A, as set forth.

No. 17,086.

—

Charles A. Greene, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improve-

ment in Burners for Burning Fluid La7nps. -Fsitent dated April 21,

1857.—The wick in the small tube E is, in the first instance, ignited,

until suflicient heat is communicated to the conductor, the cap F, the

burner G, and projection g, to generate a flammable gas from the

fluid. This gas passes upwards through the passages i into the inte-

rior of the burner G, and passes through the slit on the top of the same.

The gas being ignited, imparts sufficient heat to projection g to gene-
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rate gas without the assistance of burner E. The brilliancy of the

light can be adjusted by screwing or unscrewing cap F, and the ex-

tent to which the projection g enters the wick is thus increased or

diminished.

The inventor says : I do not desire to lay any claim to the employ-
ment of a supplementary wick, in connexion with the lamps, or to the

employment of plaster of Paris, or other non-conducting substance for

surrounding the reservoir.

Neither do I desire to claim the exclusive use of a tapering spur for

penetrating the wick.

But I claim the hollow burner Gr, with its rounded or hemi-spheri-

cal cap, and its projection g, when the whole is rendered adjustable

to the main tube, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,398.—David F. Kandall, of Chicopee, Mass.

—

Improvement
in the Construction of Burnvng Fluid Lamps.—Patent dated January
13, 1857.—The volatile fluid escapes in form of gas through the slit

d of the gas-burner c, and the arms g of the spur spread the flame

and heat the spur /, which latter, when heated, aids in vaporizing

the fluid, producing a more intense light than that produced in a
common gas-burner.

The inventor says : I do not claim combining with a burner a piece

of metal to extend down into the body of a lamp for the purpose of

fluidizing the combustible matter therein.

Nor do I claim combining with the wick of a burner a metallic

tube to extend around said wick, and down -into the burner tube, and
to be capped with a button, for spreading the flame, the heat of said

button and the tube extending immediately arou»nd the wick, serving

to vaporize the fluid within the wick.

But I claim so applying to the gas-burner a tapering spur that it

may extend down into the body of the wick, and serve to conduct
heat into the interior of the wick while the external sides of the wick
are heated by the burner and wick tube, as specified ; and when such
spur is used, I claim making it with one or more branches at top, as

shown and described.

No. 16,852.—RuFUS W. Sargent, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

hnprove-
ment in the Burner of Burning Fluid Lamps.—Patent dated March 17,

1857.—The claim of the inventor and the engravings fully explain

the nature of this invention.

The inventor says : I do not claim the burner tube, chamber A
the arrangement of the main wick, or tube a.

I claim, 1st, the making of the chamber for the heating flame in

lamps in which burning fluid, spirit gas, or other highly volatile

fluid is used, so that it nearly or wholly surrounds the chamber in

which the gas is ''generated, in order that the heating flame, being

sheltered from the outer air and confined within the outer chamber,
and in immediate contact with the inner chamber, may effect its pur-

pose more steadily and with less consumption of fluid, the form of the

outer chamber being substantially as above, and as represented in the

annexed drawings.
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2d. I claim surrounding the tube with a wick and packing, sub-
stantially as above described, in order to supply the heating flame
with fluid, and the making of the burner tube with a flange and
shoulder, as described, in order to afford space fors aid wick and pack-
ing, and the perforating the burner tube with apertures, through
which said wick may be supplied with fluid.

3d. I claim the regulator, substantially as above de8cribed_, move-
able up and down upon the burner tube, in order to regulate and con-
trol the heating flame.

No. 16,379.—M. B, Dtott, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement in

Burning Fluid Lamps —Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The nature
of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

graving.

The inventor says : I do not claim the thermo-insulation of the
burner, as this has heretofore been done ; but I c?am removing the me-
tallic connexion between the main burner A and auxiliary burner B
of a fluid lamp so far from the flame or heat, and interposing a non
or bad conducting material between the burner A and lighter B, as

that the heat of the main burner shall not be transmitted to the aux-
iliary, whilst the efficiency of the latter is in nowise impaired sub-
stantially for the purpose and in the manner described.

No. 17,658.

—

Henry Wright Adams, of New York, N. Y.

—

Im-
provement in Fountain Lamps.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.—In
carrying this lamp carelessly and tilting it, the overflows of the oil at

the burner cup E is prevented by the oil in said cup sealing the pas-

sage a, which thus prevents the air from entering the reservoir A, and
getting above the oil.

Claim.—Providing the burner cup with an internal cylinder or

lining E to leave an open bottomed but close topped passage a a
around the burner, in communication with the tube or passage D,
coming from the fountain or reservoir, said internal cylinder or lining

being provided with an opening c opposite the tube or passage D, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

^ No. 16,524.—J. S. Brown, of Washington, D. 0.^ assignor to

Joseph Kent, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Improvement in Lard Lamps.—
Patent dated February 3, 1857.—The brush of wires h h h serves to

conduct the heat from the burning wick through the lard, and thus

keep the latter liquid. When the wire brush has been removed for

the purpose of filling the lamp, the ring d is pushed down, as repre-

sented in figure 2 ; the ring is then inserted into the neck a of the

lamp, and the wire brush is pushed down, when the wires will again
assume the position, figure 1.

Claim.—The loose ring d, in combination with the brush of wires,

for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,825.

—

Isaac N. Coffin, of Washington, D. C.

—

Improve-
ment in Lard Lamps.—Patent dated March 17, 1857.

The inventor says : I disclaim the arrangement of flat inclined wick
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tubes at right angles to each other, that having been done by H, W.
Kevely.

But I claim the combination of the flat inclined wick tubes a a at

right angles to each other, with the concave reflector i, as described,

for the purposes mentioned.

No. 16,384.

—

Lewis A. Hamblin, of Chicago, 111.

—

Improvement in

Locomotive Lamps.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The oil passes

fromthe chambers A^ and A^, through passages B^ and B% to the small

central chamber A, to supply the burner C ; by having the passages

B^ and B^ not in line with one another, the oil will not be affected so

much by the lateral motion of the engine, and an uniform feed will be
effected.

The inventor says : I am aware that the reservoir or chamber of a
locomotive lamp has been divided into a series of compartments by
means of partitions, which extended from the top to near the centre

of its depth, but this arrangement has been found not to accomplish
the object desired, as a direct communication is necessarily left from
end to end of the lamp below said partitions ; and owing to this, as

the oil is shot suddenly back and forth, that portion which is below
the partitions rushes to one end of the lamp, and that above the

bottom of the partitions falls into its place, and causes a too great and
sudden pressure at the said end, and slopping or overflowing, and un-
steady feeding to the burner are the results. Such an arrangement,
therefore, I do not claim, as the same was patented to Irwin A.
Williams on the 10th October, 1854.

ButI c?am, as an improvement on the^said'Williams' lamp, making
a locomotive lamp with three or more distinct chambers A A^ A%
said chambers all being arranged on the same level, and connected by
two tubes B B^, which run parallel, but not in line with one another,

and provided with two elevated vent passages E E, which communicate
with the ordinary vent passages D D, substantially as and for the

purposes set forth.

No. 16,769.

—

Isaac Carleton of Brooklyn, N. T., assignor to John
Wyberd, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Improvement in Reflectors for Locomotive
and other Lamps.—Patent dated March 3, 1857.—The object of this

improvement is the protection of the metallic reflector C from atmo-
spheric influence.

The inventor says : I make no claim to the passing of an air-tight

tube through the reflector, separately considered, nor do I claim pro-

tecting the reflector, by a glass, conforming to its surface and hermeti-

cally sealed at the chimney openings and the rim of the reflector as

shown in the patent of Alonzo Farron, dated April 14, 1814.

I claim the air-tight glass cylinder B, passing through the reflector,

in combination with the glass Gr, hermetically sealing the mouth of

the reflector, arranged and operating substantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

No. 18,704.

—

William Pratt, of Baltimore, Md.

—

Improvement in

Safety Lamps.—Patent dated November 24, 1857.—The claim and
engravings explain the nature of this invention.
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The inventor says : I do not claim any of the devices of others

which I have referred to in the specification, or profess to be the
discoverer of any of the principles involved in my own devices,

separately considered.

But I claim, first protecting the orifices of vessels used in holding,

pouring and burning inflammable liquids, with a volute of ribbed
metal, wound upon itself, or made of strips of plain and currugated
metal wound together, these so formed making most economically a
series of regular tubes of great stability and conducting power,
together with freedom of pouring through them the liquids used, and
also presenting great facility of cleaning from any accidental obstruc-

tions.

In claiming the above, I do not claim protecting such orifices with
wire gauze, perforated metal cylinders or chambers, packages or masses
of shot, pumice stone, or masses of tangled wire, or of wire packed
longitudinally in tubes, as all these devices have been known before,

but do not fulfil all conditions which my device does.

Second. I claim the arrangement of the feeder tube and cap, and the

wick tubes and cap, either by the intersection of their peripheries or

stops, suitably placed in such a manner that the removal of the wick
cap cannot take place till that which covers the protected orifice dor

replenishing the lamp is first taken off. \

No. 18,456.

—

William Kemblb, of New York, N. Y., and William
H. C. Bartlett, of West Point, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Shades for
Lamps.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—This invention is for an
improvement in the construction of glass shades for lamps, &c., and
the object of it is to secure and concentrate in a horizontal direction

all the rays projected above or below the radiant point.

In the engraving, the rays of light are shown as converging at B,

but may be made to issue in parallel rays or diverging ones, according

to the use the light is to be put. As the surfaces of the zones are

polished, a portion of the light will necessarily be reflected ; this shows
that a prominent feature in this invention lies in the direction given

by these reflected rays, viz : by projecting them back upon the source

of light, whereby they are all saved and serve to increase the intensity

of the illumination.

The inventors say: We claim the described method of constructing

a refracting light shade— that is to say, having its interior so shaped
hat all rays shall fall perpendicularly upon the receiving surfaces, in

combination with an exterior refracting surface, by which only the

rays shall be deviated into the required direction, substantially as

described.

No. 17,507.

—

Joseph Hassell, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Solar Lamps.—Patenfc dated June 9, 1857.—The nature of this in-

vention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim, separately, the elevating or de-

pressing of the wick holder and its wick by turning the outer sur-

rounding tube formed with a helix to act on a spring projecting from
the wiok-holder, and the wick-holder being prevented from turning
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by a pin projecting from its inner periphery, fitting and sliding in a
vertical groove formed in the outer surface of the inner wick tube.

I claim making the outer and turning wick tube/, which surrounds

the wick holder g^ with a helix or helices Z, to act on a pin or stud m,
projecting from the said wick holder, and preventing the said wick
holder from turning by a feather or feathers h, or equivalents therefor,

on the outer surface of the inner wick tube, substantially as described;

in combination with the making of the upper end of the inner and
outer wick tubes cylindrical and with unbroken surfaces in contact with
the wick as described, the better to keep the upper end of the wick
parallel with the upper end of the said wick tubes, and for the further

purpose of having the surface of the said tubes where they are in con-

tact or close proximity with the wick to present unbroken cylindrical

surfaces as set forth.

And I also claim, in combination with the turning wick tube

provided with a helix or helices_, substantially as described, the employ-
ment of a movable nozzle, substantially as described.

No. 18,142.

—

Joseph G-. G-ilbert, of New York, N. Y.—Improve-
ment in Vapor Lamps.—Patent dated September 8, 1857.—The conical

cork D, having been pierced, is slid over the wick tube C; and the
conical box E is slid over the cork D_, and its base is soldered to the

screw top B ; the space Gr is then filled with melted sulphur, which,
together with the cork, as nonconducting materials, will confine the
heat to the wick tube.

The inventor says : I do not claim the use of cork alone, nor do I

claim the outer cylinder, as they are both old devices ; neither do I

claim the form of the ring separately as a part of the heater or burner.
I claim the combination of the sulphur and cork, in the manner and

substantially for the purposes set forth.

No. 18^719 —Dexter H. Chamberlain, of West Koxbury, Mass.,
assignor to Himself and John Borrowcastle, of Boston, Mass.

—

Im-
provement in Vapor-Burning Lamps,—Patent dated November 2i,

1857.—In this improvement the wick tube is formed, as shown in the
engravings, of a central or main portion 4, which is secured to the
cap C at a, and extends down into the lamp nearly to the bottom of it

;

and of an auxiliary casing or chamber 5, which surrounds the part 4,
and extends from the top of it nearly down to the cap C at a; this

chamber 5 is filled with wick, a few strands being coiled in it up to

the point/ where it is joined to the part 4.

Claim.—The auxiliary chamber or casing 5, in combination with
the tube 4, constructed and arranged in the manner and for the pur-
pose set forth

No. 17,637.

—

John Eeese and Charles N. Tyler, of Washington,
D. C.

—

Improved Lantern for Lighting Street Gas.—Patent dated
June 23, 1857.—In using this device the mouth of the shade D is

entered into the funnel in the bottom of the gas lamp, and the burner
C of the lighting lamp is pressed upward by means of handle G ; the
guard e, coming in contact with the valve which covers the- aperture

41
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in the bottom of the street lamp, opens it to allow the burner C to pass

up tar enough to ignite the gas. On withdrawing the burner the
spring E on tube B forces the shade D over the burner, and the light

is thus protected from being extinguished as the lighting lamp is car-

ried from one place to another.

Claim.—The gas lighter described, consisting of the sliding shade
D, spring E, and guard e, arranged and operating in the manner and
for the purposes set forth.

No. 18,602.

—

John R. Pierce and Leavitt B. Austin, of Oswego, N.
Y.

—

Improved Signal Lantern.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.

—

The bottom of the lantern A is connected to the top C by the front

bars D D and side plates E E, which, with the cross bars F F, form
the frame of the lantern. The ears G G are fastened to the top C for

the bail G^, by which the lantern may be suspended. The hoop H
surrounds the perforated chimney I, and is fastened to the top C by
the brackets W, so as to break the force of the wind, and prevent it

from blowing into the chimney and extinguishing the light. The
interior of the lantern is divided into three compartments by two hori-

zontal partitions J J, opposite and fastened to the bars F F. These
compartments may be provided with glass of different colors, so as to

show light of the color required for the signal to be given.

Claim.—The combination of a traversing chimney and lamp so

arranged as to avoid the bad effect of the lamp's smoke in signal lan-

terns, in the manner set forth.

No. 17^351.

—

William G. Russell, of New York, N. Y., assignor

to William Sewell and William G. Russell, aforesaid.

—

Combined

Lantern and Oil Can.—Patent dated May 19, 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understood hj reference to the claim and en-

graving.

The inventor says : I do not claim either a lamp or an oil can.

But in view of the new and useful result obtained, and the security

for life and limb by my illuminated oil can, I daim^ as a new article

of manufacture, the attachment of a lamp or light to an oil can or

feeder for illuminating the place to be oiled, substantially as and for

the purposes specified.

No. 18,105.

—

Joseph H. Rohrman, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improve-

ment hi Lanterns.—Patent dated September 1, 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings.

Claim.—First. Constructing square frame lanterns with the corner

uprights of square wire or metal rods, and the door frame of a single

square wire or rod bent in IT form, secured at its ends by a strip, the

whole arranged as and for the purposes described.

Second. In combination with square wire corner uprights, the pe-

culiar attachment of the guard wires d by simple grooves and dove-

tailed ends, as described, the whole constructed as and for the purposes

sat forth.

Third. Forming tongues g in the bottom and top plates^ or either,
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fbr spring stops to secure the glasses in position, and also for the ad-

mission of air necessary to the combustion of the lamp flame, substan-

tially in the manner set forth.

No. 18,784.

—

Abel Wilsojt, of Philadelphia^ Pa.

—

Improvement in

Gas-Lighting Lanterns.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—This in-

vention relates to improvements in lanterns used by lamplighters for

lighting gas, and consists in attaching to the top of the body or casing

of the lantern, a hollow perforated cone open at the top, and above
the latter a hollow corrugated or other suitably formed cone.

The interior of the lantern communicates with the interior of the

perforated cone, and the space between the two cones, and with the

external atmosphere.
This invention has for its object the instantaneous lighting of gas,

by simply holding the lantern in such a position with regard to the

open burner, that the gas from the same may enter the openings
between the two cones.

The inventor says : I wish it to be understood that although I prefer

three corrugated cones, I do not desire to confine myself to that pre-

cise number or form of cones, as one cone only will serve the desired

purpose, and as the cones may be made plain instead of corrugated.

But what I daim is surmounting the body or casing of the lantern
with its hollow perforated cone C, in combination with the cone D,
when the same are arranged and constructed substantially in the

manner set forth and fjr the purpose specified.

No. 16,880.

—

Andrew Ralston, of West Middletown, Pa.

—

Improve-
ment in Pocket Lanterns,—Patent dated March 24, 1857.—F is a
sliding cap which can be closed down on the ring E when the lamp
is not in use, or raised when in use ; it is provided with wires p, which
pass through the openings in the ring E, and are bent at their lower
ends so as to form eyes, made to slide on the wires g, the latter form-
ing guiding rods for the cap F.
B is the cap of the lamp shown separately in the engravings

; it

consists of two disks d and e, of which the disk d has a longer diameter
than the counter disk e; the centre portion of both is raised cone
shape, so as not to touch or press on the end of the wick. They are
riveted together in the centre, and a ring / of India rubber or any
other elastic substance is firmly kept between them. The cap B is

connected with the tube ?) by a hinge g ; h is Si spring which is hook-
shaped at its upper end, and keeps the cap B firmly down when the
lamp is not in use.

Claim.—The sliding cap F, the cap B, and the wick tube a, with
its two rings or disks C C, arranged, combined, and operating in the
manner set forth and described.

No. 17,696.

—

John Reese and Charles N. Tyler, of Washington,
D. C.

—

Improvement in Street Lanterns.—Patent dated June 30, 1857.

—

In lighting the lamp, the operator will turn the cock C by means of a
key, and at the same time insert the burner of his hand lamp through
the aperture D, by which the gas is ignited.
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The inventors say : We do not claim the conical aperture or the
valve in themselves.

But we claim the arrangement of the funnel-mouthed aperture D,
and the valve F, in the bottom of the lamp, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

No. 17,495.

—

John Chilcott, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Bakers' Ovens,—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The bread to be baked
is placed in the pans G ; these pans are supported by cars F, the three

wheels of which run on suitable rails ; the cars and pans revolve
with the platform D ; and each car having made one-half of a revo-

lution, starting from door K, the wrist-pin i* of crank i passes through
the curved slot v, as represented at figure 4, thereby causing the pan
G to tilt on its bearings h^ and to discharge the loaves thereon.

The inventor says : I do not claim a continuously operating oven,

as I am aware that endless chains have been employed in ovens to

convey the bread from one part, where it is received, to another part,

whence it is discharged, after having been baked during its travel

from one part to the other.

Nor do I claim, generally, the employment within an oven of a
horizontal rotating table, as I am aware that small ovens have been
provided with such tables, to turn a loaf or other article placed upon
them, from time to time.

But I claim providing each car by which the bread is conveyed to

and from the oven with a pan or tray, that is hung upon journals,

and is overturned at a suitable stage in the baking process by the

automatic mechanical agency described, for the purpose of inverting

the position of the bread, and thus causing the bread to be baked
more uniformly.

No. 18,429.

—

Hiram Berdan, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Bakers' Ovens.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—A full descrip-

tion of this invention would be too long for publication in this

volume; we can therefore only state that, in using this improved
oven, the dough is placed on trays or other suitable receptacles, sup-

ported on carriages, which are conveyed by upright endless chains

through the oven, and it takes these carriages just so long a time to

pass through as is necessary t > effect the baking of the bread. The
oven doors are also made to open and shut, and the carriages intro-

duced into and withdrawn from the oven automatically at regular

and proper intervals. The heat of the oven is maintained at a
uniform degree.

Claim.—The inventor says : I claim the employment in an oven
of a system of endless chains, in connexion with other machinery,
arranged and combined substantially as described, for the purpose of

introducing dough, or other material to be baked, into the oven,

keeping the same in motion therein, and delivering the same there-

from when baked.

No. 17,666.—J. H. Chester, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Im'proved

Portable Steam Radiator for Heating Apartments,—Patent dated
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June 30, 1857.—The boiler is filled about one third with water
through pipe D, and placed over a gauze gas-burner ; in a few-

minutes the water will boil, the steam ascending in a straight

column until, striking the deflector B, it is deflected to the right and
left, thoroughly heating the lower corners, and, passing around the

ends of the deflectors, ascends to the steam chamber above ; and, as

the air cocks should be open, the cold air is expelled, and the steam-
chamber filled with steam. The steam, on ascending, condenses on
the inner surfaces of the radiator^ giving out its heat, and descends
to the boiler to be reconverted into steam.

The inventor says : I do not confine my claim to gas as the only
means of heating the portable radiator, but intend to use any method
of heating to secure the object as set forth.

I claim the portable radiator A, constructed with plain inner sur-

faces, the deflector B, boiler C, and tube D, all constructed and
arranged substautially as and for the purposes set forth.

No. 16,459.

—

William Bennett, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Radiatorsfor Fireplace Grates and Franklin Stoves.—Patent
dated January 27, 1857.—The nature of this invention will be under-
stood by reference to the claim and engraving.
The inventor says : I do not claim the perforated plate described in

the patent issued to S. S. Savage, October 28, 1856.

Neither do I claim the use of wire gauze and perforated metal
dampers in any form located in the flues of stoves or throats of chim-
neys, nor the gas apparatus of A. Bruce.
But I claim a perforated metallic plate or radiator, filling the fire-

place with a flange of indefinite depth, and resting upon the fuel

directly or upon the top bar of the grate, and against the fire back,
in such manner that the whole shall come below the ^mq of the stove

or throat of the chimney in which it is used, leaving the passage for

the cold air to the chimney flue free and unobstructed, constructed and
arranged substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,456.

—

Charles J. Shepard, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Cooking Ranges,—Patent dated June 2, 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings.

The inventor says : I do not claim a metallic conductor between the
fire and oven, as the same has been used in the form of a separate

block on which the fire brick rested ; but I am not aware that the side

plate of the oven has ever before been formed with the thickened part

at the point of curvature in said plate as specified, whereby the direct

heat of the fire (which would cause burning) is intercepted, and the
whole plate is heated by the conducted heat, which would not be the
case if the plate and conductor 2 were in separate pieces ; and by this

means the oven is enlarged and rendered more efi&cient.

I claim forming the plate m that encloses the whole side of the oven
next the fire, with the conductor and radiator 2, substantially as and
for the purposes specified; whereby the said radiator 2, in contact with

the fire, conducts the heat to and disperses the same throughout the side
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oven plate m, lieating the oven more uniformly and preventing burn-
ing, at the same time that the oven is enlarged as specified.

No. 18,055.

—

Samuel Pierce, of Troy, N. Y.

—

Improvement in Cook-
ing Ranges.—Patent dated August 25_, 185*7.—The current of air

passes over the partition h through space 5, so that the natural draft

of the bottom flue g will aid in creating a current in the space be-
tween the ovens o and o^, and the circulation will thus be made com-
plete and cause the ovens to bake alike on every side.

Claim.—The combination of the recess p between the ovens, having
a division plate therein open at the top, with the bottom flue, as set

forth, so as, by the action of the draft of said bottom flue^ to cause a
circulation in said recess p, in the manner and for the purpose
described.

No. 17,259.

—

John Gr. Brown and John P. Derby, ofSouth Beading,
Massachusetts.

—

Improved Apparatus for Roasting Meat.—Patent
dated May 12, 185T.—The meat being secured to spit Gr, it can be
held in any desired position by means of pawl P ; by pressing down
handle F the pawl P is removed from the ratchet K, and spit G can
be turned by turning handle H.
The inventors say : We do not claim the use of a wheel with a

socket attached, on or into which wheel a band or gears run, for the
purpose of turning the spit, a device of that kind having before been
used in the application of clock machinery, which is moved by a spring

or weight.

Neither do we claim the various parts of the devices named, sepa-

rated and disconnected from each other.

We claim a new article of manufacture, consisting of a pan with
the handles A a, sockets B B, the removable standards E 6, ratchet

wheel, pawl, and spit for a roasting apparatus, all arranged and ope-

rating as described.

No. 18,241.

—

Edmund Gibbs, of Madison, Wisconsin.

—

Improvement
in Steam-heating Apparatus.—Patent dated September 22, 1857.

—

This invention is of the nature of a stove, the upper part of which is

arranged with boiler pipes and steam chambers set over a gas burner

fixed in a cylinder supported on a basis with feet ; this lower part,

with the upper part, forming an upright cylindrical stove suitable for

heating purposes in any apartment.
This stove, says the inventor, is arranged for a single gas burner

;

because it is more economical to use two stoves, when more heat is

wanted, than to increase the size or burners for one stove.

The inventor claims the boiler E, with its trough F, operating in

combination with the coil of pipe 0, and its prongs P and Q, or their

equivalents, arranged for the purpose specified.

No. 17,750.

—

Charles B. Sawyer, of Fitchburg, Massachusetts.

—

Improved Air-heating Stove.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—The cold

air enters the stove through pipe D, and becomes heated in passing

through the hot-air flue F, and the heated air passes through pipes I
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into the rooms to be "heated. The cold and vitiated air from tlie lower
part of the rooms will pass through pipes J into chamber C, and up
through chamber H into pipe g. In case the temperature of either

room becomes too high, it may suddenly be lowered by opening the

damper of pipe K, which will admit a volume of pure cold air.

The inventor says : I do not claim the hot-air pipes I^ hot-air flue

F, ventilating flue Gr, and air-heating chamber A, provided with cold-

air pipe D; for these, arranged as shown, have been previously used

and patented by John Sawyer.
Nor do I claim either of the parts described separately.

But I claim the pipes K for the admission of cold air direct into

rooms, when said pipes are made to pass through the ventilating

chambers G for the purpose of creating the necessary draught, as

described and arranged, and used in connexion with the hot-air pipes

I and ventilating pipes J, as shown.
I also claim the chamber H placed over the hot-air flue F and ven-

tilating chamber G, when arranged relatively with the flue F, chamber
G, and pipes a g^ as shown for the purpose specified.

No. 18,321.

—

Hiram Carsley, of Lynn, Mass.

—

Improvement in Stove

Cover Stands.—Patent dated October 6, 1857.—The objects to be
accomplished by this invention are: To have a suitable receptacle for

the covers of a cooking stove or range, while the holes to which they
belong are being used ; to have it so constructed as to be convenient

to take the covers from and replace them with the common removable
or other similar handles ; to have it so constructed as to be easily

taken apart and closely packed for transportation ; to sufficiently pro-

tect the floor, stove, top of covers, and other articles which the

covers are liable to come in contact with from smut, &c. ; and so as to

require but little material in the manufacture. The drawings and
claim give the best idea of the construction of this invention.

Claim.—The inventor says : I claim the improved stove cover screen,

composed of a series of shelves, each provided with the space a, and
arranged in combination with the relatively enlarged and flanged base

h, substantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth.

No. 17,767.

—

Patrick Mihan, of Boston, Mass., assignor to Egbert
B. FiTTS, of the same place.

—

Improved Gas Stoves.—Patent dated
July 7, 1857.—The gas enters the case E by pipe h, and the burner
C is also supplied with an outer current of air which passes up through
air conductor c. The flame passes up against the inverted bottom F,
by which the heat is disseminated towards the sides of the oven and
finally escapes through flue c.

Claim.—The combination and arrangement of the deflector /, with
the conical or tapering cap h, the gas receiving case E, and the air

passage e, the whole being substantially in manner and so as to ope-

rate as described. /

Also, the combination and arrangement of the perforated open tube
or conductor G, and the secondary top H, with the oven, substantially

as specified; and so as to operate therewith, and not only improve its
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baking powers, but render it capable of applying beat to a kettle or

otber article placed in or on said part or tube Gr, as specified.

No. 16,538.

—

George W. Gardner, of Troj, IST. Y.

—

Improvement
in ShaJcer-Bars of Stove-Grates.—Patent dated February 3, 1857.

—

The inner end of bar E plays between two pins g g on the circular

.grate B, which latter is thereby caused to revolve about its centre a.

Claim.—The shaker-bar E, with the fulcrum /, or its equivalent,

as described, for the purpose of revolving the grate without the usual
slot in the stove, and confining the ashes in the stove, as set forth.

No. 17,756.

—

James Spear, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improved Bail-

road Car Stove.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—When the cars are in

motion a current of air is forced into the tube H, raising one of the

valves a c, and the air striking the top of furnace A passes down
through space and enters the car through openings m. When the

car is at rest, the air enters the furnace through openings m, and be-

comes heated in passing up through space C, and escapes into the car

through openings n.

The inventor says : I am aware that cars have been heated by a

current of air caused by their motion, and admitted through the top

of the car to a heater inside ; but this I do not claim.

But I claim the combination of the cross tube H and its self-acting

valves a and b, with the air tube E, so constructed and arranged as to

conduct the external air to the heater when the cars are in rapid mo-
tion, either forward or backward, and to prevent the escape of the

heated air when there is no descending current, as specified.

No. 17,483.

—

Asa Blood, of Norfolk, Ya.

—

Improved Steam-Heating
Stove.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—The water to be converted into

steam passes through pipes S into the chamber N, thence through
pipe h into flue ff, in the direction of the arrows ; thence into cham-
ber E^ ; up pillar H into chamber L^ ; then down pillar H^, through
chamber E ; up pillar ff, pipe a, tubeM^, and finally escapes through
pipe E. The condensed water is collected in pipe a^ and escapes

through pipe Pi^

Claim.—The arrangement of the water chamber N, chambers E and
L^ and o, pillars H, H^, and H?, hollow grates and tubes R and E.^,

as set forth.

No. 16,423.—LoFTis Wood, of New York, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Stove Thimbles or Beck Irons.—Patent dated January 13, 1857.—The
inner pipe A and outer cross pipe B are united on their lower ends,

they being made of one piece of cast iron. This deck iron is inserted

in the deck of the vessel and fastened to it by means of flange 0, and
the stove pipe passes through the inner pipe A ; the space between the

two pipes being filled with water, thus insulating the stove pipe.

The inventor says : I do not claim the mode or process of casting

described, though I believe it to be, in some respects, new.
I claim the deck iron described, constructed substantially as set

forth, irrespective of the mode or process of casting.
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No. 18,434.

—

William T. Coggesshall, of Fall River, Mass.

—

Im-
provement in Stove and Furnace Grates.—Patent dated October 20,

1857.—This improvement is described by tbe engraving and claim.

Claim.—The inventor says : I lay no claim whatever to applying

the grate to its drawer slide in such manner as to enable said grate to

be either turned horizontally or tipped laterally, such not being my
invention.

But I claim a new mode of combining the grate A with its drawer
slide B, viz: by a supporting annulus 0, separate from and arranged
on the slide, and made to support the grate, substantially as explained

;

my invention affording a clear ash space under the grate, while it

secures the advantage of allowing the grate to be either tipped later-

ally or to be turned or vibrated horizontally, as occasion may require.

No. 17,235.

—

Henry Seitz, of St. Mary's, Ya.

—

Improvement in

Close or Open Stoves.—Patent dated May 5, 1857.—The parts being
in position as represented in full lines, this stove operates like an open
grate stove ; but when the plates N Q R are moved in the position

marked in dotted lines, and upon the apertures between the grate bars

a being closed by bars i, the stove is transformed into a perfectly

tight stove. The cold air from the room passes through openings e

of the plates 6, and thence through openings p into passages J ; and
in passing up said passages it becomes heated, and escapes through
openings d into the room. By opening the register K warm air will

be admitted on the upper surface of the fire, and all smoke will be
consumed.

Claim.—The arrangement in a grate of the plates N Q E, sup-

plimentary grate bars i, dust flue S, air heating chambers XXI,
and passages J J, when the whole are disposed as shown, for the pur-
pose set forth.

No. 17,283.— Jno. C. Keller, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Improvement
in Coal Stoves.—Patent dated May 12, 1857.—The air passing through
the aperture D passes half around the cylinder P, through the chamber
J, and entering groove L, the oxygen of the air is brought in contact

with the carbonic acid of the fuel in the fire chamber A by the tubes
K, upon which combustion takes place causing jets of flame to extend
some six inches above the openings in the upper ends of tubes K.
The inventor says : Stoves provided with the hole D, chamber J,

and perforations in the cylinder P some four inches below its top, are

well known. I therefore do not claim the parts to which the letters

D J and P refer.

But I claim the arrangement of the perforations D and in the cylin-

ders B and M situated opposite to each other, so that the current of air

entering D shall be divided and heated by passing half around the
cylinder M previous to entering the groove L through the perforation

0, in the manner substantially as described.

No. 17,510.

—

John B. Kohler, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

—

Improvement in Coal Stoves.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.—When the
opening m is closed by lip n on the disk W, the products of combus-
tion must pass through the openings m^ m^ into the chambers M^ and
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M^; thence, through, openings p^ p- , into the space between the casings
B D, on one side of the partitions q; thence through the orifices r, re-

turning through the space between the same casings, but on the op-
posite side of the partitions, to the chimney I. When the projection

n is removed from the opening m, the products of combustion , instead

of taking this circuitous route, will pass off direct to the chimney.
The air to be heated passes through orifices d into the space between
the casings C and D, thence through openings t, t^, and t^, into the
chamber N, W,; and N^ thence, through corresponding openings i«

and a grating Y, to the room to be heated.

Claim.—The three cases B, C, D, the fire chambers M, M^, and
M^, and their respective openings, the air chambers N, N-, and N^,
with their openings, and the partitions q and q^, when the whole is

arranged and constructed substantially in the manner and for the

purpose set forth.

No. 17,919.—J. A. Davis, of Syracuse, New York.

—

Improvement
in Goal Stoves.—Patent dated August i, 1857.—When the damper D
is closed, the draught caused from the openings v descends downward
through the fire which is on grate H, and, entering the bottom of the
flues e, passes up through said flues, thence downward through flues

M, and up through flues N and out at pipe B.

The inventor says : I do not wish to be understood as claiming the

downward draft, as that is well known.
' But I claim the combined arrangement of the shallow fire-box G,

constructed as described, flues M M and N N, and dampers D and C,

the whole constructed and operating as described.

No. 18,362.

—

William H. Stinson, of Baltimore, Maryland.—7m-
provement in Coal Stoves.—Patent dated October 6^ 1857.—This in-

vention consists in fitting within a common fireplace a suitably shaped
head or cowl covering the throat of the chimney, the sides or jambs of

the hearth peculiarly constructed, somewhat after the manner of the

Franklin or Pennsylvania fire place; heating a current of air derived

either from within or without the room in which the stove is placed,

as the exigencies of the temperature may require; and by suitable de-

vices dividing the current of air in such a manner that it shall neces-

sarily pass over a great amount of heating surface, and the heating
surface so arranged that it shall facilitate the passage of heated air

into the room. The drawings and claim will give the reader an idea

of this improvement.
The inventor says : I make no claim, broadly, to the heating of

rooms by means of currents of air introduced from without, and cir-

culating in chambers or passages around a stove situated within the

fireplace.

Neither do I claim the introduction of cold air from without into a

fire chamber, and thence into the room in a heated state, as these de-

vices are well known in the Franklin stove and the stove of Feinour.

Neither do I claim the construction of a stove, with a vacant space

around the stove, closed in front, except the space between the cylin-

der and sides, the heated air being forced out between the cylinder

and sides^ as in the stove of Latrobe; as these devices fail of effecting
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t"he purposes whicli are perfectly fulfilled by my invention , viz : the

control of the source from whence the cold air is derived ; the dividing

and passing it over a great amount of heating surface ; and, by the

arrangement of the air passages,, the aiding of its flow into the apartment
in such volume and temperature as, while it is sufficient to warm the

room, is not so heated as to vitiate its quality, while the radiated heat

is thrown to the front of the stove, rendering it warm to the feet.

Neither do I claim, broadly, and as separate devices, the various

parts, as described, and forming my stove, as these parts have been
before and variously applied.

But I claim the arrangement of the air passage E, the division plate

or partition H, and the inclined flue D, with its corresponding air

passage F, made, combined, and operating substantially as described.

No. 18,469.—D. Christian Raub, of Davenport, Iowa.

—

Improve-
ment in Coal Stoves.—Patent dated October 20, 1857.—This invention

relates to a stove for burning coal or other material which packs
down in the fire-box, and requires a regulated quantity of atmospheric
air to promote proper combustion under all its conditions. This inven-

tion consists more especially in the means by which the draft is reg-

ulated, being intended to promote uniform combustion and an eco-

nomical dissemination of heat.

The inventor says : I claim in combination with the fire-box D and
its grates D^, and perforated or slotted cone C, the slides F F^ F^ F''

arranged and operating in connexion therewith substantially in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 16,455.

—

John Gr. Trbadwell, of Albany, N. Y.

—

Improvement
in Cooking Stoves.—Patent dated January 20, 1857.—The nature of
this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-
graving.

Claim.'—In stoves with elevated ovens, having an escape flue below
the elevated oven and none above it, the construction and arrange-
ment of the damper c d, so that by turning it in one direction, it shall

compel the flame and smoke to pass around the oven, and by turning
it in another, may shut off the flame and smoke entirely from the
oven, substantially as set forth and described.

No. 17,100.

—

Thomas King, ofWest Farms, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Cooking Stoves.—Patent dated April 21, 1857-—When the dampers
T T^U are open, the products of combustion rise from the fire-pot A
in the direction of the arrows, pass between the plates G N along the

sides e of box Gr, under the edges of sides e, and up through box Q
into the escape flue R. When the damper U is closed, the opening
between the bottom of box Q and flue P is cut off ; and the products of

combustion, instead of passing under the edges of sides e of box Q,
pass down into flue P, thence into flue K, where they spread and divide,

rising through flues L into flue 0, thence into box Q, and escaping
through flue R. The dampers T serve to throw all the heat to one
or the other side of the stove.

The inventor says : I do not claim broadly the surrounding of the
oven in stoves with hot-air flues.
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Nor do I claim the regulation of the draught of stoves by the ad-
mission of cold air into the escape flue, although I consider that my
improvement is more perfect in these respects than other stoves.

I claim the arrangement and combination of the box Q, register or

pot-hole S, and flues P K and L L, all constructed and operating
as set forth.

No. 17,371.

—

Joseph Hackbtt, of Louisville, Ky.

—

Improvement in

Cooking Stoves.—Patent dated May 26, 1857.—By turning upwards
knob m, the bars h can be raised so as to pass out from between the
lugs n\ and the dampers h h^ are raised, and the openings a a^ are
closed.

The inventor says : I do not claim an oven with flues leading to

flues in the door.

Neither do I claim operating the dampers by the opening and
closing of the door.

But I claim the employment, in combination with the dampers of

the oven and doors, of a rising and falling catch bar which has a
turning knob, which is so arranged that in turning it shall rise over

an inclined plane or stationary stop on the door, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,748.

—

William Kesor, of Cincinnati, 0.

—

Improvement in

Cooking Stoves.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—The nature of this in-

vention will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The described combination, with a customary reverting

flue cooking stove, of the funnel shaped descending flues d d^, enclosing

a reverberatory chamber E communicating with the central or reverting

-flue g on one side of a supplemental oven, and with the escape flue h
on the other side, substantially as described and for the purposes set

forth.

No. 18,012.

—

Sidney Godley, of Lockport, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Cooking Stoves.—Patent dated August 18, 1857.—The nature of

this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and en-

gravings.

Olodm.—The arrangement of the stove A with the movable ad-

justing plate M, which is one of the entire sides of the stove ; and de-

taching it for a cover to the baker B^ when the same is used with stove

A ; the whole when arranged forming a complete cook and baker, as

set forth.

Second. The adjustable extension chamber B to be attached to stove A,
when it is desired to extend its cooking and heating capacity, the stove A
being a complete stove with or without the attachment as set forth.

No. 18,586.—James K. Hyde, of Troy, N. Y.

—

Improvement in

Cooking Stoves.—Patent dated November 10, 1857.—The engravings

and claim explain the nature of this improvement.
Claim.—The inventor says : I wish it distinctly understood, that I

do not broadly claim so constructing a stove that heated atmospheric

air can be admitted at the same or at different times into the fire-

chamber, at difl'erent places above or beyond the fuel, from one or both
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of two separate air-heating chambers, by the use of the dampers by
which the admission of cold air into such air-heating chambers is con-

trolled, for the purpose of promoting the combustion in different parts

of the fire chamber of the gases evolved by the burning fuel.

I claim the arrangement of the hot-air chambers A, B, and 0, the

chambers A and B being so constructed that the air can be admitted

to or excluded from them, entirely independent of the chamber C, by
means of the registers c and E, and being provided with apertures a
and &, in the manner and for the purpose specified.

No. 18, 73*7.

—

Kensselaer D. Granger, of Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Im-
provement in Cooking Stoves.—Patent dated December 1, 1857.—The
claim and engravings explain the nature of this invention.

Claim —The inventor says : I do not desire to claim exclusively

the dividing of the lower flue for the products of combustion.

But I claimj as an improvement in the stove for which a patent was
granted to me on the 1st of March, 1848, forming underneath the

oven a chamber through which a current of cold air, entering at the

rear of the stove, may pass into the space between the back of the fire-

place and front of the oven, when the said chamb'er serves the purpose
of dividing and dispersing the products of combustion as they pass

through the lower flue to the chimney.

No. 18,859.

—

Samuel Pierce, of Troy, New York.

—

Improvement in

Cooking Stoves.—Patent dated December 15, 1857.—The claim and
engraving explain the nature of this invention.

Claim.—Equalizing the heat of an oven heated by a surrounding
flue of hot air, by interposing between the fire chamber and that por-

tion of the oven contiguous thereto an air chamber, or flue, m Wy
interior to the main flue i, between said main or exterior flue and the

oven, so as to shield that part of the oven from the intense heat of

the exterior flue at that point, and thus equalize and difi'use the heat

over the whole surface of the oven, as fully set forth.

No. 18,024.—P. P. Stewart, of Troy, New York.

—

Improvement in

Bakers for Cooking Stoves.—Patent dated August 18, 1857.—The na-
ture of this invention will be understood by reference to the claim and
engravings.

Claim.—The employment of the plate or pan a, with its legs &,

to rest on a stove plate, its projecting wires e at the angles to guide the
reflector F, and its aperture or slot d in the middle of the length, in

combination with the tin reflector enclosing the whole and leaving a
space all around, which, together with the slot in the middle of the
plate or pan, will permit the heat radiated from the stove plate to be
reflected on to the top of the articles to be baked or roasted ; all sub-
stantially as specified.

No. 18,297.

—

Samuel Pierce, of Troy, N. Y.

—

Improved apparatus

for Boasting on Cooking Stoves, Banges, &c.—Patent dated September
29, 1857.—The inventor, in describing his improvement, says : I form
a bright tin kitchen somewhat in the shape of the ordinary article be-

fore in use, the difference being that I bring a curtain of tin in front
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at a, to the bottom, instead of leaving it open ; at that point I insert

a spit in the usual way at 6, and under it is the usual dripping pan
arrangement d, beyond which a space is left between said dripping
pan and the front curtain a, as seen in the drawing. The roaster is

furnished with handles and door for basting, as other articles of simi-
lar character.

Claim.—The inventor claims the construction and arrangement of
the apparatus as specified, for the purpose of combining with a range
or stove for the purpose of roasting, as set forth.

No. 16,349.

—

Daniel S. Beardsley, ofNew Haven, Conn. , assignor to

John D. Umberfield and Daniel S. Beardsley.—Improvement in

Ships' Cooking Stoves.—Patent dated January 6, 1857.—The smoke
and sparks from the fire chamber pass from the hollow pivots a into

the flue b ; upon these pivots the stove swings forward and back in the
frame c. This frame is composed in part of the flue h, and swings
laterally on the pivot d and the hollow pivot e resting in the chimney.

Claim.—Hanging a stove, to be used on ship-board, by means of

the hollow pivots and flue, as described ; so that the stove shall always
maintain an upright position, and the draft not be interrupted.

No. 17,578.

—

John W. Lefferts, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Improve-
ment in Foot Stove.—Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The perforated

plate d serves to distribute or spread the heat ; and as the draught
passes through the opening F, the top plate h will be evenly heated.

Claim.—The lamp D, fitted or placed within the cylindrical chamber
C of the box B, the lamp being constructed in annular form, so as to

have a passage h through its centre to feed the flame within, and the

box B fitted within the case A, the box B being provided with the

perforated or reticulated plate d, plate 6, with passages/, and draught
pipe g, the whole being arranged substantially as described for the

purpose specified.

No. 18,580,

—

Samuel Fisher, of Canton, Mass.

—

Improvement in

Stoves for Burning Tan, Sawdust, dtc.—Patent dated November 10,

1857.-—The claim and engravings show the nature of this invention.

Claim.—The inventor says : I do not claim combining with a fire

pot or place an air flue or chamber for air to pass through and over

the fuel, when the fire pot or chamber has a grate, and a current of

air passing up through the grate and the fuel on the same ; for in my
stove there is no grate, and an upward current running through tlie

entire mass of fuel would consume the fuel too fast, and render the

stove liable to explode.

But I claim an improved stove of the kind and for the purpose as

described or as constructed, not only with a fuel chamber without a

grate or air passage or passages through its bottom, but with an air

chamber arranged in front of the chamber of combustion, and made
to communicate therewith and the external atmosphere and the side

flues, whereby air can be supplied laterally to the chamber of combus-
tion, and made to pass over the same and down into the flues, such

air not only supporting slow downward combustion of the fuel, but
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serving to create draft down the flues, so as to carry off the smoke and
combustible gases, and prevent explosion of the stove.

No. 16,939.

—

George W. Thompson, of Bordentown, N. J.

—

Im-
provement in Stovesfor Eaihuay Cars.—Patent dated March 31, 1857.

When the car is in motion the air enters the stove through the hood
J, and passing down through pipe I it opens the valve t?, which de-

presses lever li and leversy andj^, thereby bringing the valves I andZ^

in contact with the under side of cap B, and closing the perforations in

the same, and the heated air is discharged into the car through the

openings h. When the car stops, valve v is closed, and the cold air

enters through the openings h, and the heated air escapes through the

openings in cap B.

Claim.—The balanced valve v^ as hinged to the interior of the pipe

I, in combination with the lever h, levers j and j"^, their disk I, and
the perforations in the cap B, the whole being arranged and con-

structed substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

No. 17,608.

—

Patrick Mihan, of Boston, Mass., assignor to Himself
and Egbert B. Fitts, of the same place.

—

Improvement in Gas Stoves.—
Patent dated June 16, 1857.—The gas enters the annular pipe Gr, and
the atmospheric air enters through passages a^, both are mixed and
ignited at the outside of the wire gauze I ; the flame passing up in

the space F, and heating the air which is outside the stove and inside

the radiator c, while the spent gases are discharged down the radiator

K and pipe M.
The inventor says : I do not claim arranging a gas distributing

tube and an air and gas mixer between two concentric surfaces pro-

vided with air inlets arranged so that air may pass with gas through
the perforations of the mixer or cap only, as my arrangement involves

something more than this.

Neither do I claim an annular gas burner arranged between two
radiators, and having passages for air to pass between it and each
radiator, and to the flame that may be generated above the exit holes

of said burner, as I employ an air and gas burner, and not a mere gas
burner.

Nor do I claim simply making the air and gas mixer or cap in a
conical form; nor do I claim combining with a gas burner an ascend-
ing and descending flue, one being concentric with the other, and
whether the descending flue is either within or without the other.

Nor do I claim the construction of gas stoves as described on pages
86 and 87 of Webster's Encyclopaedia, my invention differing essen-

tially therefrom.

I claim arranging an annular gas distributing tube G, a perforated

or wire gauze mixer I, two radiators C and D, an air space within
the radiator C, and air inlet spaces B E, the one leading air above,
and the other below the surface of the mixer, substantially as de-

scribed; this arrangement involving inclining the gas mixer I, and
the radiator C, in opposite directions with respect to one another sub-
stantially as described.

I also claim the arrangement of the secondary radiator K, and its

discharge tube M, with reference to the radiator C, the open airspace
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within the latter and the chamber F, and the air and gas burning
apparatus, disposed at the bottom of said chamber, as specified.

No. 17,771.

—

Thomas Waiters, of Boston, Mass., assignor to

Himself and Stephen Sherlock, of Eastport, Me.

—

Improvement in Gas
Stoves.—Patent dated July 7, 1857.—The nature of this invention
will be understood by reference to the claim and engravings.

Claim.—The combination of the main chamber of combustion B, its

air and gas burner or burners C, and the auxiliary chamber of com-
bustion D, made to communicate (by one or more passages F) with
the main chamber B, and having pipes E extending through the
chamber B, and arranged so that air in passing through the said pipes

may be heated by the heated products in the chamber B, as specified.

Also the air and gas burner Gr and supply pipes H, in combination
with the main and auxiliary chambers of combustion B and D, made
to communicate with each other, as specified.

Also the combination of the reverberating bell or dome K, with its

auxiliary chamber D, and the main chamber B, when furnished with
burners^ and connected with one another and the external atmosphere,
as specified.

No. 16,607.

—

Luther M. Parsons, of Wankan, Wis.

—

Improvement
in Ventilating Stoves.—Patent dated February 10, 1857.—The fire is

fed with the vitiated air from near the ceiling of the room by means
of tubes H. Pure outside air is introduced into the stove by means of

tube Gr ; and when sufficiently warmed in its passage around the fire

chamber A, it enters the room. At a certain temperature the ex-

pansion coil a^ will operate lever K, closing pipe H, and opening pipe

d to conduct off superfluous heat or vitiated air.

The inventor says : I do not claim separately the pipes H, bent pipe

J, bar K, with its valves e, and expansion spiral rod a^ ; for these

separately, or in themselves considered, have been previously used.

But I claim the arrangement of the pipes H, bent pipe J, bar K,
provided with valves e, and the expansion rod a^, as shown and des-

cribed, for the purpose specified.

No. 18,868.—H. Gr. Seekins, Sr., & H. G. Seekins, Jr., of Elyria,

N. Y.

—

Improvement in Feet Warmers.—Patent dated December 15,

1857.—The nature of this invention consists in constructing a hydro-

caloric foot stool, with separate compartments; one of which is filled

with heated water and tightly corked ; one of the others is designed

for common atmospheric air ; the other or outer compartment is filled

with any non-conducting substance, the object of which is to prevent

the absorption or escape of heat through the sides or bottom of the

apparatus, and to retain the heat until it has passed through the top

of the reservoir.

The inventors say : We do not claim the reservoir, the air chamber,

or the non-conducting compartment.
But we claim the reservoir A, with a flange e, having perforations

c c, which shall correspond with the perforations // in the flange F,

in the manner and for the purpose set forth and described.
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